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Proceedings of the Conference on Aerial KaYigation.

Held in Chicago, August 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1893.

The proposal to hold an International Conference on Aerial
Navigation in Cliicago during the Columbian Exposition first

originated with Professor A. P. Zahm, of Notre Dame Uni-
versity. He conferred with Mr. C. C. Bonney, President of
the World's Congress Auxiliary, an organization under the
auspices of the World's Columbian Exposition, Intended to

promote the meeting of various congresses ; then he interested

various persons in the project, and in December, 1893, a com-
mittee of organization was formed.
This committee, in consultation with President Bonney, de-

cided to hold the Conference during the same week as the En-
gineering Congress, in order to secure the attendance of en-

gineers at the discussions ; and the following circular was
issued :

" Not things, but men."

President, Charles 0. Bonney. Treasurer, Lyman J. Gage.
Vice-President, Thomas B. Bryan. Seci-etaiy, Benjamin Biitterworth.

THE WORLD'S CONGRESS AUXILIARY OF THE
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION OP 1893.

Department of Engineering.

General Division of Aerial Navigation.

PKELIMINART ADDRESS OF THE WORLD S CONGRESS COMMITTEE
ON AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON AERIAL NAVIGA-
TION.

In connection with the various congresses vrhich will be

held next year, under the auspices of the World's Congress

Auxiliary, it is proposed to hold in Chicago, in 1893, an Inter

national Conference on Aerial Navigation, somewhat similar

to that which took place in Paris during the French Exposi-

tion of 1889 ; the subject being one which, while it has hith-

erto been left chiefly in the hands of the more imaginative in-

ventors (perhaps in consequence of the prodigious mechanical

difficulties which it involves), has of later years attracted the

attention of some scientific men and engineers.

Objects.—The principal objects of the Conference will be
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to bring about the discussion of some of the scientific prob-
lems involved ; to collate the results of the latest researches ;

to procure an interchange of ideas, and to promote concert of

action among the students of this inchoate subject.

It is proposed to invite the attendance of delegates from the

variojis aeronautical societies of the world, and generally of

persons who are interested in the scientific discussion of the

subject.

Time and Place.—The Auxiliary Management has assigned

the afternoons of three days for this conference, being Tues-
day, Wednesday, and Thursday, August 1, 3, and 3, 1893.

The opening session will take place at 2,30 p.m., on Tuesday,
August 1, in one of the halls of the " World's Congress Art
Palace," now being built on the Lake Front Park, at the foot

of Adams Street, in Chicago. The sessions upon the two sub-
sequent days will also take place in the afternoon, and may
either, like the first, be joint sessions, or the members in at-

tendance may divide into two sections (A and B) as may be
decided hereafter.

Topics Selected.—The topics selected for papers and dis-

cussions are as follows :

I.—Scientific Principles—Joint Session.

1. Resistance and supporting power of air, including results

of recent experiments ; formulas for the resistance of balloons
or flying machines, etc.

2. Best forms of aerial propellers, including results of ex-
periments with screws, wings or other forms ; their etHciency
and the power required.

3. Motors for aeronautical purposes, whether steam, gaseous,
electric, explosive, etc. ; their effectiveness, safety and weight
per H.P.

4. Materials for aeronautical construction, whether for bal-
loons or flying machines ; including the strength and weight
of fabrics, metals, woods, etc.

5. Best structural forms for aeronautical constructions, so
as to combine strength and lightness ; to offer the least resist-

ance to progression, and to alight safely.

6. Behavior of air currents, including observations at various
altitudes ; the prevalence, the direction, the trend and the force
of winds, etc.

II.

—

Aviation—Section A.

1. Observations and experiments on the flight of birds, in-

cluding their methods of rising, gliding, alighting, etc.; meas-
urements of power exerted and of velocities.

2. Theories regarding the soaring and sailing of birds. It
is now generally admitted that birds utilize the wind in soar-
ing, but no satisfactory explanation of the performance has
been given.

3. Various types of proposed flying machines, their advan-
tages and defects, the power required, their safety ; differences
between natural and artificial wings, etc.
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4. Equilibrium of flying machines, including the best means
of securing safety -with wings, screws, aeroplanes, etc., in ris-
ing, sailing, and alighting.

5. Novel experiments in aviation and their results, either
with power machines, dirigible parachutes, gliding or soaring
devices, models, etc.

6. Experiments with kites ; results of different forms as to
stability, sustaining power, height attained, behavior, etc. A.
history of kites.

III.

—

Ballooning—Section B.

1. Construction of balloons, choice of fabrics, laying out,
cutting and sewing, varnishes, nets, cars, valves, anchors,
guide ropes, parachutes, etc.

2. Inflation of balloons ; hydrogen, coal gas, natural gas,
hot air, etc. ; their generation, cost, and management during
inflation.

3. Navigable and war balloons, past experiments and re-
sults ; the present status ; the resistance, propellers, motors,
speeds, etc.

4. Manojuvring of balloons, ascending and descending,
with least expenditure of ballast or gas ; utilizing wind cur-
rents, determining altitudes, etc.

5. Observations in balloons, meteorological, photographic,
topographical, military, naval, planimetric, etc. ; various instru-
ments required.

6. Proposed improvements in balloons, as to forms of mini-
mum resistance, increased strength and stiffness ; with calcu-
lations of power required and lifted.

The Organizing Committee may arrange upon application
for the introduction and discussion of topics not enumerated
in the above list.

Proceedings.—It is intended to introduce each of these
topics by the reading of one or more papers thereon, to serve
as a basis for discussion, and to draw out further information.
These introductory papers will be obtained both by solicitation

of the Organizing Committee and by voluntary contribution.
They need not be long nor very exhaustive, but decided prefer-
ence will be given to those stating the results of actual experi-
ments ; as facts and positive knowledge are deemed more in-

structive than theories or projects. It is expected that some
of these papers will be printed and distributed in advance, in

which case it will be preferred to receive discussions thereon
in writing.

No paper will be read unless it has previously been ap-
proved by the Committee of Organization. The management
of the World's Congress Auxiliary will appoint the officers to

preside over the various sessions, and these officers will arrange
the order of the proceedings, call up in their turn the various
papers, and the speakers whom the Organizing Committee
may have selected to discuss them. Papers previously printed
will generally be presented by abstract, so that discussion may
follow without loss of time. Persons desiring to join in the
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discussions will be expected to give previous notice, and the

remarks of speakers will generally t>e confined to fifteen min-

utes, and to not more than two speeches upon the same sub-

ject. It is preferred that speakers shall subsequently furnish

a resume of their remarks in writing, failing which the stenog-

rapher's notes will be edited by the committee.
Stenographers will be in attendance, and interpreters will bo

provided when previous notice has been given of remarks to

be made in other than the English language.

It is expected that a separate room will be provided, in

which to exhibit, on approval of the committee, small models
or interesting experiments during the intermissions between
the meetings. Should circumstances warrant, one or two
additional sessions may be held.

Cakds of Admission.—Personal cards of admission to the

Conference will be issued in advance by the Secretary of the

Organizing Committee upon application to him, appproval by
the Committee, and the payment of a contribution of $3 to the

publication fund. These cards will entitle the holder to attend

the Conference and to receive all of its subsequent publications.

PoBLiCATiONS.—The Committee of Organization will decide
how much of the papers and proceedings shall be printed, and
will cause the same to be edited. Such of the papers as may
be printed in advance will be mailed to the holders of cards

of admission who may request it, and designate the particular

topic or topics which they desire to discuss. Written discus-

sions thereon should be forwarded to the Secretary in advance
of the Conference, and after its close all such papers and discus-

sions as may be printed shall be mailed to the members thereof.

Organization.—The President of the World's Congress
Auxiliary has appointed a local committee to organize the
aifairs of the proposed Conference. It is to be assisted by an
Advisory Council consisting of the leading scientific authori-
ties on the subject throughout the world. Persons desiring to

secure cards of admission or to contrioute to the papers or
discussions are requested to advise the secretary at an early
day, stating in the latter case what is the class of researches or
experiments which they have made, and on what topics they
desire to receive advance papers.

All communications should be addressed to Professor A. F.
Zahm, Secretary, NStre Dame, Ind.

O. Chanute, Ghairman.
A. F. Zahm, Secretary

.

Elisha Gray, LL.D., B. L. Corthell,
H. S. Carhart, R. W. Hunt,
S. W. Stratton, D. J. Whittemoeb,
Ira 0. Baker, J. W. Cloud,
John Gubkin, B. J. Arnold,
B. E. Sunny, W. N. Rumbly.

Committee of the Woi-ld's Congress Auxiliary
on Aerial Navigation.

World's Congress Headquarters,
Chicago, III., December, 1892.
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A large number of letters were written to those persons in
various parts of the world who were known to he experts or
students of the several topics selected, and the eEEort was made
to secure at least two papers by competent writers upon each
of the topics, so as to present two points of view for discussion.

Favorable responses were at first somewhat slow in coming,
so that only a few papers could be manifolded in typewriting,
and none were printed ; but toward the last of July, 1893,
papers came in abundance, and were of a high order of merit.

Cordial letters of co-operation were also received from the
British Aeronautical Society, the Aerial Navigation Society of
France, the Aviation Society of Munich, the Imperial Aero-
nautical Society of Russia, and the Aviation Society of Vienna.
A meeting of the Organizing Committee was held, to decide

upon what papers should be submitted to the Conference. A
few were rejected altogether, as being imperfect, or present-
ing untried projects, and some papers it was decided to pre-

sent but not to print afterward, as not possessing sufBcient in-

terest for permanent preservation.
The programme as printed comprised forty-seven papers,

but this included contributions from several persons who had
treated more than one of the topics selected ; notably the
paper of Mr. G. Crossland Taylor, and the treatise on the prob-
lem of aerial navigation of Mr. C. W. Hastings, the various parts

or chapters of which were presented in the programme under
the appropriate topic. It has been thought best not to follow
this division in publishing the proceedings, but to print the
papers as originally received.

It was, of course, impracticable to read all these papers in

full. Some were presented in extenso, and some were given in

abstract, in order that discussion might follow.

The Conference took place in the Memorial Art Palace, in

Chicago, August 1, a, 3, and 4, 1893, the session upon the

first day (Scientific Principles) being presided over by Mr.
O. Chanute, Chairman of the Organizing Committee ; tlie sec-

ond session ( Aviation) being presided over by Dr. Thurston,
Director of Sibley College, Cornell University ; the third ses-

sion (Ballooning) was presided over by Colonel W. R. King,
of the U. S. Army ; while the fourth session was a supple-

mental one, in which the various topics presented were fur-

ther discussed.

The attendance at each session comprised about one hundred
persons, who seemed to take great interest in the proceedings,

and the discussions brought out several investigators who had
been studying the subject or trying interesting experiments

without making it publicly known.

OPENING ADDRESS.

By O. Chanute.

It is well to recognize from the beginning that we have met
here for a conference upon an unusual subject ; one in which
commercial success is not yet to be discerned, and in which
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the general public, not knowing of the progress really accom-
plished, has little interest and still less confidence.
The fascinating because unsolved problem of aerial navi-

gation has hitherto been associated with failure. Its students

have generally been considered as eccentric—to speak plainly,

as " cranks ;" and yet a measurable success is now probably
in sight with balloons—a success measurable so far that we
can already say that it will probably not be a commercial
one ; while as to flying machines proper, which promise
high speeds, we can say that the elements of an eventual
success, the commercial uses of which are not as yet very
clear, have gradually accumulated during the past half cen-

tury.

The truth of these assertions, which will be justified further

on, seems to indicate that it is not unreasonable for us as en-

gineers, as mechanicians and as investigators, to meet together
here in order to discuss some of the scien1;ific principles in-

volved, and to interchange our knowledge and ideas.

The present is, I believe, the third international conference
upon aerial navigation. The second took place in Paris in

1889, and a fourth is projected to take place in that city dur-
ing the Exposition of 1900.

The conference of 1889 undoubtedly forwarded the possible
solution of the problem by making the public aware that a
number of sane men were studying it in various parts of the
world, by making these men acquainted with each other's
labors, and by disseminating information concerning the scien-

tific principles involved, the mechanical difficulties to be sur-

mounted, and the practical details of aerial construction gen-
erally. Probably as a consequence of this, very considerable
advance has been made during the last four years, as will be
indicated hereafter, and a number of promising proposals are
now in progress of experiment and development.
We may fairly expect similar results to follow from the

present conference. We may hope to collate here consider-
able knowledge concerning the scientific principles involved,
to gain information concerning the latest researches, and to

establish some concert of action.

Indeed, we shall begin our proceedings with the presenta-
tion of a paper by Professor Langley conveying what may al-

most be said to be the exposition of a new natural law, hith-
erto but dimly suspected, which seems to hold out promises
of important consequence.
We neither expect nor desire the presentation here of new

projects for navigable balloons or for flying machines. We
have endeavored to secure instead the statement of general
principles and of the results of actual experiments, as facts
and positive knowledge are deemed more instructive than
projects or speculations.

Success, when it comes, is likely to be reached through a
process of gradual evolution and improvement ; and the most
that we can hope to accomplish at present is to gain such
knowledge of the general elements of the problem as to enable
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US to judge of the probable value of future proposals, both as
mechanical or as commercial enterprises.
More important still, we may perhaps help to enlighten a

number of worthy but ill-equipped inventors who are retrying
old experiments, with no proper understanding of the enor-
mous mechanical difficulties involved.
As a preliminary to our proceedings, it will probably be in-

teresting to you to have a brief survey of what has already
been accomplished, both with balloons and with flying ma-
chines, and of the advance which has been achieved since 1889.

_
As regards navigable balloons, the latest reliable informa-

tion is probably contained in an interesting and carefully pre-
pared paper, read by Mr. Soreau, C.E., before the French So-
ciety of Civil Engineers in February last, and discussed at the
April meeting of that society.

You know that it has been abundantly proved that elongat
ed balloons of large size can be made sufficiently stiff by in-

ternal gas pressure to stand driving at low velocities. The
best speed hitherto obtained in any public trials has been 14
miles per hour, which is quite insufficient to stem the wind
upon any but rare occasions. This speed was achieved by
Commandant Renard, of the French Military Aeronautical
Department, in 1885. The balloon was 165 ft. long and 27i
ft. in diameter, c?irrying an electric motor weighing 1,174 Ib.o.,

which developed 9 H.P. The motor, therefore, weighed 130
lbs. per horse power.
Now, the French technical papers announce, and Mr. Soreau

confirms, that during the past winter Commandant Renard has
been constructing a new war balloon 330 ft. long and 42| ft.

in diameter, which is provided with a new motor said to be of
45 H P., and to weigh with 10 hours' supplies, between 2,640
and 3,080 lbs., or at the rate of about 66 lbs. per horse power.
With this apparatus, and with a screw some 80 ft. in diameter,
it is said that Commandant Renard expects to obtain a
speed of 24^ miles per hour, and that this will enable him,
for about three-quarters of the days in the year, to stem the

winds that blow.
Granting that the statements made about the motor are true

(and there is nothing improbable about them, as we shall pres-

ently see), and also that the motor (the details of which are

kept secret) shall not break down upon trial, I see no good
reason to doubt the attainment of the speed estimated ; and
we may learn any day that it has been performed, although it

is understood that the French authorities are maintaining such
secrecy as they can concerning this new war engine.

But the Germans also, as well as several other European na-

tions, are said to be in possession of navigable war balloons
;

and should war break out in Europe (which Heaven avert !)

we might be very soon made aware of the fact that speeds of

35 miles an hour are practicable.

I have no doubt about it myself ; but the attainment of this

moderate speed requires very large, and, therefore, very costly

balloons, which carry very few passengers ; and it is clear that
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while such craft may be justified by the exigencies of war,

they cannot compete commercially with existing modes of

transportation.

The difficulty with navigable balloons is that they must be

of very great dimensions for even moderate speeds and very
light useful loads. As the cubic contents of the gas bag in-

crease at a higher ratio than the surface of its envelope, the

relative lifting power increases with the size, and therefore

more powerful motors can be taken up and more speed ob-

tained ; but we soon reach the limits of practicability. The
new French war balloon is 230" ft. long (as large as a lake

steamer), and it will carry but three or four passengers at 25
miles an hour, so that it is difficult to conceive how, if they be
made of sufficient size to carry even a score of passengers, such
enormous and frail craft can be handled, housed, or operated
without peril of casualty or disaster.

The conditions as to resistances, lifting power, propellers,

and motors are now pretty well known ; the speeds can be cal-

culated with approximate accuracy ; and while improvement
can doubtless be achieved in the energy of the motor, in the

efficiency of the screw, and especially in the form of the navi-

gable balloon to diminish the resistance, it may be affirmed

with confidence that railway express train speeds cannot be
attained with balloons of practicable dimensions. They may
be used for war purposes or for exploration, but while we may
say that the balloon problem is approximately solved, we
may also say that the solution does not promise to become a
commercial success, or to yield a large money reward to in-

ventors.

With artificial flying machines proper, should a practical

one eventually be developed, very much higher speeds may be
expected. The pigeon flies at 60 miles an hour, the duck at

90, the swallow at 125, and the marten is said to flash through
the air at something like 200 miles an hour. Professor Lang-
ley has lately shown that, within certain limits, high speeds
through the air will be more economical of power than low
speeds, and recent advance in light steam-engines seems to have
reduced them to a less weight per horse power than is gener-
ally thought to obtain with the motor arrangement of birds.

It seems, therefore, not unreasonable to entertain the hope that
man may eventually achieve a mechanical success (if not a
commercial one) in the attempt to compass a mode of trans-
portation which so strongly appeals to the imagination, and
that it may result in greater speeds than pertain to our present
journeyings.
The mechanical difficulties in obtaining safe support from

so intangible a fluid as air are, however, so great that men
would long ago have given up the attempt if it had not been
for the birds. But, then, there are the birds ; and some of
them at least—the sailing birds, concerning which you will
hear something in some of the papers to be read here—seem to
be able to soar Indefinitely upon the wind with no muscular
effort whatever, so that the argument which has been made
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that man cannot hope to float his greater weipfht than theirs
Vipon the air would seem not to be well founded.

But, as already stated, the mechanical difficulties are very
great, and it is not surprising that they should have deterred
many men competent to advance the solution of the problem
from considering it at all, and that it should have mainly been
left in the hands of the more imaginative and ill-informed in-
ventors, who, with imperfect knowledge of the elements of
the problem, believe that success is to be achieved through a
single happy thought.

_
It is a mistake to suppose that the problem of aviation is a

single problem. In point of fact, it involves many problems,
each to be separately solved, and these solutions then to be
combined. These problems pertain to the motor, to the pro-
pelling instrument, to the form, extent, tejrture, and construc-
tion of the s"staining surfaces, to the maintenance of the
equipoise, to the methods of getting under way, of steering
the apparatus in the air, and of alighting safely. They each
constitute one problem, involving one or more solutions, to be
subsequently combined ; and these are the elements of success
already alluded to as having gradually accumulated, which I
propose to pass in review, more particularly to appreciate
what has been accomplished since 1889.

First, as to air resistances and the support to be obtained
from its inertia, we have had the magnificent labors of Pro-
fessor Langley, published in 1891, showing, by careful experi-
ments that something like 200 lbs. can be sustained in the air

by the exertion of 1 H.P. One half of this weight has already
been supported per horse power in some experimental ma-
chines.

Then, as to the motor : Mr. Maxim has recently announced
that he has constructed two steam-engines of 300 H.P. which,
with the engine proper, the boilers, pumps, generators, con-
densers, and the weight of water in the complete circulation,

weigh but 8 lbs. to the horse power. With respect to the pro-

pelling instrument, Mr. Maxim has, since 1889, made a great
many experiments with aerial screws. He flnds, like Com-
mandant Renard before him, that some forms are very much
more effective than others,, so that the coefficient of efficiency,

which was less than 35 per cent, in the earlier aerial screws,

may now be said to be at least double this amount.
On the other hand, Mr. Hargrave, who now has built and

experimented some 18 different flying machines, all of which
fly, says that he has obtained equal propulsive effects from
screws and from beating wings, although he rather prefers

the latter. A paper from him, giving the results of his latest

experiments and describing his steam-engine and boiler, which
weigh only 10.7 lbs. per horse power, will be submitted to this

meeting.
As to the best form, extent, texture, and construction of

sustaining surfaces, there is yet considerable uncertainly ; but

there will be submitted here two papers upon materials of

aeronautical construction—one by Professor Thurston and the
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Other bj' Mr. G. Crossland Taylor—both of which are well cal-

culated to advance knowledge on this subject ; while the ex-

periments of Mr. Phillips in England a few months ago have
shown that with peculiarly shaped blades of woAd about 73

lbs. per horse power can be supported in the air.

The equipoise is, in my own judgment, one of the most Ini-

portant problems yet to be solved in aviation. No success is

to be hoped for unless the apparatus is stable and safe in the

air— safe in starting, in sailing, and in alighting. Three-quar-

ters at least of past failures can directly be traced to lack of

equilibrium. This problem seems to be in process of solution ;

and I may mention in this connection that during the sum-
mers of 1891 and 1893 M. Lilienthal, of Berlin, has been glid-

ing downward through the air " almost every Sunday, and
sometimes on week days," upon an aeroplane with which he
expects eventually to imitate the soaring of the birds, when he
has learned to manage it safely.

Several of the papers to be read here propose various

methods for first acquiring this necessary skill, for first learn-

ing to fly under safe conditions before venturing to launch
forth in the air. This bird-science seems to be the first requi-

site, for safety is indispensable ; and it may not be secured in

free air until skill has been acquired in handling a machine.
The problems of starting up into the air, of steering, and of

alighting safely upon the ground cannot yet be said to be in

process of solution. Various methods have been proposed for

getting under way, the principal of which have been to gain
speed upon the ground or to get a lifting action from rotating

screws ; but neither has as yet been practically demonstrated
as quite practical upon a working scale.

For the purpose of steering it has generally been proposed
to employ two rudders, one vertical and one horizontal ; but
it yet remains to be known whether they will prove quite

effective under the varying circumstances of flight.

The alighting upon the ground is likely to prove the most
difficult and dangerous of the problems to be solved. It has
been much too Utile considered by would-be inventors and
patentees of flying machines, and it may long prove a bar to

the success of such apparatus, for nothing but direct experi-
ment, and that of a perilous kind, will determine how this

operation can be successfully performed.
I hope, however, that you will agree with me that some of

the elements of success have gradually been accumulating, and
that there has been real, substantial advance within the last

few years. There is still much to be done ; but a number of
experimenters have each been working on one or more of the
several problems involved, and they have made it more easy
for others to forward the general solution still further.
From this brief review of recent progress it would appear

less unreasonable than it seemed a few years ago to hope for
eventual success in navigating the air, and it may now be reason-
ably prudent to experiment upon a small scale, particularly if

the inventor does so at his own expense ; for the chances of
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commercial success seem still too distant to invite others to en-
gage in the actual building of a flying machine unless they do
it with the understanding that they may perhaps lose their

money. This is the course which has thus far been followed
by the three or four experimenters who now seem in the lead,

and it may not be long before they achieve such success as
fairly to warrant them in proceeding to the construction of a
full-sized machine.

In any event, without concerning ourselves overmuch with
the possible commercial uses of such apparatus, we may hope
here to advance knowledge upon this interesting problem, and
to be of service to those ingenious men who are seeking for its

mechanical solution.

ON THE PROBLEM OF AERIAL NAVIGATION.

By thb Late C. W. Hastings.

The late C. W. Hastings was a young civil engineer who
was much interested in the problem of aerial navigation. He
was for a time an assistant to Mr. O. Chanute, from whom, as

he expressed it, " he learned much that he knew on the sub-

ject." He studied all the publications which were accessible,

and made some investigations of his own, more particularly

upon the aerial propeller, which will be found to be quite

fully discussed in the following pages.

Finding that his health was failing, he devoted the last few
months of his life to preparing the present essay.

He knew that he was dying from an incurable disease of

the heart, and he bore his sufferings with a serenity and cheer-

ful patience which touched his friends to the quick, devoting

his remaining feeble strength to revising his work for publi-

cation.

He died, at the age of 33 years, in October, 1893, bequeath-

ing this essay, which was not quite revised to his liking, to

his friend, Mr. W. H. Breithaupt, who has edited it and con-

tributed it to the Conference on Aerial Navigation in Chicago,

where it was presented in abstract under the heads of the

various topics selected. It is here published as originally

arranged by Mr. Hastings, who thus contributes, even after

his death, to the advancement of knowledge.—Ed.

INTEODTJCTORY.

To those who have given the subject of aerial navigation

but little attention, it will appear that gravity is the insur-

mountable difficulty which prevents its achievement ;
gravity

is so evident an obstacle, and so evidently a great one, that

very many people will readily believe that with gravity over-

come, aerial navigation should be quickly accomplished.
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That gravity has been overcome is too well known, and yet
aerial navigation, except in an experimental and unsatisfac-

tory way, has not been accomplished. The overcoming of the

great obstacle, combined with the almost complete failure to

reach the desired end, has resulted in creating the very reason-

able and almost universal belief, that the problem of aerial

navigation is impossible of solution. Scientific men, however,
make an exception in this almost universal skepticism, and
nearly all of them are willing to admit that when sufficient

progress shall have been made in mechanical science, true

aerial navigation will be possible and will be accomplished.
Transit through the air, when accomplished, must be an

improvement in some particular upon the present methods of
transportation, or it will be worthless. The aerial craft either

must carry heavy cargoes for less money than present systems
cost, or It must carry cargoes at higher speeds than present
systems are capable of attaining, or transit must be effected to

points which it is impossible to reach by other systems, or
transit in such aerial vessels must possess features of enjoy-
ment which other methods of travel do not have.

Aerial navigation, as at present known, has none of these
preferences, save possibly the last, and its expense is so great
as to prohibit indulgence in it. The successful aerial craft
must be commercially successful in some of the ways men-
tioned ; for a craft which would only navigate the air in time
of war, for military or naval purposes, would hardly be con-
sidered to have solved the problem in a much more satisfactory
way than it has already been solved.

If the problem of aerial navigation is to be discussed by en-
gineers, it must be discussed as other engineering problems
are. There must be generally accepted physical laws, or em-
pirical formulae, and there must be reliable experimental data,
and the whole must be treated mathematically. An attempt
will be made to do this in the following pages, but owing to
the fact that the subject has received so little attention from
scientists, the experiments that can be depended upon are few,
and the empirical formulsB will certainly need modification in
the future. There are therefore many places in these pages
where an apparent conclusion is reached, but this apparent
conclusion is only perfunctory and may be greatly changed.
At the same time there are places where the conclusion reached
is final, for it is based upon absolute physical laws, and not
upon empirical formulae, or meager experimental data. The
reader will have no difficulty in determining one kind of con-
clusions from the other.

If the author repeats, and without credit, statements made
by others, he does it unintentionally. Credit has been given
wherever it has been thought to be due.
No attempt has been made to indicate any particular form

of apparatus for aerial navigation ; nor have any suggestions
been made regarding experiments which it may be necessary
or desirable to try. This policy is not pursued with the desire
to conceal anything, but should this indication be attempted,
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it would at once be assumed that the writer had tried to solve
the problem of aerial navigation, and criticism would be based
upon that assumption. The paper claims only to be an at-

tempt to indicate the road over which the successful inventor
of aerial navigation must travel. Should this be clearly under-
stood by engineers ; if they are made aware of just what
knowledge is required in order to accomplish aerial naviga-
tion, it is the belief of the writer that that knowledge will

eventually be forthcoming.

BALLOON PLIGHT.

Gravity being the greatest apparent obstacle to flight, it is

but natural to suppose that with this great obstacle removed,
aerial navigation should soon be accomplished. It is now
over a hundred 3'ears since the invention of the balloon* over-
came the attraction of gravitation in so great a measure that
man was enabled to rise vertically to an indefinite distance.

Nevertheless aerial navigation has not yet become a commer-
cial success, save as some curiosities are commercial successes.

Since the balloon certainly overcomes gravity, and can be
designed to raise any weight, most of the money which has
been spent up to the present time upon aerial navigation has
been spent upon balloons, and upon attempts to make them
navigable, and since such machines have not as yet come into

general use, it is plain that they are so far commercially im-

practicable.

The navigable balloon consists of a cylindrical gas bag with
pointed ends ; it is driven through the air in the direction of

the longer axis, which is horizontal. The shape is adopted

so that the resistance of the air may be as small as possible,

and motion is obtained from the thrust of the screw, which is

turned by any suitable motive power. Steam, electricity

and manual power have been used as motors.

Four such balloons have been manufactured, the most suc-

cessful one being that made under the auspices of the War
Department of the French Government. This balloon has

made seven recorded trips, achieved a speed of 14 miles per

hour, and on five of the seven occasions was able to return to

the starting-point. None of the three other so-called naviga-

ble balloons deserves the name, for none of them has ever been

able to return to its starting-point, and none of them was ever

tried but once.
These facts are rather discouraging to, those who hope to

achieve aerial navigation through the means of a navigable

balloon. If the French Government by the use of more

money than the most enthusiastic company of promoters could

hope to secure, and with, presumably, the best ability that it

WM possible to obtain, aided also by t)ie fact that Frenchmen
possess almost exclusively all experience in navigable balloons,

* Stephen Montgolfier made the first successful balloon ascent in June,

1783.
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and that they practise general ballooning to a far greater ex-

tent than other people ; if the French Government with these

advantages, and with several years of diligent trial, was un-

able to achieve more than the very moderate success stated, it

would seem as if it were useless for others to attempt to solve

the problem in this way, and without government aid. But
there are much better reasons than this why the navigable
balloon cannot be made commercially successful.

It has been shown that by merely doubling the size of the

French "War balloon, its speed could be increased from 14

miles per hour to 25 miles per hour. The reason is easy to

see. The force which a body has to overcome in passing
through a fluid is due to the resistance of that fluid, and if the

body retains the same relative shape, but only increases in

size, then the resistance for the same speed will increase as

the area of the greatest, cross-section. If the balloon be
doubled in all of its dimensions it will hold eight times the
amount of gas that it did at first, and will possess eight times
the lifting power ; but the area of its greatest cross-section

will only be increased fourfold. If the motor weighs a stated
amount per horse power, then it is seen that the iballoon will
carry eight times the power that it did at first, but that it will
meet only four times the resistance. Its proportionate power
is therefore twice as great as that of the smaller balloon, it is

in fact twice as powerful, and had the dimensions been multi-
plied by three, it would have been three times as powerful.
The double-sized balloon, however, would not travel through

the air at twice the speed of the smaller-sized apparatus, for
the speed of a vessel moving through a perfect fluid will only
vary as the cube root of the power consumed, so that the
double-sized balloon would only travel

3

i/'2= 1.259,

say, 25 per cent, faster than the smaller vessel, if the increase
in all the parts, size of operators, etc., were precisely the
same. As a matter of fact, however, there are so many things
in the double-sized balloon, which would be of precisely the
same weight as in the smaller apparatus, that the power could
be increased much more than eight times, with the result that
a speed of 25 miles per hour could be obtained instead of
14 X 1.259, 17.5 miles per hour as theory would indicate.
Had the dimensions been multiplied by three instead of by

two, the possible increase in speed, as shown by theory, would
have been

3

4/3 = 1.44 = 44 per cent.

Theory therefore leads us to expect that the increase in speed
will be equal to the cube root of the increase in the dimen-
sions. This principle has been linown for some lime, and has
not only been known, but has been the foundation for some
elaborate calculations and extensive patents whicli were taien
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out in 1885 by the late Mr. E. Falconnet, member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.
The balloon built by the French Government was 165 ft.

long and 27^ ft. in diameter ; the cargo inclusive of the aero-
nauts weighed 780 lbs., and the speed was 14 miles per hour.
The navigable balloon of double the size would carry 1,500
lbs., and the speed would be 35 miles per hour. The voyages
in both cases would be limited to a few hours. The smallest
apparatus proposed by Mr. Falconnet was about the size of
the latter, and the '' practical" machine, which he believed
would be most used, was to be about a quarter of a mile long
and 300 ft. in diameter.
A general consideration, which the most casual investigator

would grant, must show him that the small cargoes and low
speeds, of which the smaller machines are only capable, would
make them commercial failures. The large forms of appa-
ratus which were proposed by Mr. Falconnet could hardly have
been kept under cover, and a wind such as occurs in almost
any part of the world, at some time in the year, would inevi-

tably demolish such a frail structure of such vast expanse as
a balloon a quarter of a mile long and 200 ft. in diameter.

There is one element in aerial navigation by the use of bal-

loons that has not been touched upon by writers on the sub-
.ject, and that is the cost of maintenance. This omission can
be accounted for by the fact that there has been no mainte-
nance. Of the four navigable balloons constructed three have
been tried but once, and then abandoned ; the fourth was
under the control of the French Government, and was the

subject of many experiments and changes, while it is probable
that reliable data of this nature could not be obtained, even if

it has been thought desirable to keep the record.

It is evident that if the navigable balloon is to be kept in
" commission" as many hours in the day and as many days in

the year as is the steamboat or locomotive, the cost of main-
tenance will be ruinous. The income from a navigable bal-

loon must therefore be very considerable in order to meet its

maintenance. The character of the material of which it is

constructed is so fragile, that the apparatus is extremely liable

to accident, and, as compared with wood or iron, it is very

shortlived ; those capitalists, therefore, who may venture their

money in a navigable balloon project, should calculate on
large rales of profit to compensate them for the risks of the

business, and in any case should expect to get their money
back in a very few months or not at all.

Those who desire to still further investigate navigable bal-

loons will find the subject succinctly and quite completely

treated in a lecture by O. Chanute, C.E., before the students

of Sibley College, Cornell University, published by the Sail-

road and Engineering Journal, New York.

DYNAMIC FLIGHT.

Since balloon or static flight can probably never be a com-
mercial success, there remains only the other kind to be con-
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sidered—that is to say, dynamic flight. This is at present

practised by living creatures which weigh at most only 50 lbs.,

and imitated by some toys of about as many ounces. No
flying creature exists that approximates the *eight of any
flying machine which would be termed successful.

As the above facts are favorite and very relevant arguments
which are brought by those who belie^^e that aerial navigation

for man will never be more than a dream, it may be para-

mount to inquire why the flying creatures are all so small.

Nature has probably developed as large a walking animal as
the laws of mathematics and of the strength of material will

permit, and it also seems reasonable to believe that the whale
is as large an organism as the laws which govern physical
structures will allow.

Since the mammoth and the mastodon were certainly smaller
than the vehicles which man has constructed to navigate the
land, and since the whale is not the largest body which can
navigate the water, it seems reasonable to think that the eagle,

albatross, or condor are not the largest bodies which can navi-

gate the air by dynamic flight.

To any who have paid the least attention to flight, it must
be evident that there are two kinds of dynamic flight—namely,
beating flight and sailing flight. In the former kind the ani-

mal seems to be in many cases sustained by the wings press-

ing directly downward upon the air, and producing an upward
reaction equal to the weight, by means of a direct downward
thrust. In this way the smallest of flying animals, insects,

and hummingbirds may keep their bodies motionless in calm
air, and even fly backward as well as forward, though they
do the former but slowly. As we investigate the flight of the
larger animals we find that none of them ever fly backward,
and that the pigeon is about as large a bird as can raise itself

vertically through calm air ; it only does this with an evident
eflEort and for short distances.

Larger birds than the pigeon are only able to rise vertically
when under some extraordinary excitement, and the largest of
all are unable to rise vertically at all. This shows that the
action of the wing in large birds is not vertical, and as we
watch them we see that their efEorts are made to obtain not
vertical, but horizontal motion. Whea the large bird rises
from the ground he will do so by facing the wind and running
against it ; if he launches himself from a perch, it is never
horizontally or upward, but always downward. If the hunter
gets to the windward of a flock of wild turkeys, he can cap-
ture them, for the birds are unable to rise with the wind, but
if he is to the leeward of them, they will spread their wings
aud easily escape. If the condor can be induced by bait to
enter a small enclosure which is a little larger than his body
and with its sides a little higher than his head, the bird will
be unable to escape, for he cannot rise vertically.
As a very general statement, then, it may be said that large

flying animals fly by sailing, and that small flying animals fly

by beating their wings. To be sure there are many excep-
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tions to this rule, for there are myriads of forms in nature
;

the butterfly will sail in an unsteady manner for a short dis-

tance, and the wild goose is an exceedingly strong flapping
flyer, but the statement is quite true in a general way, and is

truer in a definite way than most people suppose. The reason
must, of course, be that it is easier for the small animal to fly

by beating than it is by sailing, and that it is easier for the
large flying animal to fly by sailing than by beating. They
will both fly in the manner which consumes the least power.

Theoretically the weight of any motor will vary as the cube
of its dimensions, while the power which it can exert will

vary as the square of those dimensions. If we have two
steam-engines precisely similar, differing only in size, and run-
ning at the same piston speed and boiler pressure, the area of
the piston, and therefore the power developed, will vary as

the square of the dimensions, while the weight will vary as

the cube of those dimensions. Now this statement seems ab-
surd to the practical engine builder, for he knows that as a
matter of fact the weight of an engine per horse power will

decrease as the size is increased. The truth is, that no two
engines have been made exactly alike except in size, and that

also when the size is greatly decreased the internal friction

becomes such a proportion of the load that tlie operation of

this law is scarcely perceived.

In nature, however, the case is different. Here the internal

friction is negligable, and the difference between the largest

and the smallest of motors is so very great that the operation

of the law can be observed. , The contractile power of a muscle
per square inch of section is about the same whether it be
taken from a large or from a small animal. It is about 20 lbs.

per square in. The rapidity of contraction is perhaps no
greater in the muscle of the rapid-flying bird than in the rapid

land animal. At any rate, the difference is not remarkable.

It is seen, therefore, that the energy of the muscle will increase

with the square of the dimensions, while the weight of that

muscle will increase with the cube of tiiose dimensions. It is

for this reason tliat the ant can lift another ant with ease, that

the man lifts his fellow-man only with difficulty, and the ele-

phant is unable to lift its fellow at all.

Now while the small animal can exert greater energy in pro-

portion to its weight than the large animal, and is therefore

better adapted to beating flight, which, as has been observed,

requires more power than sailing flight, it is not so well adapted

for sailing flight. Sailing flight requires a considerable hori-

zontal velocity, and tliis means a considerable opposing force

due to the resistance of the air.

In order that the body shall meet with as litt.'e resistance as

possible, the sectional area of the greatest cross section should

be as small as possible. This sectional area will increase with

the square of the dimensions, while the weight or mass will

increase with the cube of the dimensions, bailing flight un-

doubtedly requires mass, momentum, and this mass or momen-
tum decreases much faster than the sectional area when the
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dimensions rlecrease. There will be a point in the decrease in

size where the mass will be so small in comparison with the

resistance created by the sectional area of the greatest cross-

section, that sailing flight will be impossible ; just as a speck

of dust is the sport of every zephyr, while Ihe huge stone,

although of the same specific gravity, will withstand a hurri-

cane.

Since the resistance increases much slower than does the

momentum, as the size increases, we may expect that the

larger flying animals will be of more rapid flight than the

smaller, and as a general rule, with the numerous exceptions

due to the numerous forms which nature has developed, this

also is true.

Referring to the decrease in the proportional strength of the

muscle with its increase in size, it is seen that there must be

a point in increase of size, where the flying animal would be
unable to raise itself verticall;^ from the ground, just as there

is a point in the increase of size where the quadruped would
be unable to travel by walking. There does not, however,

seem to be any such mathematical reason to limit the size of

the animal which could travel by swimming ; and since, for

the same speed, the resistance met by a body in moving through
the air will increase as the square of the dimensions, and since

the power of the living motor will also increase as the square
of the dimensions, it would seem as if there would be no limit

indicated by mathematics to the increase in size of the creature

which would fly by sailing. This, however, is quite mislead-

ing, for the power required for support must be considered in

discussing aerial navigation, while in marine navigation no
such power is required.

The theory of the power Increasing as the square of the
dimensions of the motor has only been applied to the living

machine. It applies there, as already stated, because the

motors are similar, and because the internal friction is small
;

the operation of the law can also be observed because the

motors vary so greatly in size. In discussing balloon flight

we assumed that" the power of the motor would vary as the
weight, and this can be assumed to be about true in the con-
struction of artificial motors, where no two are made precisely

similar, where the internal friction of small sizes is great, and
where we find no such great variation in the sizes experi-

mented with as to attract our attention to this law.

Oethogonai, Flight.

Two kinds of dynamic flight have been mentioned

—

i.e.,

beating flight and sailing flight. We may now alter these

terms a little to "orthogonal flight" and "gliding flight."

Orthogonal is a term devised and employed by the French,
and indicates that kind of flight in which the weight is sus-

tained by a direct downward dynamic thrust upon the air.

Thus the Insect or humming-bird, when holding its body
motionless in the air, is practising orthogonal flight ; if a screw
were arranged upon a vertical shaft, so that by rotating it
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raised a weight through the air, that would be orthogonal
flight; aay arrangement of valvular, wings, which are in-
tended to open when the wing is raised and to close when the
wing is depressed, and so lift an apparatus up through the air,
would be designed for orthogonal flight. In an apparatus
intended to operate by orthogonal flight, the action of the
moving machinery is expected to produce an upward reaction
of sufficient force to raise the machine, and horizontal trans-
lation is not an essential condition, as it is in gliding flight.
Perhaps an estimate of the amount of power required to

raise a man vertically through the air by this means will not
be uninteresting. This power must be applied so as to drive
the man upward and the air downward, and this being the
case, the least power will presumably be used when the great-
est possible quantity of air is operated upon.

This latter statement may be illustrated by the case of a
cannon and its ball. Suppose a cannon weighing 1,000 lbs.

and a cannon-ball weighing 1 lb. to be free in space ; the
charge is exploded, and the same force—namely, the pressure
exerted by the powder—acts on both the cannon and upon its

ball for the same length of time while the ball is travelling
from the breech to the muzzle. Now although the force and
the time during which it is exerted are the same in the case of
the cannon and of the ball, the power which is imparted to
each, and which is conserved in their momentums, difCers. By
Newton's second law of motion, the velocities of the cannon
and of the ball under these circumstances will be to each other
inversely as their masses ; the ball will therefore be traveling
1,000 times as fast as the cannon. Now since the power con-
tained in the momentum of any mass is proportional to the
square of the velocity and to the mass itself, we see that the
power conserved in the cannon will be represented by l.OOO
X 1* = 1,000. and that the power conserved in the momentum
of the cannon-ball will be 1 X 1.000'' = 1,000,000. The latter

amount of power is 1,000 times the former. When two bodies
are acted upon by the same force for the same length of time,
the power conserved in the momentum of each will vary in-

versely as their masses.
In orthogonal flight, therefore, the greater the amount of

air acted upon and driven downward, the less will be the
power required. The amount of air acted upon will increase
directly as the surface and as the speed employed.

All this may be shown by a numerical example. Suppose
an apparatus to weigh 300 lbs., and to be supported by an
arrangement, often proposed by inventors, of valved wings,
which will permit the air to pass through when the wing is

raised, but which will close when the wing is depressed, cre-

ating resistance and so raising the machine. Let tliere be two
separate surfaces, one of which is being raised while the other
is being depressed, " In this way one will be in action at all

times. Suppose that the area of each of these surfaces be
300 sq. ft., and that the resistance when they are raised through
the air is nothing.
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The resistance upon a plane surface in passing through the

air is, as ascertained by Professor S. P. Langley, and here

expressed in terms of feet and seconds instead of in the metric

units he gives :

P= 0.00153 VS.
P = pressure in pounds.
y = velocity in feet per second.

S — area in square feet.

By the assumption made P = 300 lbs. and 8 = 300 sq. ft,

(for only 300 of the 600 sq. ft. are acting) ; substituting in the

equation, we have
300 - 0.00153 F' 300 ;

from this we find that V= 35.6 ft. per second, and since a

horse power is equal to 550 foot-pounds per second, the power
required will be

30Q X 35.6 _ j4 jj P
550

This is plainly more than a man could develop. If the man
weighed 150 lbs. there would be remaining (800—150) = 150

lbs., which would be the' possible weight of the material out
of which to construct 600 sq. ft. of surface.

Suppose that we make the entirely unreasonable assumption
that two such wings, each with 1,300 sq. ft. of surface, could
be constructed out of 150 lbs. weight, we should then have the
following :

300 = 0.00153 V 1,300 F = 12.8 ft. per second,
and

300 X 12.8 _ „ „ p

We thus see that with four times the surface only one-half
the horse power is required to accomplish the same work—
that is to say, the power required will vary inversely as the
square root of the surface, or

j^ : ^ : : |/3U0 : 4/1,300.

This may be shown mathematically, for neglecting constant
coefficients the formulfe just used become

P = S V^ and horse power = P F.

If we double the surface and retain P constant, we have

J-2 / F \'

The new surface then becomes 3 8, and the new velocity

F
1.414'

so that the new horse power is

'-.414/-'(.-
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That is, the surface has been doubled and the power required
has been decreased by the square root of two.
We thus see that the power required will vary inversely as

the square root of the surface.
We may undertake to ascertain by these equations how large

a surface would be required for a man to raise 300 lbs. verti-
cally by his muscles with the particular arrangement sup-
posed. Suppose that a man can develop continuously one-
eighth of a horse power, we can make the proportion :

11 / ,-

14 0125 • • "^^^^ --V^ X = 3,760,000 sq. ft. = 86.5 acres
;

but in order to enable the man to fly we must have another
surface similar to this, because one will be inactive all the
time, making 178.0 acres of surface to be constructed out of
150 lbs.

While it is evident that man cannot by his own muscular
efforts expect to overcome gravity in this way, an artiiicial

motor may perhaps do so. If we can construct 600 sq. ft. of
surface of the weight of 150 lbs., and a motor developing 14
H. P. and weighing only 150 lbs., two requirements whicli it

is probably not impossible to meet, it is seen that the apparatus
would rise, but it would have to go without an attendant.
We infer from this that the use of valvular wings, which

has been so often proposed, is not advantageous, and that
orthogonal flight is scarcely practicable.

The use of the screw in this connection will be discussed
later.

Gliding Flight.

It being seen by calculation and by general observation
that orthogonal flight requires much more power per pound
weight for its accomplishment than gliding flight, and since
the lack of power is one of the greatest obstacles in the way
of successful aerial navigation for man, it is almost certain
that of the two kinds of flight the latter will be the one
adopted. It is more economical in the matter of obtaining
support and also of obtaining horizontal translation, without
wliich flight is worthless.

The force which gives support in gliding flight is easily

realized. Take a fan, let the flat side be almost horizontal,

and move it horizontally through the air ; if the forward
edge be raised a trifle higher than the rear edge, a strong
uplift will be felt. Now there will be some resistance to hori-

zontal motion, but if the inclination of the fan be very small,

this resistance will also be small. It will be very much less

than the upward' thrust. This is the principle by virtue of
which birds obtain support in gliding through the air. The
large bird glides upon apparently horizontal wings, but
which are, in fact, slightly inclined, and the force whicli sus-

tains him is the same as that which tends to raise the fan. At
the angles at which it is estimated that birds usually sail, the
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horizontal resistance will be from one-sixth to one-thirtieth

that of the upward pressure—that is to say, the force_ required

to move the bird's wing horizontally through the air, and so

sustain his weight, is only one-sixth to one-thirtieth of the

weight itself. It must be remembered in this connection,

however, that force is net power. The above statement sim-

ply means that 1 lb. of pressure applied horizontally to a thin

inclined plane, moving through the air at the angle and the

speed usually adopted by sailing birds, will keep that plane in

motion horizontally, and will sustain from 6 to 30 lbs. weight;

This pressure upon the air by the supporting surface is, by
the well-known laws of fluid pressure, always normal to the

surface. The direction of this pressure is at right angles to

the surface at all limes, and this being the case, the resistance

to horizontal motion and the uplift can be determined by

simple trigonometrical resolution of forces, if the normal

pressure be first ascertained.

Fig. I.

If A B, tig. 1, be the surface upon which the horizontal
current FJE is impinging, the direction of the force created by
the pressure of that current will be along the line E G, which
is always at right angles to the plane ; and if the length of the
line E represents the amount of this normal pressure, the
length of the line ED will represent the uplift, and the length
of the line D C will represent the resistance to horizontal
motion. It is seen that the line E Dis equal to E multiplied
by the cosine of the angle DEC, and that the line 2) C is

equal to the line E G multiplied by the sine of the same angle.
This angle, D E G, is equal to the angle FE A, which is the
angle of inclination of the plane. The uplift, therefore, is

equal to the normal pressure multiplied by the cosine of the
angle of inclination, and the resistance to horizontal motion is

equal to the normal pressure multiplied by the sine of the
angle of inclination. It is also seen that the resistance to hori-

zoutal motion is equal to the uplift multiplied by the tangent
of the angle of Inclination, or that the uplift is equal to the
resistance divided by that tangent. We have therefore :

W = Ncos. @ R = N sin. R= W tan. @ W R
tan. ®'
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in which W is the weight or the uplift, li is the resistan
horizontal motion, iV is the normal pressure upon the p
and @ is the angle of inclination.
Now since power is resistance multiplied by velocity,

HP= rii= rWian.@,

in which Fis the velocity and HP the power.
If fl" P is in English horse power, it will be 33,000

pounds per minute, 550 foot-pounds per second, or 375 :

pounds per hour ; if we make W the weight in pounds
V the velocity in miles per hour, we shall have :

375
or

IIP = 0.003667 rWtan. @,

in which J^Pis the English horse power, Fis the veloci
miles per hour, and Wis the weight or uplift in pounds,
author believes this last formula to be original, and it is

that it is applicable to any fluid.

It will be noted that the extent of the surface is not ar
ment in the formula. If, therefore, we can ascertain
velocity, the weight, and tne angle employed by sailing b
we can ascertain the power consumed by them in mere
port. Two of these elements are comparatively easy to

mate, the weight and the velocity ; but the angle of inc

tion is still an unknov^'n factor, and the difficulties of mes
ing that angle are so great, that it is doubtful if any rel:

data will be obtained in regard to this matter for some tin

come.
There is another element which enters into gliding fli

, which has not been considered, and this is the supporting
face. It is important, both in view of its size and its sh

If it is small, a high velocity or a considerable angle wi
required to sustain the weight, and this, as we see by
formula just given, means great power ; if it is too larg(

own weight will be considerable, which, we also see by
formula, will require more power, and even if the area

'

determined most accurately, its .shape would be a matti

serious consideration. As will be seen further on, the pi

consumed will vary not only when the shape of the surfa

varied from plane to curved, but also, in the case of suri

with unsymmetrical outlines, as different edges of the sui

are placed at the front or at the side.

THE SUPPORTING SURFACE—ITS EXTENT.

The knowledge of the extent of the supporting surface

quired for gliding flight will be quite as necessary to kno
the ajiount of power, and our ability to navigate the ai

means of sailing flight will depend quite as much upon thi

curate determination of one as of the other. The actual
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face will depend upon the efficient pressure which can be ob-

tained from the air per unit of area or the pressure per square
foot. Regarding this pressure there is still some doubt ; but a
considerable number of experiments have been tried, and their

reliability is such that it is probably safe to tnist the conclu-
sions drawn from them. The most reliable of these experi-

ments are also the most concordant. The air is such a light,

subtle and transparent fluid (hat its movements are only deter-

mined with the greatest difficulty, and the causes which may
interfere with those motions are so slight as to be indiscerni-

ble. Whirlpools and eddies are so easily formed that there is

little wonder that the experiments which have been tried ex-

hibit wide discrepancies, and that no two of them exactly agree.

In determining the extent of the supporting surface neces-

sary to sustain any weight, the first thing to be ascertained is

the weight which 1 sq. ft. will sustain when exposed to a cur-
rent of air of a known velocity and at a known angle. As has
been shown, the weight which such a surface will support is a
function of the normal pressure, so that if we can ascertain the
normal pressure and the angle we shall easily calculate the
weight and also the resistance to horizontal motion.
Now, the pressure of the current of air upon a surface ex-

posed at right angles to it has been the subject of very many
experiments, but the proper coefficients are still in doubt.*
When, however, the plane is inclined to the current, this

normal pressure decreases. The ratio between the normal
pressure when a plane is at right angles to the current, and
when that same plane is at some other angle than a right angle,
Is not absolutely known, but it is known with considerable ex-
actness. The rational formula which have been proposed at
different times, although by such men as Rankine and Weis-
bach, seem to bo : i entire disagreement with the facts and also
with each other, and the only formulae which appear to have
value are the empirical ones. In making this statement the
author must except M. Ch. de Louvrie, whose formula, pro-
posed in the Revue de I' Aeronautique for 1890, 4'"« Uvraison,
seems to have more merit than any other rational formula
which has been suggested.
At the instance of Mr. Chanute, and from data furnished by

him, the writer constructed in 1891 a chart upon which he
plotted down graphically the results of various experiments
which have been made upon planes, inclined at various angles
to the horizon and exposed to currents of air or driven against

* Engineers prenerally use Smeaton'a formula, which is known to give
excessive rei?ults, but to be "safe." Converting the metric units given by
Professor S. P. Langley, on page 22 of his "Experiments in Aerodynam-
ics," into English units, we have, for the nornial pressure upon a plane,
when that plane is at right angles to the current

:

Langley, p = 00337 V S,
Smeaton, P = 0.005 F" S.

In which P = lbs, pressure per square foot,
V= velocity in miles per hour,
-S" = area exposed in square feet.
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the air. These comprised the experiments of Vince, Thlbault,
Hutton, De Louvrie, Skye (in New Zealand), the British Aero-
nautical Society, and W. H. Dines, and were found to show
wide discrepancies at some of the angles

; yet by eliminating
various probable sources of error, it was concluded then that
the empirical formula proposed in 1828 by Colonel Duchemin,
of the French army, was the most satisfactory. This seems
more nearly to fit the experiments than any other which has
been proposed ; and although an empirical formula, and there-
fore not exactly accurate, it is doubtful whether the most ex-
haustive experiments will improve it greatly. This formula is :

2 sin. @
Pr = X P,

1 4- sin.^ @
in which Pr is the normal pressure when the plane is inclined,

P is the normal pressure when the plane is at right angles to
the current, and @ is the angle of inclination. The formula
simply gives the percentage :

2 sin. @
Pr = %P, and % =

1 -|- sin.^ @
The conclusion thus reached was confirmed a few months

later by the publication of Professor Langley's experiments,

which he showed to agree closely with the formula of Colonel
Duchemin, and it was deemed that the table of percentages of

pressures at various angles which had been constructed might
be used without risk of falling into serious error.

Subsequently the attention of the writer was called to the

rational formula of M. Ch. de Louvrie, which has already been
alluded to. This is based upon considerations that the resist-

ance to the escape of the films of air impinging upon a flat

plane must be in proportion to the amount of obliquity of that

plane, and led him to the formula :

''2 dn. @ (1 + COS. @) \

N
in which

-<
-\- COS. (

JV represents the normal pressure on an inclined plane
;

P " pressure on a plane at right angles
;

@ " angle of incidence.

This formula takes no account of the rarefaction upon the

back of the plane which is known by experiment to take place

in consequence of the action of the escaping films of air, and

yet it agrees more closely than that of Duchemin with the exr

periments of Hutton and of Dines, which show that a maxi-

mum of pressure occurs when the plane is inclined at an angle

of incidence of about 55°.

Once that we have a formula expressing the relation between

the normal pressure, when the plane is exposed at any angle
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to the current, with the pressure upon the same plane when it

is at right angles to the current, we can easily calculate the

components of that normal pressure in a vertical and in a hori-

zontal direction—the " lift" and the " drift"—by simply mul-
tiplying the normal by the sine and by the cosine of the angle

of incidence.

In this way the followiug table was calculated for Mr.
O. Chanute, who published the results of Duchemin's formula
in the Railroad and Engineering Journal for October,

1891.

It will be noted from the table that the maximum normal
pressure shown by the De Louvrie formula occurs at about
70°, while it occurs at 90° by the Duchemin formula. Also
that the maximum per cent, of the lift occurs at 39° by the De
Louvrie and at 36° by the Duchemin formula. A general ob-

servation shows that there must be such a point of maximum
lift, for there is certainly no lift when the plane is perfectly

horizontal and the current strikes only its edge, nor is there

any uplift when the plane is at right angles to the current

;

there is some uplift at all iutermediale angles, and so there is

some angle where the uplift will be the greatest. Now, if this

were the angle at which flight is to be maintained, we should
then be enabled to use the least possible surface for support,
which means the least possible weight in the supporting sur-

faces ; but it is noticed that the resistance to forward motion
at 36° is quite large, and this means that considerable power
must be employed to drive the apparatus through the air to ob-
taia the support.
The two formulee agree closely at the small angles (from 2°

to 10°) at which birds usually sail, and for such angles a for-

mula, which is perhaps quite as accurate as either, is simply
iV"= P2 sin. @, or still more simply, N = P0.03 @, with @
expressed in degrees—that is, at 10° inclination the normal
pressure, in proportion of the pressure upon the same plane
when exposed to the same current and at right angles to it, is :

10 X 0.08 - 0.80, or ZG%.

These last formulae will, of course, not apply to large
angles ; they are not general formulae as the Duchemin for-
mula, for at an angle of 90° the Duchemin formula will give
unity as a result. They are, however, fairly correct up to an
angle of 30°, perhaps as correct as the Duchemin formula it-

self, and gliding flight, if accomplished, will, in all proba-
bility, be practised at lower angles than 20°.

Upon the whole, however, it will be best to base computa-
tions upon the Duchemin formula as being the one most gen-
erally accepted.
Now that we have established, approximately at least, the

ratio of supporting power and of resistance—of lift and of drift
—which will obtain at various angles of incidence, we are pre-
pared to inquire what should be the extent of the supporting
surface to carry a given number of pounds in the air.
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Normal Pressures, Lift and Drift, in Pbrcbntages of Eectangttlar
Pressure, by Formulas of Ch. de LouvRifi, anu of Col. Duchbmin.
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The five important elements whicli enter into the problem of
support in gliding flight are :

1. The weight of the apparatus.
2. The area of supporting surface.

3. The velocity of forward motion.
4. The angle of inclination.

5. The horse power required.
These are all interdependent, so that their relations to each

other are best shown by a diagram.
The chart herewith* given, designed by the writer,+ shows

* The object of the accompanying chart is to show some of the elements
which enter into soaring flight (viz., area, velocity, angle of inclination and
power required) and their relations to each other. The diagram is con-
structed by ihe use of three formulas, two of which are empirical, the other
raiional.

The first is that for wind pressure upon a plane surface at right angles to
it ; it is :

P = 0.0a327 1^ S, (1)

(P) being the pressure in lbs., (F) the velocity of the current in miles per
hour. (iS) the area of the exposed surface in square feet. The coefficient
0.00327 is that determined by Professor S. P. Langley, and may be found
upon page 22 of his " Experiments in Aerodynamics," the fi:;ures there
being .0.008, which is the coeificient to be employed if metric units are used
The other empirical formula is :

2 sin. A
Pr = P (2)

1 + sln^ A

(P) being the same quantity as above, (A) the angle between the plane sur-
face and the current upon it, {Pr) is the resultiug pressure, and according
to the law of fluid pressure is normal to the surface. This formula is by
Colonel Diichemin, of the French Army, and has been in existence a num-
ber of years.
These are probably the most accurate formulas of their kind in existence.

In any case their inaccuracies will not affect a number of conclusions which
may be deduced from the diagram.
The rational formula is :

HP. = 0.00266 W r tan. A,

in which HP. is English horse-power, and ( W) the weight in pounds sup-
ported hy the aeroplane.

If {Pr) is the normal pressure upon a plane surface the lateral pressure
will be Pr cos. a. The lateral pressure is that at right angles to the cur-
reut, and In the case of the aeroplane is the uplift, W

;

W = Pr COS. A. (3)

The pressure upon the plane in the direction of the current (ij) is ;

P = Pr sin. A.

By definition, power is resistance into velocity. The horse-power is
33,000 ft. Iba. per minu'.e, or 375 mile lbs. per hour, since Kand B are in the
latter units

;

VB
HP. «. = 0.00266 VP.

375

Substituting for B its value as above

:

HP. = 0.00266 V Pr sin. A. (4)

Dividing equation (4) by (3) we obtain

:

HP. = 0.00263 IFF ton. ^.
+ See p. 30.
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the proportions in which these elements enter into gliding flight

when the weight is made the ruling unit and the other ele-

ments are given in ratios of 1 lb. of weight.
Prom the following diagram it may be noted by the reader that

no particular extent of supporting surface (of area i n square feet

per pound of weight) can be said to be absolutely the proper
one to employ unless the available horse power be first known.
In other words, that the sustaining surfaces of aeroplanes will

have to be proportioned to the power by which they are to be
driven, just as in the case of gliding birds, where the wing and
body surfaces vary from 3.63 sq. ft. to the pound in the case

of the swallow, to 0.68 sq. ft. to the pound in the case of the
tawny vulture.

Thus, if an apparatus with its load is to weigh 3,000 lbs.,

and has a sustaining surface of 3,000 sq. ft. in extent, or at the
rate of 1 lb. to the square foot, we see from the chart that,

when gliding horizontally at an angle of 8°, it will require a
speed of 34 miles per hour, and 0.0135 X 3000 = 35 H. P. to

obtain support ; while if the angle be reduced to 4°, it will need a

speed of 47 miles per hour, and 0.0087 X 3000 = 17.4 H.P. to

be supported.
If the weight be the same, and the area be 1,000 sq. ft., or

at the rate of 0.5 sq. ft. per pound, then at an angle of 8° the

speed must be 48 miles per hour, and 0.0176 X 3000 = 35.3

H.P. must be exerted, while if tlie angle become 4°, then it

If the value ofPas given in (1) ia substituted in (2)

:

3 sin. A
Pr = O.O0327 F= S

1 + Hn? A
W

From (3) Pr =
COS. A

Substituting, we obtain :
^

2 sin. A COS. A
W= 0.00327 r= S

1 + sin.'' A
If (TF) is made equal to one pound, or unity :

1 4- sin.'' A
r^ S = -

0.003iS7 X 2 sin. A cos. A

It is seen from this that when (,W) is constant, that (.V S) is a constant

for each value of {A), and it was by the use of this expression that the

heavy curved lines in the chart were plOLted. If in the formula :

BP. = 0.00266 W 7 tan. A,

(,W) is made equal to one pound, or unity, then :

HP.
V tan. A =

0.00266

It is seen from this that when (W) is constant, that (Vtan. A) Is a con-

stant for each value of HP., and it was by the use of this expression that

the lighter curved lines were plotted over the heavier ones. Ihe author i«

under obligations to Mr. O. Chanute tor the information which enabled

him to construct the chart.
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will need a speed of 67 miles per hour, and 0.0135 X 2000 =
35 H.P. to sustain the 2,000 lbs.

It must be remembered, however, that the horse power indi-
cated on the chart is merely that required to sustain the weight
through the action of the plane, and talies no account of the
further power required to overcome the head resistance due to
the car containing the machinery and the passengers, and to
the edges of the framing and spars which impart tlie necessary
stifEnPss. The power shown on the chart is that needed for

\felocity irt Miles per Hour.
' to 100

CHART SHOWING PEOP<
ELEMENTS OF GLIDINi

support only, and the other elements of resistance reauirinD-power to overcome them ^ill be treated of further on
^^

U IS not claimed, therefore, that this chart is accurate butonly that It is as accurate as Isnowledgo which?s public at thepresent time enables it to be made. It mavnotC rue that100 lbs will require 100 times as much snrkce or 100 timesas much horse power to support it in sailing flioa.t as iT
bu thi^'J T''\°i

f^°*- '' ^"1 ''<i^^'<^ propWnally less •

but the relations between large-sized planes and small-sized
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planes are not yet mathematically established, and so cannot
be shown upon the chart. Notwithstanding these imperfec-
tions it is probable that the chart has been figured for safe
data—in other words, that no more horse power or surface will
be required for supporting heavy weights than is indicated by
the chart, so that a fair idea of the proportions of the different
elements can be obtained. Even admitting these defects to be
fatal to the use of the chart for economical constructional pur-
poses, several deductions may be drawn from it quite as well
as it it were absolutely accurate.
Suppose that the area of the supporting surface remains

constant and that the speed increases, it will be seen that the
angle of inclination and the horse power consumed will de-
crease. This will be seen by following one of the horizontal
lines from left to right and noticing how the curved lines are
cut by it.

If the angle of inclination remains the same and the speed
be increased, then the required area of the supporting sur-
face will be decreased and the power required increased.
This can be seen by following one of the curved lines indicat-
ing the angle from the left to the right.

If the power remain constant and the speed be increased,
then both the area and the angle will be decreased.

It will be seen that there is a point of maximum curvature
in the lines which shows the angles of inclination required,
and that these points, in the cases shown, fall between 30 and
100 miles per hour. Now, the use of the smallest possible
angle is desirable, both for speed and power, but there will
be, of course, some practical limit to this decrease in the size of
the angle which can be used ; this limit can probably only be
determined by practice. Admitting, however, that there is

such a limit to this decrease in the angle of incidence, we
see that if the speed is much below the point indicated
by the point of maximum curvature the supporting sur-
face must be greatly increased in size, and this will, of
course, mean additional weight and probably weakness.
Thus, if the smallest angle which can be safely used be 5°,

we see that if the speed be decreased from 70 miles per
hour (which is the speed indicated by the point of maximum
curvature) to 40 miles per hour, that the area of supporting sur-

face required will be increased from 0.36 sq. ft. per pound to

1.10, or more than three times ; while the power required will

decrease only from 0.015 to 0.009, or considerably less than one
half. In considering this matter it must also be remembered
that the weight of the supporting surface will probably in-

crease much faster than the extent of that surface, while the

weight of the motive power will vary about in the direct ratio.

All of this shows how important it is to use a high speed, so

far as these considerations go. On the other hand, we see from
the chart that when the angle remains the same and the speed
is increased the area is diminished ; it is, in fact, diminished
as the square of the speed, and that the horse power is increased

directly as the velocity. The higher the speed, therefore, the
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less the supporting surfaces will weigh, and the more the

motor. Development in this direction, then, must be stopped
at some point, for we cannot make the supporting surfaces in-

definitely small nor the motor indefinitely large.

The conclusions which we draw are that there is an economi-
cal speed for gliding flight—that it is more than 30 and proba-
bly less than 200 miles per hour when only the questions of

the power and surface required for support are considered.
Further on we will show that this 200 miles per hour will be
considerably reduced by other considerations.

If we assume, as we must, that the pressure upon the sup-
porting surface is normal to that surface, then the power re-

quired for support is truly indicated by the chait ; but power
will be required for other purposes than support. The ex-
posed surfaces of the apparatus, which do not aid in support,
all meet with resistance in passing through the air. and this

resistance will be entirely independent of the extent of the sup-
porting surface, depending upon the design of the machine.
This resistance and the power required to overcome it must be
made the subject of separate considerations and calculations.

Speaking mathematically, they can only be connected with the
resistance and power met and required for support by plus or
minus signs.

THE StrPPOKTING StTBFACE—ITS OUTLINE.

By outline of the supporting surface will be meant the shape
of the bounding lines, whether square, rectangular, curved,
etc., and also the " aspect," which is a term used by Professor
Langley to indicate the position of the sides of the surface
with reference to the direction of the current. It will make a
great difference in the resulting effect whether the long side of
a rectangular aeroplane be placed in the direction in which the
current moves, or whether the short side be so placed. The
effect will be the greatest when the short side is in the direction
of motion.
Suppose that we have such a surface that the particles of air

which strike the front edge find their way of escape at the
rear and not at the sides ; as has been seen, those particles will

create their greatest pressure upon the front edge and their
least upon the rear portions of the aeroplane. If now we in-

crease the length of the front edge and decrease the width of
the aeroplane, but keep the area the same, it is seen that the
most effective surface has been increased and the least effective
surface decreased.
In the aeroplane which is gliding at a very small angle we

have increased the mass of air upon which it operates by just
as much as we have increased the length of the front edge.
Although not quite true, we can almost say that in the case of
small angles the mass of air upon which an aeroplane acts will
be the velocity multiplied by the length of the forward edge
of the aeroplane. This, it is seen, is merely the superficial
area passed over by the aeroplane in a unit of time. It is the
spread of the aeroplane multiplied by the distance which it
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travels, and, as has been said, will nearly correspond to the
mass of air acted upon when the angle of flight is small.

Now, we have seen that the horse power required to obtain
support from a given area of surface will vary as the cube of
the speed, and therefore, if it be the spread that varies, then
the velocity will vary inversely as the cube root of the spread,
or, to state this mathematically •

Y — s 1

V spread

That is to say, if we compare two planes, of equal area but
of different spread, supporting the same weight, and both soar-

ing horizontally at the same angle of inclination, the velocity
required to maintain this flight will vary inversely as the cube
root of the spread of the planes.

Thus, if we have a plane 30 X 4.8 in., soaring at an angle
of 5°, with the 30-in. side transverse to the line of motion and
at a speed of 50 miles an hour, it supports 2.3 lbs. in horizon-
tal flight, then a plane carrying the same weight with the same
area, but measuring 6 X 24 in., and moving with the 6-in. side

transverse to the current, and placed at the same angle of in-

clination will require to soar a speed of :

'/"30~
V= 504/ = 85.5 miles per hour for support.

t, r g

Thus, we see that there is a material advantage in making
an aeroplane oblong, and driving it with the spread in the line

of motion ; but in practice the extent of this advantage will be
modified by the increased resistance due to the longer framing
or spar at the forward edge, and by the increased weight of

the framing required to resist the strains due to the increased

length of leverage. The extent of this modification will de-

pend upon the design of the aeroplane.

THE SUPPORTING SUKFACE—CHAEACTEE, SHAPE.

The character of the supporting surface needs less considera-

tion in the present state of knowledge than any other of the

features connected with that surface. The fact that the fric-

tion of the air upon a smooth surface is so small as to be im-

measurable except by the most delicate instruments indicates

that but little advantage is to be expected in this direction.

A number of promoters of aerial navigation have believed that

there was some virtue in the peculiar surface of the feather ;

that in some way or other the feather caught the moving air,

and that the result of the forces arising was such that the fly-

ing body received a forward impulse. There are some reasons

for thinking that this may not be entirely untrue, or at least

that those who so believe have not been overcredulous, al-

though none of their theories can as yet be mathematically

verified. If there is any truth in the theory that a surface of

feathers will be beneficial, it will be ascertained by experi-
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ments which will be made after aerial navigation is a fact.

The most that can be said at this time is that the smoother the

surface the better the results, and that if that surface be as

smooth as it is possible to make it, the friclion of the air upon
it and the power required to overcome it will be negligable.

But the shape of the supporting surface is a subject which
must eventually receive considerable attention, although per-

haps not a very great deal in the initial apparatus. It is pos-

sible that in the development of the bird's wing very nearly

the proper shape has been reached. In the discussion of the

action of the air upon any surface upon which it impinges, it

is evident that if we could ascertain just what change of mo-
tion was produced in the particles of air afEected, we could

probably estimate the forces required to create those motions,

and so obtain the forces which act upon the surface and their

points of application. The determination of the change of_mo-
tion in the particles of air which are affected by the opposition

of the plane to their motion is very difficult to ascertain, and
mere guesses as to how the stream lines fiow are not of much
value ; but we can assume that some are deflected from their

course more than others, and so require more force than others

for their change of motion.
If, for instance, the plane is exposed at right angles to the

current, it is probable that the particles of air assume courses

something as shown in tig. 3 in passing around the plane :

Fi<g. 2.

Now, if the force required to deflect these particles from
their direct course could be ascertained, and also the change of
velocity which they undergo, together with the same elements
concerning the particles of air at the back of the plane, the
force acting upon the plane might be ascertained ; but this
would be a very complicated operation, both experimentally
and mathematically, and the rational settlement of the ques-
tion in that way is hardly to be thought of at this time. The
theory will, however, enable us to account for some known
facts, and to state some unknown ones which are of impor-
tance. I

If, in fig. 3, a particle of air strikes the plane AB &% the
point 1, it is seen that that particle is at once deflected into a
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course parallel to A B, so that all the force acting on that par-
ticle of air is applied at Ihe forward edge of the plane. The
reaction is, of course, upon the plane itself. The particles of
air which ai-e lower down possibly do not reach the plane at
all, but are deflected by the upper particles ; at any rate, they
do not suffer such a violent change of motion, do not require
the same force for their change of direction, and so, conse-

quently, do not exert the pressure upon the plane that the
upper particles of air do. The result is that the center of
pressure on an inclined plane is forward of the center of area.
This is shown by experiment, but the exact ratio of this change
has not been satisfactorily determined.
This variation of the position of the center of pressure in an

inclined plane from the position of the center of figure has
been the subject of some experiment in the case of plane sur-
faces, and a formula for its variation has been proposed, al-

though that formula will probably only apply to square planes.
In the case of the latter it has been ascertained that the center
of pressure may vary from the center of the surface by as
much as 30^ of the length of the side of the plane. The for-

mula, as proposed by Mr. Joessel, is

Z» = (0.3 -1-0.3 sin. @) Z,

in which D is the distance from the front edge of the plane,

@ is the angle of inclination, and L is the length of the side of
the square plane. This formula is the best that we have at

the present, and although it would hardly do to use it in con-
struction of oblong aeroplanes if much depended upon its ac-

curacy, it will give the reader a fair idea of the position of the
center of pressure in an inclined plane exposed to a current of

air, but the result may be quite different if the plane is not
square.
Suppose the plane to be a foot long in the direction A B, and

only an inch broad. It is seen that a particle of air, on strik-

ing this surface, will not pass along the line A B and thus
travel 12 in., but that it will take the route of least resistance,

and that is to one side or the other, in which case it will only
have to travel a half inch or less. This being the case, the

lower particles of air, which in the former case were onl.y

slightly deflected and did not reach the plane, will now strike

the plane, and will receive as great a change of motion as the

upper particles. This being the case, we must expect that

the plane, which is long in the direction of the current and
short transversely to that current, will have its center of press-

ure more nearly the center of the surface than a plane which
is square, like the one previously discussed.
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If the surface, instead of being a plane, is a curved surface,

then a different condition is introduced.

It is seen, from flg. 4, that the particle of air which meets

the curved surface at the point 1 is deflected somewhat, and
that when it reaches the point 3 it is deflected still more, and
more at 3, and so on. The force which the particle receives

from the surface is more evenly distributed than in the first

case, where a plane instead of a curved surface was used.

Now, in comparing the two surfaces, plane and curved, it is

seen that in the latter case we may expect the center of press-

ure to be nearer the center of surface than in the former, and,

furthermore, that the latter is a more eflicient surface than the

former. In the case of the plane surface the rear does not re-

ceive the same pressure as the front, while in the curved sur-

face each portion can be made to do an equal amount of work,
for this curve will be a parabola. It is seen, tlierefore, that

such a curve can be formed for each angle of inclination that

the center of pressure shall be nearly at the center of the sur-

face. If the curve is very sharp, the angle will more nearly

approach the horizontal ; if the surface be plane, then the cen-

ter of pressure will coincide with the center of the surface only
when the angle of inclination is 90° from the current. If a
surface such as is shown in fig. 4 be swung on pivots and
placed in a current of wind and permitted to move freely, it

will take a position such that the center of pressure and the
center of tlie surface will coincide. If it be turned to some
position such as is shown in fig. 4 there will also be found a
point where the center of pressure and that of the surface coin-
cide ; but in this case the surface must be held there, for its

equilibrium is unstable, and it will turn if it can.

We can see now why the surface of a bird's wing is curved
and not flat. It is a more eflicient surface when curved, and
less of it is required to the work demanded than if the surface
were flat. The curvature of the bird's wing, however, varies
considerably, and is not the same in full flight as when simply
spread out and not in action. The most effective shape, there-
fore, will have to be ascertained by experiment, as well as the
motion of the center of pressure on surfaces of various shapes
and aspect—an important line of research, upon which, unfor-
tunately, we at present know very little.

THE STABILITY.

Granting that an apparatus may be built which will possess
the necessary supporting surface and a sufficient motor and
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motive instrument to propel it througli the air at satisfactory-
speed, yet aerial navigation miglit be far from being accom-
plished. The machine might still laclc stability ; it might top-
ple over wilh the slightest gust of wind or with the least
change in the position of the center of gravity caused by the
movements of the operator or of the cargo.
On the land and on the water stability is easily secured ; but

in so intangible and yielding a fluid as air. the case is very dif-
ferent. Here the stability must be provided for in all direc-
tions—transversely, and fore and aft—and while the bird ap-
parently does this with ease, this is due to the fact that he is
aided by the intuition of life. An artificial machine to be capa-
ble of performing in useful time the various manoeuvres by
which the bird preserves his equilibrium, should, if possible,
be automatic. Hints as to how this may eventually be accom-
plished can best be given by considering separately the trans-
verse and the longitudinal stability.

TRANSVERSE STABILITY.

The transverse stability will probably not be difilcuU to ob-
tain automatically by simply imitating the birds. If we ob-
serve the soaring turkey buzzard we note that much of the
time the wings are inclined upward and outward at a diedral
angle from the body, as in fig. 5.

The effect is that, if either side tends to rotate and tip down-
ward it receives increased pressure from the air, while the
other side receives diminished pressure, and so the equilibrium
is re-established.

Moreover, the bird's body acts as a keel, and the air resists

the tendency to rotate sideways around the center of gravity.
Both of these devices will be available for artificial machines
by setting the supporting surfaces at a diedral angle to each
other, and by adding longitudinal keel cloths, which should
preferably be placed below the center of gravity. 8uch keel
cloths may terminate in a vertical rudder, and thus allow of
steering the machine, but they will need special devices for
bringing them into a horizontal position when alighting on the
ground, as otherwise they might be injured.

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY.

Longitudinal stability will probably be more difHcult to

attain than transverse stability, and there are fewer experi-

ments upon which to base mathematical calculations which
will be reliable, than is the case with transverse stability.
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It is evident enough that it may be secured on the same
principle in botli cases. A fixed plane at the stern of the ap-

paratus, or both at the bow and stern, which shall be ioclined

at quite a different angle to the horizon than the angle taken
by the main supporting plane, will probably give great addi-

tional longitudinal stability, but it will also be somewhat
wasteful of power, and the principal problem in aerial naviga-

tion is how to economize power. Other methods, therefoie,

should be sought for to make the machine stable fore and aft.

It has been proposed to drive an aeroplane lengthwise, and
it would seem at first consideration that the longer a plane be
made in the direction of motion the more stable it would be in

a longitudinal direction, but this may not be the case. It is

probable that if the plane be very long in the direction of mo-
tion and narrow transversely to that direction, then, the parti-

cles of air which strike the forward edge do not escape at the
rear of the plane, but find their way to the sides and pass
away there. This action would, of course, result in other parti-

cles of air striking the plane at other points than the front

edge, and also passing away at the sides. The effect of such
motion would be that the center of pressure would be nearer
the center of the long side of the plane, and that its absolute
change in position would be greatest.

Now, this movement of the center of pressure is a corrective
one, because when the plane tips either forward or back the
center of pressure either advances or retreats, and so creates a
turning moment which tends to tip the plane back into its

original position. It will be seen, therefore, that the center of
gravity of the apparatus must be made to coincide with the
position which the center of pressure will assume at the angle
at which the apparatus is to sail.

This is the method, with or without the addition of a fixed
plane at the stern at a different angle, which has been em-
ployed to confer longitudinal stability upon such experimental
models as have been tried hitherto, but it is not entirely satis-

factory, and the writer knows of sundry experiments which
he is not at liberty to make public, that seem to indicate that
better methods may be employed.

THE ACTUAL POWER.

Up to this point we have only been considering the power
required to obtain support from the air ; but a very consider-
able amount of power will be required for another and very
different purpose, and that is to overcome the resistance of the
air upon other than the supporting surfaces. These surfaces
will be fixed in their area and shapes, and in these respects
will offer a uniform resistance, which from the knowledge we
now have should vary as the square of the velocity.
From the formula HP. = 0.00366 W Vtan. @ it is seen that

it is not necessary to know the extent of the supporting sur-
face to ascertain the power required for support, but, how-
ever, in order to determine the power required to overcome
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the resistance upon other than the supporting surfaces, the
extent and the shape of these surfaces must be Unown.

For the want of a better term, we will call the resistance
upon other than the supporting surfaces the head resistance.

la order to determine this head resistance, it is first neces-
sary to determine the extent of the area exposed, and then the
modifying coefficient corresponding to the shape of that area.
This can only be done by designing a machine, measuring the
area of the closed portions of the vertical transverse projec-
tion, and then applying the proper coefficients for flat, round,
or tapering surfaces, as may be the case. From such data the
resistance and the power required to overcome it may be cal-

culated.

As it is not the object of this paper to indicate any especial
form of apparatus, a hypothetical case will be assumed.
Suppose that a machine be constructed of 1,000 lbs. weight,

and that its projection forward shows an area of 30 sq. ft. out-

side of the supporting surfaces. Suppose that curved edges
can be used such that the resistance created by their passing
through the air will be one-fifth of that due to a vertical plane
surface of equal sectional area. That is, that if their projec-

tion is 20 sq. ft., as has been assumed, the resistance arising

from the body passing through the air will be the same as if

the surface were 20 -f- 5 = 4 sq. ft. in a single plane and at

right angles to the current.

The resistance will then be from the formula :

0.00327 X 20 X F^
P =

Since there are 375 mile-pounds per hour in a horse power,
the horse power required to overcome the head resistance will

be:

0.00327 X 30 X F^
(SP.), = = 0.0000349 F^.

375 X 5

We will' now assume a supporting surface of 1 sq. ft. per

pound, or 1,000 sq. ft., and try to ascertain the power re-

quired for horizontal flight in terms of the velocity. To ob-

tain this by the use of the Duchemin formula would introduce

trigonometrical functions that would make subsequent mathe-
matical calculations very complex. The work can be very

much simplifled and but little accuracy sacrificed, as will fol-

low.
Substitute for the Duchemin formula, which is :

3 sin. @
1 -f sin.' @

the expression 0.03 @, with @ expressed in degrees, and for

tan. @, which will be used in the calculations, use 0.0176 @,
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with @ expressed io degrees. These expressions are accurate

enough for the small angles used in flight. The cosine of @
will jbe considered as remaining at unity.

These changes being made, we have, by the use of the for-

mula with Langley's coefficient

:

1,000 lbs. = 1,000 sq. ft.X P X 0.00337 X 0.03@ X cos.@ (oil).

From the above equation we find that :

10,200
@=

We have seen that the power required for support is :

(HP.), = W X rx tan. @ X 0.00266, •

and substituting for W and tan. @ their values, we have :

(5P.), = 1,000 X F X 0.0176 @ X 0.00266 ;

then substituting the value of @ just found, we have :

0.0176 X 10,300 477.5

(HP.), = 1.000 X F X • X 0.00366 =
y2 y

The total {HP.) consumed is then :

477.5

{HP.), + {HP.)^ = 0.0000349 X V^ -\
, or

0.0000349 X V* -\r 477.5

EP. =
V

Applying calculus, and solving for a minimum of nP., we
have F = 46 5, and this is the velocity in miles per hour for

a minimum of work. It is seen that there is such a point of
minimum work, for, as has already been observed, if the area
remains constant the power required for support will diminish
as the velocity increases, while the head resistance will in-

crease when the velocity Increases. It is also seen from the
different parts of the expression that the head resistance,

(ffP.)i, increases as the cube of the velocity, while the power
for supports, {IIP.)i, decreases as the velocity increases.

Substituting the value of Fjust found, we see that

{HP.)i = 0.0000349 (46.5)3 = 3.50,

or power required for head resistance
;

477.5
(flP.)a = = 10.25,

46.5

or power required for support.
Total HP., 13.75,
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and the ftngle of flight -will be

10.300
= 4" 43'.

(46.5)«

These figures of 1 sq. ft. per pound, 46.5 miles per hour,
4° 43' angle, and 0.010 HP. per pound for support, agree •well

with those which the chart shows, indicating that the mathe-
matical modifications have introduced no great error.

If the utmost power that can be exerted upon the machine,
all losses due to slip, friction, etc., being deducted, is, say, 25
HP., we can write :

0.0000343 V^ + 477.5

35 =:
;

V
and solving for V, we find that the utmost speed of which this

apparatus is capable will be 81.9 miles per hour, and from the

same methods just used we find that the angle will be 1° 12'.

It is doubtful if any such small angle could be continuously

and certainly maintained in practice, so that it would seem as

if the apparatus proposed would have to be modified in some
way if the speed of 81.9 miles per hnur is to be attained. In

this case, in which the HP. used is 25 and the speed 81.9 miles

per hour, the power required to overcome the head resistance

will be :

HP., = 0.0000349 (81.9)3 = 19.3

and the power required for support will he :

477.5 5.8

HP., =
81.9

Total HP., 25.0

By a comparison of the speed and power consumed in sup-

port at 46.5 miles per hour with the speed and the power con-

sumed in support at 81.9 miles per hour, it is seen that such

power varies inversely as the speed, or that

:

46.5 : 81.9 : : 5.8 • 10.25.

We may say roughly, and quite truly for small angles, that

if the velocity remains constant, we may double the angle,

halve the supporting surface, and double the power required

for support.
Referring to our aerial craft, which is travelling at a speed

of 81.9 miles per hour at an angle of 1° 13' and consuming 5.8

HP. in support, we see that if the angle should be increased

to 3° 36' (an angle which might be safely held), the surface

will be reduced from 1,000 sq. ft. to (1,000 -^ 3) 333 sq. ft.,

and the power required for support increased from 5.8 to

(5 8X3) 17-4 IIP., thus making the total power required at

the speed of 81.9 miles per hour (19.3 + 17.4) 36.6 HP. in-

stead of 35 HP., as was required when the angle which could

be used was 1° 13'

.
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All these things go to show that the question of proportions
in the construction is an involved and intricate one. If we
are to use small horse powers, we will need to have large sur-

faces, which feature means, in its turn, large weights ; and if

we use small surfaces we must have large powers, which, in

its turn again, means large weights. There is one thing that
is plain from all these calculations, and that is that the small-

est angle of inclination at which the aeroplane can be held
win be the best as regards economical and rapid flight. Could
this minimum be ascertained, the determination of the other
proportions would be much simplified ; it is, however, doubt-
ful if this desirable knowledge can be obtained, eyen approxi-,
mately, until the first apparatus shall have made its successful
flight, and until that time those attempting construction would
probably do well to base tteir calculations on some augle
which must be large enough, and probably too large.

It is seeu, from the way in which the resistance upon other
Ihau the supporting surfaces (hull, spars, etc.) increases when
the speed increases, how necessary it is that those surfaces
should receive the most careful attention as regards their

shape, for the resistance met by such surfaces will be modi-
fied very much by this proper forming, just as the resistance
of the marine craft is greatly changed by a suitably shaped
hull. The swift aerial craft will have to be compact, and all

projecting points which are liable to catch the air will have
to be carefully avoided. The fish or bird shape has been
adopted for marine craft, and as it seems to offer less resistance
than any other, it will probably be adopted in aerial ves-
sels. One large item of resistance in marine craft which can
probably be neglected in the design of aerial vessels is the fric-

tion of the surrounding fluid upon the sides of the vessel. It

can be almost positively stated that the longer an aerial vessel
is in proportion to the area of its greatest cross-section, the
less will be the resistance which it will meet in passing through
the air.

THE MOTIVE INSTKUMENT.

The number of instruments by which the machine can be
moved through the air are not many, and the choice should
not be hard to make. They are, so far as the writer is aware,
(1) the reaction or jet system

; (2) the feathering paddle
; (3)

the "wave" motion, the wing, or oscillating fin, and (4) the
screw.

1. The advocates of the first system propose to drive the
vessel through the air, or water, as the case may be, by forc-
ing some fluid in the opposite direction, and using the unbal-
anced pressure for the motive force. Let us suppose that
steam is to be used in direct reaction.

It is seen that if there be 100 lbs. of steam pressure in the
boiler and a 1-in. aperture at the rear, there will be a press-
ure of just 100 lbs. which is unbalanced and a force of just
100 lbs. tending to drive the steam which must escape through
the aperture in one direction and to propel the boiler in the
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Other. The amount of feel and of water which will be re-

quired to maintain this pressure of 100 lbs. will be measured
by the amount of steam which will pass through an aperture
of 1 sq. in. section at this pressure of 100 lbs,, and with no
opposing resistance save that of the atmospheric pressure.
This is at about the rate of 1,380 ft. per second, and the
amount of water required each second will be 3.35 lbs., or
8,460 lbs. per hour. This means that at the rate of evapora-
tion of 25 lbs. of water per H.P. per hour, and the burning of
1 lb. of oil for each 25 lbs. of water, that such a device will
require a boiler with a capacity of 338.4 H.P., and that the
supplies required will be 8,460 lbs. of water and 338.4 lbs. of
oil per hour, a total of about 8,800 lbs. per hour for the pur-
pose of securing a thrust of 100 lbs. This will be seen to be
quite impracticable.

2. The feathering paddle has been proposed many times as

an aerial propeller and also as a marine one, but it has never
been adopted successfully. Its action is easier to comprehend
than any of the others, and it was referred to in the first part

of this paper under " Orthogonal Flight." The principle is

to move a paddle so that its surface will be at right angles to

the direction of motion of the craft during the worliing part
of its (the paddle's) movement ; then turn it parallel to the said
direction during the return movement. In the first motion it

meets with all the resistance that its surface is capable of, and
in its return the only resistance encountered is tbat upon the

edge. The objection to this form of propeller is comparative,
for it might be made to answer if there were nothing better.

It is seen, however, that the surface is in action only one-half

of the time, and that when it is on its return to tlie point of
beginning of the effective strolie it is quite idle. To be sure,

when it is in action it is as effective as it is possible to make
it. for the force applied by its means upon the air is precisely

in the opposite direction to the motion that it is desired to im-
part to the apparatus. This advantage, however, is more than
offset by the total inactivity of the surface during half of the

time, so that, as compared with the screw, the actual surface

of the feathering paddles is quite ineflBcient. The operation

of the feathering paddles will also require some moving parts

which cannot add to its ease of operation and may be quite a
detriment. The machinery required to turn the paddles at

each revolution which they malie is the great objection to the

featliering paddle in marine practice, where its trial has not

resulted in marked success. The greatest reason of all, how-
ever, for the use of a screw in preference to the feathering

paddle lies in the fact that the former will create a greater

thrust for the application of the same power, and this is the

case even if it be assumed that the feathering blade consumes
no power at all in its action of feathering or in its return to

the beginning of the next stroke.

3. The wave motion and the wing or oscillating fin can be

considered together here. The three figures below show the

principle employed by each.
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The flexible fin, fig. 7, has been applied unsuccessfully to

marine craft, and the giealcst obstacle to its -success has been
the oscillating motion required in its operation. As the fin

swings to and fro it bends under the action of the opposing
force and striiies the water at an angle, so that the resulting
force will tend to drive the vessel ahead. All such propellers
have been commercial failures, whether they secured the
feathering motion by the elasticity of the materials of which
the fin was composed, or whether some special machinery was
employed for that purpose. Even if such elasticity or ma-
chinery did all that could be aslsed of it, still the vibrating fin

could not under any circumstances be a more efficient propel-
ler than the screw.

Fig. 6. Fig- 7-

The wave motion propeller, fig. 6, is a step in advance of
the vibrating fin, in that it is probable that in its employment
some of the sudden shoclis due to the reciprocating motion of
the fin would be at least in part destroyed. The "wave"
motion propeller is composed of some fabric only one side of
which is firmly secured ; this side is raised up and depressed
with the result that the fabric is thrown into a series of waves
which, driving the air backward, drive the apparatus forward.
It is a little difficult to see just how more than one wave is of
service, for the thrust from following waves must be trans-
mitted through the fabric, and of such transmission the fabric
would hardly be capable. Reduced to one wave, this motive
instrument becomes the fin.

The action of the wing is pretty well understood. The two
drawinars, flg. 8, show it first in rising and then in descending.
In the first the inclination of the wing is such that a forward
thrust rt'sults

; in the latter that inclination is reversed so that
the forward thrust again results. It is seen that it is necessary
for the wing to come to a complete stop at the end of each
half strolie, and to change its angle of inclination. The latter
is done continuously throughout the strolie, so that when the
extremities of the half stroke are reached the plane of the
wing is about horizontal.
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Now, suppose that when the wing is descending it does not
change its angle of inclination, but keeps it constant ; suppose
that It does not stop when it reaches the bottom of the half
strolje, but continues on around underneath the body upon
the other side and then down on the side from which it start-
ed. It IS seen that we have a one-bladed screw ; and if we can
imagine the other wing turning in the same manner but in the
opposite direction, so as to balance the turning moments we
shall have an instrument which is quite as effective for for-
ward thrust as the best natural wing, and much more so than
any artificial wing that could be constructed.

4. The great advan-
tage in the use of the
screw is the fact that its

surface is always active
;

there are no dead points
;

that its motion is con-
tinuous and not recipro-
cating ; that its angle of
inclination can remain
constant throughout the
whole revolution, and
that it requires no special p. „
machinery or moving ^^"

parts in its construction and operation ; it can be made in one
piece. In the use of the screw, man has departed from the
practices of nature, as he has in nearly all other mechanical
development. The argument that man must imitate the birds
if he desires to fly seems to the writer to be rather wealj. In
the development of marine and land vehicles man certainly
has not followed the method of propulsion used by the quad-
ruped, the biped, or the flsh, and yet he has succeeded in sur-
passing all these in size, speed, and endurance, and this in a
single vehicle in which all these qualities are combined.

THE SCEEW PROPELLER.

The adoption of the screw propeller as an instrument of pro-
pulsion in transportation work is comparatively recent.

Its use in steam vessels is now almost universal, but its use
as an instrument of propulsion for aerial craft has been very
limited. It has been applied to four balloons, only one of

which can be called navigable, as it was the only one which
succeeded in returning to its starting-point.

Unfortunately the experimental data regarding the action

of aerial screws is very meager ; but there are some principles

which will apply and some results which may be predicted

quite as well as if they were based upon experiments made
upon existing screws ; moreover, there is no doubt that the

action of the aerial screw can be better determined theoreti-

cally than the action of the marine screw. No marine en-

gineer can predict what the action of a new form of marine
screw will be, and, as with respect to the shape of the hull, each
maker has his " doctrine." Where the best results are re-
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quired, the practice now Is to try several forms of screws on
the same vessel and to adopt the best. The reason for this

uncertainty lies in the fact that the marine screw is frequent-

ly only partially immersed ; that the pressure upon the lower
blades of the screw is greater than upon the upper, and that

consequently the water will flow away from the upper
blades more easily than from the lower ; that the friction of
the water is a considerable quantity, and will vary greatly

with the material of the screw and with its finish, and that

the action is greatly influenced by the form of the hull behind
"which the screw operates. It is seen that all or nearly all of
these conditions ate quite indeterminate, and even if they
were determined, the mathematical determination of the result

"would be a work of such complexity as to render it next to

impracticable.
In the case of the aerial propeller many of these indeter-

minate conditions disappear. The screw is always completely
immersed, the pressure upon the lower and upon the upper
parts of the screw are the same, and the air can flow away
from the screw with equal facility in all directions. It may
be that the aerial screw will be affected by the shape of the
aerial vessel which it drives, but it is probable that such screw
will be in the center of the end projection of the vessel— that
is, the vessel will be symmetrical around the screw, and that
the fluid will reach it from all sides with equal ease. This is

not the case with the marine propeller, and the consequence is

that complications in its action continually appear which can-
not be foreseen, and which frequently cannot be accounted
for.

We may assume that like any body moving through a per-
fect fluid, the pressure upon the blade of the screw will vary
as the square of the speed ; and if this be the case the elBciency
of the screw will vary inversely as the speed. By efficiency is

meant the number of pounds thrust per HP. of energy devel-
oped, and it can be obtained by dividing the total thrust by
the total HP. required to produce it. If E represents the effi-

ciency or the pounds thrust per HP., and T represents the
total thrust,

E = T -^ HP.

Now, if the velocity of the screw be doubled, the actual
thrust or the total pounds of thrust will be increased by four :

but the HP. consumed will be increased by eight, so that the
efficiency will be decreased by two, or inversely as the veloc-
ity.

Further discussion of this feature is almost unnecessary, for
it depends upon the well-known principle that the power re-
quired to move any body through a fluid increases as the cube
of the velocity, and that the resistance met by the body in-
creases as the square of the velocity.

Since the thrust is immediately dependent upon the resist-

ance, and will vary with it, neglecting all constants, we will
have
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T =
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area. Since the diameter varies as the square root of the area,

we may say that the efficiency of two similarly shaped screws
will be directly proportional to their diameters.
The fact that the efficiency of an aerial propeller will vary

as the square root of its area is also shown in the discussion of
orthogonal flight

The pitch of a propeller screw is the distance in the direc-

tion of the axis that would be traversed by the screw during
one complete revolution in an unyielding medium. The rate

of pitch of the blades of the screw is one of the elements in its

construction which must be carefully determined.
The pressure of the air upon the blades of the screw is of

course normal to the surface, and this being the case, it is seen
from the discussion of the action of the pressure of the air

upon an inclined plane that the thrust will be the normal press-
ure multiplied by the cosine of the angle, while the resistance
to turning will be the normal pressure multiplied by the sine
of the angle. Now, if the velocity of the turning screw re-

mains constant, it may be neglected in comparing different
horse powers under other varying conditions for turning the
screw, and we shall have merely, by neglecting all constant
coefficients :

SP. = Nsin. @,

iV being the normal pressure and @ being the angle of pitch.

In the same way the thrust will be :

T= NCOS. @,

and the efficiency will be :

Ncoa. @
E = = cot. @.

Nsin. @
Other things remaining the same, the efficiency of a screw

will vary as the cotangent of the angle of pitch. Since for
small angles the cotangent is inversely proportional to the
angle Itself, we may say that if the angle of pitch be small,
the efficiency of the screw will vary inversely as that angle.
In the case where the angle is small and is increased and the

velocity kept constant, the thrust is of course increased ; but
the resistance is increased in far greater proportion. If we
consider the screw as an inclined plane, and apply the Duche-
min formula to it, we see that at small angles the normal press-
ure and the thrust are both increased just about as the angle
is increased, but that the resistance to turning will be increased
by the normal pressure multiplied by the sine of the angle, and
the latter at small angles increases just as the angle. If,

therefore, we double the angle, keeping the velocity constant,
we shall double the normal pressure and double the thrust,
but we shall increase the resistance four times, thus making
the efficiency only one-half of what it was before. At small
angles, therefore, the efficiency will vary inversely as the angle
of pitch.
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In this connection it may be well to discuss the angle of
maximum thrust, for it is plain that there is such an angle.
There is no thrust when the angle of pitch is at zero degrees,
nor is there any thrust when the angle is 90°, but there is some
thrust at all intermediate angles. The velocity of the screw
remaining the same, the thrust will increase as the angle of
pitch is increased from zero degrees, and it will also increase
as the angle of pitch is decreased from 90°. There must,
therefore, be an angle of maximum thrust. In the case of the
inclined plane we found that this angle was by the Duchemin
formula 35i°. The only experiment upon screws which is in

possession of the wriier, and which indicates the angle of
maximum thrust, shows that it is at about 35°, thus confirm-
ing the Duchemin formula.

It is plain, of course, that the efficient screw must have an
angle of pitch which is less than that for the maximum thrust,

for if the angle is increased beyond that of maximum thrust,

the screw will not only be inefficient by reason of the great

angle, but it will be peculiarly so, for the resistance to rota-

tion or the power consumed will be increased and the thrust

will be decreased. At angles which are less than the angle of
maximum thrust, any increase in the angle of pitch results in

an increase of resistance and of power consumed, but it also

results in an increased, not a diminished thrust.

If the weight of the prime mover, the engine, were not to be

considered, then the screw for aerial propulsion should be as

small, turn with as high velocity as possible, and be set at the

angle of maximum thrust, for all these features would aid in

obtaining the greatest amount of thrust out of a screw of the

least size and consequent weight. If the efficiency is not to be
considered, then it can be thus constructed. But the effi-

ciency is a most important feature ; it is as important as the

weight of the prime mover itself, and so we see that for the

most efficient screw we should have one which is as large as

possible, turns with the lowest speed possible, and use the

smallest possible angle of pitch.

All these conditions are incompatible with the construction

of a light screw, for they mean in fact that the most efficient

screw will tend to be the heaviest.

It is seen, therefore, that the design of the screw will be a

matter in which considerable judgment based upon reliable

experiments must be used ; and the most that can be defi-

Bilely stated at the present time is that the screw should be

made as large, turn with as small velocity, and be constructed

with as small an angle of pitch as other conditions will permit.

We may at this time consider one of these conditions to be that

the screw shall remain of uniform size, and it may be well to

discuss the question of the pitch and the speed which shall be

given to a screw of a constant area. It will be difficult—proba-

bly impossible—to make the size of the screw adj ustable ; the

diameter must always remain the same. There will then be

two possible ways of altering the thrust—one by changing the

speed and the other by changing the pitch.
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We have seen that the power will vary as the cube of the

speed, and that the tnrust will vary as the square of the speed ;

and we have also seen that the thrust will vary as the normal
pressure upon the blades multiplied by the cosine of the angle

of pitch. If the angle is small, this cosine will remain practi-

cally at unity, and the normal pressure will vary as the angle

itseif, so that, neglecting all constant coefficients, we have :*

T= V P,

P being the angle of pitch of the blades.

The resistance to turning, however, will be proportional to

the normal pressure multiplied by the sine of the angle of pitch
;

for small angles these will vary about as the angles them-
selves, so that

:

HP. - 72 P^
The efficiency will then be :

T Y^ P \
JJf ,

ap.
" ~ v'P'" vp

' Now, to obtain a given thrust we have seen that the velocity

may be low and the angle of pitch great, or the velocity may
be great and the angle of pitch low ; but if the thrust remains
the same, we shall have T equal to some constant, say 1, and
we shall have :

1 = F^ P or 7 = ^^, and P =~
Substituting these expressions in the value of E, we have :

1S=- VP
1 .

vp''
1

and S = V.

V 1

Under these circumstances the efficiency will vary directly

as the velocity and inversely as the square root of the angle of
pitch. In other words, if we are to obtain a given thrust from
a screw of fixed size it must be turned with the highest velocity
practicable and at the smallest angle of pitch, if the greatest
efficiency is to be obtained.

Applying, then, the principles that have been discussed in

the chapters on the Supporting Surface, we see that the blades
of the screw should be narrow in the direction of motion, that
they should be of parabolic, shape, and that the amount of pitch
should be the same for all portions of the blade. These fea-

* The author's meaning in what follows would be more clear if the sign
'of variation were used instead of the sign of equality.—En.
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tures have been tried and adopted in marine screws with suc-
cess, though it must be said that th^ varying conditions of
such service prevent rigid adherence to these rules.
The parabolic shape of the blades is known as the increas-

ing pitch in the direction of the length of the screw, for the
pilch increases from the front edge of the blades to the rear,
so that a particle of water which strikes the blade at the for-
ward edge receives a constantly accelerated motion, until it

escapes at the rear of the blade. This, as has been seen in the
discussion on inclined planes, ivould not be the case if the
blade were a plane surface, for (he particle would receive all

or very nearly all of its motion at the forward edge of the
blade. The total amount of pitch should be the same, for if it

is not then there will be some portions of the blade which will
drag through the water instead of affording useful thrust, and
there will be other portions which will be doing more work
than they ought, with the result that they will put water in
motion which might better be left quiet. This uniform total

pitch for all parts of the screw is the decreasing rate of pitch
from the center toward the outside. If the total pitch of the
propeller be 5 ft. and the radius be 4 ft., and the angle of
pitch at the circumference be 6°, then the angle of pitch at a
point 2 ft. from the center, or half way between that point
and the circumference, should be about 12°, in order that the
total pitch may be the same for each part.

It is seen that if this principle is carried out the angle of
pitch at the center of the screw will be 90°, and that it will

gradually decrease to the outer extremity. We have seen that
there must be an angle of maximum thrust, and that probably
that angle is at 35° or very close to it. That portion of the

surface of the screw which Is set at a greater angle than 35°

is therefore peculiarly ineflficient, and if the exposure of this

portion of the surface of the screw could be avoided, the
efficiency would be increased. It is not impossible that this

may be done in the case of the aerial propeller, that such por-

tion of the screw as is set at an angle in excess of the angle
of maximum pitch may be entirely shielded from the air ; and
this arrangement, loo, would give opportunity and room for

strengthening the screw at its center, where the greatest

strains exist.

The slip of the screw is a matter which has received great

attention from the makers of marine screws, and must also re-

ceive attention from the maker of aerial screws ; but it is

probable that the erratic character which so often puzzles the

marine engineer may be modified in the case of the aerial pro-

peller, where the conditions may be said to be more uniform.

Slip may be defined as that distance which ought to be trav-

ersed, but which is lost through the imperfections of the pro-

pelling instrument ; or it may be considered as the wasted

power—power which should have been used in putting the

craft in motion, but which has been consumed otherwise.

When the total pitch of the screw is given the slip will be

the difference in the distance between that pitch and the di»-
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tance that the vessel actually travels while the screw is mak-
ing one revolution. If the pitch of the screw is 5 ft. and the

vessel only travels 4 ft. while the screw is making one turn,

then the slip is 1 ft. per turn.

In the other case the slip is expressed as a proportion of the

power lost. Prom the thrust of the screw and the speed of the

vessel the HP. consumed by the vessel may be ascertained.

Now the power applied to the screw can also be measured by
suitable instruments, and it will be found to be considerably

in excess of the power determined in the former case. The
difference will be the slip expressed in HP. lost. Some of

this power is lost in friction and unavoidable losses which will

occur in all macliines ; but most of it is lost tlirough the in-

efflciency of the instrument of propulsion, the screw.

This power is lost in the surrounding medium upon which
the instrument of propulsion must work ; and when this is

understood several important conclusions may be drawn. If

tlie medium in which the screw works were unyielding, then
there would be no slip, no more tlian there is wlien the loco-

motive wheel works upon the dry rail ; all of the power in

that case would pass into the craft, and it would all appear as

useful ; if the surrounding medium yields some, then a part
of the power passes into it ; some motion is communicated to

it, and the power so used is lost for purposes of propulsion.
If the medium yields so perfectly that the craft remains sta-

tionary, as is the case when a steamboat is moored to the dock
and her engines put in motion, then all of the power is used
in slip—that is, in putting the fluid in motion—and none of it

is used in propulsion.

It is seen, then, that it is very important to so design the in-

strument of propulsion that it will create as little motion as
possible in the surrounding fluid.

Now the function of the screw is to create thrust. To do
this it operates upon a fluid medium, wliich will of course
move under the influence of the force applied. The force or
thrust which the scresv creates will be in proportion to the
mass of fluid moved, and also to the velocity at which it is put
in motion. The power consumed in putting this mass of fluid

in motion, and which, as has been seen, is lost, is proportional
to the mass put in motion and to the square of tlie velocity at
which it moves. From this it is seen that, in order to obtain
a given thrust with the least loss of power, the mass of fluid
acted upon should be as great as possible, and the velocity im-
parted to it as little as possible.

We may compare the screw with the reaction device first

mentioned under discussion of the motive instrument, and see
that the thrust, whatever it may be, reacts upon the fluid and
puts it in motion. If a screw 1 in. in diameter can be imagined
to revolve with such velocity that the thrust amounts to 100
lbs., we shall then have quite as inefiicient an apparatus as the
reaction jet discussed. The efficiency of the screw arises from
the fact that it puts a large quantity of the surrounding fluid
in motion, but at a very slow velocity ; it is, iu fact, j ust as
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much of a reaction engine as the jet system discussed, but by
taking advantage of the fact that the thrust developed will
vary as the velocity imparted to the fluid, while the power re-

quired will vary as the square of that velocity, the efiiciency

appears by maintaining that velocity at as low a point as pos-
sible.

The action of the screw may also be compared with that of
the fan blower, which it has been proposed to use in aerial

navigation with the object of creating thrust. The general
plan is to create a current of air by means of the fan, and
then by directing this current or jet in any desired direction

to obtain a reaction in the opposite direction. The general

design of the fan blower is such that it will move a small
quantity of air at a high velocity, which, as we have seen, is

just what is not desired. The screw is, in fact, a fan blower
so modified that it will put a large quantity of air in motion at

a small velocity ; and any modification of the fan blower with
the object of causing it to work on a large quantity of air and
at a low velocity will, in all probability, also cause it to resem-
ble more and more the screw propeller.

Since all motion of the surrounding air represents so much
power wasted, and it is seen that it is desirable to leave that

fluid in as motionless a state as may be possible, not only
should the blades of the screw be narrow, in order that the air

may not be acted upon for too long a time and so put in mo-
tiou, but those blades should be so separated that one blade

will not disturb the air upon which the next following one
must act. For this reason it has been found, both in the case

of marine and of air propellers, that multiplicity of blades

tends to inefficiency of action, and the consequence is that in

nearly every case two blades will form the most efficient

screw. For obvious reasons one blade is impracticable.

These theories, then, would seem to indicate that the most
efficient screw, if both the HP. consumed and the weight of

the motor be considered, will be made of two long and narrow
concave blades, the total pitch to be uniform for all parts of

the screw, the central portion of the screw so shielded that no
portion of the blades, the angle of pitch of which is greater

than that of maximum thrust, shall- be exposed. The screw

to turn with as high a velocity as practicable at all times, and

the thrust to be varied by changing the angle of pitch.

The construction of an aerial screw with a variable pitch

will be in all probability much less of a problem than the con-

struction of such a device for marine service. The marine

screw is generallv concealed from view, is very liable to be-

come fouled, and is quite inaccessible when in operation. The
use of adjustable parts under such circumstances is to be

avoided if possible ; but in the case of the aerial screw most

of these objections are removed. The screw will always be in

sight, will not become fouled, can probably be made accessi-

ble, and a device for adjusting the pitch can doubtless be used

with greater facility than in the case of marine vessels. It

has been seen that the change of thrust should be effected by
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a change of pitch instead of a change of velocity, the latter to

be and to remain as great as the numerous other conditions
which will be met with will permit.

As a motion of translation is imparted to the screw its effi-

ciency will decrease, and the amount of this decrease can be
best understood by considering the action of the paddle-wheel
rather than that of the screw. Suppose the paddle-wheel of a
steamer which is tied to the dock is turning so that a thrust of 40
lbs. is obtained and 1 HP. is employed. This thrust results from
the paddles moving through still water, and the power all passes
into slip. Now suppose this same steamer to be anchored in a
current moving witli the velocity of 3 miles per hour, and that
the same total thrust of 40 lbs. is to be maintained. It is plain
that the paddles must move just 3 miles per hour faster. The
speed of the paddle tliiougli the water must be the same as
before ; but inasmuch as the water is moving 3 miles per hour
faster, the actual speed of the paddle must be increased by S
miles per hour in order that the relative speed ma.y remain the
same. Since there are 875 mile pounds per hour in eacti HP.,

40 X 3
the additional HP. required will be = 0.32, and the total

375
HP required to obtain the thrust will be 1 + 0.32 = 1.33.
Suppose that the boat, when free, required a tlirusl of just

40 lbs. to force it through the water at the rate of 3 miles per
hour, then the actual HP. nece.ssary tD expend upon the craft
itself will be, as we have just seen, 0.33 HP. B;it suppose
that we are to develop this thrust by means of a paddle-wheel
which will give 40 lbs. thrust per HP. when working in still

water. When this paddle is placed in the boat, exerts its

thrust, and begins to drive the boat forward at the rate of 3
miles per hour, it is seen that the speed of the paddle must
increase in order to maintain the thrust of 40 lbs. from the
(relatively) moving water. If the original HP. be 1, we have
seen that this increase of speed of the paddle will be such that
the total HP. which it is necessary to expend upon the paddle
will be the sum of that which it is necessary to expend upon
the craft, and that which it is necessary to expend upon Ihe
paddle to produce the requisite thrust when the paddle is in
statu.

The same reasoning will apply to the screw, although the
analysis is not quite so evident.
The power, then, which it is necessary to apply to the screw

will be that which it is necessary to apply to the craft, plus
that which the screw will consume in statu when producing
the necessary thrust.

It is seen from this how necessary it is to construct efficient
screws

; but it is also seen that as the speed of the craft in-
creases the importance of efficiency diminishes, for one of
the factors—that of the thrust of the screw when in statu
—becomes a smaller proportion of the total power consumed.
Nothing has as yet indicated the actual size of the screw

propeller nor the shape and velocity which will be required to
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secure given results, and, unfortunately, there are so few ex-
periments wMch have as yet been made public that it is quite
impossible to indicate the shape and size of the screw witli as
great accuracy as that of the supporting surface of the aero-
plane. There are, however, some things which show that the
elements of the aerial screw propeller may be approximated,
and that the result will not be so entirely a matter of experi-
ment as was the case with the marine propeller in a similar
stage of its development.
As has been suggested, it is by no means impossible that the

action of the screw maybe connected mathematically with that
of the inclined plane, and there is doubtless good reason for
such belief. The screw itself is, in fact, only a set of inclined
planes revolving around an axis. Instead of being rectilinear,

as was considered to be the case when discussing inclined
plane, the motion is circular. The inclined plane, too, is

nothing but the blade of a screw of which the radius is of in-

finite length ; and it may be further stated that all of the ex-
periments made to ascertain the normal pressure upon an in-

clined surface, and which have been platted, as already de-

scribed, with the exception of perhaps two cases, and these
the most unreliable ones, were made with a whirling engine.
The plane in these cases was placed at the end of an arm per-

haps 30 ft. in length ; the arm was fixed at the other end and
formed the radius of a horizontal circle, the plane moving in

the circumference. It is seen that this apparatus was merely
a screw of 60 ft. in diameter, with a small blade at the periph-

ery, so that it is not at all unlikely that the formula derived
from results with such an apparatus will apply to the screw as

usually shaped, though modifications would probably have to

be introduced. It seems, however, quite likely that the funda-
mental formulae will be the same for the screw and for the in-

clined plane.

With this idea the author has attempted to analyze the only
thorough and thoroughly published experiments upon an aerial

propeller that he has been able to obtain.

He platted the projections of the screw of the war balloon

La France, divided them longitudinally into six sections, and
calculated the area of each section. Then, knowing the speed

of each of these sections and the corresponding air pressure,

and knowing also the angle of pitch of each section, it was
easy to calculate by the Duchemin formula what the lift and
the drift must be for each of these sections of the screw, and by
gumming them up to estimate the thrust exerted and the HP.
required.
The result was that for a speed of 17 revolutions per minute

the calculated thrust was 23.46 lbs., while the actual measured
thrust was 17.64 lbs., or 25 per cent, less than the calculations

shosv, and that the actual HP. was 0.364, or 6 per cent, more
than that calculated. At the highest velocity— 48 turns per

minute—the measured result was 141.1 lbs. thrust, or 24 per

cent, less than that calculated, while the measured HP. v\ as

8,33 HP., or 5 per cent, more than that calculated.
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It is seen that the differences between the actual results and
the calculated results are almost exactly the same in both cases,

and that the application of the Duchemin formula to aerial

screws, treating their surfaces as inclined planes impinging on
the air, is likely to give approximately correct results.

In other experiments made by Mr. F. H. Wenham very
many years ago, and with a rather crude apparatus consisting

of a screw having two square blades each 7f in. on a side, and
these being placed upon the ends of rods so that the diameter
of the screw was 6 ft., the results at two velocities of 310 and
140 revolutions per minute were 34 per cent, and 15 per cent,

less than the theoretical thrust which would be indicated by
calculations similar to those used in the case of the French
screw. Mr. Wenham's apparatus, however, generated undue
friction, as may be judged from the fact that the HP. required
was 3i and 6 times that which would be indicated by calcula-

tions made as Just indicated.

The indications both from reason and experiment are that

the screw and the inclined plane can be connected mathemati-
cally, and if this be the case, the design of a screw may be
undertaken with considerably more assurance than would
otherwise be the case. It will be noted that in the experiments
cited above the screws were each of considerable size, one of
6 ft. and the other of 23 ft. in diameter, so that the centrifugal

force imparted to tlie air was not great. It is the writer's im-
pression that an attempt to apply the formulae which are used
in the case of inclined planes having rectilinear motion to a
screw of, say, 1 ft. diameter, and mo^^ing •vsith high velocity,

might be futile. It may also be noted in the case of the French
screw that nearly one-half of the area of the screw is set at an
angle of pitch of over 35°, so there is probably some reason
for the statement made by Mr. Maxim in a paper in the Cen-
tury Magazine that " of all the screws with which he had ex-
perimented, the French screw was the worst."
We have made several generalizations regarding screws, and

it may be well to recapitulate them.
1. The thrust will vary as the area, as the square of the

velocity, and (for small angles) as the angle of pitch.

3. The HP. will vary as the area, the cube of the velocity,
and (for small angles) as the square of the angle of pitch.
The first statement can be easily seen to be true. If the

velocity and the angle of pitch remain the same and the area
be doubled, then the thrust or uplift will be doubled. We
shall have substantially two planes instead of one. If the area
and the angle of pitch remain the same and the velocity be
doubled, then the thrust or uplift will he increased by four,
for the resistance in all parts of the screw will increase as the
square of the velocity. If the area and the velocity remain
constant, then the thrust will vary as the angle of pitch for
small angles, for we have seen that the normal pressure upon
any plane will vary about as the angle itself for small angles,
and that at small angles the thrust or uplift will be the normal
pressure multiplied by the cosine of the angle ; but the cosine
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of the small angle is very nearly unity, so that the thrust or
uplift on an inclined plane will vary as the angle of pitch.
We will, therefore, have :

T- 8V^ P.

That the HP. will vary as the area is evident, for other
things remaining the same, doubling the area of a plane will
be the same thing as using an additional independent plane of
the same size as the first, and it is plain that the HP. required
in that case would be twice that required in the first. The
HP. will vary as the cube of the velocity, for we have seen
that the resistance on all parts of the plane will vary as the
square of the velocity, so that if the velocity be doubled the
resistance to turning will be increased by four

; power being
resistance multiplied into velocity, the power required will be
increased by 4 X 3, or 8, which is 3^. The power will vary as
the square of the angle of pitch for small angles ; we have
seen that the resistance to forward motion in the case of the
plane or the resistance to turning in the case of the blade of
the screw propeller will vary as the normal pressure on the
plane or blade multiplied by the sine of the angle of inclina-
tion ; and we have also seen that the normal pressure and the
sine of the angle will vary about as the angle itself for small
angles, so that the velocity and area remaining the same, the
resistance to rotation will vary as the square of the angle of
inclination. The velocity remaining the same, the power re-

quired will vary as the resistance or as the square of the angle
of inclination or pitch.

The problems regarding the efllciency may be Dest solved by
the use of the chart which, as before said, is merely the graphi-
cal representation of results obtained by solution of two alge-
braic equations. The chart is constructed for a uniform uplift

or thrust of 1 lb. Wherever the point of the pencil is placed
upon the chart, the four elements indicated by the curves and
by the figures at the top and side of the chart will be the
values of those elements which will be required to sustain that

pound of weight or thrust. Since the efficiency is the weight
or thrust divided by the power consumed, and since the thrust

as indicated by the chart remains the same

—

i.e., unity, an in-

crease of efficiency will be indicated by a diminution of the

HP. and a decrease of efficiency by an increase of HP. ; in

other words, the efficiency will vary inversely as the HP.
shown on the chart.

The efficiency will vary as the square root of the area, the

angle of pitch remaining the same, and the velocity varying
;

or it will vary as the area, if the velocity remains constant, and
the angle of pitch changes
Suppose that the angle of inclination or pitch be 4° and that

the area be 1 sq. ft., then the HP. will be 0.00&8. If we follow

up the 4° line to, say, the point where the area becomes 0.5 sq.

ft., we see that the HP. will be 0.0135 ; we shall then have
the proportion :

0.0088 : 0.0135 ;: square root 0.5 : square root 1.0,
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showing that the SP. varies inversely as the square root of
' the area, or that the efficiency varies directly as the square root

of the area, the angle of pitch remaining constant and the

velocity varying.
But if the angle of pitch changes and the velocity remains

constant, then the efficiency will vary directly as the area. If

the velocity be 47 miles per hour and the area 1 sq, ft., then
the HP. will be 0.0088 ; if the area be reduced to 0.5 sq. ft.

and the velocity kept the same, then the HP. will be 0.0176,

and we shall have the proportion :

0.0088 : 0.0176 :: 0.5 : 1.0,

showing that the HP. increases inversely as the area, or that

the efficiency increases directly as the area, velocity remaining
constant and angle of pitch varying.
Now, if the area and the thrust are to remain constant, there

are only two conditions that can be changed, the pitch and the
velocity. This being the case, the efficiency will vary directly

as the velocity and inversely as the square root of the pitch.

Suppose that the area be 1 sq. ft., then, at a velocity of 46
miles per hour, the HP. required will be 0,009, and at a velocity

of 68 miles per hour the HP. required will be 0.006. We can
make the proportion :

0.009 : 0.006 :: 68 : 46,

showing that the HP. varies inversely as the velocity, or that
the efficiency will vary directly as the velocity.

It is seen that the angle of inclination, when making this

change of velocity, has changed from 4.2° to 1.9°, and we can
make the proportion :

0.009 : 0.006 :: VIT: VU9,
showing that the HP. will vary directly as the square root of
the angle of pitch, or that the efficiency will vary inversely as
the square root of the angle of pitch.

Since, in the case assumed, the area and the thrust remains con-
stant, if any variation is made in either the velocity or the pitch,
a change must be made in the other. It is best, therefore, that
this ratio should be always written in combined form—that is,

THE MOTOR.

The development of the motor will perhaps be the most
costly part of the development of aerial navigation, and it will
also be more largely a matter of empirical than of theoretical
determination. It is probable that we have with fair approxi-
mation indicated in the preceding chapter how light this motor
must be per i?P.—that is to say, a minimum of 10 lbs. per
HP., and probably at most 15 lbs. per HP., will do the work.
A heavier motor than one weighing 15 lbs. for each HP. of
energy developed will probably not answer. Now, this weight
of 10 or 15 lbs. must include the motor and all that pertains to
make it complete. If it be an explosive engine, the weight of
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the necessary fuel for driving it and the water that -will prob-
ably be necessary to keep it cool must be reciioned in with the
15 lbs., and if it be a steam engine, the weight of the boiler,
the fuel and the water, as well as the engine proper, must be
taken into account ; if the engine be au electric motor, the
source of the current, such as the battery, must also be in-
cluded in the weight if the motor is to be considered complete.
We may, of course, drop the water motor out of the ques-

tion, and this will then leave for consideration the piston and
cylinder, or the rotary engine operated by the pressure of some
kind of gas, and the electric motor ; the reaction system, as
we have seen in the chapter on Motive Instruments, being
worthless.
The characteristics of any piston and cylinder engine which

shall develop great energy in proportien to its weight will be
high-cylinder pressures per square inch and high-piston speed
in feet per minute, and also high economy, for the weight of
the supplies of the engine must be reckoned with the total
weight.
The power developed by any engine will be in proportion

to the total pressure upon the piston multiplied by the speed
of the piston, so it is evident that the engine which will de-
velop the greatest energy in proportion to its weight will be
the one which will have the highest rate of piston speed.

If the cylinder be merely proportioned to resist the bursting
strain it will theoretically remain at the same weight for all

pressures employed ; but it cannot be so proportioned, and the
frame necessary to hold a large cylinder, even if it be of the
same weight as a small one, will be heavier than that required
to hold the latter. The element of stiffness must be considered
—the internal friction of a large piston is greater than that of
a small one, etc.—so that the engine with the high pressure
and the correspondingly small cylinder will be much smaller
and lighter than the engine with the large cylinder and the
low pressure.

The thoughts of many will turn to the gas or gasoline en-
gine as being most available for the purposes of aerial naviga-
tion, for the reason that no special apparatus, such as a boiler,

is required to develop the pressure ; that it is unnecessary to
carry any special fluid, such as water, to act as a medium for
turning heat into mechanical motion, and that the fuel may be
carried in a most convenient and compact form, such as gaso-
line, which will create equal energy with one-third of the fuel

required by steam. But the gas or gasoline engine, as built

at present, or in any modification of its present form, will be
too heavy for the purposes of aerial navigation.
The greatest trouble with the gas engine is the extremely

low pressures at which it is obliged to work ; and although
no special apparatus is needed to develop and store the press-

ure required, as in a steam engine, still, unless such a device
is used, the pressure will not act upon the piston almost con-
tinuously, as is the case with the steam engine, but will only
operate on the piston for one-half or perhaps one-quarter of

the time.
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The fundamental trouble with the gas engine in its inability

to develop high pressures is the fact that the 1 cub. ft. of the
mixture of gas and air which is exploded will make less than
I cub. ft. of resultants of explosion if those resultants are re-

duced to the same temperature and atmospheric pressure— that

is to say, if a cubic foot of a proper mixture of gas and air be
exploded at atmospheric pressure and temperature, and the

resultant gases of the explosion be cooled down to the same
temperature at which they were exploded and placed under
the same (atmospheric) pressure, they will occupy less space
than the original mixture of gas and air did. But the gases
after explosion are at a much higher temperature than I hey
were before, so that the resultants of explosion immediately
after that action occupy a considerably greater space than the
original mixture did. The pressure is due to the fact that the

gases being heated, occupy the greater space, and since they
are confined to their original bulk, the pressure they exert will

be in proportion to the temperature.
This temperature is, of course, limited, for a given quantity

of a mixture of gas and air when burned are only capable of
producing a given quantity of heat, and this gi^en quautity of
heat will not heat the resultants of explosion above a certain
temperature. In the ordinary gas engine this temperature
will be somewhere in the neighborhood of 3,500° F., and the
pressure per square inch which will result, if the resultant
gases are compelled to occupy the same space as the compo-
nent ones, will be only about 75 lbs. above the atmospheric
pressure ; and since the pressure will decrease as the gases ex-
pand behind the piston, the mean pressure throughout the
stroke of the engine will be only about 40 lbs. per square inch.

In an engine such as this it is only during one-half of the
stroke of the piston that there is any pressure at all, for during
the first half the inflammable mixture is being drawn into the
cylinder. Now, the improvement which has greatly increased
the efficiency of the gas engine is to compress the mixture of
gas and air before explosion ; but to do this requires a special
pump or else one stroke of the engine must be sacrificed, dur-
ing which time it acts as a pump to compress the mixture of
gas and air. There is, of course, a considerable heat developed
by the explosion, and therefore special means must be taken
to keep the working parts of the gas engine cool ; this is done
by water, the cylinder being jacketed so that it may be cooled
by circulation of water around it. For this reason it has been
found impracticable to use more than one end of the cylinder
for working purposes. If the cylinder be enclosed at eiich
end and the charges of gas and air exploded in each end, the
piston becomes so hot as to prevent the operation of the ma-
chine. All of these mechanical difficulties can probably be
overcome ; but the limited pressures which can be employed,
or the special means which must be employed if higlier press-
ures are to be used, p'-obably warrart the stat ment that the
gas engine in Its present form will never become the lightest
prime mover for the energy it develops, and also that it can
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probably never be made light enough for the purposes of
aerial navigation.
Although the gas engine will never probably be the lightest

prime mover, still it may be that an explosive engine of some
kind vriU be.

Nitroglycerine will, when exploded, create au enormous
mass of gas, and here is an opportunitv to obtain almost un-
limited pressures ; but the difficulties of developing such an
engine would be so great that the writer certainly would not
feel like devoting a lifetime to the work—a lifetime, too, which
might be very considerably and suddenly abbreviated by some
kind of premature explosion. Owing to the character of this
explosive, it is impossible to predict what will be the result of
any particular explosion. The same quantity of explosive
may give two or three times the volume of resulting gases at
ooe time as at another, according to the circumstances. This
would seem to indicate that a separate apparatus or explosion
chamber of some kind would be required wherein a great
number of small explosions would be used to work up the
pressure, so that the effect of any one of the explosions would
make no material difference, no matter what it might be. As
in tlie gas engine, some means would have to be adopted to
keep the parts of the engine exposed to the heat at a reason-
able temperature. The element of danger might be obviated,
for there are explosives of the Sprengel class (" helofite," for
example), wlxich are composed of two liquids that are abso-
lutely non explodable until they are mixed, so that it is seen
that there is a possibility that the apparatus might be devised
in such a way as to mix these materials just previous to ex-
plosion, and in this way there might be so little of the explo-
sive on hand at any one time that it all might explode without
doing damage. It is doubtful if such an engine will be de-
veloped during the life of this generation, if at all, but it is

well enough to point out the possibility of such an engine.
The steam engine has been so studied and experimented

upon that it is almost impossible to tell how light such an en-
gine of any given energy will be before it is put in operation.
The great advantage that the steam-engine lias over any ex-
plosive engine is that the pressure may be made anything de-
sired, and that that pressure is always perfectly under control,
and also that no special means for modifying the temperature
of the working parts of the engine are required. Some of the
disadvantages are its wastefulness of fuel, as compared with
the gasoline engine, and the fact that a special apparatus of

considerable weight (the boiler) is required to develop the
pressure, and a special fluid (water) is required to transmute
the heat into mechanical motion. Both the boiler and the

water are important elements in the weight of the engine ; so
important are they that they are by a very considerable pro-

portion the largest part of the weight of the complete motor.
In developing the steam engine, therefore, into a light motor,
more particular attention should be given to the design of the

boiler ; and, fortunately, that apparatus is capable of being
made very much lighter than it is usually constructed.
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The lightest form of boiler m practical use at present is on
the small steam yachts, and is of the kind known as the " water
tube." In these boilers the water is inside of small tubes, and
the flame from the furnace, which in some cases is merely a
row of gasoline jets, plays directly upon the exterior of the

tubes.

The capability of any boiler to create steam will in general
depend upon the extent of the surface which is exposed to the
heat ; and the advantage of making these water tubes very
small, if a light boiler is to be made, is easily seen.

If the tube be 1 in. in diameter, and be proportioned to re-

sist a certain bursting strain, it will be, say, j-g in. thick and
31 in. in circumference. The weight will be the thickness
multiplied by the circumference multiplied by the length in

inches, and multiplied by the weight of the metal per cubic
iuch. The heating surface will be the circumference multi-
plied by the length. Now, suppose that the diameter of the
tube be reduced to -J in., tlie thickness of the metal required
to resist the same bursting strain as before will only be i^\ in.

instead of ^ in., and the circumference of the tube will only
be If in. ; and if the length remain the same, the weight will

be just one-fourth of that of the tube of 1 in. diameter. The
heating surface, however, has been decreased by one-half, for
it is the length of the tube multiplied by the circumference.
It is seen, then, that by decreasing the diameter of the tube
by one-half the weight has been decreased by 4 and the heat-
ing surface by 2 ; the proportion between the heating surface
and the weight has, therefore, been increased by 2 ; there is

twice the heating surface for the same weight as there was
before. The other advantages, such as the ability to concen-
trate the heat (foi'there will be less " cooling" surface with a
small-tubed boiler than with a large one), and the fact that the
heat of the furnace is brought so much closer to the water
wliea tliin tubes are used, are advantages which are evident,
but which are difficult to indicate mathematically.
There is, of course, a limit to this decrease in the size of the

boiler tubes. In the second case there will be half as much
water converted into steam in the same length of time as in
the former, for the heating surface has been decreased by 2

;

but this one-half quantity of water must flow through a tube
of only one-fourth the sectional area which the larger tube
possessed. An indefinite decrease in the size of the water
tubes would therefore bring us to a point where the tube
would be so small that the water would be unable to flow
through it rapidly enough to generate the quantity of steam
of which the heating surface was capable.

In regard to the weight of the water itself it may be said
that an aerial apparatus driven by a steam engine must be so
arranged that the steam can be condensed and the water used
repeatedly. This is probably a matter easy of accomplish-
ment. The great surfaces of the aeroplane will offer an oppor-
tunity for the construction of a condenser which will be more
than ample ; but even if such surfaces be more than sufficient,
ii much greater surface than is necessary should be used, for
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the more rapidly the steam is turned into water the more fre-

quentljr can the water be used and the less of it will have to
be carried.

In regard to the engine itself it may be said that, in order
to secure lightness of the boiler, it may be necessary to make
the engine somewhat heavier than would otherwise be the
case. By compounding the engine, using the steam in one
cylinder after it has been exhausted from another, a very con-
siderable economy both in steam and in fuel can be effected,

so much so, in fact, that the additional material which is so
used in the engine can probably be much more than saved in

the weight of the boiler and in the fuel which is to be em-
ployed.
For the fuel of such an cngiae oil will certainly be selected

on account of its easy transportation, and also on account of

its high efficiency as regards weight when compared with coal.

One pound of oil wUl do about the same work in boiling water
as 3 lbs. of coal ; the application of its heat in the form of a
gasoline jet is very effective, and the furnace, if it can be
called such, will be of great lightness.

As to the actual weight, or, rather, lightness, at which steam
engines can be manufactured, there is considerable doubt.
Until a year or two ago, when Mr. Maxim undertook to build

an aerial vessel to be operated by steam power, few special

attempts had been made to build a powerful steam engine and
build it extremely light. Mr. Maxim states that he has suc-

ceeded in constructing a compound engine with water-tube

boiler and gasoline furnace to weigh at the rate of about 8 lbs.

per HP. Up to the time of this achievement the lightest en-

gines in use were on the steam yachts, but the total weight of

such engines, including the boiler, was about 40 lbs. per HP.

,

which is plainly too heavy for the purposes of aerial naviga-

tion.

But though the engine and boiler may be constructed so as

to be of very light weight, there is the element of the water

which must be used to produce steam that must be taken into

consideration. The amount of water that is usually vaporated

in the operation of steam engines may be roughly stated as

iDeing 25 lbs. per HP. per hour, so that under the circumstances

under which an aerial steam engine would operate, it is plain

that this water must be condensed so as to be used repeatedly,

or the voyage would be of an excessively brief duration. The
amount of water which will be required for the operation of

the condensing aerial steam engine will be dependent upon
the rapidity with which the steam can be condensed. If it is

going to take an hour to condense the steam, it is plain that

the amount of water that will be required would be 25 lbs.

per HP., which is clearly more than can be allowed. It is

seen, therefore, that in this construction the amount of water

that will have to be employed in the condensing engine can be

considered as a part of the motor itself, for it will be used

over and over again, and the only supply required will be that

necessary to make good unavoidable losses caused by the leak-

age of either water or steam. Under the circumstances the
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only way ia which the steam can be condensed is by enclosing

it within surfaces exposed to the air, and the extent of these

surfaces will determine the rapidity with which the steam can
be condensed. The whole 1,000 sq. ft. of supporting aero-

plane surface that has been estimated in preceding chapters

will provide 2,000 sq. ft. of condensing surface, for both top

and bottom sides may be used. These 3.000 sq. ft. will con-

dense 3,000 lbs. of steam per hour ; and since the HP. that

was required to operate the apparatus was, say, 40 HP., the

engine will require 40 X 35 = 1,000 lbs. of water per hour.

It is seen that the aeroplane will not only condense the steam
as fast as it is formed, but that it will condense it much faster.

If it will condense the steam just as fast as it is formed, it will

be fast enough, for in that case the amount of water required
will be as small as possible. All the water that will be re-

quired will be such as to supply the boiler with water and
steam and the cylinders and condenser witli steam.

Although the rotary engine, as it is commonly known, pre-

sents no advantages over the reciprocating engine in the prob-

lem of constructing alight motor, and many disadvantages, still

there is a form of rotary steam engine which may be developed
into one that will be suitable for the purposes of aerial navi-

gation. This is the steam turbine. This motor is made on
the principle of the turbine water wheel ; but steam used in

this way has one great advantage over water—it can be used
a number of times. In the case of a turbine water wheel,
when the fluid has struck the blades of the wheel, and its ve-

locity has been checked, its usefulness is past, and it is per-

mitted to escape as freely as is possible ; but in the case of the
steam turbine the fluid may be used many times. This fact

is due to the expansion of the steam. When it has struck one
set of blades, and its velocity has been checked, it is permitted
to strike a succeeding set of blades, and the expansion of the
gas gives it the necessary velocity for doing further work.
One of the forms of the steam turbine closely resembles a
series of concentric turbine water wheels, each alternate set of
blades being movable, the other sets being fixed. The moving
blades are supported from a common shaft, the steam is ad-
mitted at the center and finds its escape between the blades to
the outside in radial directions.

The turbine itself is a very light engine in proportion to the
power it will furnish. It is commonly made as light as 4 or
5 lbs. per HP., and can undoubtedly be made so as to develop
an HP. of energy for each 3 lbs. weight of the turbine ; but
unfortunately it is at the present state of its development very
extravagant of steam, probably requiring in the neighborhood
of 50 per cent, more steam for the same work than is required
by the reciprocating engine. This means a boiler that is 50
per cent, heavier per Hi', than is required for the reciprocat-
ing engine, and also 50 per cent, more fuel and water.
When this is taken into consideration it will be found that

not only will the complete steam turbine motor be heavier per
HP- tlian the complete steam reciprocating motor, but that
the weight of the boiler and of the fuel that would be required
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for a brief voyage with (he turbine would be greater than the
weight of the complete reciprocating motor prepared for an
equally long trial.

The extreme lightness of the steam turbine is due to the re-
markable speed with which it revolves. Speeds of 35,000 rev-
olutions per minute can be obtained with a turbine of a few
inches diameter without difficulty and without causing trouble
in operation. It is probable that 10,000 revolutions is about
as slowly as it can be operated without impairing its efficiency.
Of course such speeds would have to be reduced by some kind
of gearing before the work could become useful, and the weight
of this gearing would have to be taken into consideration in
estimating the complete motor.

Notwithstanding the fact that the steam turbine in its pres-
ent state of development does not seem to satisfy the require-
ments of aerial navigation, it is possible that its future devel-
opment may be such as to warrant its adoption.
There is also a possibility of adapting the turbine so that it

may perhaps be the llKhtest of all motors. If in the place of
steam pressure the turbine were driven by pressure developed
from the explosion of gas and air, as in the case of the gas en-
gine, the motor would be lightened by the weight of tlie boiler,
the water, and quite a large proportion of the necessary fuel.
In the place of the boiler, however, it would probably be
necessary to have some kind of apparatus, a sort of explosion
chamber, for developing the necessary pressure, though such
apparatus would be of small weight compared with the boiler
that the steam engine would require ; and it would also be
necessary to construct the turbine with some kind of circula-
tory system and to provide the necessary circulating water to
keep the moving parts cool. The pressures in such a machine
would be much less than those employed in the steam engine
—possibly the mean pressure would only be one-third as much
as in the latter ; this would mean that the turbine would have
to be three times as heavy as would be the case if steam were
used, or that it would weigh, perhaps, 6 lbs. per HP.
For a mere tentative experiment the use of electricity offers

the most promising prospects of immediate results. Although
an apparatus operated ijy such power would not be an inde-
pendent flying machine, it would so plainly indicate the re-

quirements that a motor which would operate the independent
flying machine must meet, that nearly all the inventors of the
world would then endeavor to solve a problem that would be
so plainly stated.

The complete electric motor includes the source of the elec-

tric current, whether battery or dynamo. Were the motor to

be operated by battery current, as has been done in the cases

of two of the navigable balloons that have been constructed,

it would be an exceedingly heavy instead of an exceedingly
light motor. The primary battery is lighter than the storage

battery for the energy that it will give out, and the primary
battery and motor of the French war balloon La France, which
was constructed with especial view to lightness, weighed at

the rate of 130 lbs. per HP. per hour.
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But, unlike all other motors, it is possible to almost com-
pletely separate the two essential parts of the electric motor

—

the source of the current and the motor proper— and not only
to separate them, but to move them with relation to each other

as much as may be desired and at any reasonable speed. There
would probably be little difficulty in arranging trolleys and
wires so that the current which should operate the electric

motor would be talsen from these wires and conveyed by con-

ductors to the apparatus above them, the whole being some-
what similar to the present electric railway practice.

There have probably been but few attempts to make an ex-

cessively light electric motor. The writer knows of but one
in which M. G. Trouve, of Paris, succeeded in constructing a
very small motor which developed energy at the rate of a HP.
for each 7 lbs. of weight, and which raised itself vertically by
means of an aerial screw. The streetcar motor, which, while
not constructed with the especial end of lightness in view,

still is not overloaded with material, will weigh less than 40 lbs.

per HP. exclusive of frame. The weighty materials essential

in the motor are the copper for carrying the electric circuit

and the iron for carrying the magnetic current. If aluminum
be substituted for copper the weight of the electric circuit will

be reduced by about one-half, and if pure nickel be substituted

for iron the weight of the magnetic circuit will also be reduced.
It would seem as if in the present state of knowledge tliat

the electric motor would be the easiest of all to develop to the
required point of lightness. For although steam and explo-
sive engines undoubtedly show possibilities of such develop-
ment, the work would be expensive and arduous and might be
futile. But with the present knowledge that we possess of
electricity it would appear that a sufficiently light motor was
in sight to operate a quasi-flying machine.

If an inventor, therefore, believes that he has conceived a
design which will meet the other conditions that have been
mentioned as necessary to observe for a flying machine, and is

restrained by the difficulty of securing a sufficiently light
motor, he may make tentative experiments by providing his

apparatus with a light dynamo and connecting it by a wire
with a source of electrical energy remaining on the ground.
My purpose will have been fulfilled if I have succeeded in

indicating to him the various conditions to be met and the
various calculations to be made.

THE INTERNAL WORK OF THE WIND.*

By S. p. Langley.

PART I,—INTRODTJOTORY.

It has long been observed that certain species of birds main-
tain themselves indefinitely in the air by " soaring," without

* This paper was read by title to the National Academy of Sciences in
April, 1893, and in foil Ijefore the International Conference on Aerial Nav-
igation, at Chicago, in August, 1893.
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any flapping of the wing or any motion other than a slight
rocking of the body ; and this, although the body in question
is many hundred times denser than the air in which it seems
to float with an undulating movement, as on the waves of an
invisible stream.
No satisfactory mechanical explanation of this anomaly has

been given, and none would be offered in this connection by
the writer were he not satisfied that it involves much more
than an ornithological problem, and that it points to novel
conclusions of mechanical and utilitarian importance. They
are paradoxical at first sight, since they imply that under cer-

tain specified conditions very heavy bodies, entirely detached
from the earth, immersed in and free to move in the air, can
be sustained there indefinitely without any expenditure of

energy from within.
These bodies may be entirely of mechanical construction,

as will be seen later, but for the present we will continue to

consider the character of the invisible support of the soaring
bird, and to study its motions, though only as a pregnant in-

stance offered by nature, to show that a rational solution of

the mechanical problem is possible.

Recurring, then, to the illustration referred to in the first

paragraph, we may observe that the flow of an ordinary river

would afford no explanation of tlie fact that nearly inert

creatures, while free to move, although greatly denser than

the fluid, yet float upon it ; which is what we actually behold

in the aerial stream, since the writer, like others, has satisfied

himself by repeated observation that the soaring vultures and
other birds appear as if sustained by some invisible support in

the stream of air, sometimes for at least a considerable fraction

of an hour. It is frequently suggested by those who know
these facts only from books that there must be some quivering

of the wings, so rapid as to escape observation. Those who do
know them from observation are aware that it is absolutely

certain that nothing of the kind takes place, andthat the birds

sustain themselves on piuions which are quite rigid and motion-

less, except for a rocking or balancing movement involving

little energy.
The writer desires to acknowledge his indebtedness to that

most conscientious observer, M. Mouillard,* who has described

these actions of the soaring birds with incomparable vividness

and minuteness, and who asserts that they under certain cir-

cumstances, without flapping their wings, rise and actually

advance against the wind.

To the writer, who has himself been attracted from his

earliest years to the mystery which has surrounded this action

of the soaring bird, it has been a subject of continual surprise

that it has attracted so little attention from physicists. That

nearly inert bodies, weighing from 5 to 10 and even more

pounds, and many hundred times denser than the air, should

be visibly suspended In it above our heads, sometimes for

* L. P. Mouillard, " L'Bmpire de TAir." Paris : G. Mas6on.
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hours at a time, and without falling—this, it might seem, is,

without misuse of language, to be called a physical miracle
;

and yet the fact that those whose province it is to investigate

nature have hitherto seldom thought it deserving attention

is perhaps the greater wonder.
This indifference may be in some measure explained by the

fact tliat the largest and best soarers are of the vulture kind,

and that their most striliing evolutions are not to be seen iu

tliose regions of the northern temperate zone, wliere the

majority of those whose training fits them to study the subject

are found. Even in "Washington, however, where the writer

at preseut resides, scores of great birds may be seen at times

in the air together gliding with and against the wind, and
ascending higher at pleasure on nearly motionless wings.
" Tliose who liave not seen it," says M. Mouillard. " wben
they are told of tliis ascension without the expenditure of

energy, are always readj' to say, ' But there must have been
movements, though you did not see them ;

' and in fact," he
adds, "tlie casual witness of a single instance, on reflection,

himself feels almost a doubt as to the evidence of his senses

when they testify to things so extraordinary."
Quite agreeing with this, the writer will not attempt any

general description of his own observations ; but as an illustra-

tion of what can sometimes be seen, will give a single one, to

whose exactness he can personally witness. The common
turkey buzzard {Cathartes aura) is so plenty around the en-

virons of Washington that there is rarely a time when some
of them may not be seen in the sky, gliding in curves over
some attractive point or (more rarely) moving in nearly straight

lines on rigid wings, if there be a moderate wind. On the

only occasion when the motion of one near at hand could be
studied in a very high wind, the author was crossing the long
Aqueduct Bridge over the Potomac in an unusually violent

November gale, the velocity of the wind being probably over
35 miles an hour. About one-third of the distance from the
right bank of the river, and immediately over the right para-
pet of the bridge, at a height of not over 20 yds., was one of
these buzzards, which, for some object which was not evident,
chose to keep over this spot, where the gale, undisturbed by
any surface irregularities, swept directly up the river with
unchecked violence. In this aerial torrent, and apparently
indifferent to it, the bird hung, gliding in the usual manner of
its species, round and round, in a small oval curve, whose
major axis (which seemed toward the wind) was not longer
than twice its height from the water. The bird was therefore
at all times in close view. It swung around repeatedly, rising
and falling slightly in its course, while keeping, as a whole,
on one level and over the same' place, moving with a slight
swaying, both In front and lateral direction, but in such an
effortless way as suggested a lazy yielding of itself to the
rocking of some invisible wave.

It may be asserted that there was not only no flap of the
wing, but not the quiver of a wing feather visible to the
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closest scrutiny during the considerable time the bird was
under observation, and during which the gale continued. A
record of tbis time was not kept, but it at any rate lasted until
the writer, chilled by the cold blast, gave up watching and
moved away, leaving the bird still floating about, at the siime
height in the torrent of air, in nearly the same circle, and with
the same aspect of indolent repose.

If the wind is such a body as it is commonly supposed to
be, it is absolutely impossible that this sustentation could have
taken place in a horizontal current any more than in a calm

;

and yet that the ability to soar is, in some way, connected
with the presence of the wind, became to the.writer as certain
as any fact of observation could be, and at first the difficulty
of reconciling such facts (to him undoubted) with accepted
laws of motion seemed quite insuperable.

Light came to him through one of those accidents which
are commonly found to occur when the mind is intent on a
particular subject, and looking everywhere for a clew to its

solution.

In 1887, while engaged with the " whirling-table" in the
open air at the Allegheny Observatory, he had chosen a quiet
afternoon for ceitain experiments, but in the absence of the
entire calm which is almost never realized, had placed one of
the vtry small and light anemometers made for hospital use
in the open air, with the object of determining and allowing
for the velocity of what feeble breeze existed. His attention
was called to the extreme irregularity of this register, and he
assumed at first that the day was more unfavorable than he
had supposed. Subsequent observations, however, showed
that when the anemometer was sufficiently light and devoid
of inertia, the register always showed great irregularity, espe-
cially when its movements were noted not from minute to
minute, but from second to second.
His attention once aroused to these anomalies, he was led to

reflect upon their extraordinary importance in a possible
mechanical application. He then designed certain special
apparatus, hereafter described, and made observations with it

which showed that " wind" in general was not what it is com-
monly assumed to be—that is, air put in motion with an ap-
proximately uniform velocity in the same strata—but that,

considered in the narrowest practicable sections, wind was
always not only not approximately uniform, but variable
and irregular in its movements beyond anything which had
been anticipated, so that it seemed probable that the very
smallest part observable could not be-treated as approximate-
ly homogeneous, but that even here there was an internal mo-
tion to be considered, distinct both from that of the whole
body and from its immediate surroundings. It seemed to the
writer to follow as a necessary consequence that there might be a

potentiality of what may be called " internal work"* in the wind

.

* Since the term " internal work"' is often used in thermodynamics to

signify moiecniur action, it may be well to obseive that it here refers not to
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Oa further study it seemed to him that this internal work
might conceivably be so utilized as to furnish a power
which should not only keep an inert body from falling, but
cause it to rise, and that while this power was the probable

cause of the action of the soaring bird, it might be possible

through its means to cause any suitably disposed body, ani-

mate or inanimate, wholly immersed in the wind and wholly
free to move, to advance against the direction of the wind itself.

By this it is not meant that the writer then devised means for

doing this, but that he then attained the conviction both that

such an action involved no contradiction of the laws of motion,

and that it was mechanically possible (however difficult it

might be to realize the exact mechanism by whicli this might
be accomplished).

It will be observed that in what has preceded it is intimated

that the difficulties in the way of regarding this even in the

light of a theoretical possibility may have proceeded, with
others as with the writer, not from erroneous reasoning, but
from an error in the premises, entering insidiously in the

form of the tacit assumption made by nearly all writers, that

the word " wind" means something so simple, so readily in-

telligible, and so commonly understood, as to require no
special definition ; while, nevertheless, tlie observations which
are presently to be given show that it is, on the contrary, to

be considered as a generic name for a series of infinitely com-
plex and little known phenomena.
Without determining here whether any mechanism can be

actually devised which shall draw from the wind the power
to cause a body wholly immersed in it to go against the wind,
the reader's consideration is now first invited to the evidence
that there is no contradiction to the known laws of motion,
and at any rate no theoretical impossibility in the conception
of such a mechanism, if it is admitted that the wind is not
what it has been ordinarily taken to be, but what the follow-
ing observations show tliat it is.

What immediately follows is an account of evidence of the
complex nature of the " wind," of its internal movements, of

the resulting potentiality of this internal work, and of at-

tempts which the writer has made to determine quantitatively
its amount by the use of special apparatus, recording the
changes which go on (so to speak) within the wind in very
brief intervals. These results may, it is hoped," be of in-

terest to meteorologists, but they are given here with special
reference to their important bearing on the future of wliat
the writer has ventured to call the science of aerodronom-
ics.*

The observations which are first given were made in 1887

molecular movementH, but to pulsations of sensible magnitude always ex-
isting in tlie wind, as will be shown later, and whose extent and extraordi-
nary possible mechaDical importance it is the object of this research to
illustrate. The terra is so significanc of the author's meaning that he per-
mits himaeir the use of it here in spite of the possible ambiguity.

* From aepoSpofieiii^ to traverse the air ; aepoSpojuo?, an air-ruimer.
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at Allegheny, and are supplemented by others made at Wash-
ington in the present year.*
What has just been said about their possible importance

Plate I.

Wind Velocities recorded July 16, 1887, at the Allegheny Observatory, with a Eohinson Anemometer regis-
tering every twenty-flve revolntionB.

Ordinates
Abscispse = Time.

: Wind Velocities in miles per honr.

will, perhaps, seem justified, if it is remarked (in anticipation

of what follows later) that the result of the present discussion

* It will be noticed that the fact of observation here is not so much the
movement oT current?, snch as the writer has since learned was msgestert
by Lord Rayleigh po long ago as 1883. still less of the movement of distinct

cnrrents at a conPiderabTe distance above the earth's surface, but of what
must be rather called the effect of the irregnlarities and pulsations of any
ordinary wind within the immediate field of examination, however nar-

row. See the instructive article by Lord Rayleigh in Nature. April 5, 1883.

Lord Elayleigh remarks that continued soaring implies " (1) that the course
a not horizontal ; (2) that the wind is not horizontal, or (.3) that the wind
is not uniform." "It is probable," he says. " that the trnth is usually rep-

resented by (1) or (8) ; but the question I wish to raise is whether the cause
fenggeeted by (3) may not sometimes come into operation."
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Implies not only the theoretical but the mechanical possi-

bility that a heavy body, wholly immersed in the air and sus-

tained by it, may, without the ordinary use of wind or sail or
steam, and without the expenditure of any power except such
as may be derived from the ordinary winds, make an aerial

voyage in any direction whose length is only limited by the

occurrence of a calm. A ship is able to go against a head
wind by the force of that wind, owing to the fact that it is

partly immersed in the water, which reacts on the keel ; but it

is here asserted that (contrary to usual opinion and in opposi-

tion to what at first may seem the teachings of physical sci-

ence) it is not impossible that a heavy and nearly inert body
wholly immersed in the air can be made to do this.

The observations on which the writer's belief in this mechan-
ical possibility are founded will now be given.

In the ordinary use of the anemometer (let us suppose it to

be a Robinson's anemometer, for illustration) the registry is

seldom taken as often as once a minute ; thus, in the ordinary
practice of the United States Weather Bureau, the registration

is made at ths completion of the passage of each mile of wind.
If there be very rapid fluctuations of the wind, it is obviously
desirable in order to detect them to observe the instrument at

very brief intervals

—

e.g., at least every second, instead of

every minute or every hour—and it is equally obvious that,

in order to take up and indicate the changes which occur in

these brief intervals, the instrument should have as little inertia

as possible, its momentum tending to falsify the facts by ren-

dering the record more uniform than would otherwise be the

case.

In 1887 I made use of the only apparatus at command, an
ordinary small Robinson's anemometer, having cups 3 in.

(7.5 cm.) in diameter, the center of the cups being 61 in.

(16f cm.) from the center of rotation. This was placed at

the top of a mast 53 ft. (16.3 m.) in height, which was planted
In the grounds of the Allegheny Observatory on the flat sum-
mit of a hill which rises nearly 400 ft. (122 m.) above the val-

ley of the Ohio River. It was, accordingly, in a situation ex-

ceptionally free from those irregularities of the wind which
are introduced by the presence of trees and of houses or of

inequalities of surface.

Every twenty-fifth revolution of the cups was registered by
closing an electric circuit, and the registry was made on the
chronograph of the observatory by a suitable electric connec-
tion, and these chronograph sheets were measured and the re-

sults tabulated. A portion of the record obtained on July 16,

1887, is given on Plate I, the abscissae representing time, and
the ordinates wind velocities. The observed points represent
the wind's velocities as computed from the intervals between
each successive electrical contact, as measured on the chrono-
graph sheets, and for convenience in following the succession
of observed points they are here joined by straight lines,

though it is hardly necessary to remark that the change in

velocity is in fact, though quite sharp, yet not in general dis-
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continuous, and the straight lines here used for convenience
do not imply that the rate of change of velocity is uniform.

Plate II.

PSO-PM «~ M- S3" M" B»"- 86".

PAET II.—EXPEKIMBNT8 WITH THE USE OP SPECIAL APPAKATUS.

The wind velocities during this period of observation ranged
from about 10 to 35 miles an hour, and the frequency of
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measurement was every 7 to 17 seconds. If, on the one hand,
owing to the weight and inertia of tlie anemometer, this is

far from doing justice to the actual irregularities of the wind,
on the other, it equally shows that the wind was far from
being a body of e^en approximate uniformity of motion, and
that even when considered In quite small sections the motion
was found to he irregular almost beyond conception, certainly

beyond anticipation ; for this record is not selected to repre-

sent an extraordinary breeze, but the normal movement of an
ordinary one.

By an application of these facts, to be presented later, I

then reached by these experiments the conclusion that it was
theoretically possible to cause a heavy body wholly immersed
in the wind to be driven in the opposite direction

—

e.g., to

move east while the wind was blowing w( st, without the use
of any power other than that which the wind itself furnished,

and this even by the use of plane surfaces, and without taking
advantage of the more advantageous properties of curved
ones.
This power, I further already believed myself warranted by

these experiments in saying, could be obtained by the move-
ments of the air in the horizontal plane alone, even without
the utihzation of currents having an upward trend ; but I was
obliged to turn to other occupations, and did not resume these

interesting observations until the year 1893.

Although the anemometer used at Allegheny served to illus-

trate the essential fact of the rapid and continuous fluctuations

of even the ordinary and comparatively uniform wind, yet
owing to the inertia of the arms and cups, which tended to

equalize the rate (the moment of inertia was approximately
40,000 gr. cm.'), and to the fact that the record was only made
at every twenty-fifth revolution, the internal changes in the
horizontal component of the wind's motion, thus representing
its potential work, were not adequately recorded.

In January, 1893, I resumed these oJbservations at Washing-
ton with apparatus with which I sought to remedy these de-

fects, using as a station the roof of the north tower of the
Smithsonian Institution building, the top of the parapet being
142 ft. (43.3 m.) above the ground, and the anemometers,
which were located above the parapet, being 153 ft, (46.7 m.)
above the ground. I placed them in charge of Mr. George E.
Curtis, with instructions to take observations under the con-
ditions of light, moderat_e, and high winds. The apparatus
used was, first, a Weather Bureau Robinson anemometer of
standard size, with aluminum cups. Diameter to center of
cups, 34 cm.; diameter of cups, 10.16 cm.; weight of arms
and cups, 341 gr. ; approximate moment of inertia, 40,710 gr.
cm.!!

A second instrument was a very light anemometer, having
paper cups of standard pattern and diameter, the weight of
arms and cups being only 74 gr., and its moment of inertia

8,604 gr. cm.''

With this instrument a number of observations were taken,
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when it was lost by being blown away in a gale. It was suc-
ceeded in its use by one of my own construction, which was
considerably lighter. This was also blown away. I afterward
employed one of the same size as the standard pattern, weigh-
ing 48 gr., having a moment of inertia of 11,940 gr. cm.', and
finally I constructed one of one-half the diameter of the stand-
ard pattern, employing cones instead of hemispheres, weigh-
ing 5 gr., and having a moment of inertia of but 300 gr. cm.'

In the especially light instruments the electric record was
made at every half revolution on an ordinary astronomical
chronograph, placed upon the floor of tlie tower, connected
with the anemometers by an electric circuit. Observations
were made on January 14, 1893, during a light wind having a
velocity of from 9 to 17 miles an hour ; on January 25 and 36,
during a moderate wind having a velocity of from 16 to 28
miles an hour ; and on February 4 and 7, during a moderate
and high wind ranging from 14 to 36 miles an hour. Portions
of these observations are given on Plates II, III, and IV. A
short portion of the record obtained with the standard Weather
Bureau anemometer during a high northwest wind is given on
Plate V.
A prominent feature presented by these diagrams is that the

higher the absolute velocity of the wind, the greater the rela-

tive fluctuations which occur in it. In a high wind the air
moves in a tumultuous mass, the velocity being at one moment
perhaps 40 miles an hour, then diminishing to an almost in-

stantaneous calm, and then resuming.*
The fact that an absolute local calm can momentarily occur

during the prevalence of a high wind was vividly impressed
upon me during the observations on February 4, when, chanc-
ing to lools up to the light anemometer, which was revolving
so rapidly that the cups were not separately distinguishable,
I saw them completely stop for an instant, and then resume
their previous high speed of rotation, the whole within the
fraction of a second. This confirmed the suspicion that the
chronographic record, even of a specially light anemometer,
but at most imperfectly notes the sharpness of these internal

changes. Since the measured interval between two electric

contacts is the datum for computing the velocity, an instan-

taneous stoppage, such as I accidentally saw, will appear on
the record simply as a slowing of the wind, and such very
significant facts, as that just noted, will be necessarily slurred

over even by the most sensitive apparatus of this liind. How-
ever, the more frequent the contacts, the more nearly an exact
record of the fluctuations may be measured, and I have, as I

have stated, provided that they should be made at every half

revolution of the anemometer—that is, as a rule, several times
a second.

f

, * An example of a very rapid cbange may be seen on Plate IV at 13.23

P.M.
t Here we may note tbe error of tbe common aesamption tbat the ordi-

nary anemometer, however heavy, will, if IrictionlesB, correctly measure
the velocity of the wind, for the existence of '" vis inertiae," it is now seen,
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I now invite the reader's attention to tlie actual records of

rapid changes that take place in the wind's velocity, selecting

as an illustration the first five and one-half minutes of the

diagram plotted on Plate III.

The heavy line through points A, B, and C represents the

ordinary record of the wind's velocity, as obtained from a

standard Weather Bureau anemometer during the observations

recording the passage of two miles of wind. The velocity,

which was at the beginning of the interval considered nearly

23 miles an hour, fell during the course of the first mile lo a

little over 20 miles an hour. This is the ordinary anemometric
record of the wind at such elevations as this (47 m.) above the

earth's surface, where it is free from the immediate vicinity

of disturbing irregularities, and wheie it is populaily supposed
to move witli occasional variation in direction, as the weather-

cock ihdeed indicates, but with such nearly unifoim move-
ment that its rate of advance is, during any such brief time as

two or three minutes, under ordinary circumstances approxi-

mately uniform. This, then, may be called the " wind"—
that is, the conventional " wind" of treatises upon aerodynam-
ics, where its aspect as a practically continuous flow is alone

considered. When, however, we turn to the record made
with the especially light anemometer, at every second of this

same wind, we find an entirely different state of things. The
wind, starting with the velocity of 23 miles an hour, at 12

hours, 10 minutes, 18 seconds, rose within 10 seconds to a
velocity of 33 miles an hour, and within 10 seconds more fell

to its initial speed. It then arose within 80 seconds to a ve-

locity of 36 miles an hour and so on, with alternate rising and
fallings, at one time actually stopping ; and, as the reader

may easily observe, passing through 18 notable maxima and
as many notable minima, the average interval from a maxi-
mum to a minimum being a little over 10 seconds, and the

average change of velocity in this time being about 10 miles
an hour. In the lower left hand corner of Plate III is given
a conventional representation of these fluctuations in which
this average period and amplitude are used as a type. The
above are facts, the counterpart of which may be noted by any
one adopting the means the writer has employed. It is hardly
necessary to observe that almost innumerable minor maxima
and minima presented themselves which the drawing cannot
depict.

In order to insure clearness of perception, the reader will

bear in mind that the diagram does not represent the velocities

is not indifferent, bat plays a most important part where tlie veloci'y suffers
such greai: and frequent cnanges as we here see it does, and wlieie the rate
at which thi* inertia is overcome and this velocity changed is plainly a
function of ihe density of the fluid, which density, we also se-^ reason to
suppose, itself varies incessantly and with great rapidity. Tbongh it is

proDable that no form of barometer in use does justice to the degree of
change of this density, owing to this rapidity, we cannot, nevtrtheless, sup-
pose it to exceed certain limits, and we may treat the present records, maae
with an anemometer of such exceptional lightness, as being comparatively
unailected by these changes in density, though they exist.
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which obtained coincidentally along the length of 2 miles of
wind represented, nor the changes in velocity experienced by
a single moving particle during the given interval, but that it

Plate III.

00 fft9 ^MgP' &* CO

Wind Velocities recorded February 4, 1893, at the SmlthBonlan Institution,

with a light Robinson Anemometer (Paper Cups) registering every revolution.
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is a picture of the velocities which were in this wind at the

successive instants of its passing the fixed anemometer, wliich

velocities, indeed, were probably nearly the same for a few-

seconds before and after registry, but which incessantly passed

into and were replaced by others in a continuous flow of

change. But although the observations do not show the

actual changes of velocity which any given particle experi-

ences in any assigned interval, these fluctuations cannot be

materially different in character from those which are observed

at a fixed point, and are shown in the diagram. It may, per-

haps, still further aid us in fixing our ideas to consider two
material particles as starting at the same time over this 2-mile

course; the one moving with the uniform velocity of 32.6

miles an hour (33 ft. per second), which is the average velocity

of the wind as observed for tlie interval between 12 hours,

10 minutes, 18 seconds, and 12 hours, 15 minutes, 45 seconds

on February 4 ; the other, during the same interval, liaving

the continuously changing velocities actually indicated by the

light anemometer, as shown on Plate III. Their positions at

any time may, if desired, be conveniently represented in a
diagram, whore the abscissa of any point represents the elapsed

time in seconds, and the ordinates show the distance in feet of

the material particle from the starting-point. The path of the

first particle will thus be represented by a straight line, while
the path of the second particle will be an irregularly curved
line, at one time above and at another time below the mean
straight line just described, but terminating in coincidence

with it at the end of the interval. If, now, all the particles in

2 miles of wind were simultaneously accelerated and retarded
in the same way as this second particle—that is, if the wind
were an inelastic fluid and moved like a solid cylinder— the
velocities recorded by the anemometer would be identical

with those that obtained along the whole region specified.

But the actual circumstances must evidently be far different

from this, since the air is an elastic and nearly perfect fluid,

subject to condensation and rarefaction. Hence the successive
velocities of any given particle (which are in reality the resul-

tant of incessant changes in all directions) must be conceived
as evanescent, taking on something like the sequence recorded
by these curves a very brief time before this air reached the
anemometer, and losing it as soon after.

It has not been my purpose in this paper to enter upon any
inquiry as to the cause of this non-homogeneity of the wind.
The irregularities of the surface topography (including build-

ings and every other surface obstruction) are commonly ad-
duced as a sufficient explanation of the chief irregularities of
the surface wind ; yet I believe that a considerable distance
above the earth's surface {e.g., 1 mile) the wind may not even
be approximately homogeneous, nor have an even flow ; for
while, if we consider air as an absolutely elastic and friction-

less fluid, any motion impressed upon it would be preserved
forever, and the actual irregularities of the wind would be
results of changes made at any past time, however remote,
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SO long as -we admit that the wind, without being absolutely
elastic and frictionless, is nearly so, it seems to me that we
may consider that the incessant alternations which it here ap-
pears make the " wind" are due to past impulses and changes
which are preserved in it, and which die away with very con-
siderable slowness. If this be the case, it is less difficult to
see how even in the upper air and at every altitude we might
expect to find local variations or pulsations not unlike those
which we certainly observe at minor altitudes above the
ground.*
Of these irregular movements of the wind, which take place

up, down, and on every side, and are accompanied of neces-
sity by equally complex condensations and expansions, it will
be observed that only a small portion—namely, those which
occur in a narrow current wliose direction is horizontal and
sensibly linear, and whose width is only the diameter of the
anemometer—can be noted by the instruments 1 have here
described, and whose records alone are represented in the
diagrams. However complex the movement may appear, as
shown by the diagram, it is then far less so than the reality,

and it is probable indeed that anything like a fairly complete
graphical presentation of the case is impossible.

I think that on considering these striking curves (Plates
I, II, III, IV, and V) we shall not find it difficult to admit, at
least as an abstract conception, that there is no necessary vio-

lation of the principle of the conservation of energy implied
in the admission that a body wholly immersed in and moping
with such a wind may derive from it a force which may be
utilized in lifting the body, in a way in wJiich a body im-
mersed in the. " wind" of our ordinary conception could not
be lifted ; and if we admit that the body may be lified, it fol-

lows obviously that it may descend under the action of gravity
from the elevated position, on a sloping path, to some distance
in a direction opposed to that of the wind which lifted it,

though it is not obvious what this distance is.

We may admit all this, because we now see (I repeat) that

the apparent violation of law arises from a tacit assumption,
which we in common with all others may have made, that the

wind is an approximately homogeneously moving body,
because moving us a whole in one direction. It is, on the
contrary, always, as we see here, filled (even if we consider
only movements in some one horizontal plane) with amazingly
complex motions, some of which, if not in direct opposition to

the main movement, are relatively so—that is, are slower,

while others are faster than this main movement, so that a
portion is always opposed to it.

From this, then, we may now at least see that it is plainly

within the capacity of an intelligence like that suggested by

* In this connection reference may be made to the notable inveatiga-

tinns of Helmholtz on atmospheric movements, Sitzungsberichte, Berlin,

1888-89.
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Maxwell, and which Lord Kelvin has called the "sorting
demon," to pick out from the internal motions those whose
direction is opposed to the main current, and to omit those
which are not so, and thus without the expenditure of energy

Plate IV.

Wind Velocities recorded February 4, 1893, at the Smithsonian Institniion.
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to construct a force which will act against the main current
itself.

But we may go materially further, and not only admit that
it is not necessary to invoke here, as Maxwell has done in Ihe
case of thermodynamics, a being having a power and rapidity
of action far above ours, but that in actual fact a being of a
lower order than ourselves, guided only by instinct, may so
utilize these internal motions.
We might not indeed have conceived this possible were it

not that nature has already to a large extent exhibited it

before our eyes in the soaring bird,* which sustains itself end-
lessly in the air with nearly motionless wings, for without
this evidence of the possibility of an action which now ceases
to approach the inconceivable we are not likely, even if ad-
mitting its theoretical possibility, to have thought the mechan-
ical solution of this problem possible. But although to show
how this physical miracle of nature is to be imitated com-
pletely and in detail may be found to transcend any power of
analysis, I hope to show that this may be possible without in-

voking the asserted power of " aspiration" relative to curved
surfaces or the trend of upward currents, and even to indicate

the probability that the mechanical solution of this problem
may not be beyond human skill.

To this conclusion we are invited by the following consider-

ations among others

:

We will presently examine the means of utilizing this poten-
tiality of internal work in order to cause an inert body, wholly
unrestricted in its motion and wholly immersed in the current,

to rise ; but first let us consider such a body (a plane) whose
movement is restricted to a horizontal direction, but which is

free to move between frictionless vertical guides. Let it be
inclined upward at a small angle toward a horizontal wind, so

that only the vertical component of the pressure of the wind

* " When the condors in a flock are wheeling round and round any ppot,

their flight is beautiful. Except when rising from the ground, I do not rec-

ollect ever having seen one of theso birds flap its wings. Near Lima I

watched several for nearly half an hour without once taking off my eyes.

They moved in large curves, sweeping in circles, descending and ascending
without once flapping. As they glided close over my head, I intently

watdhed, from an oblique position, the outlines of the separate and termi-
nal feathers of the wing ; and if there had been the least vibratory move-
ment these would have blended together, bat they were seen distinct

against the blue sky. The head and neck were moved frequently and ap-
parently with force, and it appeared as if the extended wings formed the
fulcrum on which the movements of the neck, body, and tail acted. If the
bird wished to descend, the wings for a moment collapsed, and then, when
again expanded with an altered inclination, the momentum gained by the
rapid descent seemed to urge the bird upward, with the even and steady
movement of a paper kite. In the case of any bird soaring, its motion
must be sufliciently rapid, so that the action of the inclined surface of its

body on the atmosphere may counterbalance its gravity. The force to

keep up the momentum of a body moving in a horizontal i)lane in that fluid

(in which there is so little friction) cannot be great, and this force is all that

is wanted. The movement of the neck and body of the condor we must
suppose is sufficient for this. However this may be, it is t.uly wonderful and
beautifnl to see so great a bird, hour after hour, without any apparent exer-

tion, wheeling nnd gliding over mountain «nd river."

—

Darwin's '"'Journal

of the Variout Couniiies Visited by U. M. 8. Beagle,'' pp. 223, 324.
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on the plane will affect its motion. If the velocity of the
wind be sufficient, the vertical component of pressure will
equal or exceed the weight of the plane, and in the latter case
the plane will rise indefinitely.

Thus, to take a concrete example, if the plane be a rectangle
whose length is six times its width, having an area of 2.3
sq. ft. to the pound, and be inclined at an angle of 7°, and if

the wind have a velocity of 86 ft. per second, expqfiment
shows that the upward pressure will exceed the weight of the
plane, and the plane will rise, if between vertical nearly fric-

tionless guides, at an increasing rate until it has a velocity of

2.52 ft. per second,* at which speed the weight and upward
pressure are in equilibrium. Hence there are no unbalanced
forces acting, and the plane will have attained a state of uni-
form motion.
For a wind that blows during 10 seconds the plane will

therefore rise about 25 ft. At the beginning of the motion
the inertia of the plane makes the rate of rise less than the

uniform rate, but at the end of 10 seconds the inertia will

cause the plane to ascend a short distance after the wind has
ceased, so that the deficit at the beginning will be counterbal-

anced by the excess at the end of the assigned interval.

We have just been speaking of a material heavy plane per-

manently sustained in vertical guides, which are essential to

its continuous ascent in a uniform wind ; but such a plane will

be lifted and sustained momevtanly, even if there be no verti-

cal guides ; or in the case of a kite,

even if there be no cord to retain

it, the inertia of the body supply-
ing for a brief period the office of

the guides or of the cord. If suit-

ably disposed, it will, as the writer

has elsewhere shown, under the re-

sistance to a horizontal wind, im-

posed only by its inertia, com-
mence to move not in the direction

of the wind, but nearly vertically.

Presently, however, as we recog-

nize, this inertia must be over-

come, and as the inclined plane

takes up more and more the mo-
tion of the wind, the lifting effect

must grow less and less (that is to

say, if the wind be the approximal e-

ly homogeneous current it is com-
monly treated as being), and finally,

ceasing altogether, the plane must
ultimately fall. If, however, a
counter-current is supposed to meet this inclined plane before

the effect of its inertia is exhausted, and consequently before it

* See " Experiments in Aerodynamics, by S. P. Langley,

Contributions to Knowledge,"^1891.

' Smithsonian
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ceases to rise, we have only to suppose the plane to be rotated

through 180° about a vertical axis, without any other call for

the expenditure of energy, to see that it will now be lifted still

higher, owing to the fact that its inertia now reappears as an

active factor. The annexed sketch (fig. 1) shows a typical rep-

resentation of what might be supposed to happen with a model
inclined plane freely suspended in the air, and endowed with the

power of rotating about a vertical axis so as to change the

aspect of its constant inclination, which need involve no (the-

oretical) expenditure of energy, even although the plane pos-

sess inertia. We see that this plane would rise indefinitely by
the action of the wind in alternate directions.

The disposition of the wind, which is here supposed to

cause the plane to rise, appears at first sight an impossible

one, but we shall next make the important observation that it

becomes virtually possible by a method which we shall now
point out, and which leads to a practicable one which we may
actually employ.

Fig. 3 shows the wind blowing in one (jonstant direction,

but alternately at two widely varying velocities, or rather (in

the extreme case supposed in illustration) where one of the

velocities is negligibly small, and where successive pulsations

in the same direction are separated by intervals of calm.

A frequent alternation of velocities, united with constancy

of absolute direction, has previously been shown here to be
the ordinary condition of the wind's motion ; but attention is

now particularly called to the fact that, while these unequal
velocities may be in the same direction as regards the surface

of the earth, yet as regards the Tnean motion of the wind they
are in opposite directions, and will produce on a plane, whose
inertia enables it to sustain a sensibly uniform motion with the

mean velocity of this variable wind, the same lifting effect as

if these same alternating winds were in absolutely opposed
directions, provided that the (constant) inclination of the plane
alternates in its aspect to correspond with the changes in the

wind.
It may aid in clearness of conception if we imagine a set of

fixed co-ordinates, X YZ, passing through 0, and a set of mova-
ble co-ordinates, x y z, moving with the velocity and in the
direction of the mean wind. If the moving body is referred

to these first only, it is evidently subject to pulsations which
take place in the same directions on the axis of X, but it must
be also evident that if referred to the second or movable co-

ordinates, these same pulsations may be and are in opposite
directions. This, then, is the case we have just considered,
and if we suppose the plane to change the aspect* of its (con-
stant) inclination as the direction of the pulsations changes, it

is evident that there must be a gain in altitude with every pul-
sation, while the plane advances horizontally with the ve-

locity of the mean wind.

* We do not for the moment consider how this change of aspect is to be
mechanically effected ; we only at present call attention to the fact that it

Involves, in theory, no expenditure of energy.
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During the period of maximum 'wind velocity, -when the

wind is moving faster than the plane, the rear edge of the lat-

ter must be elevated. During the period of minimum veloc-

ity, when the plane, owing to its inertia, is moving faster than
the wind, the front edge of the plane must be elevated. Thus
the vertical component of the wind pressure as it strikes

the oblique plane tends in

both cases to give it a ver-

tical upward thrust. So long
as this thrust is in excess of

the weight to be lifted, the
plane will rise. The rate of

rise will be greatest at the
beginning of each period,

when the relative velocity is

greatest, and will diminish
as the resistance produces
" drift"—i.e., diminishes rel-

ative velocity. The curved
line 5 in the vignette rep-

resents a typical path of the

plane under these conditions.

It follows from the dia-

gram (flg. 1) that, other
things being equal, the more
frequent the wind's pulsa-

tions the greater will be the

rise of the plane ; for since

during each period of steady
wind the rate of rise dimin-
ishes, the more rapid the

pulsations, the nearer the

mean rate of rise will be to

the initial rate. The req-

uisite frequency of pulsa-

tions is also related to the inertia of the plane, as the less the

Inertia the more frequent must be the pulsations in order that

the plane shall not lose its relative velocity.

It is obvious that there is a limit of weight which cannot be

exceeded if the body is to be sustained by any such fluctua-

tions of velocity as can be actually experienced. Above this

limit of weight the body will sink. Below this limit the

lighter the body is the higher it will be carried, but with in-

creasing variability of speed. That body, then, which has the

greatest weight per unit of surface will soar with the greatest

steadiness, if it soar at all, not on account of this weight,

per se, but because the weight is an index of its mertia.

The reader who will compare the results of experiments

made with any ainificial flying models, like those of Penaud,

with the weights of the soaring birds as given m the tables by

M Mouillard or other authentic sources, cannot fail to be

struck with the great weight in proportion to wing surface

which nature has given to the soaring bird, compared with
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any which man has yet been able to imitate in his models.

This fact of the weight of the soaring bird in proportion to its

area has been again and again noted, and it has been fre-

quently remarked that without weight the bird could not soar,

by writers who felt that they could very safely make such a

paradoxical statement, in view of the evidence nature every-

where gave that this weight was indeed in some way necessary

to rising ; but these writers have not shown, so far as I remem-
ber, how this necessity arises, and this is what I now endeavor
to point out.*

It has not here been shown what limit of weight is imposed
to the power of an ordinary wind to elevate and sustain, but

it seems to me, and I hope that it may seem to the reader, that

the evidence that there is some, weiglit which the action of the

wind is sufficient to permanently sustain under these condi-

tions in a free body, has a demonstrative character, although
no quantitative formula is offered at this stage of the investi-

gation. It is obvious that, if this weight is sustainable at any
heiglit, gravity may be utilized to cause the body (which we
suppose to be a material plane) to descend on an inclined

course to some distance, even against the wind.
I desire, in this connection, to remark that the preceding

experiments and deductions, showing that a material free

plane. t possessing sufficient inertia, may in theory rise in-

definitely by the action of an ordinary wind, without the ex-

penditure of work from any internal source (as well as those

statements which follow), when these explanations are once
made, have a character of obviousness, which is due to the
simplicity of the enunciation, but not, I think, to the famil-

iarity of the explanation ; for though attention is beginning to

be paid by meteorologists to the rapidity of these wind fluctua-

tions, I am not aware that their effects have been so exhibited,

or especially that they have been presented in this connection,
or that the conclusions which follow have been drawn from
them.
We have here seen, then, how pulsations of sufficient ampli-

tude and frequency, of the kind which present themselves in

nature, may, in theory, furnish energy not only sufficient to
sustain, but actually to elevate a- heavy body moving in and
with the wind at its mean rate.

It is easy to now pass to the practical case which has been
already referred to, and which is exemplified in nature

—

* It ip, perhaps, not pnperfluoua to recall here that, according to the re-

searches of Eankine. Froude, and others, a body molded in wave-line
curves would, if frictlonleps, coniinne to move indefinitely against an op-
posed wind in virtue of inertia and once acquired velocity, and also to
reca 1 hovp very email the effect of fluid friction in the air has been shown
to be (by the writer in a previous investigation).

t I use the word "plane," but include in the statement all suitable modi-
fications of a curved surface. I desire to recall atteniit>n to the paragraph
in ''Experiments in Aerodynamics,"' in which I caution the reader against
supposing that by investieating plane surfaces I imply that they are the
best form of surface for flight ; and I repeat here that, as a matter of fact,
1 do not believe them to be so. I have selected the plane simply as the best
form for preliminary experiment.
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namely, tbat in which the body (e.g., the bird soaring on rigid
wings, but having power to change its inclination) uses the
elevation thus gained to move against the wind, without ex-
pending any sensible amount of its own energy. Here the
upward motion is designedly arrested at any convenient stage—eg., at each alternate pulsation of the wind—and the height
attained is utilized, so that the action of gravity may carry
the body by its descent in a curvilinear path (if necessary)
against the wind. It has just been pointed out that if some
heiglit has been attained, the theoretical possibility of some
advance against the wind in so falling hardly needs demon-
stration, though it may not unnaturally be supposed that the
relative advance so gained must be insignificant compared
with the distance travelled by the mean wind while the body
was being elevated, so that on the whole the body is carried
by the wind further than it advances against it.

This, however, probably need not be in fact the case, there
being, as it appears to me from experiment and from deduc-
tion, every reason to believe that under suitable condilions the
advance may be greater than the recession, or that the body,
falling under the action of gravity along a suitable path, may
return against the wind, not only from Z to 0, the point of
departure, but further, as is here shown.

I repeat, however, that I am not at the moment undertak-
ing to demonstrate how the action is mechanically realizable
in actual practice, but only that it is possible. It is for this

purpose, and to understand more exactly that it can be effected,

not only by the process indicated in the second illustration

(fig. 2), but by another and probably more usual one (and
nature has still others at command), that I have considered
another treatment of the same conditions of wind pulsations
always moving in the same horizontal direction, but for brief

periods interrupted by equal intervals of calm. In Ihis third

illustration (fig. 8) we suppose the body to use the height
gained in each pulsation to enable it to descend after each
such pulsation, and advance against the direction of the wind.
The portion A B ol the curve represents the path of the

plane surface from a state of rest at A, where it has a small
upward inclination toward the wind. If a horizontal wind
blow upon It in the direction of the arrow, the first movement
of the plane will not be in the direction of the wind, but. as is

abundantly demonstrated by the writer in " Experiments in

Aerodynamics," it will rise in a nearly vertical direction if

the angle be small. The wind continuing to blow in the same
direction, at the end of a certain time, the plane, which has
risen (owing to its inertia and in spite of its weight) to the

successive positions shown, is taking up more and more of the

horizontal velocity of the wind, and consequently opposing
less resistance to it, and therefore moving more and more later-

ally and rising less and less at every successive instant.

if the wind continued indefinitely the plane would ulti-

mately take up its velocity, and finally, of course, fall when
this inertia ceased to oppose resistance to the wind's advance.
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1 have supposed, however, the wind pulsation to cease at the
end of a certain brief period, and, to fix our ideas, let us sup-
pose this period to be five seconds. At this moment the period
of calm begins, and now let the plane, which is supposed to

have reached ttie point B, change its inclination about a hori-

zontal axis to that shown in the diagram, falling at first nearly

vertically with its edge on the line o£ its descent, so as to

acquire speed, and this speed, acquired by constantly changing
its angle, glide down the curs^e B 0, so that the plane shall be
tangential to it at every point of its descending advance. At
the end of five seconds of calm it has reached the position G,

near the lowest point of its descent, which there is no contra-

Fig. 3- A

diction to Ijnown mechanical laws in supposing mai/' be higher
than A, and which in fact, according to the most accurate
data the writer can gather, is higher in the case of the above
period, and in the case of such an actual plane as has been
experimented upon by him.
Now, having reached G at tlie end of the five seconds'

calm, if the wind blow in the same direction and velocity as

before, it will again elevate the plane on the latter's present-

ing the proper angle, but this time under more favorable cir-

cumstances, for at this time the plane is already in motion in

a direction opposed to that of the wind, and is already higher
than it was in its original position A. Its course, therefore,

will be nearly that along the curve C D, during all which
time it maintains the original angle a, or one very slightly less.

Arrived at D, and at the instant when the calm begins, it falls

with varying inclination to the lowest position ^(which may
be liigher than C), wliich it attains at the end of the five sec-

onds of calm, then rises again (still nearly at the angle a) to a
higher position, and so on, the alternations of directions of
motion at the end of eacli pulsation growing less and less

sharp, and the path finally taking the character of a sinuous
curve. We have liere assumed that the plane goes agamst the
wind and rises at the same time, in order to illustrate that this

is possible, though either alternative may be employed, and
the plane, in theory at least, may maintain on the whole a
rapid and nearly horizontal or a slow and nearly vertical

course, or anything between.
'
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It is not meant either that the alternations which would be
observed in nature are as sharp as those here Represented,
which are intentionally exaggerated, while in all which has
just preceded, by an equally intentional exaggeration of the
normal action, the wiad pulsatioas have been supposed to
alternate with absolute calm. This being understood, it is
scarcely necessary to point out that if the calm is not absolute,
but if there are simply frequent successive winds or pulsations
of wind of considerably differing velocity (such as the ane-
mometer observations show are realized in nature) that the
same general effect will pbtain,* though we are not entitled to
assume from any demonstration thus far given that the total
advance will be necessarily greater than that of the whole dis-
tance the mean wind has traveled. It may also be observed
that the actual actions of the soaring bird may be and doubt-
less are more complex in detail than those of this diagram,
while y§t in their entirety depending on the principles it sets
forth.

The theoretical possibility at least will now, it is hoped, be
granted, not only of the body's rising indefinitely or of its

descending in the interval of calm to a higher level (C) than it

rose from at A, but of its advancing against the calm or light
wind through a distance, B C, greater than that of A B, and
so on The writer, however, repeats that he has reason to
suppose from the data obtained by him that this is not only a
theoretical possibility, but a mechanical probability under the
conditions stated, although he does not here offer a quantita-
tive demonstration of the fact other than by pointing to the
movements of the soaring bird and inviting their reconsider-
ation in the light of the preceding statements.
The bird, by some tactile sensibility to the pressure and

direction of the air, is able, in nautical phrase, to "seethe
wind" f and to time its movements, so that, without any refer-

ence to its height from the ground, it reaches the lowest por-
tion of its descent near the end of the more rapid wiud pulsa-
tion ; but the writer believes that to cause these adaptive
changes in an- otherwise inert body, with what might almost
be called instinctive readiness and rapidity, does not really

demand intelligence or even instinct, but that the future aero-

drome may be furnished with a substitute for instinct in what
may perhaps allowably be called a mechanical brain, which
yet need not, in his opinion, be intricate in its character. His

* The rotation of the body about a vertical axis so as to change the aspect
of the inclination, as ia tho first figure, may be illastraled by the weJl-

known habit of many soaring birds, of movini? in small closed curves
or spirals, but it may also be observed that, in view of the fact that even in

intervals of relative calm, durina which ihe body descends, there is always
some wind ; that in making the descents, if the body, animate or inani-

mate, maintain its direct advance, this wind tends to strike on the upper
side of the plane or pinion. Mr. G. B. Curtis offers the snggemion that the
soaring bird avoids such a position when possible, and therefore turns at

right angles to or with the wind, and that this may be an additional reason
for his well-known habit of moving In spirals.

i Mouillard.
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reasons for this statement, wliich is not made lightly, must,

however, be reserved for another time.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the nearly inert body
in question may also be a hutnan body, guided both by in-

stinct and intelligence, and that there may thus be a sense in

which human flight may be possible, although flight depend-'

ing wholly upon the action of human muscles be forever im-

possible.

Let me resume the leading points of the present memoir in

the statement that it has been shown :

1. That the wind is not even an approximately uniform mov-
ing mass of air, but consists of a succession of very brief pul-

sations of varying amplitude, and that, relatively to the mean
movement of the wind, these are of varying direction.

2. That it is pointed out that hence there is a potentiality of

"internal work" in the wind, and probably of a very great

amount.
. 3. That it involves no contradiction of known principles to

declare that an inclined plane, or suitably curved surface,

heavier than the air, freely immersed in and moving with the

velocity of the mean wind, can, if the wind pulsations here
described are of sufficient amplitude and frequency, be sus-

tained or even raised indefinitely without expenditure of inter-

nal energy, other than that which is involved in changing the

aspect of its inclination at each pulsation.

4. That since {A) such a surface, having also power to change
its inclination, must gain energy through falling during the
slower and expend energy by rising during the higher veloci-

ties ; and that (B) since it has been shown that there is no con-
tradiction of known mechanical laws in assuming that the sur-

face may be sustained or may continue to rise indefinitely, the'

mechanical possibility of some advance against the direction

of the wind follows immediately from this capacity of lising.

It is further seen that it is at least possible that this advance
against the wind may not only be attained relatively to the
position of a body moving with the speed of the mean wind,
but absolutely and with reference to a fixed point in space.

5. The statement is made that this is not only mechanically
possible, but that in the writer's opinion it is realizable in
practice.

Finally, these observations and deductions have, it seems to
me, an important practical application, not only as regards a
living creature, like the soaring bird, but still more as regards
a mechanically constructed body, whose specific gravity may
probably be many hundred or even many thousand times that
of the a( Biosphere. We may suppose such a body to be sujs-

plied with fuel and engines, which would be Indispensable to
sustain it in a calm, and yet which we now see might be ordi-
narily left entirely inactive, so that the body could supposably
remain in the air and even maintain its motion in any direction
without expending its energy, except as regards the act of
changing the inclination or aspect which it presents lo the
wind while the wind blew.
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The final application of these principles to the art of aero-
dromios seems, then, to be, that while it is not likely that the
perfected aerodrome will ever be able to dispense altogether,
with the ability to rely at intervals on some internal source
of power, it will not be indispensable that this aerodrome of
the future shall, in order to go any distance—even to circum-
navigate the globe without alightmg—need to carry a weight
of fuel which would enable it to perform this journey under
conditions analogous to those of a steamship, but that the
fuel and weight need only be such as to enable it to talie care
of itself in exceptional moments of calm.

DISCUSSION OF PHOPESSOR LANGLET'S PAPER BY MR. CARL
MYERS, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

Professor Langley's paper corroborates singularly well my
observations of the undulatory movements of air, which I

made several years ago, and then thought a discovery of my
own.

If a sheet of paper or of flexible material be fastened by one
edge and exposed to the wind so as to be upheld thereby, it at
once flutters into a series of waves. It would seem that the
wind should find easier passage by blowing the sheet into a
straight line—by holding it stiff, as it were—but as a matter
of fact it is not so ; the passing air occasions the flapping
which may be observed in the tail of a flag, particularly if it

be hung to a horizontal instead of to a vertical line, and it

alternately pushes the weight of the fabric up or down.
This movement can evidently be made a power in aerial

navigation. I flrst discovered its possibilities when making
some experiments in anemometry. I had connected with a
flexible rod two surfaces, one rather large, with a small hol-

low, and another smaller. When the latter was presented to

the wind the whole system was pushed back. When the

larger aeroplane was presented to the wind, and the smaller

one was behind, the latter had a movement up and down
which seemed to urge the other forward, and its vibrations in

the perpendicular direction resulted in a horizontal force, very
much as the fish is propelled by the vibrations of his tail.

Subsequently I observed a similar action in some kites

which I constructed with a flexible backbone, and which,'

when released, would advance relatively against the wind

—

that is, they would not drift back as fast as the wind blew.

An account of some of these kite experiments will be found
in the Scientific American supplement (No. 835) for January

3, 1893.

Basing myself upon these experiments, I have been holding

for some years an undulatory theory of flight—it might be

better said, an undulatory theory of air movements, which
greatly resembles that of Professor Langley ; but this is the

first time, I think, that I have made the announcement in

public.

There is no doubt in my mind as to the fact of the waviness
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and intermittence of wind currents ; and the question is how
it can be applied in aerial navigation or in explaining the mys-
tery of the soaring birds.

BY DB VOLSON WOOD, OP STEVENS INSTITUTE.

Professor Langley is a man of too high scientific attain-

ments to set forth a theory in which he has not full faith and
some foundation, so that I do not wish to speak of what he
has done lightly ; but I find it hard to concede that the
variable velocity of the wind, as it moves forward past the

point of observation, is a sufficient explanation of the soaring
of birds.

This variable velocity—its " strealiiness, " as I prefer to call

it—has long been known, although it has not been described

in scientific literature. Mr. T. O. Perry, a former pupil of
mine and a graduate of the "University of Michigan, wrote to

me in regard to experiments be had made on windmills,
and stated that he had found great difficulty in obtaining re-

liable data because of the great " streakiness" of the wind
;

that when the anemometer indicated a. considerable velocity

of the wind, the windmill, only a few feet away from the

anemometer, did not seem to feel the wind.
But perhaps we owe a great deal to Professor Langley for

actually measuring this quality, although I cannot see the
appropriateness of the term of "internal work," as applied
thereto ; and while the term " streakiness" is not euphonious,
I believe it to be more expressive of the thing described.

In passing to the application. Professor Langley has alluded
to Maxwell's " sorting demons." This theory, coming from
so eminent a man as Maxwell, has carried a great deal of force
as a hypothesis ; but my opinion is that even this hypothesis
is a failure, and that if Maxwell could get his demons to work
just as he supposes them to do, he would find that they would
not help him out in a wind. Professor Langley has done
a very large amount of careful experimenting in air resistances,

but no practical results are as yet apparent, and one is disap-

pointed at the weakness of his arguments when he comes to
the "application." These arguments amount to a begging
of the question, to an appeal for the assent of the reader with-
out sulHcient demonstration, and not on a properly reasoned-
out case. For instance, he says, " I think that, on consider-
ing these striking curves, we shall not find it difficult to
admit,". . . And again, "The theoretical possibility, at
least, will now, it is hoped, be granted." . . . Then certain
hypotheses follow which are supposed to be supported by the
fact that certain birds do soar !

From these experiments and reasonings the author reached
the conclusion that it was theoretically possible for a heavy
body, wholly immersed in the wind, " to move east while the
wind was blowing west, without the use of any power other
than that which the wind itself furnished, and this even by
the use of plane surfaces." I fail, however, to comprehend
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how the experiments and illustrations support the theory.
The only certain fact is that certain birds do soar against the
wind ; but the extent and the melhod remain to be determined
and explained. I can only say that the conclusion of Professor
Langley that the feat is " theoretically possible" is much more
modest than the assertion of Mr. Lancaster, made some years
ago, that he had made what he called paper " effigies," which,
upon being exposed to the breeze, were picked up by the wind
and floated off toward the east while the wind was blowing
west. He utterly failed, however, to exhibit any such action
of an " elBgy" in the presence of any other person.

I have one more word : granting that the " streakiness" of
the wind is a condition favorable—even a condition necessary
—for soaring of birds, will not its effects be neutralized when
applied to the large surfaces required to support an artificial

machine for man ? for then the total effect will be practically

the same as that of the " mean wind," which moves with
nearly uniform velocity, so that if it be necessary to have this

wavy motion of the wind up and down, right and left, and
generally turbulent, to enable the small body of the bird to
perform the soaring action, it by no means follows that the
effect will not be lost, or nearly all lost, when applied to a
larger area.

Upon the whole, there seems to be some principle not yet
fully understood involved in the soaring of birds, and the pos-

sibility of reproducing it artificially does not yet appear to be
within the grasp of man.

FBOM PROFESSOR I. P. CHURCH, ITHACA, N. T. (BY LETTER.)

Professor Langley's theory of soaring flight, in the paper
called by him" The Internal Work of the Wind," iscertainlya

most reasonable hypothesis, fully in harmony with the known
laws of mechanics, if we grant the postulate of a pulsating

wind. This theory we find very carefully elaborated and
illustrated in the paper in a qualitative way, though some
quantitative arguments are not wanting, while an ample
account is given of evidence showing the almost continual

fluctuations of air velocity in an ordinary gale.

As to previous ideas in the same direction. Professor Lang-
ley quotes from Lord Rayleigh in a foot note on page 44 of the

January ABRONAtrTics ; while with regard to like opinions

expressed later than the first presentation of the paper in

question (April, 1893), the following references may be given :

In the October Aeronautics (middle of first column, page

49), Mr. Winston presents in his " third method" a series of

movements on the part of a soaring bird which, in the utili-

zation of an intermittent wind, somewhat resemble the

manoeuvres suggested by Professor Langley in connection

with fig. 3 of the latter's paper (page 50, January Aeronau-
tics). Again, in his letter on page 336 of Engineering New»
of October 36, Mr. Wisner refers to the lack of uniformity in

the velocity of the wind as an ample solution of the problem
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of soaring. The same gentleman, in a private letter to the
present writer, says, " As far as I have been ahle to determine,

the same pulsations exist there (in a ' norther on the Gulf ') as

during gales farther north. It is a noteworthy fact that on all

coasts with which I am familiar this variation of velocity is

well shown by the waves action. The height of the waves is

never uniform, but at regular intervals two or three large

waves occur with smaller ones between." " Any one who
has been at sea and listened to the ever-changing note of the

wind whistling through the rigging cannot very well doubt
that variation does exist.

'

'

As to the reasonableness of the theory that even in the

upper air and in the region of the trade winds this fluctuation

of the wind's velocity must or may exist, it may be well to

consider the phenomena connected with the flow of water in

an open channel. True, water is a liquid and not a.gas ; but
from that very fact, the range of elastic movement being of

so much greater amplitude in the case of the gaseous fluid,

we should naturally expect that any pulsatory action observed
in the flow of a liquid would have its counterpart in the be-

havior of moving gas, and also that this action in the latter

case would be of a more pronounced character.

In Professor Unwin's article, "Hydromechanics," in the

Encyelopmdia Britannica, we read fpage 461, second column)

:

" Periodic Unsteady Motion.—In ordinary streams with rough
boundaries it is observed that at rny given point the velocity

varies from moment to moment is magnitude and direction,

but that the average velocity for a sensible period (say for

five or ten minutes) varies very little either in magnitude or
direction. It has, hence," etc.

We find evidence of the same general character in the fact,

familiar to all experimenters with the flow of water in pipes,

that the water column in the glass tube of an open piezometer
inserted in the side of the pipe is rarely in a state of perfect

rest, although a nominally " steady flow" is proceeding in

the pipe. The observer is compelled to estimate an average
position of the summit of the column on account of the oscil-

lations.

In regard to the trade winds of the tropics, Professor Guyot
says (in article "Winds," Johnson's Encyclopcedia) : "They
blow with entire regularity only on the open sea ;" and,
further on, " Owing to this disturbing influence (continents),

the trades, both in the Atlantic and Pacific, begin to blow
regularly only at a considerable distance west of the conti-

nents.
'

'

It should also not be forgotten that the counter currents in

the upper air—always a necessary concomitant of the trade
winds (Guyot)—are probably a source of some vibratory dis-

turbance to those winds—comparable, perhaps, to that of the
continents underneath the latter.

On page 50 of his paper. Professor Langley refers to the
" tactile sensibility" of the bird " to the pressure and direc-
tion of the air," as something that can be realized in the
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" meclianical brain" of the future " aerodrome." By this we
may suppose to be meant, perhaps, some mechanism involving
a vane, a very light Robinson anemometer, and a pressure
gauge, so connected (electrically) with the steering gear and
motor (if motor there need be) as to bring them automatically
into suitable action at the proper juncture—for example, to
bring about a downward glide at tlie beginning of a compar-
ative calm.
To gather evidence bearing on Professor Langley's theory

it would seem desirable that some kind of self-registering ap-
paratus should be carried in future " exploring balloons" to
test and measure the pulsations of the wind at various heights.
Of course the balloon would move with the " mean wind," to
use Professor Langley's phrase, so that the apparatus would
only record the difference between the momentary local air

velocity and that of the mean wind ; but in this way the fact
and extent of pulsations would be made apparent.

DISCUSSION BT J. B. JOHNSON, PROFESSOR CIVIL ENGINEERING,
WASHINGTON TJNrVERSITY, ST. LOUIS. (bT LETTER.)

In a search for the cause or causes of any natural phenom-
enon, it is but common prudence to examine the adequacy of
known causes which may operate, before we begin to search
for occult ones whose very existence has been hitherto un-
known. Until known causes have been proved either inade-

quate or inoperative, we are not obliged to conclude that some
hidden cause is at work. As to the soaring birds, the writer
is not prepared to deny that the bird is sustained cither by
upward currents in the atmosphere, or by some sculling action
of his tail, or by some invisible action of the individual
feathers. However, the problem now in hand is rather to ex-

amine the adeqiiacy of the explanation offered by the dis-

tinguished author of this paper, and to further scrutinize the

foundation he has laid for the wonderful prophecy of aerial

circumnavigation of the globe without alighting, so glowingly
depicted in his closing paragraph.

Actual Wind Velocities.

The distinguished Secretary has given us some autographic
records of very fluctuating velocities of the wind, and leaves

us to infer that all winds have similar gusty variations. The
writer is persuaded, from much observation of wind velocities

across the top of a tall (150 ft.) chimney near his house, that

the records given us by the author of the paper are not typical.

He believes they are decidedy exceptional. Probably the lateral

trend of a column of smoke rising vertically at a uniform
velocity into the air is as good a measure of the relative in-

stantaneous velocity of the wind as it is possible to obtain. The
rising gas has so little inertia that it instantly takes the hori-

zontal movement of the surrounding air. If some fixed co-

ordinates, as a telegraph pole and its cross-arm, be brought into
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line with the leeward side of the chimney, with the intersectioQ
at a point some distance above the top of the chimney, as shown
in the accompanying sisetch, then, since the upward molion is

nearly constant for

a short distance, the
intercept A is a,

true relative meas-
ure of the horizon-
tal velocity ; that
is, if the upper side

of the smoke col-

umn fluctuates from
A to A' and back to

A, and if A' =
2 A. then the ve-

locity of the wind
when the column
falls to A is twice
what it is when it

rises to A'. This
being, then, a very
fair measure of the
relative velocity of
the wind (and one
can form also some
approximate notion
of the absolute ve-

locity), and since it

responds instantly

to all variations of
velocity, it offers a
ready and ever pres-

ent means of testing

the universality of
the wind variations

shown in the auto-
graphic records giv-
en in the paper.

The writer has used this means of testing the gustiness
of the ordinary atmospheric movements, and his conclu-
sion is that the records shown in the paper are exceptional.
But even though they be taken as typical, they do not prove
to the writer anything like as mucli as they seem to have
proved to the author of the paper. For instance, taking a
generalized case of a wind varying every 10 seconds between
35 and 35 miles per hour as limits, or having an average of 30
miles per hour, it must be remembered that such winds are
very rare. There were but 76 hours in the entire year 1893
when such winds were found in St. Louis, and but 97 hours
in 1893. This is an average of about 1 per cent, of the time.
These records were taken on the top of the United States Cus-
tom House, St. Louis, 150 ft. above the street and 350 ft, above
low water in the Mississippi River, being 635 ft. above sea level.
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At higber altitudes such velocities would of course obtain a
greater portion of the time, but certainly they are rare, and
probably do not obtain at any altitude more than from 5 to

10 per cent, of the time. They are, therefore, not to be relied

on at all as a means of aerial transit ; neither can Ihey be
assumed to explain the soaring of birds, since these are seen
perhaps every day in the year in the lower latitudes.

The Soaring Bird. ,

Passing now to the assumed typical instance of an average
30-mile wind pulsating between 25 and 35-mile limits, it will

be shown that the average sustaining velocity is only about
three miles per hour ! This can be seen from fig. 3, where the
velocity is represented by the ordinates and the time in seconds
by the abscissse. The horizontal line represents the average
speed of 30 miles per hour. The full curved line represents
the pulsating velocity of the wind for Ihe author's generalized
case, where it passes alternate maximum and minimum points
every 10 seconds, with an amplitude in the variation of 10
miles per hour.

In an elastic fluid like air the change from one extreme of

velocity to its opposite would of necessity be by gradual
variations of speed, as shown, so lliat tliis curve must be taken
as fairly representing the author's typical case, the wind here
varying from 25 to 35 miles per hour every 10 seconds.*
The dotted curved line represents the fluctuating velocity

of the bird, which moves at the average velocity of 30 miles an
hour with the wind. Whenever the wind is moving faster

than the bird, the velocity of the latter is being accelerated,

ssxiA vice versd. The writer hasassumed this fluctuating of the

bird's velocity to be 2 miles faster and 2 miles slower, alter-

nately, than its average velocity, or from 28 to 32 miles per

hour. This variation in the bird's speed is only an assump-
tion, but it would certainly be something. The ".author's own
experiments show f that the horizontal resistance to a plane

soaring at an angle of 7° (that selected in the paper) is 60
grammes per square foot of actual area of the soaring plane,

or over one-fourth of its weight (in the case taken). If the

horizontal resistance were only one-tenth of the weight, its

acceleration and retardation would be one-tenth that of gravity,

or 3.2 ft. per second, while the maximum rate of acceleration

or retardation given in the assumed curve is only about 1 ft.

per second.
Now the author has assumed, in his first case, that the bird

is sailing or soaring with the wind at the same average veloc-

ity, and that its own inertia causes it to move at a nearly uni-

* The author of the paper has assumed this change of speed to occur

instantly, ai shown in his fig. 2, p. 49, Aeronautics. This is, of course,

absurd.
, „ . .

t " Experiments in Aerodynamics," by S. P. Langley, " Smitlisonian

Contributions," No. 801, p. 64.
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form velocity while the wind fluctuates, as shown in fig. 3.

The wind, therefore, moves alternately faster and slower than"

the bird, and the difference between the velocities of the wind
and of the bird is taken advantage of by the latter by tilting

his wings up behind when the wind is faster and up in front

when the wind is slower (although there would be no reason,
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of co\irse, why the bird should not face the other way and soar
backward just as well)

It is important now to examine this case and see just what
these alternate sustaining velocities would be. These relative
velocities, on which the bird alone relies to sustain him, are
shown in flg. 3 by the shaded areas. So long as this area lies

above the dotted line, the bird's velocity is being accelerated,
and vice versa; hence the curve marking the wind velocities

crosses the one marking the bird's velocity at the maximum
and minimum points of the latter, as shown, and since the
pulsations are at uniform intervals (in the generalized case)
both curves are symmetrical about the line representing the
mean velocity.

An examination of this diagram shows that the suitaining
relative velocity varies from nothing to five miles per liour, with
an average value of about three miles per hour. Would such a
relative velocity sustain a soaring bird ? Manifestly not. It

would not sustain the lightest paper kite. The author of the
paper assumes a case where a velocity of 36 ft. per second, or
35 miles per hour, will sustain and slowly lift a plane weigh-
ing 0.43 lbs. per square foot. If the bird weighs 10 lbs. it

would require 33 sq. ft. of surface elevated to an angle of 7°

and held against a relative wind velocity of some 30 miles per
hour to sustain it from falling. Does the bird have anything
like this superficial area of sustaining surface ? Evidently
not. With a smaller superficial area it would require a higher
velocity. What relative velocity it would require to sustain

a buzzard the writer does not undertake to say, but he feels

rattier confident that it would have to be somewhat greater

than 3 miles per hour !

The author's second case assumes that the bird not only
sustains himself by means of this relative 3-miles velocity, but
that by circling about and by some kind of rising and falling

action he not only sustains himself, but that he also main-
tains his mean geographical position. To do this requires a
much greater " internal work of the wind" than simply to

overcome the attraction.of gravity, for the frictional and cross-

sectional area resistance of the air must also be counteracted.

If, therefore, the author of the paper has not convinced us of

the truth or possibility of his first case, much less can we pin

faith to his second.

Conclusions.

In conclusion, the writer's objections to the legitimacy of

the conclusions of the author are :

(as) That the extreme fluctuations of wind velocities shown
are thought to be exceptional and not typical.

(&)^ren if they were typical, such high velocities are ex-

tremely rare, and could not explain the ever soaring of the

birds.

(c) But even though they were continuous they offer but an
insignificant relative velocity and entirely Inadequate for sus-
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taining a bird, this relative velocity being but about 3 or 4
miles per hour in the case selected by the author.

(d) That if the theory advanced Is inadequate to explain the

soaring of a bird when advancing with the wind at its average

speed, much more is it inadequate to explain the soaring of a
bird in a high wind when he maintains his mean geographical
position.

(e) That the great wonder is, perhaps, not so much that sci-

entists should have neglected to adequately study this prob-

lem as that one of the greatest American scientists should hare
gravely advanced such a hypothesis with such absolute confi-

dence to explain the phenomenon.

PKOM H. A. HAZEN.

I would like to give a leaf or two of my experience in con-

nection with this most interesting paper of Professor Lang-
ley's, printed in January Aeronautics. 1 am inc'ined to

think that most of the sudden fluctuations in wind velocity

described in this paper were due to a sort of heaping up of
the air against obstructions, and then a sudden giving way of
the air under abnormal pressure or to a peculiar effect of the
wind on the backs of the light cups. If we try experiments on
the resistance of still air against plates moved very rapidly
through It, we will find that the plate at first continually
oscillates back and forth, owing to a heaping up of the still

air in its front. It would seem that some such effect as this

would take place on a much larger scale from the side of a
building or tower. In several ascensions in balloons I have
suspended, from the basket by cords 20 to 30 ft. long, a lead
weight and a small toy balloon (10 in. diameter, inflated with
coal gas), and have always found an angle between them—
that is, sometimes the small balloon would be ahead and some-
times the weight. These changes were due to a change In the
velocity of the current, and took place quite slowly. The
small balloon was an extremely delicate indicator of any
change in the current. When the large balloon began to go
down the small balloon went up into the air, clear to the end
of the string, and floated there as long as there was a descent
in the large balloon. A statement of these experiments will
be found in the American Meteorological Journal, November,
3 891, page 293. I had suggested some such influence as this
upon a soaring bird, in an article written two months ago,
shortly to be published, and not knowing of this previous
paper of Professor Langley's. It seems to me this effect in
the upper air must be extremely slight, and can account for
only a small part of the energy needed to keep the bird afloat.

This is not all. I understand that Mr. Lancaster closely
observed soaring birds in Florida not many years ago, and
found them soaring under all conditions, and oftentimes in a
dead calm. If this be granted, all explanations of this kind or
any invoking of the aid of the wind must fail. I do not say
there might not have been a slight wind at the bird not felt
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on the tree-top where the observer was, but he strongly main-
tains that there was no appreciable wind, and oftentimes the
birds struck the masli he had over him in the tree-top.

FROM C. F. MABVIN, UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU.

The explanation of the soaring of birds, as developed by
Professor Langley in his paper upon the " Internal Worli of
the Wind," presents many remarkable features, and the
energy derivable by his theory from the great and evei -chang-
ing velocities which characterize the ordinary movement of
the atmosphere known as wind, may be sufficient, quantita-
tively, to account for the wonderfully graceful act in ques-
tion, especially when the soaring object is small and able to

take advantage of conditions which it seems must be highly
localized. In the case of bodies of considerable extent of sur-
face, it would seem the energy available must be seriously
diminished by the opposition of contending effects at different
portions of the soaring surfaces.

Having in mind the various modern explanations of this

perplexing phenomenon, I have utilized every opportunity to

scrutinize the soaring of birds, and remember being impressed
with the seeming inadequacy of all solutions thus far proposed
to account for an instance of soaring I watched at the summit
of Pike's Peak in 1892. The bird was similar in appearance
to the turkey buzzard, but I believe of somewhat smaller size.

Its movements were under my view for only a minute or two,
but during this lime it sailed gracefully around in compar-
atively close proximity to the precipitous faces o£ the moun-
tain summit, which at this place formed a partially enclosed
and sheltered well of large proportions and very rugged, almost
perpendicular walls. The bird was, in general, not more than
100 to 200 ft. below the level of my own position. The wind
movement at the time of my observation was very slight, and
was believed to be greatly lessened in the vicinity of the bird

by reason of the sheltering action of the mountain walls.

Considering how greatly the density of the air was diminished
at this elevated point, 14,000 ft., and its almost stagnant con-
dition, it seemed very difficult to realize that the energy re-

quired in the movements I saw could be derived by virtue of
differential motions of the atmosphere itself. The new factors

brought out by Professor Langley's theory do not appear to

remove the difficulties.

Every observant meteorologist, as well as many others, we
believe, have always realized, even without instrumental in-

vestigation, that the current of the wind is exceedingly tumult-
uous and characterized by just such extreme variations of

velocity as those presented in Professor Langley's diagrams.

During the winter of 1888-89 the writer was engaged upon a

series of experimental investigations upon the measurement of

wind velocities by means of the Robinson anemometer. Id

the course of these it was found that the extreme and very
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rapid changes in velocity of all ordinary winds caused a very

noticeable effect upon the rate of rotation of the ordinary

Robinson anemometer, whereby heavy cups were made to in-

dicate a somewhat higher velocity than light cups. To inves-

tigate this effect more fully and to show the extremely variable

character of the wind velocity, comparisons were made be-

tween very heavy, medium, and very light paper cups, and,

in addition, a small anemometer, about one-quarter size, with
exceedingly light, cone-shaped cups, weighing only 2^ grams,

was employed.
The electrical registration of these instruments was made

generally for each 25 revolutions of the cups, which happens
to be the same as in the case of Professor Langley's first ex-

periments at Allegheny. Two of the anemometers used by
the writer, however, were made to record with each revolu-

tion of the cups, and the character of the wind as regards its

sudden extreme variability o£ velocity was fully established.

Some of the results of these studies, showing the effect of

this great variability upon different anemometers, was pub-
lished in the American Meteorological Journal for April, 1889,

pp. 552, et seq.

Learning of Professor Langley's desire to study the vari-

ability of wind velocity, it was with great pleasure the writer

placed at his disposal, through the Chief of the Weather
Bureau, the identical anemometer, provided with electrical

registration for each revolution and with the light paper cups
used in his own experiments in 1889.

Still further experimental evidence of the extreme variability

of the velocity of the wind was presented to me while making
a series of experiments to directly measure the pressure of the
wind upon normally exposed plates. These experiments were
made during August, 1890, at the summit of Mount Washing-
ton, where the wind velocities registered from very light to

about 60 miles per hour. The pressure was graphically and
automatically recorded upon a sheet of moving paper. Quot-
ing from the published account of these experiments in the
Engineering News for December 13, 1890, p. 521, it is stated,

in reference to the (race derived automatically from the press-

ure plate, that, " The curve of pressures, it it can be called a
curve, presents, in spite of the comparatively rapid rate of
rotation of the register, a very irregular appearance indeed.
The oscillations do not, except for occasional instants, corre-
spond to harmonic vibrations of the spring and pressure plate
considered as a vibratory system, but are actual and real

changes in wind pressures. The magnitude of these varia-

tions is, itself, very irregular, but it may be stated to be ap-
proximately 35 per cent, of the mean pressure. There is in

addition to these very rapid variations in the pressure, which
talie place inside of a second or two of time, other variations
which go through their irregular changes in from a few to
several minutes' time ;" and further on : "In estimating the
strains to which engineering structures may be subjected by
winds . . . it is important to note that momentary pressures
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as much as 35 per cent, in excess of the mean pressure may
continually occur and recur."
These characteristics of ordinary wind movement must have

been almost self-evident to many, but few probably have
sought to discover in them any useful application.

C. F. Marvin,
Professor in charge of Instruments,
United States Weather Bureau.

Washington, D. C, January 9.

FROM GEORGE CROSLAND TAYLOR.
I have read the above paper with great interest. It has not

occurred to me before to doubt that winds at high elevations
above ground could not but be more or less steady in velocity,
and certainly not to the extent the diagrams show.

I have arrived at somewhat similar general conclusions for
wind currents near the ground on exposed situations on hills

from 200 to 460 ft. above sea-level near the coast. In 1890
I invented and patented a substitute for string a^olian harps
having free reeds in lieu of long strings ; these reeds are
mounted on concave or V-shaped surfaces ; the reeds vibrate
in the wind, and are tuned in harmony. According to qual-
ity, the reeds last from two to three years' exposure.
The best for observations on force of the wind are mounted

like wind vanes, with a tail attached to keep the head on to the
winds, on a wire spike passed through the box and driven
into a stick some 8 ft. above ground level. By listening to

several of these in various positions, I have long formed the
conclusion that such a thing as a steady wind does not exist at

all at any height up to 35 ft. from ground, which is as high
as I have tried them, even when it feels to blow steady.

The sounds, which can be distinctly heard, vary in intensity

with the force of the wind—sometimes silent, at others a faint

hum, perhaps from one reed only out of 40, to a full blast,

even in what might be called a moderate, steady gale, which
immediately starts the three or four octaves the reeds may be
tuned to, wherein consists the charm of an seolian harp. But
until I read Professor Langley's paper it had not occurred to

me to take particular notice of this effect as important to be
taken account of, as is pointed out in the paper, in regard to

aeronautical experiments, except I have regarded it as a rough
guide for the time being as to the velocity of the wind. The
sounds vary much according to the weather, and it is not at

all difficult to predict with tolerable correctness, from the

timber of the note tones, either rain, moist winds, or cold,

several hours in advance. Coming rain is indicated by a weird,

undulating flow of sound—by preference notes in the minor
key are vibrated ; if for dry, cold weather, the tone is shrill,

better sustained, and the major notes come into play more.

The vane or tail of the instrument veers from side to side a

few degrees at times ; this may mean change in direction of

current sideways, and where the contour of the ground is un-

even and hilly, there is no doubt upward and downward
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movements for perhaps 1,000 ft. or more vertically. I have
observed also that the winged planes flown from a pole, as

described in my paper to the Chicago Aeronautical Congress
last August, hardly ever remain fixed, but have a tendency to

constantly hover about, up and down, and sideways
1 am pleased to see that men of such undoubted ability as

Professor Langley and others are in America seriously taking
up the study of aerial fli.2;ht, and I agree with Professor Lang-
ley tiiat it is highly probable that the flight of birds is not the re-

sult of great muscular exertion on their part, but a result derived
from the facility with which they take advantage of the varied
currents and velocities of the wind.*

ANEMOMETRY.

By S. p. Pbrgusson.

An accurate knowledge of the behavior of air currents be-
in" essential to the study of aerial navigation, it is obvious
that the instruments used for measuring these currents sliould
be of the greatest accuracy. ' The object of this paper will be
to give, as far as possible, an account of recent progress in the
special department of anemometry, and descriptions of the
best apparatus for general and special use.

A perfect instrument for measuring either the direction or
velocity of the wind would of necessity be without weight
and frietionless in action ; such an instrument being impos-
sible, however, the object of experiment should be to evolve
an instrument that will most nearly conform lo these requi-
sites. Continuous observation has shown the wind to be ex-
tremely variable, both in direction and velocity, and that large
oscillations in either often occur within a few seconds of time

;

also tliat the variability increases as the velocity rises. At
Blue Hill Observatory extreme gusts have ranged as high as
110 miles an hour, while the mean velocity for an hour has
never exceeded 78 miles ; hence, from these observations it

follows that the anemometer for general use should be light
enough to indicate the rapid oscillations of the wind, and at
the same time be strong enough to withstand the high veloci-
ties to which it may be exposed. The lequircments of light-
ness and strength having been fairly met, the next step is to
determine the relation between the indications of the anemom-
eter and the movements of the wind. The lack of suitable
means of determining this relation forms the chief obstacle to
the production of a good anemometer. The most approved
method for calibrating a velocity anemometer is to move it

through still air at a known rate and compare the indications
of the instrument with this rate ; the apparatus usually em-
ployed being a long arm of known length rotating about a
verticiil axis, the anemometer to be tested being secured to the
outer extremity of this arm. In practice, however, it is almost
impossible to reproduce in this way the conditions prevailing

* See Appuiidix ii. p. 40J.
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when tlieanemorieter is exposed to the action of the natural
wind, as it is difficult to impart a variable motion to the whirl-
ing arm, and also the behavior of some anemometers is very
different in steady winds to what it is in variable winds. Also,
if the calibration of the instrument is done in a closed room,
as frequently happens, the continued rotation of the whirling
arm soon sets up a rotation in the air surrounding it, the effect
of which it is difficult to make proper allowance for. This
difficulty is not encountered when the tests are made in the
open air, but in this case the effect of the natural wind seri-

ously impairs the accuracy of the worli, unless it is done on
calm days ; and calm days are seldopi obtained anywhere.
Another source of error is the effect of centrifugal force upon
the bearings of the anemometer when the speed of the whirler
is at all great, which causes more or less friction ; but this

may not be a matter of such importance as the first two named.
Of recent whirling machine experiments, those conducted by

Marvin in this country, and by Whipple and Dines in Eng-
land, are among the most noteworthy. Marvin's experiments
were conducted in a large enclosed court or room, and consist-

ed chiefly of determinations of the constants of the Weather Bu-
reau type of Robinson anemometer. A detailed account may be
found in the American Meteorological Journal for April, 1889.

The experiments made by Whipple and Dines were very ex-

tensive, and included tests of large and small Robinson ane-
mometers, " windmill" anemometers and pressure plates, and
measurements of the wind pressure upon various surfaces.

The results from these experiments were published at inter-

vals in the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society

during 1889, 1890, 1891, and 1893. A direct comparison of

anemometers tested by Dines and Marvin was begun at Blue
Hill Observatory in 1893, a preliminary account of which ap-

peared in the American Meteorological Journal for January,

1893. This worli has not been completed, but the results may
be published during the coming winter.

DIBECTION INSTRUMENTS.

Of instruments for measuring the direction of the wind there

are two type.s in general use the well-known arrow vane or

weathercock, and the windmill vane, which is used to some
extent in Europe.
For scientific purposes the arrow vane is made with its tail

composed of two plates usually diverging abjut 33°, though
Curtis has found that for maximum sensitiveness tlic halt angle

of the two plates should be the average angle through which
the wind makes sudden variations, the average being taken

from 0° to 30°. A vane made of two very thin sbeets of

aluminium secured by light wires to a central rod of brass tub-

ing at an angle of about 15°, and used experimentally at Blue

Hill Observatory, has been found very sensitive and to meet

all the requirements of a vane for indicating the direction of

both variable and steady winds.
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Whether the vane should be long or short depends upon the

use to be made of it. A long vane tends to indicate the mean
directioQ. as by it the smaller and more rapid oscillations are

smoothed out ; and while such an instrument is to be preferred

when used only for the registration of wind directions from
day to day, there are instances where a short vane will give

the best results. These are when the vane is used to measure
the short oscillations from second to second, or to support a

velocity anemometer of the wiudmill type. At Blue Hill it

was found that the same windmill anemometer, when mount-
ed upon a long vane, continually gave lower velocities than

when mounted upon a vane of the same construction but only

half as long. Experiments to determine the length of vane
best suited to windmill anemometers would be valuable, as

many of these instruments are now in use, and until some uni-

form standard vane is adopted, the indications of widely
separated instruments will not be strictly comparable.

The arrow vane has been used for measuring the vertical

variations of the wind, and in fair weather it is generally satis-

factory ; but for continual use it is not trustworthy, as ice,

rain, or oven dew collecting upon its tail disturbs the balance

seriously, causing it to indicate descending currents when none
may exist. For this reason, Dechevrens, who used this form
of vane at Zi-ka-wei, China, in 1881, abandoned it as too un-

satisfactory for continuous use.

One of the best types of the wind-mill vane is that forming
the direction indicator of the Kew pattern or Beckley anemo-
graph, which has been extensively used in England since

' 1858. This instrument consists of two fan wheels secured to

opposite ends of a horizontal spindle which revolves in a
frame rotating about a vertical axis. A worm or screw upon
the spindle works in a large gear wheel fixed to the outside

tubular support of the instrument through which the axis of

the vane passes. In operation, when the direction of the wind
changes, the wheels are set in motion and revolve until the
screw brings their spindle at right angles to the wind, in which
position the wind cannot turn them until the direction again
changes. The accuracy with which this instrument follows
the variations of the wind depends upon the speed of the
wheels in adjusting themselves ; and as several rotations may
be necessary to effect adjustment during a wide oscillation, it

is obvious that such an instrument will indicate more nearly a
mean direction than the actual oscillations of the wind. This
form of vane occupies much less space than an arrow vane,
but for indicating rapid changes or aligning a windmill ane-
mometer, it is not so satisfactory. Its complicated structure
also renders it more liable to damage.

PRESSURE AND VELOCITY INSTRUMENTS.

There are two classes of velocity anemometers—pressure
anemometers, which measure the force of the wind upon sur-
faces of known area, and rotation anemometers, which meas-
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ure the velocity of the wind by the rotation of a series of wind-
mill sails or cups. Of the pressure instruments, one of the
most satisfactory forms is that of a plate of known area (usu-
ally 1 sq. ft.), which is kept facing the wind by a vane. The
rod carrying the plate extends through the vane and carries a
pencil or other indicator, which registers its motions upon a
chronograph placed in the tail of the vane. An instrument of
this type used at Blue Hill for several years gave satisfactory

records for such an instrument, and was usually in close agree-
ment with the velocity anemometers. The records of pressure
anemometers are not so trustworthy as those of rotation ane-
mometers, especially at low velocities, as the pressures are

then very small ; in most cases the instrument ceases to work
below 10 miles an hour. As in case of the windmill ane-
mometer, the indications of the pressure plate depend more or
less upon the character of the vane used to keep it normal to

the wind, which, for the best results, should be light, of mod-
erate length, and with the plates composing it rather widely
separated in order to avoid as much as possible eddies caused
by the pressure plate itself.

Investigation has shown that pressure instruments of differ-

ent sizes do not register alike, the smaller plates registering

more than the larger ; hence it follows that accurate compari-
sons can be made only when the instruments are similar. A
curious fact, noted by Dines, is that holes bored in a pressure

plate do not materially alter its readings within certain limits.

A square plate 1 ft. in area was pierced with eight holes 1 sq.

in. in area each, their total area amounting to over 5 per cent.

of the plate ; but the pressure was not perceptibly diminished,

although a difference of 1 per cent, would have been notice-

able. Details of tliese experiments were published in the

Quarterly Journal of the Boj/al Meteorological Society, October,

1889. As of possible interest in connection with the subject

of wind pressure, the following table of observed pressures on
various surfaces, determined experimentally by Mr. Dines, is

copied from the publication referred to above.

The table on following page shows the pressures at a veloc-

ity of 20.86 miles an hour. The values are reduced to the

standard temperature and pressure. The flat plates were cut

out of hard wood -f in. thick, and allowance has been made for

the arm which carried tliem.

Although much attention has been given the subject, there is

yet more or less uncertainty as to the relation of the pressure

to the velocity of the wind, there being several different for-

mulae for the conversion of one into the other. Until more
accurate methods of calibrating both pressure and velocity

anemometers are discovered, this uncertainty is likely to re-

main. The wind pressure has been found to vary approxi-

mately with the square of the velocity, and the formula gen-

erally used for reducing wind pressure to velocity is

p = 0.005 ««,

in which p = the pressure in pounds per square foot of sur-
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Plates Tested.

A BC[uare, each side 4 inches
A circle, 4.51 inches diameter, same area. .

.

A rectangle, 16 X 1 inches
A circle, 6 inches in diameter
A rectangle, 16 X 4 inches
A square, each t^ide 8 inches
A circle. 9.03 inch -s in diameter, same area
A sc[aare, each side 12 inches
A circle, 13.54 inches diameter, tame area.,
A rectangle, 24 X 6 inches
A square, each side 16 inches ,

A plate, 6 inches diameter, 4% inches thick
A cylinder, 6 inches in diameter, 4^ inches
long

A sphere, li inches in diameter
A plate, 6 inches in diameter, with a blunt
cone, angle 90° at the back

The same, with the cone in front
A plate, 6 inches diameter with a sharp
cone, angle 30° at the hack

The same, with cone in front
A 5-inch Robineon cup, mounted on 8^
inches of ^ inch rod

The same, with its back to the wind
A 9-inch cup, mounted on 6)^ inches of %
inch rod

The same, with its back to the wind
A 2% inch cup, mounted on 9^ iuches of

5i inch rod
The same, with its back to the wind.

.

One foot of ^ inch circular rod

Actual
Pressure
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(For discussion of various formulae, see American Meteoro-
logical Journal, August, 1887.) Mr. Dines gives as tlie result
of numerous experiments the formula

p = .0029 e^

assuming, however, that the factor of the Robinson anemome-
ter he used is 2.00 instead of 3.00, which is generally used,
while Professor Marvin proposes the following :

B
p = .0040 — S V\

30

in which 8 = the surface in square feet, V = corrected wind
velocity, and B = the height of the barometer in inches. By
corrected wind velocity is meant the velocity given by the
Weather Bureau anemometer, corrected by the formula deter-
mined by Professor Marvin {American Meteorological Journal,
February, 1891).

The experiments upon which the above formulae are based
were made mostly at low velocities, excepting, perhaps, those
made by Mr. Dines, and much dependence cannot be placed
upon them at velocities higher than 50 miles an hour. As ex-
treme pressures are often much higher than thjit correspond-
ing to this velocity, experiments made at higher velocities will
be of great value in determining the efficiency of these for-
mulae at high velocities.

Of rotation anemometers, two types are in general use—the
windmill anemometer, which is made in the form of a small
windmill kept normal to the wind by a vane, and the Robin-
son cup anemometer, which consists of four hemispherical
cups facing the same way around a vertical axis, and is, there-
fore, independent of changes in the direction of the wind. Of
the two types, the windmill anemometer is much the older,

and many different forms are now in use, principally for meas-
uring currents in ventilators and in mines, for which it is well
adapted. For meteorological purposes one of the best forms
in use is that known in connection with its recording appa-
ratus as Ricliard's anemo-cinemograph, wliich was placed on
the market in 1888 by Richard Brothers, of Paris. The fan-

wheel used as a motor is made of six blades of aluminium in-

clined at 45° and fastened to a very light axis. The diameter
of this wheel is so calculated that one revolution corresponds
to a meter of wind, this ratio being verified upon a whirling
machine. The recording apparatus differs from all others in

use in that it performs mechanically the operation of the divi-

sion of space traversed by the time occupied, the pen tracing a
curve corresponding either to the direct velocity per second or

the mean velocity, as may be desired. In one case a contact is

made for each meter of wind or each revolution of the fan
wheel, and to properly register it the speed of the paper should

be at least 3 mm. a minute. In another type the contacts are

made for each 25 meters, and the mean velocity only is regis-

tered upon a drum revolving once daily. One of these ane-
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mometers, used at Blue Hill for sereral years, lias proved to be

a very good iastrument. The vane supplied by the manufac-
turers should be replaced by a spread-tail vane about 6 in.

longer, to obtain the best results, however, as the friction of

the electrical contacts prevents the vane from turning readily

into the wind at very low velocities. At Blue Hill there has

been in use a form of contact in which electrical connection
between the vane and its support is made by steel points at-

tached to the vane, dipping into circular troughs of mercury
placed around the support. There is no increased friction

when this device is used, but the steel points became rusted or

coated with oxide so frequently that it was not considered a
practical success, though for occasional use and in dry climates

it would without doubt be excellent. The cinemograph used
at Blue Hill agrees closely with the Weather Bureau anemome-
ter (factor 3), and therefore registers about 20 per cent, too
high. Its rate appears to be constant, however. The fan-

wheel is very light, weighing only 150 grammes (about 6 oz.),

and is very suitable for registering variable winds.
A type of fan anemometer having four blades is used for

measuring the vertical component of the wind, its axis being
placed vertical, and while in this position it can only be moved
by ascending or descending winds. This instrument was in-

vented about 1885 by Dechevrens, who. designated it as a
" clino-anemometer," and used it at the Zi-lia-wei Observa-
tory, in China, for several .years. As manufactured by Rich-
ard, the instrument consists of the fan-wheel and a recording
apparatus designed by Garrigou-Lagrange, of Paris. Three
electrical contacts are made at each revolution of the wheel,
which turns once for each two meters of wind. The currents
from these, transmitted to the register, operate successively
three electro-magnets arranged symmetrically around a crown
wheel having four teeth, into which play the armatures of the
magnets, which turn it in the same direction as the fan-wheel.
This crown wheel gives motion to the record cylinder, which
accordingly rotates in one direction for a descending and in the
opposite for an ascending wind, a pen moved by clock-work
recording its motions. An instrument of this type was used
regularly at Blue Hill for eight months, and one has recently
been installed at Washington by the U. S. Weather Bureau.
A discussion of the Blue Hill observations can be found in the
Annals of Harvard College Observatory, Vol. XL, Pari I, Ap-
pendix B. The proper exposure of this instrument is a mat-
ter of great importance, as unless its axis is placed exactly
vertical, and the instrument at such a height as to be out of
reach of disturbances caused by trees, hills, or buildings, etc.,

the records will not be of great value. A high skeleton tower
erected on a level plain affords the best exposure.
Another type of windmill anemometer is that known as the

helicoid, invented in 1887 by Dines, of which the motor is a
single blade of very thin aluminium, resembling a ship's pro-
peller. The instrument has been placed on the market as an
" air meter," and indicates by dials the velocity of the air in
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feet.
_
The inventor has made many experiments with differ-

ent sizes of this instrument, and concludes that its rate is con-
stant and independent of size or velocity, and that the veloci
ties indicated by it are nearer correct than those given by
other anemometers. The " wheel" of the meter only weighs
a fraction of an ounce, although about 6 in. in diameter, and
there is good reason for considering it one of the most sensitive
velocity anemometers ever invented. The Blue Hill compari-
son of this air meter with the Weather Bureau anemometer in-

dicates that it registers about 10 per cent. less than that instru-
ment.
The Robinson cup anemometer, designed in 1846, has been

adopted as a standard by the principal weather services of the
world, including that of the United States. Many different
patterns and sizes have been constructed and are now in use,
but the following are the principal forms used :

Ttpb of Instrument. "Where Used.

Robinson, first model..
Beckley or Kew Pattern

Deutsche Seewarte. . .

.

U. S. Weather Bureau.

.

England, Ireland.
Standard ia England and

Colonies.
Germany.
U. S. Standard since 1870.

The cups were originally supposed to revolve with one-third
of the wind's velocity irrespective of size or distance from
their center of rotation, but recent experiments have de-
termined that neither the ratio J nor any other will apply
to all sizes of the instrument. As a rule the larger instru-

ments register higher than the smaller. Instruments the
cups of which are large compared with the length of their

arms register higher at low velocities and lower at high veloci-

ties than do those with relatively smaller cups and longer arms,
the reason being that the cups of the compact anemometers
shelter each other at certain points during their rotation.

The factor varies also according to the wind, the cups moving
faster in a variable wind than in a steady wind. The factor

of the Kew pattern was found by Dines to be 3.10, and prac-

tically constant. That of the U. 8. Weather Bureau pattern

was found by Marvin to be variable, ranging from about
3.10 at 10 miles an hour or less to about 3.30 at veloc-

ities of over 50 miles, the average being about 3.50. The
comparisons of instruments tested by Dines and Marvin at

Blue Hill included a Kew pattern and two Weather Bureau
Robinson anemometers, a helicoid air meter and a cinemo-
graph. The records have not all been reduced, but the results

already obtained appear to show that the results obtained by
Dines ' and Marvin do not agree quite as closely as accuracy

demands.
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The following are the differences, in per cent., of the Kew
Weather Bureau and cinemograph from the helicoid :

Kew Pattern.
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Anemometer Studies, by C. F. Marvin, American Meteoro-
logical Journal, July, 1889.
Wind Pressures and the Measurement of Wind Velocity, by

C. F. Marvin, American Meteoroloqical Journal February
1891.

•''

On the Wind Pressure on Curved Vanes, by W. H. Dines,
B. A., P)'oceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. L.
Account of Some Experiments made to Investigate the Con-

nection between the Pressure and Velocity of the Wind, by
W. H. Dines, B.A.. Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteoro-
logical Society, October, 1889.
Report of the Wind Force Committee on the Factor of the

Kew Pattern Anemometer, Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Meteorological Society, January, 1890.
On Wind Pressure upon an Inclined Surface, by W. H.

Dines, Proceedings of tlie Royal Society, Vol. XL VIII.
Anemometer Comparisons, by W. H. Dines, Quarterly Jour-

nal of the Royal Meteorological Society, July, 1892.

THE AIR PROPELLER.

By H. C. Vogt, Naval Expebimbntbe, CoPENHAGEif,
Denmark.

As most of the experiments performed vrith the air propeller
were brought before the British Association in September,
1888, and published in Tlie Engineer of September 28, 1888,
and in Industries of October 5, 1888, there is no reason to re-

peat all this record here, but rather to present only tlie conclu-
sions drawn from those experiments. A number of articles

relating to this were subsequently published in most of the
leading English technical journals ; but all these are collected
in The Steamship, published at 2 Custom House Chambers,
Leith, Scotland, and need not be reproduced either, the inten-
tion ia this paper being only to present a general view of the
most importaat facts. '

When tLe idea of the air propeller, or revolving sails for the
use of ships, was first originated, I imagined that it, working
in the elastic air, ought to be more efficient than the water
propeller ; experiments proved, however, that the results came
as near as possible to the same amount of propulsion—that is,

when a water propeller is applied on a vessel, yielding a cer-

tain thrust at a certain power, then a two-bladed air propeller,

with six times the diameter and with its pitch reduced to some-
thing about the half or two-thirds that of the water propeller,

substituted therefor on the same vessel, gives the same thrust

at a somewhat smaller number of revolutions when the engine
power is the same and the weather calm.
When the wind blows at an oblique angle to the air propel-

ler, its effectiveness is increased, because it is then enable^ to
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work upon undisturbed air. About three-quarters of the
winds prove to give increased power. As soon as there is

wind this power is utilized if the pitch of the air propeller is

changed accordingly.* The wind, when straight against the
course, retards the speed, although not very much. Suppose
a storm blowing with the speed of 60 ft. per second, and let

us also consider a revolving speed of 60 ft. per second given
to the points of effort of the revolving sails, in which points
the whole pressure is concentrated ; then the resultant wind
will strike the sails under an angle of 45°. In the course of a
year, in our latitudes, there is not a wind strong enough to

prevent an air ^propeller, driven with only 1 H.P., to go

straight against it, and three points from the wind its power
results in a gain.

Let us, for the sake of estimating the influence of the natu-
ral wind, consider the same blowing with a speed, V, and let

the points of effort of the revolving sails possess a speed, Wj
then in a two-bladed propeller, as in the above sketch (fig. 1),

one blade will be working against a component, F„ of the
natural wind, while the opposite blade will be working with
the same. The aggregate influence on both blades will, there-
fore, be respectively a function of ( T7+ V^f + (W - VJ' = 3

* But of course only when this propeller is mounted on a ship, not when
mounted on a balloon driving with the wind.
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(TF'-j- V„^), from which expression the considerable influence
of the natural winrl is seen, the increase derived from the
natural wind being 2 V^'. Even when the blades are passing
the horizontal position, the influence of the natural wind is

great, because the normal pressure depends much more on the
speed of the air than on the angle of incidence ; we only need
remember that an angle of incidence of 15° gives a normal
pressure, which is half as great as when the angle of incidence
is 90°. Quite 80 per cent, of the different wind directions,

when sailing in a circular path, are a benefit, whereas nearly
20 per cent, do some harm to the progress.

The best material for mailing an air propeller is thin steel

plate, which enables the highest efficiency to be reached ; but
it is often a mere chance to hit the best shape. A true mathe-
matical screw surface is. for instance, very inferior, whereas
a shape such that sections through the bladesform a feeble curva-
ture, similar to that of an albatross's wing, is very successful.

The only feature iu this shape resembling that of a screw is

that sections through the blades, parallel with the axis, should
have their angles with a plane perpendicular to the axis, de-

creasing proportionately with their distances from the axis.

It being so difficult to oblain correct shapes in steel plates, it

is recommended to use canvas covered with oilskin in the fol-

lowing manner : y y is &, yard fixed in its middle perpendicu-
larly to the shaft. A; the two sails 5 are stiffened by means
of thin battens or booms, put in poclsets in the sails, which
are fastened to the said yard y yhj means of buttons working
in a groove made in the yard ; the pitch of the sails can be
regulated by means of elastic sheets, t ; s are stays to support
the yard y. The whole system is turned by means of a crank,

'

c, and a connecting-rod, o ; the vertical engine is indicated

by E ; the crank c must be pependicular to the yard y, because
the greatest influence of the natural wind will just take place

when the sails are perpendicular. For the sake of not strain-

ing the bolt ropes of the sails too much, extra ropes are fast-

ened between the " noks" (end of yard-arm) of the said booms.

A close fit between the sails and the yard y y\& essential
;
also

the canvas should be doubled or tripled, according to the,

strength required, and covered with oilskin or caoutchouc to

make it as impermeable to the air and as smooth as possible,

to reduce friction.

Propellers, both in air and water, do their work by creating

a rarefaction

—

i.e., by diminution of pressure or parlial vacuum
on the drag or rear side of their blades. This was demon-
strated by leading a tube from the rear of the side of the blade

of an air propeller to the hollow shaft on which it (for this

purpose) was mounted, the hollow shaft again communicating

with a gauge ; nearly the whole thiust was thus found to re-

sult from the rarefaction on the rear side of the blade. The two
agents in operation to create this rarefaction are. first, the suc-

tion from the rush of air over the drag or leeward side of a

blade ; second, the centrifugal force. As the pressure on the

thrust side of a revolving propeller blade decreases from the
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tips toward the center, the air must, when the shape is cor-

rect, move inward toward the lower pressure near the center,

with a speed proportioned to the difference in pressure on the
blade between its outer and inner parts ; the cenirifugal force

cannot, therefore, rarefy the air on the thrust side of a blade
;

but exactly the opposite takes place on the drag side of a pro-

peller blade, where the centrifagal force therefore assists in
rarefying the air. Something like a little storm center is thus
created iii front of the propeller, wherewith there is obtained,

as it were, a grasp on the ocean of air in front of it, and a
huge momentum of air is brought in motion toward the pro-
peller

;
part of this air passes through and is then acted upon

by the thrust sides of the blades. The rarefaction is so intense

at high speeds that the air is even literally drawn toward the
propeller. An experiment relating. to the influence of the
rarefaction is published in The Engineer of February 6, 1891,
and more completely in The Steamiihip of March 2, 1891. It

is there explained in what manner the efficiency of a small
two-bladed steel propeller, weighing 0.35 lbs., diameter and
average pitch 1 ft., area 25 sq. in., was determined, the same
being found to ascend 200 ft. into the air when given 70 revo-
lutions per second.
The determination of the efficiency is too intricate to enter

on here ; but one curious phenomenon—namely, negative slip

—is easily demonstrated : The moment of inertia / of the
small propeller was 0.0013, and the angular velocity VFatTO
revolutions per second was 440 ft. per second, so that the
energy -J Iw'' became i X 0.0012 X (140-) = 116 foot pounds.
The whole of this energy could not, however, be used in fly-

ing up, because the propeller hovered at 13.5 revolutions per
second when the highest point was reached, corresponding to
an amount of energy equal to -J Jw' = i X 0.0012 X (84.7)' =
4.8 foot-pounds ; the whole amount of energv at disposal for
lifting the weight is consequently Ufa — 4.3, or about 112 foot-
pounds. The propeller, weighing 0.35 lbs., consumed, in fly-

ing up to a distance of 200 ft., 200 X 0.35 = 70 foot pounds,
or about 63 per cent, of the energy stored in the propeller.
The mechanism through which the revolutions were imparled
to the propeller consumed considerable work in friction, etc.;

so it was found, through experiment, that a man must develop
about 130 foot-pounds in a single pull to give the propeller
70 revolutions per second. The speed was easily measured,
and amounted to more than 100 ft. per second, especially
while rising between the heights of 30 and 130 ft. from the
ground, which distance was passed in much less than one
second

;
whereas, in accordance with the average pitch, equal

to 1 ft., the speed should not have exceeded 70 ft. per second.
The negative slip was, therefore, considerable in this case,
when measured in relation to the average pitch ; but when air
propellers were used for driving boats, and consequently liad
a comparatively greater resistance to surmount, the positive
slip became often three times greater than with propellers in
water, and still the efficiency was over 63 per cent., thus show-
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ing that tlie slip had nothing to do with the efficiency of a
propeller.

To prove negative slip in the air in another manner, Major
Elsdale undertook the following experiment : A propeller was
constructed with blades of such shape that their thrust sides

became parts of a plane perpendicular on the shaft, while the
drag sides formed an angle with the thrust side. Fig. 2
shows a section through a blade, the shaft being represented
by A, the thrust side perpendicular to the shaft by T, so that

its pitch is equal to zero. A propeller of this type gave a
thrust nearly as great as when the thrust side T became par-

allel to the drag side 8, the blade revolving as shown by the
arrow.

^

Fig. 2.

When a propeller revolves quickly, the rarefaction often
corresponds to a difference in pressure of several inches of
water, and tlie currents produced by centrifugal force seem to

prevent the air from striking the drag side, which it would do
when negative slip occurs. Mr. Phillips had formerly men-
tioned the same experiment and explained how he drove a
boat with a similar propeller, and as the pitch of the thrust

side was equal to zero, the negative slip was infinite in relation

to that side.

When an air propeller is required for any purpose, it has
already been mentioned that its diameter should be about six

times the diameter of a propeller in water, determined for the

same thrust ; but area, pitch, revolutions, etc., can also be
found directly from a model experiment by means of the fol-

lowing formula : Two ships, or, in the case to be considered,

two propellers, are said to mo^e with corresponding speeds

S fV\i
.5" and A, when— =1 — j , where I) and d are similar lineal

dimensions and S'and h are the speeds of similar points on the
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propellers—for instance, at their circumferences ; under these

conditions of speed, the thrust T and t of the propellers, with
areas A and a, are in the relation :

T A {Hf D"

t a (hf d^

A B' /T\i

a
"

d^ ^ t
'

A (T\i
results the important equation : (1) — = I

—
1 , and by means

(1/ ^ t

X)3 T
of— = — we obtain— = (

—
J , so that— = [

—
j

gives :

d^ t

D /T\i H fl>\i
: obtain— = t — 1 , so that— = I — 1 giv

d ^ t^ h ^ d-'

(2) — =1 — ) which is the second important equation. The
h ^ t^

A fT\i H fT\l
two equations— =1 — I and — =1 — 1 are derived un-

a ^ t^ h ^ t^

der the assumption that the thrusts vary proportionately with
the area and with the square of the speeds, and we are now
able to find the revolutions, area, diameter, etc., of any pro-
peller, when we know these qualities from the model. Let it,

for instance, be required to construct a propeller able to yield
a thrust of 1,000 lbs., which is the resistance of a ship of about
1,000 tons at a speed of four knots ;

then, to determine its num-
ber of revolutions and the power required to drive it, a model
experiment is necessary. To this end a two-bladed air propeller
quite 5 ft. in diameter, 4 sq. ft. area, pitch f of the diameter,
was driven by the power of a man to c. 5 revolutions per
second, and gave a 20- ft. boat a speed of 4 ft. per second in
calm weather ; the resistance of the boat or thrust of the pro-
peller, at that speed, being 9 lbs., and the brake H.P. on the
shaft became ^ H.P., which consequently corresponds to 45
lbs. for each H.P. The area A of the large propeller (which,
strictly speaking, should move at a corresponding speed to be

of the same efficiency) is then : A = a\ — I ; as the area a of

/lOOOU
the model is a = 4 sq. ft., we get JL = 4 I 1 = 4 X 23 =

^ 9 ^

92 sq. ft. for the area of the large propeller, intended for a
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thrust of 1,000 lbs. ; and as the area of the model propeller is

^ of the disk area, the same must be the case with the larger
similar propeller, whereby its diameter becomes 24 ft. The
velocity in the circumference of the small propeller was 75 ft.

;

the velocity in the large similar propeller -will therefore be

H=h y—j = 75
y j = 75 X 3.19 = 164 ft. per sec-

ond, which corresponds to 2.3 revolutions per second.
When the corresponding speeds for model and large propel-

ler are termed h and H, and the thrust of the model propeller
is 45 lbs. per H.P., then the power to drive the large propeller

/1000\ E H /1000\^
is ( 1 — , and as— =( 1 = 2.19, we obtain the

^ 45 >' A Ji ^ 9 ^

H.P. equal to 23 X 3.19 = 48 ; that is to say, the H.P. is 48
if the large ship moves with a corresponding speed to that of
the model, which is 4 X 3.19 = 8.76, or quite 5 knots ; as the
large ship is only intended for 4 knots in calm weather, the
power will be somewhat reduced ; moreover, the efHciency of
the large propeller is greater than that of the smaller, which
also tends to reduce the power.
Of greater importance is, however, the fact that the resist-

ance of the air varies at a much higher power than that of the
square, especially when a surface revolves round an axis in its

own plane.* The resistance also increases more than propor-
tionally with the increase of the area when the speed is un-
altered. It is not difficult to take these matters into consider-

ation, but it makes the formula more complicated than is suit-

able for this paper ; let it therefore be sufficient to say that the
power in this case would be less than 40 H.P., and 2.3 revo-

lutions per second would scarcely be reached, at that power,
with a greater diameter than 30 ft.

Several experiments were made with boats furnished with
revolving sails or air propellers, as explained in the articles

referred to ; the largest of these was with a 'arge steam launch
belonging to the Royal Dockyard, in Copenhagen, and fur-

nished with an air propeller 30 ft. in diameter. Any of them
could, of course, have been used as unit or model for the ex-

ample given ; but when a model experiment is required, it is

not always convenient to drive a propeller with steam for that

purpose. It is not at all difficult for a man to drire a very
light boat at a speed of 4 knots, or about 7 ft. per second

;

but the model air propeller to be tested must be removed to

different boats until one is found which offers the required

resistance at a certain speed.

* When the speed of the points of effort of a surface, revolving round an
axis in its own plane, equals that of the same surface when moving after

a straiglit line perpendicularly on its own plane, then the resistance of the

revolving surface is about three times greater, on account of the rarefaction

produced through centrifugal force.
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THE ELASTIC-FLUID TURBINE, A POSSIBLE
MOTOR FOR AERONAUTICAL USE.*

By J. H. Dow, Cleveland, O.

Though the successful flying ship is not yet built, and may
be long in cominK, yet the mechanical possibility that the air

may be navigated has been demonstrated, and possibility is

sure prophecy of eventual attainment. We already know that

the screw propeller aided by the aeroplane could sustain the
flying ship in the air, and scalej; it ahead faster than the high-
est railroad speed, provided that a reliable motor could be
found whose output of power compared with its own weight
would but slightly exceed the highest result already reached
experimentally.
The compound turbine, utilizing the expansive force of

steam or some other elastic fluid, has some characteristics

which eminently fit it for aeronautic propulsion, and the pos-
sibility that it may sometime be developed to meet all require-
ments is my excuse for this paper.
One of my steam turbines was shown at the Columbian Ex-

position, in the exhibit of the Hotchkiss Ordnance Company,
Limited. The turbine is attached to the launching tube of
the Howell torpedo, and is used to store a half million of foot-

pounds of propelling power in the torpedo fly-wheel by speed-
ing up the fly- wheel to 10,000 rotations per minute. Steam is

not applied to the turbine in the exhibit.

I have only approximate data of the torpedo turbine. It

weighs about 105 lbs., and when running at a speed of 10,000
rotations per minute, it develops, non- condensing, a little ris-

ing 25 H.P. with steam at 120 lbs. above atmospheric pressure.
It has been run at a pressure exceeding 150 lbs., and might
safely carry 200 lbs. The power developed at different press
ures, speed remaining constant, has been found by careful
tests to be about in the ratio of the pressures.

I have a turbine, shown in the accompanying engraving|
which is a, duplicate of the torpedo turbine, except that it

stands upon its own base, and has self-lubricating bearings,
and varies slightly in the lay-out of the turbine buckets and
guide-plates. It weighs, base included, 139 lbs. It was at
one time coupled directly to a special dynamo, and although
the dynamo proved inadequate to the speed, and doubtless
wasted considerable power, yet an electric current was gener-
ated of 93 amperes and 83 volts, equal to 10.3 E. H.P. while
the turbine and dynamo were running at about 10,000 rotations
per minute and using st«am at 67 lbs. steam-gauge pressure.
The actual power of the turbine itself at that trial, assuming
that it equalled the power of the torpedo turbine at like steam
pressure and speed, was a fraction over 13 H.P.

* Paper read at Conference on Aerial Navigation, August 1, 1893.
+ As boys " scale" a flat stone in tlie air,

t See p. 124.
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If the dynamo would have borne the test at 13,000 speed,
which is nearer the normal speed of this turbine, somewhat
more power would have been developed under the same press-

ure of steam, and 200 lbs. steam pressure would develop in
like ratio fully 40 braise H.P., which would be 1 H.P. for
every 3i lbs. of this turbine's weight. But this particular
turbine was designed and built with an excess of material in

order to bear the roughest service. If the design were simpli-
fied and all surplus metal were cut away, the weight might
be reduced to less than two-thirds of the present figure— per-

haps to one-half—and then if an alloy mainly of aluminum
were used, instead of bronze as at present, it would not be im-
practicable even in the present crude stage of steam turbine
construction to build a 40-H.P. turbine which would not weigh
more than 50 lbs.

However, I must acknowledge that this wonderful output
of the turbine is at present nisutralized, and its value for aero-

nautical purposes is rendered merely prospective by reason of
its comparative wastefulness of steam and the consequent
necessity for a large boiler. Yet great improvement in the

efficiency of the turbine is even now in sight. Hitherto I have
been compelled to lay out the buckets and guide plates of the
turbine with primary regard to their easy construction in a
common machine shop, but if the opportunity should ever
come to me to construct special topis, I would then discard the
present zigzag lay-out of buckets and guide-plates and would
make them more nearly after the approved curves of the mod-
ern water turbine. This change, together with strict regard
to the proper ratio of cross-sectional area of vents in the suc-

cessive compoundings, would greatly improve the efficiency.

And the economy of steam would be still farther improved
by the use of a multi-wheel turbine constructed according to

my patent, No. 496,352. In this type of turbine the steam
works through a succession of wheels strung upon a single

shaft, and eipansion from the highest initial pressure ever

used may be utilized to its extreme limit. Such a motor will

weigh more than the two-wheel type and will be more expen-

sive to build, but the saving in weight of boiler and fuel will

more than compensate for the added weight and cost of the

motor itself.* Theoretically the multi-wheel steam turbine

may be as economical of steam as the highest type of sieam-

engine, and I am of opinion that it will yet closely approach

to that degree of efficiency.

The chief difficulty, among the many which have impeded
the development of the steam turbine, has been that its speed

is necessarily extreme. The turbine buckets must have nearly

one-half the velocity of the outflowing steam, or power is

wasted. The turbine itself can now be made to run satisfac-

torily at the required speed, but I have not yet satisfactorily

transmitted its power to common machinery. I have run a

* The Iron Age, issue of June 1, 1893, has cuts and a description of my
multi-wheel turbine. But the lay-out of buckets and guide plates shown
there can be improved when special cools of construction are available.
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turbine having steam wlieels of 5| in. diameter (or 1 in. smaller

than the wheels in the accompanying engraving), at a speed
of 21,000 rotations per minute, and for many days in succession

have transmitted its power, amounting to several H.P., through
a train of gears to ordinary line shafting. But the fast pinion

of the train was short-lived, and the use of gears for this pur-

pose, though possible, is hardly practicable ; but the full-speed

turbine may be coupled to a like speed dynamo. Without
doubt such a dynamo may be developed, which in lightness

as related to output will fully match the turbine, while its

power may be transmitted to an electric motor running at any
other speed of rotation.

If, then, the future flying ship shall be lifted and propelled

by two oppositely rotating concentric windmill wheels of large

diameter and superlative circumferential velocity, as now
seems probable, the respective circumferences of these wheels
need only to be mounted in field niagnet and armature relation

and they will constitute the electric motor. The enormous
velocity across the lines of force would require correspond-
ingly diminutive weight of magnet cores and coils, and such a
combination of turbine, dynamo, and electric motor for aero-

nautic propul.sion would be unapproachable by any present

method in lightness relative to output of power, because it

would utilize to the utmost the two factors, constant strain to

the elastic limit and unslacking speed to the limit of cohesive

strength, thereby developing the maximum of power by use of
the minimum of material. As illustration, the main shaft of
the turbine shown in the accompanying engraving is only f in.

diameter, yet its capacity for transmitting power at 12,000
speed equals the capacity of a 2-i in. shaft running 187.5 revo-
lutions per minute, although the weight of a -fin- shaft per
lineal unit is only one-sixteenth that of the 2-J-in. shaft.

But 12,000 is not the limit of turbine speed. As already
stated, I have run a, 5f in. wheel at mdfe than 20,000 speed.
Once, on a spurt, it was run smoothly at a measured speed of
35,000 revolutions per minute. Should such prodigious speed
be achieved also in the dynamo, or should dynamo and elec-

tric motor give place to a more direct method of power trans-
mission from the turbine to the flying mechanism, it is ap-
parent that the output of power relative to weight would be
greatly in advance of the estimates which I have given.
Thus far this discussion has dealt with the steam turbine

exclusively, because my experience has been only along that
line ; but the value of a motor to be used for aviation depends
upon its output of power relative to the aggregate weight of
motor and all its appurtenances. Viewing the subject in this

"lighit, it is doubtful whether any steam motor would be satis-

factory, because of the heavy supply of water required for the
boiler. If I were experimenting primarily for automobile
aviation I would not use steam, but would substitute some
other elastic fluid. Volatilized naphtha or petroleum mixed
with atmospheric air and driving the turbine by a succession
of explosions might be highly successful. Indeed, the ab-
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sence of stufflng-boxes, or piston-pacliing, or frictional contact
of the heated parts, would give to the gas turbine decided ad-
vantages over the piston engine using explosive gases, while
the advantage of lightness due to extreme speed would be as

great, in comparison with the common gas-engine, as the

sceam turbine shows compared with the common steam-engine.
Pardon me that I add, civilization will undergo a crucial test

of its moral stability in the tremendous economic revolution

which must attend the successful introduction of aerial navi-

gation, when everybody the world over shall become neighbor
to everybody else, and neither fortifications, nor battle ships,

nor Chinese -walls, nor cordons of customs oflicers can offer

any barrier to enemies or intruders.

Bat the world is safe for the present
;
great inventions do

not appear until the moment when civilization becomes ripe

for them. The flying ship is a certainty of the future, and
with equal certainty must come the moral climax of universal

brotherhood.
Ood speed the day.

APPENDIX.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DOW TURBINE.

The body of the turbine case,* a, is a short three-chambered

cylinder lying on a rectangular base. The middle chamber, to,

carries live steam, the two outside chambers, n n\ talie the

exhaust steam. The hubs of the case cover, b V, contain the

journal-boxes for the driving-shaft, c. A sleeve, h, is mounted
upon the driving-shaft, within the case, and reaches almost

from cover to cover. Two steam wheels, e e' , are mounted on
the sleeve, one in each exhaust chamber, and each steam

wheel carries on its inwardly presenting face seven concentric

series of turbine buclsets which intermesh with corresponding

series of turbine guide-plates set upon the outwardly present-

ing face of each of the fixed disks, //', which constitute the

end walls of the central chamber.f A balancing disk, i (ex-

plained later), is mounted upon the middle of the sleeve, and

runs with narrow clearance between the two balancing face-

plates, g g', which are screwed into the fixed disks.

The steam flows as indicated by the arrows. It flows radi-

ally inward each side of the balancing disk in the narrow

space between disk and each face-plate. (The face-plates also

have perforations in radial rows of holes, and radial grooves

between the rows, as shown by the dotted lines on the section

elevation, to give larger passage for the steam without widen-

ing the clearance between the balancing disk and the face-

plates.) The further passage of the steam is along the annular

space between each steam wheel-hub and the bore of the bal-

ancing faceplate surrounding the hub, onward to the guide-

plates and buckets, and through these it works its way radi-

* See engraTina, next page.
.

t See lay-ont of buckets and guide-plat es in the engraving. The present

lay-out differs slightly from the engraving.
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ally outward, expending its expansive force, and escapes at the
circumference of each steam wheel into the exhaust chambers,
and the!nce through the base of the case into the exhaust-pipe
and the atmosphere.
A very slight end play (about three thousandths of an inch

in this turbine) is given to the sleeve upon the shaft to which
it is feathered, so that the bucket faces may be carried just
clear from the fixed disks. Whenever any disturbance pushes
either steam wheel too close to its seat, the balancing disk is

also pushed from its central position between the face-plates
and gives wider steam passage to that steam wheel which is

too close to its seat, at the same time choking the passage to
the other wheel, thus forcing the wheels back to their normal
position.

The journal bearings are self lubricating, by means of the
well-known device of the lubricating ring, I, whose internal
periphery rolls upon the rotating journal and delivers to it

the oil which the ring has brought up from the reservoir
below.
The steam wheels and central disk are balanced by an instru-

ment contrived for this special use which is accurate to a
single grain. Jiach piece is balanced independently on the
shaft, so that the running balance of the assembled parts is

so nice that neither jar nor heating of journals is experienced
when the turbine runs at full speed.

NOTES ON THE MATERIALS OF AERONAUTIC
ENGINEERING.

By Robert H. Thurston.

Among the essential elements of progress in engineering,
and in the constructive arts by wliich it is sustained, has
always been recognized advancement in the discovery and
improvement of the materials employed in the building of
machinery and of structures demanding a union of strength
with lightness, a combination of power witli portability, or

the concentration of active energy or of maximum resistance

to applied forces within minimum volume and weight.
Witli the progress of the present century, especially in the

construction of the heat engines and of steamships and loco-

motives, and in the endeavor to attain more than the now rec-

ognized limit of speed, both on land and at sea, at minimum
expense and within minimum space, the demand for mateiifils

both light and strong has become constantly more and moic
urgent, and the engineer and the constructor of to-day are 1 y
no means satisfied with those now within reach.notwithstand-

ing the fact that cast irons may be had of a tenacity of 30, 0(

lbs, per square inch of section ; wrought irons of from'SO.Odi
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to 60,000, and steels of any quality that may be desired, from
the quality of the best wrought iron up to those having twice
that strength, and, in small sections, up to 300,000 or even
300,000 lbs. tenacity ; while alloys may be had enormously
stronger, tougher, and more trustworthy than had ever previ-

ously been known.
The most urgent demand for strong materials of construc-

tion comes from the designers and builders of machinery which
must be transported, and especially when it must take part in

its own transportation—as in the case of the locomotive and
the marine engine—while the lack of still stronger ma-
terials than those we now are able to produce is one of the

greatest obstacles to-day obstructing the engineer and the

mechanic in the endeavor to enter upon a new and most at-

tractive field—that of aeronautics.

No matter how ingenious the inventor or skillful the maker,
aeronautic progress is impossible (except floating by aid of sup-
porting balloons) until propelling machinery can be produced
powerful enougii to lift and impel itself and its enclosing air-

ship ; or, otherwise and perhaps better stated, imtil such
machinery can be built light enough to sustain itself with its

load, with a large reserve of lifting and impelling power.
The locomotive hauling our express trains weighs 100 or 150

lbs. per H.P., and it takes several times its weight along the

rail at the rate of 50 or 80 miles an hour ; the marine engine
occupies one-fifth the weight and space of the containing ship,

and weighs from 500 and 600 down to as low as 300 and 200
lbs. per H.P. ; while torpedo-boat machinery and that of fast

yachts weighs, in many cases, as little as 100 lbs., and even, in a
few cases, about one-half that figure ; but these are all vastly
higher than the maximum weights required by the aeronaut
in the solution of his great problem. The birds weigh cer-

tainly no more than 20 or 25 lbs. per H.P., and man must
rival and surpass them. Machinery weighing 50 lbs. to the
H.P. is too heavy for his purposes, and 25 lbs. is probably
the practical limit for a beginning.
A good draft-horse weighs about 1,500 to 2,000 lbs. per

H.P., and ordinary work is done at the rate of less than 1

H. P. per ton of horse. Strong men work at the rate of from
one and a half to three millions of foot-pounds per day of eight
working hours, or at the rate of about 1 H.P. per 750 lbs. weight
as a minimum,and not far from double that figure as a maximum.
The animal's muscular substance is subjected to a maximum
stress of not more than about 100 lbs. per square inch—in

ordinary work, 15 or 20 ; and this animal, having a density of
about one-eighth that of the metallic motor, his rival, as a
machine, is obviously entirely unfitted for use as motor where
concentration of bulk and weight are necessary. The store of
energy on which it draws, its food, is also bulky and weighty,
storing as it does but a small fraction of that found in the
same weight of coal ; and the vehicle propelled, including
motor and supplies, must, therefore, be exceedingly cumber-
some even in comparison with those in common use for gen-
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eral purposes 'and where weight and bulk are not serious
objections.*

MullenhofE reports the stress per unit section of a bird's
muscles as but about 1.3 to 1.4 kilogram per square centimeter,
or not far from 15 to 20 lbs. per square inch. Penaud, on
the other hand, gives the resistance of a feather as about 32
kilograms per square millimeter, or 45,500 lbs. per square inch
—about the strength of the softer grades of bar and sheet iron.
But its density is about 1.3, thus making its value for aeronau-
tic purposes very great, as giving six times the carrying power
per unit of weight. The quotient of tenacity by weight is,

approximately, 600. Bamboo of good quality exhibits about
the same value, but varies, according to Penaud, from 30,000
to 50,000 lbs. tenacity, and gives a coeflflcient ranging from 400
to 650 ;f its variability compensating its occasional superiority.
Its density is 1.2.

The animal machine would seem to have a very high factor
of safety if we compare these figures with those given bj the
authorities for the actual stresses on the muscular fiber.

Weber makes the frog exhibit but 692 grams per square centi-

meter ; Koster gives 1,087 for the human muscle, and Marey
and Plateau give 1,200 and upward for the bird and the in-

sect.:f But these stresses are probably stated much too low.
Marey's highest figures are but 1,300 and 1,400 grams per
square centimeter, or but 18 to 20 lbs. on the square inch.§
It is most wonderful that, with these low stresses, with their

high factors of safety, and with comparatively bulky and
weighty fuel, these animal machines should be able to lift into

the air a load equal to 50 per cent, of their own weight, and to

traverse a thousand miles without stop in a day. It seems
very probable that a weight of somewhere about 10 or 12 lbs.

per H.P. for the machinery of propulsion must be worked for

if success is to be either certain or satisfactory in this particu-

lar detail of the problem which the aeronaut seeks to solve as

a would-be " aviator."

This reduction of weight may be accomplished by advances
in either or all of three directions : (1) Reduction of weight of

material by improved design and proportions ; (2) increase of

ratio of strength of the materials used to their density ; (3) in-

creased velocity of motion of the moving parts of the

machinery transmitting energy.

* It is, however, an extraordinary and interesting, perhaps an important
fact in the way of suggestion and of stimnlation and challenge of research

in this field, that the larae animal macliine, submitting its tension mem-
bers to stresses but a small fraction of 1 per cent, of those employed in

the metallic structure, to perhaps, as a fair average, one five-hundredth the

working stresses on the latter, should, nevertheless, weigh hut about ten

times as much per H. P.
t Experiments in compression indicate a much lower value, so that the

column crushed by its own weight would be but about 10,000 ft. high,

with occasional samples indicating 20,000 ft. or more, but more often de-

noting a column ol 5.000 ft. or less.

± Marey's " Animal Mechanism," International Series, D. Appleton

& Co., N. T., 1874, p. 64.

§ 7W(«.,p. 214.
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By careful selection and ingenious combination of the light-

est and strongest available materials, Stringfellovr, Henson and
Ilargraves have produced machinery of the minimum weight,
and the prize engine of the British Aeronautical Society
weighed but 16 lbs. per H.P. ; that of Maxim, built of tem-
pered tool steel, weighs, with its boiler, less than 10 lbs. per
H.P. ; and the engines of Langley, without boilers, are similar-

ly reduced in weight to 6 lbs. per H.P. With tin tubing, silk

thread, and steel wire, Hargraves has made a compressed-air
engine capable of driving its own framework 10 to 12 miles

an hour for some hundreds of yards. Petroleum engines and
even steam engines have been used in the impulsion of dirigi-

able balloons ; and some of the very best work yet accomplish-
ed has been through the use of electric storage batteries by
Trouve, Renard and others. In all these instances the secret

of such success as has been attained has been through the com-
bination of the elements above enumerated.
Of the two factors which produce the resultant energy in

any case of application of power to useful purposes—force or

effort, and velocity of motion of the point of application of that

effort—the increase of either of whicii gi^es incrfased power,
from the standpoint of the engineer, tliat which is most desir-

able, usually, is velocity. Increased effort means, in all

cases, increased strength, weight and cost of construction ;

while the increase of the velocity of operation ailects weight,
strength and cost comparatively little, as it only compels. In
some cases, special construction and modification of design to
meet the disturbing or straining action of inertia of parts. For
the purposes of the aviator it is important that his machinery
shall be of such form that, in the product U — F V, the
factor Fshall be made Just as high as is possible and yet is

safe, correspondingly reducing j^and proportionally diminish-
ing the weight of the machine producing the energy U. The
first necessity, therefore, and obviously, here as in all en-
gineering construction, where machinery is to be produced, is

that of securing such a design as will give the largest practi-

cable value to V. When this is done there remains the possi-
bility of reducing the ratio of weight of machine to power
developed by reduction of the weight of each element of the
machine to the smallest quantity capable of sustaining the
effort F transmitted by it ; reducing the ratio of density of
material to strength, while, it must be remembered, retaining
also so much of ductility as is required to insure safety through
that resilience which must be present to meet the action of
blows and shocks. It is not enougli that the material chosen
is strong, nor is it sufficient tliat it shall be light. Aluminium
has a density of but 2.6 ; but Its tenacity is but 2.5.000 lbs. per
square inch in sheets, and in fine wire about 60,000 ; while
fine tool steel, ordinarily with a density of 7.8, has a tenacity
of 100,000 and even of 150,000 lbs., and in special forms it rises

to above 300,000 lbs., and in the form of the watch spring or
fine wire to 300,000 and upward. Steel is three times as heavy
as aluminium, but it may be given from four to five times its
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strength, and is much the better material, so far as we can now
see, for aerial constructions. The metal weighing 480 lbs. pt r

cubic foot will sustain, in its strongest form, perhaps 100,000
ft. of its own substance ; while the metal weighing but 160
lbs. per foot can uphold only about 35,000 ft. in the form of a
suspended bar, or about 60,000 ft. in fine wire. This last is

the true gauge of the constructive value of the metal, as of any
other substance to be used as a tie. The height of the column
which will stand without crushing or bending is the similar
gauge of the value of the substance in compression and the
span of a standard form of girder which would j ust sustain
itself—that for transverse loading.
The following figures permit this sort of comparison to be

made among the various familiar metals of common use in

machine construction, as given by Messrs. Hunt, Langley and
Hall :*

DENSITY AND WEIGHT OP METALS.

Metal.
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materials may be often found best suited for the two applica-

tions, as silk cord for tension and steel tubes for compression,
the requirements of both will be such as make the tension tests

and the elastic limit in both cases the real measure of the qual-

ity of the material. In what follows, therefore, no distinction

is in this respect noted among the various materials discussed.

The LIMITING VALUE of the materials of aeronautic con-
struction may be assigned by reference to the fact that thus
far only the fine steels have been considered sufficiently

strong and light to permit the construction of machinery for

such purposes. Their cost, when thus employed for all the
working parts,'^and informs giving maximum strength with
minimum weight, is very great ; but this is a comparatively
unimportant matter for present purposes.* Such steels are

capable of sustaining their own substance in lengths of from
25,000 to above 100,000 ft. ; and we may take the former figure

as our limiting value. Any material incapable of sustaining

25,000 ft.—about 5 miles (7,606 meters)—of its own substance
in a pendent bar may be ruled out of the list of those which
promise to be of special service in future aeronautic construc-
tion.

Similarly, any substance thus incapable of sustaining about
15,000 ft.—3 miles (or 4,600 meters)—without exceeding the
elastic limit of the material at the point of suspension, may be
also discarded from the list. Still another gauge of the value
of the material is the quotient of its tenacity by its density.
If the tenacity in pounds on the square inch, divided by the

i

weight in pounds per cubic foot, is less tlian about — = 150,

w
it is not wanted ; or if the quotient, elastic resistance divided

e

by weight, is less than — = 100, it will not suit such purposes.
w

The limiting value is, in fact, in most cases, if not in all, the
elastic limit of the material. The elastic limit of the sub-
stance never has the same relation to the ultimate strength in
any two materials. In the softer metals, as in copper, tin,

lead, zinc, there is no definite elastic limit until one has been
produced by load, the metal stretching sensibly with every
sensible load, however small. Iron and steel have a definite
elastic limit at their first loading ; but it rises with every load
in excess of the " primitive" elastic limit, until finally the elas-

tic limit coincides with the ultimate resistance, and the piece
then breaks without the occurrence of extension marking the
separation of the two critical points now united. The process
of distortion of these metals up to the point of fracture is

thus a process of production of a series of what the writer has

* Mr. Maxim informs tlie writer that his 300 H. P. engine, built
largely of tool steel, with many parts subject to compressive stress turned
and bored to give columns of maximum efficiency, has cost about its weight
in silver.
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called "normal" elastic limits, and the "autographic dia-
gram" of the process devised by him, as exhibited by his
" autographic recording testing machine" of 1873, is simply a
curve, self-produced, graphically comparing this series of
normal elastic limits with the corresponding stresses of which
they are the products.*
Fiber and other organic substances promise great usefulness

in the construction of some form of aeronautic apparatus, and
have, in fact, in ballooning, been the only forms of material
meeting the requirements of that branch of engineering worls.

Of the available forms of fiber, silk, hemp and flax, with per-

haps, in some cases, cotton, are the kinds employed. Of these

the strengths of ropes and cords and of fabrics made of the

respective substances are nearly in the proportion, according
to Labillardiere, of 100, 50 and 35 for the three first named.
Hempen cable is tested by naval authorities up to about 17,000
lbs. per square inch, according to Haswell, or to one-third the

strength of good iron cable of moderate size. As it weighs
about one-fifth or one-sixth as much as iron and steel, it has
twice the value of the latter, where it can be employed in

aeronautics if we take the relative value of materials for this

purpose as gauged by their strength per unit of weight.
Hemp will support about 75,000 ft. of its own length, accord-

ing to the latter authority, or three times as great a length as

aluminium or as steel of 75,000 lbs. tenacity.

Hemp, iron and steel rope, as made for the market, accord-

ing to Clark, weigh respectively 3, 2, and 1^ lbs. per fathom,

or 0.5, 0.333 and 0.25 lbs. per foot for a working load of about

1,000 lbs., or for a breaking load of about 6,000 lbs. Their

breaking lengths are on this rating—12,000, 18,000 and 34,000

ft.—and they will sustain without exceeding their worliing

loads, respectively, 2,000, 3,000 and 4,000 ft. On this rating

hemp would not answer our purpose.
Trautwine's and other tables give the following :

Material. Strength.

Glue 500 to 750 lbs. per Bq. in.

Goodleather 3,000 " 5,000 " "

Whalebone 7,600 " "
Horn 9,000 "
Manilla 12,000 "

Hemp 15,000 "

Ivory 16,000 "

Only the last two can have much value in light constructions.

Braided Linen—good fishing line weighing 0.00043 lbs. per

foot—tested in the Sibley College laboratories had a breaking

weight of 17.05 lbs., and was found capable of sustaining a

len^h of 39,530 ft. It is thus superior by about 50 per cent.,

thus gauged, to aluminium and to steel of about 0.5 per cent.

* See the writer's "Materials of Engineering." vol. ii. (pp. 340-^3,

345, 34a, 350, 360, 379-84, 444, 461, 491, 531-46, 591, 595-98, especially fig.

137 605-15). for extended discussion of this important and interesting sub-

ject as affecting iron and steel. In vol. iii. also -will be found the same
general treatment of the case of the metallic alloys and their constituents.
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carbon, and comes into tlie list of valuable materials for

aeronautical work.
Silk is the strongest of all the organic materials available

for construction. It has, in its best form, a specific gravity of

about 1.3, and is three times as strong as linen and twice as

strong, in the thread, as hemp. Its finest fibers have a sec-

tion of from 0.0010 to 0.0015 diameter. It should sustain, in

the form of thread, cord, or woven fabric having well-spun
warp and woof, about 35,000 lbs. per square inch of its cross

section, and its suspended fiber should carry about 150,000 ft.

of its own material. This is six times as large a figure as is

found for aluminium and for steel of 75,000 liJS. tenacity, and
50 per cent, greater than is reported as obtained willi steel in

the form of watch spring or fine wire.

Curiously enough, human hair, and especially that of women,
comes next to silk in tenacity ; a series of 23 tests made at Sib-

ley College having shown that various samples of human hair

broke at such strains as to indicate that they would just sus-

tain from 50,000 to 79,000 lineal feet of their own substance,

while silk gut was shown, by similar tests, to carry 90,000

lineal feet, and boat paper 16,800 ft, of their own substance.

"Silkworm Gut," "sinew^," or "gut" simply, as it is

variously called, is the product of the secretive glands of the

silkworm ; the same substance as silk, but in form somewhat
different. It is obtained by destroying tlie y/OTm when just

ready to spin its thread, and when the sericteria are full of the
fluid which later becomes silk. The worm is soaked in vinegar
some 13 or 14 hours, and then, wlien seen to be sufficiently

softened, is pulled apart by the operator, breaking the glands
open and exposing the mass of glutinous matter which has
been secreted within them. He attaches this to a board con-
veniently placed for the purpose and draws out the secretion

until it lies, a somewhat heavy thread, across the length of the
board, when he secures it with a pin and runs another fiber

across, similarly fixing it. He continues drawing out these
threads until he has exhausted the gland. They dry in the
sun, become exceedingly hard and very strong, and are used
mainly for the " leaders" of trout and other fishing lines. The
source of this product is mainly Southern Europe.
" Catgut" is the dried and twisted material of the intestines

of various animals. It has considerable tenacity, but much
less than the preceding. Its suspended line will break when
carrying about 25,000 ft. of its own substance, or about the
same length as aluminium and machinery steel.

Rawhide is the dried and untaimed hide of domestic ani-

mals. It has less strength than gut or sinew. It will carry
about 15.000 ft. of its own suspended substance.
Fine " sinew," orsilkworm gut, taken from the writer's fly-

book, tested in the Sibley College laboratoriss, weighed
0.0001323 lbs. per foot, and sustained a weight equal to that of
42,340 ft. of its own material, its average breaking load being
5.65 lbs. It is thus superior, where capable of application, to
braided linen.
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Common " catgut," violin string (E), in the same series of
investigations, weigiied 0.002097 lbs. per foot, and brolie -with
a load of 75.87 lbs., equivalent to a length of 36,175 ft. Tliis
was of fair but not superior quality. It is seen to have some-
v^hat less than the value of linen line.

These fibers thus have about the value of steel at a tenacity
of 115,000 to 125,000 lbs. per square inch, and le.ss than one-
half that strength which is attainable in the latter in sections
similar to those of these natural fibers. We find nothing in
nature that can compete, for present purposes, with the finest

steels in the form of the finest wire and thinnest ribbon or
sheet. No natural substance can be found as yet which can
approach the rival metals in hardness and safety against injury
by shocls or abrasion, both of which qualities are of great im-
portance.
The fabrics woven of the fibers which have been above dis-

cussed have substantially the same rating as the fiber of which
they are composed. But these fabrics may sometimes have
peculiar value for special purposes, and may prove more use-
ful than the otherwise superior metals. Silk fabrics have
hitherto been the only materials available for the covering of
balloons, for the construction of aeroplanes, and for any pur-
poses which demand the employment of large surfaces of mini-
mum weight combined with maximum sustaining power.
They are the best available materials for the purposes of the
balloonist or the aviator, employing balloons for complete or
partial support. Should the aviator find successful methods
of flying without the use of the supporting balloon, they will

very possibly still remain the best materials for his wings and
planes and screws, as they have for ages been the only reliance

of the seaman, whether in fishing boat or most gigantic full-

rigged ship.

The woods, combining as they do lightness, stiffness and
considerable strength, are often found the very best of all the
materials of construction where this combination of qualities

is important. Some of the most successful of all attempts to

construct aeronautic apparatus have been the result of sliillful

application of the strong, stiff and light woods in their produc-
tion. Bamboo, ash, spruce and the pines freest from pitch have
been found especially suitable. The tables on following pages
give the essential data for all the woods common in our markets.

Across the grain the tenacity is much less, being for the

pines and spruce woods from one-tenth to one-twentieth ; and
in harder woods from one-sixth to one-fourth the figures just

given. In oak it is one-fourth, in pine hardly one tenth.

The crushing resistance of timber is as variable as its tenac-

ity Mean values for good quality only can be given.

The following moduli of crushing strength are deduced from
experiments upon pieces 1 in. (2.54 centimeters) in diameter,

and 2 in. (5.08 centimeters) long.

Hodgkinson found the compressive strength of wet wood to

be frequently less than half that of dry.
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CO-EFFICIENTS OF TENSILE RESISTANCE.

(" Materials of Engineering," Thurston, vol. i.)

British. Metric.

Ash
Birch, Black
Beech
Bos
California Sprace
Cedar, Bermuda

" Gaadaloape
Chestnut

" iJoree
Cypress
Elm
Fir (New England Spruce),
" Riga

Grpenheart
Holly
Hickory, American
Lancewood
Larch
Lignum Viise
Locust
Mahogany, Honduras

'* best Spanish.

.

Maple
Oak, American Live

'* " White ,

'* English
" best English

Oregon Pine
Pear
Pine, Pitch

" Red
*' "White
" Yellow

Plum
JPoplar
Spruce

Walnut, Black.'.

Willow

Lbs. per sq. in.
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should be so treated when in the structure that it cannot ab-
sorb moisture.

COEFFICIENTS OF KESISTANCE TO CRUSHING.

(In direction, parallel with fibers.)

(" Materials of Engineering," Thurston, vol. 1.)

Alder
Ash
Beech
Birch

" English
Box
Cedar
Cherry
Chestnut
Ehn
Greenheart
Hickory
Larch
Locust
Lignum Vitas
Maple
Mahogany. Spanish.
Oak, English
" Live
" White

Pear
Pine, Red

" White
" Tellow

Spruce
Teak
Walnut, Black

White ... .

Willow

British.

Lbs. per sq. in.

6,000 to 7,000
4,600
8,000

'

6,000
'

5,000
'

8,000
'

4.000
'

5,000
'

4,000
'

8,000
'

10,000
'

8,000
'

3,000
'

7,500
'

8,000
'

5,000
'

7,000
'

6,600
'

8,000
'

6,500
'

6.m '

8,000
'

6,600
4.500

8,000
9,000

' 10,000
6,.500

10,000
6,500
6.600

4,800
' 10,000
14 000
9,800
5 500
9.500

9,600
6.C00
8.000

10.000
10,000
SOOO
7,600
7,600
6,noo

10 Olio

6.000
6,000 " 10.000

5,600 " 7.000

Metric.

7,50n '

3,000
'

9,0(0
6,000

Kg. per sq. cm.
4a-2 to 492
323 " 562
662 " 633
422 " 703
362 " 457
562 " 703
281 " 467
3.i2

'

31

562
703
662
211
527
662

467
337

' 703
934
689
3S7

' 668
675
422

703

492 '

457 '

562
'

687 '

637 '

4v!2 " 637
211 " 422
457 " 703
316 " 422
422 " 703
394 " 492
627 " 633
211 ' 422

The relative resilience of timber is given by Haswell as be
low :

Material.
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The same authority gives the following as the relative values

of the woods under compression in long columns :

Material.
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better class may be taken as equivalent to the steels of the
strongest classes for such purposes as the former best suit.
A survey of the more familiar metals shows that lead, tin,

ziuc and copper are too weak, in proportion to tlieir weight,
to serve as materials of aeronautical construction, except under
such circumstances as to compel their use in spite of their un-
satisfactory tenacity. This leaves us only, therefore, among
those metals, the best grades of iron and steel.

The following table* exhibits with substantial accuracy the
mechanical properties of the familiar forms of iron and steel as
customarily employed in engineering.

All of these metals except the last, which is not available,
in any event, on account of its weakness, may be taken as
weighing 0.28 lbs. per cubic inch, or 485 lbs. per cubic
foot, the steels having slightly greater densities than the irons,
which weigh about 485. As steels are now always available,
the irons may be left out of account.
Steel castings seem likely to prove peculiarly valuable

for use in the framework and massive parts of machinery in
which lightness is important. Those made for use in ordnance
construction, as for gun carriages, are expected by the Ordnance
Bureau of the United States War Department to have a tenacity
of not less than 65,000 lbs. per square inch, with a ductility
not less than 30 per cent., and less than 55,000 lbs. tenacity

;

and 15 per cent, elongation in test pieces four diameters long
condemns the metal. Castings weighing three or four tons
have been made to these specifications and given tenacities

exceeding 70,000 lbs. and elastic limit of above 30,000 lbs
,

with elongations exceeding 33 per cent., and a contraction in

area of above 45 per cent. Such metal, especially in castings
of parts often difficult to otherwise form, gives promise of be-
coming enormously valuable in locomotive, marine engine,
and aeronautic work. Comparing them with sound aluminium,
we find that they may be made to sustain a length of about
35,000 ft., have a ratio of tenacity to heaviness of about 140,

and if, as is perfectly practicable, giving somewhat greater
hardness and strength for aeronautic than for other construc-
tion ; and especially as they will usually be employed in small
parts or in parts having small sections, they may, by Whit-
worth's or other method of solidification, be made of consid-

erably higher value than even the above figures would indicale.

Whitworth, with a compression of the solidifying casting

under about 30 tons per square inch pressure, obtained castings

ranging from 80,000 to 150,000 lbs. tenacity, with elongations

ranging from 35 to 14 per cent.f
Similar figures may be obtained by drop forging, and it may

be confidently anticipated that the rapid improvement now in

progress in the manufacture of this class of metals will soon

give us maximum tenacities in masses of large as well as small

section, and bring that maximum up to and above the highest

yet attained in the smallest sections. It is to-day possible to

* See next page. t " Materials of Engineering," vol lii., § 389.
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secure such castings as the above with a ratio of tenacity to
weight of from 150 to 300, and capable of carrying a length of
their own section not less than 35,000 and possibly as great as

50,000 ft., and from equality with aluminium up to twice its

value. Such castings are, therefore, to-day available for the
frames and cylinders and other stationary and intricate parts

of the machinery of aeronautics, such as cannot, as a rule, be
practically and economically made of the forged metals.

There still remains some, perhaps much work to be done in

finding ways of insuring not only the finest qualities and best

results in the maliing of any grade of steel, carbon or other,

and especially in securing absolute uniformity of product in

every case.

It has already been said that copper, tin and zinc are all too

soft to have any value in aeronautic construction ; but some
of their alloys might be thought worthy of consideration by
the designer. A very extensive and complete preliminary ex-

ploration of this field of metallurgical work was made by the
writer * some years ago, with the result that the " maximum
metal" might be brought up to about 70,000 lbs. per square
inch (rather more than the so-called " Tobin bronze"), with a
specific gravity of about 8.3, or some 520 lbs. weight per cubic

foot, As, tlierefore, it weighs more and is weaker than the

fine steels, and can only sustain about 35,000 ft. of its own
substance, such an alloy is inferior to steel, but may possibly

find place for some purpose in machinery construction of the

class referred to.

We may, therefore, pass to the consideration of aluminium,
from which great things have been expected in aerial naviga-

tion.

Aluminium, at a density of 3.6, has less weight than other

metals in the proportions of 1 to 3.95 for steel and wrought
iron, 3.6 for copper, 3.45 for brass, bronze and nickel, 4 for

silver, 5 for lead (nearly), and 7.7 for gold, while it is 50 per

cent, heavier than magnesium. A sheet of aluminium 1 foot

square and 1 in. thick weighs 14 lbs. ; a bar a foot long and 1

in. square in section weighs 1.17 lbs. ; and the metal weighs

0.093 lbs. per cubic inch, or 158.976 lbs. per foot in sound
castings. The cubic foot of iron weighs 485 lbs. ; of steel,

490 ; copper, 555 ; brass, 435, and magnesium, 198 lbs. The
cost of aluminium has been reduced, since 1886, from $13 to

50 cents a pound, and it has come to be a metal of construc-

tion. It melts at about 1.300° F. (700° C), passing through a

pasty stage, like wrought iron, above the red heat. It can be

easily welded by the electric current, but is not as yet capable

of being satisfactorily soldered or welded by other processes,

although it may be thus united to itself by exceedingly careful

manipulation. The metal is not volatile in any temperature to

which it has yet been subjected. Being unoxidizable under

ordinary conditions, it requires no flux in working it. It

takes up some silicon in melting in crucibles, and if melted in

* New method of planning researches. Proceedings A A. A. S., 1877, vol.

xxvi., 1878; " Materials ofEngineering Constraction,'' K. H. Thurston,

vol iii ch. xi., p. 229, Journal PranUin InslUute, Feb., 1883.
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clay absorbs sensible quantities of that element. A lining of
magnesia prevents this action. Heated in presence of chlorine
compounds, it unites witli that element with avidity.

Aluminium can be rolled either cold or at temperatures be-

tween 200° and 400° F. , the lower heats being best. It becomes
red-short above the upper limit. Cold rolling, hammering and
wire-drawing harden and strengthen the metal greatly, some-
times doubling its strength and making it equal to steel of

150,000 lbs. tenacity, aad much more valuable for purposes of
machine construction when ductility is essential. It is pos-
sible that this process, or this metliod combined with some
nicely adjusted dosing with toughening metals, may prove a
means of making it useful in aeronautic work. It requires
frequent annealing when cold rolled or otherwise worked at

low temperature. It anneals like iron and steel, by slow cool-

ing ; not, like copper and the brasses, by sudden chilling from
a low red heat. Heating in boiling oil and allowing the piece
to cool with the liquid answers the purpose well in the case of
small articles. Well annealed, it is exceedingly soft, pliable

and malleable. Its high coefficient of expansion—0.0000115
on the Fahrenheit scale ; 0.0000206 per centigrade degree

—

which is nearly double that of iron and between those of cop-
per and tin, may prove a disadvantage when exposed to irreg-

ular heating or to the heat and shadow of sunlight. It ex-
pands arid contracts yV '°- P^r degree of Fahrenheit in 100 ft.

For each 100 degrees, which may perhaps be taken as the
probable atmospheric range, it would alter its length to the
amount of IJ in. in 100 ft. Its castings have a shrinkage of
about a quarter of an inch to tlie foot. Its malleability comes
into play, in the process of increasing tenacity by cold rolling,

to such an extent that it is found practicable to reduce its

section, if frequent annealing is resorted to, quite as greatly
as in similarly working steel.

The following are the figures given as those for aluminium
in its various commercial and available forms :

Lbs.

intimate strength per square inch in tension (castings) 15,000
Ultimate strength per square inch in tension (sheet) 24.000
Ultimate strength pel- square inch in tension (wire) 30,000-65,000
Ultimate strengt h per square inch in tension (bars) 28,000
Percentage of reduction of area in tension (castings) 15 per cent.
Percentage of reduction of area in tension (sheet) 35 per cent!
Percentage of reduction of area in tension (wire) 60 per cent!
Percentaee of reduction of area in tension (bars) 40 per cent!
Elastic limit per square inch under compression in cylinders,
with length twice the diameter 3,500

Ultimate strength per square inch under compression in cyl-
inders, with length twice the diame'er 12,000

The modulus of elasticity of cast aluminum is about Il,000!o00
Elastic limit per square inch in tension (castings) 6,500
Elastic limit per r qiiare inch in tension (sheet) 13!o00
Elastic limit per square inch in tension (wire) 16,000-3o!ooo
Elastic limit per s-quare inch in tension (bars) 14!o00

Alloyed witli copper, titanium or silver, the strength of the
metal is increased by even very small doses to, in some cases,
double that of the unalloyed element. These alloys also have
high conductivity—a very important matter if, as seems not
at all improbable, electro-dynamic machinery may at some time
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be used for aeronautic work.* The conductivity of a wire of
titanium alloy of no less than 80,000 lbs. tenacity is reported
by Messrs. Hunt, Langley and Hall, as, weight for weight
with copper, 170 to 100, and for iron, 170 to 17, or 100 to 10.

The allots op aluminium have been as yet comparatively
little studied, with the exception of the aluminium bronzes,
in which the lighter metal is substituted for zinc or for tin ;

but work is constantly in progress now that the cost of
aluminium is reduced to such a figure that the investigation is

no longer exceptionally expensive. Aluminium wire can, it is

stated, be already supplied at a tenacity oE 60,000 to 70,000 lbs.

per square inch and of a ductility measured by a reduction of
area of 50 per cent., and alloys are predicted having double
the former tenacity, and with a density not exceeding 3.5.

8ound castings of the metal have been seen to be capable of
carrying about 5 miles of their own substance, and to be equiv-
alent to steel of about 75,000 lbs. tenacity. These most prom-
ising alloys have not above 40 per cent, higher density, and
possess double strength ; they may therefore be expected to

sustain about 7 miles, or about 35,000 ft., and thus stand be-
side the steels of about 100,000 or 110,000 lbs. tenacity. It

does not seem probable that these alloys or the metal unalloyed
will prove of special value in the construction of the machinery
of propulsion ; but, in the form of sheet metal, it may prove
that they may be utilized advantageously in the construction
of the vessels which are to be propelled, whether they be
aeronautic, nautic, or terrestrial. The competition seems likely

to lie between these alloys and those of other light metals and
the various compositions of sheet steel, of paper and of woven
fabrics.

Aluminium is often introduced into iron with advantage,
apparently acting mainly as iiax, as it disappears to a very
large extent in the working of the metal, and its purifying

action is the main indication, in the finished material, of its

earlier presence. It is added in the bath in the puddling
furnace in the manu facture of wrought iron immediately before

the iron " comes to nature ;" it is introduced into the fluid

mass in steel making immediately before tapping off, and it

is thrown into the cupola at Die last moment before pouring,

in purifying cast iron. From one-half to two-thirds of the

aluminium is lost in the operation, and from one-half to one-

third is found in the iron or steel. The admixture is usually

about 0.1 of 1 per cent. The gain by its use is stated to be

sometimes as much as 20 per cent.

Aluminium bronzes are usually alloys in which the tin of

common bronzes is displaced by aluminium. The percentages

of the lighter metal are commonly between 5 and 10 ; but both

larger and smaller proportions have their special value for

specific purposes. Their densities range from 8.5 for the " 2^

per cent, bronze," to 8.25 for the " 5 per cent, bronze," and to

7.6 for the " 10 per cent, bronze" as cast. The worked metals

* It has, in fact, already been cimparatively snccessfii!.
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rise in density to 8.6, 8.3 and 8 85. The best-known and most-
used alloy is the 10 per cent, alloy, which has, when sound
and pure,' a tenacity of ahout 120,000 lbs. per square inch, an
elastic limit at about two-thirds this figure, and an elongation
in standard tests of from 25 to 30 per cent., with reduction of

minimum section from 25 to 40 per cent. In castings its

strength is usually a third less than the abo^e, and its ductility

less in an equal proportion. The modulus of elasticity is in

the neighborhood of 18,000,000 lbs. In compression, its resist-

ance is from 150,000 to 160,000 lbs. per square inch. With 5

per cent aluminium the alloy has about three-fourths the

strength above given and 50 per cent, more ductility. These
alloys can be forged like wrought iron or steel, at a full red
heat, and are unaffected by high temperatures. Aluminium
and its alloys are annealed by slow cooling.

The introduction of copper into aluminium increases its

density slowly and its strength rapidly. Each 1 per cent,

raises the density about 0.025, the computed increase being
0.06 and the tenacity one-third ; 6 per cent, copper giving
an alloy of double the tenacity of the pure aluminium, and
but 5 per cent, increased density.

The following are the figures obtained from experiments at

Chalais :*

ALUMINIUM-COPPER ALLOTS.

Aluminium
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alloys supplied by Mr. William Gowles to the Bureau of
Steam Engineerinff of tiie United States Navy Department,
and tested at the Watertown Arsenal :*

COPPEH-ALUMINIUM ALLOYS.

Approximate Composition.

1 C. . Ou.,91.5 ; Al , 7.T3 ; Si., 0.75...
7C. . Cu., 88fi6

; Al., 10 ; Si., t.33....

9C.. Cii.,91.5 : Al.,7.75 : Si., 0.75...
IOC. . Cu., 90; Al. 9 ; Si., 1

1, „ Cn., 63 ; Zn., 33.33 ; Al., 3.33
;" '^-

Si., 0.33

13 C. Cn., 92; Al., 7.5 ; Si., 0.5...

.

9D.. Cu,, 91.5; At., 7.75; St., 0.75
lOD.. Cu., 90 ; Al., 9 ; Si., 1

11 D..,Cn., as ; Zn., 33.33 ; Al., 3.33
;

Si., 0.33

13D.. Cu.,Oa ; Al., 7,5 ; Si,, 0.5...

.

a
a

n .

1.875
1.1

1.875
1.875

1.876

1.876
l.gro
1,880

1.9a
1.93C
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superior to carbon as an alloy for steel intended for aeronautic
constructions.

Mark on
Specimen.

21
19
29
40

66
49
68
77
14
55
35
16

24
6'i

15

26
23
28
25
7

Dimensions of
Specimen.

Size. Length.

600
500
600
500

600
600
500
500
50'

1

600
600
500

500
500
500
500
500
50O
600
500

Test.

Tens. Str, Elas. Lim,

127,305
120,670
124.760
124,250

107,640
107,380
106.360
106,360

Per cent.
Ex.

19.00
17.75
18.60
18.25

Percent.
Cont.

Specification
120,000 1 100,000 I 15.0 1

140,060
140,000
139,080
140.0.50

141 '.760

137..'i40

138,520
133,430

130,000

119,170
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limit was found at 84,000 lbs. per square inch. The specifi-

cation entered in the table is that which may be filled safely
with each quality. As the ratio of tenacity to weight per cubic
foot is, in the strongest of these last compositions, above 300,
they are available for aeronautic constructions.
Conclusions from what nas preceded seem very clear and

unquestionable as far as the most important matter in hand is

concerned. Steel is, for general use, the most promising of
all materials yet linown.
For the motor machinery of any system in which lightness

is a primary object and strength even more essential than in

ordinary construction, the form of the machiue must, first of
all, be such as involves the employment of tension and com-
pression members as exclusively as praclicable, and the entire

elimination of every unessential beam or girder ; this being
the way to secure the highest effectiveness of whatever
materials are available. It is usually possible to construct de-

signs in which no otlier parts than shafts and pins shall be
subject to cross-breaking stresses. Frames and running parts

may be made of steel ; struts and ties of the best forms for

strength combined with minimum sections and volumes. Even
Irregular parts, such as steam cylinders, may sometimes be
built up of malleable materials of maximum value, construc-

tively. Drop-forging and castings of steel as high iu car-

bon or other hardening and strengthening elements as is con-
sistent with needed malleability and ductility are better than
even any form of aluminium alloy yet discovered, probably
better than any alloy of magnesium, where irregular and
unmalleable shapes are demanded. Fine steel wires and rib-

bons having a tenacity of 300,000 lbs. or more per square inch,

and thin steel tubes of nearly equal strength, represent the

highest result yet attained in uniting the two essential proper-

ties.

Among the possibilities we are apparently to looli for im-

provement by the introduction of manganese and nickel,

although we can as yet see nothing very promising in either

direction. Of the two, nickel appears to olfer the best results.

We can see nothing of value among the alloys of the famil-

iar metals—copper, tin and zinc. We know what is the

character of the best possible combination, and that no alloy

of these metals is possible possessing unknown properties.

We have detected the " maximum alloy, " and have learned its

properties. It cannot compete with steel in the principal

parts of such machinery as we have in view.

Of the rarer metals, aluminium has been expected to give a

great advantage ; but we find it far inferior, both in itself and

in all its known alloys, to even common steels. Magnesium, a

still more promising but much less well-studied metal, gives

evident promise of competing successfully with aluminium,

both in lightness and strength and in the combination of the

two qualities, for such machinery ; but we have, at least as

yet, no proof that it can in any manner ever compete with the

line steels. It opens a field for new investigations ; but it is
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a possibility rather than an expectation of advantage tliat at-

tracts us to its exploration.
'

Ttie fibrous and textile materials do not seem to promise use-

fulness for our present jjurpose ; all, even including silk, are

inferior to metal of similar weight and dimensions, in com-
bining strength and lightness. No substance in nature, so far

as we to-day are aware, is the rival of the best steels of the

day, and these steels are being every day improved.
For the hull of the air-ship, and for other vessels requiring

similar properties, it seems very possible that some such sub-

stance as the paper employed for racing boats, perhaps even
some of the aluminium ancj other alloys, or those of mag-
nesium perhaps still moi e possibly if not probably—substances
which combine a certain stiffness and substantiality with light-

ness, and adapt themselves especially to the production of

such forms of construction, may answer the purpose. This is

quite a diSerent matter, and time and trial only can decisively

settle this question. It would at the moment, however, seem
probable that steel in thin sheets will prove unrivalled for even
snch parts as these, and the gist of the whole matter may be
summed up in the statement that steel, in ils various known
grades and qualities, is to-day the one unrivalled substance
for all constructions, and that the problem of the moment is

the finding of simple and cheap methods of forming of that

metal the parts and shapes desired without loss of its wonderful
combination of strength, ductility, resilience and comparative
lightness, as illustrated by the best qualities known, and at

present only in small sections. That is to say, we have yet to

learn how to secure the real, the intrinsic—if I may use that
word—the intrinsic strength and resilience of the metal in all

forms and in whatever mass may be demanded.
The reduction in weight of machinery and structures, other

things being equal, will be very nearly proportional to the
strength of the material, and every increase of that strength
gives corresponding increase of available power for a stated
weight of machine or part. The machinery of the fastest tor-

pedo boats and steam yachts is constructed of metals having a
tenacity of, as an average, probably about 50,000 or 60,000 lbs.

per square incli. Could metal of similar density be given, as
now seems likely, twice and three times that strength, or, even
as is apparently not impossible (judging from our present
knowledge of the subject), five times those values, it would
become practicable to reduce the weights of our aeronautic
machinery and of steam-engines for marine purposes from
about 50 or 60 lbs., the present minimum for sucli cases, to
not above 10 or 15 lbs. per H.P., and without in any manner
reducing the factor of safety or adopting a more dangerous
speed of piston or of rotation, or otherwise departing from
that system of construction to which we have been feeling our
way slowly and steadily for a hundred years. The inherent,
natural, maximum, molecular strength of steel of finest quality
is certainly not less than 400,000 lbs. per square incli, that
being somewhere about the limit which we approach by refine-
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ment and -wire-drawing or other method of working, as illus-
trated in finest wire and thinnest sheet and ribbon. There
seems no reason to doubt that we may hope, at some time, to
secure this limiting strength in large masses ; if thus success-
ful we shall be able to build safe and strong engines of 5 lbs.
weight per H.P. or less.

The fields remaining open for further research arc, as always,
dimly revealed and of unknown extent. It is only of the cop-
per-tin-zinc combinations that we can say that we know their
limitations. It remains to be ascertained whether iron and
steel are capable of still further and more wonderful improve-
ment ; whether they can be given maximum value in all forms
and sizes of parts ; and whether they are capable of alloying
with new or old " useful metals" with advantage. We have
still to seek the best of the rarer metals and their best treat-
ment and combinations. It is even possible that we have be-
fore us the contingency of finding ways of producing organic
materials, or chemical compounds of non-metallic substances,
that shall rival and excel not only silk and hemp, but even
steel in the qualities which we here discuss.

Meantime, whatever the outcome of our as yet incomplete
or unattempted researches in these fields, we have the privilege
of asserting that, even with known materials and with known
methods of construction of familiar designs, tbe problem of
motive machinery is practically solved, and that we can to-day
build motors of sleel that excel those of nature, whether of
fish, beast, or bird, in their combined power, lightness, and
compactness. The problem of aviation even is no longer one
of weight and power of motor, although it would be folly to

assert that there is not still much to be done in that direction.

Should it prove ultimately possible to construct the air-ship

and its other accessories, we may now feel sure that it will

not be that hitherto apparently greatest of all visible obstacles,

the prodigious weight of motor machinery as compared with
that of the birds, which will impede progress. The problem
of the hour is now, for aeronaut and aviator alike, that of the
construction and especially of the management of the hull and
of the propelling wings or screws of the floating or self-sup-

ported air-ship.

DISCUSSION.

Profemor Johnson, of St. Louis : I had the pleasure of read-

ing in advance Professor Thurston's paper. I think it is a

valuable treatise on the subject of the strength of materials

with reference to their weight. I found in the paper many
things which I believe are new and which I believe will be
found by others to be new ; it is therefore of great interest to

constructors. I have no doubt the paper will be found valu-

able on the subject of strength of materials with regard to con-

structions generally.

I wish to say that on the subject of the strength of timber

we unfortunately seem to know the least, although it is the

commonest building material in use ; but from tests which are
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now going on under my own direction I liave gathered facts

that hear directly on this business, and the result indicates

that timber is likely to be invaluable as an aeronautical build-

ing agent. Timber that weighs one-twelfth as much as steel

proves to have a tensile strength of 30,000 to 30,000 lbs. per
square inch, and when you multiply that by 12 you have
pretty strong steel ; moreover, it is as yet a question, I believe,

whether steel can be made to hold this higli value of strength
when made in larger sizes than when used in small specimens,
whereas timber has the same strength in large sticks. I think
ordinary constructors do not make a mistake in using timber
in place of steel in many places. I think select timber from
some of our best species will perhaps give the strongest and
without doubt the most elastic of any material that is now
known for aeronautical constructions.
Mr. Myers, Frankfort, N. Y.: In addition to what the gentle-

man has said, I will state, I have used it for many aeronaulical
purposes, and it has seemed to serve my purpose better than
the metals, particularly as it filled the requirement for less

money than any other material I have used.
Mr. Landreih, of Vanderbilt University: I would like' to

call attention to a point not brought out by Mr. Johnson.
Lightness is not the only thiag to be provided ; for we must
not only provide for meeting the stresses and for reducing
weight, but we must offer as small a cross-section to the mov-
ing air as possible in addition to having lightness of weight.
Now while the timber might carry a higher load per unit of
weight than steel, it will present about three to three and a
half times the cross-section, and that would produce a very
serious obstacle, while otherwise meeting one requirement
that was most desirable.

Professor Christy, of the University of California : I would
like to ask Professor Thurston about the strength of the cop-
per aluminium alloy.

Professor Thurston : The aluminium bronze is stronger than
the ordinary bronze, and in some compositions it is consider-
ably stronger, but not enough so to bring it into consideration
as the material to be used for a machine in parts subject to
special stress ; it comes in use for some bearing parts, but it is

not suHciently strong for general construction. As far as
aluminium, there is no promise in that direction. We can get
more resistance from the same weight of steel.

FLYING DEVICES.

By George Crosland Taylor, F.R.G.S., A.I.E.E., Hblsby,
Cheshire, England.

part I.—MATBELAJiS FOR ABKONAHTICAL CONSTRUCTION.

It is only within the last few years that materials suitable
for aerial constructions have arrived at any degree of perfec-
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tion ; the time was, say, not 20 years ago, when such mate-
rials as cane, bamboo, wood, paper, oiled silk, varnished tex-
tile fabrics, and such similar common materials were the only
ones available for experiments ; now various inventions have
brought before the general engineering world, as articles of
every-day use, different sections of tubes, plates, wire-woven
webs, etc. , of more or less better understood metals, such as
aluminium and its alloys, nickel and steel and their alloys

;

also vulcanized fibers which stand the damp, celluloid, a trans-

parent flexible material, and also more durable elastic var-

nishes, such as alboline, used for transparent wire woven
roofing, as used on the roof of Westminster Aquarium, Lon-
don, also new kinds of American and Australian woods ; india-

rubber compounds are also better understood, and are now
made less liable to deterioration.

In constructing a tlying machine, whether for free flight or
for more or less suspended aerial planes, for trying experi-

ments, or for estimating the lifting forces of the wind, it is a

great mistake to try to reduce the weight too much.
If too light the strengtli of the structure is sure to suffer,

and, moreover, the control which is to be exercised over the

wind is practically gone when a machine structure is too light.

When a bird is fiying it is really creating for itself a gale of

wind by its own speed, and the consequence is that a struc-

ture of large area and of light weight is easily tossed about by
the wind, it has no momentum of its own, having no weight
to store its momentum in, like an engine with no fly-wheel,

and it is therefore, as a rule, unsteady.
Aluminium pure and simple, used as a constructive metal,

is not suitable for parts which have to bear a working live

strain, such as struts, stays, levers, etc., or for the material

of the planes or wings in the form of a sheet ; and for this

reason : the metal is soft and liable to tear in the sheet. As the

lightest commercial metal known, the temptation is to use it,

but the thickness must be increased to get the same strength

as steel for tubes, bars, etc., and this quite discounts its extra

lightness ; moreover, the price rises considerably, if compared
with steel, when drawn into bars, wire of various sections,

etc., but for bearing surfaces, valves, cylinders for aerial

engines, and other parts not taking a live strain it may be

adapted.
The best way to use aluminium is in the form of a wire-

woven web, the holes in which are closed by an elastic var-

nish ; this makes the lightest form known of metallic sheeting

for aerial planes, but it is very expensive and cannot (in Eng-

land) be woven at the present time over 3 ft. wide, although

there is no doubt that a machine could be designed so as to

weave it 13 ft. wide.

Wire of this description can be obtained .007 in. diameter,

and the finished web weighs from li to 4 oz. per square foot,

according to the thickness and number of ends per inch, and

whether it is made of aluminium, brass, phosphor bronze, or

iron wires, the web when varnished is permanent, and holds
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water from passing into it or through it for an indefinite

period.

The usual kind of tra?isparent wire-woven roofing weighs
0.5 lbs. per square foot when about /^ in. thicli. This may
answer for some aerial planes, but it is altogether too heavy
(this size) ou account of the thickness ; it is very strong. The
finer and lighter kind, as pointed out by the writer, is ad-

mirably adapted for the construction of aerial planes.

Very fine plwsphor bronze wire-wo'oen web, such as used for
dynamo brushes in England, weighs 4 oz. per square foot,

and could be made half the weight if not so closely woven.
Very fine iron wire gauze web, used for sieves, weighs 3 oz.

per square foot, and if half as closely woven would weigh
li oz. per square foot. This is about as light as it is made.
If aluminium wire .007 in. diameter were substituted for the
iron wire, it would weigh two and one-half times less, or .6 of

an ounce per square foot, or with the varnish on about .75 oz.

per square foot.

The price of the aluminium wire is some 25s. per pound
;

hand woven costs perhaps 3.s. per foot, 3 ft. wide, and the var-

nish 15s. per gallon, for about the usual weight of linseed var-
nishes containing a siccative. Perhaps, as a rule, the varnish
adds from 15 to 30 per cent, to the weight of the wire
web.

It is most important that such a substance as varnish or a
similar waterproof coating should be used, as in case rain
comes down the weight of the fabric is increased for no pur-
pose.. The transparency of the varnish enables any one to
perceive any damage at once.

The application of varnish of a permanent nature to metallic
wire-woven webs for roofing purposes is not new, but the
writer claims novelty in the application of the system to aerial
planes, or to wing fabrics for flying purposes, and there is no
doubt that its application may prove more useful than textile

or rubber applications for a similar purpose.
Vulcanized fiber .035 in. thick : a piece 6 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in.

weighs 5 lbs., or 0.338 lbs. per square foot.

Vulcanized fiber .028 in. thick : a piece 5-| ft. by 3| ft.

weighs 3i lbs., or 0.174 lbs. per square foot. This fiber, made
in the United States and in England, is colored red, black, and
white ; it is principally used in the electrical and hydraulic in-

dustries. Wet and damp barely affect the better qualities
;

when dry, it is tough and strong, takes a thread and holds
screws well, can be molded, and may be bent to shape in very
hot water.

Ebonite Sheet.—h. sheet 2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 6 in. by 18 S. W.
gauge weighs 17 oz., or 0.283 lbs,, per square foot. This is

very useful for small experiments with aerial planes or screws,
for it can be bent or molded in boiling water, and when cold
sets and keeps its shape.
Brown canvas backed paohing paper, about 34 S. W. gauge,

weighs 8 oz. for 13 sq. ft., or f of an ounce per square foot.

This is very useful for plane experiments, as it does not easily
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tear. The canvas is of tlio lightest description, and will not
separate unless wet.

OHed Canvas, Linen, etc.—A piece 16 in. by 5.75 in. weighs
tf oz., or 2.6 oz. per square foot. As a rule it is full of small
holes, but these are of no consequence ; it is very pliable, and
runs about 33 S. W. gauge ; for small experiments it is use-
ful, and may be relied on in wet weather and high winds.

Various canvases, oiled silks, etc., have been tried by me,
but with the exception of the Willesden patent waterproof
canvas, as used for tents for the British Army, it is not ad-
visable to employ them, as they are all liable to rot if remain-
ing damp when not in use.
The Willesden strong canvas, 53 in. wide, costs about 3s. per

yard and upward.
Another very light textile fabric is what is known as pi-oof

silk, which is thinly spread with a vulcanized rubber com-
pound ; it is airproof and waterproof, and weighs .84 of an
ounce per square foot, costs about 2id. per square foot, and
can be obtained in long rolls about 5 ft. wide ; a heavier sort
is made in cotton sheeting, and costs about 2s. per pound.
The writer uses it for kites.

Sheet celluloid (cotton and camphor) is transparent, easily
molded in boiling water, and can be obtained in rolled sheets

jV of an inch thick ; these sheets measure 36 in. by 30 in., and
cost 4s. 9d. per pound. They are useful for small winged
models, will stand the wet, but in lime shrink and become
brittle. Made in America.
The supporting frames of aerial apparatus are best mad^ of

steel tubes or other rolled sections. The finest thin steel tubes
are made in France, and the larger sizes in England. The
French make them of all sections (hollow), such as ovals,

hexagon, star-shaped, etc., and of accurate thickness through-
out. The prices vary from ISs. per pound for the thinnest
sections of tubes (used for surgical apparatus) to 2s. per pound
for larger and thicker sizes.

Taper and bent tubes, generally brazed or drawn, are made
(in England) of all variety of shapes by special makers for the
bicycle trade, being of steel of very superior quality and all

bright finish.

Umbrella section steel makes a good support for light planes.

A section^ in. by ^ in. deep, 6 ft. long, weighs 3.1 oz., and
a section -^ in. across the base by ^ in. deep, 6 ft. long,

weiglis 1.95 oz. There are smaller sections made, but the

length of 6 ft. is not exceeded on account of the size of the

tempering furnaces, and there is a liability (particularly for

the smaller sections) to twist in the process.

For the metal parts of aerial engines and for moving or

rubbing parts, the 5 per cent., 7i per cent., 10 per cent alu-

minium bronze alloys appear to be the best, and the aluminium
lightens the parts a little. It requires care and some experi-

ence to cast, but the rolled bars, sheets, and wire can be ob-

tained from the various aluminium manufacturers to order.

These alloys the writer finds to be much superior to any of
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the bell, gua-metals, or phosphor-bronze, and tin alloys ; the

castings being stronger and free from blowholes, they can be

made lighter than the latter alloys, and do not easily tarnish.

The wearing qnalitles are most excellent in the higher grade

aluminium bronze alloys. They are to be preferred as a sub-

stitute for copper sheets in aerial boilers, and can be thinner

for similar pressures. The 7^ per cent, and 10 per cent, can-

not be soldered, although possibly some method may be found
that will be satisfactory.

In constructing aerial apparatus it Is necessary not to inter-

rupt the continuity of any spar, rib, tube, etc., belonging to

the main frame, by drilling holes or maliing thinned-down
holding places ; it is better to clamp around them, and it is a

good practice, while preserving a more or less rigid frame-
worls, to bed pieces of thin sheet rubber, of the best quality,

around the tubes, etc., between tube and the clamping part

;

it makes a much better holdfast, stops the parts from slipping,

deadens shocks, and imparts elasticity to the framework.
With regard to the weight of the planes or wings, it should

be clearly understood that the apparatus is to be carried by
the air when in motion, and practically has no weight to be
lifted up and down relatively to the power employed, and
that unless there is some strength in the structure it soon
comes to grief.

The weight of the apparatas should b3 centered below the

planes or wings, and these should be spread iu an horizontal

inclined manner, either sideways or backward, in a manner
similar to Mr. Lawrence Hargraves' steam and compressed-air
aerial flight machines ; but perhaps the boiler could be poised
vertically instead of horizontally.

A really practical flying ship ought to be capable of raising

itself vertically from the ground, and then to propel itself for-

ward. It should not require a preliminary run, or it will

always be troublesome to get a start. This requirement will,

in the writer's opinion, perhaps be attained eventually by
means of properly shaped revolving screw propellers.

PART II.—OBSERVATIONS AND KXPKRI.MENTS.

From many observations on land and sea as to the flight of

birds, it may be assumed that land birds which do not habit-

ually fly very high do not soar, as do sea birds, which have
long distances and stronger breezes to face. The contours of
the land surfaces afEect the wind currents, deflecting them
often up and down, while, on the other hand, sea breezes are
straight and parallel with the surface of the water ; they fur-

nish a more even sustained pressure, thereby making it easier

to soar.

In order to ascend to a great height, birds will be often seen
to locate themselves in the air over the summit of a hill against
which a wind is blowing, and then, without apparent effort of
wing, to rise vertically, being actually pushed upward by
the wind, which is deflected more or less vertically. A hill
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with a cliff at the top, such as many ia Cheshire, is the best
for this purpose. A hill some 500 ft. high will aid the soaring
bird to rise at least 1,500 ft., from which elevation an inclined
downward glide (in the case of a seagull) will carry it at least
3 to 3J miles without flapping.

Birds may be approximately divided into two classes : the
long and narrow winged, such as the eagle, hawli, swallow,
swift, and many of the sea birds, such as the gull or the alba-
tross

; the other division have short broad wings, such as the
partridge, pheasant, sparrow, thrush, etc. Of course there are
intermediate varieties, such as the wild duck, plover, pigeon,
jay, snipe, magpie, etc., capable of many styles of flight.

The larger the bird and the longer its wing, the slower are
the strokes of the wing, and the experiments with small planes
on a whirling table by Professor Langley, in the United
States, all tend to prove this advantage of tlie narrow wing,
judging by the pressures obtained ; moreover, flight at a
great speed is easier than slow flight, the air acting as a better
sustainer, because more weight of air is displaced or passed
over in a given period of time.
Thus the albatross gives 10 beats per minute, the pigeon

170, and the English swan 130 beats per minute.
As to the speed of flight, it varies very much. Perhaps

the pigeon is the best known, and records of flying matches of
carrier pigeons, on a distance of, say, 200 to 300 miles, vary
from 750 to 1,035 yards per minute. In England it is usual
to " rubber stamp" the under side of the wing with the own-
er's name and address, and to affix a small loose-fitting metal
ring stamped with a number on one of the legs. «

The speed of the common wild duck, as observed on the
river Dee estuary at Chester, is about 40 miles per liour. Such
birds have been observed to face winds of quite 60 miles per
hour, by rising vertically against it, and then gliding down
forward, thus progressing by a series of vertical tacks against
the wind.
The writer has observed an albatross close to a ship glide

along for hours, at 14 knots, in a fair gale of wind, without
any wing movement except a slight rolling motion of the

body, and he once observed such a bird asleep for some time
on the wing, its bead being stowed over its back between the

outstretched wings. There is no record of speed of the alba-

tross on long distances, but there is no doubt that the speed
attained may be anything up to 50 miles per hour under ordi-

nary circumstances.
One caught by means of fishhook and bait measured 14 ft.

from tip to tip of wing, and the weight was 18 lbs. In draw-
ing them in by a line the birds soar up like a kite, and there is

a considerable tension on the line.

This may be repeated with a swallow, which alive weighs
one ounce. If killed by an ansesthetic, with its wings stretched

out, tail and head in position of flight, it will when cold retain

this position. The next thing to do is to mummify it by dry-

ing it in an atmosphere of carbolic acid vapor. When once
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dried it will keep indefinitely if liept dry. This dead bird.

which now weighs only ^ oz., should then have a thin thread

fastened to its beak, and if then hung from a pole 20 ft. high
(or higher) it will, in a moderate wind, soar up 30 ft. high,

none of the weight of the bird being left on the thread, which
only serves now to keep the swallow head-on to the wind,
whatever slight tension there may be on the thread being pro-

duced by the wind pressure on the bird, and amounting to no
more than 71 per cent, of the weight of the bird. If a weight
of 1^ oz. be next added on" the breast of the bird, it will still

ascend, but not so quickly as before. The illusion thus pro-

duced of bird flight is so complete and real that on one occa-

sion several swallows circled round and round it, calling and
twittering to it for a few minutes.
The wings of a wild duck measuring 3 ft, 6 in. from tip to

tip and weighing 3J lbs., or at the rate of 1 sq. ft. of wing to

Si lbs., were attached to a rough gutta-percha figure of a man,

13J in. high ; the whole weighed % lb. The wings were only
about three-quarters open. This arrangement, attached to a
pole by a string, soared up from the ground easily in a moder-
ate gale with 1^ lbs. additional attached. There being no in-

strument to show the speed of the wind on the instant, in the
writer's possession, it is impossible to state correctly its ve-

locity, but it is very probable that the speed of the wind was
35 miles per hour. This shows a large margin of lifting pow-
er. Other experiments are described further on.

There is more or less surplus margin in tlie carrying powers
of birds. A rook some 300 ft. high in full flight, once dropped
a potato weighing 8 oz. at the writer's feet. Various birds of
prey, such as eagles, vultures, hawks, carry up to their nests

all kinds of animals, including and up to the size of lambs.
Powerful birds like the hawk, which is a most graceful flyer,

can rise in the air vertically, poising with head up and tail

down, but this flight seldom exceeds 300 ft. in height, when
they turn upon their wings and pursue a horizontal course.
The writer's theory regarding the soaring and sailing of

birds may here be advanced.
Any ordinary metallic body—say, a ball of iron—falls 16.1 ft.

per second in the air. If it weighed 1 lb. then it would de-

velop 16.1 foot-pounds per second, and this tendency to fall

is stored up in the ball, owing to the force of gravity, unless
prevented at the first moment. If prevented, then it is only
the weight of 1 lb. Now a bird is always ready to fall, but
not in the same increasing ratio as a metal ball, because it is

not so dense, volume for volume, and because the weight is

spread over greater space or surface. Very probably the
specific gravity of a bird is less than water, and therefore
seven or eight times lighter in proportion than iron ; therefore
the tendency will be to develop less foot-pounds in one second,
owing to the lighter specific gravity and to the increased re-

sistance or volume of air.

The writer's theory of gliding flight is this : That in order
to maintain the equilibrium of a bird in the air, neither rising
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nor falling, a volume of air per second, equal in weiglit to the
foot pounds per second capable of being developed by the
falling bird in one second, should pass under the wings and
body of the bird in order to maintain the poise ; more volume
of air than this produces a tendency to glide up, because the
weight of the bird and the screw-like propulsion of its wirgs*
prevent its being blown bacliward except in a gale ; the soar-

ing of large birds being generally performed against a wind,
and this wind passing a great weight of air under their wings.

In sailing against the wind the sustaining effect of the vol-

ume of air passed over is nicely adjusted by the inclination of
the wings from the horizontal position ; thus the more inclined

—say, up to 35 per cent.—the more the lifting force at a given
speed, and with lesser angles there is less tendency to rise on
the wind.
Thus the effect of the volume of an horizontal or a vertical

column of air can be made use of by the bird to rise, to stay

Fig. A.

on level flight, or to fall, by simply varying the inclination or

angle of the wings, and of the speed of soaring flight, or in

flapping flight, by variation in rapidity and arc of the wing
stroiie.

A very tired pigeon will move its winga very slowdy, but

witli larger stroke, sometimes so much so that the wing tips

meet together and beat loudly and visibly over the back at

each stroke.

In order to maintain easy command of the air, it seems evi-

dent that the volume of air passed over by birds, which is

equivalent to their displacement, must be much in e.^icess of

that which is actually required for straightforward level flight

at ordinary speeds.

It is very doubtful whether the theory that u partial vacuum

• This is rpally a theory of active difplacement, as asaiDSt papeive dis-

placement of air, as is tlie case when a balloon ilonts in air.^G. C. T.
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is created on top of the wing as it advances forward has really

any value at all, or even that this vacuum exists to an}' useful
extent.

The wings of a bird are really liiie blades of a screw and
act as such, the front of the wing being inclined upward on
the up-stroiie and downward on the down-stroke.

Take, say, two left-hand wings of a bird, and mount them
on a piece of gutta-percha, and place this on a steel spindle, as

in fig. A.
This forms a perfect screw, and if held in the wind it re-

volves swiftly and easily in tlie direction of a clock's hands if

the wind impinges on to the top side of the wings, and in the

reverse direction if the wind is directed against the under
side. Fig. B shows the screw of fig. A from the other side.

It is very probable that if this screw revolves at a given
rate with a given speed of wind, it will be found that the

similar wings on a bird have to move at the same speed at the

tips as in the screw form (in a similar speed of wind) in order

to attain flight.

This is only a theory, but it is a fact that this natural-wing

screw, when rotated by a band from a wheel at a fair speed,

tried to rise up out of the bearings, and that it offers consider-

able resistance, as it lays hold of the air in a very efficient way
for its size. It is 18 in. across from tip to tip, or 20 in. across

measured on the curve. The area of tlie screw all over is 60 sq.

in. ; the weight of the wings, spindle, and balance-wheel is

11.75 oz.
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It should be borre in mind tliat 1 cub. ft. of air weiglis
about li ounces, and tliis is some weight to lay hold of
quickly.
Birds which can soar and glide do not get so fatigued as

those which take short more or less erratic Hights. TJiere is

little or no muscular e.^ertion in soaring, advantage being
taken by the bird of the force actually existing in the wind
sailed against.

From observations made of seagulls in flapping flight, the
writer feels sure that on the dovrn-stroke the body of the

birds rises a little and on the up-stroke it falls, oscillating, as

it were, above and below an imaginary straight line of flight,

whereas in gliding flight the body remains still, relative to the

wings, and just below them rather thau on a plane with the

wing surfaces.

From experiments with wing-like models suspended as a

kite from a pole 3.5 ft. high, the writer concludes that the

power to be exerted on the wings to sustain the body ot tue

bird (head-on to the wind blowing against it, or through the

wind created bv the flight in a calm) is much less than is com-

monly supposed ; it U perhaps not more than 7+ per cent, of
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the bird's owu weight, which is to be exerted as producing
power on tlie wings at each strolve in order to keep up against
the wind, or, if there be no wind, to keep up an artificial wind
of tbeir own.
The writer's experiments on gliding or soaring devices have

been made witli a view to ascertain the lifting power of wings
as produced by a current of wind against them, which is as-

sumed to be equivalent to the inverse action of the bird pro-

gressiuL' against the air in l3ight.

'^

s^"-««<"**«»w«i*8i^a«w»*te.*aya.

Fig. D.

The following two experiments were made by means of a

tall strong pole, some 35 ft. high, 4 in. at the top and 13 in.

diameter at the bottom. To the top of this pole two halliards

were fixed with pulleys and ropes, revolving on a spike 1^ in.

diameter, the whole construction being practically rigid.

The pole (see fig. C, looking west toward the ocean, and

fig. D, looking souih, showing the declivity of the hill) stands

on an eminence 320 ft. above the sea-level, and from the foot
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String used as a guide only and not as a suspender, and was
to rise to a height of 5 ft. i'rom the top of the pole, or a total

lift vertically of 30 ft.

Pigs. 1 and 2 display an ordinary wooden doll IT in. high
(sold in England for 25 cents), witli jointed limbs.

Fitted at the sides with strong binding screws of bra^s, and
attached thereto, is the pair of wings, in a position rather to

the rear of the figure. Each wing measures in its greatest

length 20 in. and in its greatest breadth 9 in., giving a total

area for each wing of 110 sq. in. Across from tip to tip it is

3 ft. The weight of the doll and wings is 2-i lbs.

The wings are made of transparent celluloid a little over
.065 of an Inch thicli, and are bound by metal riv'ets to a
strong No. 10 S. W. gauge steel wire, the wing being bent
somewhat into the screwdike form of a bird's wing. On the
forehead of the doll, projecting 1.75 in., is a metal staple sliown
better in side view, fig. 3.

A rear view of the model is shown in fig. 4. Tiie string at-

tached to the head is simply for the purpose of holding it up
to be photographed.

If suspended from the pole by a string attached to the breast

at the point shown by the dot on the chest of tig. 1, the model
floats U13 into the air (when there is a favorable wind) perhaps
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15 to 20 ft.; but unless there is a very steady wind it rocks
about and performs various tricks of turning round and round
and upside down. If tliere is a wind of aljout 20 miles per
nour It becomes unmanageable.
,,^^ *^'' ^^"'iS I'e changed to the wire staple in the forehead
(hg. d), so as to brmg the holding force upward and forward
the result is perfect ; however unsteady or strong the windmay be, even m a gale, the l:gure ascends to over'30 ft. from
the ground and there remains poised, the figure beiua- unrio-ht
as shown in lig. 3.

° .-^ i & ,

The wind never allows the model to swing down against
the pole. Even if the wind suddenly lulls wliile the mode! is
at a great height, the pressure of the air under the wings re-
sultmg from the sudden curved descent, rarely fails to briiio- it
gently to rest before it reaches the pole. The model can°be
left; out of doors for many weeks without harm. Sometimes

it has been aloft for over a week, a source of great interest to
many observers.

A spring balance in.serted between the string and the doll
shows the varying pressure of the wind oa the model, the
weight of the doll, and the strain on the string.

In a calm, when the winged doll hangs at the l«ise of the
pole, it shows 2i lbs. to be the weight of the model, while in
a wind, at 5 ft from the ground, the wind pressure on the
wings, the thrust and tlie weight of the model combined mark
3^ lbs. As the model soars up higher this record gradually
becomes less, until at 25 to 30 ft. elevation it only shows 3 oz.,

the weight of model being completely borne upon the wings,
and the string more or less slack.

This pressure of 3 oz. is therefore the resistance to be over-
come continually by reason of the wind's blowing the model
backward, and therefore is the actual horizontal component
of wind pressure against the wings and the doll's body. This
body is vertical, and its area is about 30 sq. in., more or less

rounded.
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This horizontal component of wind pressure amounts to just

7+ per cent, of the entire weiglit, and iu winds blowing over

25 miles per hour a weight of 1 lb. can be attached to the

model without any inconvenience, although, perhaps, it may
ascend not quite so quickly.

With an arrangement of wire loops in front of the figure

(not shown in the engravings), so as to enable it to slide up on

a vertical string to i'he top of tiie pole, a strong wind lifts it

up vertically oO ft. to the top, showing and proving tlie fact

that once fairlv up, as on tlie suspended string experiment

first described," the weight of the doll actually rests on the

wings, and the wings orTthe air blowing under them.

Another experiment has liecn tried with the vertical string

arrangement. A pair of wild duck wings, of ordinary full-

grown size, was affixed by means of steel wires to a wooden
slotted frame, as shown in fig. 5. Tlirough this frame the

string passes, and runs against guide wheels fixed inside of the
frame.

This apparatus weighs 7.5 oz., measures 32 in. from tip to

tip, and about 75 sq. iu. in wing surface (tlie wings not being
fully open). In a fair wind of about 20 miles per hour it

rushes up the 30 ft. vertical string guide in two or three sec-

onds, and continues to rush up and down as the wind varies
iu velocit}'. If the wind is steady it remains at the top.
Sometimes it has done so for au hour at a lime, looking not
unlike a hawk. Having no apparatus to measure the pressure
of the wind horizontally against the wings, which are inclined

at a small angle, there are no measurements to be given of
this performance, but it seems very probable (on account of
the small vertical surface exposed) that the tension will not
exceed 6 per cent, of the total weight. If the apparatus falls

vertically more than 10 ft. at once, it is very seldom that the
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pressure due to the fall can arrest the gathered momentum,
unless the wings are very equal in size and accurately coincide
as to relati ve position. Either in this or any other model they
spin round like a top.

These experiments with models suspended on a string are
thought to be instructive, with regard to probable safe means
of enabling a man to try all sorts of wings, and actually to
ascend and to poise himself on them, while at the same time
remaining in a position of reasonable security from personal
injury. Particularly because if he were suspended from a
cross girder, and there was no pole to fall against, then if one
wing broke he would simply oscillate about until rescued. Ap-
paratus to test this is in course of preparation.

Further experiments for securing equilibrium have been and
are being made with tailless kites, and thus far no models of
any kind have been injured by dashing down against the pole,
showing the safety of the system.

ATMOSPHERIC GUSTS AND THEIR RELATION
TO FLIGHT.

By a. F. Zahm.

In the year 1883 I road before the Scientific Association of
Notre Dame University a paper purporting to maintain the
feasibility of soaring in a horizontal wind of uniform velocity

and direction ; but in the discussion which ensued my brother.
Rev. J. A. Zahm, Professor of Physics in the University,
pointed out to me that soaring in a uniform horizontal current
is equivalent to soaring in a calm, which means no less than
perpetual motion or the creation of energy. I saw then that

flight on rigid wings must require a wind having either an
upward trend, or a variable velocity, or a variable direction.

Aa it appeared evident that such an upward trend could not
prevail so generally over the earth as the flight of vultures

and gulls would demand, I concluded that these must derive

their motive power largely from the pulsations of the wind or

from its variations of velocity and direction. The assumplion
then made I have ever since regarded as unassailable, and it

has seemed to me very desirable to learn from extensive meas-

urement the actual nature of such pulsations.

Finding some leisure in November of 1892, 1 began observa-

tions on the behavior of the wind by mounting a universal

weather-vane or anemoscope in a large field quite level and

clear of trees. The weather vane was so pivoted as to be free

to point in all directions, up and down and sidewise. As
might be anticipated, the vane when exposed in an open field

began immediately to point in all directions, thus indicating

that the course of the wind varies in both a horizontal and a

vertical plane. The instrument is shown in fig. 1.
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Not having an adequate intuition of tlie suddenness and fre-

quency of the alterations in the direction of the wind, I had
actually provided the anemoscope with graduated circles by
which to read the direction from instant to instant, and had
prepared a pendulum connected with an electric bell, which

should beat seconds to

thus enable an observer
to record by hand the ex-

act position of the vane
for each second. But
when the instrument was
adjusted and exposed to

a moderate breeze, it be-

came apparent that no
two observers could read
and record the indica-

tions with the facility

necessary to ensure ac-

curate results for any ex-

tended period. I decid-

ed, therefore, to make it

self-recording by com-
bining it with a chrono-
grapli.

The anemoscope, as it

appeared when mounted
above the chronograph.
Is shown in fig. 2. The
double vane has been
replaced by two single

vanes : one playing about
a horizontal axis and
mounted on the top of

a vertical pipe, and the

other placed 2 ft. beneath
it and fastened rigidly

to the pipe. The upper
vane, which veers with
the vertical variations of
the breeze, communi-
cates its movements to a
fine steel wire running
down through the pipe
to one of the chrono-
graph pencils ; the other
vane, which yields to the
horizontal veering of the
wind, turns the pipe with

it, and the pipe moves a second chronograph pencil, as indi-

cated in the figure. The third pencil shown in the illustration

was intended to record the velocity of the wind by means of

a fine wire connected with a pressure plate ; but need not be
considered for the present. Tlie pencils in the bacitground of

Fig. I.
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Fig. 2.
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the illustration were employed to mark the lines of reference,
and could, of course, be dispensed with by using sectioned

paper. Pencils were employed, because the ink in the stylo-

graphic pens froze when exposed to the cold.

The instrument thus equipped becomes a universal record-

ing anemometer, which, when delicately adjusted, reveals the
complete history of the wind in its locality for any desired

period of time ; but as the attachment for measuring velocity

was an imperfect one, I shall present only two of the records
obtained. When I can again resume the work I hope to secure
three records of indefinite length and in a breeze of any char-
acter. I have completecl a design which will enable me to

compact the entire apparatus within the space of a small clock
and mount it at the top of a pole.

In order to secure sensitiveness in the instrument, anti-fric-

tion devices have been emploj'ed wherever practicable. The
vertical pipe is supported on a ball bearing and set perfectly

plumb by means of the pendulum and leveling screws ; the

upper rudder is supported on hardened steel pivots and ad-

justed to a perfect balance before use ; the fine connecting
wires pass over anti-friction pulleys. Thus the element of re-

sistance to perfect freedom of movement becomes quite incon-
siderable, and for tlie stronger breezes especially so.

The chronograph employed was one of a Swiss pattern, the
drum measuring 6 in. in diameter by 14 in. in length, and
rotating once a minute. The record thus obtained measured
li ft. for each minute, so that the minutest movement of the
pencils could be easily distinguished. The paper used was
9 in. wide, and was fed from a roll supported on conical hear-
ings at the back part of the box. When in operation the paper
passed under the pencils at a speed of about 90 ft. per hour,
and was afterward folded into book form for convenience of
inspection. A chronograph of slower speed would have been
preferable, since the record might well have been four or five

times shortened.

As the drum could not be expected to rotate with perfectly
uniform speed, a pendulum was used to mark seconds by
swinging over a cup of mercury forming part of an electric

circuit. Thus at each beat of the pendulum an electro-mag-
net, shown in the box enclosing the chronograph, jerked the
sliding bar to which the reference pencils were attached, and
produced a kink each second in the lines traced by them.
As before stated, the pencils were employed through neces-

sity. The holders were intended to receive stylographic pens,

but the observation being made in an open field in the depth
of winter, no fluid ink was at hand which would resist the
cold. Accordingly soft lead-pencils were screwed into the

holders and weights placed on them to ensure distinctness of

tracing.

The pencil holder is shown more minutely in fig. 3. It had
to be so constructed that it could be readily moved to any part
of the sliding bar to which it is attached, and yet remain free

to rotate about the bar so that it could be quickly lifted from
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the drum at any desired instant. It must also be capable of
a slight elongation, so that all the pencils could, at the start,
be placed on the same longitudinal element of the cylinder!
The elongation is obtained by screwing the pencil in" or out!
thus lengthening the distance from the pencil-point to the slid-
ingbar.
When finally the instrument was completed, about the middle

of January, it was mounted on a table and placed in a sleigh,
the chronograph being protected from snow-flakes by a plate
of glass placed before the box containing it. Driving into the
open country to avoid trees and dwellings, the sleigh was

Fig. 3-

halted in a level locality between two clear meadows of 100
acres each. A breeze of 8 to 12 miles an hour was blowing
from the northwest, the thermometer indicating 24° P., the
barometer, 29.509 in. The pencils were found to work with
perfect freedom and to feel the minutest impulse of the wind, as

may be seen from a glance at the record, fig. 4. Even the

momentum of the vanes, which I had feared might cause
fluctuations in the tracings, was not apparent, either in the
record or in the motion of the vanes themselves, save occa-

sionally for a very sudden and extreme change of direction of

the breeze. Fortunately no snow was falling to disturb the
balance of the upper vane.
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If we may form an estimate of the course of the wind from
the record here presented, it would appear that a particle of
free air blowing over an open plain near the earth's surface
must follow a very wavy and irregular path indeed. It will
be observed that both tracings vary by many degrees (fre-
quently 20° to 30°) on either side of the reference lines, and
that their alterations are not decidedly synchronous. I do not
m.an to assert that they are always entirely independent of
each other, for it would require a long series of records to de-
cide such a question ; nor can I conjecture whether there
should be a regular periodicity in either of the tracings. I
hate noticed quite frequently that a rise or lull in the velocity
of ihe wind was accompanied by a corresponding variation in
direction ; but whether this be generally true must be decided
by further observation. i

One fact seems to be Indicated quite positively—namely, that
the wind veers every few seconds, and, as a rule, through
many degrees at a time. This is perfectly manifested by any
smoke stream blowing across an open country, and by the
varying path of floating thistle-down. Thus one of the as-
sumptions made to account for the phenomenon of soaring
flight seems to have some justification.

The above record reveals nothing as to the other assumption
—namely, that the wind, as a rule, varies greatly in velocity.
But I have studied the velocity of the wind with a variety of
anemometers, and am convinced that the assumption is a legr
timate one for currents near the earth's surface.
My reason for not recording the velocity of the wind along

with the direction-records above given, was that I could not
contrive, nor find in the marljet, an instrument that could be
relied upon to indicate the true horizontal component of the
wind's velocity in a current of varying direction. AH the
anemometers of the meteorological observatories and of the
instrument-mailers have been calibrated in horizontal currents,

and hence may not give the true horizontal component of a
wavy current.

Fig. 5 shows the first pattern of anemometer made for use
with the recording anemoscope. It is an ordinary, four-bladed
mill intended to be fastened to the middle of the vertical pipe
of the anemoscope to record the horizontal velocity of the

wind. It may be observed from the figure that the anemom-
eter shaft is provided with a commutator against which presses

a brush from an insulated wire leading down to the chrono-

graph magnet. The vertical pipe serves as the other wire.

Thus each rotation of the mill is recorded on the drum.
When exposed to the breeze this anemometer was found to

turn with perfect freedom, and to record its rotation ; but,

like the anemometers of the Weather Bureau and all others of

my acquaintance, it possessed too much inertia to yield per-

fectly to the sudden impulses of a fickle breeze ; I therefore

discarded it and sought another.

Apparently the most trustworthy instrument for gusty

winds is one consisting of a light aluminum screw placed in-
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side a cylindrical covering. A very neat anemometer of this

type is constructed by the Richard Brothers, of Paris. Such
an instrument, supported with its axis always in the direction

of the horizontal component of the wind, was employed while

the record above shown was in progress,

I have since learned from Professor Langley, of the Smith-

sonian Institution, that he has constructed a very light cup
anemometer with which he has recorded the velocity of the

wind from second to second. His results seem to completely

justify the assumption which I have made in my theory of

soaring flight regarding the suddenness and extent of the

changes in the wind's velocity.

Fig. S-

I have, likewise, received from Mr. S. P. Ferguson, of the
Blue Hill Observatory, a copy of the Annals of the Astronomi-
cal Observatory of Harvard College, lu which he recounts his

recent measurements of the vertical component of the wind's
velocity at Readville, Mass. The instruments employed by
him were of the screw pattern, made by Richard Brothers,
and quite recently placed on the market as "anemograph"
and " anemo-cinemograph." As reported in the Annals, his
records indicate that the wind played upward and downward
with frequent alterations, but that its horizontal component
was much greater than its vertical component. This is a
result that we should expect at an altitude or in a very open
locality.
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While at the Johns Hopkins University last spring, I em-
ployed an exploring line to indicate to the eye the waves of a
changeable air current. It consists of a strong fine thread,
having attached to its extremity a small rubber balloon inflated
just sufficiently to fairly float. When paid out in a breeze
the balloon rises and falls with every billow like a cork on the
water, and the line itself is bent into waves, sometimes of
monstrous size, thus enabling one to form a conception of the
actual billows of the atmosphere.

I do not mean to assert that the direction of the line accu-
rately portrays the direction of the wind at all its parts, for the
pull of the balloon tends to straighten the line ; but I am sure
that it does not give an exaggerated indication, because the
pressure of the wind must always be against the concave parts
of the line ; hence the wind's course must be even more wavy
than the line itself. It the main exploring line had along its

length a number of short branch lines, each tipped with a
small balloon, the branches would point out the direction of
flow in their immediate locality.

After some preliminary tests from the top of the Physical
Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University, during the
Easter vacation of 1893, I ascended the Washington Monu-
ment at Baltimore, where I paid out tne exploring line at a
heignt of 200 ft. The wind was blowing toward the southeast
at the speed of 35 to 35 miles per hour, and the sky, which
had remained clear till 3 o'clock, was rapidly darkening, with
indications of approaching rain. The balloon when let forth
immediately fell to a depth of 30 or 40 ft., being caught in the
eddy of the monument, then presently encountered the un-
biased current, sailed in it toward the southeast, approximately
level with the spool end of the thread. After the balloon had
drawn out 100 ft. of thread I checked it to observe the be-

havior of this much of tlie exploring line. The balloon rose
and fell with the tossing of the wind, but did not flutter like

a flag, as it would do if formed of irregular outline. Neither
did the thread flutter, nor do I believe there is ever a tendency
in a line to greatly flutter in a current as does a flag or sail.

Presently I paid out 300 ft. of the exploring line, whereupon
the waves in the thread became quite remarkable. The thread
then, as a rule, was never approximately straight. Sometimes
it was blown into the form of a helix of enormous pitch ; at

other times into the form of a wavy figure lying nearly in a
single vertical plane ; and again the entire exploringline would
veer through an angle of 40° to 60°, either vertically or hori-

zontally. The balloon, of course, seldom remained quiet for

more than a few seconds at a time, but tossed about on the

great billows like a ship in a storm. Quite usually the bil-

lows could be seen running along the line from the spool to

the balloon, and, as a rule, several different billows occupied
the string at one time.

The observations just delineated, however curious they may
be, afford ho adequate conception of the behavior of the air

currents over an open plain, nor at a great height above the
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earth, because the Washington Monument of Baltimore stands

but 100 ft. above the surrounding buildings, which undoubt-
edly send disturbances to a greater height than 200 ft. To
supplement these exploratioas, therefore, I determined to have
tliem repeated from the top of the "Washington Monument at

Washington and the Eiffel Tower at Paris.

Toward the latter part of the Easter vacation I again let

forth the exploring line from the top of the Washington Monu-
ment at Washington, at a height of 500 ft. A stiff breeze was
blowing from the northwest, and, as the locality is quite free

from obstructions, everything seemed favorable for an explo-

ration of tlie free air. But, unfortunately, 1 had not taken
into consideration the enormous magnitude of the monument
and of the consequent eddies surrounding it. Accordingly,
when the balloon was let forth from one of the windows, it

became involved in a large and violent eddy from which it

could in no manner be extricated. Rising vertically upward
from the window to a height of some 35 ft. it encountered the

direct current and sailed toward the southeast with great ra-

pidity to a distance of 30 or 40 yds., then suddenly turned to

the right, being caught in a mighty whirlpool which sucked
it downward through an enormous spiral path to a depth of

100 ft., and again threw it upward to the top of the monu-
ment, thus returning it quite near to my hand. After wit-

nessing these evolutions for 10 minutes I was obliged, by the
lateness of the hour, to return to the elevator without having
observed the behavior of the exploring line in a direct current.

I saw, however, what precautions would be advisable to en-

sure the success of a second attempt.
If it be granted that the wind blows in gusts of varying

velocity and direction over a considerable part of the earth's

surface, it must be evident that a consideration of their action

is of the utmost importance in the study of aerial navigation,
and especially of the questions of equilibrium and propulsion.

I dare say the success of open-air experiments often depends
as much upon the behavior of the air currents as upon the pro-

portions and adjustments of the apparatus employed. Doubt-
less many of the strange phenomena which have hitherto

puzzled experimenters with sailing and flying apparatus, the
sudden pitchings, the '" aspirations," and the mysterious soar-

ings, can be attributed directly to the fickleness of the wind.

SAILING FLIGHT.

From Observations made at Constantine, Algeria.

By J. Bketonniebe, C.E.

INTRODUCTION.

Ever since the year 1889-90, when I published in L'Aero-
naute (an illustrated periodical of the French Aerial Naviga-
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tion Society) an article on Sailing Flight, I have continued to
direct my attention to the manoeuvres of

'

' sailing birds.
'

' This
was an easy task for me, since Constantine, the city in which
I live, is (it seems to me, at least) a locality specially favorable
for the observation of sailing flight. In fact, it is by hundreds
that one sees here, wheeling overhead, from March to Septem-
ber, the storks, whose nests are built on the housetops, and the
Egyptian vultures (neophrons Percnopteres), whose eyries are
in the cliffs of the great ravine which partly surrounds our
city. In their tournaments, too, though in smaller numbers,
the bearded griffins, which nest in the mountain of Sidi M'cid,
come each day to take their part. The great tawny vulture
displays himself frequently, and at times in numerous bands.
If to these birds, which are really " soarers,

'

' and which never
have recourse to beating their wings, except when positively

forced to do so, one adds (since they also animate the sky of
Constantine by their flight) certain species which can soar, but
yet frequently beat their wings, such as the camon-crows,
which nest, but in small numbers, in Sidi M'cid ; the ravens,

whose babbling flocks shelter themselves under the bridge of

El Kantara ; the falcons, whose eyries are in the ravine, and
whose scattered bands practise everywhere their abrupt flight

;

and also innumerable martinets and three kinds of small swal-

lows, whose rapid beat of wings does not prevent their excel-

lent sailing, it is evident that the observer has here an abun-
dance of subjects for study.
The storks, the Egyptian vultures, and the bearded griffin

have been particularly the objects of my observation. The
stork especially, as, on account of the simplicity of its flight, he
had given me my first tuition.

One object I had in "view was to determine whether a pro-

tracted and more attentive study of facts would confirm the

theory which had been suggested to me by the laws of the

action of aerial currents upon surfaces, as expounded by
writers on aviation, and which had given me the first insight

into the performances of " sailing flight."

These performances, as I have said, could be observed every-

where about me, both near and far, but I soon saw that ob-

served at a distance they were not disclosed with the distinct-

ness one should wish for ; and that when near by, they were
often disturbed by an element which it was very ditflcult to

eliminate in a region so hilly as that of Constantine, where the

currents of air were almost always different in direction from
thos3 prevailing up aloft.

For the purpose of analyzing soaring flight, in the horizontal

currents which constitute the great majority of winds, and

which are contemplated in my theory, I was led to observe

the perturbations caused by local currents produced by ob-

structions and their influence upon sailing flight near the

ground. The following describes some of the observed facts

and conclusions.

In order to render sufficiently clear what I have said about

the currents resulting from certain inequalities of the earth's
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surface, it has seemed to me necessary to place before the eyes of

the reader a plan of Constantine and its environments (page

175), indicating the relief of the ground by writing the altitude

of the principal points. Such a plan ought, also, to afford us the

means of describing more precisely the manceuvres 1 have wit-

nessed. Moreover, since the winds and the performances of

sailing flight which depend upon them obey invariable laws,

this plan ought, I think, to allow my readers, who may so

wish, to verify, in part at least, the facts which I am about to

describe.

The region of which Constantine occupies the center pre-

sents a deep depression, whose trend is directed nearly from
the soutlieast to the northwest, and is represented to the south-

east of Constantine by the river Bou-Merzoug', and to the north-

west by the river Rhumel. This depression is cut transversely

byalineof high poiuts, whose crest, marked ABCDEFQH,
passes through the city of Constantine itself. This line forms

a barrier against the prevailing winds of the locality', those

blowing from the north and west and those from the opposite

direction. This barrier is intersected at only one place by a
gorge, 150 m. wide and 200 m. deep, terminating at the point

bearing the mark 454, and affording a passage for the united

waters of the Rhumel and Bou-Mei-zoug. The defile of " La
Brfeohe," situated to the southwest of the city, nearly in the

axis of the great depression mentioned above, and whose alti-

tude is 610 m., is 100 m. higher than the bottom of the valley

up stream from the city, and 240 m. higher than the same
valley below the city. The difference, 140 m., represents the

sums of the rapids and falls of the river, the last of which, sit-

uated above the point marked 454, has an altitude of about 70 m.
I ought t3 mention, as having an effect on the wind in

the neiiiliborhoad of Constantine, that besides the barrier

ABGDEFOH, there are also the counter- forts G and
D P whicli form spurs, and the important counter-fort MN
(the " Mansourah"), and also the two secondary counter-forts,

lJ3.nAK L, the three latter, \\k& the\m& A B G I> E F OH,
extending back to meet tlie great chain of mountains which,
at the northeast, command Constantine.

The city of Constantine is situated upon a steep limestone
crag, whose inclination is in a contrary direction to that of the

valley, and which is, so to speak, detached from the neighbor-
ing mountain by the gorge which I have mentioned above.
The abrupt ravine thus formed circles the city for more than
half its perimeter. Its depth varies, in consequence of the
contrary slopes of the river and of the plateau which serves as

the seat of Constantine, from a depth of 50 m. above the city

to a depth of 200 m. below it. It forms in the midst of its

course a right angle, and at this point it is spanned by a bridge
120 m. in length (the bridge of " El Kantara"). which connects
the city with the railroad station. Before the construction of

this work Constantine was accessible only toward the ravine

of "La Breche," the abrupt edge of the calcareous plateau
bordering the precipice everywhere else.
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Before relating the actions and performances of sailing flight

which I hare witnessed, I will reproduce, but in a more con-

crete and concise form, the theory which I published in

L'Aeronaute, and I will describe the observations of the winds
which I have made.

THEORY OF GLIDING TLIGHT.

Gliding flight, according to the meaning which I believe to

have been attached to this term originally, and which I adopt,

comprises both the manoauvres of the bird in the wind, whicli

seamen have called " sailing flight," and tlie simple gliding in

calm air ; all the movements, in a word, which the bird exe-

cutes by assuming the form of an aeroplane—that is to say,

by holding his wings simply outstretched. We call those

birds which practise this kind of flight, " sailing birds."

The air is an elastic fluid exerting, upon the plane surfaces

of bodies which strike it, a pressure whose intensity varies

with the extent of the surfaces and as the square of the veloc-

ity of impact. This effect increases rapidly, and can give,

with a rapid velocity, a substantial support to the bird's wing.
An important point to remember is, that the velocity to be

considered in the action of tlie air upon such surfaces is not
singly either that of tLie air or tliat of tlie body, but their rela-

tive velocity. For example, if a bird has a velocity of its

own, V, in a current of air of velocity v', and in an opposite
direction, then the velocity to be considered will be the rela-

tive one V -\- «'.

A flat body subjected to the pressure of the air obliquely,

either by the force of its own weight or of its kinetic energy,
or of an extraneous impulse, experiences a tendency to glide

and does glide, if no other force opposes the first one. I shall

cite an example. Suppose one takes a draftsman's rule, flat

•and flexible, and usss it as a saber to strike a sudden blow
toward a deflnite point. The rule, if its plane be in the direc-

tion of the object aimed at, will go directly toward it. It will

undergo, on the contrary, an energetic deviation if its- plane
makes a decided angle with the direction in question.
Various experimenters have established formulae which en-

able us to calculate the normal or oblique action of the air

against plane surfaces.

Sailing flight has long been considered as mysterious and
inexplicable. Wlio knows, it was said, whether the bird may
not be sustained in the air by means of some properties of its

feathers still unknown, by movements which are impereepiible
to our eyes, because the bird practises them too far away from
us ? Nevertheless, at Constantine at least, the sailing bird
passes at times very close to the observer, often within 20 yds.,
and one does not notice any particular movement of its feathers
or of its wings, at all adequate to explain its flight.

In my article, published in L'Aironaute, I began by show-
ing that it is not necessary to seek so far fur an explanation
which is close at hand, and that the bird gliding in calm air

does not behave otherwise than as a simple aeroplane. I had
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often directed my attention to the stork, and, after a certain
number of observations, I have concluded that the velocity of
this bird, during its flight in a straight line and in calm air,

must be about 30 m. per second, and that the Inclination of its

path, comprised between 15 per cent, and 20 per cent., might,
without grave error, be estimated at 17i per cent., an inclma-
tion corresponding to an angle of about 10° below the horizon.
Having had a stork in my possession for a time, I weighed
and measured it. Its weight was found to be 3^^ kilograms
(8.14 lbs.)—its wing-spread 1^ m. (5.25 ft.) and its horizontal
surface, with outspread wings, seven-tenths of a square meter
(7.53 sq. ft.).

I tried then to design an aeroplane, not exactly of the identi-

cal form of the bird (a form which it would not be possible to

determine precisely and to submit to calculation), but possess-

ing the same conditions of weight, of length, of surface, of

thickness, and form of cross-section, in so far as I could realize

these things. The aeroplane sought for presented itself to me
in the form of a simple poplar board 1.6 m. (5.25 ft.) in length,

0.44 m. (1.44 ft.) in breadth, 0.014 m. (0.55 in.) in thickness,

presenting a sharp edge whose angle was 40°. I chose poplar
wood, because with its density of .383 and with the dimen-
sions adopted I reproduced the weight of the stork. I ascribed
to my aeroplane, as a matter of course, the faculty which the
bird possesses of maintaining its equilibrium in the air, and of

selecting and retaining whatever angle it chose above or below
the horizon.

It is manifest that such an aeroplane, abandoned to itself

in air, and maintaining a certain angle below the horizon,

ought to descend by virtue of its weight, repelling the cushion
of air which it compresses, and at the same time gliding on
this cushion of air. This effect, which appears evident

a jyriwi, has, moreover, been established by numerous experi-

ments. When the air, driven backward, exerts an upward
pressure against the aeroplane equal to Its own weight, and at

the same time the resistance which its cross-section encounters

equals the force which urges it forward, then the movement
becomes uniform and the path becomes a straight line. It is

during this period of uniform movement that we have to con-

sider the aeroplane if we wish to compare it with the stork.

Inasmuch as we only observed the stork during its uniform
movement and not at its departure. Selecting, now, one of

the formulae given by experimenters, to express the action of

aerial currents against inclined planes, and applying it to the

particular case we are considering, we arrived at the conclu-

sion that our aeroplane, repelling the air at an angle of 5°,

must follow a path inclined about 10° below the horizon, with

a velocity of 20 m. (65.6 ft.) per second. These results ap-

peared to me, and they will, I think, appear to the reader, to

show as a consequence that the bird behaved simply as an

aeroplane in the movement which we have considered, and

without doubt also during the average of its sailing flight-

that is to say, as a body acting upon the air through its sur-
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face, its velocity and its weiglit, and possessing with its veloc-

ity a kinetic energy which can be converted into work. In
truth the principle just announced may be admitted as a pos-

tulate, and what has preceded is less a demonbtration than a
verification of observed facts by the aid of the formulae.

We give the name of " kinetic energy" to the power which
a body possesses in consequence of its motion, it is given by
the formula i m ®'^, in which to represents the mass of the body

P
and V its velocity. The mass of the body is the ratio, -, of the

ff

weight of the bodyp to the acceleration of gravity jj, whose
value is approximately 9.81 in metric units and 33.2 ft. in

British units. The kinetic energy is that which the body

would possess if it fell in vacuo from a height of 7i = — . It

25-

represents also the work which a body possessing such veloc-

ity is capable of performing. It has theoretically the power
v'

to raise the body to the altitude 7t = — ; that is to sav, to

2?
the altitude from which it should have to fall in vacuo to ac-

quire the kinetic energy -| m v'.

Must we admit, as a consequence of the mechanical concep-
tions which I have just recalled, that the bird may rise to the
same lieight as that from which it would have to fall to ac-

quire the velocity which it possesses ? Mo ; this effect cannot
be entirely realized for two reasons : the first is, that the alti-

tude A, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the bird -| m «',

is less than the real height of fall, a part of the theoretical fall

having been lost through various causes, particularly because
of the resistance of the air to the hull of the bird ; the second
is, that in order to transform into altitude, by whatever means,
the kinetic energy | m ii^, still another part of the altitude,

It, = , must be lost on account of the inefficiency of the out-

put as compared to that demanded by theory.

The means by which I conceive that the bird may transform
its " kinetic energy" into altitude is to tilt above the horizon
the angle at which its aeroplane was inclined below the hori-

zon during its gliding in calm air. Just as it glided, while de-
scending, by virtue of its weight over the cushion of air which
it compressed beneath it, just so under the action of its kinetic

energy, when its angle of flight becomes inclined above the
horizon, it will glide and elevate itself on tlie cushion of air

which it will compress before itself.

In this mancBuvre we must not expect, as I have just said,

to realize a complete transformation of the kinetic energy.
But what will be the efficiency of this transformation ? I con-
fess that I do not know, as there are no experiments, to my
knowledge, which may enlighten us on this point. Still we
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have some useful information regarding this ; it consists in the
description wliicli tlie old falconers have left us of a perform-
ance which they called the passade, a manceuvre employed by
the falcon to seize its prey when the latter is flying bencalh
it. In the passade the falcon, without beat of wing, precipi-
tates itself from a great height and recovers altitude by an ab-
rupt movement called ressource (from the Latin resvrgcre), and
it then may repeat the movement several times ; for its first

attempts do not always succeed in seizing the prey. In the
semi -circumference which it thus describes in its fall and its

recovery, the falcon seems to find in the elasticity of the air a
recoil which enables it to regain the altitude whence it has
descended. This description leads us to believe there is no
great loss of effect in the manoeuvres by which the bird, glid-

ing at a great velocity, glances off upon the elasticity of the
air, whether these manoeuvres be performed in a vertical

plane, as in the passade, or whether they be executed in a hori-

zontal plane, wiiere there is simply a change of direction. But
there are no data which will enable us to indicate, even ap-
proximately, a coeflBcient of recoil for the work expended by
the bird upon the air.

, "We have considered the bird as gliding rapidly downward
on the air under the action of its weight. This gliding is a
primal element of sailing flight. It alone is suflncient to en-

able the bird to accomplish a great number of his manoeuvres.
It produces the velocity which results in the action against the
air, the only point of support which the bird can have. Thanks
to this velocity the stork, for example, in its ordinary gliding
course, descends only about 3.5 m (11.5 ft,) per second, or a
fraction of the amount ^ hich it would descend if it fell verti-

cally with outstretched wings. The bird can thus, without
great loss of altitude, sustain itself in space for a time and
profit by the gusts and ascending currents which it encounters.

And, finally, this gliding will serve while tracing the zigzags
and orbits whose efEects I shall presently describe.

Another primal element of sailing flight is the gust of wind
which is also termed a " squall." It gives the biid the power
of elevating itself. It is evident that the bird which descends
on its inclined course in calm air can at any point whatever
of its path suddenly assume an angle above the borizon and
elevate itself for an instant, by reason of the velocity which
it possesses ; but this velocity will soon be spent, and it will

then be obliged to have recourse again to downward gliding.

It can at most, if it resorts to a series of such manoeuvres, pie-

serve as a mean result of its flight the same average descent

—

that is to say, as slightly inclined as its ordinary touise. But
let us suppose that from time to time a gust of wind occurs

having a velocity «'. At the arrival of the " squall. " the rela-

tive velocity of the wind with respect to the bird, which was v,

will become v + v' , and its kinetic energy, which was i m ifl,

will become ^ m {v -\- v'f = -J m («° + 3 » »' + '>''^)- I* 'l^e

bird, upon the occurrence of the wind gust, inclines his aero-

plane above the horizon, he will ascend above his trajectory 1o
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a height corresponding to the increase in its liinetic energy,

or -J ??i (2 « »' + «'"). This Increase may be considerable, as

will appear, for example, if we assume «' = v. The kinetic

energy of the bird will increase in this case from -J in i)^ to

^ m X 4 D^—that is to say, it will be quadrupled, and its net

Increase ^m y. 'iif will be equal to three times the Isinelic

energy of the bird before the " squall." It appears, then,

that if gusts of wind of considerable force occur frequently

the bird can elevate itself rapidly into the air. I do not think
that the squalls given by nature, as in the case we have sup-
posed, play a considerable part in sailing flight. Nevertheless,

what 1 have just said of gusts of wind possesses great impor-
tance in my theory, as we shall soon see.

The bird which follows a course represented in plan by a
straight line cannot expect, therefore, to gain altitude, unless

it encounter a squall supplied by nature or an ascending cur-

rent of air.

If the bird is sailing in an ascending current, the mass of

air which surrounds it will exert its influence. The down-
ward inclination of its course will be either diminished or

transformed into an upward direction. The stork, for exam-
ple, will gain in altitude if the vertical component of the as-

cending current is superior to 3.5 m. (11.5 ft.) per second, the
amount which it descends in its ordinary gliding. In certain

cases of ascending currents a very singular effect may occur.
This is when the bird has a course directly opposed to that of

the wind, with a velocity equal to that of the current of air
;

then at the same time that the bird tends to descend in the

mass of moving air, the air tends to carry it along in the con-
trary direction, and the bird, to the eye of the observer, and
in reality with reference to a fixed point on the earth, will not
change its place Unless through the effect due to the verti-

cal component of the wind, the bird which follows. In an as-

cending current, a course whose projection in plan is a straight
line, cannot gain further altitude. It can, as in calm air, ac-

quire momentarily a slight elevation by assuming an angle
above the horizon, but it must afterward lose it in a more de-
cided downward gliding, which becomes necessary to recover
its velocity.

In a horizontal current, and for the reason given above, the
bird which follows a path whose projection in plan is a straight
line cannot increase its altitude ; but such a current, by trans-
porting the bird along with it, will give to its path certain
peculiarities which may be indicated. If the bird glides in

the same direction as the current, its path will have less in-

clination. For example, the path of a stork gliding with a
velocity of 20 m. per second, in a current of the same velocity,
will have an absolute speed of 40 m. per second as regards
the earth, and its rate of fall will be 3.5 -^ 40 m. instead of
3.5 -^ 20 m., its inclination in calm air. When the bird glides
against the wind, the inclination of its path will be increased
if the wind has a velocity less than its own. If the velocity
of the current of air be greater than his own speed, the bird
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will be carried backward. Finally, if the velocity of the wind
and that of the bird flying against it are equal, the latter will,
to the eye ot the spectator, placed at the same level with if,

and in reality, be under the same conditions as if it fell verti-
cally on outstretched wings, and its velocity of fall will not
be different from that which it experiences when gliding in
ordinary calm air. To the observer placed below the bird it

would appear not to change place at all.

The advantages which a path, represented in horizontal pro-
jection by a straight line, can procure in sailing flight are,
then, limited indeed.
We shall now see how they may be increased by an artifice

of the bird in resorting to zigzag and spiral flight, manoeuvres
the latter of which occupies a special place among the enigmas
which this Sphinx of the air presents to man.

Flight, and that which pertains to it, is still to a great ex-
tent an unsolved problem. From the beginning of time the
bird has practically solved questions of which man to-day
barely begins to understand the theory. Still we ought not
to be astonished that such is the case. The bird frequently
performs its evolutions very far from our eyes, and if it does
not try to conceal its secrets, it is too wary of our actions to
lend itself closely to our observation. The problems, more-
over, which concern its flight have in the past never much in-

terested the great maiority of men ; boldness in research not
being then, as it is in our own day, justified by numerous and
incessant discoveries. Finally, the light fluid which serves as
a support to the bird is not very ostensible to our senses, and
even the elements of the laws which govern it have been un-
derstood but very recently. Only two centuries and a half
separate us from the epoch when the suction of the pump was
explained by the horror of nature for a vacuum. Quite re-

cently men found some difficulty in accounting for the move-
ment of that singular projectile, the boomerang, which, after

having struck its game, returns to the feet of the hunter. The
weapon seemed marvelous, but our astonishment arose chiefly

from the fact that it was solely in use among the natives of

Australia, the lowest of the savage tribes. How, it was asked,
could men barely deserving the name of man make such a
discovery? Why, I ask in turn, should the inventor of the

boomerang need to understand the theory of his instrument
any more than the inventor of the pump ? The theory of the

boomerang seems sufficiently clear now ; and from the expla-
nations which are given, this weapon seems to be nothing but
a sort of aeroplane.

Man has, then, without suspecting the theories which ap-

pear so interesting to us now, frequently discovered devices

which experience alone could reveal to him. In the case

which we call the solution of the problem of sailing flight the

bird has done likewise. It has, in the adventures of flight,

found beneath its wing the means of ascension, and it con-

tinued to have recourse to the same means when it wished to

gain a greater altitude.
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The artiflce of the bird consists ia transforming into relative

squalls—that is, into means of ascension—the horizontal aerial

currents, in the midst of which it would otherwise have to

follow a path of rectilinear horizontal projection and be in-

capable of elevating itself.

Let the bird, at the expense of its altitude, perform a glide,

A B, fig. 1, across a wind of velocity «', and then, with the
velocity » acquired in this first movement, suppose it to turn
abruptly, following the line B G; facing the wind with an
angle of flight above the horizon. It will have created for itself

the relative squall of which we have spoken.
Let us examine the consequence of this manoeuvre, and in

order to study the question more easily, let us assume, in the
first place, that the mechanical transformation of the bird's

energy is complete. All losses of effect through friction, re-

sistance of the air to the passage of the hull of the bird, change
of direction, etc., being thus eliminated, we have nothing left

to consider but the theoretical relation of effect to cause. The
altitude A, expended to obtain a velocity, », will then be equal

to— ; and a kinetic energy
-J-

tn ifl , employed lo obtain an as-

2.9
cension, would then procure an altitude h = «'->- 3 y. But
the velocity of the bird leaving B in the direction of G will be,

without reduction, ® -|- «'
; and as, on the other hand, we have

seen that the pressure of the air, and, consequently, the me-
chanical effect to be obtained, will be the same for the case
in which the relative velocity is composed of the two veloci-
ties V and t> in contrary directions, as for the case in which the
bird, with a velocity of its own equal to » -f-

»', encounters
calm air, then the kinetic energy of the bird projecting itself

from B toward G will become I m (» -f- t)')', and the altitude
which it can attain will be : // = (» -|- »')* + 3 ^. The bird
whose velocity, ®, has cost him an expenditure of altitude in
going from A to 5equal to d^ + 3 g, and which will gain from
B to G an altitude IT = (» -|- v'f * 2 g, will thus gain by the
relative squall so created an additional height, II — h =
(V+ v'f + 3^ — «2-i-2i' = (3»«'4- «'') + 3 g', a result already
arrived at for the natural squall.

In what has just been said, we have supposed that the bird,
leaving the point A with no velocity, is to use up, during its

ascension, all its kinetic energy. But wc may conceive that it

already has, at the point A, an initial velocity Vi correspond-
iag to an altitude hi, and that the bird follows a broken line,

A B A B A' B", creating a series of relative squalls, and thus
retaining at its disposal, for the continuation of lis movement,
a velocity at the points A, A' and A" equal to Fi. Let us, as
in the preceding example, designate by v the velocity of the
bird, as It arrives at the point B, and by IT the total altitude
which it is destined to attain ab;>ve the point B. In the pres-
ent case i^will be equal to the altitude which the kinetic en-
ergy of the bird would enable it to attain = (v -\- «y *- 2 g,
diminished by the altitude hi — Vi^ + V. corresponding to the
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velocity V,. which it must reserve at the point A' in order to
conlinue its coursQ to B'. The fall from ^ to i? will be equal

1\~ ' "
,T *?. ^,~F*^ ^- The gain in altitude by the

relative squall will then be, under these circumstances,

(» + «')2 Y^i -,

^ff ^g.

r,'-\

is J 3p
just as m the case of the hypothesis previously examined

It IS to be noted that this gain of altitude, given by What
1 have termed a relative squall, increases, not only with the

FIG I FIG 2.

C SIDE3E VIEWl « -

velocity, «', of the wind, but also with that of ®, which the
bird acquires in gliding downward. The bird may then, if it

finds it to its advantage, acquire high speed and realize in a
single manoeuvre a considerable gain of altitude by plunging
down at a steep incline ; a thing which it can easily do by
diminishing the extent of its outspread wing surface.

It may be interesting to the reader to put in numbers the

2 « «' + «'

results given by the formula H— 7i = Let us

suppose the current of air, v', to have a velocity of 10 m. per
second (23.3 miles per hour), which is quite an ordinary wind.
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and let us begin by assigning to the bird a velocity, v, of

20 m. It can then, by means of a " relative squall" effect-

ed under these conditions, obtain an increase of altitude of

2 X 20 X 10 + 102

= 25.48 m. (83.57 ft.). It would rise by
19.62

3 X 30 X 10 + 10'

the quantity = 35.68 m. (117 ft.), with a
19.63

velocity o£ 30 m. per second, if there were no losses and no
head resistance.

We have now studied the effect of the "relative squall, "sup-
posing the mechanical transformation to be complete. We
ought, in order to obtain a complete elucidation of the subject,

iadicate also the coefficient of reduction to be applied to the

formulsB, but unfortunately, as I have said, this coefficient is

not yet known.
The " relative squall" is practised by the bird under two

forms, the zigzag and the orbit. I apply the term " zigzag"
to the manoeuvre in the form of a broken line, which has just

been described. It may consist in more or less angles, and be
traced with the angles moie or less open. The figure, ISo. 1,

represents the zigzag under lis most emphatic form, the angle
ABA' then beiug a right angle ; but the bird may not need
all ihe altitude wliich this form would communicate to it. It

may, for example, have as the object of lis journey to follow
a horizontal line, the direction of which coincides with the
mean of its general course.

In this case, instead of turning (after gliding) in a direction
directly opposite to that of the wind, it may limit itself to

crossing the current of air obliquely, as indicated in fig. 2. It

will then encounter only a fraction of the velocity of the wind,
and it will receive but a part o£ the gain in altitude which it

might be able to realize ; but this part will be sufficient for

the end in view. This last manoBuvre may, I think, aid the
birds in accomplishing their long peregrinations. The zig-

zag may thus at times consist in a series of very slight anglLS,

which only attentive observers will notice.

The orbit is the spiral path of the birds, which we see them
describe in the heavens as a sort of helix, drifting in the same
direction as tlie wind.
The bird glides downward across the wind from Bto C in

the orbit (see flg. 3) ; from (7 to i* it performs a rapid ascension,

by attacking the current of air with an angle of incidence
above the horizon. From D to A' it may rise still further a
little, and begin to descend when it leaves this last point ; then
to resume at B' its downward transverse gliding.

The form of the orbit, however, is not always the same ; for
it depends upon the wind, upon the intention, and upon cer-

tain qualities of the bird.

The orbit which has j ust been described is that which the
bird ordinarily tracts in order to elevate itself with a hori-

zontal wind o£ moderate velocity.
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Sometimes on leaving D the bird, having perhaps already
spent its kinetic energy, glides downward to 0, and thence
rises again to E, whence it begins to descend again. The
orbit has in tliis case iwo summits, D and E, and two depres-
sions, Cand 0.

The orbit traced in calm air can consist only in a downward
gliding, permitting the bird to descend gently from a great
height toward some point situated below it—toward its nest,
for instance. If the orbit be traced in an ascending current,
not vertical, the upward component of the wind raises all

parts of the helicoidal course, even those otherwise covered in
downward gliding, and, if this component is sufficient, the
latter portions cease to be inclined downward ; they are simply
las ascending than the others. As to the horizontal compo-
nent, it confers on the orbit a part of the required ascensiye
energy. In a vertically ascending current the orbit consists
in a simple gliding, as in calm air. It will be ascending if the
velocity of the current is sufficient ; for the stork, for example,
if it is more than 3.5 m. per second. In a whirlwind capable
of raising it into the air, the bird need only to select and to

preserve a convenient place.

The orbit, as I think, serves mainly to enable the birds to

gain that great altitude in space where they are seen to dis-

appear, in order, no doubt, to reach by gliding, with or without
zigzags, the course which will conduct them to the object

aimed for.

It has been said, api-opos of zigzags, that the bird may wish
to follow a route through space, at always about the same
altitude, and that in this case it would adap the form of its

" relative squalls" to this purpose. I think likewise that the
orbit may become for the bird simply a means of horizontal

translation in the direction of the wind. The bird in that case

need not rise, in its return against the wind, more than the

altitude lost in downward gliding. The return in each orbit

will then be a very slight recurvity in horizontal projection,

a mere loop, and the path will be composed chiefly of down-
waid glides at a flat angle of descent.

In the theory which I have just developed, the part which
I consider as new, and peculiar to myself, is that concerning

the ' relative squall."

I give below a risum^ of this manoeuvre, which seems to me
to be the fundamental basis of sailing flight.

The action of the impact of the air against a flat body in-

creases as the square of the velocity, hence this fluid can, if

the velocity be great, give a substantial support under the

wing of a bird. The velocity to be considered in tliis action

is neither that of the air nor that of the body exclusively, but

the relative velocity of the one with reference to the other.

This relative velocity will be the sum of the velocities of the

body and of the wind, if these two velocities be in opposite

directions. The bird is nothing but a flat and heavy body

which can attain a great velocity by gliding on the air. When
it possesses velocity it can also, by gliding against the air with
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an augle above the liorizon, transform its kinetic energy into

ascension.

As a consequence of wliat precedes, the bird, which, after

its gliding in calm air, whence it has acquired a velocity «,

encounters a gust of head wind of velocity «', is in the same
condition with reference to its ascensive force as if with a

velocity «+ «', and consequently a kinetic energy -^ to (t) -|- «')',

it were to breast a calm. If, on encountering the head wind
mentioned, the bird should assume an angle above the horizon,

it could realize, barring the reduction for loss of effect, the

transformation of its kinetic energy into ascension, and as a

consequence into a gain of altitude.

There is reason to believe, from the effects of the passade

spoken of by the old falconers, that in the bird's change of

direction there cannot be a great loss of velocity, and that a

bird which has a velocity, «, across a wind of velocity, «',

should, on turning against the wind, have a velocity nearly

equal to o + «'.

The sailing bird understands how, by an artifice, it may
create in a horizontal wind a" relative squall" which will yield

it the same advantage as the natural squall. This artifice con-

sists in a glide downward across the wind, followed by a return

against the current o£ air with an angle above the horizon.

It obtains in its gliding the velocity «, and expends in alti-

tude 7i = ®^ * "2 ^. In its attack on the wind it spends the

kinetic energy -J m (« -j- v'f, which gives it en altitude R =
(« 4- v'f -^ ^g, and it thus obtains, by means of the " relative

squall," a gain of altitude // — A, which, neglecting the re-

2 « « -\- v"'

duction for loss of effect, will be equal to

OBSERVATIONS OF THE WINDS.

More than once when I began to rmderstand the theory of

sailing flight I witnessed facts which I could not explain and
which left me in doubt. Theory told me that the bird ought
to glide rapidly in order to sustain itself in the air, and yet

I saw, in the great ravine which borders Constcntine, below
me from the point marked (608) (Place Peregaux), or above me
from the point marked (580) (the Cornice Road), some Egyp-
tian vultures and some falcons, which had a very slight hori-

zontal velocity, and almost at times none at all, and yet were
saihng without descending, and often even ascending. Theory
tells us, moreover, that in the "orbit" traced in a horizontal
wind the path of tlie bird is at one time inclined downward
and at another time upward, and yet right before my eyes an
Egyptian vulture rose from its eyry (placed midway up the
ravine a short distance below the Place Peregaux) without any
part of its path having been inclined downward, and I saw
also above the point marked (470) some bearded griffins de-

scribe orbits ascending in all their parts. W as my theory, then,
erroneous, or did there exist in the places where I saw these
performances, which seemed to me to be paradoxical, peculiar
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effects of sustentation, due, for example, to ascending currents ?

By and by I began to perceive that sucli currents existed un-
der certain circumstances, and I could then account for the
manoeuvres which at first seemed inexplicable.
The air, on account of its transparency, does not permit us

to perceive its disturbances even when most violeut. But
vapors, clouds of smolie, clouds of dust, and light objects,
such as leaves, straw, down, floatiog seed, flalies of snow, and
so forth, which it sometimes carries with it. can, if one pays
attention to them, depict the movements of its great squalls
and of its lesser undulations.
The majority of my readers have no doubt noticed that the

eddies of wind which are found near buildings, in the street,

and at cross-roads, in the neighborhood of cliffs, and even near
slight elevations of ground, have not generally the same direc-

tion or the same intensity as the wind which prevails in the
upper atmosphere. But what laws have given rise to these
secondary currents ? It may at times be quite diflScult to ex-
plain the formation of an eddy, such as manifests itself in the
presence of any special object. In fact, not only by the side
of the building directly struck by the wind are there differ-

ent currents produced, varying according to the points of ob-
servation, but the different currents, due to the impact against
this building and those produced In the neighborhood by other
buildings, or elevations of the ground—nay, by reacting
against one another, give rise to the most unforeseen effects.

In very hilly localities one is often surprised to encounter pro-
gressively, currents entirely opposed to one another. If one
traverses the " Cornice" road one finds, 20 m. on this side of
the point marked (580), a strong wind from the rear, and at 20 m.
on the other side of the same point a head wind of equal force.

In the space of a half circle, which this road describes, around
the point marked about (470), one encounters during the same
walk, by a north wind, all the blasts of the wind chart.

But if the small obstacles that exist on the surface of the

earth, the houses and rocks, give rise to blasts of winds which
are often confused and difficult to explain, tlie greater undula-
tions of the ground, the mountains, the deep ravines, the basins

of rivers, give rise to powerful currents which can be perfectly

explained and which are clearly defined. When the wind en-

counters the mountains in its path, the mountain deviates the

current if it strikes obliquely. If it strikes transversely, then
while the upper strata of air continue their course without re-

sistance, the lower strata, to which the mountains offer an ob-

struction, are elevated in vigorous ascending currents parallel

to the ground, and thus sweep over the crest of the mountain.
Beyond this the currents spread about in various directions,

some in descending blasts, whicli follow the inclination of the

ground, but are rather feeble. If the wind ascends a ravine

or the basin of a river, it follows the sinuosities in its change

of direction, thus transforming itself near the earth into as-

cending currents whose directions are very different from those

in the higher regions of space. If it descends the ravine or
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the river basin, it follows it with its various windiDgs, but

with descending and feeble currents. Along the flaoks of

abrupt clifiEs struck by the v^ind, vertical currents are formed
haviQg at times an extreme violence. The winds which ascend

ravines which are deep and well enclosed give rise to ascend-

ing and even to vertical currents, not only along the walls, but

oftentimes even in the middle of the ravines.

A. great number of my readers have, no doubt, observed
with their own eyes the movement of the air currents which
I have just indicated. As for myself, over and above the

action exerted on the birds, it is chiefly clouds of dust and
smoke that have enabled me to determine them. The explo-

sion of gunpowder blasts on the side of Sidi M'cid. which ex-

cavated the " Cornice" road, have not been without instruc-

tion to me. Quite frequently during Ihe winter I have been
able to judge of the effect produced by the west wind upon
the high cliBEs which border the works of the road. On cer-

tain days the shovelfuls of earth which the workcien threw
over into the ravine were driven back by the ascending wind
with extreme force, and twice it became necessary to suspend
operations on account of the sand blowing upward in the face
of the workmen and blinding them.
The very day that these lines were written, in a snow-storm

and a strong northwest wind, a friend of mine, who lives in a
house situated at the summit of the slope which descends
toward the Auma;le Bridge, said, in presence of some persons
living in the center of the city, " Here the snow falls from the
sky upon your heads ; at my house it rises from the Aumale
Bridge."
Although it has been easy for me to perceive the existence

of layers of ascending air upon the sides of mountains, I have
not been able to estimate satisfactorily the thickness of these
layers. I think that the thickness ought to increase with the
altitude of the mountains obstructing the wind. I think also
that certain ascending strata of air do not limit their ascension
to the level of the mountain top, but that, urged up by the
pressure from below, they continue to rise above the crest.

But what altitude may they reach 1 To what distance in
front or behind may their disturbance extend ? I am not able
to say. Tiie fact that the upward action does not cease at the
level of the crest is proved to me, because vertical currents
formed along the sides of cliffs by no means stop at the top of
the cliff. I have sometimes seen clouds of dust raise vertically
fully 30 or 30 m. above the crest. It is, moreover, a matter
of experiment which every one can make for himself where
the wind strikes a high wall surmounted by a parapet. If one
throws a ball of paper over the parapet (fig. 4), the wad will
be caught by the wind and carried up, so as to fly back over
the parapet in a curve, often passing several meters above the
head of the observer.

One may inquire also as to the height attained by the action
of the current of air, which often rises from the middle of the
ravine in which the wind is enclosed. I have often seen light
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objects rise from the great ravine of Conatantine to a distance
of 30 m. above the top of its sides, but I think that the action
must extend considerably beyond this altitude. My own ob-
servations in support of this latter opinion are limited to the
effects produced upon the flight of birds. These effects, which
I regard as the action of ascending currents, I have seen clearly
defined over the great ravine mentioned above, at an altitude
of 50 m.,and to the right of the " Place Peiegaux ;" also at an
altitude of 100 m. and to the right of the point marked (580 m).
On this subject I found some interesting information in the

description of a balloon voyage. The aeronauts remarked
that the wind carried them over a very long course, following
a path, at a height of 500 m. from the earth, constantly above
the windings of a river whose basin was bordered by moun-
tains. The directing influence of a river basin may, therefore,
under certaiu circumstances, govern the currents of air up to
a height of at least 500 m. above the bottom of the valley.

If, as we have just seen, the greater inequalities of the earth's
surface can give rise to ascending currents differing greatly in
direction from the winds prevailing aloft in the same region,
and differing likewise from each other, we may conceive that
two of these currents may encounter one another— for example,
at a gap where each should arrive in ascending opposite
ravines. What will be the result of their union ? Will it be
an ascending wind, having as its direction the resultant of

their two directions, or will it be a rotating wind? I think
that one or the other will be formed, and most probably the
vortex. Among the localities about Constantine, where I
can see that such an effect may be produced, are, first, the
abrupt circular space which surrounds the point marked
(470) ; and, second, the region which extends to the southeast
and in the neighborhood of the crest comprised between the
points marked (584) and (619).

As to the first, if the wind arrives from the northwest, the
currents of air, having followed the bottom of the valley, will

be transformed into ascending blasts, having at the time of
their passage above the point marked (470), a direction parallel

to K L. But when these blasts have attained an altitude of

100 m. above the point (470), they will be met obliquely by the

northwest wind blowing over the crest K L. The result will,

I think, probably be a whirling wind.
In the second locality the same kind of effects, but more

important and more frequent, are to be anticipated from the

north wind ; because the masses of air in motion in two differ-

ent directions are more considerable and may have more points

of contact. On the one side the basin of the Rhumel will guide

southwestward, the aerial currents coming from the junction

of the Rhumel and the Bou-Merzoug. On the other side the

north wind will arrive without horizontal deviation, but in

ascending blasts, from the points 373 and 405, toward the

crests which extend between 584 and 619. In passing over

these the rising stream will meet obliquely at an angle of about
45° (horizontally) the currents of the Rhumel. The neighbor-
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hood of the depression marked 562 appears to he specially de-

signed by nature for giving rise to eddying winds.
Similar phenomena are often produced within range of our

observation without our eyes having the slightest perception
o-f them. But if the whirls find in their path seme objects

which they can carry along witli them, then their existence is

made manifest.
I saw one day a long and narrow object, resembling a

rumpled newspaper, rise from the point 470, of which I have
just spoken, and above wliich some bearded griffins had pro-

duced those orbits ascending in all their parts which I have
mentioned above. This object rose by tits and starts rapidly
on a direct vertical line, in which it remained suspended in

the direction of its length. When it arrived at a height of

about 300 m., it was caught by a horizontal current and car-

ried above tlie point 560, where it fell swiftly. I think the
presumed newspaper occupied during its ascension the axis

of a whirlwind.
On another day, from the " Place Aumale," in the neighbor-

hood of 630, in Coustautine, I observed one of those little bal-

loons, filled with hydrogen, which are given as toys to chil-

dren. Having escaped no doubt from the hands of its little

master, it came from the northwest, following a horizontal
direction, and passing a dozen meters above the houses. Hav-
ing arrived to within a short distance of the " Place Aumale"
it stopped, and I saw it diminishing rapidly in size and dis-

appear in the zenith. I thought that the little balloon must
have been seized and transported upward by a vertical cur-
rent. Above Coustautine, but 1 could not say that it was pre-

cisely above the "Place Aumale," I have several times seen
birds sweep in orbit? not only ascending in all their parts, but
even with a vertical axis, which, to my mind, indicates that
the bird is immersed in a whirlwind also vertical.

At the point marked 700, ascending currents or whirlwinds
resulting from the blasts coming from the two slopes of the pla-

teau of Mausourah can, within my knowledge, be produced by
a southwest wind. jM^ attention was, moreover, drawn to this

place from the beginning of my investigations, on account of
the attraction which it appeared to exercise at times on certain
sailing birds. During an excursion which I recently made in

the region where the point marked 600 is situated, I saw, rising

from the point 700, what appeared to me to resemble an im-
mense column of smoke a score of meters in diameter and
about 300 m. high. I thought that the forage stacks of the
cavalry quarters, which are near the point 700, were on fire.

But presently the column disappeared, just as whirlwinds of
dust disappear ; and in reality it was nothing but a dust whirl-
wind which had attracted my attention for Hve or six minutes,
and which had perhaps existed for some minutes before I per-

ceived it.

If the reader, from what precedes, is inclined to conclude
with me that the inequalities of surface which come under my
observation can, under certain circumstances, give rise to as-
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cending blasts, he will admit also, I thinli, that in those regions
where, from the distance, we cannot perceive clouds of smoke
and dust, and where moreover these witnesses are doubtless
lacking, there should also be produced, under the influence of
the great masses of the mountains, ascending currents propor-
tional in mass and duration of action to the accidents of the
ground.
There is also another well-known cause which may produce

some ascensive effects, and that is the heat of the sun, which,
by warming strongly the layers of air which are at the surface
of the earth, render them less dense and give them a tendency
to rise. I mention this fact without attaching to it any undue
importance in accounting for sailing flight.

There may be other causes capable of producing ascending
winds and whirlwinds, for we know as yet Tcry little concern-
ing the movements of the atmosphere.
What I have said concerning the wind may be summed up

in a few words. The greater inequalities of ihe ground trans-
form the lower layers of the prevailing winds into ascending
currents, and these sometimes, by their mutual reactions, or by
the action upon them of the generating winds above them,
give rise to new currents more markedly ascending, or to
whirling winds or whirlwinds.

|

There likewise occurs descending currents, but these are
relatively feeble, and the bird, who gets no good from them,

;

will generally avoid them. Still, at times it may be forced
to undergo them.
One sees what an important part the ascending currents may

play in sailing flight, by bringing beneath the bird's wing a'
vertical component, and how the whirlwind can raise it up
rapidly in the air. Also how, in the study of this kind of
flight, an ignorance of such facts may create perplexities and
cause errors.

THE EVOLUTIONS OP SOAKING FLIGHT.

I have, in my theory, supposed the sailing birds as perform-
ing long glidings in calm air, or in a horizontal current, or in
ascending currents, or either-utilizing a squall given by nature,
or having recourse to the artifice of a " relative squall" either
in " zigzags" or " orbits."

Now if we consider the actual flight of the bird we shall ob-
serve, succeeding one another in various ways, straight lines,

broken lines, and the convolutions of the " orbit." But does
the bird in its different evolutions demonstrate the laws which
I have developed in my theory ?

For the most part it is very difficult to determine this. The
observer lacks too many of the elements which are necessary
in order for him to solve this question. He does not always
know, with a sufHcient certainty, the direction of the current
of air at the precise point where the bird happens to be. Still

less does he know its intensity. His eye cannot judge (an im-
portant point) the inclination of the plane of the bird's wing
above the horizon. Oftentimes he cannot conjecture the ob-
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ject which the bird is aiming at, and yet it would be useful

for him to know it, for the bird which descends toward the

earth for the purpose of finding prey or of returning to its

nest does not behave in the same manner as one which sets

out for along excursion, or as one which, making a long voy-
age, has no other object, during the few moments which mark
its passage to the observer, than to traverse space. In many
cases the observer cannot tell whether the bird is rising in its

path or is descending. He will doubtless perceive, clearly

enough, whether the bird has gained or lost in altitude after a
certain number of mauojuvrea ; but, during the greater pare

of the path traversed, the observer will not be able to affirm

whether the bird rises or descends, and this it may be neces-

sary for him to know in order to be sure whether the ma-
noeuvres practised by the bird conform with my theory. As
the bird is generally above the horizon, the observer will

rarely have before his eye points of reference permitting him
to appreciate the gradient of the path which he is consider-

ing. He is, moreover, most frequently hampered by an error

of perspective, due to the fact that the bird is not on the same
level with him. The bird, when it is at a higher level than
that of the observer, may appear to rise when, in point of fact,

it approaches the latter, and to descend when it really recedes
from him. On the other hand, this effect of perspective is

reversed when the bird—a thing which rarely happens—is

below the observer.
In spite of these difficulties and causes of error, a prolonged

and attentive observation and fortunate circumstances have
enabled me partly to verify my theory. I shall present the
evolutions of sailing flight, which I have been able to observe,
in the same order in which my theory considers them.

1. The long gliding : in time of calm, in a horizontal wind,
or in an ascending current.

2. The " squall" supplied by nature.

3. The " zigzags."
4. The "orbits."
The long glidings in calm air are exhibited principally when

the bird descends in the morning, from the lofty bluff on
which Constantine is built, toward the plains that extend to
the northwest or the southeast of the city, or when, at night,
it returns to its nest from the side of the mountains which border
the horizon toward the northeast. It is chiefly the stork which
I have observed performing such glidings.

In a horizontal wind I have seen the sailing bird, having
sufficient altitude, descend toward its nest, gliding in a long-

straight line, but with varied directions with respect to the
wind. At times of violent head wind the bird, if I were be-
low it, seemed immovable, and, if I were about on a level with
it, it seemed to descend slightly. These last observations,
however, never lasted more than a few seconds ; the bird,
which doubtless found no profit in maintaining this position,
performed a " zigzag," an " orbit," or a wing beat in order
to terminate it.
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In currents ascending parallel wilh the ground the bird fre-
quently produced long straight lines, in which it utilized the
vertical component of the wind. These facts I have observed
on the slopes which incline from Constantine toward the point
marked (370), on the declivity which extends from the point D
toward the north, and also on the flanks of the buttress G 0,
likewise exposed to the north. One day when, with a north
n-lnd blowing, I was posted for observation between the poinis
593 and 655, I saw the storks, whose nests are in the lower
part of the city, and the Egyptian vultures, who have their
abodes in that part of the great ravine near the point 505, exe-
cute the following manoeuvre. As they wished to set out on
an excursion, and the north wind produced a descending cur-
rent over the inclined plateau supporting the city, thus hin-
dering them from taking their soaring start above the place,
they hastened to reach the declivity north of the buttress C 0,
ascending along this side, by a simple gliding in the ascending
wind, as far as the point 655, where, in a horizontal wind, they
then commenced to trace their orbits.

In an ascending wind I have frequently remarked the hover-
ing action, which I have spoken of in my theory, the bird
holding itself head on to the wind, and if not absolutely im-
movable, at least not rising or falling more than a few meters
at most, according to the slight variations of the wind. One
day, from the point 608 (Place Peregaux), I remarked two
Egyptian vultures performing this manoeuvre several times in
succession, and during a period of 30 seconds each time.
These birds were compassing this kind of balancing, above
the point 595, in a northwest wind, which must have produced
an ascending wind, according to the inclination of the ground,
of 10° to 12°. I have even seen domestic pigeons, a species
which is not classed among sailing birds, remain suspended
above the point 613. They returned several times to assume
before me, for five or six seconds, this same position, which
one might call immovable, since the variations hardly ex-
ceeded 1 m. in horizontal and vertical projection. It is true
that these pigeons held themselves at the top of the very
marked ascent which extends from the point 470 to point 613,
and in addition were somewhat back of and above a belt of
eucalyptus-trees, whose tops, bending beneath the wind, doubt-
less furnished to the bird's wing a very strong vertical com-
ponent.

I need not mention the descending currents, except to say
that sailing birds experience only injurious effects from them.
I have seen storks, or vultures, which, finding themselves caught
in a descending head wind, were obliged to flap constantly
because the benefit of " zigzags" and " orbits" would have
been neutralized. A bird accidentally encountering such a
wind is deflected in a remarkable manner in its passage ; but
the birds know somehow how to recognize the places in which
such winds are to be found, and almost always avoid them.
The case of the gust of wind which I set forth in my theory,

in order to arrive at a conception of a " relative squall," may
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I think, be sometimes observed in nature. I have not, how-
ever, any case of this kind to relate, as having been specially

remarked by myself. But I have observed other natural

squalls utilized by the bird—those, for example, in which the

bird, having performed a glide sheltered from the prevailing
wind, arrives at a point where this wind has full scope. In
the great ravine of Constantine I have several times seen a
sailing bird, after a downward glide toward the northeast
along the right-hand cliff, find itself suddenly, at the moment
of its arrival above the point 454, caught by a strong west'
wind. Turning itself at once head to the wind, it made a rapid
ascension of from 30 to 30 m. in height. At other times and
in the same parts of the same ravine, but after having been
first sheltered along the right-hand cliff, it rose by making an
attack against the north wind.

I have said that the bird which descends can and does fol-

low, in any direction whatsoever, a straight line across a hori-

zontal wind. I have never seen a bird which wished to ascend
have recourse to straight soaring. It always follows broken
lines or orbits. The broken lines, then, it seems, serves the

end the bird has in view—that is, to gain altitude,

Constantine, the abode of the majority of the birds which
I have observed, is for them chiefly a place of departure and
arrival. I have never seen migrating birds, on their extended
excursions, traverse its sky. Three or four times I have
noticed birds very high in space, which passed on beyond, but
did not seem to heed our locality, in which they were doubt-
less strangers. Did they perform " zigzags" ? I cannot
affirm it positively, but there were changes in the glint and
aspect of the planes of their wings, probably corresponding
to changes of direction.

As to the birds which I have been able to observe close at
hand they really sail on broken lines, but did they trace these
zigzags according to my theory—that is to say, by first glid-

ing downward across the wind and then turning agairist it

with an angle of incidence above the horizon ?

I must admit that I have not been able to establish whether
the birds, which trace slight zigzags, glide along first on a
right line across the wind and then attack it obliquely, with
a gain of altitude in a second right line. As there was no
point of reference in the sky, it was difficult for me to appre-
ciate any slight descents and ascensions. I only made sure
that the directions of their path as a whole, generally oblique
to the wind, would permit them to adopt this manoeuvre.
But it is quite otherwise when, instead of these zigzags at

obtuse angles, we consider those very marked tackings whose
horizontal projection is a right angle, or nearly so. The bird
has recourse to these very often, and executes them in such a
way as to leave the observer in no doubt as to the manner of
performing them, which is exactly that of my theory. In
special cases the return against the wind is so decisive that
there results ascension at an angle of about 45° above the
horizon.
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In order to enjoy the spectacle of these " zigzags," one
needs but to go, in time of a rather strong north wind, at the
hour when the storks and the Egyptian vultures return to their
nests, and place one's self to leeward of the wind with refer-
ence to the city—for example, between the points 628 and 655.
The birds, which by their downward gliding in a head wind
have lost considerable altitude, are obliged to recover it. The
" zigzags," the simple " glidings," and at times an " orbit"
mingle with and succeed one another, and finally the bird,
haying shown that it knows how to overcome the wind, arrives
at its abode. Generally in its gliding across the wind the bird
seems to advance sideling, with the tip of one wing in advance.
In reality I think it presents its head to the direction of the
" relative" wind.

Certain birds, among others the bearded griffln and the
Egyptian vulture, perform, as if in play, a manoeuvre which
in its theory belongs to the " relative squall," and which, if

it be not in reality the paasade mentioned by the old falconers,
presents at least a great resemblance to it. They precipitate
themselves down from a height of 30 to 40 m., in order to
raise themselves again to a greater height by opposing to the
wind their ventral surface.
The path of the bird which follows an " orbit" is a kind of

helix, deformed and drifted by the wind, and, as it were, de-
pressed by this drifting.

I have said in my theory how I conceived, from the begin-
ning, the different forms of the " orbit," as well in its hori-
zontal projection as in the disoribution of its inclines upward
and downward, its summits and its bottom points.

The facts which I have observed since then have only con-
firmed my first conceptions.
The bird seems to trace its ortit by turning indifferently,

either in the same direction as the hands of a watch, or in an
opposite direction. After a series of " orbits" in one direc-
tion, it may then turn in the opposite direction. It does not
always, in order to commence its helicoidal movement, wait
for a sufficient velocity of wind. By a stroke of the wing,
from time to time, it supplies the insufficiency in the velocity
of the current of air. The diameter of the orbit in horizontal
projection is quite variable. I may assign to it as a mean, I

believe, about 60 m. it in the direction of the wind, and about
40 m. if across it. There are some orbits having smaller diam-
eters than these, and others again having much larger widths.

All the birds which I have observed have, I think, recourse
to the ordinary orbit with one summit. I have never noticed
any but the Egyptian vulture sweep an orbit with two sum-
mits, and only the stork makes use of the long orbit with a
short loop.

Moreover, none but the stork, and that only occasionally,

have I seen appear to fluctuate in its attitude, which is ordi-

narily iaclined transversely toward the central part of the heli-

coidal path.
The bird having arrived at the point 0, fig. 5, where its axis
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is perpendicular to (lie direction of tlae wind, preserves its axis

parallel to this position all the way to the point P, where, sud-

denly, it again becomes tangent to the direction of movement.
In 1891 I saw some domestic pigeons sweep an orbit which,

I thinlj, ought to be described here as an evolution of soaring
flight, notwithstanding it was not performed by sailing birds. A
band of about 25 pigeons, wishing to remain in the neighbor-
hood of a point where it evidently found something to feed

upon, swept and re-swept an orbit al ways the same, and such
as I present in fig. 6 in plan and elevation. At the beginning
and end of each orbit they remained poised, as already de-

scribed, suspended head to the wind at A, just above the point

(612), during a period of from five to six seconds. Then, turn-

ing abruptly, they traversed under the waning influence of an
ascending wind a b, the line A B, itself slightly ascending.
They then glided downward from B to C, but from C to Z>

effected a marked ascension, and, on leaving D, flapped their

wings to regain the point A.
In order to observe them, I was posted at the point (625)—

that is to say, just at their own level, and at an average dis-

tance of 80 m., and, therefore, in a good position to appreciate
the form of the curve traversed by them.

In May, 1892, a stork traced above me, under conditions
less favorable for observation (han those of the preceding case,

but still close at hand, one of the elongated orbits of which
I have spoken. The loop of this orbit, which I show in plan
and elevation in fig. 7, was described at about 80 m. from me.
Prom A 10 B the bird glided down with a shght inclination.

Prom JS to C7it descended more rapidly. From G to D it rose
at an angle of 45° above the horizon. From D to ^' a further
slight ascension was effected, and beyond A' the slight down-
ward gliding recommenced. The pronounced descent B V,

and especially the rapid rise G D, were very clear to my per-

ception.

The preceding observation was the most precise that the
sailing bird had thus far afforded me, regarding the form of
the orbit, and it appeared to me to be precious evidence, when,
a month afterward, I conceived the idea of applying to the
observation of " orbits" a process which would yield numer-
ous and relatively precise results. Tbis process permits the
direct delineation on paper, and then the reproduclion in relief

before our eyes, of the approximate geometrical form of the
bird's helicoidal path.

It is accomplished as follows : I hold in my left hand, in

the direction of the bird which is tracing its orbits, a sheet of
paper applied on a field book, taking care that the sheet is

quite vertical in the direction of its length, and that the hand
which supports it makes no movement. I support the back of
my right hand against the sheet of paper. A very short pen-
cil, but .03 m. (0.8 in.) in length slipped between the middle
and forefinger, and held in place by the thumb, traces on this

sheet of paper a conical projection of the bird's path. A
light sliver of wood or a simple straw, sufficiently long to
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project above the sheet of paper, say 0.10 to 0.15 of a meter
(4 to 6 in.), is held by the pressure of the thumb against its

lower end, which is in contact with the top of the pencil. This
straw ought to be always held quite vertical, or at least travel
quite parallel with itself, and its upper extremity, forming an
indicator, is moved to follow the path of the bird, and thus
constantly to be on the straight line which connects the eye
o£ the observer remaining in a fixed position with the bird
moving in the air.

While the indicator describes, on a small scale, the move-
ment in space under the eye of the observer, consisting in the
conical projection of the bird's path, the pencil traces on the

paper a parallel and equal projection. For each operation ex-

ecuted in this manner I take care to note the direction of the

wind, the direction of rotation of the bird's orbit, and the angle
above the horizon at which the base line of the observed paths
has appeared.

This first part of my proceeding having been performed,
there remains to reproduce in relief the real form of the path.

I construct beforehand, of soft galvanized iron wire,* two
helices about .03 of a meter (1^ in.) in diameter, the one right-

handed and the other left-handed. Taking the one in my
hand whose direction of rotation corresponds with that of the

bird, I hold it up in such a manner as to be, relatively to my
eye, at about the same angle above the horizon as that ob-

served for the base line of the path, and then, fashioning it to

the suitable inclination and pitch to correspond with the pro-

jection taken in the field, I slightly crush the upper part of

the spire, and I have reproduced in my small helix of iron

wire a representation of the observed orbit.

The procedure just described is intended to co-ordinate the

different parts of the path, and to dispose of the difficulty

mentioned above, of want of reference points in the sky. It

may, moreover, be modified, in its vertical projection, for ex-

ample, in the following manner: The eye, instead of being

stationary, might move, accompanied by a pencil pressing on
a pane of glass, which would thus receive the outline of its

passage. The indicator would be a fixed point. This might
be the top of a stick, or any other point, placed at a convenient

distance from the eye, in order that the figure traced by the

pencil might have any desired dimension. We might thus

have a larger drawing, and one free from some of the imper-

fections which may be produced by the method indicated

above. It is true that the figure obtained would be the inver-

sion of the one sought for, but to obtain this it would be suffi-

cient simply to turn the glass over.

I have traced in pencil and reproduced by means of

iron wire the form of a great number of orbicular paths,

taken in different parts of the sky, as chance presented them

to me.
A comparison of these trajectories presents the important

• Lead wire would probably be preferable.—Ed.
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fact that they are included almost exclusively in two groups,

about equal in numbers.
The trajectories of the first group are formed of "orbits"

similar to those which I have described as being traced in a

horizontal wind. They appertain to my theory, and they con-

firm it.

The trajectories of the second group exhibit the bird as ris-

ing in the sky in a course ascending continually, and at times

so steeply that the pitch of the spire is equal to five times its

diameter. I think that the bird is at such times manifestly

ut(der the action of a whirling wind.
In addition to these two groups there appear at times trajec-

tories whose orbits indicate in the wind the presence of a verti-

cal component, more or less marked.
The equality in numbers of trajectories in the two groups

just mentioned might lead us to believe that whirling winds
are very frequent in the atmosphere. I do not think this is

true, even in the region of Constantine, where the inequalities

of the ground, to which I chiefly attribute them, may produce
them in greater numbers than in many other regions ; but the

sailing birds, which understand how to derive advantage from
them, know also where to find them.

I have found, it is true, in different parts of the sky trajec-

tories belonging to the second group, but the region extend-
ing above the vallev of the Rhumel, between the points (612)

and the junction of this river with the Bou-Merzoug, is the

one which has furnished them most abundantly. The trajec-

tory with quite vertical axis marked V, in fig. 9, was observed
from the point (591) looking in the direction of the point (612),

and was performed probably in its neighborhood.
My observations have shown me tlie orbit under six dis-

tinct forms. Six trajectories, whose figures were constantly
found beneath my pencil, are reproduced in the two diagrams,
figs. 8 and 9, given herewith, representing each one orbit of

these forms, which are :

For fig. 8, A, the ordinary orbit with one summit, in a hori-

zontal wind.
" " " B, the orbit with two summits (of the Egyptian

vulture) in a horizontal wind.
" " " C, the very long orbit (of the stork) in a horizontal

wind.
" " 9 D, the orbit in an ascending current.
" " " E, the orbit of the trajectory with inclined axis in

a whirling wind.
" " " V, the orbit of the trajectory with vertical axis in a

whirling wind.
Each one of the diagrams above corresponds to a reproduc-

tion in relief in a small box, whioli can be transformed into a

frame, by unscrewing the bottom and opening the lid, which
I send with the present paper. On the open lid of the box
are reproduced the figures drawn in the diagram, and corre-

spondingly, inside the box, are fixed the soft iron wire helices,

by the aid of which I am enabled to represent in relief the
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trajectories corresponding to the figure.* Tlie bending of the
wires has not been without its difficulties. On the other hand,
upon such a small scale I could not at all hope to obtain an
exact reproduction of the details. As regards the main fea-

tures, 1 think I have approximated to the truth.

The orbit of the trajectoryD seems to demand special atten-

tion. Of the two branches which chiefly compose its outline,

the horizontal one is but that part of the ordinary orbit glided
over downward, which is elevated by the vertical component
of the wind, so as to become nearly horizontal ; the other is

the ascending part of the same ordinary orbit heightened by
the same component so as to become almost vertical.

If tlie spectator will place his eye on a level with the plane

FORM E.

FORM. D.
SEENATANANGLE OF /0°

z
^^

Fig. 9.

mnaAUD HOTATim
NOToBsemea

of tlie base of one of these boxes, and on the center line of this
base about .25 m. (10 in.) from its front boundary, he will see
the small helices present in perspective forms quite the same
outline as those mounted on the lids.

In point of fact, the small helices will then be observed by
him at the same angle at which their corresponding trajec-
tories were observed by me in the sky, and his eye will be at
the same distance from each of them that mine was (at the
moment of observation) from the indicator, or the top of the
straw following the bird in its flight.

I shall terminate the description of the facts which I have
observed by mentioning a very curious spectacle which has at

* The two boxes above described were passed from hand to hand at the
conference, and attracted great attention.
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times attracted my attention, and which is connected with the
action of ascending winds and whirling winds. All of one
part of the sky is sometimes occupied by a legion of sailing
birds or occasional soarers, the rest of space appearing de-
serted. Storks, vultures, crows, hawks, martinets, and small
swallows, soaring or beating their wings, are carried along in

an ascending moyement. It was in such a gap into the heavens
that I saw described, for the first time, an orbit ascending in

all its parts. The true sailing birds, such as the stork, Egyp-
tian vulture (Pharaoh's chicken), the bearded griffins, all have
the habit of directing themselves toward the point where they
see other birds describing their orbils, expecting (at least so
I have interpreted their manner of acting) to there encounter
conditions more favorable for soaring flight. In the particular

case which I am describing, this kind of attraction was exerted
upon all the birds which practise sailing flight to a greater or

less extent. They hastened to profit by a pleasure train which
a whirling or at least an ascending wind has placed at their

disposal. Sometimes a tinge of dust has risen on such occa-

sions, to confirm my conjecture regarding the phenomenon
which invited ihe voyagers. For the most part, however, the
air is as clear there as elsewhere. One day, from the eastern

extremity of the bridge " El Kantara," I saw a winged multi-

tude sporting in a cylindrical region over the flanks of the

Mansourah plateau. It was the hour at which the storks return

to their nests. Several of these birds had arrived, tracing, as

usual, their long glides. 'All of a sudden I saw a stork come
on a Hue which apparently crossed the animated cylinder.

Was it going to pass by it ? Quite otherwise. It entered in

the midst of the whirling throng and partook also of the move-
ment of its new companions, doubtless not wishing to lose an
occasion to perform an ascension which would cause it no
effort. It thus rose to a height much greater than that neces-

sary to reach its nest by gliding.

CONCLirSION.

I have sincerely described, without misrepresentation, what
I have seen and how I thought I saw it. The facts which I

have related are, I realize, still quite incomplete, if we con-

sider the number of these facts and of the kind of sailing birds

whose performances they represent. However, such as they are,

whether they be an illusion of the author or a just apprecia-

tion of facts, they seem to me to giveconfirmation to my theory.

DISCUSSION BY O. CIIANUTB.*

M. Bretonniere's melhod of delineating the spirals of soaring

birds, and of reproducing their forms by models, is exceed-

ingly ingenious, and likely to prove very valuable in enabling

us to analyze sailing flight. It is a happy thought, well car-

ried out, and the models which he has sent to the conference

well deserve all the interest which they have elicited.

• See Appendix C, p. 409, and D, p. 412.
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It is to be regretted that these models cannot be exhibited

to the readers of the paper, when this is published, but if those

interested will take a little pains, they may easily reproduce
those models for themselves. Let them procure some lead

wire, of small diameter, or some soft red copper wire, an-

nealed, and twist it into right or left-hand spirals, which,
when held at the angle indicated on the drawings, shall repeat
to the eye the projections of those forms as shown on figs. 8
and 9. The explanation of M. Bretonniere is so clear that the
models can easily be made, but some little care is requisite to

hold the spirals (while testing them) at the correct angle above
the horizon, so as to reproduce accurately the ascending and
descending portions of the course.

After some practice has been thus obtained, it will mate-
rially advance our understanding of soaring flight, if observers

who are favorably circumstanced will repeat such delineations

and representations in the solid of the paths of birds, and
publish the results of their observations and deductions.
As to M. Bretonniere's theory of soaring flight, while it is

not complete, it seems to me more rational than any other

which has been presented to the conference, or indeed than
any that I know of ; and I have examined—I may say, studied

—some 15 or 20 others.

Professoi- Langley's very ingenious and rational theory, based
as it is upon wliat may be termed the discovery of the natural

law of wind pulsations, doubtless accounts for many of the
phenomena, but when quantitative figures are applied, the
demonstration is weak in the case of the bird supposed to be
progressing in the same direction as the wind. Moreover, this

theory does not explain spiral soaring, nor why certain species

of birds are sailers, and certain others of equal size can glide,

but cannot soar.

I have no doubt tliat when an accepted theory of soaring
flight is finally formulated, the pulsations of the wind shown
to exist by Professor Langley will be acknowledged to be an
important, perhaps an indispensable factor, but this alone,

without consideration of the form of the bird and of his ma-
noeuvres in the air, either in broken or spiral motion, does not
seem to me as yet to furnish a sufficient explanation and the-

ory of the very remarkable plienomena exhibited by the sail-

ing birds.

M. de Louvrie, in his paper, endeavors to account for spiral

soaring. We need not now consider tliis performance with an
ascending wind, as it is evident that with an ascending trend
of 10 to 25 per cent., a supporting reaction and a forward im-
pulse can easily be both figured out. We must confine our-

selves, therefore, to a criticism of the theory of soaring with a
horizontal wind. M. de Louvrie does not explain how the
action of such a wind upon the body of the bird modifies the
component of the normal pressure under the wings, so as to
produce an advancing force during three-quarters of the circle,

but he is led to assert that the bird plunges downward when
progressing against the wind, which is directly disproved by
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all observations hitherto made, except, perhaps, those of
Prince Bakounlne.

Mr. Wellington, on the other hand, supposes the bird to
gather impulse /?'om<^ wind while sailing in the same direc-
tion in which it blows. This clearly cannot be true, because
the bird must sail faster than the wind in order to be supported
at all by the pressure due to its speed. This recalls the theory
once proposed, and now abandoned, by M. Mouillard and by
M. Weylier, that the sailing bird gathered impulse from the
wind, by reason of the difEerence in the coeflBcient of resistance
of his front aspect and of his rear aspect, thus spinning round
on a spiral like a set of Robinson's anemometer cups. This
theory being disproved by the consideration above mentioned,
that the bird must glide faster than the wind blows. We have
also among the papers at this conference, the theory of Mr.
William Kress, who argues that the bird gathers energy by
passing from one stratum of air into another stratum blowing
at greater speed, but who furnishes no evidence that air is

usually stratified in that particular way. It is true that ob-
servation shows that the velocity of the wind generally in-

creases with the altitude above the ground, but this increase

is so gradual as in nowise to resemble the diagrams which are

given, and it does not seem to afford sufficient power for the

eflEect produced, even if it were in regular strata, instead of

the irregular pulsations shown by the diagrams of Professor
Langley.
M. Bretonhiere is more rational. He supposes the bird to

gather velocity from gratriiy, by plunging downward across

tJie, wind, and then to regain the height so lost, and more, by
facing the wind and profiting by the increased pressure so pro-

duced, which, ot course, would raise the bird higher than its

initial altitude, but at the expense of some velocity. This re-

calls the theory of M. Drzewiecki (which was, however, less

sound), which assumed the bird to gather speed from gravity

by plunging downward against the wind, when there would be
greater loss than in the course across the current ; also the

later illustration of M. Mouillard, who likens the soaring bird

to a car descending and ascending the planes of a " roller-

coaster" or " Montagues Russes," while the whole roadway is

supposed to travel in a contrary direction to the car, thus en-

abling the latter to rise higher tlian its point of departure.

M. Bretonniere's theory has several flaws. In the first place,

he adds together the vertical velocity due to gravity with the

horizontal velocity of the wind. In point of fact these two
speeds must be compounded, or an allowance be made for the

loss incurred in effecting the change of direction from vertical to

horizontal. In the second place, he makes no sufficient account

of the resistance which the body and wing edges of the bird offer

to forward progress, and which constantly absorb kinetic en-

ergy. In the third place, if the theory were true just as stated,

without any qualifications, then the consequence would be

that all birds could soar, whatever their shape, while it is well

known that many species cannot.
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This consequence results from the fact that the reasoning
has been applied to mathematical planes, instead of taking into

account the different shapes of various birds. This may be
tested by examining what would happen to M. Bretonniere'

a

poplar plank, if endowed with the faculty of preserving its

equilibrium, and heading against the wind at an angle of inci-

dence above the horizon, after having obtained a certain hori-

zontal velocity by plunging down across the wind. The ki-

netic energy thus acquired may evidently then be exchanged
for elevation and the initial altitude be recovered, less the

losses from " drift" and " head resistance ;" but when this has
been.accomplished the initial velocity will have been used up,

and the ^tone will then be in the position of being exposed,
with no velocity of its own, to the action of the wind. It is

clear that the wind can then raise it still higlier, but from
what we know of the action upon^fanss, it is also clear that

it will be blown back, so that the increased elevation gained is

obtained at the expense of distance.

It may be argued that the plane will rise at a comparatively
steep angle, and descend at a much flatter angle, thus more
than regaining the distance lost, but in that case, in order to

have a sound theory, it is necessary to give quantitative cal-

culations, so as to show that the gain iu distance is greater

than the loss, and even then it does not explain why the alba-

tross, the frigate bird, and the vulture can soar, while the
duck, the wild goose, and the wild turkey do not.

In point of fact I find great differences in the cross-section

of the wings of these various birds, tlie non-soaring approxi-
mating more to flat planes, in which the " drift" is probably
too great in proportion to the " lift" to permit the bird to sail

upon the wind, and this performance seems to require pecul-

iarly curved surfaces, which shall recover at least a part of

the power expended in overcoming resistance.

In conclusion it lEay be said tbat the theory advanced by
M. Bretonniere is rational, and may furnish a good foundation
to build on, but that it is incomplete and will not be convinc-
ing until worked out so as to account for all the phenomena,
and supported with the necessary quantitative calculations.

A complete theory must take account of all the energies, speeds,
and pressures, and also explain how the soaring bird can ad-
vance against the wind at the same time that it rises higher
than its point of departure, allowing meanwhile for " hull re-

sistance" and for " diift.

"

DISCUSSION BY A. F. ZAHM.

In his otherwise admirable paper on gliding flight, M.
Bretonniere seems to me to affirm that a bird can soar in a
horizontal wind of uniform velocity and direction. This is

equivalent to saying that a bird could soar inside an indefinite-

ly large closed car moving with uniform speed on a straight

level track. And this in turn is equivalent to saying that a
ball, starting fiom rest at a certain point inside such a car.
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could roll down a properly formed groove and rise above its

initial level. The latter statement can be disproved analyti-

cally, and might easily be disproved by experiment.
This oversight of M. Bretonnifere's recalls a similar one com-

mitted by Mr. Wellington in treating the same problem.* He
affirms quite correctly that a ball, rolling down an inclined

plane toward the forward part of a ship in motion, would
" take energy" from the moving ship ; but fails to notice that

it would give back energy to the ship in equal amount before

it regained its initial level. If Professor Langley were discuss-

ing the problem he would, I dare say, contrive to have the ship
slow up when the ball reached the bottom of the inclined plane,

so that it might rise more nearly to the height due to its veloc-

ity. If Mr. Wellington were to assume for the ship a favorable
rocking motion or pitching, it would be quite easy to demou-
sfrate both analytically and experimentally that the ball could
rise above its initial level. Some such assumption is made by
M. Mouillard, in his well-considered article in the Conmopolitan
for February, 1894.

It may be as well to state that it is mechanically impossible
for a bird to soar in an even wind or in a calm ; so that, when
observers profess to have witnessed such performances, they
ought hardly to claim our credence unless they show by exact
records the behavior of the wind throughout the entire course
of the bird's flight. When we remember that a gentle swell-

ing and falling of the parts of the atmosphere, such as would
naturally occur over the billows at the surface of the sea, is

sufficient to account for soaring, it will appear how important
it is to consider even the slight pulsations of the air.

The complete theory of soaring might be very conveniently
discussed under three distinct heads : (1) Soaring in winds of

upward trend ; (3) soaring in winds of variable velocity
; (3)

soaring in winds of variable direction. The first has been
clearly presented by many writers ; the second by a few ; the
third has not, I believe, thus far received much development,
possibly for want of data. It is quite evident, however, that

if the breeze veered frequently from side to side or up and
down, that the bird's inertia would offer such resistances to

these changes as to afford a considerable propulsive force. It

is to be hoped that this phase of the soaring problem will be
duly developed when more exact data are at hand exhibiting
the variations in the wind's direction at different altitudes and
in various localities. For it is evidently not greatly material
whether the bird's wings beat the wind occasionally or the
wind beat the bird's wings by occasional veering.
The first two phases of soaring have been well developed by

M. Bretonniere, and his paper will contribute much to the com-
plete elucidation of this subject. His descriptions of ascending
currents, and whirlwinds especially, will be of interest to those
who have not had opportunities for similar observations.

• Engineering News, October 18, 1893.
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A THEORY OF SAILING FLIGHT.

By William Kress, Vienna, Austria.

It is my understanding that the bird, so long as it sails in a

uniform, evenly flowing current of air, moves, as regards to

the surrounding medium, precisely as if it were in calm air.

That is to say, that however fast the current may blow, it will

influence the bird in its motion only as regards the earth ; the

wind taking the bird more speedily to its destination, or retard-

ing it as the case may be. If the bird flies with or against the

current, then its own proper speed as regards the earth must
be added to oi deducted from the speed of the current.

Notwithstanding this compounding of velocities as regards
the earth, the bird moves in a uniformly flowing current just

as he would in calm air so far as its " relative wind" is con-
cerned, and feels only the wind which results from its own
speed, and which it encounters only in front.

Thus much in a uniform current ; but the wind near the
earth's surface is not an evenly flowing current of air. There
are streaks and waves of air of different speeds, generally in-

creasing in velocity with the altitude. This we know from
the varying sound of its whistling, and we feel it on our faces
in stormy weather when at sea or at some exposed spot, and
we easily realize that the wind constantly changes in speed
and also partly in direction.

These differences in the speed of the wind are the factors
which enable the well-known soaring birds, such as the alba-

tross, the trigate bird, etc., to sail for hours upon the breeze
without flapping their wings. Each difference in speed is

skillfully used by the bird as a new source of extraneous power.
Let us represent in fig. 1 an ideal condition of the moving

sea of air in which strata of wind of different speeds are verti-

cally superposed, increasing and decreasing regularly above
and below a central zone.

It will be noted that at the center, at A, the speed is 5 meters
per second, and increases to 10 meters at B and C
Let us suppose that the bird is sailing acioss the wind, with

an initial velocity of its own of about about 1.5 meters per sec-

ond in the slower stratum A, and then turns from e to/ against
the wind into the stratum B ; as the wind thus increases from
5 meters to 10 meters per second its lifting effect becomes
greater, and the bird can reach, with the aid of this wind, a
certain limited height without flapping his wings or changing
their angle of incidence and without losing any portion of his
initial velocity with regard to the surrounding medium.
The limit at which the wind ceases to increa.^e in speed

would be also the limit of the height attainable without
" work." The amount of kinetic energy or of visible speed
which the bird loses in going from e to/, througb air resistance
and friction, is replaced bv the increasing kinetic entrgy of the
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wind—tliat is to say, tlie bird reaches a greater lieiglit without
losing any of its own speed to the air.

When the bird lias reached a certain height, as at /, it then
turns and sails back in the direction of the wind to g into the
calmer stratum of air A. During this second course the bird
gains acceleration of its own velocity Dy gliding downward
upon an oblique surface of air, and, moreover, it carries part
of the kinetic energy due to the greater speed of the stratum B
into the stratum A, which constitutes another gain. There-
fore, if everythin;; is favorable, tUe bird can return into the
original stratum A with greater speed of its own than it had
at the start at e, although it has traversed the course e,f, g
without flapping its wings—that is to say, without " worls."

In like manner, with the arrangement of wind strata illus

trated in fig. 1, the bird can sail over the course g, h, i, k with
no loss of energy or of speed.

FIG I

It must be particularly noticed that the more rapid currents

of air need not necessarily be above each other, as in the case

first supposed, but that they can just as well be downward, or

sideways, or in any direction whatever ; the only requisite is

that the bird, when it passes from the calmer into the faster

current, shall sail against the latter, or mce-'oersd, when it passes

from the quicker into the slower stratum shall sail down with

the wind.
In both cases the difference in speed of the currents of air is

always to the bird an extraneous source of kinetic energy,
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which it would lose almost immediately if it were to remain
longer in the same stratum of air—that is to say, in a current

of uniform, even velocity.

Let us now show how circling flight of birds of prey can be

explained in a wind gradually incre'asing in velocity upward,

this being the usual condition and being represented in fig. 2.
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Let 2J be a fixerl point on the earth. At the height m, m, o, a
the speed of air in reference to ij is 5 meters a second ; at

/, g it is 10 meters a second in the direction shown by the

arrows.
The bird's own velocity, with respect to the surrounding

medium, may be 15 meters per second.
Its course and Us speed, with reference to the fixed point R,

is shown at each of tlie points lettered in the diagram bj' the
following table :

Velocities.

Speed of wind

.

Speed of bird
Relative speed
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hills, rising in many cases to a height of 500 II . above the gen-
eral surface of the country. During the months of February
and March winds and storms are common, while during the
months of summer and autumn winds are the exception rather
than the rule. It will, therefore, be convenient to consider
the subject under two divisions : (1) Flight in windy weather,
and (3) flight in .the absence of winds.

I.—FLIGHT IN WINDY WEATHER.

1. In windy weather, especially if the wind be strong, the

vulture very rarely flaps its wings.
2. If the velocity of the wind be greater than 30 miles per

hour the vulture cannot make direct headway against it, but
must resort to what may be termed a system of tacking, the
bird alternately rising and falling, and so working its way
slowly forward.

3. In such a wind the bird will often stand motionless for
several seconds, neither advancing nor receding. However,
an occasional slight movement of the wings can usually be de-

tected. This feat is commonly performed upon the brow or

slope of a hill facing the wind ; though it not infrequently oc-

curs in comparatively open fields of level land.

4. The bird, having become stationary, may rise to a height
of 15 or 20 ft. by drifting slightly backward, the under surface

of the wings being exposed lo the current. The backward
movement is arrested by bringing the wings into a horizontal

position, accompanied by subsequent slight movements. It

may then advance by gliding downward to a point several feet

directly above its former position. The manoeuver may then
be repeated. The bird may rise perpendicular (often very rap-

idly) to a height of a hundred feet or more (this usually takes

place upon the brow of a hill), or it may advance into the wind
while rising, the manoeuver being accompanied by a rocking
movement.

5. By heading across the wind, a horizontal or slowly de-

scending flight of great rapidity may be attained, the bird cov-
ering a distance of a quarter of a mile in an incredibly short

time. In such flight the bird never heads in the direction of

its course, but makes a slight angle with the wihd, so that if

a bird be moving upon a tangent it is possible to determine in

this way whether or not the wind is blowing and with what
velocity. This swift flight may be suddenly checked by turn-

ing and facing the wind.
6. When, having become stationary, the bird turns to fly

with the wind its path is an approximate cycloid, the bird be-

coming stationary at the cusps. In advancing, however, to

its former position it follows no regular curve, having to beat

its way against the wind.
7. In a strong wind the bird does not attempt to soar by cir-

cling ; but if the wind be moderate such flight is not uncom-
mon. A flock of vultures rising from a carcass in such a wind
will usually soon be found drifting with the wind as they soar.
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as If the entire flock were blown forw-ard by tlie wind. Tiieir

object being to gain elevation, they make no effort to contend
against the wind. Such flight in a horizontal plane is in epi-

cycloidal curves.

8. The black vulture can advance into a wind against which
the buzzard can make no direct headway.

9. When sailing with the wind flight is invariably more
rapid than when advancing, so that no uniform velocity is to

be looked for when the bird is circling in a wind. In other
words, if the velocity be not uniform in a horizontal plane the
bird cannot close the circuits.

10. Among the rare flights that I have witnessed I may men-
tion that of a flock of vultures hovering about the brow of a
hill in the face of a wind, wliich moved off simultaneously
with all apparent ease in the directi(m from vchence the wind
came to hover again over an open country a mile away. That
of a buzzard descending the slope of a hill 1,500 ft. with a fall

of perhaps 300 ft. and at once turning and retracing its course
to the top of the hill. I could not determine whether the wind
was blowing across the hill or not, The flight was very rapid,

and the ascent made with a vigorous rocking movement along
a sinuous course. Also that of another descending across a
valley in a light wind at an angle of 30°, a distance of 500 ft.,

to retrace its course with the same powerful rocking move-
ments.

II.—FLIGHT IN THB ABSENCE OF WINDS.

1. Flapping is much more frequent in the absence of winds.
The occasions on which flapping is resorted to are when first

rising from the ground, when near the earth, when alarmed,
when journeying alone, when seeking their roosting place in

flocks, in which case gliding flight alternates with flapping
flight.

3. When the bird begins soaring in circles flapping usually
ceases ; this is especially true of the hawks.

3. The buzzard, the black vulture and the hawks can soar
indefinitely in a dead calm. As a special instance of what I

have many times witnessed I may mention the following :

About nine o'clock in the morning, on a bright day in June a
buzzard began soaring immediately overhead at an elevation
of about 50 ft. near the corner of a level, open field, bounded
on two sides by woodlands in which the trees rose to a greater
height than that of the buzzard. Not a breeze stirred among
the leaves, and there was no indication of any surface cuiTent.
The flight was elliptical and very uniform, the bird returning
upon its course after each revolution. Its velocity was about
25 ft. per eecond, and it reqidred about 5 seconds to complete
a revolution, its patn being about 135 ft. in length. It made
->o less than 30 revolutions in an approximately horizontal
ylsLue ; so that in about 1 minute and 40 seconds it had flown
a distance of 500 ft., had maintained both its original elevation
and velocity, and had not made one beat of its wings. Hav-
ing completed its inspection, it began rising in circles, still
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without flapping. After reaching a height of 200 ft. it sailed
away on a tangent. The heating of the earth might have pro-
duced a slight rising current ; but if so there was no corre-

sponding Surface current from the woods, and it is certain that
such ascending current, if it existed, would not have sufficed

to float thistle-down.
4. In gliding flight the bird sails on rigid wings, descending

at the rate of about 1 in 10, and traversing long distances.

The lost elevation is regained by soaring.

5. As a rule the buzzard either flaps or soars or glides down-
ward toward the eartli. The instance in which he glides for

long distances horizontally are exceedingly rare.

6. None of the birds mentioned soar in a calm on rigid

wings. In the case given above the bird was continually chang-
ing the angle of its wings. It was soaring to the left, and the

tips of right wing were sometimes 18 in. above those of the
left ; and again both wings for a moment were horizontal.

Each horizontal position was followed by a marked depression
of the left and elevation of the right. Each of these move-
ments was equivalent to a slow and measured stroke of the
wing, and as two or three occurred during each revolution, the
bird was in reality continually beating its wings.

7. In soaring, velocity is gained at those points where the
curvature of the course is increasing. In the above case of

horizontal soaring, where the velocity was very nearly uniform,
a slight increase could be detected as the bird passed the ver-

tices of the ellipse. In the more common mode of flight, how-
ever, the velocity is not uniform. Instead of moving in hori-

zontal circles the bird consumes such energy as it may possess

by gliding upward. Having lost its velocity, it hangs for a
moment almost motionless, turns backward, sweeps suddenly
downward like a wheel with the outer wing greatly elevated,

then with a single powerful stroke brings the wings and body
into a horizontal position and speeds away with a velocity due
to a fall of twice as many feet as it has talien. All these move-
ments require the expenditure of energy ; and that the bird

exerts great energy is indicated by the fact that it requires a
short period of rest in horizontal soaring before the manoeuvre is

repeated. And even in those remarkable ascents along helical

courses in whicli the bird climbs so rapidly the principle of

rapid movement upon sharp curves still holds good. These
flights are so rare that it is difflcult to decide whether or not
they are accomplished by the aid of ascending currents. But
they occur most frequently in sheltered spots, and I have never
witnessed one on a windy day.

8. It Is obviously important, in endeavoring to determine
whether or not a bird can soar in a dead calm, to keep in view
the bird's intention while soaring. The only currents which,
near the earth, there is difliculty in recognizing are vertical

ascending currents. Does the bird then rise bv soaring only
when it comes in contact with such currents ? It would seem
otherwise, for he is able to pause in his flight on a calm day at

any point and to soar by circling for an indefinite length of
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time. The argument is that any effective liorizontal or slightly

ascending current could easily be delected by an observer,
and that the ease which birds soar upon a calm day and their

ability to do so at any point do not justify us in assuming the
existence of undetected currents. And that soaring flig-lit is

to be accounted for by reference to certain well-defined and
continually repeated movements which are inseparable on a
calm day from such flight.

9. It is not only true that the buzzard and black vulture
rarely flap their wings on a calm day when soaring at a great

elevation, where undetected currents may exist, but they con-
tinue to soar when, as they often do, they return to the earth

and fly near the surface.

10. In soaring at a high altitude the buzzard may often be
seen to tip the primary quills-downward and backward. This
is invariably the beginning of a rapid downward flight.

11. In " journeying flight" at high altitudes the V form of
the wings is very common, the flight being comparatively slow
and descending. The same form also appears in circling flight

when the bird glides upward, the wings being brought into a
horizontal position as the ascent ceases. The bow form, with
wings projecting far in advance of the head, is common at
great altitudes ; it is characteristic of slow flight. The wings
in this case are horizontal. In swift gliding flight the wings
are horizontal, the line of their front margins straight, the cen-
ter of gravity lying but little below the center of horizontal
pressure upon the wings.

13. The rowing quills are long and powerful in the buzzard,
less so in the carrion crow and the hawks. These quills, which
have a twisted form when at rest and a sharp downward curva-
ture are, in flight, bowed upward into a quadrant, their twisted
form giving place to the ribbon form. This is not due to any
inflowing or upward current, but to the action of the quill

under horizontal pressure". They are doubtless very effective

in the rocking movements of the bird.

13. The tail is rarely spread or used by the buzzard even in

windy weather. But in the carrion crow it is spread frequently.
In the hawks it is long and used when following their prey.

14. Neither in the hawks, buzzards nor black vultures is

there any upward bending of the tips of the feathers along the
rear margin even in soaring flight. As seen by the reflection

of sunlight from the under surface, the wing is concave
throughout. This is found to be true when the bird is viewed
through a telescope. In rapid gliding flight there occasionally
appears to be a slight reversed curve along the rear margin of
the secondaries. But in ordinary flight there is perhaps but
little pressure exerted upon the rear margins.

15. The rear margins follow close upon the path of those in
front, the tips of the secondaries being more elevated than the
primaries, not including the rowing quills.

16. When viewed from abo^e, as when standing upon a cliff,

the upper broad expanse of the wing will invariably be found
pointing backward and downward even in soaring flight, beiiig
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seldom or never horizontal. This fact adds greatly to the diffi-

culty of explaining flight upon any Isnown hypothesis.
17. Any fore-and-aft section of either the wings or the row-

ing quills will be found sharply pointed in front. This is true
of all birds that have come under my notice, nature having
taken special pains in marking the line of separation by the
upper and lower stream lines. The front of the wing is never
rounded, but is brought to a sharp angle in front. In front
of the elbow three or four feathers are found which serve no
other purpose than to change the rounded into a pointed form.
So universal is this form that it can hardly be safely ignored
in attempting artificial flight.

18. As a consequence, all the currents that impinge upon the
front margin of the wing are deflected upward. The reverse
form has been advocated by certain inventors.

19. The under surface of the wing is hollow, and the air, on
passing the front margin, must rise to fill it or else a dead area
will be formed. The coverts of the secondaries prevent this,

and the entire area is swept by the currents. The depth of
ihe concavity, which is greatest 1 in. behind the front margin
in the buzzard is about 0.5 in. upon the secondaries. Upon the
primaries it is perhaps not over 0.2 in. Th\is both upon the
upper and lower surfaces the air must rise as it meets the wing.

20. Upon the upper surface the currents produced (no refer-

ence is here intended to the presence or absence of winds) curve
with the wing, never escaping as jets into the air above except
perhaps as the bird alights.

21. The reaction of the air under Impact is far greater than
any demand of ordinary flight. Thus I have seen a buzzard
swoop downward almost vertically in its attack upon another,
falling a distance of 40 ft. and adding to its velocity by a pow-
erful twisting movement, turn upon a curve of 15 ft. radius, rise

almost vertically to its original elevation and sail on with its

original velocity. Assuming that the original velocity was 25
miles per hour, the additional speed due to a fall of 40 ft.

would be nearly 15 miles per hour, thus producing a velocity

of 40 miles per hour, at which the normal pressure would be
8 lbs. to the square foot, thus enabling the bird to " ricochet"

upon the air and to spring or rebound back to its original

height with little loss of its original velocity.

22. When the wings of the buzzard are extended, as in

downward gliding flight, the line of the front margin being
straight, the center of gravity coincides very nearly with the

center of magnitude, not including the tail, but slightly in

front of it. The flight is in this case rapid. But it becomes
far more rapid, approaching at times 80 ft. per second, when
the primaries are drawn backward and slightly elevated. If,

on the contrary, the wings are drawn forward, the flight is

slow.

23. The most rapid flapping flight does not exceed 30 ft. per

second. Flapping flight is directed upward, never downward,
and occasionally accompanies circling flight. The velocity^ in

horizontal soaring is from 20 to 30 ft. per second. Sailing
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flight for short distances ahout the same. The crow sails

twice as rapidly. The black vulture accomplishes a variety of

manoeuvres, with wide extremes of velocity, but is, upon the
whole, much swifter than the buzzard. The wings are flapped
oftener, though it may frequently be seen soaring for hours on
a calm day without flapping. The stroke of the wing is rapid
and powerful.

24. The purpose of soaring is twofold—to enable the bird to

inspect a given locality for an indefinite length of time, and to

gain the altitude necessary for extended gliding flight. In the
one case the flight is approximately horizontal, in the other
ascending. As a rule the hawks climb much higher than the
buzzards, continuing to rise almost perpendicularly (if the day
be fair) to an elevation so great that the largest squirrel hawk
appears but a speck la the blue distance, and if lost sight of

can with diSiculty be found again. Their gliding flight ex-
tends over many miles.

25. The gliding flight of the buzzard is very irregular, much
more so than that of either the black vulture or the hawks,
and this too despite the fact that they glide more frequently
than either of the other birds. It is the buzzard's usual mode
of descent. The explanation seems to be that the buzzard in

gliding flies automatically, so that any increase of velocity re-

sulting in an upward movement is not guarded against. His
flight is therefore undulating.

26. A flock of vultures, when frightened from a carcass, will

rise in a body by soaring to an elevation of 200 or 300 ft. or
more, when, by a simultaneous movement they will be found
gliding toward the four quarters of the heavens, no two going
together. Their object is the better to scour the country.
They detect their prey either by scent or by sight.

27. In horizontal soaring flight on a calm day the lips of the
wings are elevated and depressed on an average of perhaps
about 1 ft. per second. If we allow that the resistance en-
countered amounts to 5 lbs., the weight of the bird (and it can-
not be greater than this, else the body of the bird would be
sensibly elevated) we hape for Ihe power expended 5 foot-

pounds iDer second, or ^rs of 1 H.P. As a large part of the
weight is sustained by the secondaries, which move but a few
inches, the power expended is perhaps much less than this.

It is a mistake to argue, from the enormous development of
the pectoral muscles, that the power required in flight is cor-

respondingl3' great. The great development is the result of
constant use, and is by no means a necessary condition of flight.

I once shot a large blue-tailed hawk, which was so lean that
the pectoral muscles had almost disappeared, yet it mounted
upward with the greatest ease.

28. The explanation of soaring flight involves the solution
of several dithcult problems, not the least of which is the man-
ner in which circling horizontal flight is maintained. Assum-
ing that the bird moves upon the surface of a cone having an
obtuse angle, the centrifugal force would tend to preserve the
angle. Cut allowing a complete circuit to be 125 ft. in length,
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and the expanse of wing 6 ft., the tips of the outer wing must
travel very nearly 38 ft. farther than those of the inner wing.
By what means is this accomplished ? Since the outer wing
has the higher velocity, the resistance encountered should be
greater. While if we suppose the inner wing to encounter
greater resistance by an increase of the angle of the primaries,
why is the wing not elevated as well as extended ? When the
bird turns from a tangent on to a curve a perceptible interval
of time usually elapses between the elevation of the outer
wing and the turning upon the curve, and on one occasion,
while standing among some cedars, a buzzard in pasbinar low
overhead stopped to reconnoiter, and in doing so elevated the
right wing slightly and turned almost completely upon an axis
before wheeling to the left, so that for an instant it seemed to
be sailing backward. There was no wind stirring, and the
bird retraced its course with no loss of elevation or velocity.

29. In all the wing movements involved in soaring the broad
surface of the wing is kept approximately in the line of flight ;

but it is very difficult to decide when the rear margin lies

within and when without the surface traced by the front mar-
gin. To the eye, however, it appears that if the front margin
were removed beyond the line of highest curvature, the re-

maining portion would form a broad surface, slightly concave,
which would uniformly intercept the air upon the under sur-

face. The wing stroke of the buzzard is vertical, ending with
a rowing movement of the primaries, and so powerful as to

elevate the body several inches (as I have witnessed in the case
of a tame buzzard flying directly from me). The reaction
must therefore be greater than the weight of the bird. How-
ever, during the upward stroke much of the elevation gained
is lost. The stroke of the black vulture is downward, sharply
forward, and very rapid. In soaring or gliding its wings are

never V-shaped. The same vigorous movements characterize
its soaring stroke. The wing stroke of the crow is elliptical,

with a rowing movement. It is expert at gliding, but cannot
soar.

30 During the flapping stroke the air is driven backward
with great force, the current extending at times as far as 20 ft.

,

as I have learned from the tame buzzard referred to. The
reaction drives the bird forward. A similar reaction may be
supposed to characterize the soaring stroke.

31. Among rare flights may be mentioned that of a buzzard
rising out of a cove on the north slope of the Holston Mountain
at about nine o'clock on a September morning. A party of us

were ascending from the valley, and had stopped to rest. The
bird ascended along an enormous spiral course, repeatedly

plunging downward to rise with a twisting movement to a

greater height. He continued to soar for some three minutes,

rising 500 ft. and passing across the mountain. He made no
flapping strokes, and we had noticed no wind in ascending.

Nor is it probable that any ascending current existed, as the

current usually begins to blow down the mountain at this hour
on a warm day. That of a buzzard, rising along a corkscrew
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30 ft. in diameter along the face of a perpendicular cliff ; after-

noon, locality in shadow, no wind stirring. That of a buz-
zard, gliding a distance of 1000 ft. across a valley, horizon*

tally, with no movement of any kind, weather fair, no
wind near the ground, elevation of bird 300 ft. above the

valley.

EXPERIMENT.

In order, if possible, to reproduce the flight of the soaring
birds artificially, I have constracted a small model, shown on
page 317. This model consists of a spar of light red cedar 3 ft.

in length, and originally 1 in. X f in. in cross section, but bev-
eled upon the upper front margin and hollowed out underneath
to resemble the front margin of the wing of a bird. Two um-
brella stays 8 in. in length pass through the extremity of the
spar, and are slightly curved to correspond to the curvature of

a wing. Their free extremities are connected by a violin string
tightly drawn. The whole is covered with black satin, no-
where tightly drawn except near the spar. The wing thus
formed is concave beneath and convex above, the curvature
being greater near the leading edge, and is attached at its mid-
dle point to a block of oak 2 in. X 2 in. X 5 in. loaded with
lead. A rudder made of light white pine, and supporting by
means of a wire a tightly drawn sail of 1 sq. ft. of surface, is

attached to the block of oak in such a way that the plane of
the rudder exactly coincides with the plane of the violin string

and the leading lower edge of the spar.

The center of gravity lies within the block of oak midway
of the wing, the rudder extending 2 ft. behind the wing. The
surface of the wing amounts to 2 sq. ft. The model, when
loaded with 1^ lbs. of lead, weighs 3 lbs.

The results accomplished with this rough model are in many
respects remarkable. When lightly thrust from the hand it

sails away in a truly straight line, and with an easy and steady
flight in striking contrast with that of an inclined plane simi-

larly mounted. The flight is in all respects similar to that of
the soaring birds when descending along a gradient of 1 in 15.

The velocity attained has usually been about 35 ft. per second,
or 17 miles an hour. I have obtained short horizontal flights

with a smaller velocity. If thrust rapidly forward the model
rises to a height of 8 or 10 ft., when, hanging suspended for a
moment, it sails forward to the ground. Having attached a
vertical rudder, I exposed it to the mercy of a high and boister-

ous wind. Under the action of a strong and steady breeze it

rises to the height of 12 or 15 ft., slowly retreating from the
wind, but always facing it. Having reached a certain height
it invariably begins a descent into the face of the wind. This
action is precisely that of the soaring birds in facing a strong
wind ; and it has a most important bearing upon the question
of artificial flight, showing as it does that an air ship may be
so constructed as to rise in a high wind and return to the
spot from which it arose without danger to an aeronaut. Even
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in an irregular and stormy wind the model is not overturned,
but faces about quickly under the action of the rudders.

I next tried the efEect of exposing the model to the action of
a steady wind blowing at the rate of perhaps 30 miles an hour,
or 45 ft. per second ; at the same time keeping it stationary by
holding it at arm's length overhead. Two lingers were laid
directly above the center of gravity, so that the action of the
horizontal rudder kept the wing always parallel to the current.
Not only did the wind support the weight of the model so that
it rocked easily back and forth beneath the fingers, but when
the wind was high it produced an upward pull which could
not have been less than 3 lbs. additional. So that, with a

VERTICAL SECTION

velocity of certainly not more than 35 miles an hour, the model
supported time and again a weight of 4 lbs., or 2 lbs. to each
square foot of sustaining surface—not counting the rudder,
which had only its own small weight to support. Nor did this

upward pull occur momentarilv, but was strongest when the

wind was steadiest and the model stationary.

While nolhing better has, I think, been recorded of the lift-

ing power of a model, the small amount of power required to

hold it against the wind was not less remarkable. So slight

was it that the model rocked back and forth easily, and the re-

sistance apparently decreased wilh the velocity of the wind.
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I repeatedly tried the effect of pulling the model downward,
and in eyery instance it was driven forward into the wind, re-

producing again the effect of the slight wing movements of the

bird.

Success with such a model depends largely upon the concen-
tration of weight near the center of gravity, with the employ-
ment of very light wings and rudders. But, with the mate-
rials at my disposal, I have not been able to construct a model
capable of testing thoroughly the principles involved. A few
pieces of fish-hook steel wire well tempered are all that is nec-

essary to the making ot a suitable model. But these I have
not as yet succeeded in obtaining.

DBDtrOTIONS.

History has shown that it is unsafe for a philosopher to sit

in his study and work out the laws of nature. I shall there-

fore not attempt to combat the position of those who hold that

soaring flight cannot be accomplished in a dead calm, but as-

suming that the feat is possible, shall close this article with the

following deductions from the observations recorded above :

1. Flight, whether soaring or Sapping, finds its basis in the

expenditure of muscular energy.
2. Except as regards rapidity and extent, the soaring stroke

is very similar to the flapping stroke.

8. The soaring strokes may be made by either or both wings.
On an average one soaring stroke is made each second, with
an extreme sweep of from 1 to 3 ft. In horizontal soaring
the strokes are made with a good degree of regularity. In as-

cending the stroke is much- more powerful and less regular.

In flapping flight about two full strokes are made each second
by the buzzard.

4. These strokes have for their object propulsion and eleva-

tion', not guidance. As in the flapping, so in the soaring
stroke, the depression of the wing pioduces a backward cur-

rent with forward reaction.

5. The reaction of the flapping stroke is greater than the
weight of the bird, which is elevated some inches bodily at the

same time that it is propelled forward. The reaction of the

soaring stroke is but little greater than the weight, and results

not in elevation, but in propulsion.

6. The rate of ascent by the flapping stroke is ordinarily (for

the buzzard) about 6 or 8 ft. per second. The soaring stroke

results in horizontal flight, or, if more pronounced, in an aver-

age rate of ascent of less than 1 ft. per second.

7. The soaring stroke is more economical of energy than the
flapping stroke, there being no loss of elevation during the up
stroke. In the flapping stroke of the black vulture this loss is

very small
;
partly on account of the rapidity ot the strokes,

partly upon the character of the stroke. Unlike the buzzard,
its stroke is not utilized directly in ascent, but in propulsion.
The same vigorous beat may be recognized in both the soaring
and flapping stroke.
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8. It is not necessary that we should be able fully to explain
the manner in which a slow, measured stroke is made effective

in rapid flight, for we are still in doubt as to the philosophy of

the flapping stroke. The all-important question is. Are such
strokes effective ? That they are the birds themselves are daily
testifying. Practically the fact may be of vital importance.
In estimating the energy expended we are no longer under the
necessity of introducing the velocity of the flying macbine as
a factor in our calculations—a factor which quickly consumes
the power of the strongest motor. Instead we have only to

multiply the vertical sweep of the soaring stroke by the weight
of the machine.

9. To show that this assumption is not unscientific, let us

consider an illustration. Let us suppose that a machine
fashioned like a bird is gliding over the ice, only the tips

of the wings touching the ice. Any force applied inter-

nally which would, in the air, depress the wings, will now
elevate the body of the macliine, and the power required
will be altogether independent of the velocity of the ma-
chine. Suppose the machine has been thus elevated 3 ft.,

and that the ice suddenly inclines upward a distance of 1 ft.

If the wings are light and allowed now to rise freely, they may
make the ascent of 1 ft. before the body of the machine has
fallen 1 ft, and thus the entire machine is raised a distance of

1 ft., and the movement may be repeated indefinitely. In
flight the case is similar ; since the air over which the bird is

gliding is sufficient for its support, it may use that support in

adding to its elevation.

10. There is, however, this difference : the stroke in the air

may add to the velocity instead of to the elevation. This
point is less clear than the other. But it may be noted that

when a downward stroke is made the pressure which is every-

where increased is made effective upon the under front margin
(the sharply curving portion) by the yielding of the rear sur-

faces. The ail which would otherwise escape in all directions

is caught in the hollow of the front margin, and by its reaction

the bird is driven forward. For it is to be remembered that

while the bird is moving but 30 ft. per second, the increased

pressure is translated at no less a velocity than 1,300 ft. per

second. The downward pressure of the wing is therefore felt

instantaneously upon the front margin, and this pressure giv-

ing way at all other points except above and in front, the bird

is both sustained and driven forward.
11. We see, therefore, why Nature has taken such pains in

fashioning the hollow front of the wing. She has made wings
broad and narrow, large and small, long and short, curved in

various direction and adapted them in a hundred different ways
to the necessities of specific flight. But in the design of the

hollow margin in front she has never made a single variation.

Even in the fashioning of the rowing quills, she has not depart-

ed in one instance from her universal method.
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THEORY OF SOARING FLIGHT.

By Ch. de Jjovvjai, Engineer, Fbancb.

SoABiNG flight, or flight without beat of wing, which has
also been called sailing flight (ml d wile) because it can be per-

formed only in time of wind, has been thoroughly observed
and well attested, and yet its possibility is denied by those who
cannot explain it and who attribute the bird's support to some
sort of mbration of the wings, or, in other words, to an impel-'

ceptible beat of wing.
In point of fact, it cannot be explained by the old formula,

taught in all the schools, that oblique air pressures are in the
ratio of the square of the sine of incidence ; but it is very
clearly expounded with the aid of the formula which I pro-
posed in the Revue del'AeronaiUique (fourth issue of 1890), sup-
plemented by the law which I deduced from my experimenis
in 1866 (analogous to those of Professor Langley), that the for-

mula R = W tang. @ expresses the relation which the weight
W sustained by a plane maintains to the resistance R which the
plane opposes to horizontal motion at all angles of incidence,

@. This formula demonstrates that the weight Jfand the re-

sistance R are the two rectangular components of the air press-

ure, which is normal to the plane and not in the direction of

the wind.
To fully satisfy my mind in this matter required but a ten

minute?' demonstration furnished by two kestrel hawks at

Mount Valerien in 1866. "We were upon the slope which over-
looks St. Germain, from which a good wind was blowing at
the rate of about 40 ft. per second. Some 30 paces in front of
us two kestrels were floating about 60 ft. above the earth, and
heading against the wind. At times they remained immov-
able, and again they would slowly rise or descend, or gently
advance or recede, or again glide sidewise. Their wings re-

mained immovable. All at once they rose abruptly and drifted
back, and then performed the same manoeuvres at a height of
65 ft. above the fort, but we then remarked that the equilib-
rium seemed more unstable ; and.Mr. d'Erterno, the judicious
and persevering observer, said to me : "I wish the French
Academy was here ; it would no longer deny sailing flight."

Evidently the current of air flowed parallel with the inclined
soil, and therefore the wind was ascending. The plane of the
kestrels' wings might then be inclined at an angle pointing
below the horizon, and the angle of impact of the wind would
remain sufficient to furnish support.
Now, if the plane points below the horizon, the normal press-

ure and the action of gravity (weight) are no longer opposed
on the same straight line, and there is a resultant in the direc-
tion of the inclination which drags the body forward. Thus,
with an ascending wind the sailing bird may proceed as he
wills ; it is sufficient for him to incline the plane of his wings
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toward the side to -which he proposes to move, or he may, If

he prefers, remain immovable.
It is a somewhat more difficult feat to perform with a hori-

zontal wind, and the sailing bird must then resort to a very
simple artifice, which I am about to explain.

Doubtless the bird must move in the direction resulting
from the normal pressure under the plane of the wings ; but
the action of the wind upon the body of the bird creates a com-
ponent which, if it continued too long, would drift the bird
back, and which modifies the direction of the normal pressure.
Now the bird's inertia opposes this, employing it to gain as
much height as possible in order to regain later, by gravity,
any possible drift or lost distance.

For this purpose he sweeps around in those orbits so often
described in order to change constantly the direction and to

evade this component. Indeed, we know that the quantity of
motion M F imparted by such a force is proportional to its

time of action, t, and that M V= Ft. The bird may thus
traverse about three-quarters of the circle almost without
drifting ; but during the fourth quarter the wind is adverse,
and in order to sweep around to advance he must sacrifice sup-
port from the wind. Accordingly he iuclines his wings some
degrees below the horizon and plunges into the current ; his

weight propels him and imparts a kinetic energy which is sub-
sequently expended by inclining the plane of the wings up-
ward again. The wind then raises him up again to the height
of departure, and he profits by all the altitude gained in the

three-quarters of the circuit ; and the stronger the wind the

greater the height gained. By this device, which is imitated
in the "roller coaster" sport, the sailing bird can advance
against the strongest currents without sensibly losing its alti-

tude.

In order to sail across the current it is sufficient for the bird

to incline his wings in the proposed direction, making at the

same time the least possible angle with the wind. Now, this

procedure is possible around three-quarters of the circle, and
we have shown how he can advance against a head wind by
vertical tacking during the fourth quarter circle.

The sailing bird may therefore progress in any direction

whenco-ever the wind may blow, providing it be sufficiently

strong. "What now is the minimum necessary wind ? The
formula which we have given will answer this question. The
answer necessarily depends upon the angle of incidence @
and upon the ratio of the wing surface to the weight of the

sailing creature.

If we call 8 the wing surface, equal to 1.23 sq. ft. per pound
(1 square meter to 4 kilograms), this being the usual ratio with

sailing birds, and we call V the velocity of the wind, W being

the weight, then for mere support we must have the equation :

(r

<3 sin. @ (1 + COS. @)\
W.= K.8V\ jcos. @,

+ sin. @ \- COS. @ '
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and if we make @ = 2° and K = 0.005, we have

(% dn. 2° (1 + COS. 3°)

. "l- sin. 3° 4- COS. 3

/3 dn. 3° (1 + COS. 3°)\

1 lb. = 0.005 X 1.22 X Y''
\

Voa. 3*,

^14- sin. 3° 4- COS. 3° '

and hence

/ 1 X (1 + dn. 2° + COS. 2°)

V^A/ = 49

^ 0.005 X 1.23 X 2 sin. 2° X (1 + cos. 2°) cos. 3°

miles per hour. Or, if we make @ = 5°, we have K= 13

miles per hour.
These two examples exhibit the importance of the angle of

incidence @, w^hioh serves to regulate the effect of the wind.

With an ascending wind this angle may be large, and thus
soaring flight becomes possible with a light breeze.

With the old formula that the normal pressure varies as sin.''

@, one obtained for an angle of incidence of 2° a required
velocity, V= 383 miles per hour, and for an angle of 5° F =
156 miles per hour, so that sailing flight seemed impossible un-

less the wind was vertical. It could not be thus explained
;

and we see that the formula for normal pressures under oblique

planes Is the very foundation-stone for an explanation of sail-

ing flight as well as for aviation in general, and that it cannot
be correctly expressed by a fanci ul formula such as that given
by Commandant Renard to the Sociele de Physique in 1889

—

viz., N = K 8 V^ (A dn. @ — (A ~ 1) sin.^ @), in which A is

a coelHcient, larger than 1 and probably equal to 2. (I)

But, in point of fact, what is the general trend of the wind ?

We need but watch the whirling of dried leaves in late au-

tumn to realize that such a thing as a horizontal wind hardly
exists, except perhaps in the upper regions of the atmosphere,
and a little consideration suffices to show that it cannot be
otherwise. Thus, if the current encounters a hill it is deflected

and flows upward to a great height by reason of the kinetic

energy and expansibility of its molecules, while on the reverse

slope the air remains undisturbed, and one can barely perceive

a slight suction. Let the wind encounter a gorge and it pours
into it, following all its irregularities, and inasmuch as the
molecules can no longer preserve the same velocity, whirls and
eddies are produced which mount to a height proportioned to

the strength of the wind. Moreover, the wind advances in great
waves, and near the equator the heat of the sun actually pro-

duces vertical winds.
Tlie sailing birds profit by these currents to rise, because

acquired altitude represents so much of stored energy, which
can be subsequently expended, and because the wind acquires
speed with elevation, as so well shown by the observations
made in 1889 at the base and summit of the Eiffel Tower.
Once altitude attained, gravity may be availed of to compen-
sate the inlermittence in the wind ; and the albatross may, far

from any danger, go to sleep amid the clouds.
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Thus sailing flight is easy both to understand and to imi-
tate ; for the soaring bird can give to his aeroplane all desired
inclinations, using his tail as a rudder. It his necls be long he
can produce the same results by changes in his center of
gravity through movements of the head, to the right or to the
left, forward or baclsward, as the case may be.

It is therefore seen that sailing flight may be reproduced by
man. It complements rowing flight, and it is important to be
able to effect both with the same apparatus in order to obtain
both economy of power and safety in time of storm. This I
have endeavored to effect in designing my " Anthropornis,"
with which man will be no longer the sport of the wind, but,
like the eagle, be the king of the air.

DISCUSSION ON THB VARIOUS PAPERS ON SOARING PLIGHT
BY J. J. MONTGOMERY, OP SAN DIEGO.

About six years ago I discontinued temporarily a course
of study on the flight of birds and the laws relating thereto,
after having pursued it for a number of years in a rather iso-

lated place. From my investigations and experiments I have
been able to draw some conclusions which agree well with
some presented in papers read at the conference concerning
the soaring of birds and the nature of wing surfaces.

After many experiments with kites, I became convinced that
the laws of incidence and reflection, as ordinarily applied to
planes, did not apply in the case of a fluid medium impinging
on a plane surface, particularly when striking it obliquely ;

and I commenced a series of investigations to discover what
are the movements of fluid particles when approaching plane
surfaces, and the consequent actions and reactions.

For this purpose I pursued three sets of experiments.
In the first, the movements of the wind when striking a

plane were studied ; in the second, the movements of a gentle
draft against a small plane ; and in the third, the movements
of water, when striking a plane, in a slow current.

In the first experiments very light down was scattered in a
breeze moving from 5 to 10 miles an hour. When free from
disturbances it traveled in straight lines, but when an obstruc-
tion was placed in its path it changed its direction and move-
ments in various ways, according to the nature or position of

the obstruction or the velocity of movement.
Perfectly plane surfaces were used, the largest being 8 tt.

high and i ft. wide, standing perpendicularly on the ground,
and so arranged that it could be adjusted at various angles to

the direction of the wind.
When it was so placed as to cut the wind edgewise, there

was no appreciable disturbance of the floating particles of

down, but on giving it an angle, ever so slight, the particles

approaching it changed their direction of motion, tending to

strike the surface less obliquely.

This tendency manifested itself near the front edge when
the angle was very small, but as the angle was increased the
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particles changed their direction at greater distances in ad-

vance of the plane. For angles between 5° and 20° the deflec-

tion was noticeable at distances varying from two to six times
the width of the surface (meaning by width the distance from
the front to the rear edge). The deflection, very slight at

first, became more marlied as the plane was approached ; and
in gentle velocities, the particles striking the forward part of

the surface, traveled in lines nearly normal to it. In some
instances the particles, striking the plane a short distance bacli

from the front edge, would turn, then advance against the
wind, and make their escape around this edge.
A particular examination of the particles in the stratum of

air adjacent to the surface, especially those near the forward
edge, showed that they moved at a great variety of angles,

nearly normal to the surface at tlie front and parallel with it

at the rear.

The air passing immediately around the edges whirled in

eddies on the rear surface, and the main current continued
for a short time to travel in lines parallel to the surface of

the plane, this movement being a counterpart of that in ad-
vance of the plane. These two counter movements formed
the first of a series of waves, which continued, sometimes
200 yds. distant, large at first, but gradually decreasing in size,

and then disappearing entirely. The waving air, filled with
particles of down, presented a peculiar spectacle, suggestive
of the squirming of an immense serpent or the waving of a very
long flag.

The second set of experiments was performed thus : small
metallic planes—the largest 4 in. square—were placed in a
draft regulated at will, and a beam of light, from a heliostat,

used to light up the floating dust particles, which in the dark-
ness revealed their slightest movements. As these approached
the plane the changes already mentioned were noticed, though
more marked in some respects.

For instance, when the plane varied about 5° from the direc-
tion of the current, some of the particles, having passed the
front edge and reaching the surface about one-quarter the
distance between the front and rear edges, would turn and,
slowljr advancing toward the front edge, pass around it, their
velocity increasing from the time they turned till they escaped.

In the third set of experiments metallic plane surfaces were
placed at various angles in currents of water, and the move-
ments were observed by means of dust scattered on the sur-
face, and of a fiber of sillc attached to a slender wire and used
as a flag.

The dust revealed the general motions, while the flag served
the purpose of examining more carefully the direction of
motion in any particular portion. The same phenomena
shown by air currents were noticed in these experiments, the
great difference in the elasticity of the two media having no
appreciable effect in the general results.

In the experiments with water, the pressures at different
points were manifested by elevations of the surface. The
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water ia contact with the front surface of the plane was ele-

vated, an(i that in the rear depressed. An examination of the
elevation on the surface of the plane showed that the point of
maximum height mo red from the center toward the forward
edge as the plane was placed more obliquely to the current.
A study of these changes seemed to indicate

—

First, that the location of maximum height was coincident
with or not far removed from the location of maximum normal
pressure, and, second, that the element of pressure, perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the current, is greatest at the front edge,
decreasing rapidly from this point in passing to the rear

edge.
It is probable that the differences of lerel on the surface of

water find their parallel in compressions and rarefactions of

air, in striking a plane. My attempts to investigate this point
were unsuccessful for want of adequate apparatus.
In hopes of experimentally determioing the general result-

ant of the forces and movements of fluid particles when meet-
ing a plane obliquely, and hence the surface best suited for
receiving them, I studied the effect of planes with a re entrant
angle in streams of water These were formed of a short

and a long plane fastened at a right angle thus | . In this

arrangement the point of the short side represented the front

edge of an imaginary plane in the line of the hypotheuuse.
The water meeting this contrivance traveled in a perceptible

curve between the front and rear edgeSj its movements being
made visible by flaating scum. These experiments, though
instructive, coutained elements of error which rendered some
of the results doubtful.

In some further investigations lischt fabrics were fastened

by one edge to a wire stretched horizontally, the opposite

edge b;ing sometimes loaded to give weight and stability.

When placed in a wind, these were thrown into curved sur-

faces, the rear edge sometimes rising higUer than the front
;

the highest point of curvature being nearly always higher
than the front and in advance of the center of the surface.

While tliese effects were a demonstration of the change of

direction given to a fluid current by the disturbing influences

of an inclined plane, they were of little value in giving the

desired information. This, however, was afterward obtained

by an examination of birds' wings, and a study of the actions

and reactions of fluid particles, meeting planes under various

conditions.

In the examination of the wings of hawks, buzzards, eagles,

sea gulls, pelicans, wild geese, and other birds, I found the

under surface of the wing from the front to the rear edge a

true parabola, varying in its curvature, both according to the

relation between the weight of the bird and its wing surface,

and the proportion of length and breadth of the wing. A
comparison between these various models suggests that the

curvature is also affected by the tilt given the wings from the

base to the tip.

The parabolic curvature a few inches from the base of the
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wing seems most perfect. At this point the front edge is the

vertex of the parabola.
In comparing the distance between the front i.nd rear edges

—tile chord—with the focal length of the parabolic curve,
the following order seems to exist. The length of the chord
is to the focal length as the weight of the bird is to the wing
surface ; this relation beiug affected by the proportion between
the length and breadth and the tilt of the wings. I do not
give this as an exact proportion, but simply as an indication

of the relations. In the pelican's wing the chord is five or six

times the focal length of the curve ; in Uie gull's it is three or
four times, while in hawks and buzzards it is two or three

times.

The difference between the focal length and the chord de-

creases in passing from the base to the tip of the wing— i,«.,

the curves become more open ; and from the center to the tip

the front edge gradually varies from the principal vertex of

the (parabolic) curve.
Pioally. the curves of the various sections seem to run in

constantly diverging lines, the rear portions inclining toward
the tip of the wing. As a result of these several variations,

the curvature between the tip, rear edge, and the base, front

edge, is much greater than that between the tip, front edge,
and the base, rear edge.

In some experiments with dried wings these special phe-
nomena were noliced.

If a wing was placed suddenly in a wind so that the front

and rear edges were in a line with the direction of the wind,
there was no sensible pressure on the under surface ; but it

the wing was first placed obliquely to the wind, the under
surface facing it and slowly turned till the edges were in the
position first mentioned, the air continued for some minutes
to press on the under surface Also when this position was
reached, the down on the under surface, from the front edge
back to nearly one-eighth the width of the wing, continued to

be ruffled, indicating a movement of air from this point tow-
ard the front edge.
The first two phenomena suggest that when a plane is set

obliquely to a current, a structure is given to the fluid move-
ments, which continues to exist after the edges have been
placed in a line with tlie current. This may be the explana-
tion of the continual tipping of birds' wings in soaring.
From these experiments and observations it appears, first,

that a plane deflecting a fluid current produces a, wave, it

being on the crest, the particles approaching it ascending to
the surface, and those leaving descending from it ; second,
that the surface best suited for receiving and utilizing the
movements and forces is one having a gradually increasing
curvature from the rear to tlie front edge ; and, third, that the
curvature of this is dependent on the relation of weight to
the surface and the length of the surface to its breadth.
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THE MECHANICS OF FLIGHT AND "ASPIRA-
TION."

By a. M. Wkllington, M. Am. Soc. C. E.*

In order that tlie phenomeaoa ia the flight of birds, which,
for lack of a better name, has been termed " aspiration," or
rising against the wind by power taken from the wind, may
be explained, it is presumably desirable to have a correct theory
of the mechanics of flight. The theory which I have formed
as to the latter differs in some important respects from any
which to my knowledge has been suggested heretofore.
Otherwise its several elements would seem to me so simple
and so evidently true that they might almost be accepted as
axiomatic. I shall state this general theory first, therefore,
without attempting to establish it in detail, further than to say
that, so far as I have been able to observe or ascertain, it is

CDusistent with every recorded fact in regard to the flight of
birds and inconsistent with none. In some slight degree the
theory of the phenomenon of soaring and aspiration here given
is in fact dependent upon this general theory of flight, and
therefore I deem it best to state it ; but whether the latter be
accepted or not, I hope to show that there is an easy explana-
tion of the ability of the bird to rise against the wind through
a considerable height, and to continue doing so indefinitely,

especially by taking a spiral or zigzag course, and that the
supposed mystery of that process, which has been ascribed to

some peculiar power or shape of the wings, is really not such,
but ouo much more easily explained and comprehensible.
By " bird" in this paper is meant only that large majority

of birds whicli can maiatain flight almos.t indefinitely if they
continue in motion relatively to the air, to the exclusion of

birds like the domestic hen which have imperfect or rudimen-
tary flying powers, and of birds like the humming-bird, which
have this power so highly developed that, like most insects,

they can remain poised in still air at a single point by rapid
motion of the wings. It is natural that this latter class, which
is confined to quite small creatures, should need and should
have much larger wings relatively to their weight than others,

and perhaps too much has been claimed for the alleged law
that wing ratios grow smaller as the bird grows larger, which
is otherwise a most hopeful fact.

For all hopeful studies of the problem of aviation the follow-
Inoj propositions should, in my judgment, be accepted as

axiomatic. I state them as concisely as possible first, and add
some explanatory remarks upon them afterward :

1. At no time and in no degree does any bird use its wings
in normal flight as a means of propulsion. Their sole func-
tion in nnrmal flight is to create aa upward force of buoyancy
or " negative gravity," which is approximately equal and op-

* For (llffCUSslo.i of llli.^ pupyl. fcwe Appendix A, p. 397.
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posite to gravity. According to the will of the bird this
" buoyancy" (as it is liereafter called, for the sake of concise-

ness) is made a little more than gravity when the bird rises, or

a little less when it descends.
3. This buoyant force is obtained in two ways, either by (1)

flapping the wings in air which is still relatively to the bird (a

temporary reliance requiring excessive muscular effort) or

through which the bird is moving rapidly (requiring much
less effort), or (2) exposing the wings as aeroplanes to air which
is moving relatively to the bird, or (3) in part by both. By
" soaring" is hereinafter understood such support by still wings
moving through air, whether the bird be actually rising or

falling at the time.

3. The propelling force of the bird is at all times either (1) a
process of sliding downhill upon the air, when gravity is for

the time being in excess, precisely as a sled slides downhill on
ice, nearly horizontal motion being given by a vertical force,

or (2) what is a precise mechanical equivalent, though reversed

in direction, sliding uphill on the air, so to speak, when buoy-
ancy is made to exceed gravity, either by flapping of the wings
or by taking lifting force from the air in a way we shall short-

ly see. In many cases, as when a bird is flying with lazy flap-

pings of the wings, it advances by a quick alternation of these

modes of propulsion, sliding uphill as it flaps its wings, slid-

ing downhill thereafter until the next flap. In other cases,

when merely soaring and circling, it is propelled by the same
alternation as will be shown, sliding downhill with the wind
and uphill against it, by natural action of physical laws.

4. The bird maintains its stability transversely in two ways,
both easily imitated. First and chiefly, in the same manner
as a ship is kept upright by having the center of buoyancy
considerably above the center of gravity. As a rule, the wings
apply their support at about the level of the top of the back,
and this alone seems to suffice for transverse stability in many
birds ; but in most birds it is supplemented by an upward in-

clination of the wings in soaring, giving them the form of a
very flat V, so that any tendency to tip sidewise is checked
by an increase of the supporting area on the descending side

and a decrease on the other side. By these effective and easily

imitated methods the transverse stability of the bird is main-
tained or increased without conscious effort.

5. The longitudinal stability of the bird is maintained by an
action of forces strictly analogous to those which maintain the
stability of the old-fashioned steelyard, the tail having, by
insensible modifications of its angle to the body, the same func-
tion as the moving weight of the steelyard to maintain stabil-

ity. In each there are only two main forces acting, nearly
equal and opposite to each other—viz., gravity downward and
the buoyancy or sustaining reaction upward. In both, how-
ever, a small adjustable third force is necessary to maintain
stability in a horizontal plane, which in the steelyard is ob-
tained by the small weight which is moved in or out, and in

the bird is obtained by giving a slight upward or downward
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inclination to the tail, against which the air reacts so as to give
either an upward or downward balancing force as may be re-

quired. In normal soaring flight, motions of the wings, head,
legs and body of the bird are neither needed nor used for
maintaining stability, though they may be occasionally resort-

ed to

6. It is certain that in the living bird this slight motion of
the tail for balancing is effected by an unconscious reflex

action of the nerves and muscles, just as the (probably) much
more complex action of man's nerves and muscles for balanc-
ing the body in walking takes place by reflex action without
his taking thought. It is certain that if man's muscular mo-
tions for walking depended on his taking thought before each
motion, he could walk only very clumsily and slowly, if at all

;

the process of thinking is too slow. It is equally certain that
the living bird cannot take thought for each balancing motion
far like reasons. Much more is it certain, therefore, that all

attempts at artificial aviation whioli leave it to man's brain to

balance the aeroplane longitudinally by any mode of steering

will be far too slow, and are foredoomed to failure. Yet it is

not known that this fundamental and crucial necessity for a
successful flying machine has ever before been recognized. It

is easily secured, it may be noted in passing, by electrical con-
nections with a drop of mercury in a tube which may be set

for any angle desired from time to time, since the balancing
force, though it must be instantaneous and automatic in its

action, may also be made extremely small. Thus we will sup-
pose the probable case that an otherwise successful aeroplane
is liable at times to get a sharp pitch downward. It is not
necessary for safety that this shall be instantly corrected. It

is enough if the body plane (as hereinafter defined) instantly

becomes concave on top so as to cause the aeroplane to move
in the arc of a circle struck from a center above itself.

7. The sustention of the bird in the air when soaring de-

pends primarily on three facts : (1) The air has mass and is in

immediate contact with the bird, so that it is impossible for

the bird to fall at all until and except as it causes the air im-

mediately below it to move with it
; (2) it is impossible for the

bird to cause this air to move downward any faster than grav-

ity alone would cause it to fall in -vacuo or even quite so fast

;

and (3) the velocity with which a body begins to fall is almost
inconceivably slow. Though a body falls 16 ft. in one second,
it falls only 0.16 ft. in 0.1 second, and only .0016 ft. in 0.01

second, or with a velocity of 0.16 ft. (2 in.) per second. At 50
ft. per second (about 34 miles per hour) the bird passes over 6

in. of solid undisturbed air in every 0.01 second. From the

inertia of this air, which resists any sudden change in its line

of motion, the bird derives the upward reaction which over-

comes gravity. Prom this It follows that the principal sus-

taining force must come from the front edge of the aeroplane
and not from the back part resting on disturbed air. From
this, in turn, it follows that the ideal aeroplane should have a

stiff and long front edge, and very little depth longitudinally.
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Thus inTariably we find wings in nature. Most of the at-

tempts at artificial aviation have done directly the conlrary,

apparently in the vain hope of securing by length alone longi-

tudinal stability. On the contrary, they tend to malie it im-
possible by prolonging too much the quick process of auto-

matic recovery which is otherwise possible.

8. To derive any sustention from the back part of the
wings, which rest only on disturbed air, the back of the wiog
should dip downward so as to be concave below, so as to fol-

low up and get a reaction from the descending air. Tliat this

reaction may be uniform at varying speeds, the rear part

should be flexible and springy, so as nearly to straighten out
at very high speeds, and by diminishing the angle avoid an
excessive reaction. Thus invariably we find wings in nature ;

thus they have rarely been in attempts at aviation.

9. The concavity of the wings has another useful effect for
maintaining stability. The buoyant force is applied a little in

front of tlie center of gravity, tliius tending to lift the head up
and tail down. By the upward reaction against the back of

the wings an opposite rotating force is created, tending to

throw the tail up and head down. Thus,. stability is almost
assured by this concavity of the wings independently of the
tail, though it is not apparent why this need be imitated in
artificial aviation. The wing planes should be concave to

make the air support uniform, but the tail plane alone may bo
relied on for maintaining stability.

10. Buoyancy in soaring appears to be obtained by having
the plane of the wings at a very slight angle with the " body-
plane," as we may term it, which latter may be considered to

consist of the tail and of a plane equivalent in its effect on the
direction of motion to the body of the bird. In a broad sense
the wing planes may be included as part of the body plane, it

being understood that they are always at a slight angle there-
with in normal flight. Though the body is of irregular out-
line, it is evident that there must always be a plane (or at least

a surface which is approximately plane) which would give the
same reactions as to direction of motion, and so tend to move
in the same direction as the body does in moving through the
air. The bird modifies the form, and hence the direction of
motion, of this body plane by reflex movements of the tail or
wings or both, and, so far as observation, reason and experi-
ment can indicate, keeps the wing plane always at a slightly
rising an^le from the body plane. The bird assuredly has
and exercises the power to vary this slight angle at will, as
notably in stopping, when it largely increases it. Whether
the bird varies this angle in soaring is much more doubtful,
but probably it does somewhat. It may or may not be desir-
able to preserve the same power in a flying machine. Proba-
bly it is not desirable, and at most it can hardly be essential.

11. The bird's loss by atmospheric friction in moving
through the air is probably so small as to be almost negligible,
measured in feet of fall per mile necessary to maintain a given
spesd indefinitely. Its form and oulcr coating has doubtless
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been developed to give the least possible air resistance, whether
from skin friction or atmospheric displacement, and can only
be imitated, as it is most unlikely to be improved upon. The
air resistance only of a railway train, which is very ill shaped

for this end, being, in my judgment, about — only in pounds
500

per ton for velocities in miles per hour, neglecting effects of
oscillation and concussion, we should, jn my judgment, be
fairly estimating tlie total resistance to the motion of a bird at

one-tenth as much, which for a velocity of 50 miles per hour
gives only 1.28 ft. per mile as the " grade of repose" or rate

of fall necessary to balance this resistance. Doubling or quad-
rupling this estimate, it is still a small matter relatively to the
forces to be now considered, and we neglect it, not as non-
existent, but as not materially modifying if included, while
simplifying by its omission, the computations which follow.

13. (Reaching now more directly the phenomenon of aspira-

tion, or of taking power from the wind and rising or flying in

the face of it.) A body moving through space in any direction

has in it a certain fixed amount of energy for a given velocity,

which is such as would suffice to lift the body through tlie

height through which it would have to fall (in vacuo, s>tiictly

speaking) to acquire that velocity. This height varies us the
square of the velocity, being four times as great for twice the
velocity, and is given in the following little table for each mile
per liour up to 60, and thence for each 10 miles to 100. From
this table it will be seen that at what we may call the unit

velocity of 20 miles per hour, this vertical height (which may
conveniently be termed the " velocity head") is 13.38 ft. ; for

40 miles 53.51 ft., and so on.

It must be understood that the direction of motion does not
matter in using this table, nor how that motion was obtained.

Any body which is actually moving through space in any
direction with a given velocity, and is in any way guided so

as to do so, will of itself and without the aid of exterior force,

lise against gravity for the height given in the table ; and this

vertical height will be the same (neglecting friction), whether
the body takes a short vertical or a long oblique path for ris-

ing.

And finally, it must be premised that the phenomenon of

continuous soaring, or motion for hours together without flap-

ping the wings and frequent rising against the wind, never

occurs except when a wind is blowing, and generally a consid-

erable wind of 15 to 30 miles per hour. The best soaring

birds, as, for example, the carrion crow, are comparatively
poor flyers in still air, and are raiely seen in the air for any
length of time except when a wind is blowing ; but as the

upper air is practically always in motion, this limits their

flight only when they wish to remain near to the earth with
an eye out for food. The multitudes of birds which do this

in all tropical towns begin flying only with the wind aud stop

flying with it, giving every indication, so long as the wind
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blows, that Ihey find resting on their wings in the air rather
easier than standing on their feet on solid ground. Whoever
lias not observed with care the air of careless, lazy ease with
Which these birds maintain their flight, has missed, perhaps,
the best lesson in the art of aviation, and may find it less easy
to follow the subjoined explanation of their motions.
We will suppose the wind to be blowing steadily at 20 miles

per hour, and the bird to be, for the instant, moving with it,

also at 30 miles per hour. Every pound of air has then stored
In it 13. 38 foot-pounds of energy—a practically unlimited store

—and every pound of bird has stored in it the same energy.
Under these conditions the wings have no s\istaining power

except to delay descent like a parachute. If the bird were
suddenly frozen stiff in that attitude and with no relative

velocity, it would fall at once to the ground.
To teep on flying when in this condition (which can only

obtain for the instant) the bird has choice of two main alterna-

tives, and only two. It may turn against the wind, lose veloc-

ity and rise, or it may turn into or with the wind, gain velocity

and fall. To continue on wing support it must do one or the

other so as to produce a current of air against its wings. It

may compromise between th^ two by taking a more or less

oblique course, but one or the other must preponderate.

We will suppose the bird chooses the latter course—to go
•with the wind. Shaping its path to any slope it likes, it has

only to descend through a vertical height of 13.88 ft. or there-

abouts (as will shortly be established beyond dispute) to be
moving through the air with a velocity of 20 miles per hour,

and to be moving through space with a velocity of 40 miles

per hour. The potential lift corresponding to this latter veloc-

ity is by table 53 51 ft. before the body comes to rest, and
53.51 — 13.38 = 40.13 ft., as the bird's potential lift before its

velocity of motion again falls to the original velocity of 20

miles per hour. The bird, therefore, has only to make a quick
(or slow) turn back again into the wind's eye, and before it

again returns to its original speed it will rise (on any path

chosen by itself) through 40.13 vertical feet, or to a point

40.13 — 13.88 = 26.75 ft. higher than it was in the first place.

It has only to repeat this manoeuvre to rise as high as it likes,

so long as the wind holds ; and it is obvious that circling is

merely a more natural and graceful way of performing this

manoeuvre, either being merely an alternate going with and
into the wind.
We will now close the apparent gap in this argument, as

above noted. It may properly be asked : If the bird starts

with only 13.38 ft. of energy in it, and falls only 13.38 ft.

more, or 26.76 ft. in all, how can it possiblj?^ have stored in its

body at the end of this operation 53.51 vertical feet of energy

or any other number of feet in excess of 26.76 ft. ?

The answer is : It takes this energy from the wind in falling

through it and with it, and in a perfectly natural, simple and

easily explained way, which only needs explanation because

of our utter lack of practical acquaintance with the processes
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of flight. Because of this unfamiliarity, recourse must be had
to more familiar conditions to make the process entirely clear.

Fig. I.

In fig. 1 let If be a floating hulk having erected upon it an
inclined plane, P, say 13.38 ft. high, as heretofore, being the

vertical head due to a speed of 30 miles per hour. Let this

hulk and plane be moving horizontally at 20 miles per hour.
Immediately above the top of the plane, barely touching but

not fixed to it, let there be a spherical mass, W, also at the in-

stant moving horizuntally through space at 30 miles per hour,

and so for the instant at rest relatively to the top of the plane,

but having it^ gravity resisted by it.

Now, if the hulk were fixed and stationary and the mass W
also at rest where shown, there can be no doubt what would
take place. The mass W would begin to roll down the plane,

and at the point D at its foot would have acquired the velocity

due to the fall of 13.38 ft. = 30 miles per hour, and vcould be
rolling ahead at that rate.

Similarly, under the conditions assumed, there can be no
doubt vrhat would happen to the mass TF except for the hulk
and plane. It would begin falling in a parabolic path, g, like

any other projectile, according to nell-underslood laws, and
would strike the ground (or deck) with the velocity due to its

orlaiual energy plus 13 38 ft. more of fall, being that due to

13.38+ 13,38 ft., being, by the table given, 28.28 miles per
hour.
But under ALL the conditions assumed, what will take place

depends upon a further fact : the relative mass of IF and H-P.
As to that we will assume two extremes : First, that the mass
TFis very great, and that the mass H-P, though having great
buoyant power, is made of some as yet unknown material, and
is very small in weight ; and secondly, that the reverse condi-
tions obtain, the mass W being very small and the mass H-P
very great.

Under the first assumption it will be obvious that the great
mass W will pursue its natural downward path g regardless of

the trifling mass HP, whose motions it will control to suit

itself. In doing so it will absorb whatever energy there is in

HP, being thereby pushed out into a slightly longer parabolic
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path than its natural path g, and striking the ground with
slightly greater force, having ia the meantime brought M-P to
rest ; but sensibly its path will be unaffected. On the other
assumption, that TThas relatively trifling mass, it will still try
to take the dotted path g, but the plane P will not permit it to
do so. Instead of that, the plane P will wholly control W,
and will keep pushing it ahead, pushing it ahead, as it de-
scends, compelling it to take through space some much pro-
longed path X, and all the time imparting successive install-

ments of moving energy to it in order to compel it to take this

path, until, when W has descended to the point D, it will be
actually moving through space with the velocity of (nearly) 40
miles per hour, because it will be moving relatively to the plane
at 20 miles per hour. To acquire this additional energy repre-
sented by the higher velocity, it has, of course, had to take it

from HP, and by so much has decreased the velocity of H-P ;
but if the mass of the latter be very great relatively to TFit
will not have been sensibly decreased in velocity despite the
large increase it has given to W.

In this latter instance we have a precise parallel to what
takes place when the soaring bird is sailing with the wind, and
this once clearly seen, all mystery disappears from the process
of aspiration, and everything that soaring birds are seen to do
in air becomes easily explicable. I have not undertaken to

write a long paper, and therefore cannot now follow through
these manoeuvres in detail ; but it will be obvious that the

mass and moving energy of the wind are practicalljj infinite

relatively to the bird's mass. The bird cannot diminish it by
taking from it, and lateral friction keeps the mass of air in im-
mediate contact with the bird moving synchronously with the
adjacent air regardless of the slight tendency to hold it back
due to the bird's inertia.

All the recorded instances of circling and rising without
work, such as that given in page 79 of Mr. O. Chanute's forth-

coming work on "Flying Machines" (repeated in fig. 3 here-

with), are thus easily and completely explained. So also is the

incident narrated on page 77, from Mr. Chanute's own experi-

ence, where a gull spread his wings on top of a post in a wind
of 14.4 miles (= 7 vertical feet of energy) and first " rose ver-

tically %i ft." (equivalent work by the wind to giving the gull

a velocity of 9 miles per hour), " then drifted back about 5 ft.,

still rising slightly" (equivalent to communicated work of,

say, 10 miles .per hour), " then advanced against the wind, los-

ing a little height" (giving an impact velocity of, say, Iti miles

against the wind), " aud was thenceforth in full soaring veloc-

ity." Which means that the bird'first permitted itself to rise

and drift back in older to gain height, and then gave a quick
turn and went with the wind to store energ3' in its body, for

it could not possibly have risen into the wind's eye at the stated

instant without thus first chargiag itself with energy, unless

by some exceptional action like the following :

On the same page there is narrated a case where an eagle is

said to have "first descended 7 to 10 ft., and then risen direct-
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Fig. 2.
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ly and slowly some 300 ft. into the air while advancing against
the wind some 150 ft into the air."

If this incident really occurred precisely as stated, as it easily

may have done, it required a balance of forces analogous to

fig. 3, which is move difficult to explain with certainty, and
which we may be sure is beyond imitation by man until the
art of arliflcial flight has made great advances, since it must
depend largely on quick reflex action of all the muscles, which
circling doe^ not. If the bird set its body plane pitching for-

ward at a (relatively) sharp angle, so that gravity ((?, fig. 3)

Fig. 3-

tends to make it slide forward and downward, and then sets its

wing planes at a somewhat greater angle than usual to the

body plane, so that the reaction of the wind creates a buoyant
force, /S, greater than gravity, which is nearly all " lift" and
very little backward "drift," we have the primary forces 8
and G, which may be resolved into opposing vertical and hori-

zontal forces, as in fig. 3. Canceling these opposing forces, so

far as they are equal and opposite, we have left an unbalanced
upward and forward resultant which will naturally tend to

make the bird rise very slowly in the general direction V, as

described. As shown, fig. 3 requires the introduction of some
other small force to give the required equilibrium, which may
be derived in many ways, but can only be guessed at.

I have never observed just this manoeuvre, recognizing it as

such, but I have often observed what I believe to be a still

more difficult phenomenon, that, namely, of " hovering" al-

most motionless for a sensible period over a particular point.

This can be done in a wind: only for a short time, and
only when the bird is headed directly into the wind ; but it is
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certainly often done. While doing it, however, the birds have
all the air of a tight rope performer, quivering and balancing
with much apparent effort, in marlied contrast to the non-
chalant ease with which they rise in circling. Both of these

phenomena I believe to be mere tricks of balancing, forever
beyond imitation by man, while ordinary circling and soaring
are mt so by any means, for any visible reason.

It i» quite possible, however, that the record of eagle flight

above given was erroneous because of optical illusion due to

the fact that the eye observes the motions of birds easily only
in a plane normal to the line of sight. All motions in other
planes are unconsciously observed as if projected on to that

plane, the components of motion in a line to or from the eye
being lost. What the eagle really did may have been to zig-

zag upward by pointing his head first into and then away from
the wind. It Is obvious that the alternations of velocity which
we have found to be a necessity for soaring may be obtained
as easily be zigzagging as by circling. The alternations will

not be so great, nor hence the lifting force, but they may be
obtained more rapidly and with less loss of distance.

For example, a flight in reversed arcs of 90° is only 11.1 per
cent longer than straight flight along the chord lines. If the
latter be at an angle of 45° with (and against) a wind of 20
miles an hour and the bird maintains a steady motion of 20
miles per hour through the air, its velocity in space will be
alternately and 28.28 miles per hour, as brief computation
will show, giving abundant lifting force which the bird can
use either to rise higher or to increase its velocity, as it will.

At high flying speeds the arcs may be much flatter and still

gain lifting force.

Only by the methods here given can the work done by good
flying birds be explained. If the muscular effort were as great
as indicated by many of the computations which have been
put forward, a few hours of flight would burn any bird up
completely, even if it obtains its power at the theoretically

perfect rate of 0.18 lb. of carbon per H.P. hour.
If the conclusions so far reached in this paper be accepted,

it is obvious that they greatly simplify the problem of artifi-

cial flight by reducing to a minimum the demand for power,
making it chiefly necessary for acquiring the first initial veloc-
ity. All attempts at aviation which include any motor for
propulsion are, in my judgment, on wrong lines and predes-
tined to certain failure, since they not only neglect but destroy
the action of the forces by which true flight may be and is at-

tained. I will not go so far as to say that some birds, in the
exuberance of power, may not use the wings to accelerate as
they do to retard motion. I think they do, but only in an ab-
normal way ; it is wholly unnecessary and even destructive of
all normal flight. The fish needs a propeller because It has no
gravity in water ; the bird does not need it because he has
gravity, and in that gravity has the best and smoothest of all

conceivable means of propulsion it he can make the wind lift

him uphill whenever he has slid far enough downhill.
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If SO, man commits an absurdity when he flies in the face of

nature and assumes a propelling force where none is needed or

exists. Some other errors which, in my judgment, have fore-

doomed to failure all efforts at aviation so far made are the
following :

1. Much disappointment has arisen from seeking a screw
which would lift itself in still air. No experiments have yet
been made, to my knowledge, to determine the vertical lift of

a screw while it is at the same time being moved rapidly
through the air horizontally. By mounting such a screw on
the end of a long revolving arm, a surprising difference in

vertical lift would be observed, I believe. If so, we may
easily arrange to give any flying machine a horizontal motion
of 20 to 40 miles per hour relatively to the air before lifting

effort begins, and as lifting effort may stop as soon as a mod-
erate velocity and any moving current of air is reached, the
probable demand for power is greatly reduced below the pres-

ent impressions.
3. The function of the tail as an automatic vertical rudder,

and the absolute necessity of imitating the quickness of reflex

animal motions by automatic mechanism, has beeu never before
noted to my knowledge, and at least has been generally neg-
lected.

3. So obvious a necessity as that the center of buoyancy
should be at some considerable height above the center of grav-
ity has been neglected in most of Ihe prior attempts at avia-

tion, as illustrated in Mr. Chanute's forthcoming treatise on
the subject

;
yet every flying creature without exception may

be observed to have this peculiarity.

4. The teacliings of reason and nature in favor of making
the supporting aeroplanes io the form of a flat V instead of a
plane have usually been neglected. As the bird has the power
of partly withdrawing the wing by reflex action, it has less

need of this form than man, yet nearly all birds carry their

wings so in soaring.

5. There has been an inexplicable tendency to make aero-

planes long and narrow instead of wide and sliallow after the
analogies of nature. This, in my judgment, is a particularly

grave error, because all or nearly all of tlie support comes from
the front edge of the aeroplanes resting on undisturbed air.

All flying creatures have wiugs conforming to this theory.

The greatest obstacle to making any real progress toward
the art of aviation lies in the extreme difficulty and danger of

making the first experiments. That difficulty can never be
removed wholly, and until it has been sufficiently, clumsy
errors of detail are inevitable in first attempts ; but apart from
that the problem in abstract mechanics, in my judgment, re-

duces itself to this : How to give an upward movement slight-

ly in excess of gravity to an aeroplane imitating pretty closely

the bird's form and weight per square foot of plane, and al-

ready having horizontal velocity, until a considerable height
and tolerably steady current of moving air can be struck.
That done, there seems to be no mechanical obstacle (other
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than lack of practice) why further lift and horizontal progress

in any direction should not be continued indefinitely without
further use of power, aud why safe alighting without the use
of power should not also be possible.

As the problem has interested me only in an abstract way, I

leave to others the problem of putting these conclusions to

test ; but that the problem is forever beyond man's power to

solve I see no reason to believe.

ON THE ACTION OF A BIRD'S WING.

By B. Baden Powell.

It seems extraordinary that, after all the careful observa-
tions of scientists during many centuries, we cannot at the
present moment say that we thoroughly understand the exact
action of a bird's wing during flight. Much has been done in

recent years, however, and the general principles have been
mastered, though many details remain undetermined.

Great conclusions may be obtained from a number of trivial

observations, and it becomes the duty of every one to add
what little he can to assist in the great problem. I therefore

propose, without taking up much time by detailing all the
experiments 1 have made and the conclusions I Iiave come to,

to merely describe one action of a bird's wing which I have
not seen referred to in any of the numerous articles I have
read on the subject.

M. Marey and others have described the more or less circu-

lar trajectory of the bird's wing ; but this only refers to Ihe

humerus or lower joints, and but little has been said about the
outer j:)iuts, the flexing and stretching of the wing.

If an observer isf,ble to get directly underneath a flying bird
—though such a point of view is not as a rule easy to attain

—

he will observe that the bird simply appears to alternately ex-
tend and flex liis wings They are spread out wide at one in-

stant and contracted inward at the next.

It is therefore probable that the wing during the down
stroke is well spread out to take advantage of the greatest area
for compressing the air beneath, while during tlie up stroke
the wing is flexed.

In order to prove this (as well as other movements of the
wing) I set up a simple piece of apparatus which proved a
beautiful and most successful method of demonstrating what
I wanted to prove. I constructed a cylinder of paper of a
diameter such as to about equal the spread of a sparrow's (or

other bird's) wings. The interior of this tube was smoked,
and a bird being put in at one end, flew through the tube, the
tips of his wings scratching ofiE the smoke as he flew. When
the cylinder is cut longitudinally in two a very clear diagram
is obtained. An even simpler plan for showing certain actions
is to hang two pieces of blackened paper face to face at a dis-
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tance apart equal to the spread of wing, and then let the bird
fly between the sheets.

These experiments show most conclusively that the bird's

wing must be flexed during the up stroke, as there is scarcely
any sign of a scratch by the feathers during the up stroke.

I have before me a specimen—the result of a canary flying

between two sheets of blackened paper. Each wing stroke
has rubbed out an imprint somewhat resembling the whole
outline of an interrogation point ; the fully extended wing, at

the top of the stroke, first rubbing out a broad curved streak,

and then gradually tapering this streak upon a curved line to

a point as the wing became flexed upon the down stroke and
only rubbed by its extreme tip.

The experiment is very simple, and can easily be repeated
by any one.

I shall hope at a futuie date to 'be able to make some more
experiments in this line.

NOTES ON THE DESIGN OF FLYING MACHINES

By J. D. FtTLLERTON, Majob Rotai, Engineers.

Section 1.

dejinition op a plying machine.

(1) In these notes, by " flying machine" is meant a machine
heavier than air, which contains its own motive po\/er.

Section 2.

component pakts of a plying-machine.

(3) Numerous forms of flying machines have been proposed,
but they all consist, in some form or other, of the following
parts (see fig. 1)

:

a. Sustainer or aerosurface, which rests on the air.

b. A car for passengers, etc., attached to the sustainer.

c. Propelling machinery.
d. Steering apparatus.

e. Balancing apparatus.

Section 3.

'

points TO BE CONSIDEBED WHEN DESIGNING A MACHINB.

In designing such a machine, the following points must be
taken into account

:

I. Aeronautical Considerations.

A. The motion of a machine through the air, the forces act-

ing upon it, and the conditions of its equilibrium.
B. Rising from the ground.
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C. Descent.
D. Change of direction in the air.

E. Testing the equilibrium.
F. Motion of aerosurfaces and bodies through the air, lifting

power, resistance to forward motion, position of center of press-

ure.

II. Mechanical Considerations.

A. The construction of sustainers and aerosurfaces.

B. The car and its attachments.

C. Propelling machinery.
D. Steering apparatus.
E. Balancing apparatus.

Aeronautical Gonsiderations.

MOTION OF A MACHINE THROUGH THB AIR—FORCES ACTING.

A. When a machine mores through the air the forces act-

ing upon it are :

(o) Air pressure on the aerosurface acting through the center
of pressure of the surface This, practically spealsing, is the
force which sustains the machine in the air.

A COS. a = P = vertical sustaining force.

A sin. a = El = horizontal resistance to the motion of the
aerosurface.

Bq = horizontal resistance to motion of the car attachments.

Bs = horizontal resistance to motion of the car.

Ml = horizontal resistance to motion of wheels when in mo-
tion on the ground.
L = wind force on the aeroplane (case of a directly opposing

wind).
L COS. a = K = vertical component of wind pressure.

L sin. a = Bt, = horizontal component of wind pressure.

T = thrust which must be provided by propelling machinery.
W = weight of machine.
i? = J?, + iJ, + & + iJi + -Ks.

(Some small, unimportant forces can ^e omitted.)

CONDITIONS OF MOTION AND BQUILIBKIUM.

Then the conditions of motion and equilibrium are :

1. P -|- .2" and PTmust act in the same vertical straight line

through the center of pressure of the aerosurface.
3. Tmust = Bi + B., -\- Bs -{- Bi ^ Bi, = B and must act

in the same horizontal line with jB

3. When P-|- ^ is greater than IT the machine must rise.

4. When P + ^ is less than W the machine will fall.

5. With the thrust T =: ij the machine will proceed hori-
zontally with a certain velocity, when P + K = W.

6. As velocity, and consequently T, increases, P -\- K will
exceed W, and the machine will rise.
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7. If the velocity diminishes, P -\- ^will be less than W,
and the machine will fall.

a a-SUGTAINER
b b -CAR &. ATTACHMENTS
C C-PROPCLUNC mCHINCFI'/
d d -POSITION OP STCEPINC APP'
e e -POSITION OF balancing app>

Fig. J.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

8. The H.P. required to drive the machine at any given

speed is

iJ.B

550

'

where « = given velocity in feet per second, JJ = total hori-

zontal resistance in pounds.

CALCULATION OF POWER KEQUIRBD.

A convenient method of calculating the tlirust, and conse-

quently the total H.P. required for the movement of a machine
under given circumstances, is shown in figs. 3, 3 and 4.
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Fig. 2 shows the trajectory of the machine under the given
conditions ; for instance, it might start from a and rise in the
air at h when a certain given velocity had been attained. Con-
tinuing with the known increasing velocity, it would reach
d, then rise again, etc. The time taken and distance run is of

course also known.
Pig. 3 shows the horizontal resistances to be overcome, iJi iJj

&, etc. ; these are shown below the base line, as is also the

resistance of the mass when the velocity is variable.

Pig. 4 shows the vertical forces— viz., the weight, upheld in

the air by the vertical components of the air and wind press-

ure. The small effect of the mass when the rising force is

variable may be neglected. In order to ascertain the thrust at

any particular moment—say when the machine is at /^meas-
ure the resistances gJi -\- ij -\-kl -\- op = r s = total thrust

required, and from this the H.P. can be calculated as above
explained. The curves for Ri Rs. etc., can be found, as ex-

plained hereafter.

CONDITIONS OF LONGITUDINAL EQUILIBRIUM.

(b) As already explained, the condition of longitudinal equi-
librium is thatP-|- .E'and 17 must act in the same vertical

straight line. This is obvious, as if they do not a couple
would be formed tending to turn tlie whole machine over
backward or to tip it suddenly forward. '

This is a very important point, as It is extremely difficult to

insure the conditions above laid down. Passengers must move
about the car, stores, ammunition, etc., will be expended, and
small variations of the load, with the consequent alteration in

its line of action, will constantly take place. There appear to

be several remedies for this difficulty— viz. :

METHOD OF ATTAINING EQUILIBRIUM—FLEXIBLE BIRD's WING
AEROSUKFACES.

1. Using aerosurfaces similar in form and flexibility to the
wings of a bird. The important points to notice about this

form of aerosurface are the peculiar shape (see fig. 5)—viz.,

deeply hollowed front, with gently sloping rear surface, and
the flexibility of the rear portion. A bird in full flight is con-
stantly changing the line of action of its weight, and it is only
prevented from losing its equilibrium by tlie flexibility of its

wings, which alter the position of the center of pressure of the
aerosurface to suit the alterations in the line of action of the
weight. It is also assisted very materially by the shape of the
wings, which are so formed that the center of pressure coin-
cides, or nearly coincides, with the center ot form at all speeds,
thus rendering tlie equilibrium much more stable and less sus-
ceptible to alterations in the line of action of the weight.

ADJUSTMENT OF INCLINATION OF SURFACE.

2. By adjusting the angle of inclination of the aerosurface
to suit the particular weight. This is the arrangement adopt-
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ed by Mr. Maxim, who uses a plane, or nearly flat aerosur-
face, which he Axes in a suitable position by trial before leav-

ing the ground. It is extremely doubtful whether any adjust-

ment of the angle of inclination could safely be made while in

the air ; great power would be required, and very small altera-

tions in the angle of inclination would considerably alter the

lifting power.

MOVABLE WEIGHTS FOR COKRECTING BALANCE.

3. By using a movable weight which the steersman would
work backward and forward as required. In the French bal-

loon experiments in 1885 it was found that the balloon and car

had a tendency to rise in front as speed was got up. This
was, of course, due to the alteration in the conditions of equili-

brium, precisely as explained above. To remedy this defect a
movable weight was used, and it was found very efBcacious

;

but it must be recollected that the speed of the balloon did not
exceed 15 miles per hour, while that of flying machines such
as those now under consideration will probably be from 6C to

100 miles per hour.

GYROSCOPIC BALANCERS.

4. By using heavy flywheels, something on the principle of

the^yroscope. It is believed that this is now being tried ; it

would probably be possible to revolve the weights by means
of fans, something like windmill sails, which would be driven by
the air pressure in the same manner as the weight is sustained

by it.

If this is done, the resistance of these fans must be allowed

for in calculating R as above described.

The above are some of the methods which might be found
suitable ; probably a combination of all of them would give

the most satisfactory results.

(c) Crosswise stability can be insured by making the outer

parts of the aerosurface flexible (fig. 6), or by using the form
of aerosurface shown in fig. 7. The former seems to be the

best arrangement. Here again the great advantage of a flexi-

ble aerosurface is shown, as the turning up of the tips of the

wings as automatic, requiring little or no exertion on the part

of the bird.

B. The best method of rising from the ground appears to

be by running the machine along a sort of railway track ; then

when P -\- Kia greater than W the machine will rise in the

air. It is desirable that the rising speed should not exceed

about 40 miles per hour, as in the event of the permanent way
breaking, the damage to machine and passengers would not be

so great as if the speed was 70 or 80 miles an hour.

DESCENT AND SAFETY.

C. Safe descent is perhaps the most difllcult part of the prob-

lem of flight to solve. The points to be attained are :

1. The descent must be gradual.
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3. Both horizontal and vertical velocity must be low when
reaching the ground, and the latler should, if possible, = 0.

8. In case of breakage to the machinery the ariangemenis
must be such that a safe descent can be made. As above ex-

plained, the machine will descend ^Khea P -\- K is less than
W. As long as the thrusting force is in action the vertical

velocity can always be kept within reasonable limit, as the
greater the horizontal the less the vertical velocity. But a
high horizontal velocity is also objectionable, and it is very
desirable to descend with as low velocities (horizontal or ver-

tical) as possible.

SAFE PKOPOKTIOX OF WEIGHT TO AEROSURFACE.

This can be attained :

1. By making the aerosurface so large that even if it de-
scended vertically downward without any horizontal velocity
its speed would not exceed a certain amount. Usually this is

considered to bn 23 ft. per second, and can be arranged for by
making the weight of the whole machine uol greater than 1 lb.

per square foot of aerosurface (considering the surface as a flat

plane). The objection to this is that even in larae machines
only a small weight can be carried, and all the propelling ap-
paratus, etc., must be specially designed for lightness.

3 By using auxiliary wings or sails which are stoived away
while in transit, but open automatically on touching the
ground or when required;
This plan is being tried by Mr. Maxim. The chief difficul-

ties lie in stowing away the auxiliary sails, the risk of their
failing to act when required, and the alteration of the balance
of the machine when they are taken into use.

8. By using springs in the base of the car, to take the shock.
This could only be done to a very limited extent.

4 By having specially constructed landing-places which
would allow of a machine coming down with a liigh horizontal
or vertical velocity. Probably the best arrangement would
be a combination of these plans, but particular attention must
be paid to the case of a sudden breakage of the machinery, and
consequent loss of thrusting or propelling power.

CHANGE OF DIRECTION—TWIN SCREWS.

D. The best method of changing direction is to use twin
propellers, working one faster than the other in the manner
usual on board ship. There should, however, be a subsidiary
apparatus—a weight which can be moved from side to side of
the macuine, thus altering the position of its center of gravity
and changing the direction of motion. This is the method
employed by birds.

TESTING EQUILIBRIUM.

E. In order to insure equilibrium and proper balance it U
necessary

—
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1. That the lines of action of the weight and air pressure
must be in tlie same straight line.

2. That the line of action of the thrust Tmust be in line
with the resistance R.
With models this is Comparatively easily arranged for. The

position of the center of pressure of the aero-surface can be
found by fixing it in the whirling machine (described here-
after), and the adjustment of the weight is a simple matter.
The second condition of equilibrium can then be arrived at

by putting the complete model into the whirling machine and
by trial adjusting the lines of the thrust and resistance as ex-
plained.

This is more difficult for full-sized machines. The best
plan appears to be to calculate carefully, as far as calculation

is possible, and then to make accurate large- sized models
which can be tested in the whirling machine, as explained
above. Mr. Maxim's method of testing is to run the machine
on a pair of rails arranged to touch the upper or lower edges
of the wheels. By adjusting his aeroplane he can then make
his machine run level on the upper rails, and so insure the
equilibrium being correct before leaving the ground.

MOTION OF ABROSURFACES.

P. In order to ascertain the lifting power, resistance, etc., of

aerosurfaces it is necessary to use a "whirling machine."
This is simply a machine which drives the surface to be tested

round in a large circle at a high rate of speed. Attached to

the machine are delicate apparatus for measuring the lifting

power, resistance, power required to drive the surface, posi-

tion of center of pressure, etc.

A very complete description of a whirling machine is given
in Professor Langley's work entitled " Experiments in Aero-
dynamics," and in Engineering, 1893, drawings are given show-
ing Mr. Phillips's apparatus. The general principle of all

such machines is the same ; but a considerable amount of in-

genuity can be expended in the design of recording and meas-
uring apparatus. It is not necessary to explain the details of

the different apparatus, as they are fully explained in the

papers above mentioned. A short account of the experiments
tried by Professor Langley and Mr. Phillips is, however, de-

sirable, as the numerical results obtained enable very fair ap-

proximations to the values of the different forces acting on a

machine in flight to be made.

RESISTANCE TO VERTICAL PLANES PASSING THROUGH THE AIR.

If » = velocity in feet per second, <S = surface in square

feet, then resistance to forward motfori = S X .00166 i)^.

It is not known yet whether this result is correct when S is

very large ; possibly the resistance is smaller, but_ probably

the' formula is sufliciently accurate for the estimation of the

forces.
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"WolfE's table (" The Windmill as a Prime Mover") gives :

Kesistance = .005 c' S, where c = velocity in miles per hour.

This is higher than Langley, and agrees better with Smeaton
and Rouse's experiments. Langley's values will, however,
be on the safe side.

RESISTANCE TO INCLINKD PLANES.

Professor Langley's experiments show that the lifting power
of inclined planes or sustainers is far greater than was esti-

mated by Newton. A very convenient table showing the
amount of " lift" and " drift" (resistance to horizontal motion)
is given in Mr, Chanute's papers on " Progress in Flying Ma-
chines," in Tbb Railboad and Engineering Journal, Vol.
1891, p. 463. From these tables the amount of the forces act-
ing on a machine can be calculated and the diagrams (figs. 3, 4
and 5) drawn for any particular case.

resistance and lifting rOWBR FOR OTHER FORMS OF AERO-
surface.

Experiments on other forms of aerosurface are much re-

quired ; but there is little ditilculty in ascertaining the " lift,"

"resistance," etc., of small surfaces by fixing them in the
whirling table. At present, however, the only satisfactory
experiments appear to be those of Mr. Phillips (Engineering,
1893), who found that while with his peculiar form of surface
the resistance to forward motion remained about the same as
for an equal-sized plane surface, the lifting power was three
and four times as great. The particular shape advocated by
Mr. Phillips is in section like a bird's wing. While experi-
menting on this subject it is very desirable to ascertain the re-

sult of using flexible aerosurfaces, for reasons given above.

RESISTANCE TO MOTION OF BODIKS.

No very clear results have as yet been published as to the
amount of resistance offered to solids or bodies moving through
the air, and information is much required on this point, with
a view to determining the best form for the car. Probably for

very high speeds the flsh shape will be found to be the best.

The French aeronauts consider that for balloons the largest

diameter should be at 40 per cent, of the length from the front,

and not in the center.

The usual calculation made for the resistance of a " fair-

shaped" body is from tj to ^ of the resistance offered by its

largest cross-section, the resistance decreasing as the ratio of

the length of the body to the largest diameter increases.

POSITION OF THE CENTER OF PRESSURE OF PLANES.

It has been found by Professor Langley and other experi-
menters that the center of pressure of an inclined plane moves
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forward as the angle of Inclination decreases—that is to say,

the centers of pressure and form do not coincide. This can
easily be proved in the whirling machine. Langley's rule is :

d = (0.3 — 0.3 sin. a) L
where d = distance between centers of pressure and form.

L = length of plane.

POSITION OF THE CENTER OF PRESSURE OF OTHER SURFACES.

For surfaces of other form no results are as vet published
;

but It is usually considered that in the case of birds' wings, or

aerosurfaces of that description, the center of pressure is at a
distance equal to J the length from the front edge. Of course,

for small aerosurfaces the exact position can easily be found
in tlie whirling machine. It is not quite clear yet whether the

position of the center of pressure alters with the velocity ; the

probabilities are, however, that the change, if any, is, for high
speeds and small angles, not very great.

II. Mechanical Considerations.

CONSTRUCTION OP SDSTAINERS—MATERIALS.

A. The construction of aerosurfaces or sustainers is a matter
of the greatest importance, as on the efficiency of the aerosur-

face depends the safety of the whole machine. Its size and
dimensions having been settled upon, as above explained, the
materials for its construction are the next consideration.

These should be for all framework, steel tubing for the more
rigid parts, while for the more flexible portions flat steel bar or
ribbon will be found useful. For covering, stout cloth iater-

woven with wire would seem suitable, the whole being ren-

dered fireproof by means of composition, etc. The cloth
should be cut to fit accurately, and ko arranged that its fiber is

in the most advantageous position for lesisting the strains like-

ly to be brought upon it.

Particular attention should be paid to testing all materials,
and the aerosurface when completed should be examined and
its strength tried by weights, etc.

CAR, ETC.

B. These do not call for any very special notice, as the
framework employed will be very similar to that used in yacht-
building and such like work. Attention, however, may be
drawn to the desirability of constructing a thoroughly strong
car framework, as this framework really forms the bed for the
engines, and it consequently must be well able to withstand
the shaking and jolting caused by the motion of the machinery.
It is also desirable that the attachments should afford as little

resistance to forward motion as possible.

The car should have space for propelling machinery, steer-

ing" and balancing apparatus, fuel, warlike stores, etc., and
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there should be a kind of conning tower with glass front for

the steersman. A.rrangements should also be made for look-

ing vertically downward through the bottom, and for firing

shells, etc., in the case of war machines. The mode of pro-
pulsion—viz., screw or jet—will considerably affect the car

construction.

PROPELLING MAOHINERT.

C. All propelling machinery consists in some form or other of

(1) The propeller ; (3) the engine for working the propeller
;

(3) the apparatus which generates the working fluids ; and
the object of all such machines is to drive the car, engine, or

other vehicle along by forcing out at high speed air, gas,

water, etc., and thus gaining a reaction from the atmosphere.
The amount of this reaction, which is the thrust T, opposed to

the horizontal resistance B, is always = the mass driven out
per second X the rate of acceleration per second. It will be
seen, therefore, that the thrust depends upon the weight of

air, gas, etc., put in motion and the velocity with which that

air, gas, etc., moves.

PKOPELLEKS.

At present the most suitable form of propelling machinery
appears to be the screw propeller. Information as to the best

form of fan is mucb required ; this can be tested very well in

the whirling table. Professor Langley and Mr. Maxim bave
made a number of experiments on this subject, but as yet no
trustworthy details have been published. One thing, how-
ever, is pretty certain—viz., that a propeller in forward motion
cannot be calculated in the same manner as a stationary fan or

windmill ; but it is probable that if the resistance of the fan
to forward motion is taken into account a very fair notion of

the power requited can be obtained.

The general design of these for steam or gas is well known.
The principal point to be attended to is to make all the parts

as light as possible consistent with strength. The ordinary
engines are made much too heavy. There should be no diffi-

culty in reducing the total weight ot steam engines (exclusive

of coal and water) to 10 lbs. per I.H.P. All connecting rods,

etc., should be made hollow, and the supporting pieces can be
lightened in the same way.

GBNEKATOKB.

The chief weight in all engines at present is in the generator.

A great deal can be done to overcome this diflSculty by using
'

' instantaneous generators,
'

' which onlymake the exact amount
of steam or gas required per second—the regulation of the
amount being arranged for by special apparatus. A good ex-

ample of this is Mr. Maxim's new machine, which is very
light and uses a very small amount jof fuel.
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A condensing engine is absolutely necessary for aerial work.
A very good condenser can be made by utilizing the frame-
work of the aerosurface in the manner proposed by Mr.
Maxim.

GENERAL EEMAEKS ON PROPELLING MACHINERT.

At present with either gas or steam it is impossible to get
more than about 30 per cent, of the available work of the orig-

inal substance used to drive the engine, and it is extremely
doubtful whether this can be improved upon. The fuel also

is not likely to go below 1 lb. per I.H.P. per hour ; but the

weight of the working fluid can be greatly economized by
using the same fluid over and over again. Till lately there
were many difficulties in the way of doing this ; but Mr.
Maxim's application of an aerial condenser seems to settle this

question.

It seems worth while to inquire whether some form of jet

propulsion could not be used. Jet propulsion for water is a

failure because it is impossible to give sufficient velocity to the

water ; but explosive mixture of gas can be driven out at

enormous velocities, and it is possible that the want of weight
in the gas might be compensated for by the increased velocity.

It may be here mentioned that for models small rockets are

excellent motors. It is true they do not last long, but, on the
other hand, they are very powerful, and consequently drive
the model at a very high rate of speed. This is very impor-
tant, as errors of balance, etc., show much better at the higher
speeds.

STEERING APPARATUS.

D. As already explained, the best form of steering apparatus
is the twin screw propeller. The subsidiary apparatus need
only be a weight sliding right and left on a bar, care being
taken to see that it is easily controlled by the steersman. The
amount of weight can easily be calculated, or for models found
experimentally.

BALANCING APPARATUS.

JE. The principles of equilibrium have frequently been allud-

ed to, and for rising and moving along in the air, flexible aero-

surfaces, moderately weighted, appear to be all that is neces-
sary. But .some special apparatus is required to insure safe

descent, and it is not easy to decide which is the most suitable.

Further experiment on this subject is much required.

Section 4

These notes do not pretend to be an exhaustive treatise on
this subject ; but it is hoped they may be found useful to

those who are studying the problem of flight as a handy form
of reference for matters to be considered.
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AEROPLANES AND FLAPPING FLYING
MACHINES.

By W. Kkess, Vienna, Austria.

Among the diflEerent free-flying models which I exhibited in

my experimental lecture * in the large hall of the Engineering
Society in Vienna there was a model of my gliding aeroplane
or liite, which illustrated the support to be obtained from the
air.

This " Aeroveloce," as I called it, weighs 245 grammes (0.54

lbs.), has a concave kite-like sustaining surface of 1,330 sq.

centimeters (1.42 sq. ft.), and a horizontal rudder of 540 sq.

centimeters (0.58 Sq. ft.) more, thus exposing a total surface
of 1,860 sq. centimeters (2.00 sq. ft.), from which it may de-

rive support. The4iite-like concave surface is fixed under an
angle of 3° to the horizon. Two elastic air screws, such as I

describe in a separate paper to be published herewith, are
aflixed to the kite near each other and rotate in opposite direc-

tions. Each measures 28 centimeters (11 in.) in diameter and
300 sq. centimeters (81 sq. in.) in surface. They are located
between the aeroplane and the horizontal rudder substantially

as in the apparatus illustrated herewith by figs. 1, 3 and 8, and
are revolved by the action of rubber bands.
This apparatus, provided with sleigh-runners and placed

table, takes a short run and flies directly

.-AD

upon a common
from it with a
speed of 4 me-
ters per second
(9 miles per
hour) ina course
gently directed

upward. It can
be directed to

the right or to

the left, as de-

sired, by means
ot its vertical

rudder.
Now, inasmuch as the resistance of the air increasesas the

square of the velocity, such an apparatus, if its horizontal

speed were 16 meters per second (46 miles per hour), would
carry some 30 to 32 kilograms per sq. meter (4. to 4.50 lbs. per

square fopt), which is much better than has hitherto been

achieved with plane surfaces.

This favorable res alt, which I owe to the combination of

my elastic air screw with concave sustaining surfaces in the

» See No. 708 of Zeitschnft fur iMftscMffahrt und PJi/ysic der Atmos-
pliare, Berlin, 1898.
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wings, also conflrms the most favorable aerodynamic formulae

deduced by Mr. Lilienthal * from his experiments with con-

cave surfaces exposed to the wind. Moreover, Professor Well^

ner, of the technical high school of Brann, has within the past
year very carefully measured air resistances to concave sur-
faces, and has arrived at the same results as LUienthal.

• otto Lllientlial, Ber Vogdjiug als Qrundiage der FlUgekunet, Berlin,
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According to Lilicnthal, the upward component of the
pressure or " lift" of a concave surface inclined at a certain

angle a and moved forward horizontally is given by the for-

mula :

7
J) - F V - a COS. {a + p).

3

In which F is the area of surface in sq. meters ; Fthe hori-

zontal speeds in meters per second ; a is a coefficient depend-

7
ing on the angle a and the form of the surface, - is the weight

9
of air divided by the acceleration of gravity, and can be as-

7
sumed - = i ; a, a and /3 to be taken from the table herewith.

g
The resistance of the projection of the inclined surface, the

" drift," is given by the formula :

7
W = FV^ -a sin. {a -|- /3).

9

And the work necessary for propulsion is therefore :

7A= WY = F V^-asin.{a -^ p).

In the following table I give some values of a and of the
angles a and § derived from Lilienthal's measurements in a
straight-blowing wind, with concave surfaces measuring -^
versed sine from the chord to the arc, as given by Professor
Wellner in his pamphlet on " The Possibility of Constructing
Dynamic Flying Machines.''

Angle a
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flshlike form. It is 10 meters (33 ft.) long, 1.4 meters (4.6 ft.)

high, and 0.8 meters (2.6 ft.) wide, the central cross-section

being elliptical and measuring 1 sq. meter (11 sq. ft.) in area.

In consequence of the pointed form of the car the resistance of
this cross-section is reduced to a coefficient of ^, so that it is

equivalent to a plane 0.20 sq. meters (0.23 sq. ft.) in area. The
two concave kite-like sustaining surfaces 5' and B^ measure
together 68 sq. meters (732 sq. ft. ) in area, and a horizontal
rudder, 0, measures 12 sq. meters (129 sq. ft.) more, thus fur-

nishing a total sailing surface of 80 sq. meters (861 sq. ft.).

The kite-like surfaces B' and B' are set at an angle of 3° with t he
car. The two elastic air screwsE are 3 meters (10 ft.) in diam-
eter each and measure 4.5 sq. meters (48 sq. ft.) in total wing
surface. The vertical rudder D measures 6 sq. meters (65 sq.

ft.) in area. As before intimated, the whole apparatus rests

and glides on the ground on projecting sleigh-runners.
Now we will suppose that the apparatus has already ac-

quired a horizontal speed of its own o£ 10 meters per second
(23.3 miles per hour) in calm air. We then obtain for the lift

:

7
D = F V^ - a COS. {a -\- /3), or inserting values

9
Z» = 80 X 100 X i X 0.68 X 0.999 = 679 kilograms.

And for the forward resistance or drift :

7W = F V^ - a sin. (or -f ;3), or inserting values

9
Tr= 80 X 100 X i X 0.68 X 0. 026 = 17.68 kilograms.

For the resistance of the equivalent cross-section of the car
we have :

7W = F V - = 0.2 X 100 X i = 2.5 kilograms.

9

Therefore the total horizontal resistance is :

W" = W + W = 17.68+ 2.5 = 30.18 kilograms = 44.4 lbs.

And therefore the necessary " work" is seen to be :

A . = W" V= 20.18 X 10 = 201.8 kilogramcters per second.

Thus 679 kilograms (1,494 lbs.) are sustained with an ex-
penditure of 201.8 kilogramcters (1,460 foot-pounds) per sec-

ond. Now, as my elastic air screws with concave wing sur-
faces have been proved to possess a coefficient of efficiency of
50 to 60 per cent. , we need for our actual power :

A' 201.8 X 2 = 403.6 kilogramcters (2,919 foot-pounds),

or less than 6 H.P. to sustain the weight at a horizontal speed
of 10 meters per second (32.8 miles per hour), and I calculate
that the surplus power may enable us to attain 19 metres per
second (42 miles per hour) with the engine of 6 effective H.P.
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It may be here indicated that as there are now petroleum
motors (gas engines) which are said to weigh 33 kilograms (70
lbs.) per H.P., including an " air cooler " (or apparatus for
conveying the heat from the cylinder walls) and tile kerosene
required for about three hours' work, then the engine of 6
H.P. which we have found to be necessary would weigh 192
kilograms (422 lbs.) with three hours' supplies. If we suppose
the weight of two persons to be 150 kilograms (330 lbs.), tliere

remains for the car, for the kite-like surfaces, the air screws,
rudders, etc., a residue of 337 kilograms (742 lbs.). As all

the latter parts would be constructed mostly of steel ribs and
covered with balloon silk, there seems to be little doubt that
with the technical appliances of today, it is possible to con-
struct such an apparatus and to fly with it through the air.

However, such an apparatus cannot rise by its own power
directly from the ground in calm air. It needs an initial

velocity to be otherwise acquired through a preliminary run
or fall. But if the wind blows with some force then the ap-
paratus needs but a short run, or even none at all If headed
directly against the wind. Many large birds—the buzzards for

instance—are compelled to take a preliminary run in calm air

before they can get fairly under way on the wing.

THE WING-FLAPPING FLYING MACHINE.

I have also obtained favorable results witli models flapping
their artificial wings in direct imitation of the birds, and it can
be demonstrated theoretically that such apparatus requires
less work for propulsion than the fixed aeroplanes, because the
air is attacked at a better angle and because the weight of the

body assists in itself in producing the necessary powerful flaps

of the wings.
I have described the details of the jnotions in my lecture on

" Human Artificial Plight," delivered in Vienna on March 21,

1893,* but I want to emphasize here once more that a large

bird is reallv always acting as an aeroplane, whether it is sail-

ing upon the wind without muscular efEort, or whether it is

flapping its wings in calm air, and that the weight of the

bird's body in sailing as well as in flapping flight is one of the

most important elements in the actions which result in flying.

In both cases, whether passive or active, the wing is sus-

tained by the vertical component of the pressure due to the

speed and to the angle of incidence ; but in the flapping action

the wing upon the down stroke acts as an aeroplane gliding

downward obliquely, and gains in rapidity over the " relative

wind" by reason of its negative ansle of incidence, which
points belosv the horizon, while on the up stroke the wing also

acts as an aeroplane which is lifted by the air pressure result-

ing from the speed produced by the down stroke, and its posi-

tive angle of incidence pointing forward above the horizon

—

* ZHlschriftfur Luflschifahrt und Physic der AtmospMre, May, 1893.
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both actions being made effective by the weight of the body.
But as this waving, flapping motion is not performed at a
point fixed in space, but in the yielding air, we must also con-

sider the losses due to the friction of the air and to the resist-

ance of the body, and for the possible loss of height on the up
stroke from the sinking of the body in the yielding air.

This sinking is avoided when the wing on the up stroke has
an adequate and corresponding positive angle, so that, through
increased " lift, " the lost height is regained or the loss of height
avoided.

, Now, therefore, the apparatus in horizontal flight has to en-

counter on the up stroke first the resistance W due to the
" drift" or projection of the positive (above the horizon) angle
of incidence of the wings, and, second, the resistance W of

the body. On the down stroke, however, there is no " drift"

because the wing presents onlyits edge to the " relative wind"
by reason of its negative angle, and the only resistance is W

,

that of the body.
A.S to the friction of the air, it is known to be so small that

it may safely be neglected.

Now, in order to fly with flapping wings, the " drift" will

have to be encountered but half the time (supposing the up
and down strokes equal in duration), and the " work" required
to be performed to overcome the resistance will be :

^1 = i—+w]r.

Fbeing the horizontal speed of the apparatus.
In sailing flight, the soaring bird utilizes the varying veloci-

ties of the wind, as I have explained in a separate paper, and
this natural source of extraneous power saves him the muscu-
lar exertion of flapping his wings ; but in calm air or in evenly
flowing air, without streaks of differing velocities, he has to

perform the above estimated " work" by flapping his wings
up and down.
For a practical application of these principles I have de-

signed the full-sized apparatus shown in figs. 4, 5 and 6, which
consists in two pairs of wings, elastic and concave, placed one
set behind the other, as shown at A and A', and measuring in

tlie aggregate 84 sq. meters (904 sq. ft.) in area ; also one con-
cave fixed aeroplane, B, measuring 6 sq. meters (65 sq. ft.), and
one horizontal rudder, D, measuring 15 sq. meters (161 sq. ft.).

There is, besides, a vertical rudder, Q, of 3 sq. meters (32 sq.

ft.) area, and the car or basket, E, 10 meters (33 ft.) long, 1.4

meters (4.6 ft.) high, and 0.8 meters (2 6 ft.) wide. The dimen-
sions are practically the same as for the aeroplane already de-

scribed, but the action is different.

In original adjustment, and on the up stroke, the wings A A'
are held by means of springs at a positive angle of incidence
of 3° above the horizon, but on the down stroke they auto-

matically assume a negative angle of incidence of 8° to 15°,

pointing forward below the horizon. This change of inci-
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dence is produced by the increased pressure -svith which the

downward moWng wings meet the air, and which depends not

only upon the " work" giren out by the motor, but also and
especially upon the horizontal speed of the apparatus.
The fixed aeroplane B is set and remains always at a posilive

anzle of 3° above the horizon. I mention here an angle of 3°

open at the front for the wings A and A , in order to simplify
the explanation, but in practice the angle of incidence may
be = 0. It follows that during both strokes of the wings A
and A the whole kite-like sustaining surface measures A +
^' + £ = 90 sq. meters (969 sq. ft.).

The car E, of flsh-like shape, has at its thickest point a sec-

tional area of 1 sq. meter (11 sq. ft.). By tapering the point

of this car, and by properly rounding off the otlier parts, the

equivalent cross-section of the body is reduced to 0.20 of a flat

plane. The total weight of the whole apparatus, including
two persons, may be estimated at 700 kilograms (1,540 lbs.), of

which weight I estimate 150 kilograms (330 lbs.) for the two
sets of wings A and A , together with their connecting rods b

and V , and the levers of the wings e and b. This leaves 550
kilograms (1,310 lbs.) for the car and the two persons.
How importantly useful the weight of the body becomes, in

connection with springs to store up energy, I have more fully
explained in my paper on " Human Artificial Flight, " but I may
say here that part of the energy due to the pressure under the
wing is stored up by springs during the up stroke, to be given
out again upon the down stroke. In the apparatus here de-
scribed these springs are replaced by compressed air.

The wing lexers c, e, b are 31 meters (11.5 ft.) long, the dis-

tance 0, 6 being ^ meter (1.64 ft.), and the distance e, b being 3
mffters (9.84 ft.). The height of the stroke is 3 meters (9.84
ft.) for the wings A and A. This is performed at the rate of
one full stroke per second, -J second for the up and \ second
for the down stroke, but it may be that in practice such even,
isochronous intervals of beats cannot be realized.

Before calculating the necessary lifting power and the neces-
sary " work" for this apparatus, it must be repeated that I

rely again upon the aerodynamic formulae ascertained by Otto
Lilienthal with concave surfaces exposed to the wind, which
hace been verified by my free-flying models.

According to these formulse we have for the sustaining
effect, at a speed of 10 meters per second (22.8 miles per hour)
the following " lift" :

y
D = F V - a COS. {a -\- /?), or inserting values

g

i) = 90 X 100 X * X 0.68 X 0.999 = 764 kilograms.

The resistance to forward motion is that due to the project-
ed area of the wings A and A at the stated angle of incidence
of 3° and is given by the " drift."
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W = FV- a sin. (a -\- /3), or inserting values

g

IF = 84 X 100 X i X 0.68 X 0.026 = 18.6 kilograms.

As this resistance only occurs during the up stroke of tlie

wings, we must divide it by two to arrive at the average
power required, and we then have :

WW = — = 9.3 kilograms.
3

The resistance of the projected area at 3° of the fixed aero-
plane B is given by

y
W" = F V^ - a sin. (or -j- /?}, or inserting values

W = 6 X 100 X i X 0.68 X 0.036 = 1.32 kilograms.

The resistance of the body on the equivalent section is :

7
W'" = Fr^- = 0.2 XlOO Xi = 2.-5 kilograms.

g

Thus we have for the total horizontal resistance :

W"" = W'+ W" + Tf"' = 9.8+ 1.4 +2.5 = 13.2 kilograms.

Inasmuch as the resistance is 13.3 kilograms (39 lbs.), we
have for the " work" required at 10 meters per second :

A = W"" V= 13.3 X 10 = 133 kilogrammeters per second,

or about 2 H.P., in order to drive and to sustain 764 kilograms
(1,680 lbs.) through the air.

It is true that these figures possess only a theoretical value.
In practice the friction of the various parts and other circum-
stances have also to be considered and allowed for ; but it

would lead us much too far to take them up at present.

Inasmuch as we must contemplate a possible speed of 35
meters per second (56 miles per hour), we will here also assume
the employment of a petroleum motor of 6 H.P., which will

weigh 193 kilograms (432 lbs.), and we may estimate the weight
of the wings A A with their connecting rods b b' and levers

e J to weigh 150 kilograms (330 lbs.), the weight of the car to

be 60 kilograms (132 lbs.), the weight of the rudders J) and
Q to be 40 kilograms (88 lbs.), the weight of two persons to

be 150 kilograms (330 lbs.), and the weight of petroleum fuel

for 10 hours to amount to 20 kilograms (44 lbs.), and we will

then have

:

(? = 193 + 150 + 60 + 40 + 150 + 20 = 613 kilograms ;

so that while we estimate the weight at 612 kilograms (1,346

lbs.), there yet remains more than 100 kilograms of " lift" for

unexpected contingencies.
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And lastly, it should be meationed that the apparatus would
rest upon sleigh-runners when on the ground, that the center
of gravity is placed so far to the front that in beginning to

descend it becomes tilted downward in front to a negative
angle of incidence of 6°, and that it cannot leave the ground
in calm air by tlie application of its own power, but must then
begin its flight from an elevation. In a wind of 8 meters per
second (18 miles per hour) it can leave the ground by facing
the breeze and can then fly with a horizontal speed of 25
meters per second (56 miles per hour) by the exertion of its

motor.
Thus does theoretical calculation indicate that flapping

wings require less " work" than an aeroplane, but it is more
difficult to leave the ground in calm air with flapping wings,
and the construction of the latter is more complicated and
more liable to breakages. For these reasons I accord my own
preference to the gliding aeroplane driven by air screws.

DISCtrSSION BY O. CHANUTB.

The paper ot Mr. W. Kress is chiefly interesting as indicating
a direction for furtlier investigation concerning the respective
advantages of aeroplanes and of vibrating wing^ than as show-
ing what can actually be accomplished with either form of ap-
paratus, for his estimates of power required are entirely inade-

quate.
Even granting the accuracy of the Lilienthal formulae which

are used—and it seems difficult to do this without further con-
firmation, as they give a " lift" at sailing angles of 3° to 9°,

of three to six times thosj which would be obtained with planes
—it seems impossible to admit that the aeroplane calculated by
Mr. Kress can maintain all the time a sailing angle of incidence
of 3°. The soaring birds do not do it ; they have to encounter
wind gusts and eddies, to meet varying velocities of wind or
of sailing, to change their course or to rise, and these almost
all require increase of angle of incidence, and of consequent
" drift" resistance.

For an angle of 3° Mr. Kress estimates this at 17.68 kilo-

grams, but for angles of 6° and 9° it would, by his formula,
be as follows :

Drift 6° = 80 X 100 X i X 0.8 X 0.0893 = 31.86 kilogram.s.
Drift 9° = 80 X 100 X i X 0.85 X 0.087 = 73.95 kilograms.

And an angle of 6° would seem to be as small as it would be
safe to base calculations upon.
Thus we must increase the " drift" resistance of the aero-

plane to at least 69 lbs., or 31.36 kilograms.
Next, Mr. Kress has entirely omitted to calculate the resist-

ance of the framework—spars, posts, braces, etc.—and it will

probably surprise a good many students of the subject to be
told that this will amount to a good deal more than the resist-

ance of the car. As the author does not give us the dimen-
sions of the framing, we cannot calculate its resistance ; but
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if we assume that the front and middle spars, posts, propeller
frames, sleigh-runners, etc., have an aggregate length of 80
meters and an average thickness of 0.05 meter (2 in.) with a
coefficient of J- for their rounded form, we have for their re-

sistance :

80 X 0.05 X 100 X i X i = 16.67 kilograms.

Thus we have for the aggregate resistance at 6°
:

Drift 31.36 + car 2.5 + frame 17.67 = 50.53 kilograms (111
lbs.), and at a speed of 10 meters' work = 50.58 x 10= 505.3 kilo-

grammeters ; so that, allowing 50 per cent, for the efficiency of
the screws, the aeroplane requires a motor of nearly 14 H.P.
instead of 6, and would require a motor of 25 H.P. if it has to
sail at an angle of 9°, as seems not unlikely.
The 14 H.P. is at the rate of 106 lbs. sustained in the air per

H P., which is quite as much as has ever been obtained in

aeroplane experiments.
The calculations for the flapping apparatus are open to the

same criticism. There has been no allowance for the air re-

sistance to the framework, etc., and the angle of incidence of
3° assumed is probably a minimum which can only be main-
tained for a short time under the contingencies of [light. In-

deed, if during the up stroke any energy is to be stored in a
spring or in a compressed air cylinder to assist on the down
stroke, it would seem that the angle must be not less than 6°

;

when the " lift" on the 84 sq. meters of wing surface would be
848 kilograms, or an angle more probably of 9°, when the lift

would be 900 kilograms, the difference between this and the

weight of 700 kilograms to be sustained producing the stored

energy.
I confess freely that I do not know how to calculate the

power required for flapping wings. Herr Kress calculates

the drift resistance (omitting the framework), and deducts half

of it because the wing descends at a negative angle and so

evades the " drift" upon the down stroke ; but it seems to me
that in order to sustain the weight under those circumstances,
and to propel, the down stroke must produce an increased

pressure, and that the power required to do this must be taken
into account, especially as part of it is to be stored in the

spring during the next up stroke, to assist in the succeeding
down stroke.

I cannot admit, therefore, that Herr Kress can sustain 764
kilograms (1,680 lbs ) through the air with 2 H.P. applied to

flapping wings, especially in view of the facts that Herr
Lilienthal is providing the same 2 H.P. for the winged appa-
ratus which he is now constructing, and which he expects to

weigh 120 kilograms (364 lbs ), or at the rate of 132 lbs. per

H.P., and that the best toy bird of which I know—that of

Pichancourt— in which the same wing motion of changing
the angle on the up and the down stroke is produced (by me-
chanical means instead of automatically)—sustains but 20 lbs,

per H.P.
Nor does Herr Kress seem to allow any increased weight foi
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the necessary greater strength of ,the wings to resist the con-

stantly recurring reversals of strains due to the alternating

motion. It is my own belief that this alone will preclude suc-

cess with all machines in which the whole wing flaps and give

the preference to aeroplanes propelled either by vibrating wing
tips or by air screws, as indeed seems to be indicated by Herr
Kress in his closing paragraph.

However, the question he has raised as to the respective

powers required by aeroplanes and by flapping wings is an
interesting one, and it is hoped that not only shall further in-

vestigations be made into the mathematics of the subject, but
that there shall also be practical experiments upon an ade-

quate scale, to test the value of the theoretical conclusions.

It is also partioidarly important that further experiments be
made as to the sustaining power of concavo-convex surfaces.

We want to make sure whether the formula used by Herr
Kress is reliable. He calculates the " lift" of a curved surface

of 80 sq. meters at an angle of 3° to be 679 kilograms, or 1.494

lbs., while with a plane, according to the experiments of Pro-
fessor Langley, it would be but

:

Lift 3° = 80 X 100 X i X 0.104 = 104kilograms, or2291bs.—

an enormous variance, which may mean just the difference

between success and failure.

NOTE ON THE ELASTIC AIR-SCREW.

By WiLiiiAM Kkess, Vienna, Atjstkia.

I HAVE had long experience in experiments with aerial air

propellers, and I have found the best thus far to be my elastic

air-screw with concave wing surfaces, as it returns a clear

efficiency of 50 to 60 per cent, of the power applied.
This screw is shown in figs. 1, 2 and 3, and requires little

explanation.
The rib g h is elastic, and the propelling surface e is a loose

sail which bags only during the action of the screw and then
forms a concave surface. The elasticity of this screw is in-

tended to give, automatically, to the screw at each different

speed of the body which it propels, just the position of the
screw wings e most favorable in pitch or angle of incidence.
There is, as is well known, for each rate of speed of the vehi-

cle moved by the screw, a certain special angle of incidence

g A', g W, etc. (see fig. 3) for the screw wing, which produces
the greatest efficiency for that particular speed. To realize
this the elasticity of the rib g h must be made to correspond
exactly to the dimensions of the screw and to the power of the
motor.

It may here be mentioned that both for aeroplanes driven by
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screw propellers and for flying machines wholly sustained by
revolving screws (helicopteres) there must always be two air
screws placed as a pair, either by the side of each other or one
behind the other, and rotating in opposite directions.
The arrows and the dotted lines in fig. 1 show how the air

is drawn in from all sides by such a screw, and, united at a
into a contentrated air blast, pushed out so as to obtain a reac-
tion in the most favorable direction. This action can be well
exhibited by holding a flame at various parts of the air-screw.

THE BALLOON AIR-SCREW.

I have constructed on the same principle an " air auger," in
order to impart greater speed to a navigable balloon than has
been hitherto attained.

This air-screw is shown in flgs. 4 and 5. It is to be fastened
to the forward point of the balloon and operated by a rotating
motor attached directly on the axis of the screw at x, but the
power must be supplied from the end of a very long car con-
taining the generator.
The ribs g li of this air-screw are also made elastic ; but the

arms i g and i k are made stiff. The surfaces e are also loose
sails which bag during the action and form concave surfaces.
The arrows and dotted lines show how the air currents are
drawn in and directed by the screw.
When the apparatus is prevented from advancing and the

screw made to rotate, a candle flame held at a shows that air

is also drawn in from behind the screw in the direction of the
arrow b. thus indicating that a region of rarefaction is formed
behind the screw. This air screw therefore acts as an auger,
having for its shaft the balloon, which follows the auger into

the partial vacuum created thereby, and thus the air resistance

to the balloon is considerably diminished.
Such an air-screw requires four wings, and it is also desir-

able that a second and smaller screw should be fastened at the
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FIO. 4.

end of the car C, which screw must turn in opposite direction
from the upper balloon screw.
As the present paper refers only to the air-screw, there need

be no description of the balloon, which presents no new feature
except that it may be mentioned that the placing and fastening
of the air-screw at the point of the balloon present some serious
technical difficulties.
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THE ADVANTAGE OF BEATING WINGS.

By Ch. de Lotnraifi, Enginbbr, Prance.

In considering the possibility of compassing human flight

through the air, there are two main separate features to be
considered— i.e., the necessity for support and that loT p^-opvl-

sion.

The first may be obtained by mere floatation, as a ship on
the water, by a balloon in the air ; or, again, it may be de-
rived from the mechanical reactions of the air by virtue of its

inertia, as in the case of birds and olher flying creatures.
Propulsion can only be obtained through mechaaical action.

Its application, therefore, requires, like support obtained from
mechanical reaction, an exact and complete knowledge of the
mechanics of fluids, and especially of the resistance of air.

This resistance has been determined by various experiment-
ers ; notably by Captain Thibault, in 1826, who has given us
most valuable data. He measured the resistance of thin

plane surfaces under motion, both at right angles and obliquely

at various angles. Hutton did the same, and deduced there-

from the empirical formula that if P be the rectangular wind
pressure and B the resistance or drift of an oblique plane,

then
1.842 COS. @.

B = P ,

{nn. @)

@ being the angle of obliquity ; while Duchemin represented
the results obtained by Thibault by the formula

2 nn.^ @
B = P-

1 -|- Si7l.^ I

On the other hand, I determined experimentally, in 1866,

the ratio of this resistance or " drift" to the weight TTof the
plane moving horizontally, at various angles @, to be invari-

ably

'H : W : : sin. @ : cos. @,
and therefore

iJ = Tf tang. @.

That is to say, the resistance or drift is equal to the weight
to be carried, multiplied by the tangent of the angle of inci-

dence, no matter what may be the extent of the supporting
surface.

It therefore follows that iJ and Ware the two rectangular
components of a pressure M, which is normal to the plane,

and which represents the whole efllect of the fluid impinging
on the plane, whether the plane moves against still air or
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whether the fluid moves against the fixed plane. These ex-

periments show that this normal pressure does not vary in

proportion to the square of the sine, as was heretofore taught.

As Penaud said, the path to success was now open. The
aeroplane became a possibility and its formula

It F+ r 7= {Wtang. @ + r) F,

V being the velocity,

R " " resistance of the plane,

r " " " " body or car,

(W tang. @ V.) representing the work done to obtain support.
I submitted to the French Academy of Sciences a design

for an aeroplane, which was reported upon in 1867, and I en-
deavored at the same time to account to myself for the beating
flight of the birds by the aid of these new data.

It was clear at first sight that a certain period was occupied
in the down-stroke of wing, and a certain other period, of
about equal duration, in the up-stroke. The inference was
that the first period was the active one, and that the second
was a passive period, during which the wing acted merely as
an aeroplane in supporting the weight.
The conformation of the wing also showed that its posterior

portion must be tilted upward by the pressure of the air dur-
ing the down-stroke, and this, too, in ratio to the speed, and
that therefore it must become incurvated into a warped sur-

face, like the blade of a screw, and act in propelling, since
propulsion exists ; while at the same time the wing served to
sustain the weight, thus performing two functions simultane-
ously.

Upon tlie up-stroke the posterior portion of the wing be-
comes tilted downward, so that it presents an angle which we
will call a above the horizon, thus acting like an aeroplane
and obtaining support from the pressure due to the forward
motion, while on the down stroke, which is delivered verti-
cally, it attacks the air with an angle directed below the hori-
zon, which we will call fi, the angles a and /3 being equal to
each other.

If we call a and P the mean angle of the wing with the
horizon, its stroke being vertical, then the line of motion must
be oblique to the plane. If therefore we call W the horizontal
component which sustains the weight, I) the horizontal com-
ponent which propels, U the space gone over in the unit of
time on the down-stroke, and V the corresponding horizontal
speed, then we have

D : W : : sin. a : cos. a,

and also

U : V : : sin. /? : cos. jS,

whence
D:W:: U : F. and Z). F = W U.

That is to say, the propelling force multiplied by the speed
equals the weight multiplied by the downward amplitude of
the stroke.
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The work done D V, ia propelling, therefore represents all

the work given out {W U) in the down-stroke. It is there-
fore a mere transposition of forces. The two effects, the sup-
port and the propulsion, are simultaneously produced by the
same organ and by the same movement ; one of them must
therefore be gratuitous. Now, inasmuch as the body resistance.

r is small, the work done (Z) V) is almost all converted into

momentum, to be expended during the up-stroke which con-
stitutes the dead point of the apparatus. Thus, on the up-
stroke the wing is at the angle a with the horizon, the hori-

zontal component R — W tang, a uses up the momentum, but
the wing is carried upward, provided it offers no greater re-

sistance than W, and the work of the force will then be

W U+r V,

TF representing the weight of the bird.

The work to be done during the wing stroke is therefore

WU+rV,
and therefore, all other things being equal, the flapping bird
only expends half as much power as the aeroplane.
But this is not all, for the work {W U) of the up-stroke,

which is lost by the bird, may be saved and utilized in an
apparatus for man-flight.

Thus, if the resistance to the up-stroke of the muscle which
produces the down-stroke was taken up by a spring, this

spring would be put under tension, and would give back the
work {W U), which could be utilized upon the succeeding
down-stroke. Thus suspension would be gratuitous during
the up-stroke also. The motor need only furnish the work
of r Y.

The possibility of obtaining suspension oi' support gratu-
itously, without a balloon, seems astounding at first sight,, but
it is an actual fact, proved by experiment, and, moreover, self-

evident. I have found two practical methods of availing of
it on a large scale.

But there is a performance still more wonderful, long
since averred, but its existence denied, because it could not
be explained by existing knowledge of the mechanics of fluids,

and more particularly of air. This consists in soaring flight,

in which the sailing bird expends no force whatever, neither

to obtain support nor for propulsion. And yet a general ex-

planation is now easy : it is the wind which furnishes the
motive power, provided it is sufliciently brisk, and no matter
how violent.

Thus we have seen that whatever may be the angle a which
a surface exposes to the wind, the resulting pressure is normal
to the plane, and that \i follows that normal instead of the line

of the wind. Thorefoie, it the wind has an ascending trend,

more or less vertical, the plane can move in any direction,

even against the wind, provided it can incline in that direction

and still preserve an angle of incidence or. Moreover, what-
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ever may be Ihe force of the wind, the soaring bird regulates

the effects of that force according to his needs by simply
changing that angle of incidence, unless he prefers to ascend
vertically, in which case the elevation gained becomes so

much potential energy. Thence the bird may plunge in any
direction, and thus utilize gravity.

li the wind be horizontal and blowing in the wrong direc-

tion, the bird must resort to sundry mancBuvres in order to

gain ekvation.
In the first place, the action of the wind against the body

of the bird produces a horizontal component which tends to

drift him bacli, and after a while he would no longer be sus-

tained by the relative wind. He must, therefore, overcome
this drift through his inertia and make up for the loss. For
this purpose he constantly changes his direction and sweeps
in those circlings which are so frequently observed, thus ris-

ing progressively. As he rises he finds a brisker wind, as

proved by Mr. Angot, In 1889, in his observations from the
Eiffel Tower.

In these circlings, if, for instance, the wind blows from the

East, it is evident that the bird can, while still maintaining
the angle of incidence a, at the same time incline his aero-

plane toward the north and then toward the south, and thus
sweep around three-quarters of the circle, gaining elevation
meanwhile. During the third quarter he begins to encounter
a head wind and advances only as a ship sailing dose hauled,
but in the last quarter he quite effaces the upward angle of

incidence a and plunges downward. He then advances
against the wind by virtue of gravity, acquires speed, and
then again tilting his aeroplane upward, he rises upon the
wind to his original elevation, like the pendulum, or the car in
the roller coaster.

But horizontal winds are rare, save, perhaps, in the higher
regions of the atmosphere. Near the ground the wind follows
the upward slopes, with, however, steeper gradients, by reason
of its inertia and its elasticity. Moreover, the atmosphere,
like the sea, progresses in great waves, as may be tested both
by sight and hearing. These waves are higher in the lighter
fluid, and their speed is greater, and if two currents of differ-

ent direction impinge on each other, they instantly produce
whirls and waves which extend to great heights.

It is not necessary to describe here the various evolutions and
manoeuvres availed of by the soaring birds ; such is not the
intent of this memoir, it is only intended to give the general
explanation, and to indicate that sailing flight can be performed
upon occasion, with the same kind of apparatus which is ap-
propriate for rowing flight.

But we should determine the weight which can be sustained
per square meter of surface, with a wind having a velocity
equal to V, and a given angle of incidence.

Captain Thibault found that a thin plane surface, moved at

right angles against the air, encountered a resistance given by
the formula
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R = KSV = 0.''1155 F**
S being the surface in square meters, V being the speed in

meters per second.
But he found a coefficient K of 0.' 120 when the wind

moved against tlie surface.

On the other hand, the experiments of Colonel Duchemia
upon fluid motions against a plane have enabled me to deter-

mine the theoretical formula of the value of the normal press-

ure JWfor oblique actiou, and I have found it to be ,

r2sin. @ X (1 -\-cos. @
M. = KS F«

I

L 1 -(- sin. @ -|- COS. @ _

This formula agrees with both the experiments of Button
and of Thibault, and therefore confirms them. It has enabled
me to calculate the dimensions of an apparatus to carry four
passengers and weighing 1,760 lbs., for which I find that a
sustaining surface of 1,076 sq. ft. will be sufficient, at a speed
of 67 miles per hour.
With the aid of this formula it would be possible to calcu-

late the form to be given to a solid (a car or vessel) in order
to have a minimum of resistance, but marine experiments
furnish us with conclusive data on this subject. Thus Dupuy
de L6me has stated that in the fleetest ships the resistance of

the hull is only one-fortieth of that of the largest cross-sec-

tion, and Proude (Naval Review, July, 1876) has stated, and
with good reason, that the eflfects upon the run of a ship

compensate the work done upon the prow. In point of fact,

the fluid veins deviated at the front flow back upon elliptical

curves against the rear, and press the run forward without

producing eddies. Thus the propulsion of an aerial car, if

properly shaped, would be, for a speed of 30 meters per sec-

ond (67 miles per hour) and 1 square meter of largest section

(10.76 sq. ft.) as follows;

0.120
Body resistance = —— X 1 X 30' = 81 kilogrammeters,

40

or in English measures 585 foot-pounds per second.

Let us add to this work the friction of the air under the
wings, say, for 100 square meters, and we have :

Friction = 0008 X 100 X F' = 81 kilogrammeters,

or in English measures 585 foot-pounds per second.

The total work of propulsion therefore, for a sueed of 30
meters per second (67 miles per hour), will be but 2.16 H.P.,
and the suspension might be gratuitous without the use of a

balloon, the resistance of which would be eight times as great.

Thus, as a summary, we find that no matter how violent

* Reduced to English measures this gives :

R = 0.00*75 S V, V being in miles per hour.
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the wind may be, provided it be brisk enough, it is possible

to obtain gratuitously both suspension and propulsion ; but

inasmuch as it is necessary also to be able to proceed when
the wind does not blow, it is also practicable to obtain both

suspension and propulsion within reasonable limits of power.

The future conquest of the air is believed now to be only a

question of experiment, and the air is a boundless sea which
can be navigated in all directions.

It is the universal highway intended by God and traveled

by the birds.

Note by L. L. Kimball, Amherst College.

Mr. de Louvrie gives two formulae from which he deduces
a third which seems to have an important hearing on his con-

clusions, and which is made the basis of a discussion in the

immediately succeeding part of his paper. I wish to call at-

tention to the fact that the two formula! which are thus com-
bined to deduce the third cannot be simultaneously true, ex-

cept when there is no pressure against the wings, a case which
obviously does not apply to flying.

The first formula,
D sin. j3

W COS. /3

gives the relation between D, the horizontal component of the
pressure against the wing, and W, tlie vertical component of
pressure, and is true if tlie resultant pressure is perpendicular
to the wing, which, experiment shows, may be assumed to be
the case ifor practical purposes. That is. when the wing
strikes the air the direction of tUe pressure is perpendicular to

the wing, and so if the wing is inclined at an angle /? to the
horizon, there is a pressure, D, urging it forward, and at the
same time an upward pressure, W, resisting the downward
motion of the wing, and the relation between these two is

correctly given in the formula above cited.

But the second formula,

TI sin. /3

V COS. /S'

where CT represents the velocity with which the wing is mov-
ing downward, and F its velocity forward in a horizontal
direction, expresses the fact that tlie wing is moving through
the air edgewise. This is easily seen by reference to the figure— fT'and Fare represented in the ratio given by the above
equation—and it is evident that if the wing moves forward a
distance Fin one second and in the same time moves down a
distance V, that at the end of the second it will be in the
position A', having traveled edgewise from A to A'.
So it is evident that whenever the relation between its for-

ward and vertical velocities is expressed by the formula
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jr= Vtang. p, above mentioned, the wing at that instant is

actually moving edgewise through the air, although the body
of the bird may be moving horizontally forward. This is so
whether the wing is taking a down-stroke, its front edge
being lower than the back, or an up-stroke, with its front
edge higher than the back.
Now, clearly, when the wing moves edgewise through the

air there is no pressure against its flat surface, and so in this

case the two component pressures D and W, above referred
to, will each be zero, and there will be no propulsive force
and no sustaining force.

To produce a sustaining and propulsive force on the down-
stroke of the wing, the velocity U must be greater than
Vtang. p ; while that of the wing may act as an aeroplane on
the upstroke and develop a sustaining and resisting force, its

upward velocity must be less than V tang, a, where a and P
are the inclinations of the wing, to the horizon in the two cases
respectively.

STABILITY OF AEROPLANES AND FLYING
MACHINES.

By a. F. Zahm.

I HOPE that this paper will .be regarded rather as a specula-
tion intended to draw forth information from others than as a
presentation of final or satisfactory conclusions. The ideas
here expressed have been suggested by experiments with a
variety of models for the most part launched freely in space
without propellers. If I shall succeed in evoking more mature
ideas from others who may have pursued this subject to some
definite issues, the purpose of the paper will have been realized.

STABILITY or ABROPLANKS.

To simplify the study of the stability of flying machines, it

will, perhaps, be best to consider the sustalnin/ surface en-

tirely apart from the propelling surface. It is, of course, not
of necessity a separate part. A machine might be designed in

which the propeller and sustainer were identical, as, for ex-
ample, a machine containing no winged surface except a
screw ; but in all the more successful types of the present
time the parts are decidedly separate and distinct. The ma-
chines of Tatin, Phillips and Maxim are propelled by a screw
and supported by an aeroplane ; that of Hargrave is propelled
by a pair of flappers and sustained by a plane, while the large

birds, the most successful of all flyers, are propelled chiefly

by the outer parts of their wings and supported by the parts
neaier the body.
The sustaining plane may then be considered independently

of the propeller, and since the latter serves only as a force act-
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ing in the direction of fliglit, it may be disregarded for the pres-

ent, leaving for consideration tlie forces of inertia and gravity
of the machine and the atmospheric pressures.

After studying the flight of a free aeroplane urged by the

forces of gravity and inertia, we may add the force derived
from a propeller, and extend the discussion to flying machines
proper.

Stated in all its generality, the problem is to devise a simple
and self-contained aeroplane which will (1), when launched in

any manner, automatically head to the wind and move rapidly

forward
; (2) when displaced or overturned promptly recover

its position of equilibrium
; (3) maintain a prescribed and uni-

form average course and position daring flight.

TRANSVEKSB STABILITY.

The problem of the transverse stability of aeroplanes seems
never to have offered much difficulty ; for no one could study
long without discovering at least the rule of placing the center

of mass below the center of buoyancy, and making the sustain-

ing surface more or less trough-shaped. This might be learned
from a few experiments with paper models. It has always
appeared in the figures of the great sailing birds. It might be
suggested by a boat balancing itself on Ihe water. The rule

has therefore been observed by most designers of flying appa-
ratus heavier than the air.

But though it may bo evident enough that transverse stabil-

ity is promoted by making the sustaining surface trough-
shaped, it is not apparent what form of cross section is the

most efficient for sustentation and equilibrium combined. The
circular form is certainly neither favorable to stability nor to

support. The simple V form is, perhaps, the easiest to pat-
tern after. It has been recommended by writers and has given
fair satisfaction in trial, but it has never been proved the most
effective. It has been adopted by experimenters, but not by
Nature in her great soaring birds. It will, therefore, be neces-
sary to study more minutely the conditions and requirements
before deciding upon the best form of transverse section of an
aeroplane.

If a simple rectangular surface, which has been adjusted for
all but lateral stability, be carelessly projected forward in space,
it will be found to rotate about its longitudinal axis at the
slightest puff of wind or other disturbance. If, then, it be
given the customary V form, or, worse still, that of acircular
ark, it will promptly recover from any sudden displacement,
but will rock like a boat without a keel, exhibiting a tendency
to revolve about an axis through its center of curvature, or
through the center of a curve which approximately coincides
with the cross section of the model, as shown in tig. 1 (A).

The small space between the bounding circles of the aeroplane
section in fig. 1 shows that it cannot meet much resistance to
gliding tangentially ; and so the slight keel k added below is

Esen to treble the seciion opposed to such gliding.
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We thus discover, as 1q boat-building, two conditions to be
provided for : (1) That of stability against Inversion • (3) that
of stability against rocising. There Is also a third requirement
—viz., that of greatest buoyancy consistent with simplicity
and strength.
Barring the effects of inertia, the stability against inversion

of an aeroplane depends upon the nature of the moment of two
forces—that of gravity, acting downward through the center of

mass, and that of the resultant pressure of the air against the
surface, which acts from below upward. IE these forces be al-

ways In the same vertical plane, the equilibrium will be neu-

Fig. I.

tral ; If not, the equilibrium will be stable or unstable, accord-
ing as the moment of the forces tends to right the surface or

to further invert It when once displaced. Evidently the greater
such moment the greater the consequent stability or instability.

To apply this reasoning to an aeroplane of a particular form
of transverse section, let us begin with the straight line, which
we will suppose to be the cross section of a perfect plane
whose center of gravity Is within the surface. As the surface
rests level on the air, the resultant effort of the air and of grav-
ity lie In the same vertical Hue, and the body remains in neu-
tral equilibrium. If It receives a slight inclination to one side,

it will tend to glide in that direction, and there will be no
prompt and efficient moment set up to restore it to the level

position. But suppose the surface to assume the V shape, its

sides forming a large diedral angle ; then directly the plane is

tilted or disturbed by a puff of wind, its depressed half will

receive more support than the other, and at once restore the

body to its level position. For this reason the simple V form
has found favor with many experimenters who seem not to

have desired anything better.
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It is clear that the stability of the V form increases as the

diedral angle diminishes ; but when the angle grows very small,

the stability is lost. What angle gives the greatest stability I

am not prepared to say, though I should conjecture that it

must be one less than 90°, the angle at which the lower half

receives its maximum support, while the other is in a position

of no support. The question is perhaps more curious than
profitable, since we cannot afford to sacrifice support to stabil-

ity by adopting a very acute V form of cross section.

A. further consideration of the requirements of the aeroplane
suggests an improvement on the plain V form of transverse

section. If the diedral angle be made very large and the outer
edges of the surface be turned upward, as indicated in fig. 1

(B), there results an increase of support without lack of stabil-

ity. It is evident that the moment of a unit of surface of an
aeroplane is greater at the outer edge than elsewhere, because
of its greater lever-arm. It is better, therefore, that the outer
edges of the aeroplane be turned upward to maintain equilib-

rium, while the inner surface remains flat or concave for

greater support. For the same reason the distance from tip

to tip should be as great as practicable.

We have now only to modify the form so as to prevent rock-
ing or gliding to and fro sidewise. This can be effected by
providing some form of keel, as indicated in fig. 1 (B).

We have thus approached step by step, and unintentionally,

almost to the outline of a bird. If the center of mass be
placed below the base of the wings it must greatly increase the
stability, and in any actual machine that would be the natu-
ral location of the motive power or chief burden.

It is doubtful whether a bird or a small flying machine could
possess automatic stability unless the proportion of sustaining
surface were abnormally small. It is maintained by good au-
thority that even the eagle, tlie buzzard and the great seagulls

are obliged to constantly balance themselves in a fickle breeze.
And what exquisite organs they have for this purpose 1—nerves
to feel the minutest pressures, and muscles to alter, in response,
every portion of the sustaining surface. This alone accounts
for their incomparable ease and grace of motion when sailing

on extended wings—a grace whicii implies all the skill of per-
fect acrobatism. It is encouraging to reflect that stability in-

creases with magnitude, and hence that possibly the great fly-

ing machines of the future may be made self-equilibrating.

I have mentioned the advantage of placing the center of
mass below the center of surface ; this has also its objections.
While the stability against inversion is increased, the stability

against rocking is sacrificed. The aeroplane so constructed
may not easily overturn, but it will sway to and fro with a
pendular motion. This, wlien lateral, is very objectionable

;

when fore and aft it is fatal to uniform progress, as we shall
see in studying the longitudinal stability of fiying machines.
We shall then see that the center of mass cannot be lowered
with impunity.

I may notice a similar antagonism between the forms for
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sustentation and for stability. An aeroplane whose transverse
section approaclies that of a boat gains in stability, but loses in
buoyancy. The convex outline is better for one purpose, the
concave for another. In this respect it seems more difficult to
design an aeroplane than a boat ; for while in a boat the forms
of advantage_ conspire, in the aeropline they clash. I may
mention one instance in which they conspire

—

i.e., when the
spreader distance from tip to tip is very great ; for long, nar-
ro(v wings are most efficient both for support and for equilib-
rium. What may be the most favorable outline of transverse
section for stability, steadiness and buoyancy combined I sub-
mit as unsolved.
A word as to the stability of the compound aeroplane. This

consists of many planes superposed and so spaced as not to in-

terfere one with another. It might well have its supporting
planes or slats set obliquely for the reasons already given ; but
this has not generally been observed by experimenters, though
it seems to me quite as essential in the compound as in the sim-
ple aeroplane. It is true the vertical stays could be formed
of slats or planes which, if the machine were tilted, would re-

ceive sufficient side pressure to right it after the manner of a
top keel, even if the supporting slats were not set obliquely

;

but they would act less promptly and effectively than the
oblique sustaining slats. Such vertical planes would tend to
counteract both rocking and inversion.

STABILITY ABOUT A VERTICAL AXIS.

If an aeroplane adjusted for lateral and longitudinal equilib-
rium be launched freely in space, it will generally be observed
to turn about its vertical axis as it adirances in its forward
course. If the aeroplane have Bot a vertical keel or its equiva-
lent, the path followed may be nearly a straight line, since the
inertia urges it straight forward, and the side of the plane
meeting least resistance will move in advance of the other,

thus causing the plane to progress sidewise along its course

—

a very objectionable behavior. If, however, the aeroplane be
provided with a proper keel it will always advance headfore-
most, and the path followed will be a large curve, approxi-
mately a circular arc. This curved path may be due to either

of two conditions : one side of the plane may be heavier than
the other, or one may meet more resistance than the other.

In either case a couple is formed between the urging and op-
posing forces with a deflecting effect like that of a vertical

rudder.
The straightness of the course described will, of course, de-

pend upon the perfection of symmetry of the aeroplanes ; and
I doubt whether one can be constructed of such perfect pro-

portion as to follow a straight course except under the guiding,
hand of a living pilot, or, perhaps, of a controlling magnet.
However, the same may be said of a boat. In a disturbed ele-

ment neither a boat nor a flying machine may be set to follow
a direct course without guidance.
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An aeroplane which has neither a vertical rudder nor a keel,

or its equivalent, will not only yield to the moment just de-

scribed, but may actually turn so as to move sidewise or tail

foremost. Heace both a keel and a rudder turning about a
vertical axis seem to be as essential to a flying machine as lo a
boat. It is true an aeroplane might be guided to the right or
left by shifting its center of gravity, but this is only another
way of stating the same need.

We will see, in studying the question of longitudinal stabil-

ity, that a rudder to guide up and down is also essential, and
is actually supplied to all the birds in the form of a tail. To
meet,, then, the requirements of turning right and left and up
and down it seems necessary to supply all self-equilibrating

machines with a double rudder.
The double rudder is found quite commonly in nature. The

blackbird, for example, to steady its flight, almost Invariably

distends its tail in the form of a V. Most birds, in steering,

rotate the tail to some extent when they wish to exert a lateral

pressure. All resort to the device of shifting their center of
gravity or of increasing the support or resistance of one wing
more than the other. The exact manner of effecting these

manoeuvres has been abundantly described by various writers,

and need not now engage our attention.

LONGITUDINAL BTABILITr.

We have considered the conditions of equilibrium and stabil-

ity of an aeroplane about two axes, and found them compara-
tively simple ; but it is otherwise with the third axis. The
problem of providing for longitudinal or fore-and-aft stability

is one of the most serious which the present aviators have to

encounter. The problem might be less difficult if we had an
artificial propelling force to dispose of ; but that would trans-

form the aeroplane into a flying machine whose stability will

be considered later.

Let us first try to obtain a solution for the aeroplane, then
for the aeroplane type of flying machine and whatever other
types may suggest themselves.

It will be well to remember, in these discussions, (1) that the
force of gravity always acts vertically

; (2) that the force of

inertia always acts through the center of mass, and equals the
product of the mass of the aeroplane into its acceleration

; (3)

tliat the center of pressure of the air against the aeroplane,
neglecting hull resistance, varies for different angles of impact,
according to Joessel's law ; (4) that a curved surface tends to

follow a course of coincident curvature.
To simplify the treatment of the subject it will, perhaps, be

well to present it in several particular propositions. First, let

it be required to find the conditions of equilibrium of an aero-
plane gliding down an inclined course with uniform velocity.

The force of inertia is zero. Place the center of gravity in
advance of the center of support and incline the rudder below
the line of progression, as shown in fig. 3. It will be seen,
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from an inspection of this figure, that when tlie forces at play
are in equilibrium for any particular velocity, then, if the
velocity be slightly increased, both JV and n, the sustaining
and guiding pressures, will be increased, while G, the force of
gravity, remains constant ; hence the aeroplane, under this in-

creased velocity, will rise in front and begin to pursue a less

sloping course. But as it glides at a greater velocity on a less

sloping course the head resistance will be increased, while the
urging component of gravity, which should equal it. Is dimin-
ished. The increased speed, therefore, cannot be maintained,
and the aeroplane will return to its normal position. Con-
versely if the speed were diminished below its normal value,

the plane would move down a more sloping course, acquire an
increase of speed, and mount to its normal position. Thus for

a slight displacement in either direction the plane returns to

its initial position, which must consequently be one of stable

equilibrium.
It can easily be shown that the normal course of the aeroplane

just described lies between the horizontal and the vertical

directions

—

i e., that it must be sloping. However, this is self-

evident.
Although the conditions just presented secure stable equilib-

rium, according to the definition of the term usually given in

mechanics, they do not secure perfect steadiness. The reason

is obvious ; for when a small model of this kind is disturbed

in its path it recovers too promptly, and thus parses, like a

pendulum, to a point beyond its normal position. The path

described by the aeroplane must, therefore, be a wavy one in-

stead of a direct one, and can be made direct only by damping
such pendular movement, or by some device for lieeping the

center of pressure directly over the center of gravity, thus

eliminating the need of a rudder pressure and the consequent
deflecting moment caused l)y it.

Damping may be furnished by the friction of the hull of the

aeroplane or by trailing attachments, such as the fluttering tails

of kites, etc. ; but these are objectionable because of their con-

sumption of energy. I know of no special device for keeping

the center of resistance constantly over the center of gravity.

We have thee only pendular equilibrium, not perfect stability,

except in so far as this may be secured by the use of a hori-

zontal keel, to be noticed presently.

In the design of fig. 2 I have placed the center of mass in

the surface of the aeroplane ; if it were placed below the sur-

face, the equilibrium would be more stable, but the tendency

to pitch, especially during accelerated motion, would be in-

creased. In the case of lateral rocking the remedy was found

quite simply in the form of a keel whose resistance damped
the rocking ; but a keel may not be employed to oppose pitch-

ing in quite the same way. The keel which corrects lateral

rocking opposes all lateral movement, whether of rotation or of

translation ; but the keel which dampens pitching must oppose

only rotation, while it favors advancement in a straight line.

Such qualifications are possessed by a plane surface of gieat
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length passing lengthwise through the aeroplane, and parallel

to the plane ot its transverse and longitudinal axes. Hence a

very long body plane, as observed in Hargrave's models, may
supply the required steadiness, or the same may be imparted

by a tail or keel of great leverage.

Fig. 2.

It appears, then, that when an aeroplane has been properly
adjusted for equilibrium a vertical keel will steady it against

rocking and wheeling, while a horizontal keel will steady it

against pitching. It may be noted that the further such keels

or fins are located from the center of mass, the greater iheir

leverage and consequent effectiveness will be.

As to the disposition of the guiding surfaces, we may note
that the center of pressure of the vertical keel should be in the

vertical gravity axis of the aeroplane, and sufficiently above
the center of mass to secure an effective equilibrating moment.
The center of pressure of the horizontal keel should be well
abaft the center of mass to afford a long arm to oppose the mo-
ment of the inertia of the aeroplane during accelerated motion,
as at starting and stopping, or when pitching occurs from
puffs of wind, etc. The vertical rudder or tail of the aero-

plane should have its center of pressure iu the longitudinal

gravity axis, so that there may be no lever arm to cause trans-

verse rocking when the rudder is applied to right or left.

However, when this rudder is turned, the reacting pressure of

the keel, which has a lever arm, will tend slightly to tilt the
aeroplane, but always in the proper direction to conspire tow-
ard describing the course corresponding to such turn of the
rudder.

Let us now place the center of gravity between the center of
surface and the center of presoure for a given angle of flight,

as in fig. 3. With this disposition of tiie centers of gravity
and of wing pressure the tail or rudder pressure must be from
below. Hence the moment of the wing and tail pressures are

opposed ; and if the velocity of the aeroplane in its normal
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course is increased both opposing moments will be increased
together, so that the aeroplane will not have the same tendency
to rotate about its center of mass as it had in the last example.
It will consequently descend on a less sloping course if pro-
portionately weighted, and would tend to preserve a position

always parallel with itself except for this reason : the course
becoming less sloping, the angle between the aeroplane and
the course must become less and less ; owing to Joessel's law,
the center of pressure must advance and cause a moment tend-
ing to raise the forward edge of the plane. This design, then,

has the defects of the other, except in a less degree, because the
moments of wing and tail pressures conspire in fig. 3, while
they oppose one another in fig. 3.

We need not consider the case in which the center of gravity
coincides with the center of surface, because it is well Isnown
that such a design possesses neither equilibrium nor stability,

but tends to rotate backward as it advances forward.
For these aeroplanes (figs. 2 and 3) there seems, then, to be

no remedy against pitching apart from keel and damping de-

vices, except to keep the center of pressure from varying or id

make the center of gravity vary with it. The first of these

can be nearly effected by making the wings very narrow, as

in Phillips' machine, where they measure about 3 in. ia width,

so that the center of pressure can vary but a fraction of an
inch. The couple formed by gravity and the sustaining press-

ure in the Phillips or Wenham design of aeroplane must in-

deed be one of very slight moment. It certainly could not

cause sudden pitching, especially if the aeroplane were provid-

ed with a tail or keel of good leverage.

These considerations incline me to think very favorably of

narrow wings and keels of long leverage.
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It has been maintained that tlie longitudinal section of the

aeroplane surfaces can be so curbed that the center of pressure

will not vary with either a varying angle of flight or a vary-

ing velocity ; but I know of no one who has proved this either

analytically or experimentally. It has been said also that

the center of pressure of a bird's wing is nearly fixed, owing
to its peculiar curvature, but this has not been proved.

The keeping of the center of gravity always under the cen-

ter of pressure by shifting its position may be effected by a

variety of special devices, as by shifting weights, etc. , and
need not detain us.

The means thus far considered, though they do not secure

perfect steadiness, seem nevertheless to afford sufficient stabil-

ity to render flight practicable, especially when we remember
that perfect steadiness is not required of an aeroplane more
than of a boat. All boats rock as well as all soaring birds, not-

withstanding that the greater viscosity of water should make
the boats steadier than the birds in passive flight.

"We have provided for the stability of an aeroplane of uni-

form velocity, and this seems to cover all the conditions of

flight of a free plane, because its weight remains constant and
the urging component of gravity tends to assume a definite

direction and magnitude and thereby to impart a uniform
velocity. When the speed is increased or diminished by gusts

of wind, etc., the aeroplane oscillates and presently recovers

its normal position, as does a boat on the water.
All that has been said evidently applies to the aeroplane

type of flying machines ; hence it appears that in passive

flight equilibrium and a reasonable stability are feasible with-
out a pilot, and considerable steadiness attainable with a pilot.

It need hardly be added that an aeroplane fulfilling all the
requirements thus far set forth will, when overturned or dis-

turbed in any manner, promptly right itself, head to the wind,
and move forward on a fairly uniform course.

STABILITY OF FLTINO MACHINES.

The problems of the automatic stability of flying machines
of the aeroplane type are identical in most respects with those
we liave been examining. It differs only by the introduction
of an additional force—that of the propeller—whose line of
action will in general lie in the vertical plane through the
longitudinal axis of the machine. During regular flight this

force may be constant in magnitude and direction with refer-

ence to the machine ; but the neces-arily varying conditions of
flight will require the propelling force to vary frequently in

magnitude if not in direction also.

Let fig. 4 represent such a machine in uniform horizontal
flight, the tail being double, the narrow supporting planes
superposed, as indicated by the parallel lines, and the center
of gravity well below the center of support. If the propeller
act in the line B of resistance to progression, the machine will

continue to fly with uniform speed and preserve its equilib-
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rium. If the speed be sufficient, the path of flight -wili be
level

;
if too fast or too slow, the path will slope upward or

downward accordingly. Thus it appears that without using
the rudder or shifting the center of gravity, which Is the same
in effect, a level path can be followed at one particular speed.

If the supporting planes be so pivoted that their inclination
can be altered, the machine may fly at very swift or at com-
paratively slow speeds and yet find suflScient support to main-
tain a level course. On this principle were constructed the
most successful sailing models with which I have thus far ex-
perimented. Their wings were shaped very like a bird's wing,
with a rather strong arm whose torsional elasticity was enougli
to allow the wing to slightly rotate with the varying pressure.
The wing thus automatically adjusted its angle to the varying
velocities of flight, and so exhibited a very uniform and grace-
ful motion.

Fig. 4-

To insure lateral stability the sustainers might, of course,

form a diedral angle, as shown in fig, 1, or the machine might
be provided with a vertical keel. If the sustainers were pivot-

ed it would be well to have them quite narrow, so that the cen-

ter of support might not seriously alter for varying angles of

flight, thus demanding the use of the rudder. The body of the

machine should have sufficient keel to preserve a steady,
straightforward course. Finally the center of gravity should
be low enough to insure stability.

Should such a machine be struck by a sudden head wind or

side wind, pitching and rocking would ensue ; for these can
in no manner be prevented in a flying machine more than in a
boat riding a torrent. It may be observed also that if the pull

of the propeller should suddenly cease, the unbalanced resist-

ance of the machine would form a couple with the force of

inertia. This couple would cause pitching, tending to make
the machine rise in front and rotate backward ; but the mo-
ment of gravity and of the rudder pressure would oppose such
disturbance. The machine would thus presently assume a
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definite inclined course, and glide down the atmosphere as an
aeroplane.
The preceding remarks have had reference to a machine

whose wings are composed of many sustainers or supporting
planes ; but they will, evidently, apply as well to machines
whose wings are composed of single sustainers, as in the Tatin,

Maxim and Hargrave models.

Fig- S-

Let us now consider the stability of a machine supported by
a propeller alone, without the aid of sustaining wings. Such
a one may be represented by fig. 5, in which the shaft of the
propeller is directed upward at a large angle instead of hori-

zontally, as in the preceding figure. The propeller may, of
course, be composed of twin screws or a pair of flappers, or
any other device that will exert a balanced pull.

For the present let us suppose that the pull is balanced and
that the propeller shaft is attached pivotally at the point of
Intersection of the vertical gravity axis and the line of resist-

ance to flight. Let us also have a double rudder, sufficient

keel, and the center of gravity placed well below the center of
support. If, then, the propeller shaft is set vertically, the ma-
chine will rise directly upward, and if the shaft is inclined
slightly to the front the machine will move promptly forward
at a speed depending upon such inclination, and all the forces
will be in equilibrium except that of inertia, which for uniform
flight has no value.

Now let us assume that a balanced pull is not maintained.
For the sake of simplicity it may be found well to employ a
single screw, as shown in fig. 5. Such a machine could, on
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Starting, be made to rise and fly rapidly forward, and, if the
rudder remained straiglit, the torsional reaction of the screw-

would cause the machine to turn steadily around, thus describ-

ing a large circle in the air. A slight inclination of the rudder
would then be sufficient to guide the machine straight forward,
or even to turn it in the opposite direction. If the requisite

power could be obtained, a machine of some such design
would, perhaps, be found the most convenient for man's first

essays at active flight.

It is evident, then, that machines supported only by the
force of their propellers may be designed to possess excellent

stability and fly at very high velocities.

CONGLTJSION.

To recapitulate, it has been shown for an aeroplane, that (1)

automatic lateral stability may be secured by locating the cen-
ter of mass low down and placing the sustaining surfaces at a

diedral angle, or by placing a vertical keel above the center of
gravity, like the vertical fln on the back of a fish

; (3) auto-
matic stability about a vertical axis cannot be obtained at all

except by some special appliance, such as a controlling mag-
net ; (3) automatic longitudinal stability may be attained (a) by
placing the center of gravity before the center of wing lift

while the rudder is inclined below the line of flight, or (i) by
placing the center of gravity behind the center of wing lift

while the rudder is inclined above the line of flight, or (c) by
some device for automatically varying the inclination of the
sustainers or shifting the center of gravity

; (4) lateral steadi-

ness

—

i.e., against rocking—may be secured by the use of long
wings, or a fin-like keel of long leverage

; (5) steadiness about
a vertical axis by use of a vertical keel ; (6) longitudinal steadi-
ness by use of a horizontal keel.

These ends could probably be attained very well by mount-
ing two compound aeroplanes on a long backbone, somewhat
after the manner of the Hargrave cellular kites, and adding a
compound rudder to the whole. The sustainers and horizon-
tal rudder would perform the part of a horizontal keel, while
vertical slats in the aeroplanes or a single sail stretched along
the top of the machine would answer for the vertical keel.

The flight ought, therefore, to be quite steady. If the inclina-

tion of the sustainers front and back could be altered inde-

pendently, it might be feasible for a pilot to preserve the equi-

poise of the machine even when its center of gravity was
frequently shifted, as by the moving of passengers to and fro.

The term keel, as used in this paper, means a fin-like surface
designed to guide and steady without opposing the progress of

the vessel. Its function is in some respects like that of the
centerboard of a yacht, though not identical. Perhaps " fin"

would have been as appropriate ; but the word has been used
with the above meaning by a number of writers, and notably
Mr. Chanute in his articles in the American Engineer.
My inquiries in this paper have been directed chiefly to free
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aeroplanes. They will, for the most part, apply to propelled

aeroplanes also ; and I think that the addition of a propeller

will in general be found to impart steadiness ; so that the

equipoise may be more easily maintained in active than in

passive flight.

We have been considering the question of automatic stabil-

ity in so far as it may be secured in the construction of the

craft itself, apart from a pilot or special equilibrating devices.

The application of the latter would give exercise to an infinite

amount of ingenuity, and would, perhaps, best be left to the

fancy of the individual inventor. One curious design, how-
ever, occurs to me, which, since I have not seen it described

elsewhere, may be worth a moment's notice.
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different slope from the other ; he could arrest all pitching,
rocking and wheeling by a slight counter movement of the
sustainers. It Tvould be necessary, of course, to preserve a
rapid forward motion ; for it is a peculiarity of the compound
aeroplane that if it comes to a. standstill in the air it will drop
plumb down with a frightful plunge until it acquires headway.

I have indicated in flg. 6 the front view of an aeroplane with
pivoted slats. Suppose the frame to be circular or oval, and
to be stiffened, like a tennis racket, by steel Wires or ribbons
stretched across it, as shown. Let the horizontal lines repre-
sent narrow sustaining surfaces made of wire covered with
silk or of thin slats or of steel ribbons. Suppose these narrow
sustainers to be elastically pivoted at their front edges and
connected at their rear edges with vertical guide wires run-
ning down to two eccentrics. The pilot holding the levers
shown could, by a slight turn, rotate all the slats on either side

of the aeroplane, and that without the exertion of much force.

I doubt not that an aeroplane of some such design could be
efficiently made entirely of steel, and, when in full flight,

yield to the slightest turn of its handles as readily as a bicycle.

It is doubtful whether, in the experimental period, we ought
to strive for perfect automatic stability. It seems to me more
practicable to begin with small machines which a single man
could manipulate without great exertion.

I would suggest three methods of learning to rise in the air :

(1) By direct lift, as when a vertical screw is used ; (3) Lilien-

thal's method—that is, by learning to ride the aeroplane before
the motor is added ; (3) by gliding rapidly over a field of ice or
other smooth surface, not allowing the machine to rise more
than a few inches till the pilot has acquired skill and confi-

dence.

FLYING MACHINE MOTORS AND CELLULAR
KITES.

Bt Lawrence Hargrave.

INTHODUCTION BY A. T. ZAHM.

It will appear evident that Mr. Hargrave, in preparing this

brief but valuable paper, presupposed that the members of the
Conference were familiar with his former experiments and
contributions to the science of flight. The complete details of

his labors during the past decaiie may be found in the pro-
ceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales. A. com-
paratively full and quite appreciative account is likewise given
in Mr. Chanute's new work, " Progress in Flying Machines,"
and in the columns of the American Engineer and Rail-
KOAD Journal for May, September and October, 1893. For
the convenience of the reader it may be well to recall the chief

facts therein presented.
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At the beginning of the past decade Mr. Hargrave construct-
ed a great number of flying models of the general type shown
in the American Engineer and Railroad Journal for May, 1893.

These were propelled by either a screw or a pair of flappers,

and sustained in the air as usual by the kite like lift of the

body plane. The propellers were actuated by springs—at first

PLATE III.

by clock-work, but latterly by rubber bands, which proved
more powerful for the same weight. The models flew with
considerable swiftness for some yards, and though they fre-

quently broke in falling, their behavior while in the air en-
abled the experimenter to judge their merits and to see the
way to further impro^emenls.
Wishing to prolong the flights of his models, Mr. Hargrave

next substituted compressed air for tlie rubber as a source of
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power. This gave rise to the type shown in fig. 1, which is

the outgrowth of a great many constructions and trials.

It will be observed that the receiver, which is an elongated
tin tube, serves as the backbone of the machine, upon which
is mounted the body plane and the propelling mechanism.
Tlie slender rod projecting from the front is a safety stick,

which is supposed to bend or break, thus lightening the fall

of the model as it plunges to earth at the end of its flight.

The engine is a marvel of simplicity and lightness. Its cyl-

inder is made like a common tin can. The cylinder covers are
cut from sheet tin and pressed to shape in a vise. The piston
and junk rings are made of vulcanite, and the cup leather
packing does away with the necessity for the cylinder being
either round or parallel. Though the efficiency of the motor
was but 29 per cent, the model is reported to have flown 343 ft.

Encouraged by the success of these experiments, Mr. Har-
grave in 1891 proposed to construct a steam motor which
should equal in lightness and power the best compressed air

motors thus far constructed, and which should supply a more
even pressure and operate for a longer time. Such a motor he
exhibited before the Royal Society August 3d, 1893. The en-

gine was patterned after those of the compressed air type, but
better constructed. The boiler was made of 12 ft. of i-in. cop-

per tubing in the form of a double-stranded coil covered with
asbestos cord and placed just over the backbone of the ma-
chine. It was heated by methylated spirits of wine drawn
from a tank above, vaporized and spurted into the coils. The
total weight of the flying model was 64.5 oz., including 12}
oz. for the strut and body plane and 5 oz. for spirit and water.

The power developed was 0.169 H.P., giving a speed of 2.35

double vibrations per second. It has been estimated that if 10

oz. more of spirit and water were added to the motor the whole
would weigh as much as one of the compressed air models and
fly 1,640 yards, or nearly one mile.

A much greater distance might be covered by the motors
described in Mr. Hargrave's present paper ; and even these,

he tells us, can be relatively much lightened. He has found
that the weight ratio diminishes as the motors are enlarged

;

as this cannot go on indefinitely, it will be interesting to learn

what may be the probable limit of such improvement.
The kites described in his paper represent an efifort to design

a body plane of greater lift and stability. They are tested

either bj' flying them as ordinary tailless kites or by project-

ing them from a cross bow and noticing their behavior as they
glide forward through the air. They remind one of the com-
pound type of aeroplane adopted by Mr. Phillips, of England,
a type which is especially worthy of study because it would
seem to lend itself to rigid mechanical construction. It is to

be hoped that Mr. Hargrave will find this last research a fruit-

ful one.

Engine No. 18 (Plate I.) is the second steam motor for a fly-

ing machine made by the writer. Its total weight, without
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spirits, water or body plane, is 5 lbs. 11 oz. This weight in-

cludes 6 ft. 9 in. of l|-iu. X i-in. red wood, forming the strut

for the body plane.
Eleven different burners have been tried. The most reliable

arrangement is to put all the spirit on at once. The flame is

steadier than that of No. 17. in consequence of the spirit being
heated by its own flame before it has passed between some of

p
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eters ; made of 21 ft. of copper pipe .25 in. external and .18
in. internal diameters, weighing 37 oz. It is now known that
a coil of equal capacity can be made weighing only 8 oz. and
still be excessively strong.
The cylinder of ISTo. 18 is 2 in. in diameter, and the stroke is

2.52 in. The feed pump ram is .266 in. in diameter. The
piston valves are .3 in. in diameter. The y^-in. steel link-

work and brackets on the cylinder bottom are too light and
will not stand the rough usage required of them.
The wings are 14 in. from the fulcrum to the inner edge of

the paper surface. The paper is 22 in. long, 4 in. wide at the
inner end, and 9 in. wide at the tip. The dimensions are the
same as in No. 17, with the addition of 32^^ sq. in. area at the
tip of each wing.
On one occasion this motor evaporated 14.7 cub. in. of water

with 4.13 cub. in. of spirit in 40 seconds. During a portion of

the time it was working at a speed of 171 double vibrations per
minute.
The diagram shows a net mean pressure of 95.6 lbs. per

square inch, which makes the maximum indicated H.P. .653.

Could this speed be relied on continuously for a few minutes
the comparison between Nos. 17 and 18 would stand thus :

No. 17, with 5 oz. of fuel and water, indicates .169 H.P.,
and weighs 3J lbs. ; No. 18, with 21 oz. of fuel and water, in-

dicates .653 H.P. and weighs 7 lbs.—that is, roughly, the
weight of motor has been doubled and the power increased

fourfold.
Comparing the area of wings, the speed of tlie engines and

the wing arcs being nearly the same, the exira .48 H.P. is ab-

sorbed in driving the 65 sq. in. of extra surface at the tips of

the wings.
The following tabular statement of some of the results of

No. 18 will be a guide to any one experimenting with engines
of this size and quality of workmanship :

Date of Trial,

1892,

November 25.

.

Decembers..

.

7...

7...
10..

14..

14..

16..

16..

Spirits burn-
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Three steam two-bladed screw motors (Plate II.) were made,
the screw arms being hollow, with steam jet holes 5.5 in. from
the boss ; the jets reacting at right angles to the direction

the blades were moving in. When the water was pumped into

the boiler by hand a thrust of over half a pound was obtained,
but the bearing soon got hot and stuck. When a feed pump
was attached driven by an eccentric on the boss of the screw,
the speed of revolution was reduced so much that the motor
was practically ineffective, besides which there was great diffi-

culty in getting a very small pump to work at a high speed.
Before beginning another motor it was thought advisable to

try whether a better disposition of the supporting surface—or

body plane, as the writer terms it— could not be found out,

and at the same time to see if any foundation could be discov-

ered for the assertion that birds utilize the wind in soaring.

No amount of observation of birds will solve the soaring prob-
lem ; it can alone be done by making some form of apparatus
that will advance against the wind without losing its eleva-
tion.

The expense of constructing and erecting a large whirling
machine similar to Professor Langley's or Mr. H. S. Maxim's
being too great, and knowledge of the fact that planes or othec
things moving at the end of an arm through still air are not
under the same conditions as bodies flying in disturbed air de-
termined the selection of kites as the best means to the desired
end.

Plates III. and IV. are some of the kites, and are sufficient
to indicate the extent of the field now open for experiment.
The novelty, if any, consists in the combination of two well-
known facts :

1. That the necessary surface for supporting heavy weights
may be composed of parallel strips superposed, with an inter-
val between them. (Described by Wenham in 1866 and adopt-
ed by Stringfellow in 1868. The writer made an experiment
in 1889 with superposed planes, but failed to show that any
additional support was obtained. Professor Langley showed
by inference that there is an additional support. Pages 33 and
47 of " Experiments in Aerodynamics, 1891.")
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3. That two planes separated by an interval in the direction

of motion are more stable than when conjoined. (Patented by
Banjard in 1871. Made and exhibited by B. S. Brown in

1874.)
The form which the complete kite assumes is like two pieces

of honeycomb put on the ends of a stick, the stick being paral-

lel to the axes of the cells. The cells may be of any section or
number ; the rectangular cells are easiest to make, and if the
stick or strut between the two sets is placed centrally, as in

kites B and 0, it is immaterial which side is up. Practically

the top or bottom is determined by imperfections in the con-
slractioa. This is of particular advantage for flying machines
driven by a single screw The rectangular form of cell is

also collapsible when one diagonal tie is disconnected.
These kites have a fine angle of incidence, so that they cor-

respond with the flying machines they are meant to represent,

and differ from the kites of our youth which we recollect float-

ing at an angle of about 45°, in which position the lift and
drift are about equal. The fine angle makes the lift largely
exceed the drift, and brings the kite so that the upper part of
the string is nearly vertical.

Theoretically, if the kite is perfect in construction and the
wind steady, the string could be attached infinitely near the
center of the stick, and the kite would fly very near the zenith.

It is obvious that any number of kites may be strung to-

gether on the same line, and that there is no limit to the weight
that may be buoyed up in a breeze by means of light and handy
tackle. The next step is clear enough, namely, that a flying

machine with acres of surface can be safely got under way or
anchored and hauled to the ground by means of the string of
kites.

If the string of kites gets into contrary currents of air, kites

and suspended weight may be disconnected from the earth,

and will remain supported, drifting in a resultant direction,

determined by the force of each current and the number of
kites exposed to it.

Kites E and i?" are of equal weight and area. In E the hori-

zontal surfaces are curved, with the convex sides up. i^'has

all the surfaces plane. Roughly, E pulls twice as hard on
the string as F does. So that a flying machine with curved
surfaces would be better than one with a flat body plane if the
form could he made with the same weight of material.

Tills is. proved in another way. The old windmill shown in
the paper last year was fitted with four flat sails, which could
be changed for four curved ones. When the flat sails are
turned so that they and the axis are in two planes no rotation
takes place. But when the curved sails are put on symmetri-
cally witli the chords of the curves and the axis in two planes,
there is a slow and powerful rotation in the direction of the
convex sides of the sails. Rotation ceases when the sails are
twisted in their sockets so that the wind is tangential to the
curve of tlie sails about three-quarters of their width from
the forward edge.
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There is no doubt that the wind drawing jnto and striking
the concave side of the sail is more powerful than the current
impinging direct on to the forward part of the convex side,

although the hollow surface is altogether masked by the
rounded surface.

Both the kite and the windmill experiments refer to moving
air passing stationary bodies. When the kites ^and F are
discharged from the cross-bow in calm air they both have the
same trajectory.

As to the solution of the soaring problem the only fact ob-
served is, that on a gusty day kites E and F both shoot up
nearly overhead and slack the string into a deep bight, then
drift away to leevsrard until the string brings them up again.
This wants careful and undisturbed observation. The writer
unfortunately had to experiment in public. It is clear that

the wind must be considered as volumes of air of different

densities.

Kite Z has four flat planes 4 in. X 15 in. The angle be-

tween each pair of planes is 108°. A similar one with curved
sails was diflicult to adjust. Both flew fairly well, but they
cannot be compared with the cellular form for steadiness ; and
it is certain that the numerous accidents that have happened
to the india-rubber and compressed-air driren machines have
been solely due to imperfections in the flat or V-shaped body
planes.

SUGGESTIONS AND EXPERIMENTS FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF AERIAL MACHINES.

By F. H. Wenham.

Twenty years have elapsed since the author directed atten-

tion to some investigations he had conducted relating to the

conditions of aerial transit and the flight of birds.

The experiments and deductions were specified in a paper
read at the first meeting of the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain, under the title " On Aerial Locomotion and the Laws
by which Heavy Bodies Impelled Through Air are Sus-

tained." For many years after that essay was published the

pressure of other occupations prevented the writer from per-

sonally continuing or conducting further experiments. The
inference from those already tried had tended to show that

flight for man could not possibly be effected if attempted with

any arrangement designed in imitation of the beating wings of

a bird, either in their form or mode of attachment, for the rea-

son that we should not be able to obtain strength of construc-

tion combined with the requisite lightness by the application

of any independent motive power and its consequent weight.

But it was also shown that by other modes of arranging the

supporting surfaces the achievement of flight was apparently
quite feasible.
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The fact was demonstrated that the supportiag effect of in-

clined planes or surfaces in rapid horizontal motion in air, ap-

plied for the purpose of counteracting the force of gravity,

depended not upon the superficial area or size of the surface,

but on the condition of its lateral extension transversely to the

direction of motion, for the reason that effective sustaining

force can only be obtained with maximum advantage by the

first impact on a very wide strata of air, exemplified in the

long, narrow wings of some birds, such as the albatross, which
may be said to reside in the atmosphere, as it does not rest on
the earth or water for days at a time.

To effect this length of wing in a compact compass for the con-
struction of a flying-machine, illustrations were given in which
the aeroplanes or supports were superposed in a series resem-
bling an open Venetian blind. Each separate stratum of air

was found to be thus as effective for flight, when arranged in

a system of short detachments, as if widely stretched out and
utilized by one entire length of wing.
On reviewing the very numerous suggestions and actual

constiuctions of flying-machines, it is remarkable how these

elementary conditions have been ignored or not even compre-
hended. In many of the subsequent wing arrangements for
flying-machines the very opposite form has been adapted, with
the supporting surface extended back lengthways, having the
narrow end in front—a very hopeless form for the purpose in

view.
Generally, for the sake of illustration, the supporting sur-

faces have been spoken of as " planes," but for a suitable ap-
plication in an elastic yielding medium like air, the form ex-

pressed by this term is not strictly correct. The surfaces
should have a form with a progressively increasing incline,

known as an " expanding pitch," as adopted in the best form
of screw propellers. This requisite increase of pitch for elas-

tic air is far more rapid than for inelastic water.
If we take a strip of fabric having some weight of material

—preferably with a smooth surface—such as oilcloth, and
trail it against a current of air, it will extend outward in near-
ly a parabolic form, thus :*

The stratum of air caught by the top edge becomes imme-
diately deflected downward, and deviates in a different direc-

tion, by which the underlying position is influenced and fol-

lows in like course, giving a special form of curve to the fab-
ric. We have here but little supporting effect, this being prin-
cipally confined to the top edge. The after part of even a
curved surface of this description is quite ineffectual for sus-

taining weight. The pull or forward resistance caused by its

extension is very great. The curve in its continuation to its

lower end takes the direction of the deflected current of air, or
nearly so. But suppose we arrange that it shall not do so, but,

instead of a curve, stretchout and constrain the surface to fol-

low in a straight line or plane, directed from the angle or
leading portion of the front edge most effective for sustaining
weight, would the terminal part of the flat surface be effective

* Seeflg., p 299.
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for a like purpose ? Quite the reverse. It would actually be
dragged down by the currents of air deflected from the first

part or edge, so that if this were to be set per se at the best In-

cline for support and minimum resistance, the descending air

or following portion would compel the front edge to take a
more obtuse angle, improper for the least amount of forward
resistance. In order to meet the varying directions of incom-
patible deflected currents, the whole surface has to take an
average inclination exceeding the lowest degree at which a
narrower surface (having in consequence a diminished resist-

ance) would require to be set.

If such a form is given to the following portion of the para-

bolic surface as to derive some abutment against the receding

air that has been previously deflected from a leading portion,

the final part is but of little use for sustaining any weight, be-

cause it is wastefully acting against a yielding support on air

that has before been carried awayfrom it and so used up. After

the first impact, and the air begins to recede, the sooner that

it is got rid of the better. Let all weight be sustained by first

impact as far as practicable.

Referring again to this parabolic or wind curve : Supposing

that we copy the figure and give the same outline to a thin

sheet of metal fixed in like form and position. This has not

altered the conditions. The effect as regards the action of the

air remains similar for the same velocity of currents ;
then

let the metal be cut through in numerous equidistant strips,

and all of them turned back at the same angle from the hori-

zontal as shown by the dotted lines at the back of the curve.

We have thus cut up and destroyed the surface so that the air
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rushes through it in parallel strata. Instead of loss of effect,

the gain under these circumstances is remarkable as merely
arising from this apparent disunion of surface into fragmentary
portions. The bulky body of air that was before turned down
so as to be useless near to its final exit now passes through in

straight lines with very little deflection, each stratum giving

up the force of its first impact and maximum lifting effect be-

fore it eyentually leaves the interstices of the louvres.

The tangent turbine is one of the most effective forms of

water motor ; it consists of an extended rotating ring of thin,

narrow blades, somewhat hollow or curved in cross outline,

which rotate round a current of water radiating from the axis

of the machine. The impact of the first portion only of the

water on the narrow blades is taken as serviceable ; the residual

force of the spent or " dead water" is not worth consideration.

When a narrow blade inclined upward is propelled at a high
speed through air there is no doubt a diminution of pressure
on the top surfaces, which tends to increase the lifting effect

;

all thickness of substance, however placed, given on the upper
side of the plane, will diminish this ascensional force. The
front edge of the wing of a bird is thick, as a matter of neces-
sity in natural construction, and in no way aids the faculty of
flight. Among other experiments by the writer, a system of
aeroplanes was made out of the thinnest tin plate that could
be procured—.005 in. thick and weighing 3 oz. to the foot.

The blades were concave beneath. The lifting power of this

arrangement exceeded anything before tried, and conveyed the
idea that the best effort would be obtained if the supporting
surfaces were to be made of smooth metal. Strips of alumi-
nium might be used, for the sake of lightness ; the proper sur-

face curve to be given by passing them lengthwise through
rollers turned to a similar curve.
Experiment has proved the lifting power of extended planes

superposed or situated one above the other at intervals of only
a few inches, but these must first be utilized with the quick
starting velocity necessary for support and transit through air.

Under these conditions how could a safe descent be effected ?

For it is apparent that to avoid risk we must then slacken
speed. There would not be suflioient spread of surface to act
as a parachute, and some contrivance resembling this would
require to be quickly unfurled for the purpose. Even if this

action could be obtained, its application would greatly increase
the difficulty of construction, and its bulk when furled would
prevent the machine from cutting the air with a knife-like ab-
sence of forward resistance. The supporting surfaces, if

packed directly one above the other, cannot offer a sufficiently
safe support for a nearly vertical descent, if this should be
requisite in case of mishap or other circumstances. But it

does not follow that the aeroplanes need be placed vertically.
They will be equally effective if carried back in open steps.
As so arranged, the collective surfaces will increase the hori-
zontal area or wing expanse necessary for a safe descent.
The question arises whether the upper or the lower lengths
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should be taken in advance. Several leaaons might be adduced
in favor of the former arrangement, and why the top stratum
of air should be flrst utilized, for this would cause the equili-
brium to be more definite and certain.

We are as yet only in the region of suggestion. Many of
these questions might be settled by kite experiments wherein
we have an independent motive power by which the air is

brought against us, instead of the machine being propelled
against the air, which action is precisely the same in all its

conditions and mechanical efEects relative to the progress
through it.

The application of any motive power adds enormously to
the difficulties attendant upon success. Many of the inventors
of flying arrangements have been directing their attention
mostly to the question of light motive power, with but a
vague notion of the form of aerial machines to which they are
to be applied. A series of kite experiments would go far to

determine these conditions before a free flight by descent was
decided upon.
The writer tried some experiments with kites, but made no

record thereof, as nothing particularly worth noting occurred.
The most remarkable experiment was as follows : A kite was
made in the form of a complete circle with a rim of split cane,
and tissue paper stretched and pasted thereto. This flew much
as other kites will do, but was rather unsteady, necessitating
the addition of a short tail to guide it. The circle was 18 in.

in diameter.
The same kite then had the center of the paper cut out to a

circular opening of 13 in. in diameter, thus reducmg the
former area to just one half. The edge of the opening was
strengthened by pasting tape around it. On flying the kite

again, though it looked as a mere circular ring, the flight was
almost perfect for steadiness. It rose and floated equallv well
as with the former double area of surface, the absence of which
did not appear to diminish the raising power.
The explanation of this is that a fresh understratum of air,

undisturbed by the advancing edge of the ring, acted inde-
pendently upon the following inner edge, and that this more
than compensated for the loss of half the area occupied in the
former experiment.
Very little has been effected in the way of experiment with

dirigible parachutes. The earliest record of this was at the
commencement of the present century. Eliza Garnerin, daugh-
ter of the aeronaut, was the first female who ventured to quit

the balloon in the frail parachute, and afterward performed
the perilous experiment no less than thirty-nine times.*

* '* The parachute, which seems to have no other aim than to moderate
the shock in falling—the parachute even has been found capable of being
directed; and aeronauts who have practiced it take care not fo fnrget it.

If the current is about to drive the aeronaut over a place where the descent
is dangerous—say a river, a town, or a forest—the neronaut perceiving to his
right, let us suppose, a piece of ground suitable for his purpose, pulls at the
cords which surround the right side, and by thus impartin'j:an ol>iiquity to
his roof of silk, gli-ie^ through the air, which it cleives obliquely, loward
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In practical flight the concensus of invention seems to have
been in the direction of inclined planes or surfaces driven by
a screw. Now, to economize power, the form of every cross-

section of the blade of t'le screw is also a most important con-

sideration. The best form of screw blades working in water,

for marine propulsion, should have what is termed an " ex-

panding pitch"—that is, the angle should increase progres-

sively, from the leading to the following edge, in a ratio deter-

mined by the known " slip" or yield of the water in crossing

the blade. Further, as in common with all rotating disks, a

slight centrifugal action takes place. This should be counter-

acted and economized by converting it into a direct thrust by
giving the blades what has been termed a " conchoidal" form
—that is, instead of each radial section of the surface of the

blade taking a right line from the axis, it should be curved
forward on the propelling face, the curvature increasing tow-
aid the circumference. If this has been found to be an advan-
tage in water—which isquite inelastic—how much more would
these requirements have to be considered for a screw propeller

in elastic air, wherein the yield is comparatively enormous and
the centrifugal action much greater on account of the high
velocity of rotation required. At present the writer merely
calls attention to these coadiiions, without venturing to give
any formula. The data for any precise form can only be ar-

rived at by experiment. All the so-termed screws which he
has seen as applied to flying models and machines have been
mere flat plates fixed on to radial arms.
These remarks on the screw propeller are offered in the con-

viction that form in both the supporting surfaces and also in

those for propulsion is of the utmost importance in aerial sup-
port and progression.
From the inferences arrived at by direct experiment the

author considers that flight can only be achieved on the prin-

ciple of first impact obtained by means of stratified narrow
blades variously placed

;
yet from the acti-jn of the diflferent

models tried the conviction has been that, if the sustainers or
planes we e to be merely superposed vertically, as in a Vene-
tian blind, the machine would fail to act in free flight, for this

reason : a violent fore and aft oscillation would occur, con-
stantly altering the angle at which the planes were set, caus-
ing the arrangement to trip backward The remedy for this

would be to extend the base line and arrange another and
smaller system of superplanesset some distance att, at the end
of the base rod or foundation. These two positions of sup-
port would probably insure steadiness of flight.

the desired spot. Every descent is, in fact, determined by the side on
which the incUnalion is greatest, . . .

" Mile. Garnerin once wagered to gnide herself with a parachute from the
point of its fall to a place determined and remote. By the combined inclina-
tions which could be given to her parachute, she was seen, in fact, very dis-
tinctly to manoeuvre and turn toward the place designated, and her wager
was gained almost within a few yards."—" Astra Castra Experiments and
Adventures in the Atmosphere," by Hatton Turner, Rifle Brigade, 1865,
pages 342-43.
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DISCUSSION BT PROFESSOR TODD, OP AMHERST COLLEGE.

Mr. Wenham's suggestions appear to me of the utmost
significance. The great length of the supporting plane,
in proportion to its width, and the dence of louvres in

steps retreating upward, are forms with which I have inde-
pendently experimented during the past year and a half,

and I can testify to their correctness in principle. Herein
lies the vast advantage of the machine ultimately over the
bird. The individual louvres need to be curved backward,
and it is not harmful to diminish the width symmetrically
toward both ends. The importance of smooth surfaces can-
not be too prominently kept in view. In some of the most
successful experiments I have made with models, strips of thin

glass plate formed the aeroplanes. The greater weight was
not objectionable, and the loss of the plane with each trial was
a matter of no moment ; a new one could be put in place quite
as quickly as a deformed metallic one could be bent back into

shape. In building a machine to be driven through the air by
a screw, and supported by the action of aeroplanes, the physi-

cal conditions which secure the maximum efficiency of these
mechanical agents must not be forgotten. The theory of the
aeroplane requires that it shall move constantly upon fresh
and undisturbed strata of air, while the theory of the screw
propeller demands that its advance shall be continually into a

like medium. Obviously then there is little choice between
devices which have the screw directly ahead or asteri) of the
aeroplane system ; either construction is so faulty that failure

is much more likely than success. If, however, the screw
propeller is placed centrally and has abundant leeway, while
the aeroplane system is bisected and disposed symmetrically,
a feiv of the conditions essential to success would seem to be
met, although the problem of stability would remain by no
means an easy one. This appears to me best secured by curv-
ing the aeroplanes upward on either side and attaching them
as high as possible to the rest of the mechanism—higher, for

example, than the relative points of attachment of the wings
of a bird.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO METHODS OF EXPERI-
MENTATION.

By a. p. Baenbtt.

The problem of mechanical flight (and by this I mean mov-
ing through the air and not with it, as in soaring) could be
more easily solved if an easy and progressive method of experi-
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mentation were adopted. It is certainly unwise to attempt to

fly a maciiine from some higli point downward before tlie ma-
chine is proven capable of rising from a low point, because a

first attempt almost invariably results in partial failure and
the machine is liable to be broken. Even if we had a machine
fulfilling perfectly the conditions necessary to flight, the art

of successfully controlling it could not be acquired immedi-
ately nor intuitively ; it would have to be acquired by pro-

gressive steps.

Inasmuch as flight is to be a rapid projection, probably the

best way to rise and to alight would be to acquire an initial

velocity upon the earth, leaving it and striking it at a slight

angle. Screws or wings lifting vertically, unless the machine
be in forward motion, soon agitate the air so that their lifting

power is not so great as if the machine were moving forward
into new and undisturbed air.

For an experimental machine, I would suggest that the

frame of the car, containing the motors, fuel, and operators be
made of suitable rods drawn together at their ends to a com-
mon point and separated at their middle by proper bracing,

and tliat it be left unenclosed, thus allowing the operators a full

and unobstructed view. This car frame could be mounted
upon three pneumatic-tire bicycle wheels, two forward fitted

with brakes, and one rearward moving freely like a caster, so

that the machine could be easily guided to the right or left,

which should be done with the rudder. The machine in this

condition would be ready for the first class of experiments,
which would be to test its capacity to acquire high speed, and
to learn the use of the rudder. In order that ground friction

should be reduced to a minimum, a smooth level platform or
floor of suitable length and width should be laid, around which
should be a level stretch of ground. Perhaps some suburban
street paved with asphalt would serve instead of a floor.

Those who are used to riding a bicycle know how easy it is

to propel one's self over an asphalt pavement as compared with
a rough block pavement. The first trial as to speed should be
well within the capacity of the machine, and at each succeed-
ing trial the speed could be increased until the maximum is

reached. In order to give the machine the same air resistance
that it would have if the aeroplane were attached, a small plane
could be set vertically which would have the same resistance
as the aeroplanes were calculated to have. Speed tests should
again be made, and there should be no attempt to rise until

good results were obtained, as a slow speed would require
aeroplanes so large that they would be very difficult to brace
or to control.

But if it is found that high speed can be attained, the aero-

planes are to be attached. Various kinds of planes could be
tried. I am in favor of two or possibly three sets of super-
posed planes set at a diedral angle. The plane of the tail

should always be kept at a more or less obtuse angle with the
longitudinal axis of the machine or ear, so as to prevent it from
pitching head downward.
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With the planes attached the same tentative method should
be pursued. The machine could be run at an increased speed
for each experiment, so that when the first flight was attained
it would be but a very short distance, and thus no damage
would be done. The length of flight could then be increased
at each trial until the length of the platform was reached, ex-
cept su6Bcient in which to stop after alighting. As soon as
the wheels touch the ground the screws could be reversed and
the brakes applied and the machine stopped very quiclily with-
out any jar. But if it were found that flight could not be ac-
complished with tlie maximum speed of translation, lifting

screws could then be attached in addition to the aeroplanes,
and the same method of experimentation resumed.
By this careful and tentative procedure the art of controlling

the machine in flight could be acquired, step by step, without
serious accident. Each difficulty could be met in its proper
order and faulty construction thus more certainly located.

Hundreds of experiments could be made without accident

;

whereas if a machine were built complete before any experi-

ments were made, even ttough successfully accomplishing
flight, it would most probably be seriously damaged in the act

of alighting, thus causing vexatious delay and expense.
I have assumed that it is no longer a question whether sufii-

ciently light and powerful motors can be built, and I under-
stand that assumption is well taken, based upon results already
obtained.

DISCUSSION BY O. CHANUTB.

The method of experimentation proposed by Mr. Barnett is

sagacious, prudent, and practically the same which has already

been employed by Mr. Maxim, except that the latter has built

a railway track instead of a " smooth level platform," and
thus has largely diminished the ground friction.

Mr. Moy ascertained in 1875 that he could not gain suflicient

velocity to rise, in running over a platform with his machine,
although his steam-engine weighed only 27 lbs. to the horse
power.
Now that Mr. Maxim has an engine weighing only 8 lbs. per

horse power, and a railway track to diminish the ground fric-

tion, he can undoubtedly rise upon the air, and the next ques-

tion is whether his machine will then preserve its equipoise.

It would seem, therefore, that the important problems now
to solve are those of equilibrium and of alighting safely,

and to these I would particularly draw the attention of those

investigators who are interested in the subject of dynamic
flight.

Simple and cheap experiments, made with models dropped
from, a height or projected, by a crossbow, such as that used by
Mr. Hargrave, may throw considerable light upon the solution

of these important problems.
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LEARNING HOW TO FLY.

By C. E. Durtea.

The object of this paper is not to present anything new, but
rather to call to attention and to impress upon the mind as

deeply and fully as possible a few facts which constitute the

key to complete success at flying. Without this key our
efforts, time and money will be wasted ; with it success is

ours. There need be no longer a question as to our having
within our reach all the necessary mechanical features required
for flight. We can build machines light enough, equip them
with motors powerful enough, and can safely say, " They will

fly if properly directed." Right there, however, is the prob-
lem. " If properly directed" is an unknown quantity. Solve
this and we will fly as soon as the machines and motors can be
built. This many admit ; but I fear that even 'they do not
fully see the direction from which we must expect help. I

fear that they are spending time needlessly in attempts to im-
prove the motor or the machine, or in seeking for some auto-

matic method of managing instead of going directly at work
to fly.

The proper way to solve this question is to build a machine
and to use it. Use and use alone can fully show its good and
bad features, and point out the way to properly remedy them.
Practice leads toward perfection ; so, if we expect to do any-
thing properly, we must practice. We learn to walk, talk,

write, ride, swim, skate—in short, everything requiring skill is

the result of practice ; and flying will be no exception to the
rule. Suppose for an instant that we had the most perfect fly-

ing-machine of the next century right here before us. Could
we use it ? Would we have the practice, skill and increased
knowledge necessary to properly manage it ? No. It would
be as useless to us as our crudest experiment of to-day. We
would succeed in breaking it, and, in all probability, our necks
with it, at the first trial. But if we had such a machine, what
would be our first duty toward it ? Simply to learn to use it.

This, then, is our duty toward the proposed machine of to-

day, for who knows that' it is not as successful a form as we
will And ? All around us we see pursuits requiring various
degrees of skill to properly follow them ; and among them is

one—cycle-riding—which calls for a skill very similar to that
required for flying. The cycler must continually guide and
coQtinually balance. Is it difficult ? No. Simply because
continued practice has given a skill that overcomes the diffi-

culty with ease. Take away one of the wheels, and yet a
fancy rider will guide, drive and balance on the other. What
can be more unstable than that which rests on a single point ?

The expert is able, however, to ride the single wheel where he
chooses, even up or" down a flight of steps. Practice and prac-
tice alone enables him to do this. I cannot believe that the
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flying-machine will prove so difficult as the single wlieel, nor
do I see any reason why it should be more difficult than the
two-wheeled vehicle now so common. Let us compare it with
this. Suppose one of our most modern cycles to he presented
to a ruler in Central Africa with the information that it could
be ridden and would be found faster than his fastest horses.
Suppose that he called together his best men and asked them
to lide it under penalty of instant death if they fell off or in

any way failed after attempting to ride it. How many do you
suppose would make an attempt ? Or, having attempted,
would succeed V None. The machine would not be ridden.

So it is with our attempts at flying. Those who have attempt-
ed have failed with disaster to themselves and machine before
they had acquired skill enough to properly manage their crea-

tion. This should not, need not be. We do not teach a man
to swim by throwing him into deep water and telling him to
swim or drown. Instead, we support him with a rope from
the end of a pole till he is able to go it alone, till he has ac-

quired confidence and skill. Likewise with the cycle. The
pupil is held in position by the instructor till he balances and
steers almost automatically. He is not allowed a chance to

fall until he is thoroughly familiar with every movement ; and
instead of a nervous beginner, straining every muscle in an
effort to do with strength alone the work before him, we have
a full-fledged rider who sits easily, rides easily, and accom-
plishes more than the beginner possibly could, simply and sole-

ly because he has the skill. So it will be with the flying ma-
chine. We contemplate powerful motors as necessary to

drive us through the air at a rate that will cause the air to

support us, while the gull and the buzzard, by their skill, take
advantage of the air currents and soar for hours without any
appreciable work at all. It is the skill rather than the motor
that we need. Can we get that skill ? Certainly, by practice,

just as the swimmer and rider get it. This is the one thing

yet lacking, and to this we should direct our attention. " But, '

'

you ask, " how shall we practice long enough to get this skill

if our first attempt ends in disaster and we are unable to make
a second?" The answer is simple. Just as the rider and
swimmer go to a school for their instruction, so we must go
to a flying school for ours. The first swimmer avoided deep
water until he had learned enough to venture safely ; the first

rider had to take his falls as best he could ; but in these re-

spects they had the advantage over the would-be flyer. If it

were not so, in all probability we would have had no swim-
mers or riders. The flyer must make his first attempt in mid
air, and as this is suicidal without protection of some kind, he
must be provided with a flying school. In other words, the

key to flying is the school. " And what is the school 1" you
ask. It is any one of several arrangements for supporting the

flyer in mid air, safe from danger but free to practice. There
is nothing new in the idea, and I claim no credit for it ; but I

do earnestly desire to impress upon my readers the fact that

we will never learn to fly without the school, and that we may
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fly at once with it. Saiiderval stretclied a cable between two
peaks aad suspended his apparatus from it ; otliers have used
derricks and beams. These devices are good as far as tlie idea

goes, but they are far too limited. The birds do not fly in

small circles ; and we, with our proposed large machine and
high rate of speed, must soar in still larger circles. I would
suggest the use of a captive balloon, held by several widely
divergent guy ropes, and preferably over a body of water, so

that there would be less gusts to the air currents, and so that a
possible fall would not be so risky. From this balloon, by a

single rope, suspend the machine and rider so that they would
be as free to swing as a plumb-bob. If his machine is pro-
vided witli a propeller and a means of driving it, the experi-

menter can practice on " circles" and " figure eights" until he
is thoroughly familiar with every detail of the machine and
until he manages It almost instinctively. If he finds defects in

the design or construction they are not even dangerous, but
can be remedied at once and the result noted. A spring scale

in the suspending rope would show at a glance what he is

doing toward sustaining himself, and whether any change im-
proves the result or not. Tliere is no guesswork about it, but
a positive progress can be relied upon. A different rider may
try his ability as fast as the one practicing gets tired, and notes
and experiences can be compared. Improve the machine as

seems best and continue the experiments with those riders who
are most apt, and a short while will find them going it alone.

This device is superior to others in many respects. It gives

the beginner ample room to swing around in, and the room is

an absolute necessity for the flying-machine learner. He must
move at a good speed if he is to fly at all, and he requires time
to think how to act until action becomes a sort of second na-
ture. The atmospheric conditions are better up high, because
we thus avoid the gusts and eddies at the surface. Any kite-

flyer appreciates this difficulty. If the machine is provided
with a motor and operated only on quiet days this disturbance
would not be so appreciable ; but as absolutely still days are
few and far between, it is not wise to ignore it. If an aero-
plane patterned after the suggestions of Le Bris, Mouillard,
Lilienthal and others is used, it is almost absolutely necessary
to have the aeroplane above the gusts and eddies, for, having
no motor, it cannot help itself through them as the bird does
by flapping ; and any cycle instructor can tell you how greatly
the effort of teaching is increased if the surface of the prac-
ticing yard is in poor sliape. Bad conditions will be much
more detrimental in the air, because the rider can see the rough
places in the ground, but the flyer cannot. When these things
are taken into consideration it is really a matter of surprise to
me that the experimenters mentioned were as successful as
they are reported to have been. The birds themselves ac-
knowledge this diSiculty by flapping oftener when near the
ground. How essential, then, that we avoid this unfavorable
region in our lessons ; and the most available, if not the only
way to do so, is by using the captive balloon. With it we can
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soon get the skill which will enable us to handle with success
almost anything that possesses tlie elements of a flying-ma-
chine, just as an expert cycler will ride anything that looks
like a cycle and some things that don't.

It is not the purpose of this paper to advocate any special
form of machine or to go into its details ; but I would suggest
that a machine, bird-like in form, provided with a vertical and
horizontal rudder controlled from a handle-bar, and having a
propeller ta be driven by the feet of the rider, contains all that
is required for a short flight ; and it we should be able to take
advantage of the air currents as the birds do it might be all

we require for longer ones. Such a machine would be sim-
ple, light, not likely to get out of order, and would cost but a
few hundred dollars. The captive balloon would cost proba-
bly $100 each ascension, which would give several persona
one or more short lessons each. On this basis $1000 might
suffice to secure actual flight. On the other hand, if many
changes should be found necessary in the machine and a motor
prove necessary, five or ten times that amount or even more
might be required. It matters not, however, if twice $10,000
be required, the solution of the problem is worth many times
that amount. Nor need money be difScult to raise. A shrewd
advertiser paid $10,000 for a single Columbian half dollar.

Surely more advertising would result from having their name
connected with a series of flying experiments. Flying is

within our grasp ; we have naught to do but take it. And
having once wrested from nature the secrets of the birds and
achieved actual flight oven with a small machine, capital will

rush in and improvements will follow till in a short while the

only universal roadway, the air around us, will be in universal

use.

DISCTJSSION BY PROPESSOH TODD, OF AMHBRST COLLEGE,

A friend suggests that criminals, in lieu of treatment by hang-
ing or electrocution, be detailed for duty on flying-machines

for the common cause of science and humanity. A man
convicted of slaughtering his wife, for example, instead

of being forced to edify a handful of curious onlookers

with the ghastly spectacle of capital punishment, might be
permitted first to receive the coaching of some expert in

aerodromics ; then, on the day set for public exhibition, if

both machine and aviator go to smash, well and good—the

criminal would have had to suffer death anyway, and the

builder of the machine would feel compensated by the op-

portunity for testing his device ; while if the trial succeed-

ed, the gain to the art of flight may be enormous, and the cul-

prit will come down presumably frightened enough to choose

a life of virtue forever thereafter.
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A PROGRAMME FOR SAFE EXPERIMENTING.

By L. p. Mouillakd, Cairo, Egypt.

I iiAVB beea asked to prepare a paper for the International

Conference on Aerial Navigation, which is to be held in Chi-

cago, and I feel that I cannot better promote the ciuse of avia-

tion, and advance the securing of practical results by others,

than by describing a method of experimenting for a soaring

apparatus which I have long contemplated, and which I would
most certainly have carried out myself before now if the fail-

ure of my healtli had not left me too crippled to perform the

necessary manceuvres and exertions.

I have described this method at length in my second book,
" Lo Vol sans Battements" (Plight without Flapping), but as

this will not be published in time for the Conference, I beg to

offer to this assemblage the first fruits of my reflections during
many years concerning the safest way of testing the merits of

an aeroplane intended to soar upon the wind like a sailing bird.

The method is not new ; it has been proposed many times,

notably by Count d'Esterno and by Captain Le Bris, and it

was apparently employed by Dante in his exploits over Lake
Trasimene, for it simply consists in carrying on the experi-

ments over a water-bed into which the aviator shall fall with-

out injuring himself upon each mishap inseparable from first

attempts ; but some of the details may possess novelty and be

of value to inventors who may wish to experiment with appa-
ratus of their own designing.

The aeroplane to which I intended to apply this method of

experimenting, and which I have described in " Vol sans
Battements," is so designed as to admit of adjusting the wings
to the speed of the wind, and of thrusting their tips forward
or back of the center of gravity of the whole system so as to

change the angle of incidence at which the machine meets the

wind ; this I consider a prerequisite of success, and I assume
that the experimenter will have some equivalent arrangeineut.

The first condition of final success, in my opinion, is that

the apparatus and its operator shall be entirely at liberty and
free to glide in any direction. It has been proposed to experi-

ment when suspended by a long rope, or when towed under a
supporting track, or above a railway flat car with various re-

straining ropes to restrict motion. None of these will enable
the apparatus to show what it will really do. It must be free

to fall in order to teach the aviator how to handle it ; and this

freedom must be given just as soon as certain preliminary
tests, which I will describe further on, have enabled him to

ascertain the effect to be expected from his manoeuvres.
The first question for an inventor who desires to test a soar-

ing device is how he is to rise into the air—how he is to get
a first start and bring his machine under control. Some im-
prudent aviators have propDsed to launch themselves off from
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great heights, or to cut themselves loose from balloons, which
is little short of suicide ; while others again have proposed to
have themselves towed at high speed, or to descend an inclined
plane until the air pressure due to the speed lifts their appa-
ratus from the supporting car. None of these methods are
compatible with safety until the handling of the machine lias

been thoroughly mastered.
Happily for aviators, I have stated it in " L'Empire de

I'Air," and I now reaffirm it again, for it is the keynote to
success in soaring flight :

" Ascension can beeflected by skill-

ful utilization of the power of the wind, and no other force is

required" (" L'Empire de I'Air," page 237). Indeed, man
can, by dropping from a sufficiently great height, acquire such
velocity by the fall that he will at once be in full flight, but
he may soon thereafter come to grief.

If the wind be strong enough to carry the weight—that is,

if it blows at a speed of 10 meters per second (33 miles per
hour)—then, in order to enter into full flight, it is only neces-
sary to so adjust the wings that they will correspond to this

speed of 10 meters, and the course of flight will be level. If

they are set at an angle to correspond with a less velocity, say
8 meters, the aviator will be slowly lifted ; it set correspond-
ing to 6 meters, ascent will be more rapid, and at angles cor-

responding to speeds of 3 meters or zero meters, or even less—
that is to say, when the tips of the wings are carried far for-

ward—ascent will inevitably follow.
This certainly is the most practical method of experiment-

ing. It is necessary for success to have a wind of at least 10
meters' velocity (33 miles per hour), aauffloient surface not less

than 10 square meters (130 sq. ft.) in area, and, finally, the cour-
age to attempt the manoeuvres. This plan requires, neverthe-
less, much less audacity than other methods of obtaining a
start.

To succeed it will be necessary to have an aeroplane of con-
siderable spread in relation to its width, at least in the propor-
tion of six to one, which is almost the ratio of the vulture. It

will be necessary to make the first experiments in the summer
when the water is warm, for the first attempts to soar will

surely result in a succession of duckings, and it will be best

that they should not be disagreeable The experiment should
occur over deep water ; the body of the man and the aeroplane
should both be so arranged as to surely float. He need not be
able to swim, for the danger of drowning will thus be avoi'l

ed. . No experiment should be made except in a wind capable

of raising the apparatus.

"The mancEuvre intended to be performed is to open the

wings—that is to say, to carry the tips forward sufficiently so

that the machine will be lifted. By this single displacement

of the center of gravity ascent is produced.

There is no need of taking any risk in the first trial. We
may begin little by little without losing the foothold. First,

we rise a decimeter (4 in.), then, by ceasing to push the handles

the tips of the wings, under the action of the wind, go back
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to the rear, and the operator comes down gently, repeating

this operation by next rising half a meter (30 in.), then a meter
(40 in.), etc. When the experimenter has become accustomed
to this slight fall he may go farther—that is to say, he may
cairy the tips of the wings farther forward and with more
energy, and then attempt to rise 10 ft. and go and fall in the

water.
The extent of ascent will thus be controlled perfectly except

for the irregularities of the wind gusts. This irregulaiity will

be partly regulated by the sensation which the current pro-

duces upon the aviator, as he knows that the wind gust raises

him, and as he knows also that in order not to be carried too

high, or even to hold himself at a level, it is only necessary to

allow the tips of the wings to move to the rear so that they
will no longer act, he will instinctively perform this manoeu-
vre. It is probable that the experimenter will not become
frightened, especially if he is only 1 or 2 meters (3 to 6 ft.)

above the water, and that he will finally appreciate the safety

of this manoeuvre. Experiment has shown me that the wings
are carried very readily and without any help to the rear

under the action of the pressure of the wind when they are

long as compared with their breadth, and also (and this

should be remembered especially at the time of trial when the
wing plane is nearly horizontal) that, whenever in rising the
angle of the apparatus becomes 30°, the wings no longer re-

spond to the action of the wind. It is then necessary to aid
them, and that energetically, by forcing their tips to tJtie rear.

I have always been disagreeably surprised at the instant of

this rising. In the beginning I was ignorant of this effect,

but I learned to my cost ; and besides, I did not experiment
with an aeroplane with long and narrow wings, a shape which
it is absolutely necessary to use in the first trials in order to
prevent overturning unawares.
But before even this much is attempted it will be best to test

the effect of these various manoeuvres by securing the appa-
ratus and its rider against excessive motion in any direction.

For this purpose a location may be selected upon a pier,

with water on both sides, and broad.side to the prevailing wind,
or upon a vessel with at least two masts, anchored at a suitable
distance from the shore. Then a line or cord is to be fastened
to the front of the machine and carried to windward as high a
point as it is possible to reach. The line should be 300 ft. long
if at all practicable.

By attaching a similar cord to the rear and two other lines

of equal length to each wing tip, the aeroplane being carefully
faced against the wind, there will only be possible a single
slight motion, that of the rising allowed by the slack of the
cords.

We have now our poor aeroplane sadly hampered ; this ap-
paratus, which is to confer liberty of transportation through
space, which is to make man independent of the glebe, needs
no less than four ropes to enable the aviator to become accus-
tomed to its uses ; but when thus tethered in every direction
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it is to be hoped that there will be experimenters who will

dare to try it.

The first act of flight which the aviator must then study

—

the only one, in fact, which the limiting cords will permit—is

ascension directly against the wind ; and this is simply the one
act most difficult in flight, it is that of the bird of prey when
under the most favorable conditions in the sky. Tliis will be
much facilitated by means of the four cords which control, in

the four directions, all possible horizontal movements. It will

then be only necessary for the aviator to possess sufficient

adroitness to use the vertical component of the wind pressure,

and this will be comparatively easy to learn. There will be
found among the amateurs after awhile some skillful ones who
will execute this manoeuvre to perfection.

"When assurance has succeeded fear, the experimenter will

be able to release first the cord at the rear, and this will permit
him to obtain a slight forward movement, produced by carry-

ing the tips ot the wings to the rear by an amount which is a

little greater than that required for immobility.
In order next to supersede ttie effect of the two cords which

are attached to the ends of the wings, it is necessary that the

apparatus should have powerful means of steering it hori-

zontally, so that the aeroplane may be quickly turned when it

shows any tendency to leave its direct course against the wind.
There would then remain only the first attachment, that

which prevents the backward motion, and the cutting of the

first three cords will now allow of some very interesting evolu-

tions toward the front.

When the experiments are transferred to the water—for next
we must come to that—then the aeroplane may be detached
from the front cord of 100 meters (328 ft.) long, for it will then
be known by experience that it possesses the faculty of going
forward. All the other manoeuvres will then become easy,

since the aviator will have become accustomed to the sight of

empty space below him.
In order to resist a rapid current of air while upon the

ground it is necessary to face the wind, and to have the points

of the wings well to the rear ; in any other position the avia-

tor will be overturned. Look at the bird ; his beak always
shows the direction whence the wind comes. If, through
youth or inexperience, the bird is caught by the wind from the

rear he tumbles over. This awkwardness only occurs in do-

mestic birds ; the wild birds never make such mistakes. <

The one great element of success is to take no chances of ac-

cident. I have always said that practical aviation will be
solved only by a timid man—I might almost say a coward

—

but one who is reflective and ingenious as well as timorous ;

one who will accumulate in his favor all the elements of suc-

cess and carefully eliminate every element of accident. How
can a man, a poor grubbing creature, entirely ignorant of aerial

mancBuvres, launch himself at once into empty space hitched to

an unnatural machine which he does not know how to handle,

and hope to succeed at a first trial ? It is absolutely necessary
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to proceed slowly, and instead of trusting everything to chance,

we must gather upon our side every element of success. We
must exercise prudence, sagacity, investigation and good judg-
ment. Without these we will only succeed in breaking our
necks, and broken necks do not advance the cause of aviation.

When these preliminary experiments have resulted favorably

and indicated that control over the apparatus can be obtained,

it will still be far from being perfected, and now the experi-

menter can call other inventors to his aid who may have
worked on the same lines, and solicit the assistance of capital.

Capital will certainly not be easily obtained for the experi-

ments, but it will probably be easier to overcome that difficulty

than it will be to overcome the secretiveness of inventors. In

poiot of fact, the inventor is a very curious individual to

study, and especially when he is but little informed of the
question. But we will leave alone this class, to whom knowl-
edge will come slowly, and address ourselves to those who for

some time have perceived the coming light of day, who have
already tried their powers, and from whom illusions vanished
years ago. It is probable that among these we may be able to

gather together a group of different aptitudes which, when
well united, will aid each other with their special gifts and
knowledge, and valuable results may thus be accomplished.
In practice some will be investigators and designers, others

be the blacksmiths, mechanics, joiners and aviators.

Now, if this group work together harmoniously, concealing
nothing, and grasping the whole problem, which is already
ripe and well considered, they ought to arrive at a satisfactory

result. Combination is essential, for one man cannot be every-
thing at the same time.

The shop in which the machines are to be built should be
thoroughly well equipped with special tools, and should employ
one or more expert mechanics familiar with the subject—in-

genious men, who would be able to extricate the aviators from
the mechanical difficulties which they encounter at each step
when seeking to produce particular movements in order to

perfect their machines.
All financial arrangements should be perfected in advance,

so that there would be no question as to the sufficiency of the
funds provided to perfect the machines.
Not only should the group of aviators have their minds set

at ease, but they should be provided with special conveniences
and with the locations for constructing machines and for try-

ing experiments. The workshop in which to build the ma-
chines is a matter of no marked peculiarity. It is simply a
large shop situated near some great center, so as to obtain sup-
plies readily and lose as little time as possible. But the sp^it

in which to try the experiments imperatively demands special
conditions, which nevertheless are easily obtained.

It would be best located on the borders of the Mediterranean
or the G-ulf of Mexico, which are warm seas. There a prop-
erty should preferably be obtained upon a bluff headland, so
as to be able to plunge down into space, and boats should be
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provided. A small workship well equipped should be erected
to repair mishaps and breakages which are sure to.occur. It

will be best that there should be a physician in the party, be-
cause this will create a certain amount of confidence, for it will
not seem as if one were entirely abandoned.

Certainly, a company of such aviators, well selected, pro-
vided with all needed facilities for experiments and construc-
tion, would accomplish excellent work. They would build
at tbe main shop various kinds of machines in the winter and
try them in the warmer season, when involuntary baths would
not be so disagreeable. These experiments could be carried
on under all conditions until, the machine was perfected ; and
this ought to be done very much sooner and much cheaper
than if a single man tried to work it out alone. The cost,

therefore, would probably be much less than the French Gov-
ernment has already spent on its war balloons. If a quarter of
the amount expended on military balloons had been devoted
to the solution of the problem of aviation, I believe the object
would have long since been achieved. It will be solved, there

is no doubt, for, after all, it involves no greater undertaking
than to invent and develop the bicycle. The only difficulty

to be overcome is to become familiar with empty space, and it

is in order to conquer the involuntary fear which it occasions
that there is need of leisure, time, and money.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HEXAGON AND TAIL-
LESS KITES.

By William A. Eddt.

In 1890 I began experiments to determine the relation be-

tween the width and length of the ordinary kite. My object

was to evolve the best form of kite to be used in raising self-

recording meteorological instruments to a great height, be-

cause many important problems in meteorology would be
affected by investigations of the upper air currents.

I flist found that a narrow kite would not remain well in

the wind. It made a swift movement downward to the right

or left, while a short, broad kite, if properly weighted with
tail, would fly well. It was evident that greater lifting power
and kite surface could be obtained by filling in the points of

the well-known six-pointed star kite, thus making a hexagon
or six-sided kite. The lifting power and steepness with which
the string reached up to the kite were remarkable. In certain

winds this kite might have approached the zenith had not the

weight of the tail held it back. This lifting power suggested

the possibility of attaining great altitudes with a large kite.

But a very large kite must be flown with a heavy rope through-

out, while, if other kites were attached to a main line, then
heavy rope would be required near the earth's surface only.
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In putting the lighter line aloft there is an obvious saving of

weight, as well as of power to withstand the strain of addi-

tional kites. In this way I distributed the strain, caused by
relatively small kites, at selected points making it adjustable
and measurable. If one kite were used, then by the time it

had reached an altitude of say 2,000 ft. with 3,000 ft. of string

paid out, the weight of the string would become so great in

proportion to the pulling power of the kite that the string

would slacken, and thus cause the kite to recede, but rise no
higher. Lightness and strength of string are required to at-

tain great heights. I raised the sagging line by so flying nine
kites from one string that the greatest pull was exerted upon
the heavy cord near the ground, and lightest pull upon the

lightest cord aloft. As the string below each kite was very
steep, it was fastened to the more gradual ascent of line lead-

ing upward to distant and very high kites. The slacking line

was thus lifted interminably by additional kites at intervals of

600 or 700 ft. The slacking line was also raised by putting
on more kites at the ground as the main line was paid out.

This principle is illustrated by the fact that if the point at

which the kite is held is raised by other kites, then it is as if a
man holding the kite increases his stature to 600 ft., causing
the kite to rise 500 ft. higher.

On May 9, 1891, four hexagon tail-kites had been used to

lift the slacking line of a fifth and highest kite. The last

twine paid out was cable-laid, having a breaking strain of

about 74 lbs. The steepness of the line at the ground was
about 30° from the horizontal and half way up to the top kite,

which was doubtless about 4,000 ft. above the earth ; the
angle of the main line was about 45°. There was no time for

anytbiag but approximate estimates and averages. The high-
est kite of tne five, about 3 ft. in diameter, was so far away
that the eye at times lost trace of it during several minutes

—

not because it was invisible, but because the eye did not look
in the right direction to see it. The distant speck was not
readily found when once lost sight of, even in a clear sky.
The kite was covered with dark blue paper, otherwise it would
have been still more difficult to discern it. As this highest
kite was over the eastern part of the Eill von KuU, a branch
of New York Bay, it was at the moment impossible to do more
than relatively measure its height. The general conviction of
the spectators was that it was about 4,000 ft. high.*
The limit of altitude attainable by means of tandem kites is

yet to be determined. The 1891 experiment convinces me
that if several miles of twine were extended upward into space
the steep slant of the line could be maintained by increas-
iDg the size and number of the kites. With 10 mUes of line
and 50 kites from 3 ft. to 8 ft. in diameter, an altitude of 4
miles ought to be reached, unless the raiefied air should fail to
exert sufficient pressure. The elaborate observations of Clay-

* Recent experiments and measurements in 1894 indicate tliat the kite of
May 9, 1891, may have been 6,000 ft. high.
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ton, the cloud expert of the Blue Hill Observatory, Mr. A.
Lawrence Botch, Director, have reaffirmed the fact that there
Is an Increase of wind velocity at high altitudes as denoted by
the measured motion of the cirrus clouds which float at a
height of 8 or 9 miles, as shown by Clayton. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the kites would have ample wind to
sustain them.
When the tandem strings of kites are flying, I have often

noticed astonishing variations in the directions of air currents.
Once when a string of kites was very high I observed that the
upper kites described a sharp angle of direction as related to
the lower, and when the kites were drawn in this sharp angle
disappeared as the earth was approached. In case an altitude
of 6 miles were reached, this variation in current might imperil
the main line of kites by carrying all the upper ones away
from the lower in an opposite direction. The variation in air

currents may be a serious obstacle at times ; but my experi-
ence during several hundred kite ascensions, both with and
without a thermometer, is that a reversed current is excep-
tional if the kites are high in the air. I have observed only
two reverse movements during two years at Bayonne, and
these were at the surface. The change of current to a right
angle from the original direction will promptly carry the kites

with it, especially if the kites are tailless. In one instance the
wind suddenly reversed and carried a Malay tailless kite in the
opposite direction without causing a descent, although most
of the string slacked and lay upon the ground while the kite

was slowly changing its direction. Of course a gradual change
of current during several hours will readily veer a line of kites

along in the new direction.

In time I think the Malay kite will attain an altitude equal-
ing that of the highest balloon ascensions at a relatively small
cost, and that it will remain with its recording instruments
several days in the cirrus clouds at a height of 9 miles. This
may call for many decades of experiment. A balloon floats

and drifts away and endangers life, but a kite, or line of them,
will remain nearly stationary and enable self-recording instru-

ments to give us invaluable data at a great height above a local

point and during hours, and possibly days. The law of the
upper-air movements can be mastered only by an incessant
waste of kites, owing to breakage and loss. At present great
heights can be reached only during daylight ; and if time is

lost m adjusting kite-tail to various wind velocities, then night
may come on and the experiment be further delayed by the
necessity of attaching lanterns to the strings below the kites.

With a "strong tandem line of large kites perpendicular cords
can be run up to an upper kite, and the instruments raised

atd lowered, unless the altitude is too great.

The fatal delay due to attaching kite-tail I have obviated by
reinventing the Malay tailless kite. Mathematical calculations

were unsuccessful, and progress was made only when the kite

was submitted to the wind. By trying curved sticks of many
lengths, in proportion to the expanse of the kite, difEerent de-
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grees of tension that relaxed before the wind, different adjust-

ments of rigid and pocket-like coverings, a form was finally-

found that would outfly the hexagon kite, equal it in lifting

power, and fly with a steeper string.* These tailless kites re-

main to be fuither perfected in their adaptation to winds of

more than 30 miles an hour. The absence of tail makes it pos-

sible to fly them in groups within 10 ft. of one another. If

they collide they i averse with a graceful curve, and again at

once take their regular flying position. As the cross-stick of

this kite must be flexible, to enable it to adapt itself to chang-
ing wind velocity, it is consequently subject to fracture.

Bamboo may be too flexible, and spruce and white pine too
rigid. The best results are attained by combining spruce and
bamboo. An adjustable steel cross-piece, the flexibility of

which could be gauged in accordance with the violence of the

wind, with lead at the center of gravity to make it plow its

way through gusts, would probably enable this kite to success-

fully fly in a 60-mile wind. Light-wind kites, in groups of

three, with light sticks and tissue paper, will fly at a height of

about 1,800 ft. in a dead calm, if the person holding them walks
at the rate of 3 or 3 miles an hour.
At twilight during July and August I have many times no-

ticed that while no wind was moving near the ground, yet the

lower clouds were moving rapidly. With a long string laid

along the ground to the kite I have, by walking slowly back-
ward, raised the Malay kite to an upper current during a calm
at the surface. The vertical thickness of a mass of sluggish
air may be often penetrated, yet when the calm air extends to

a considerable height it may be difficult to get above it. A
rapid walk of 2 miles would doubtless bring success, particu-

larly at twilight in summer when the night winds set in. The
veitical thickness of calm air may be sounded upward to a
great distance by rapid motion at the surface. At night in

summer the upper winds are steady, while a dead calm pre-

vails at the surface of the earth ; and when the day breeze is

inadequate, then these evenly flowing night winds are suffi-

cient. During several years I have not observed a continuous
twenty-four hours when an upper current could not be reached,
as evinced by the motion of tree branches. The kites rarely
fly in precisely the same direction, owing to differences in the
angle of inclination. The upper curients are revealed by a
difference of direction, as compared with the direction mani-
fested by the same kite at the ground. In the rare case that
any two kites happen to fly exactly alike, they can still be
maintained aloft by placing one kite a few feet farther away
than the other, upward along the main line.

On the nights of June 2 and 3, 1898, a kite penetrated a cloud
coming in from the sea and remained invisible some time. In
August, 1893, the kite penetrated a shower cloud for a mo-
ment—it faded away and tlien came forth—but as the kite was

* For an account of this kite as an aeroplane, see Aeronautics, March,
1894.
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of paper it was necessary to haul it down. The kite of June
3 and 3 was about 4 ft. across, tailless, of paper, and rose to a
height of about 1,300 ft. The clouds had probably begun to
descend, but the surface was not foggy until toward mid-
night, the kite having been sent up about sundown. Water-
drops collected on the string near the kite while aloft, but at
tue ground the string was pertectly dry. This kite while in
tlie air was soaked by mist, which caused it to slowly descend.
The success of this tailless kite depends upon its surface

being adjusted wifti extreme exactness. In case too much
surface appears on one side the kite will fly sideways and work
its way out of the line of the wind. This can be partly reme-
died by attaching small weights at one side of the kite ; but if

the surfaces adjoining the central spine are too much out of
balance, even the adjustment of weights will not make the
kite fly.

A further series of experiments with perforated Malay kites
will be carried out during 1894. So far I have experimented
by cutting the outline of a small kite out of the center of a
large one. This lessened the wind pressure during high winds
and caused increased persistence of movement. Extreme ac-

curacy is called for, however, if a large opening in the kite is

made, because a mistake of an inch will cause a side movement
that will carry the kite downward. The late Mr. C. W. Hast-
ings made an important suggestion regarding the management
of kites in high winds—that the kite be proportionately and
slightly weighted with sheet lead at its center of gravity, thus
giving it inertia in high winds and resulting in stability. As
before mentioned in this paper, I tried this method in the sum-
mer of 1892, when Mr. Hastings visited me at Bajonne, and
found it successful. It remains to be elaborated in 1894.

The Malay kites have an advantage in that when placed face

downward on the ground they rise into the air if the string be
pulled suddenly. They thus do not require to be held when
making an ascent, except at times in strong winds. When
hoisted from the ground by other kites, they tak^ their flying

position without further adjustment. In a calm this kite seems
to hover with fixed wings like an albatross, and when it finally

completes its gradual approach to the earth it is ever ready to

rise with a quick pull of the line.

In 1892 I read that some Chinamen flew kites at the base of
Washington Monument, Washington, D. C, with the object,

I suppose, of using the shaft to measure the altitude of their

kites. Since" the monument is 555 ft. high, it would of course
admirably serve the purpose of a long unit of measurement.
But the part of their pastime that interested me most was that

they cut holes in their kites to make the movement steady. It

seemed to me that if perforation produces steadiness, then the

same principle might apply to flying-machine planes. I ex-

perimented with paper planes and found that a narrow-pointed
plane, if given a convex under surface, might fail in equili-

brium if launched with an impetus. But if a long, narrow
piece of paper were cut out of the center, as you might cut
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the bottom out of a boat, aud along nearly its entire length,
then tlie same plane, if weighted, will glide easily and swiftly
through the air in the direction in which the first impulse is

given. As about one-fifth of the plane is cut out from the
center, it follows that there is gain in lightness for flying pur-

poses. A small model of this plane was mailed by me to Mr.
Octave Chanute from New York City on June 5, 1893.

SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH KITES.

By J. WOODBRIDGE Davis.

Tkb kites experimented with are foldable and steerable.

CONSTRUCTION.

Their construction is as follows :

The framework consists of three sticks of equal dimensions,
jivoted at the center, free to turn on the pivot. The sticks

taper from ceuter to ends, according to formulae involving the
wind velocity, lengtli aud material of sticks, the safety factor,

and position of fastening Uie bridle strings. Computations
were made to ascertain and provide for the bending and
shearing strains at every tenth part of a semi-stick. From
these was derived the following table for determining the
dimensions and weight of the kite stick. As the shape of the
kite, the material and safety factor, and the position of fasten-
ing of bridle strings is constant for all the kites, the dimen-
sions and weight vary only with the wind velocity and size of
kite.

velocity of wind in miles per hour.
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and each tabular value of weight by

(500)
='''''

the velocity remaining the same. For the same dimensions the
wmd velocity may be multipled by

The actual weight of a 7-ft. kite with cover and rigging,
designed for a 40 mile wind, according to Smeaton's coefficient,
or 50, according to Langley's, is 6i lbs. This kite will safely
bear a wind pressure of 250 lbs.
The material used is American ash.

The safety factor is 2. on supposition that the kite is held
perpendicular to the wind. Tiiis is about 3 when the kite is

inclined in flight. When one bridle string is parted the safety
factor is 1.2.

Shoulders are cut at the ends of the sticks to accommodate
the tying strings of the cover. Shoulders are also cut at six

places on the three sticks to accommodate the bridle strings.

The cover is made of oiled fabric similar to that worn by
fishermen, being the lighter, and less heavily oiled. This ma-
terial is very stout, flexible, wind and water-proof. For winda
under 20 miles ordinary oiled muslin is used.
The shape of the cover is that of a six-pointed star. It is
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planned as follows : A regular hexagon is inscribed in a circle,

its vertices being the points of the star ; then a regular dodec-
agon is inscribed, having alternate vertices coincident with
those of hexagon ; then the remaining vertices of dodecagon
are drawn in toward the center as far as they will go, leaving

the sides of dodecagon unchanged in length. Thus we have
a reentrant regular dodecagon, which is the shape of the kite.

Each salient angle is exactly a right angle. The area of this

figure is 0.55 of the square of one stick. The reasons for

adopting the star shape instead of hexagonal are that with the

former the kite seems to float more steadily and the cover to

stretch better.

A stout binding cord extends around the perimeter. At
the points strings fastened to the binding cord are ready to be
tied to the ends of the sticks. Six openings are made in the

cover to allow the bridle lines to pass through to the sticks.

The ordinary method of rigging a kite for flight is to bring
the bridle lines attached to the sticks all to one point, and
connect them with a single flying line. With such arrange-
ment the kite cannot be steered. The plaa here adopted is to

bring the three bridle lines on the left side of the kite to one
point, where they are tied to a ring in-sucli manner as to be
easily changed in length ; and, ia the same way, to bring the

three bridle lines on the right side of the kite to another ring.

To these two rings are separately fastened the two flying

lines, when the kite is to be raised. The 'bridle strings are
fastened to the sticks in two vertical lines. Investigation
shows that the positions for fastening, corresponding to maxi-
mum strength and lightness of framework, are for the inclined

sticks, as measured from the kite's center, at ^% of the length
of the semi-stick, and for the horizontal stick at ^"^ of tlie

length of the semi-stick.

A loose band connects the lower two points of the kite to

receive the tail ; a lighter band connects the top points to re-

ceive the top line.

To fold the kite, untie four strings at four of the star points,
leaving those attached -to one stick tied. Rotate the sticks

until they coincide in direction, and roll the kite up. To
spread the kite, reverse this operation.

The tail 'used is common clothes-line loosely looped at inter-

vals, and attached in 100-ft. lengths as required.
The top line is light and strong, such as is used by masons

in lining up walls.

The flying lines are manilla, tested to bear 350 lbs. strain

each, and are paid off from two light wooden reels, screwed
to a platform pegged to the ground or lashed to a yard-arm.
The reels have cranks, band brakes, ratchets and pawls.

These lines are suitable for winds blowing from 20 to 100
miles per hour.

EXPERIMENTS.

First, the kite was flown witliout top line. By reeling in

the right-hand flying line the kite was caused to veer to the
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right of the leeward point. By paying out the right line, or
reehng m the left, the kite was caused to veer to the left
The deflection on each side was 67^°, or 135° in all. As the

^^

kite was brought o£E the wind its altitude diminished, so that
it moved laterally in a curve like that of a rainbow.
The kite steadily rotated on an axis through its center per-

pendicular to its surface, as it was deflected, so that it always
pointed head first to the wind, the tail streaming out to lee-

ward. At its extreme deflection the axial line of kite and tail

seemed to be almost horizontal.
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Next, the bridle strings were altered in length, so that the

kite had no slant—that is, its surface was perpendicular to

the flying lines. The top line was attached. Wlien the top

line was slackt the kite would not rise. When the top line

was drawn in, the kite was caused to mount to a point almost

overhead. The kite could be lowered until its tail touched
the ground, and then raised again. By using the top line and
one flying line, the other being clamped, the kite was made to

describe curres in the air, and was found capable of lining

out any plane figure. A rowboat was sent out and stationed
40° or 50° away from the direction of the leeward point ; the

kite was then directed over the boat and lowered, a message
was pinned to the tail, and the kite caused to rise and travel

to another place. This performance was rapidly executed.

A wagon was specially constructed with wide, low platform.

The passengers sat on the floor and hung their feet down in

wells, in order to keep the center of gravity low. Two reels

were fastened in the rear, and the lines ran thence througli

pulleys lashed to the right and left rails near the front. A
kite was attached with top line and two flying lines. A man
in the rear manipulated the reels ; a man in the front steered

the wagon by means of a pilot-wheel on a vertical shaft, and
attended to the brakes. The top line was manipulated to in-

crease or diminisli the power as the kite was lowered or raised,

and to keep it from falling when the wind slacked, in which
service it proved efficient. The wagon containing two pas-

sengers was drawn up and down through the sand upon the

sea beach at Arverne, L. I., last summer, with the wind
abeam, at a rate of speed about equal to that of a horse-car,

by means of a 7-ft. kite having 27 sq. ft. of surface. A 10-ft.

kite, of 55 sq. ft. surface, has since iDeen made for the wagon,
in order to increase the speed ; but it has not yet been used.

A mile of light rope was wound on a reel and carried to

South Brother Isrland A loop was made in the forward end,

and 20 ft. back of this was slung on a 32-lb. wooden buoy.
A 7-ft. kite was raised. When about 400 ft. had run out the
two flying lines were cut. One wan immediately fastened to

the loop at the end of the mile rope ; the other was also fast-

ened there, after being drawn in so as to direct the kite to a
pier on Biker's Island, five-eighths of a mile distant. Then
the kite was let go, and it dragged the buoy and line to the
pier in 13 minutes through a strong cross tide. Although the
tide bore the middle of the line down stream, it seemed to

have no effect upon the course of the buoy.
The next experiment was tried on Brenton Reef Lightship,

which is moored If mile from the extremity of Brenton 's

Point, a tongue of land at the mouth of Narragansett Bay.
The problem was to send a line from the ship to this point
through any tide. The outfit was the same as that used on
the island, except that the life-line was 2 miles long, made of

^-in. manilla, quoted to bear a strain of 780 lbs.

The first trial, however, was made to seaward in a northerly
breeze, the principal object being to determine with what
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facility the liite could be raised from shipboard. It was
found that this could easily be done. The top line was rove
through a small pulley before being fastened to the top band
of the kite. The pulley was hauled up on the flag halyards

and the halyards wrapped around the mast cleat. A man
held the kite at the rail, the pressure being taken up by the
taut flying lines.

At the word the top line was hauled in a little, hoisting the
kite, and the flying lines were paid out. Instantly the kite

was sailing above the level of the masthead. The top line was
slacked and the kite started to fall, its tail being too heavy.
The kite was drawn in, supported by the top line, and a por-

tion of the tail was cut off. It was launched again as before
and found to be self-supporting when the top line was slack-

ened. •

Repeatedly the experiment of taking in and letting out the
kite was tried. It was surprising how easily this could be
done. The top line steadied the kite on the same principle as

the tail, besides supporting it until it could be made self-sup-

porting. The flying lines steadied the kite laterally like guy
lines, besides steering it, so that it could be accurately and
steadily drawn in or let out through a space in the rigging
scarcely wider than itself.

This experiment indicated that it is easier to raise a kite on
shore by means of a flagstaff than in the ordinary way, and
that kites can be readily flown from cupolas and towers sur-

mounted by flagstafls.

It was also learned that even when a kite is flown straight

to leeward it is better to use two flying lines than one. With
one line the kite was unsteady in its movements ; with two
there, was not the slightest tendency to lateral oscillation.

This is explained theoretically as follows : When a kite flown

with one line is a little ofiE the lee point, its surface maintains

the same angle with the flying line, ani the wind pressure.
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being normal to the surface, does not tend to drive It back to

leeward. It is driven to leeward merely by the action of the

wind upon the edge of the kite, and by the friction of the

wind blowing along its surface, both of which forces are feeble

when the deflection is small. But a kite flown with double
lines remains parallel with its original plane when deflected,

and the full force of the wind pushes it back to the leeward
point.

The life-line was sent out in various directions, and finally

the kite was directed straight to leeward, and the line sent out
1 mile to sea in 18 minutes, the line being marked with a

leather tag at each quarter mile. The first quarter ran out in

two minutes, although two men were braking tlie reel with
staves. The second quarter was not timed, as we stopped the

line to try its pull, which was more than one man could hold.

The third quarter ran out in four and one-half minutes, and
the fourth in eight minutes. It was noticed that whenever
the line was checked the kite immediately lifted the buoy 50
or 60 ft. out of water, and dropped it again as soon as it re-

sumed its headway. It is believed that the same effect would
be produced by obstructions, such as floating spars, reefs, and
bars. The line was hauled in by five men working at two
cranks of the life-line reel. The kite remained flying until

brought to the deck. Next the kite was dropped over the

ship's side into the water, and by hauling on the lines was
raised and put in flight. It was found that this could be done
with the flying lines alone without the top line, by hauling on
one only, which raised the kite partly and allowed the wind
to sweep under it and lift it out of the water and put it in

flight.

Last April in a southwest wind the kite was carefully aimed
for Brenton's Point through the strong cross-current of an
ebbing tide. When half a mile of line had run out a second
kite was attached to the line as an auxiliary. The forward
kite succeeded in landing the buoy and life-line about 20 yds.

east of the Point.

Last June the keeper of the lightship attached one 7-ft. kite

to the end of a 200-fathom 5-in. hawser, without a buoy, in a
25-mile northerly breeze, and sent the entire hawser to sea

against a strong flood tide in 12^ minutes. Whenever the pay-
ing out was suddenly stopped the cable immediately leaped
clear of the water.

It was the intention to measure the amounts and directions

of the various forces acting upon the kite in the above experi-

ments ; on several occasions measuring instruments were car-

ried along. But the interest on each occasion centered in

some practical performance of the kite, so that no measure-
ments were made.

AEROPLANES.

From the behavior of large kites a few suggestions may be
drawn, which are perhaps applicable in the study of free aero-

planes.
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The equilibrium of a body may be considered with respect
to three axes at right angles to each other. In case of a kite

or aeroplane, one may be taken normal to its surface, another
coincident with the longitudinal axis or axis of symmetry, and
the third at right angles to this in the plane. On account of
the support given by the bridle lines a kite possesses in a
marked degree the power of maintaining its equilibrium with
respect to any axis in its plane ; but about the normal axis,

the ordinary kite, unprovided with a tail, is utterly helpless to

prevent rotation. This defect is completely remedied by the

attachment of a long light tail. It is found that the top line

also steadies the kite, even when the tail is insufficient, and
that the kite is never so steady as when the top line, which
corresponds to the motive power in the aeroplane, is tugging
at one end, and the tail at the other.

The natural inference to be drawn is that the motive power
of a flying machine should be applied at the forward end,
and that a drag should be trailed from the rear.

Both parts of this arrangement are inconvenient, it is true,

and detrimental to the speed ; but the advantage is obvious.

We remark how steady and straight is the course of a rocket

;

and we can imagine how erratic and short-lived it would be
if the power were applied at the rear end of the stick. The
accmacy of the flight of an arrow is due to the fact that im-
mediately after it is sprung from the bow the power accumu-
lates in the head, and the feathered shaft acts as a drag. It is

theoretically possible that when a plane is driven ahead of its

motor, a good rudder can overcome the quick and powerful
tendencies to deviation by continuous and instantaneous re-

sponses ; but this is beyond the voluntary powers. With the

power in front, and feather edges or a drag in the rear, the

erratic motions become so tempered that they can easily be
controlled by the voluntary powers.
The first animals to fly were the ancient reptiles ; they re-

tained their long tails for ages after they had acquired wings.

The motive pawer was near the front ; a drag was in the rear.

The descendants of these monsters have spent a million years,

more or less, in perfecting their organs of flight ; it is prob-

able that their ancestors could not have maintained an equilib-

rium with such delicate apparatus as is possessed and auto-

matically managed by the modern bird. It is fair to judge

from this that the initial successes of flying machines will not

be made with those constructed upon the most refined the-

oretical basis.

This head and tail arrangement would seem to provide

equilibrium about every axis except the longitudinal, or axis

of symmetry. To attain equilibrium about this axis the fol-

lowing well-known principles may be applied. The syiumetry

should, of course, be made as perfect as possible ; the longi-

tudinal elements should be made as straight as possible, and

parallel to the main longitudinal axis of the machine, and to

the direction of the action of the power ; the center of gravity

should be sufficiently far below the centre of buoyancy, and
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the line of application of the power should be as nearly as pos-
sible coincident with the resultant of all resistances ; the two
lateral symmetrical halves of the aeroplane should make an
obtuse angle with each other, the concavity above, the con-
vexity below.
An equilibrating power might be arranged to act automati-

cally as follows : Insert a fan-wheel in each lateral half of the
aeroplane, like a ventilator wheel in a plate of glass, as far as

possible from the axis of symmetry, or mount a vane on a
vertical shaft extending upward from the car. A pendulum
in the car can now be made to act like a governor to turn on
and off and reverse, a supply of power to the fan-wheels, or
to deflect the vane, which then acts like the dorsal fin of a fish,

and by either or both of these means resist rotation of the aero-
plane about its longitudinal axis.

MANUFACTURING HYDROGEN GAS BALLOONS.

By Cabl E. Mybrs, Balloon Fakm, Feankfort, N. Y.,
V. S. A.

I BUILT my first balloon in June, 1878. It was 37 ft. diam-
eter, contained 10,000 cub. ft. of gas, and the envelope and
valve weighed 90 lbs. The material was fine unbleached cot-

ton cloth, varnished with pure linseed oil gum thinned with
turpentine spirits ; seven coats being applied by machinery
invented by me for my first balloon and afterward patented.

It held gas perfectly, and was in frequent use during seven
years. It occupied 14 days in its complete construction. I

have pursued the same system ever since. During 1891 I

made 60 hydrogen balloons of various sizes in 60 days. In
1893 I built one lot of 10 hydrogen gas balloons and nets in

five days, an average of two per day, but this does not repre-

sent the possible rate, as with my facilities a very large num-
ber of moderate sized balloons can be built together in the
same time.

I propose here to describe the methods by which these re-

sults are attained.

Five seasons ago, finding my space too limited, I removed
from Mohawk to my present location, the " balloon farm" at

Frankfort, Herkimer Connty, N. Y., where I found ample
room indoors and out.

Our varnish is prepared in a low pit out doors, sheltered

from wind, and provided with water from a hose handy. Fire
is applied underneath a large iron Kettle, covered over, con-
taining pure, raw linseed oil, which in four to eight hours,
accordiog to heat, is cooked to a gum, at a temperature at first

sufficient to scorch a featlier and finally to char a pine stick.

At this point, requiring some experience to determine, all fire

is removed from the vicinity, and upon flame bursting out
afterward from the kettle's contents llirough spontaneous
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combustion, water is applied to the bottom of tbe kettle till it

is sufficiently cooled to extinguish the fire within, care being
taken to admit no water to the interior in order to avoid ex-

plosion. The whole process is dangerous, even with experi-
ence. The oil, which previously was quite fluid, is by this

means coagulated somewhat like the cooking of an egg, and
should be jelly-like on cooling and have the elastic properties

of rubber, with a loss of much of its disposition to "heat"
like oil varnishes. This gum, thinned to the consistency of

syrup, is placed in a sloping vat, within and above which are

various rollers, scrapers, squeezers, and roller scrapers, acting
by pressure of springs and weights. The fabric, silk or cot-

ton, unwinding from a roller, descends into this vat, and re-

appears soaked with varnish rubbed and pressed into all its

pores. All the other appliances are for removing this varnish

as completely as possible by mechanical means, till finally

only the sliglitest smear or film remains, and the fabric winds
upon another roller pressed as hard as if of solid wood.

It is then hung on lines to dry as soon as it can be unwound,
all the work being done in the open air, and only when bright,

clear, warm weather prevails. This open-air manufactory is

in a deep, sheltered glen at the rear of the balloon farm. At
the bottom of this glen is erected a tall wire fence, with 20-ft.

poles, around which a caovas is stretched like the sides of a
square circus tent, to furtlier protect from wind.

Inside this wires 100 ft. long stretch from side to side, tlie

ends of each sliding by hooks over iron tubes supported head
high from another series of posts. To these wires tlie var-

nished fabric is attached by clothes-pins. In case of rain all

the parallel wires can be moved close togetlier, sliding along

on the iron tubes at each end, so that the whole may be easily

covered in a few minutes.
This precaution is necessary to prevent spontaneous com-

bustion, which would occur if the partly dried oil cloths were
pressed close together or laid in heaps. No dryer is used,

and 6 to 13 hours' exposure to bright, hot sunshine are

needed to complete the drying. The cloth is then rewound
and revarnished, again and again, until four or five films have

been successively applied to each side and fully dried, the

entire application making so little added thickness that a

micrometer caliper hardly detects it, and the weight is not

much increased, though tlie varnish is too thick to apply wilh

a brush, as no more turpentine spirits is used than needed, its

resin being a disadvantage. The theory of operation is that

eacli successive coating of varnish plugs up and overlays tlie

microscopic pores in the underlying coats, through which the

molecules of hydrogen might pass ; and any film thicker than

hydrogen is effective if applied a sufficient number of times,

just as numerous plates of glass or wire gratings may obscure

light—my theory of construction being that only " the varnish

holds the gas, the cloth holds the varnish, and the netting

holds the cloth." The features of advantage in my system

are that any desired degree o£ impregnability to hydrogen can
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be obtained with a single thickness of thin light fabric, thus
ensuring a tighter and lighter balloon of any size, less likely

to break in its folds than a heavily or thickly varnished bal-

loon, irregularly coated by hand. The facility with which
1 or 100 gas balloons may be constracted simultaneously
and speedily is another great advantage.

In cutting out a balloon two rolls of varnished fabric are

unrolled together, so that the pattern half-segment may be
applied on top, and the two half segments shaped simultane-
ously. These are afterward united by overlapping and sew-
ing together the straight edges with a seam on each edge.
These seams are then varnished on each side successively, and
sometimes an additional thin surface coat is applied by hand
brushes. As many of these completed segments are then
united as may be necessary to complete the balloon required.
The balloons are reinforced' around the valve and top by sev-

eral thicknesses of varnished and unvarnished cloth. When
the " block system" of construction is used the segments are

each cut several inches longer, to allow for the segment length
being folded in ^-in. plaits crosswise at yard intervals and
sewed on each edge or surface—the segments or half seg-

ments being so arranged that the bands may each go entirely

around the balloon forming network, or to otherwise " break
joints," like brick-laying. All seams are coated, either with
thicker adhesive "seam varnish" or with thinner "balloon
varnish," to ensure closing needle holes.

The netting I always build on a regular system of increas-

ing size of meshes and weight of cord, and somewhat smaller
than the actual size of the balloon, so that the net hugs the
balloon envelope firmly, and practically meets all the strain

like the framework of an edifice, the union being such that

each portion reinforces another. The meshes reach nearly to

the car, diminishing in number and ending in heavier cords
and ropes, which pass through the loops of the basket ropes
around the concentrating ring, which is thus not necessary to

the integrity of the apparatus, but is simply a concentrator of
lines. When broken this ring may be slid out of its fasten-
ings or even used for ballast. My car is a platform of thin
layers of cross-laid veneering, forming the bottom of a ham-
mock netting bag, supported at its upper rim by a hollow
metal ring, with cords connecting to the concentrating ring
above. This platform serves as an inclined plane or rudder
to partly guide the balloon's rise or fall toward any given
point, as the aeronaut readily depresses any edge of it by
placing his weight upon it. This feature, patented by my
wife Carlotta, has been made of great use by her in ascensions
outnumbering those of all other aeronauts combined in this

country during the past dozen years with hydrogen gas.

The valve I use is of wood, of French pattern, and is the
only feature in my system not original with me, so far as I can
learn.
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NATURAL GAS BALLOON ASCENSIONS AND
CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE IN GAS BAL-
LOONS.

By Carl E. Mtebs.

The subject of temperature in gas balloons is an unknown
feature in our text-books. A slight rise or fall in temperature
is the speediest means of applying heat a3 a means of propul-
sion in connection with balloons. My first experiment in
heating the gaseous contents of a balloon occurred at Frank-
lin, Venango County, Pa., in 1886. It was also the first

occasion, so far as I can learn, when natural gas from the
earth was practically used for ballooning. Natural gas is

a substance of uncertain quality, especially as to specific
gravity, and I could obtain no data whatever as to its actual
lifting qualities. To increase its levity, I decided to heat the
gas. The experiment was, I believe, in every respect a novel
one. The gas arose from the wells at a pressure of 700 lbs.

per square inch. Traveling through 30 miles of pipe it

reached the vicinity of the balloon very cold, and was checked
by valves to 60 lbs. pressure per square inch. Here I passed

- it through 1,000 ft. of 1-in. pipe to a valve fitted on to a 6-in.

balloon hose, which it entered with a roar like a steam whistle,
and immediately distended to its full diameter, with a press-

ure feeling like that of a hose-pipe from a hydrant playing on
a fire. To avoid the considerable fall of temperature which
would result from expanding the gas into the balloon, I built
a line of open fires at intervals along the 1,000 ft. length of
1-in. iron pipe, and so raised its temperature to about 150° F. at
the entrance to the balloon, which held 10,000 cub. ft. of gas,
and weighed with net and car 100 lbs.

I ascended slowly, carrying 30 lbs. of ballast. The balloon
poised at 5,000 ft. elevation, expelling gas visibly heated and
warm to the touch, fiowing upward in tremulous waves from
the wide-open neck. The balloon then descended 300 ft. , and
I closed the neck loosely with a loop of the valve cord about
it. It then arose again to 5,000 ft., and again very slowly
descended, landing gently 1 mile distant from the place of
ascent and one hour after rising.

This balloon, filled with ordinary coal gas, had the week
before carried me with 200 lbs. of ballast violently upward
over 3 miles before being controlled by the valve.

My next experiment with natural gas occurred at the same
place two days later. A balloon of less than twice the capac-
ity of the former one was used, weighing, with the aeronaut,
car, netting, and anchor, 300 lbs., besides 60 lbs. of ballast.

The barometer was an aneroid, "compensated" for tempera-
ture, the same used by me just previously and found reliable

on all occasions. Recessed within it was a delicate thermom-
eter. The barometer had a vernier scale, with independent
scale for feet and inches of atmospheric pressure and for alti-

tude up to 30,000 ft., with a range of index to 1,000 ft. further.

The balloon, arriving late by express, was hurriedly filled
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in one hour, and partly before the netting was properly ad-

justed about the valve, so that, as afterward found, a fold of

the envelope interfered with opening the valve.

A brisk wind blew and the balloon was sent up violently to

escape collision with a tall oil derrick near. The aeronaut, in

this case my wife Carlotta, broke the valve cord in trying to

open the clogged valve, and before the balloon could be
checked by other means the index of her barometer had passed
to its limit on the scale, so that the elevation may be safely

stated as 21,000 ft., the highest made in America, or about
5 miles with natural gas. The balloon landed safely 90 min-
utes after rising, and 90 miles from its starting-place.

The point to which I wish to attract attention here is that

theoretically so small a balloon with so heavy a gas ought not
to have reached so high an elevation. It is a common com-
plaint that balloons make higher ascents than are theoretically

thought possible, assuming that the balloon contents are at the

same temperature as the surrounding air at high elevations.

The ready explanation of this is that the temperature within
the balloon is not reduced to the outside temperature by ex-

pansion of its contents or by doing work, but that it is chiefly

affected by conductivity through its envelope alone, and
changes slowly, always lagging behind tlic outside tempera-
ture, when changing Thus the gas is warmer than surround-
ing air when it reaches its highest elevation. If it remains
long surrounded by this colder temperature it cools oif , shrinks
in volume, and the balloon falls more or less rapidly, and may
reach the ground with its gaseous contents considerably cooler
than surrounding air, if it has at any time attained a cooler

point ; whereas, if it " heats" by compression or reduction in

volume as it falls, it should be as warm as the surrounding
air on reaching earth. It is a common experience with aero-

nauts that when once a balloon starts to come down from a
high elevation, a considerable quantity of ballast has to be
thrown out to check it, and this may be accounted for simply
by the fact that the balloon has " cooled off" because of cold
surroundings on high, and does not regain heat rapidly while
falling. The query is, Is there a hole in the balloon, or is

there a hole in our theories about the gas inside of a balloon
doing any " work" ?

As another illustration I draw upon my experience covering
the third ascension made with natural gas, at Brie, Pa., the
following year.

The balloon was that first used by me at Akron, O., for my
swift fall, which was afterward enlarged to 18,000 ft. capac-
ity. It filled in 40 minutes from a maximum pressure of 110
lbs., controlled by a valve at the balloon hose. The gas was
lighter than that at Franklin and I did not heat it, and the
contents of the balloon were consequently quite cold. I went
up with 60 lbs. of ballast, and quite rapidly to escape a tall

steeple, and arose steadily to 13,000 ft., when the balloon
poised about 30 m'nutes and began its descent without loss of
gas, except from its open neck. The temperature of air here
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was 38° F. With the balloon neck closed I fell with gradually
increasing velocity, and when within 1,000 ft. of earth I threw
out all my ballast, 60 lbs., and nearly checked the balloon. I

carried a photographic camera, and this I had wrapped in an
inflated rubber life-preserver, covered with my overcoat and
tied in a sheet. At 300 ft. elevation I let this drop in order to
escape precipitation into a forest. When recovered it had its

snap shot mechanism deranged, and two unexposed and one
exposed plate broken and five exposed plates saved. Pretty
good luck !

A fourth ascent with natural gas was made by me at Sandy
Creek, N. Y., to test the capacity of a new well, and I think
this included all ever made with this medium in this country.

It is only serviceable with large or very light balloons.

FLOTATION VS. AVIATION.

By De Volson Wood, Member Am. See. Mech. Eng.

It is frequently the case that one is led to the speciAl study
of a subject by being requested to say or do something in its

behalf. Such is the condition of the writer. A request to
write upon it has led to the production of the following paper.
Not being an experimenter in this line, he can only make use
of the labors of others. Past experiments have been numer-
ous and the literature considerable.

The question a,t this time is one of possibilities rather than
of commercial success, and in this light many questions pre-
sent themselves to the engineer for solution. Numerous in-

ventions and discoveries have become practical by removing
Obstacles and improving upon first productions. The most
important thing in an invention is to solve the problem in

some way, however crudely, after which it may be made prac-
tical by improvements. Our problem requires thatby suitable

mechanism an air ship may be made to rise at any place and
trarel in the atmosphere in the wind against a moderate breeze.

When this is once successfully done, the problem of possible

navigation is solved. Drive a vessel across the Atlantic by
steam power, even if it takes a longer time than by sail, and
the possibility of steam navigation is assured. Even if it took
forty days to cross the first time, improvements may reduce it

to five in less than a century.
Similarly in regard to Ihe locomotive, electric motor, dy-

namos, the printing-press, agricultural implements, rock-bor-
ing and other inventions too numerous to mention.
When an inventor undertakes the solution of a mechanical

problem he should seek to adapt the means to the end. In
doing this it may be necessary to break away from models fur-

nished by nature and invent something peculiar for the case

in hand. Take, for illustration, the history of marine naviga-
tion. When power was first applied to drive a boat, the web-
footed and jointed leg of the goose were not imitated, but a
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rigid oar was used ; and when steam power was introduced
the paddle-wheel, having a rotary motion, was invented to

take the place of the reciprocating oar, and still further im-
provements made by Introducing the screw or helicoidal

wheel. Eren if nature suggested a model for the last, it is so

remote and far fetched that it may be claimed as a genuine in-

vention.

When greater speed was sought on solid ground it was not
obtained by a machine that would 'step, like an animal, al-

though such devices were tried and abandoned. An invention

was necessary ; the rotary driver and steam blast made the

locomotive a possibility ; they were genuine inventions. In all

these a continuous rotary motion has been one of the impor-
tant elements insuring success. He who seeks to fly like a
bird may find the " flying good enough, but the alighting very
hard," as tte man said who tried it. For these reasons I

would not consider with favor the idea of a practical, bird -like,

flapping, mechanical flying machine. Such machines may
serve as toys and objects for study, but not, we think, for

transporting weights. But there are other reasons. As no
fish furnishes a true type for a marine ship, so we might ex-

pect that no bird will furnish a true type for an aerial ship.

They are at best only suggestive. The forms of the bodies
of the fastest moving birds and fishes have been studied to see

what lessons can be drawn from them. It is observed that
both terminate at the rear in a rudder-like form, that of the
flsh being vertical and of the bird horizontal. The largest

cross-section is somewhat in advance of the half length. Of
the [WO, the bird form should be the more Instructive, since

it moves in the same medium as that of the air ship, and its

appendages for producing flight are outside the body.
Discarding the flapping wings as a motor, the continuously

rotating propeller is the only form of driver that commends
itself. This may be used either to drive an aeroplane or a
floating vessel. We first consider

AEROPLANES.

This mode of navigation is considered as an aviation or sup-
port by mechanical means only. If a plane inclined to the
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direction of motion be pushed in air, there will result a normal
pressure, and if the plane be inclined upward there will be a
component Of pressure supporting or tending to support the
plane against falling. Such a plane is called an " aeroplane.

"

The following analysis gives the components of these press-

ures -.

Let D Ahe the direction of wind in the plane of the paper.

A B the projection of the aeroplane on the plane of the paper.

8 = the area of the plane A B.
P = the pressure on a square foot of area normal to the

direction of the wind.
w = the weight of a cubic foot of air (which at the surface

of the earth and at a temperature of 32° F. is about
0.08 lb.).

i = A B C, the slope of the plane.

IN = B N, the normal pressure, B = E F, the horizontal

pressure, and V = N F, the vertical pressure.

V = the velocity of the wind in feet per second.

Then:
A C — S sin. i = the section of the stream of wind imping-

ing against A B. The mass of air impinging, or impinged
against, per second will be :

w
M = — /S « sin. i.

a
Assuming that the resulting pressures follow the Newtonian

law of a liquid jet impinging on a plane, we have :

w
JV = Jf « sin. i = — 8 1? sin.'' i = P 8 sin.^ i. (1)

9
V=Ncoi.i. (2)

R = N sin. i. (3)

As will be seen later, experiment does not establish equa-
tion (1) for a plane moving in boundless air ; but whatever be
the true value of the normal pressure, the vertical and hori-

zontal pressures are correctly given by equations (2) and (3).

At the surface of the earth, at the temperature of 60° F. and
barometric pressure of 14.7 lbs. per square inch, «! -i- 5' =
0.00237 nearly, so that

P = 0.00237 «2, (4)

R = 0.00237 8 d' sin." i. (5)

Or, if c be miles per hour, then

P = 0.005 c». (6)

For small slopes, sin. i = i nearly, and cos. i = I nearly,

giving
W = 0.005 c« 8 i\ 1F= 0.005c'S^^ I /A^
B - 0.005 c^ 8 i\ f

'^^

U= 0.005 e^ 8 i\ j

where V is the work in pound-miles of a plane of small in-
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cliaation to the direction of motion, moving with a velocity of
c miles per hour in still air. All these values decrease as i the

scope decreases, some as the square of i, and others as the

cube. It also appears that anj"- desired amount of supporting
power Fmay be obtainea by increasing the spetd c and size of

the plane S. If U be the work in foot-pounds per minute, e

being miles per hour, then
5280

U = 0.005 c^ S sin.= i x = 0.008 c' S sin.' i. (7)

3600

But according to the experiments of Hagen, the resistance

depends upon the form and size of the plane. His experiments
were upon plane disks whose perimeters ranged from 7 to 25
in., moved with velocities from 1 to 4 miles per hour normal to

the direction of motion. He gave the following formula :

B = (0.0028934 + 0.0001403 p) S c\ (8)

in which
p = the perimeter of the plate in feet,

ij = the resistance in pounds,
S = area in feet,

c = velocity in miles per hour.

The form of this equation was established by Borda, 1763.
This formula shows that the perimeter of large plates exerts

a large influence upon the resistance. But it is not safe to
apply an empirical formula to cases in which the data are
largely in excess of those used in the experiments, and the sur-

faces used by Hagen are small compared with those necessary
for a practical aeroplane. Indeed, this is a difficulty with
nearly all experiments when applied to an air ship. The
dimensions of the ship are so large that it cannot by asserted
that the laws deduced by experiment are applicable to the case,
and hence they can be used only as general guides. We will
not, therefore, consider Hagen's formula, however valuable it

may be for resistances for small planes moving with moderate
velocities. It will be seen, according to equation (5), that the
resistance to the forward movement of a plane in air varies as
the cube of the sine of the inclination to the horizontal, so that
the more nearly horizontal it is the less will be the resistance,
and if appendages and thickness of the plane be neglected it

approaches zero as a limit.

When the inclination is small :

W= r= 0.005 Sc^'i^ „
iJ = iV^ J nearly. w

To illustrate, take the design of a Mr. Henson in 1842, in
which the area of the plane was to be 4,500 ft. and a tail of
1,500 ft., making an area of 6,000 ft., to carry 3,000 lbs. If
the inclination of the plane be 10°, we have for the velocity
necessary for supporting this weight

:

t).i8y 0.

3000
= 55 miles per hour.

005 X 6000
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This develops a horizontal force ot B = 540 lbs. approximate-
ly, requiring a H.P. of

540 X
55 X 5380

33000 X 60
= 80 nearly.

If the slope were 5° it would require a velocity of about 110
miles to support this weight, developing a horizontal resistance
of 270 lbs. approximately, but requiring the same H.P. as be-
fore, since half the resistance works over double the space in

the same time. The resistance offered by the car and netting
would add greatly to this resistance. Similarly if half the
weight be carried with halt the size of plane, it would require
about 40 H.P. This gives some idea of the power necessary
for securing high velocities with large planes.
The normal pressure, according to Button's experiments,

may be represented by the empirical formula :

1-84 COB. i — I

Jf=PS {sin. i) (10)

1.84 COS. 1

hence, B = N sin. i = P S(sin. i) (11)

1-84 coa. i - 1

and V = N cos. i = P S cos. i {sin. i) (12)

These give :

TABLE I.

Angle op
Slope,

i.
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I£ Hutton's law be true, it would require a plane of about
1,040 sq. ft. to support 3;000 lbs. with a velocity of 50 miles

per hour at a slope of 10°, or about | the she of the for-

mer one. This would be a great gain in regard to size ; but

the horizontal resistance would be the same as before, being JV
sin. i, or Wi nearly, so that it would require the same powei:

as before to driv^e it at the same speed.
At 5° slope and 35 miles per hour, according to the former

law, the supporting power would be about 145 lbs. for 6,000
ft. of surface, and acceding to Hutton's law 0.39 X 6000 =
2340, or more than 16 times that of the former. The
former would require about 0.83 H.P., and the latter about
13^ H.P. This does not include the resistance of the car and
accessories, which must be considerable, but it impresses one
with the importance of a knowledge of the correct law for nor-
mal pressures. The following empirical law of Duchemin is

found to be practically exact for angles from 0° to 20°, and
nearly so to 45°

:

2 P,S sin. i
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534 X 50 X 5380

33000 X 60
= 70 nearly.

At the same slope, at a velocity of 100 miles per hour, sup-
porting the same weight, it would require only i the surface,
or about 181 sq. ft. , and the horizontal pressure would be :

181 X 0.058 X 0.005 X 100' = 524 lbs.,

as before ; so that it would require twice the power, or 140
H.P. These figures do not appear favorable for this mode of
navigation. The power diminishes with the angle and load to
be supported. Thus, if the load were 1,000 lbs. and the angle
of slope be 5°, then at a velocity of 50 miles per hour the area
of the plane would need be only 130 sq. ft. and the power 13
H.P., and for 100 miles per hour, 96 H.P.
Langley's experiments give, for small angles,

N=<pSvU, (14)

in which <p is a factor to be determined by experiment. If cp

were constant, then, according to this formula, the normal
pressure would increase directly as the angle of slope. This
is practically the case for angles under 30°, and for that

range agrees fairly with Duchemin's. The following are

some of the values :
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In which a = 2. This was probably deduced from Duche-
min's, aa it results from the latter by developing to two terms,

and adds nothing to our knowledge of the subject. In regard
to the normal pressure upon small planes inclined at a small
angle to the direction of motion, the law may be considered
as well established. We know of no experiments upon very
large planes moving at high velocities, nor upon large curved
surfaces. The chief value in determining the normal pressure
is to proportion the plane and not to determine the required
propelling power.
The following conclusions may be drawn :

1. The resistance to propulsion will be less the smaller the
angle of slope.

2. For a given slope the resistance to horizontal propulsion
will vary directly, and for small angles of slope very nearly as
the normal pressure, whatever be the law determining the nor-
mal pressure.

3. The less the slope the greater must be the velocity in

order to support a given weight.
4. The propelling power will vary nearly as the product of

the supporting capacity, the velocity and angle of slope.

Other questions than those of soeed and supporting power
must be considered, such as the difficulty of rising from the
earth at any place, the means of safely alighting, the balanc-
ing of large planes, especially in the presence of conflicting

currents, and the danger of capsizing when run at high speeds
at low angles of inclination, especially in crossing counter cur-

rents. These have all been considered, but none, so far as

known, have been satisfactorily worked out. Experiments on
a large scale are necessary in order to determine the real na-
ture of the practical difficulties to be overcome, as ivell as the
best means of overcoming them. It appears to the writer that

the difficulties to be overcome are too numerous and the neces-
sary expense too great to lead one to be confident of successful
aviation by this method in the near future. While saying
this, we are not ignorant of the recent success in mechanical
soaring for a few hundred feet.

We now consider

FLOTATION.

In this system the weight is supported by an immense " gas
bag," and propulsion produced by a propeller. I prefer the
term " gas bag" to that of " balloon," for the latter is asso-

ciated with a spherical vessel floating in the air ; and as a fur-
ther distinction I suggest that the entire plant of a directable
balloon—the gas bag, car. suspenders, motor and propeller

—

be called an " air ship."
The form of the gas bag should be such as to offer the least

resistance to forward movement in air Newton's problem of
" the body of least resistance" moving in a fluid is not appli-
cable to this case. That eminent philosopher considered only
the resistance due to normal pressures against the forward end
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of the body. He did not consider the efEect o^ pressure against
the rear end as the fluid rushes back, after displacement,
against the sloping sides of the body, nor the friction of the
fluid along the sides of the body. Langley's experiments
show that the friction of the air or " skin resistance" is so
small it may be neglected ; and, as has been shown, Newton's
law of normal pressure is so erroneous that this solution is of
no value for this case.

The theory of steamship construction may give some infor-
mation in regard to the proper form. The resistances here
considered are skin friction and the formation of waves and
eddies. The former, for moderate velocities, varies, accord-
ing to Hagen, as the first power of the velocity (" Mechanics
of the Earth's Atmosphere," by Cleveland Abbe, p. 25). For
higher velocities and greater speed much is left to be desired
{ibid., p. 7). It is generally assumed to vary nearly as the
square of the velocity, but its value for a bag covered with
netting is not known. As before remarked, the experiments
of Langley indicate that this resistance is so small it may be
neglected. The formation of waves and eddies is a continual
draft upon the energy of the motor, since they cause a motion
of the fluid, the energy of which is not restored to the ship.

At low speeds only small waves and eddies are formed, and
the chief resistance is the skin friction ; the mass of water,
pushed to the right and left by the fore part of the ship, rushes
against the aft part as it returns to fill tlie space whicli would
otherwise be left by the advance of the ship.

The investigations of Mr. R. E. Froude. published in Vol.

XXII of " Transactions of Naval Architects," laid a founda-
tion for proportioning ships. The idea was advanced that the
relation between the length and speed of a ship had much to

do with the resistance at that speed. In this theory it was
conceived that a set of waves transverse to the ship is formed
by the entrance, and anotlier set by the run or rear end of the
siiip ; that these waves have a length from crest to crest, de-

pending upon the speed of the boat. If the speed is such that

the crest of the bow waves fall into the troughs of the stern

waves, little energy will be lost in waves ; but if the crest of the
bow waves fall upon the crest of the stern waves, the loss

from this cause will be a maximum.
Mr. J. Scott Russell was led to the conclusion that the water

in front of a ship in motion was carried away by a solitary

"wave of translation" of definite length, while the space at

the stern is filled by a rolh'ng wave, the speed being equal to

that of the ship. From this it was concluded that tlie best

length of the entrance part of a ship is the length of the wave
of translation, and the lensjth of the run (or quitting part)

should be half the length of the rolling wave traveling at the

same speed. He also concluded that the form of the entrance

lines should be curves of versed sines, and for the quitting

lines, trochoids. The Oreat Eastern was constructed on this

theory^ It is known as the " wave-line theory." A modifi-

cation of this theory, and known as the " wave-form theory,"
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consists in making the areas of the successive transverse sec-

tions follow the laws of the versed sinusoid and the tro-

choid.

Professor Rankine investigated mathematically the flow of
water around a body submerged in it, and his theory is known
as tlie "stream-line theory." The form of the body has no
influence on the resistance aside from friction and the forma-
tion of eddies. The investigation was made for a ship entirely

under water, and hence should be directly applicable, if at all,

to the balloon part of the air ship. The resistance is found by
first finding the so-called " augmented surface." By this sys-

tem the lines of bow are much blunter than by the wave-line
theory, and those of the stern are finer, and hence follows the
general features of the fish ; but, on the other hand, the entire

length of the stern lines should be about f that of the bow
lines, which is contrary to the form of the fast-swimming fish.

Between the bow and stern lines the body may be nearly
straight and of suitable length to make the resultant waves a
minimum.

Observations are not easily made in air for determining the
length of waves and the eddies produced, hence we at present
get little if any aid from these theories. Indeed, it seems
improbable that " waves of translation" should exist to a per-

ceptible degree ; and if not, it would seem that the bow and
stern lines should be about equal in length, resulting in a
cigar-shaped form. If our reasoning is correct, the form
adopted by MM. Renard and Krebs, in La Frarice, was ap-
proximately the best, but may be further improved. M. Cazin
has recently published a theory and formula for the resistance
to a ship's motion (Journal Franklin Institute, 1893, March,
April and May). The simple use of a mean area, or, rather, a
section equivalent to the volume of displacement divided by
the length, regardless of the form of the water lines or of the
nature of the surface, does not commend itself to the writer,

to say nothing of the theory of the manner in which the liquid
is supposed to move in filling the space previously occupied by
the ship.

I have sought the form of the surface of least resistance, as-

suming a constant volume and length and Duchemin's law of
resistance. We would have :

Volume = j yds. = constant,

d 5 = 3 TT yds.

Horizontal resistance = 4 n-
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and d s —f 7dx,

dy
to be minimized. In this y' = This was solved for the

da
writer by Mr. Joseph G. C. Cottier, a student in the senior class
of Stevens Institute of Technology. With the aid of Carll's
" Calculus of Variations," he found the form to be an hypo-
cycloid. This, however, proves to be of little or no service,
for tlie curve has a cusp before reaching midship, and hence
fails to make a proper curve from stem to stern ; and worse
than this, Duchemin's formula being for a plane, includes the
effect of rarefaction, eddies, etc., on the rear side of the plane,
while in a properly constructed air ship no such action exists
on the rear side of the surface. .

There appears to be no exact theory for determining the best
form of the gas bag, and one is left at present only to sugges-
tions of a general character. The ratio of the length of keel
to the beam and of the lines of a ship have been established, if

indeed they can be said to be established, only after long ex-
perience ; and it will probably be the same with air ships.

The most remarkable air ship up to the present date was made
by Messrs. Renard & Krebs, and was named La Prance. The
gas bag was 27^ ft., in diameter at its largest cross section, 165
ft. long, held 65,836 cub. ft. of hydrogen, lifting power of

4.403 lbs. ; car, 105 ft. long ; diameter of its two-arm propeller
screw, 33 ft., driven by storage batteries whose power was
determined by experiment to be 9 H.P. , the motor weighing 130
lbs. per H.P. Several trips were made in 1884 and 1885 from
Chailais out and back, as follows :

M. R. Soreau, in Ingenieurs Givis, February, 1893, gives a

table of the trips made by La France (Renard & Krebs's ship),

which I have arranged in the order of speeds, and deduced
the numbers in the fifth column, as follows •

TABLE V
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From this it appears that the speed of the ship was almost
exactly proportional to the number of resolutions of the pro-

peller, so that the per cent, of slip was practically constant.

The results are remarkable for their uniformity. According
to this, in order to drive the La France 29 miles per hour, or

double the greatest speed, the propeller must make 114 turns

per minute. Siuce the resistance varies as the cube of the
velocity, it would require 72 H.P. to drive it 29 miles per
hour, provided the full 9 H.P. was developed at 14^ miles.

With the same floatiag capacity this would require that the
weight of the motors, including their necessary appendages,
should not exceed 15 lbs. per H.P. ; but the means of ac-

complishing this are not "in sight." If a H.P. were real-

ized with 65 lbs. of dead weight, about 18.8 miles could be
realized. At 114 turns per minute the circumference of the

propeller wheel would travel 114 X 3.1416 X 23 = 8,240 ft.

per minute, or more than a mile and a half per minute. These
figures impress one with the great difficulties to be overcome
in realizing high speeds with this mode of navigation.
Assuming that the resistance of the air varies as the area of

the largest transverse section A, and as the square of the veloc-

ity, we have :

Resistance, B = b A v'' lbs.,

where & is a constant ,to be determined. If c be the velocity
in miles per hour, then will the work be :

U = i A c^ pound -miles per hour,
5280

= b Ac' X foot-pounds per second,
3600

22
= ~b Ac\

15

If the full power of the batteries, 9 H.P., were exerted in

producing 14J- miles per hour, then we find for La France that
b = 0.0019 ; hence

C^ = 0028 A c' foot-pounds per second, (15)
B = 0.0019 A c" pounds. ' (16)

The efficiency of the shaft and propeller was assumed to be
about 50 per cent, of the power transmitted to the shaft, hence
the resistance of the gas bag, car, suspenders, etc., would be :

B = 0.0009 A 0^. (17)

Comparing this with equation (6), it appears that the resist-

1

ance of the air ship is 9 -=- 50 = that of a plane surface
5.5

equal to the largest transverse section of the gaa bag, normally
exposed. This resistance must be divided between the gas
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bag and the car and other surfaces, but no data is given for
determining these respective values. Dupuy de L6me estima-
ted tliat, in his air ship, the balloon alone offered a resistance
equal to ^ of that of a normally exposed plane equal in area
to its largest cross section. If this were the correct value for
La France, then would the appendices resist about 5^ times
that of the balloon. This result seems improbable ; but what-
ever its value, the resistance of the attachments must be nearly
the same for the gas bag as for the aeroplane. The total re-

sistance, including Ihe propeller and shaft, would be about 5

that of tiie largest section normally exposed. About the only
commendable feature of the aeroplane appears to be the small
relative resistance offered to propulsion at small angles of slope.

Thus, according to Table III, the resistance at a slope of 5° is

0.015 = -g^ of that of a normally exposed surface. This as-

sumes that the aeroplane is a perfect plane ; and to this must
be added the resistances offered by the attachmeats, propeller,

etc., and these, apparently, would form the greater part of the
total resistance. The largest cross section of La Prance was
about 550 sq. ft., and a plane at an angle of 5° slope at 14| miles
per hour would support only 100 lbs. Indeed, an aeroplane
that would support 4,400 ibs. (as did La France) at a velocity

of 14i miles per hour at a 5° slope would offer a greater resist-

ance than La France. For, according to Table III, tlie liori-

zonlal force is about -jV the vertical for this slope, and hepce
must be ^V of 4,400 = 350 lbs. ; and equation (16) gives for La
France 220 lbs nearly. The latter 220 lbs. includes all the re-

sistances, while the former 350 lbs. is the resistance of the plane
only. The area of the aeroplane for this case must be about
26,000 sq. ft. At a less slope the resistance and supporting
power would be less, and at a greater angle both would be
greater ; still this example shows sufficiently that for low ve-
locities the aeroplane cannot compete with the gas-bag system.
Great anticipations have been raised by the soaring experi-

ments of Lilienthal, but until he has produced something that

will sustain a man longer in the air and be more manageable
than those shown by his best efforts, nothing can be safely

predicted in regard to the final results.

The following are some of the advantages of the flotation

system over aviation :

1. It may rise at any place without special.mechanism.
3. It may land with comparative safety.

3. It is comparatively stable, and hence not so liable to capsize.

4. The supporting power is independent of the propelling
power, and hence is safer and more easily managed.

5. One great advantage in the argument at the present time
is the fact that a navigable ship of the flotation system has
produced all that was expected of. it except speed, which is

more than can be said of the aviation system. But the prac-

tical problem from a commercial standpoint will ever be men-
aced with the facts that the ship must be large and yet com-
paratively light and hence comparatively weak. Considering
the many questions requiring solution and the cost of experi-
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meriting, I anticipate that progress in attaining 25 or 30 miles

per hour will be comparatively slow. I am aware that it is

claimed that this speed is already " in sight ;" but the above
investigation leads the writer to infer that it may be several

years before it actually comes within the range of vision of
" short-sighted" persons. The mechanical means by which it

may be secured are well understood, but practical difficulties

are certain to be developed at every step in the progress. If

a motor and its supplies were furnished at 20 lbs. per H.P., and
60 such H.P. manned La France, weaknesses would certainly

be developed. If one could secure strength regardless of

weight, as may be done in steamships without prejudice, such
difficulties would be at once overcome ; but such is not the

case—weight is an enemy to the air ship. A speed of 30 miles

per hour produces relatively a brisk breeze, and the effect on
the framework might be injurious ; and to talk of carrying a
man 100 miles per houi ia an air-ship we consider rather

"flighty."

MANOEUVRING OF BALLOONS.

By Caul E. Myehs, Aeronautical Enginbeb, Balloon
Farm, Frankfort, N. Y., U. S. A.

NOVEL BALLOON EXPERIMENTS.

GeUrity of Movement in Gas Vessels.

The chief object of this paper is to induce discussion, and
to this end I shall present the circumstances attending various
experiments of novel or unique character, some of which will
probably conflict with accepted ideas on the subjects involved.
In this connection, let me say that " events which, according
to generally received opinions, ought not to happen, are often
the key to knowledge !"

For brevity I shall only outline my researches in several
fields by recounting typical experiments which seem to be of
unusual or useful character.

The first of these relates to the swift passage of variously
shaped bodies through the air. I had been building balloons
and operating gas ascensions by the aid of my aeronauts some
two years before I made my first ascension. Meanwhile, I had
evolved some theories, and the purpose of my first flight was
to determine whether or not a bag of gas of comparatively
slim proportions and flimsy envelope could be urged swiftly
through the air with moderate power and preserve its integrity
and its form within reasonable limits by means of gas pressure
within and suitable netting without ; as I could not at that
time conceive of any material of equal weight capable of form-
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ing so strong an internal bracing as hydrogen gas or any
means of restraint equal to a close-flttlng net.

The balloon was of about 15,000 cub. ft. capacity, formed
of gores calculated for a pear-shaped balloon of 33^ ft. diame-
ter, or 18,000 cub. ft. capacity, but using only 38 segments
instead of 33, of machine varnished balloon fabric of 39^ in.

width. Half full, this balloon contained 7,500 cub. ft. of coal
gas, supporting 300 lbs. weight, consisting of the balloon en-
velope, valve, net and concentrating ring, amounting to 159
lbs. ; myself, 115 lbs. ; 25 lbs. ballast (besides a fine aneroid
barometer, knife, note-book, compass and watch, all weighing
less than a pound). No basket or car was attached , but I sat

simply astride of a folded band of cloth hung like a saddle
from the concentrating ring. Thus my feet extended below,
while the balloon neck, hanging dow^n beside me, made us all

one machine for cleaving the air.

The air was calm and the ascent slow and nearly perpen-
dicular, reaching finally to two miles in height. To avoid fall-

ing off I tied the free ends of the netting cords about my waist,

securing myself to the ring. The balloon neck still hung limp
by my side, and this also I secured. Then, noting time and
altitude, I pulled the valve wide open. The balloon responded
immediately, and the speed constantly accelerated till the first

downward mile was made in one minute. The neck of the
balloon formed a sharp prow, terminating with my body and
extended toes. Retaining the slim form throughout, my craft

cleft the air like a dart, following any direction in which my
lower extremities pointed, and I found I was steering the
whole from the prow somewhat as a bird gives direction by its

extended beak. I estimated the speed now to be more than a
mile per minute, but as it was more or less slantwise, accord-
ing to the inclination or direction I gave it by my movements,
I could only j udge by the sting of the air rushing past me. I
was now within 1,000 ft. of the earth two minutes after start-

ing. I dropped half my ballast and released the balloon neck.
The speed was checked, and as the balloon neck flew up,
forming a concavity in the netting above me, there was a
shock which seemed to lift me upward. Then the neck fell

again, the netting became slim as before, and the balloon slid

downward into a cornfield without shock, and ended my ex-

periment.
As nearly as I could figure it out, a slim vessel, approxi-

mately wave line in form, of about 7,500 cub. ft. " tonnage,"
and about 65 ft. in length, including myself, had been driven
through the air at the rate of a mile per minute as a minimum
speed, with no more than 12^ lbs. gravitative power, guided
from the prow with ease, and had sustained no harm or great

deformation, though a frail and bulky vessel braced by gas
and harnessed with netting. I concluded that the form itself

gave it such advantage that it not only met little resistance to

its passage, but that it also had little tendency to change its

shape.

I was fascinated with my experience, and strong with desire
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to go aloft again for further experiments. These subsequently
satisfied me that gas navigation must form the basis of earlier

navigation of the air, and that two features only were of chief

importance—a wave-line form of body and a motive power of

light weight. On this basis I began experiments in horizontal

movement, the fruits of which, embracing several years' ex-

perience, I cannot give briefly here, but content myself with
saying that, comparing the possible air ship with the possible

flying machine in the " present state. of the art," tliere is more
safe experience obtainable at less expense with a suitably shap-

ed hydrogen vessel than with any form of aviator, and thatex-
periments in performing evolutions and in air current naviga-

tion with gas vessels will do more practical service for aviation

itself than any actual aviation of to-day. Furthermore, that

any motive power of sufficiently light weight and force to ren-

der the aviator practicable will be equally of use or of more
value if applied to the propulsion of suitably shaped gas ves-

sels in the immediate future.

Movements of the Spherical Balloon and tlie Parachute.

As illustrating the contrasting features of the elongated bal-

loon compared with the globular balloon in celerity of move-
ment, I will narrate an experience when the conditions varied.

My balloon was one of 32 segments, each 39| in. in greatest

width. It weighed 80 lbs. complete and was plump full of

hydrogen, say about 5,500 cub. ft. Suspended below the car
was a parachute formed of a lialf sphere 24 ft. in diameter,
witli a 10-in. hole in its top. It weighed 25 lbs. and had 100
lbs. of sand attached. My balloon carried in addition 30 lbs.

of ballast and instruments and my own weight of 115 lbs., or
a total of 350 lbs., including its own weight of 80 lbs.—the
hydrogen, manufactured from water with portable apparatus
patented by me, having a lifting power of little over 60 lbs.

per l,000*cub. ft.

In still air the balloon arose vertically 1,000 ft. in 10 min-
utes. At this point I fastened the valve open, and as the
barometer almost instantly denoted a descent, I cut the para-
chute loose. My car consisted of a light, thin board platform
hung in hammock netting, a feature patented and used by me
habitually as a rudder platform to guide the direction of the
flight or fall. Crouched on this I could see, through the open
meshes, everything below. The completely closed parachute
opened in 1^ seconds, at a distance of about a rod from
me, and it apparently stood fixed in the air as I shot up rapid-
ly from it. After the first upward plunge the balloon began
an oscillating and spinning motion, making a sinuous or spiral
track. The barometer marked 6,000 ft. elevation 30 seconds
later, and 10,000 ft. 1^ minutes after cutting loose. At this
point I had checked the ascent so that I only arose 3,500 ft.

further in the next 30 seconds, or a total of 11,500 ft. in 3 min-
utes.

The parachute meanwhile appeared vertically below me.
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and did not reach earth till 10 minutes after being detached
and it landed about 300 ft. from the place of ascent.

Dangers of the Parachute.

I feel called upon here to refer to the deadly character of
the parachute as operated of late years as a spectacle in con-
nection with the hot-air balloons, projecting it into the air for
a fall with its aeronaut. The word '

' parachute' ' conveys to
many minds the idea of safety, but in truth there is no aerial
apparatus which has proved so destructive to human life or
done so much to discourage legitimate ballooning through the
horrible fatalities attending the so-called " parachute drop."
These fatalities fill a scrap-book in my collection of news

clippings, and would cover an entire newspaper page if col-

lected as a list, covering the simple dates, names, places and
brief circumstances. Some five seasons ago I indulged in a
series of parachute experiments, consisting of various contriv-
ances dropped from capiive balloons at an elevation of 1,300
ft. This was, I believed, the only, or at least the first sys-

tematic line of experiments ever conducted with the parachute.
Owing to the precaution of beginning all tests by dropping
sand bags till perfect conditions of safety survived, no human
sacrifices were made, but the percentage of sand bags de-
stroyed was frightful and discouraging. New York State haa
since set a worthy example in outlawing the spectacle.

SYSTEMATIC EXPLORATIONS OF THE UPPER
AIR, WITH ESTIMATES OF COST.

Bt Makk W. Habrington, Chief of Weather Bubbau.

The exploration of the upper air is the immediate require-

ment for the satisfactory advance of meteorology. There is

abundant reason to think that many of the changes which go
under the name of weather have their origin at some distance

above the earth ; and of what occurs in the cloud layer or lay-

ers, our knowledge is insignificant or theoretical. The only
systematic attempt to investigate the higher atmosphere has
been by means of mountain stations ; but this, though it has
led to a series of interesting results, does not meet the require-

ments of the meteorologist. The station on the mountain-top
is, after all, only a station on the earth's surface ; and though
many of the equidynamical surfaces show change with the
elevation of the land (the isobaric, for instance), others (as the
isothermic and those for wind and humidity) show marked
adaptation to the contour of the surface. Many aeronauts
have noied this adaptation as especially true of the cloud lay-
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ers, the lower one often reproducing with some exactness the

general variation of the surface below. We can hardly expect,

therefore, that the mountain stations, useful as they are, will

give us the aid needed in ascertaining what goes on at consid-

erable elevations in the free air.

There are several ways of exploring the upper air by inves-

tigating the ray of light which has passed through it. The
spectroscope promises much in this direction. The twinkling
of the stars might be expected to give us a great deal of in-

formation when properly interpreted ; and Sr. Ventosa has
shown that even the fluctuations on the margins of the larger

celestial bodies, when viewed in the telescope, have apparent
relations with the upper winds. This information must, how-
ever, be vague, because the total result received" by us is the

integration of the individual effects at each point of the path,

and it is not practicable to separate the sum Into its parts.

Besides, even if this could be done, the information to be ob-

tained would be-very incomplete, as it would relate only to a
part of the series of meteorological elements. It may be men-
tioned as of interest in this connection that the scintillation of

stars has been especially and systematically studied ; and M.
Dufour, one of the leading students of the subject, has recent-

ly announced (" Archives des Sciences Phys, et Nat.," June,
189B) that the only meteorological result he has been able to

reach is the rule that lessened twinkling indicates bad weather.
There remain as means of systematic exploration of the free

air, elevated towers, kites, pilot balloons (without aeronauts),
and balloons carrying aeronauts. The elevated towers are
well illustrated by the Eiffel Tower in Paris. By such a tower
a systematic study may be made of a layer of air 1,000 ft.

thick, with almost infinitesimal perturbations by the tower
itself. The excellent series of observations made by the
French National Service on the Eiffel Tower have proved of very
great interest, yet they do not reach to the height needed for
the study of the upper air. It tells us nothing of what hap-
pens in the cloud layer, probably the most important of the
strata of the atmosphere. Moreover, such towers are very ex-
pensive to build and to maintain. I have heard the cost of the
Eiffel Tower estimated at .$1,000,000 and its maintenance must
cost a considerable sum, which could only be met by using
the tower as a permanent show-place ; the latter requirement
necessitates its being placed in or near some great city.

The method by kites has been studied especially by Mr.
William A. Eddy, of Bergen Point, N. J., and the data which
I give I owe entirely to his kindness. He uses tailless kites,
places them in tandem, and recommends that they be flown in
groups of three. By such means he has already attained
heights of 4,000 to 5,000 ft., and confidently expects to attain
14,000 ft. without serious difficulty. On my request that he
estimate the cost of carrying meteorological instruments to this
height, he gave me the following estimate, on the basis that
the line would average an angle of 45° with the horizon, and
would have to be about 23,000 ft. in length.
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COST TO CARRY INSTRUMENTS TO 15,000 TT. HEIGHT BY MEANS
OF KITES.

8 higheit kites....

8 next " ...

8 • " ...

9 " " ...
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service would cost about $16 per day. This would make for

current expenses for a year $5,840 ; add cost of instruments,

$2,500 , outfit and incidentals, $1,660. Total, $10,000.

A probable total cost, then, of $10,000 for a year's sys-

tematic work of this sort, not including the salary of the offi-

cer in charge.
PILOT BALLOONS.

The best possible anemometer is a balloon which is im-

mersed in the air and moves freely with it. For half a cen-

tury or more occasional studies of the lower air currents have
been made by means of small pilot balloons. The balloon is

allowed to rise freely, and a card.is attached to be returned by
the finder with name, date and place. The most elaborate

series of observations of this sort known to me are those of M.
Louis Bonvallet, at Amiens, who, from May, 1888, to the end
of 1890, sent up 97 paper balloons, varying in volume fi-om 50
to 1,800 liters. The general results are given by M. Gaston
Tissandier in La Nature, 1891-1892, pages 259, 260. The
amount of instruction from them is small and disappointing.
Such balloons can be used only for the study of air currents,

but by a proper selection of places and dates, and the assist-

ance temporarily of theodolites and persons capable of using
them, these balloons could be made very useful. They would
enable us to study the arrangement of air currents about defi-

nite meteorological phenomena, such as centers of high or low
pressure. To effect this the observer should have a supply of
small balloons on hand, and the means of readily inflating them.
He should also have on ready call two theodolites and persons
capable of using them—a requirement easily filled at any col-
lege or university with a department of civil engineering.
The weather map should be carefully studied from day to day,
and when a " high" or " low ' is about to pass over the sta-

tion, the force of observers should be called out and the bal-
loons inflated and released to as great a number as could be
observed at frequent intervals (once in five minutes, say), and
with approximate precision. Computation would then easily
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show the horizontal motion at determinate elevations below tlio

cloud layer, and plotting would show the relation of these to
the center of pressure. Aside from the salary of the principal
observer, the cost of such observations would be small for each
opportunity to observe, and for any given station the number
of opportunities during the year would be few. The expense
at any station for a year would probably not surpass $150, so
that for $3,000 such observations could be scattered at 20 col-

leges over the States, with probable results far in excess in
value over the cost.

_A more instructive but more expensive method is that of
pilot balloons carrying automatic registering instruments.
This method of sounding the upper air was proposed by Le
Verrier in 1784, and has within the last few years been repeat-
edly tried in France. In the last four months of 1893 M. Her-
mite sent up 13 such balloons, all of which reached an altitude
of over 9 kilometers, or 6i miles ; and one sent up on March
21, 1893, must have reached an elevation of over 16 kilometers,
or 10 miles. These balloons carry means for the automatic
record of pressure and temperature, but the last mentioned
found so cold temperatures that for a considerable time the
specially prepared.ink could not perform its functions. They
also carried a device for releasing and dropping cards, to enable
the following of the course of the balloon ; but this has not
been successful, as the fuse which releases the cards is soon
extinguished. In the ascent of March 21, out of 600 cards
taken up, only 400 were released, and of these only five or six
were recovered. It is found, however, that the recovery of
the balloon is much easier than had been expected, as a print-

ed direction on the balloon itself leads to its recovery as soon
as it falls into the hands of any intelligent person.
The difficulties in the way of these remarkably interesting

explorations prove to be less than could have been expected ;

but there are many questions about them still unsettled.

Under these circumstances it is not easy to make an estimate
of the cost of systematic work in this direction. I have, how-
over, asked Professor H. A. Hazen to make the estimates for

me. He has estimated approximately that a balloon to ascend
to a height of 4 miles with a load of instruments of 20 lbs.

would cost $150 if made of silk, and $200 if made of gold-

beater's skin. For a balloon to ascend to the height of 10

miles he puts the corresponding prices at $600 and $800. The
instrumental outfit would have to be prepared expressly, and
would be expensive. Probably the sum of $5,000 would per-

mit of one such pilot balloon per week during the year to the
height of 4 miles, and perhaps one per month to the greater

height. The station selected for such observation should be

near the middle of the continental area—say somewhere from
Kansas to Manitoba.

BALLOONS WITH AERONAUTS.

The preceding methods, while they would give highly in-

teresting and instructive results, are somewhat imperfect as
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means of obtaining all tlie information needed by meteorolo-

gists. Mucii better for this purpose would be systematic worli

by a meteorologist who would make the ascension himself.

Evidence points to the conclusion that the cloud layer and per-

haps the upper cloud surface is a region of especial activity in

meteorological phenomena, but the facts on which such a con-

clusion could be verified are of such character that they would
probably escape any automatic registrj;. Their record requires

the presence of a trained meteorologist. These observations

should be systematic, as the sporadic ones are of relatively lit-

tle value. A meteorologist should ascend twice a day to a

considerable height, and should keep this up through all kinds

of weather and through the season. The elevation need not

be great
;
probably the first 20,000 ft. include the layer of air

in which the meteorological phenomena which we call weather
.are active. At least the stratum of this thickness is far more
important to us than all the rest of the depth of the atmosphere.

The cost of such a campaign would be considerable, but
would vary with the material used, the care in using it, the

position of the station, etc. I think a year's campaign of this

sort could be gone through for an expense of $90,000.

In conclusion, it appears that a year's campaign could be

made in the free air as follows :

To 3,000 ft. (perhaps) with small balloons $3,000
" 14,000" " kites 10,000
" 20,000 " 53 pilot balloons

j „ ant\
" 50,000 " 13 " "

f

'^'^^^

" 30,000" withaeronaut 20,000

The results to be obtained would be cheap at any of these
prices, but the fourth method seems to me incomparably the

best as well as the most certain, A year's campaign of this

sort would add very greatly—more than in any other possible

way in the same time—to tlie knowledge of meteorology and
hence to the forecasting of the weather. There is no other
way, I believe, in which this sum of money could be expend-
ed to the greater advantage of meteorology.
[Note — Upon the reading of the above paper it was, upon

motion of Mr. D. Torrey, unanimously resolved
" That it is the sense of this meeting that the experiments

proposed 'oy Mr. Harrington are likely to prove of public value
in forecasting the weather, and that (/Ongress should, in our
judgment, make the necessary appropriation to have the ex-
periments made as recommended by Mr. Harrington."]

OBSERVATIONS IN BALLOONS.

By G. C. Cob.

So far as I know, I am now the oldest aeronaut in the United
States, having made )ny dehitt in April, 1859.
During my long career I have met with many adventures
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and experiences, and I have made many observations of natural
phenomena wlille in the air ; but upon the present occasion I
desire to refei to but two of them, which may perhaps interest
both aeronauts and meteorological savants.
These two observations, or, rather, questions, relate first to

the possibility of utilizing balloons in the detection of obstacles
to navigation, such as submerged reefs, wrecks, etc., and sec-
ondly, to the question whether the upper surface of storms
high in air follows the undulations of the ground.

It may not generally be known that when the aeronaut is
high in the air, his vision penetrates in clear water to very
much greater depths than when near the surface. The inter-
vening space seems to act like a water telescope, and to enable
the eye to reach down many fathoms into the water ; and as
the principal object of submarine exploration in the main is to
detect dangerous places, within moderate depths, observations
from balloons may become more effective, as well as quicker
and cheaper than the running of lines of soundings.

In one of my ascensions from Woodward's Gardens, San
Francisco, Gal., I hung over the bay for a long time. Dis-
tinctly outlined on the bottom of the bay there was an old hulk.
The Government officers knew nothing of it ; the oldest sea-
men there never had heard of it.

In 1871, in an ascension from Oswego, N. Y., I first passed
over the Ontario Lake north about three miles ; thence, floating
east or northeast over Pulaski, Martinsburg, to Watson in Lewis
County. While over Lake Ontario we could see the outlines
of a ravine in the bed of the lake extending for miles on our
way. Its sides looked like the sandstone bluffs on the lake
shore west of Oswego.

In this ravine there were a multitude of large boulders. The
oldest sea captains of Oswego never had heard or knew of its

existence.

These experiences indicate that when the Government does
its sea soundings on philosophical priociples, more work and
better work may be done with a balloon in one calm day than
in a whole season of soundings with the same number of
hands. Indeed, I feel safe in saying that it could be done
at 10 per cent, of the present expense, and with far less

labor.

The shoal over which the breakers were seen by moonlight
in mid Atlantic about a year ago could have been detected bet-

ter from a height of 3 or 5 miles from a balloon than from as

many rods away on board ship, or found by the means in pres-

ent use, for the aeronaut can distinguish general outlines in

moderate depths of water. You may ask, " What is a mod-
erate depth of water ?" I would say, under favorable circum-
stances, 200 ft. It would depend upon the degree of its trans-

parency. You may also ask, " How do you account for the

better vision at a higher altitude?" The answer is, in the

same way that I account for the power of seeing stars from
the bottom of a deep well at midday. Overpowering reflec-

tions and abrupt refractions of light are all so dispersed that
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the vision is not overpowered, as the " bull's eye" held upon
the victim blinds him.

I trust I have made it plain that a sunken ship, a sand-bar, a
reef, a hidden coral bed, or a rocky section can all be best seen
from a high altitude, and that not a foot of the neighboring
grounds will be missed or neglected. Balloons used for such a
purpose should, of course, be of special design for that pur-
pose.

Now, as to the question of the upper boundaries of storms,
and whether those great atmospheric waves follow the contour
of the ground over which they roll and lie level over water, I

may relate one of my experiences.
But first I want to say a few words concerning the theory of

there being a permanent eastward current in the upper air in

our latitude, of which theory Mr. John Wise, the aeronaut,
was the advocate.

All my experience goes to show that the statement is not
correct, and that an eastern current is not permanent. It is so
temporary, even in its season, that a heavy storm will not leave
a vestige of an eastward current in its path. It may afterward
regain its course, but it is then entirely bereft of its perma-
nency. '

In 1871, on the 4th of July, I made an ascension from Os-
wego, N. Y. The intention was to take up six passengers

—

two aldermen, two reporters, one editor, and a doctor. I was
advertised to leave at " two p.m." The lieutenant of the Sig-
nal Service came to me at 1.30 p.m. and said, " There was a
heavy storm raging down the lake. I must get off as soon as
possible or let off tlie gas. " The wind led direct over the lake.

Not a passenger was to be seen, so I loaded up the car with
sand-bags. Mv helper from Syracuse, in linen clothes, begged
the privilege of going ; he went. Though it seemed awfully
black in tlie south and west, we began to ascend just as the
first eddying gust struck the park thronged with people from
whence we started. The gust snatched us like a toy through
a tree-top, and in five minutes we were in snow clouds. Just
as we entered the clouds we saw a feeble flash of lightning ;

that was the only flash of lightning we saw, but the thunder
was almost incessant and often directly beneath us. We passed
through a snow-storm which so weighted the balloon that we
halted in the ascent ; as soon as possible a 50-lb. bag was
emptied, and in a few minutes we were in sunshine, and liad
risen above the storm in 25 minutes from land. Just as we
emerged from the snow-storm a beautiful mellow light greet-
ed us. We had passed through a few feet of dense fog into
the most beautiful sight that man ever beheld. There was be-
neath us a sea of down (in appearance) spreading on every side
as far as the eye could reach, and it was level as a house floor.
All along the south and west the light was too bright for the
eye's endurance. We were so nicely poised that the car
seemed to hang nested in this halo of glory. We went above
it a few feet, then sank into its bosom again, while we knew
that it was but a few feet down to snow ; but the second time
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we came to the top so nearly poised, we went about 100 ft.

above this dazzling plain. •

We were doomed not to dwell long in this ideal spot. In
the south and west there was a high wall of thunder heads ap-
proaching rapidly ; beneath us liglilning's artillery was sound-
ing in every direction, while the thunder heads, towering like

a cliff over the plain, were advancing at a rapid rate as they
marched upon us, towering so high and so vertically that we
had to look quite close along the balloon in order to see their

tops.

Then, level with ourselves, we observed a great dark cavern,
about half a mile in depth, yawning in front of us. Its en-

trance was within a few feet, and its arches towered hundreds
of feet above the balloon, while we eagerly scanned the scene
and wondered at the strange outlines and minor arcades of this

dark and stupendous apartment. While the balloon was on
tiptoe to touch the top of the entrance, and we were craning
our necks to see the beauties of the home of a storm, we were
engulfed in the twinkling of an eye.

The next moment the lower part of the balloon whipped and
snapped about like a flag or tattered sail in a gale. We
spun around and reeled—all about us was dismal roar ; the

neck and bottom of the balloon collapsed and became concave,
re-entering into the balloon. The rain, snow and sleet pelted

us from every direction, coming up and down and crossways
in the same minute, if not at the same instant. The accom-
panying upward rush took us 200 ft. higher, and left us
whirling in the rain. Just then, a little one side and below
us, a railroad whistle broke the monotony of the thunder, and
the next minute it sounded directly under us. This occurred
just 40 minutes from the time we started, and the next whistle

sounded still farther on the other side than the first. We sub-

sequently found that we must then have been over the city of

Kingston, in the province of Ontario, having been blown due
north over the lake a distance of 60 miles in 40 minutes.

Meanwhile, the thunder was fearful on every side It was
not the crashing, startling sound which we sometimes experi-

ence on the eartli, but an incessant roar, seeming to come from
everywhere. We were in a drenching rain which streamed from
the netting and poured down from every side and ladened the

balloon.

Presently the gyrating ceased, and we found we were de-

scending rapidly, having fallen from a height of 17,500 ft. to

one of 12,500 ft. We emptied four bags of ballast and pres-

ently were poised in the air, although still in rain, and found
70 minutes had elapsed since, we had started. My passenger

in linen clothes, with chattering teeth, sat blanched, chilled to

helplessness, his limbs and person wrapped' in sand-bags. It

was so dark that we could hardly see, but after awhile the

thunder became less and less frequent, and soon it died away
in mutterings. Then we ventured upon a descent, being still

in a heavy rain. When low enough to spy land we found that

we were going at a tremendous rate. Just ahead on our path
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there was a clearing which was all stump lot. I threw the

anchor for a log fence, but the top rail was only a toy for the

anchor, being hurled many feet away. This being missed,

two prongs of the anchor next took hold in the root of a

stump ; it held fast, and the balloon swayed over to the ground
and instantly was split into four quarters.

It was than 3.30 p.m., and we had landed 90 miles north of

Kingston, in Canada, having made a trip of 150 miles, and
come down in the woods 6 miles from a settlement and 13

miles from a telegraph station.

My balloon was so thoroughly drenched by the rain that I

was a week drying it sufficiently to warrant shipping it with-

out undue risk of spontaneous combustion.
This was the occasion of the public press referring to me as

being " Lost in the Canada woods."
The object of this narrative is this inquiry : Does a storm

assume a higher altitude over land than over water 'i Forty
minutes and 60 miles brought us to Kingston (beyond doubt),

where we heard the railroad whistles. About that time the

towering wall of black thunder heads embraced us The
storm—the worst of the season—charmed us with a lovely gen-

tleness for a moment ; then it shook us as unmercifully as a

lion does its prey.

Now, was that part of the top of the storm which was so

lovely and bright and beautiful, and so boundless in appear-
aijce, resembling a western plain, thus level because the lake

was below ? In other words, does a storm conform at its top

with the configuration of the earth beneath, thus being level over
water and broken and irregular over uneven land 5 Judging
from this experience, I think it may be so.

Heated air is the primary cause of a storm ; electricity is the

great auxiliary in massing its vapors, or in holding them in

molecular suspension. Over -a large body of water there must
be a correspondingly large body of air at one common tem-
perature ; the mass of vapor would therefore be of one com-
mon height, but remain transparent so long as held in electri-

cal suspense. It becomes opaque and visible (like the top of

this storm) the moment that electrical suspense is changed to

( lectrical deposition. Let me explain what I mean by the lat-

ter :

It is surprising how quick a snowflake is manufactured in

its native factory. First the nucleus is the size of a pin's head.
I know not how long it takes to form that, but from that size

to that of a large flake it does not consume more than five sec-

onds. I watched a number of them ; they would gyrate in

descending with us, falling sometimes faster and sometimes
slower, according to the way we were poised, and descending
or rising. This I call electrical deposition, whether it is form-
ing a snowflake or a drop of water.
Was the thunder head or higher portion of the storm caused

by the heated air, which was more rarefied over land than over
water, or by two storms colliding with each other at an angle ?

The gyrations and terrible writhing of the balloon would indi-
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cate the latter. Yet a large mass of superheated air might
burst up through the superincumbent layer forming the cold
stratum above the heated air, and produce the same phenome-
non. In the latter case, it would be a new-born storm added
to one already under rage, thus making a double force and
acquiring more speed, and the more speed the more destruc-
tion.

I may remarli in this connection that some yeais ago areas

of considerable size in the settled portions of New York State
were partitioned off into something like basins by woods ; these
basins one after the other would be touched off into thunder-
storms by heat and electricity, and these seldom became
double or triple headed. But now these partitions have been
so chopped off that the storms are double, triple and four
headed, and are so powerful that no ordinary construction can
stand in their path.

BALLOON METEOROLOGY.

By C. E. Myers.

RAINFALL EXPERIMENTS.

Revbrtino to the temperature changes in the gaseous con-
tents of balloons, I am of the opinion that either the precon-
ceived notions of meteorologists as to causes of atmospheric
changes through expansion or dilation of air or gas " doing
work" and producing cold (or heat), and condensation, or
moisture, or vapor, will have to be overhauled, altered, or
abandoned in part, or else our knowledge of physical laws
needs additions which only balloon exploration of the air can
supply.
This leads me to recount my early experience witla the

peculiar experiments of the United States Agricultural Depart-
ment for inducing rainfall by concussions or explosions in mid
air.

The various apparatus used, consisting of hydrogen balloons,

generators for producing quantities of oxygen and hydrogen
gases in the open air, electrical apparatus, kites, etc., were
originally made, combined and operated at the balloon farm,
my home at Frankfort, N. Y., as the result of a series of ex-

periments tliere. The first experiment in any way public oc-

curred at Washington, D. C, but just previous to this there

was a private experiment there which was eminently success-

ful In all features, the narration of which will be of novel in-

terest at this late date, as it never has been made public before.

Ordinarily in ballooning It is of first importance that the bal-

loons should not explode. In our operations explosion was
the result sought after, and the bulk of «he mixed gases, oxy-

gen and hydrogen, exceeded anything previously handled to-

gether, or exploded by accident or design, anywhere in the

world, I believe.
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The oxygen was obtained by passing sheet-iron tubes 30 in.

long and 3 in. ia diameter charged with the usual mixture of

chlorate of potash and black oxide of manganese slowly
through the fierce blast of a plumber's gasolene furnace, the

contents being decomposed at a red beat at the point covered
by the concentrated flame, and each retort thus discharged 30
ft. of oxygen in 30 minutes ; which gas, washed with lime and
soda, passed directly to the balloon till filled one-third full.

The hydrogen was generated by the vitriolic process with mj"-

portable system, which supplied double the quantity of gas,

filling the balloon plump full. This was 10 ft. in diameter
and of 550 cub. ft. in capacity.

A duplex : insulated wire cable, terminating in a small fulmi-

nate cartridge inserted in the neck of the balloon, allowed it to

rise to about 1,500 ft. elevation, giving me meanwhile a smart
electrical shock from the clear sky as my hand touched a bare
spot on one of the wire conductors.
This balloon bomb was exploded by a hand dynamo while I

lay flat upon my back to watch it through a good binocular.

At the moment of discharge the 10-ft. sphere instantly dilated

to ten times its former diameter, looking like a gorgeous yel-

low globe of dazzling fire, like the sun suddenly moved near
at hand. This as instantaneously disappeared, leaving an
equal space filled with twinkling fragments of the envelope,
looking like "star dust" or snowflakes. The spectacle, sur-

passing any I had ever yet seen, was followed about a second
later by the must stunning crash I had ever heard. Thunder
and the boom of heavy guns seemed surpassed. Following
this, in rattling and reverberating succession, came the jarring
roar of thunder-like echoes, reflected again and again from
earth and air as the shock rolled along the hill-tops and through
the vaults of the sky, extending for a period much beyond the
ordinary duration of thunder claps.

(Although later, in Texas, balloon bombs of 12 ft. in diame-
ter, containing nearly twice as much of the mixed gases, were
exploded, they did not seem to yield anything like the same
volume of sound.)
Following the explosion of the 10-ft. -diameter bomb, the

roof and walls of the casino, club-house, bowling-alley, situated
directly below the point of discharge, spread and then col-

lapsed. Small fish in the brook below were found dead in
large numbers. As a coincidence, the skies burst open before
we could pick up and store our apparatus, and a heavy shower
of nearly an hour's duration chased us into the city from the
" boundary" where we had operated, the day having been a
fine one, warm and clear previous to the discharge.

1 conclude with one account of a balloon bomb explosion
reported by one of my operatives, who assisted the last gov-
ernmental rainfall experiments at San Antonio, Tex., In No-
vember, 1893.

This balloon, of 13 ft. diameter, was the last fabric balloon
remaining, and had been a long time filled, as it had been used
as a gas reservoir and carried about the field. It arose slowly
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with a lighted fuse, and exploded at about 400 ft. above a
house. It broke windows both inside and out, scattered millc-
pans piled on the steps, burst a thermometer bulb and turned
its face to the wall, stripped a piano of its spread, and from
beneath articles left ou the instrument, trimmed all the Spauisli
moss hanging from the mantelpiece and clocli as if cut by a
linife, displaced pictures on the wall and upset those on a
table, tore open a clasped pipe-case and removed the pipe,
broke lamp chimneys and the hall rack mirror, and performed
various eccentric pranks. Only a slight report was observed
at the time.

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS GAINED BY BALLOONS.

By H. a. Hazkn.

In June, 1783, the first balloon ever constructed was sent
into the air at Annonay, France, and it landed at a distance of

a mile and a half. Shortly after this, Franklin saw a balloon
ascension in France, and with his usual sagacity, foresaw and
spoke of the great importance of balloon observations to the
science of meteorology. In all these years the balloon has
afforded amusement to multitudes at fetes and on special occa-
sions. It has, however, been rarely employed in the explora-
tion of the atmosphere, though admirably adapted for that
purpose. The first ascension of any value was that of Gay
Lussac, in 1804, from Paris. The balloon rose to 23,000 ft.

The fall in temperature was to 14.9°, Fahr., or 1° in 340 ft.

Specimens of air collected at the highest point showed pre-

cisely the same composition as that at the earth. Tlie mag-
netic force did not experience any sensible variation at the dif-

ferent heights. Gay Lussac remarked that at the highest
point readied there were still clouds above him ; and it should
be noted that in no case since has any one ascended above the
highest clouds.

The next ascent to be noticed was that of Barral and Bixio,

in July, 1850. In this ascent, at 19,700 ft. they observed a
temperature in a cloud of 15.0°, and at 23,000 ft., just above
the cloud, 88° F. below zero, giving almost the incredible fall

of 53° in 3,000 ft. The only balloon ascensions of special

value in England were those by James Glaislier between 1862
and 1866. In one of these, Glaisher became unconscious at

about 29,000 ft. ; but he probably ascended to 31,000 ft., wliich

is the highest ever attained in the open air. It should be noted
that with a balloon of sufficient size we may be enabled to

leacli very much greater heights witliout discomfort by using

a pneumatic cabinet. Glaisher's results may be summarized
as follows : Within 100 ft. of the earth there may be a decline

of temperature of several degrees during the midday hours,

and an increase under the same conditions at night. This de-

cline varied near the earth with the amount of clouds, moisture.
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etc. Within the first 1,000 feet there was an average diminu-
tion ot 1° for each 333 ft. with a cloudy sky, and for each 163

ft. when the sky was clear. At 10,000 ft. there was a decline of
1° in 455 and 417 ft. respectively. Above 20,000 ft. the decline

was 1° per 1,000 ft. These results are of the highest interest,

and may serve to explain, in part at least, the mild climate of

England. The usual law of decrease has been assumed as 1°

in 300 ft. ; now, if the air grows relatively warmer as we ascend,

it may form a warm corer which will prevent the cooling
usually noted at other places at even much lower latitudes.

For example, England, though 700 miles farther north then
New York, has very nearly the same temperature. Glaisher
does not review his hygrometric observations, although, if ac-

curate, they must be regarded as more valuable than the fem-
perature results for most purposes. This omission may have
been due in part to the use of a stationary psychrometer,
which, it is known, will give very discordant results.

In the United States Professor John Wise made 466 ascen-
sions, and one of these was the longest and perhaps the most
memorable on record. In this voyage a balloon of about
67,000 cub. ft. capacity was used, which carried, with 4 pas-
sengers, 1,000 lbs. of ballast. The start was from St. Louis
on July 1, 1859, and the lauding was made 19 hours later in

Henderson, N. Y., the distance of 850 miles having been
traversed at the rate of 45 miles per hour. A good deal of the
distance the balloon was at a height of 10,000 to 13,000 ft.

above the earth, and this accounts for the great velocity at-

tained. This voyage gives facts regarding the steadiness and
velocity of the movement of the atmosphere over vast regions
which had never been imagined even before. Professor Wise
was hampered somewhat in his ascensions by the fact that he
did not make use of accurate Instruments, but he has given de-
scriptions of his experiences in violent storms, showing com-
motions and disturbances in the atmosphere which are of the
greatest interest, and which demand a thorough and painstak-
ing research. One of these will suffice. In an ascension at

Carlisle, Pa., June 17, 1843, he entered a thunder cloud with-
out hesitation. At first there was a suffocating sensation. Al-
most at once the cold became intense. He says :

" Everything around me of a fibrous nature became thickly
covered with hoar frost, and the cords running up from my
car looked like glass rods, these being glazed with ice and
snow. The cloud at this point, which I presumed to be about
the midst of It, from the terrible ebullition going on, had not
that black appearance I observed on entering it, but was of a
light, milky color, and so dense that I could hardly see the
balloon, which was 16 ft. above the car. I soon found myself
whirling upward with fearful rapidity, the balloon gyrating
and the car describing a large circle in the cloud. A noise re-
sembling the rushing of a thousand mill-dams, intermingled
with a dismal moaning sound of wind, surrounded me in this
terrible flight. I was in hope, when being hurled rapidly up-
ward, that I should escape from the top of the cloud

; but the
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congenial sunshine, invariably above, which had already been
anticipated by its faint glimmer through the top of the cloud,
soon vanished with a violent downward surge of the ballooa

—

as it appeared to me—of some hundred feet. The balloon
subsided only to be hurled upward again, when, having attained
its maximum, it would again sink down with a swinging and
fearful velocity, to be carried up again and let fall. This hap-
pened eight or ten times, all the time the storm raging with
unabated fury, while the discharge of ballast would not let me
out at the top of the cloud, nor the discharge of gas out of the
bottom of it, though I had expended at least 30 lbs. of the
former in the first attempt, and not less than 1,000 cub. ft. of
the latter, for the balloon had also become perforated with
holes by the icicles that were formed where the melted snow
ran on the cords at the point where they diverged from the
balloon, and would, by the surging and swinging motion,
pierce it through. Once I saw the earth through a chasm in

the cloud, but was huiled up once more after that, when, to

my great joy, I fell clear out of it. I landed in the midst of a
pouring rain 5 miles from Carlisle. The density of this cloud
did not appear alike all through it, as I could at times see the
balloon very distinctly above me ; also occasionally pieces of
paper and whole newspapers, of which a considerable quantity
were blown out of my car. I also noticed a violent convolu-
tionary motion or action of the vapor of the cloud going on,

and a promiscuous scattering of the hail and snow, as though
it were projected from every point of the compass."

Professor Wise repeatedly noted a repulsion and attraction

in clouds as well as a violent rotation of the balloon, but he
quite definitely settled that there was no swinging of the bal-

loon around the arc of a large circle, as seems to be indicated

by some theories.

In the United States there have been very few balloon as-

censions for scientific purposes. In 1885 Mr. Hammon made
four under the auspices of the Weather Service. These did

not attain a very great altitude, but they were the first in

which a sling psychrometer was used for determining the tem-

perature and moisture of the air. The present writer has made
four voyages, ranging from 7,000 ft. to 16,000 ft. In all of

these the sling psychrometer was used. At Philadelphia, on
August 13, 1887, the Delaware was crossed at a height of

3,000 ft., and the evidence was strong that the water had no
appreciable effect on the moisture of the air at that height.

In this voyage a relative humidity of 11 per cent, was found
at 7,000 ft. It is probable that no such low humidity as this

was observed in the 17 years during which observations were
made at Mount Washington. The principal interest in these

voyages, however, centers in the discovery of well-defined lay-

ers of moisture in the atmosphere, even when there were no

clouds. These would seem to indicate a want of homogeneity

in a vertical direction, and also a probability that moisture and

temperature conditions are to be found distributed along hori-

zontal planes. We may well ask what bearing this rlistribu-
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tiott of moisture has upon a storm. How do these planes
thicken up as a storm approaches ? What part does dust have
in their formation 5

I have thus given a brief review of the principal points de-

veloped in the rather scattered attempts thus far made in ex-

ploring the atmosphere. I am sure every one will admit either

that this is an inadequate representation, or that very little has
been accomplished thus far. There has been no systematic
exploration of the air, and yet there cannot be the slightest

doubt as to its great importance. A few well-conducted as-

censions in rain storms, cold waves, hot waves, etc. , will add
very materially to our knowledge of weather conditions. If

only we could ascertain the cause of these phenomena we
could hope thereby to assist all those who are susceptible to
the weather and its changes. We would be in much better
condition to predict weather changes, and an advancement in

this direction will be of great benefit to the farmer and sailor.

The expense of such systematic exploration need not be very
great if properly managed. It is very much to be hoped that
"we shall soon have the proper means and a fair fund to carry
out such an enterprise, and thus to lay a good foundation in the
science of storms and other disturbances in the ocean just
above our heads, but in the past so far bevond our reach.
Mention should be made of the fad that excellent photo-

graphs have been made of the earth's surface from the balloon
;

and it is believed by many that the topographer may yet gain
very material assistance in his work by means of such photo-
graphs, and this too at a greatly reduced expense. Quite re-

cently an enterprise has sprung up in France by which it is

hoped to bring down informaticn from heights of 15 or 20
miles. One balloon (Aerophile) has already been sent to 10
miles by M. Herniite at Paris. In (his case "the ink of the self-

register froze at a temperature of 51° C. below zero at 46,000 ft.

EXPLORATION OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE.

By N. db Fonviblle, PARrs, Fkance.

In a recent issue of Nature there was an article on the Bom-
bardment of the Sky, giving a resume of the explorations of
the upper atmosphere. In accordance with a letter from the
Secretary-General of the Congress on Aerial Navigation,
I wrote 10 M. Hermite to learn the result of his experiments,
and why they had been apparently discontinued.
He has now several pieces of apparatus which he has had

made at his own expense, and with which he hopes to obtain
results of such a nature as to attract the attention of the scien-
tific world. It is the delicacy required in the manufacture of
these pieces of apparatus that is the sole cause of the delay.

Great honor is due to M. Hermite for his persistency in this
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direction, for no one before him liad so much as made an at-

tempt to reach these great elevations, being deterred by the
fear that it would be impossible to recover the balloons ; but
the experiments that have been made prove this fear to be
unfounded, since, in a civilized country like France, the re-

turn is easily secured even from the fastnesses of the moun-
tains, whither one had been driven by the winds.
The following is a detailed account of the experiments of

M. Hermite : 8ince the wonderful ascension of the Horla to

the height of 23,294 ft. on August 13, 1887, by MM. Jovis and
^lallet, no ascension to a great height has been attempted.
The exploration of the upper atmosphere, however, is of a
scientific interest of the first order, and will go far toward
solving a multitude of problems. In order to exceed the limits

which have heretofore been attained, the courage of the aero-

nauts hurls itself against difficulties which are alniost impos-
sible to overcome. In fact, the inhalations of oxygen by
M. Paul Bert to overcome asphyxia, and used for the first

time m that well-known and fatal ascension of the Zenith to

a lieight of 28,216 ft., is an insufficient and incomplete means
of maintaining life in these inhospitable regions. Closed and
heated cars, in which the explorers shall be enclosed, have
been proposed, but when we consider the expense of construc-

tion of a balloon equipped in this way, so as to exceed an alti-

tude of 33,800 ft., it is not at all astonishing that it has not
yet been put into execution. There nevertheless does exist a
very simple means of reducing by enormous proportions the
amount of aeronautical material by doing away with the aero-

nauts themselves, and of sending with simple little balloons
some light instruments which, when they have returned to the

earth and been found again, will show us what has occurred
in the heights of the earth and ocean whither they have been
sent.

This idea was promulgated by M. Claude Jobert in 1873,

but has not yet been put into practice. Kevertheless, during
the year 1892 M. Hermite made a series of experiments for the

sake of accomplishing this object, in which he attempted to

eliminate successively the difficulties which presented them-
selves. The first question to be solved was. Will we be able

to find the balloons again which have been confided to the at-

mosphere ? Will they not be carried by the upper currents

at an enormous velocity and fall into desert lands or into the

sea ? Will we be able to recover the balloon and instrument
intact that have fallen into the hands of people that are curious
or ignorant ? Experience alone can solve this problem. So
while always busy in designing a very light registering appa-
ratus, M. Besanfon took it upon himself to construct small bal-

loons of different cubic capacity and different substance, in-

tended for these first attempts.

In the month of March, 1893, they started out almost every

day several balloons provided with a circular of questions

which contained their addresses, and which is reproduced
below,
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Ascension of balloon
Started from
The at hr min

NOTICE.

Whoever shall find this card is requested to send it to the
mayor or the comptroller of the nearest commune and to fill

out as far as possible the questions given below, and to send
it without breaking it to the address on the opposite side.

Question No Descended at hr min. . .

.

1. At exactly what point did this card fall ? Com-
mune of Department of

2. At what time was it found ? hr min.
3. Has the balloon been seen ? If it were seen, at what hour ?

4. What was the temperature at the time the balloon passed ?

5. What was the height of the barometer ?

6. What was the weatlier and what was the appearance of the
sky?

7. What was the strength and direction of the wind ?

PERSONAL REMARKS.

Signature and address ^

These balloons weie sometimes provided with automatic
distributors of cards in order to determine the velocity and
the direction of their course. Several were returned, and
they have given interesting results, to which we will refer
later. It is sufficient to say here that the results were far
better than was expected. About half of these little balloons,
whose cubic capacity did not exceed a yard, were found again,
and all fell at a distance from Paris comprised within a radius
of 93 miles.

The second question to be solved was. What are the coh-
ditions to be fulfilled by a balloon in cubic capacity and con-
struction which is suited to reach the maximum altitude ?

Theoretically, in order that a balloon may reach, for example,
a height of 18,000 ft., where the barometric pressure is reduced
by one-half, it is necessary that one-half inflated it shall be
able to rise. To reach a height of 28,800 ft., where the press-
ure is reduced to one-third, it is necessary that it shall be able
to rise when one-third inflated, and so on. Practically, how-
ever, this will not be the case, for if a balloon is given a very
slight ascensional force the slightest additional weight will
prevent its ascension. The causes tor extra weight would be
the escape of gas, cooling, and a deposition of dampness on
the covering of the balloon.

By careful construction and choosing proper materials for
the construction of the envelope, the factor of the escape of
gas can be avoided ; but the two other causes depend on
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meteorological circumstances, and are independent of human
control. To be sure, we can put the chances on our side by-

choosing a clear sky, but it is desirable that these explorations
should be frequently renewed. It was necessary to determine,
then, whether a balloon of predetermined capacity is on the
average capable of crossing the snow zone, which is the true
barrier against which the frail waifs of the air are compelled
to hurl themselves if they are not furnished with safflcient

force to cross it.

From experiments which were made on large balloons, the
deposit of dampness which can occur on their envelope
amounts to .25 oz. per square foot, a weight corresponding to

a thickness of liquid water of .01 of an inch. Then, admitting
that the diminution of the temperature of the gas of the bal-

loon will amount to 54° F., the result will be a practical in-

crease of weight of .03 oz. per cubic foot, for a balloon inflated

with hydrogen, and .063 oz. per cubic foot for a balloon in-

flated with illuminating gas.

M. Hermite has takeu as a typical envelope, triple gold-
beaters' skin, which offers the advantages of strength, light-

ness, and almost absolute impermeability. Nevertheless, he
has also obtained good results with a paper weighing .02 oz.

per square foot. Wishing to keep within practical limits, and
not enter the domain of fancy, he has not thought it advisable
to make balloons of a greater cubic capacity than 147,000
cub. ft., for beyond 15.5 miles it is necessary to increase them
to enotraous proportions in order to gain a few miles. We
can therefore fix on from 15.5 to 18.6 miles as the limit of
aerial exploration by means of balloons. It now remained to
put theory into practice, and the beginnings were not fortunate.

We give a table* .showing the maximum changes of different

balloons, and consequently the ascensional force given to them
at starting, in order tliat they may attain their maximum alti-

tude, a theoretical altitude, and a real altitude which is greater
than a theoretical altitude, because the gas of the balloon
heated by the sun has a temperature of about 54° F. greater

than that of the surrounding air, and this difference in tem-
perature ought to increase still more at higher altitude on
account of the continual increase in solar radiation.

The first experiment of an ascension to a great height was
made on August 7, 1893, at the gas works of Noisy-le-Sec,

with a balloon having a capacity of 3,890 cub. ft., made of

newspaper saturated with coal oil, and carrying a mercury
barometer, which was automatically closed on the descent by
an arrangement which was designed by M. Hermite. This
apparatus with its load weighed 43 oz. It was desired to in-

flate this balloon without the net by simply introducing an
amount of gas sufficient to balance the shell and the instru-

ment, and giving it only a few pounds of ascensional force,

the weather being fair. Unfortunately the flow of gas was
far too slow, and we were obliged to give up the ascension.

The balloon was rendered useless by handling.

* Page 370.
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The second attempt was made on September 8 at the Villette
gas works. The balloon was smaller, and had a capacity of
only 1,059 cub. ft., but the paper was lighter, as it weighed
only .065 oz. per square foot ; it was also stronger as well as
more impermeable. In consequence of an accident, the bal-

loon was torn just at the moment when it was properly filled,

and it had to be thrown away.
They then wished to try another method of inflation by em-

ploying a net and conducting the operation as though they
were inflating a regular balloon. This experiment was made
on September 17 at the gas works of Noisy-le-Sec, with a bal-

loon like the preceding one ; the operation succeeded very
well in spite of a violent wind, and the balloon, inflated to

one-third of its capacity, carried the barometer at this time.

Unfortunately, the weather was threatening, and soon after

Its departure the rain began to fall with so much violence that

the balloon came down before it had reached the clouds. The
instrument was found to be intact, and not a drop of mercury
had escaped. These failures led to the opinion that, in order

to facilitate the manipulations and diminish the weight of the

barometer, it would be necessary to design a registering ap-

paratus which would not weigh more than 3 5 oz.—that is to

say, about one-twelfth as much as those which had heretofore

been used ; but, on experimenting, one has been made with
a weight of only 1 oz. This instrument is composed of a

vacuum box carrying a vertical sheet covered with lamp-black.

By the gradual inflation of the box a vertical line proportional

to the altitude attained is drawn by a steel stylus resting

against the glass plate. In order to determine the altitude

with precision, the apparatus is put under a pneumatic pump
and a vacuum produced until the stylus reaches the top of its

mark again. By measuring the vacuum produced with a

mercury manometer, the maximum altitude reached by the

balloon is determined. The measurements thus obtained are

very exact. In fact, ou October 19, 1892, in the long ascen-

sion of the balloon Le Journal, one of the apparatus was given
to M. Besanijon, v^ho supervised the ascension, and he re-

turned it in a sealed box. M. Hermite then proceeded to the

verification of his apparatus by the method described above,

and found the maximum altitude of 10,663 ft. indicated by
the registration furnished by M. Jaubert, Director of the

Observatory of the Tower of Saint-Jacques.

The first experiment with this system took place at the gas

works of Noisy-le-Sec on October 4, 1893. The light paper

balloon had a capacity of only 177 cub. ft. To the small in-

strument a very light, high and low registering thermometer
was also added. The whole was put in a box (fig. 2) and pro-

tected from solar radiation by a skylight. It carried also four

circulars of inquiry, which were set free successively by the

automatic burning of a holder. This time the balloon rose

rapidly and went toward the northeast, and no news was ever

heard of it or the instruments.

M. Hermite then began again, and this time succeeded. On
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October 11, 1892, a small balloon of gold-beaters' skin was in-

flated with illuminating gas. It had a diameter of only 3 ft.,

and carried a registering apparatus weighing 5.3 oz.

Two days later he received by post the balloon and the in-

struments, which had been picked up in the commune of
Mont-Danphin, 98 miles east of Paris. He immediately put
the barometer under the pneumatic pump, and found that the
maximum altitude attained was 3,937 ft. Since that trial

there has been an almost uninterrupted series of successful
experiments, soon reaching a height of 9,842 ft., then 36,247 ft.,

and then finally an altitude of 29,528 ft. with balloons of 141
and 176 cub: ft. capacity only.

Pig. 1 gives a map showing the approximate course of these
little balloons. "We see a tendency to move toward the east,

as has also been observed on those rare ascensions which aero-
nauts have made to a great height. As for the rapidity of the
currents, it does not appear to be very great. A single ascen-

FI6. l.-MAP SHOWING ROUTES OP EXPLORING BALLOONS.

sion is an exception to the rule both in regard to speed and
direction—that of November 37, 1893, when the balloon, after

having reached an altitude of 39,538 ft., was picked up 100
leagues west of Paris, in Vendee, not far from the sea-shore.

i"ig. 3 gives a half-size illustration of the instruments sent

out on the ascension of November 14, 17, and 20, 1892. and
which were composed of a vacuum-box, B, whose inflation is

multiplied by the lever carrying the stylus 8, which marks,
during the ascension, upon the vertical sheet of glass P, a
line proportional to the altitude attained. At the bottom of
this instrument there is a small thermometer marking the
maximum and minimum temperatures. This apparatus is

fastened upon a strip of wood attached to the box. The box
is covered by a sheet of glass in order to protect the instru-

ments from t;he investigations of the curious. A note on the
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PIG. 3.

PIG. S.

cover facilitates the reading of the thermometer, which should
be done, if possible, at the time when it descends.

In all these three experiments the instruments were returned
in perfect condition.

Pig. 3 shows the little balloon fully inflated and carrying
the box into the upper atmosphere. As to the temperatures
thus far noted they do not represent anything very new—80°
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F. below zero for 24,985 ft., 90° F. below zero for 26,903 ft.,

and 82° F. below zero for 21,654 ft. in height, or an average
of 510 ft., 474 ft., and 430 ft. for each degree P. It may be
remarked, furthermore, regarding the ascension of November
17, 1892, that the gold-beaters' skin balloon, having a diam-
eter of 6.56 ft., whose total weight is given in Table I., reached
an altitude of 26,903 ft. instead of 26,378 ft. This seems to

be confirmed by remembering that the difference, between tlie

temperature of the air and that of the gas increases with the

altitude.

Such is the resumi of these ascensions, which are only rough
trials.

As several people have lately announced their intention of

sending up balloons, M. Herraite published his first experiment
In order to establish a priority, not as an invention, but in ap-

plication of a method which may be called upon to render
great service to the science of meteorology.

Hereafter we shall give an account of the experiments
which were made with a balloon of 399 cub. ft., carrying ther-

mometers and barometers with a registering clock movement
to a height of 59,056 ft., and only weighing 10.6 oz., as well as

an apparatus for taking samples of the air, and another in-

tended to collect the dust in the air.

The publication of the foregoing in the Oomptes Eendua of

the Academy of Sciences brought about the publication of an
article by Commandant Renard, of Meudon, also in- the Comptes
Bendus ; the author depends upon certain long mathematical
calculations to prove that these test balloons could not pass
certain altitudes. I do not think that it is necessary to discuss

these criticisms, for the following reasons : La Place's formula
is of no practical value except within the limits of the experi-

ments which were made by Baron in the Pyrenees, which
were published in the " Memoirs on the Fundamental Formula
of Celestial Mechanics and the Conditions of the Atmosphere
which Modify Its Properties," which were made at Clermont-
Ferrand in 1811. Their experiments were only carried to a
height of about 9,843 ft. The members of the Bureau of

Longitudes, whiclj inserted it every year in their annual, have
taken great care not to apply it to heights greater than 26,247
ft., and they accompany the publication of their table with all

kinds of reservations. It is, therefore, absurd to use it as an
authority for heights two or three times as great. Starting
from these altitudes, which are so different from the previous
observations, the formula is of practically no value. It is,

therefore, necessary to renounce the possibility of making an
application of it from thermometric measurements. If this

were done it would only require a slight exertion of the imagi-
nation in order to obtain a misleading result, and one which
would merely deceive those who are ignorant.
Furthermore, the Academy of Science shared in this opin-

ion in regard to the slight value of La Place's formula (a

proof of which will be found in the report made on January
15, 1872, by Messrs. Becquerel, father and son, Dupuy de Lome,
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Renault & Leverrier) upon these aeronautic experiments wliich
were then projected (see Comptes Sendus).
The ascent of these testing balloons should always be accom-

panied by trigonometric measurements taken from one oi two
stations on the surface of the earth. This is the opinion of

Mr. Janssen, who has made the necessary arrangements to do
this, and who has placed himself at the service of experi-

menters.
Furthermore, that the heights given in the table have been

very greatly exceeded in the experiments, there can be no
question when calculated by the formulae which we have just

attacked, but which can be used without any harm provided
a merely conventional value is attributed to them, which will

be further removed from the truth as the altitude increases.

;sw^' -i8Ssa?ifev«ffl^

FIG. 5.—EEGISTEELNG APPARATUS.

The story of the last ascension is given in the following
notes written by Mr. Q. Hermite :

In a previous number of L'Anrophile I announced that I
would send up a gold-beaters' skin balloon having a capacity
of 4,000 cub. ft., carrying with it beyond actually known
limits a registering apparatus for taking samples of the air,

and another intended to gather the air dust. This experiment,
which was delayed for a long time in consequence of the bad
condition of the atmosphere, and also by the construction and
graduation of the registering apparatus, took place on March
31st, 1893, and was favored by magnificent weather. Before
giving the details of this ascension there are a few indispensa-
ble matters regarding the balloon and its apparatus regarding
which it is desirable to speak. The balloon L'Aerophile is

spherical and Is 19, 7 ft. in diameter ; it is constructed of gold-
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beaters' skin ol triple tliickness, varnished inside and out ; it

is almost absolutely impermeable, and its strength permits it

to resist all the manipulations which are necessary in inflating
it. At tbe top pole there is a small circle of about 5.9 in. in
diameter which serves as a point for attaching the net and for
fastening the apparatus. At the bottom pole there is an open-
ing 11.8 in. in diameter provided with a handle 3 ft. long.
The total weight of the balloon is 24.25 lbs. Its exterior sur-
face is 1,316 sq. ft. The weight of the envelope per square
foot is a little less than .328 oz. The net is made of Brittany
linen ; it weighs complete with suspension cords 2.2 lbs., and
its strength is 8.528 lbs. The instruments, fig. 5, which were
attached to this balloon were :

Urst, a barometer and thermometer registering upon one
and the same cylinder. This arrangement permits of the low-
ering of the weight and volume of the registering instruments
by one-half. The barometer is connected with two vacuum
boxes, B, which are set lor a height of 72,200 ft., and the ther-

mometer, C which Is made on the Richards system, is gradu-
ated to note 90° P. below zero. The height of the cylinder,

which turns once ev^ery four hours, is 2.8 in. Tliis apparatus,
whicti might be called a barometric thermograph, weighs
3.52 lbs. It is mounted in a closed metallic box. In order (o

protect it from shocks the box is fastened on rubber buffers
in a small wicker basket weighing 1.1 lbs., the case of which
is closed by four clasps. The total weight of the apparatus is

4.63 lbs. The second apparatus consists of another barometric
thermograph which is smaller than the first, the principal
parts of which are made of aluminum and which only weigh
10.58 oz.; the height of this cylinder is 1.6 in., and its period
of rotation is 5 hrs. 32 min. It is encased in a small wooden
box provided with rubber cushions ; the total weight is 17.69

oz. The inscription on the paper of the cylinder was made
with a special ink manufactwred by the Richard Brothers.
Both apparatus contained the following notice :

" Aerophilb Union of France.

" Explorations of the Upper Regions of tlie AtmospJiere.—Any
one who shall find this balloon and this box is earnestly en-

treated to take it at once to the mayor or the comptroller of

the nearest commune, who will send immediately to the fol-

lowing address a telegraph despatch which will be paid for,

as follows :

" Aerophile Union of Prance, 113 Boulevard Sebastopol, Paris.
" Balloon found at
" Signature and address

" A member of the Aerophile Union of Prance will immedi-
ately start, upon the receipt of this despatch, to take posses-

sion of the instrument and to recompense the person who has
found the balloon. We beg, furthermore, on account of the
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scientific importance of this experiment, that fhe finder will

not attempt to open the box or basket, which contains meteo-
rological instruments which are very fragile, especially as the

opening of this box will render the experiment, which has
been very costly and troublesome, of no avail. A liberal re-

ward wiil be given to those persons who follow out this in-

struction.
'

'

The other instrument was a distributor of the question cards,

consisting of a horizontal box to which an automatic distribu-

tor was attached through which a thread was drawn and upon
which the packages of cards were suspended.
By the burning of the fuse the packages are successively

set free and fall, flying off into space. They should be sent

back to their destination. There are about 600 of these cards,

weighing altogether 7. 7 lbs.

Finall}"^, in order not to overdo the matter in the first lest,

the apparatus for taking samples ot the air and gathering the

dust was done away with. The object of this ascension was
to determiue the temperature of the air beyond known limits,

and to compare it with that of Ihe^as by meaus of a small
barometric thermograph suspended iu the interior of the bal-

loon in order to measure the intensity of the heat radiation.

The whole of this material, whose total weight was 37.5 lbs.,

was taken to Vaugirard, where, in the aerostatical park of

M. Lachambre, there was a hydrogen generating apparatus
that was used to inflate the interesting dirigible balloon of
M. Le Compa?non. We would have liked very much to have
filled L'AeropMle with hydrogen in order to have it ascend to

its maximum altitude. Unfortunately, owing to the insuffi-

ciency of the apparatus and its output, after several hours of
chemical manipulation this idea had to be given up. At 11.30
we decided to use illuminating gas.

The experiments of the past. year had taught us the best
method of starting, which consists in letting the balloon go
when it is entirely full of gas with the whole of its ascensional
force. We thus do away with the complication of an auto-
matic unloader, and the maximum altitude is obtained with
great rapidity. It is nece.ssary to take the precaution to fill

the balloon and to make a careful examination of the envelope
to see that it is quite solid and will not tear, as happened to

us on December 10th, 1892, with a Chinese paper balloon of
3,395 cub. ft. capacity, which was not entirely filled. This
disaster is easily explained by the resistance of the air, which
suppresses the upper portion of the balloon and drives the
gas down toward the opening, and stops the ascensional move-
ment : then the gas remounts toward the upper portion, to be
again pushed back anew when the balloon has reached some
velocity ; there are, therefore, deformations produced in the
form of a balloon, and shocks, which cause the tearing.

If the balloon is full there is no need of fearing this acci-
dent, since the interior pressure of the gas will hold the ex-
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B:fiSUME OP OBSERVATIONS OF THE ASCENSION OF
" L'AEKOPHILB."

Time.
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which was, nevertheless, verj[ strong. Fearing an approach
of a more violent gust, we rapidly fastened the two barometric
thermographs to the suspension cords, but forgot the sun
screen. At the bottom of these instruments a distributor of

the cards was suspended lighted at both ends. At 12.20 the

balloon was entirely filled with gas and started with all its

ascensional force, which was about 143 lbs. L'AeropMle rose

with great rapidity, and started first toward the northwest

;

then, gradually changing its direction by a kind of spiral

movement of the atmosphere, it took a westerly direction, and
finally, at a height which we estimated to be 32,800 ft., it ap-

peared to come back with great speed toward the east. It

then appeared like a brilliant star and seemed to approach the

zenith, which proved the rapidity of its ascensional move-
ment. It remained visible to the naked eye for about three-

quarters of an hour, and then clouds appeared in the lower
regions to obstruct.

The next morning we received this telegram :

To the Aeropliile Union of France, 113 Boulevard Sevastopol,

Paris

:

Balloon found at Chanveres, Joigny (Yonne).
TiwcHON, Comptroller.

I immediately went to the place indicated, and there I

learned that the balloon had been seen about a quarter of an
hour before it reached the earth by a large number of inhab-
itants of Joigny and Chanveres. It was entirely full and de-

scended very slowly. It came from the northeast ; the inhab-
itants thought that this was a regular ascensional balloon
coming from Troyes.

It was caught by a young man in a rye field, after having
made three jumps of 164 ft. each. The time from its depar-
ture was about 7i hours. Soon afterward a crowd of boys
gathered about it and tore the balloon in order to cause it to

collapse more quickly. Fortunately the mayor and comp-
troller, who were near by, arrived during this performance,
and had the material taken into one of the school-houses,
where I found the balloon and instruments. I proceeded at

once to open the basket containing the main register. The
instruments were in perfect condition, and had not suffered
anything from the abuse of the balloon. The diagram was
somewhat complicated in consequence of the duration of the
voyage of the balloon, which had caused some of the lines to

be traced over those first drawn. It was for this reason that
the first telegram which I sent to Besan(;on, who remained in

Paris, indicated the height as 50,850 ft., a little less than the
actual barometric altitude as determined by a later and more
careful inspection of the diagram, and the minimum tempera-
ture was 59.8° F. below zero. As for the small model appa-
ratus, it had simply marked the vertical lines which indicated
the maximum and minimum points. The card distributor had
burned out ; the fuse had burned from the two ends over a
length of 9.4 in.; and three cards still remained attached. On
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which was, nevertheless, very strong. Fearing an approach
of a more violent gust, we rapidly fastened the two barometric
thermographs to the suspension cords, but forgot the sun
screen. At the bottom of these instruments a distributor of

the cards was suspended lighted at both ends. At 12.20 the

balloon was entirely filled with 'gas and started with all its

ascensional force, which was about 143 lbs. L'AeropMle rose

with great rapidity, and started first toward the northwest
;

then, gradually changing its direction by a kind of spiral

movement of the atmosphere, it took a westerly direction, and
finally, at a height which we estimated to bo 32,800 ft., it ap-

peared to come back with great speed toward the east. It

then appeared like a brilliant star and seemed to approach the
zenith, which proved the rapidity of its ascensional move-
ment. It remained visible to the naked eye for about three-

quarters of an hour, and then clouds appeared in the lower
regions to obstruct.

The next morning we received this telegram :

To tlie Aerophile Union of Vh-ance, 113 Boulevard Sebastofiol,

Paris :

Balloon found at Chanveres, Joigny (Yonne).
Teuchon, Oomptroller.

I immediately went to the place indicated, and there I

learned that the balloon had been seen about a quarter of an
hour before it reached the earth by a large number of inhab-
itants of Joigny and Chanveres. It was entirely full and de-
scended very slowly. It came from the northeast ; the inhab-
itants thought that this was a regular ascensional balloon
coming from Troyes.

It was caught by a young man in a rye field, after having
made three jumps of 164 ft. each. The time from its depar-
ture was about 7J hours. Soon afterward a crowd of boys
gathered about it and tore the balloon in order to cause it to

collapse more quickly. Fortunately the mayor and comp-
troller, who were near by, arrived duriog this performance,
and had the material taken into one of the school-houses,
where I found the balloon and instruments. I proceeded at
once to open the basket containing the main register. The
instruments were in perfect condition, and had not suffered
anything from the abuse of the balloon. The diagram was
somewhat complicated in consequence of the duration of the
voyage of the balloon, which had caused some of the lines to
be traced over those first drawn. It was for this reason that
the first telegram which I sent to Besanijon, who remained in
Paris, indicated the height as 50,850 ft., a little less than the
actual barometric altitude as determined by a later and more
careful inspection of the diagram, and the minimum tempera-
ture was 59.8° F. below zero. As for the small model appa-
ratus, it had simply marked the vertical lines which indicated
the maximum and minimum points. The card distributor had
burned out ; the fuse had burned from the two ends over a
length of 9.4 in.; and three cards still remained attached. On
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my return I proceeded immediately to the verification with a
pneumatic pump of the barometric diagram, and I saw that

the barometer had acted very well indeed. The reconstruc-
tion of the diagram has been a very long and delicate piece of
worii, and we reproduce it exact in fig. 5. According to the
first traced lines of the barometric diagram, we see that the
balloon ascended with tremendous velocity. It started at

12.25 in the afternoon, and at 12.30 it had reached a height of

8,530 ft., which gave it an ascensional velocity of 28.3 ft. per
second. This speed of ascension corresponds very well to the
general formula which is admitted for resistance of the air

upon spherical balloons. In fact, the pressure of a wind of
26.35 ft. per second upon a plain surface is .514 lbs. per square
foot, which, multiplied by 904.3 sq. ft. of the great circle of

the balloon, gives us a total of 464.75 lbs., which is equal to

nearly four times the ascensional force, which is 133 lbs. Thus
for a spherical balloon of 19.7 ft. in diameter, the resistance

of the air is equal to one-quarter of the surface of the great
circle.

At 13.35 it had reached a height of 16,730 ft.; the ascen-
sional force slowly decreased ; it was then 37.3 ft. per second

;

at 13.40 the aerostat had reached an altitude of 33,951 ft., and
its vertical velocity had dropped to 34.6 ft. per second ; at

13.45 it was at 33,016 ft., and its speed had increased to 39.3 ft.

per second. This increase of speed must be attributed to solar

radiation. Then, as the balloon ascended, its ascensional force

diminished with the same proportion as the density, and, con-
sequently, the resistance of the air. There is, therefore, this

compensation, and the speed should be constant and uniform.
Nevertheless, about its maximum altitude the ascensional force
diminished, and ended by disappearing entirely ; the resistance

of the air checked it, and the speed decreased rapidly. Then
there was an increase of speed over a porlion of the trajectory,

and tliere was an increase of ascensional force due to the heat-

ing of the gas under the influence of solar radiation.

At 13.50 the balloon had reached a height of 41,011 ft., and
the speed had lowered to 26,247 ft. per second. At 13.55,

30 minutes after its departure, the aerostat showed a baro-

metric depression of 5.13 in., corresponding to an altitude of
45,933 ft., and its ascensional speed was reduced to 16.7 ft.

per second. Here the diagram is interrupted, and this acci-

dent should be attributed to the congelation of the ink, which
took place at 67° F. below zero, for the registering pens were
filled full of ink and pressed closely upon the paper ; and we
will see by an examination of the thermometric diagram that

this explanation is confirmed.

The diagram was resumed again at 3.80, when the mercury
pressure was 4.05 in., or a height of 52,494 ft. had been at-

tained under the influence of solar radiation, which had not

only penetrated the paper, but heated the metallic box of the

barometric diagrain. Under this intense radiation the balloon

maintained itself for two hours, floating in this high atmos-

phere without changing its altitude, in which there was noth-
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ing astonishing Tchen viewed from the fact 1hat there was a
complete absence of vapor in the atmosphere, and that the
sun was still high above the horizon.
About 3.15 L'AerophUe manifested a tendency to descend

;

at 4.35 the barometric diagram still marked 4.3 in., indicating

a height of 50,536 ft. At 5.11, at an altitude ot 48.557 ft.,

there was a second interruption of the diagram, corresponding
to a lowering of the temperature, evidently due to a diminu-
tion in solar radiation. Nevertheless, in descending the bal-

loon passed through warmer currents of air, and the barometric
diagram was resumed at an altitude of 13,139 ft., indicating
an average speed of descent at 7.87 ft. per second. The land-
ing tooli place at 7.11 in the evening, the voyage having lasted

6 hours, 46 minutes.
We will now pass to the inspection of the diagram formed

by the thermometer. At the starting the thermometer indi-

cated 53° F. We see, at first, that the temperature dropped
regularly. At 8,530 ft. it was 39° F., which was a diminution
of temperature of about 1° per 610 ft. At 16,733 ft. the ther-

mometer indicated 14° F., being a more rapid decrease, or
1° for 338 ft. Then it is still moie rapid at 33,951 ft., where
it reached 11.3° F. below zero, or 1° for each 388 ft.

At 33,000 ft. the thermometer indicated 40° F. below zero.

Here the decrease was only 1° for 359.61 ft. We see that the
diminution in the decrease of the temperature coincides with
the increase of the speed of the balloon. It thus shows that

the solar radiation began to heat the instruments, and the
actual temperature must have been somewhat lower. At
40,915 ft. we obtained the lowest temperature marked upon
the diagram ; that is, —59.8° F., or a lowering of 1° per
397.35 ft.; beyond this altitude the temperature rose. This
anomaly is explained by the effect of the solar radiation,

which is always becoming more intense. At 13.57 it Is only
—51.7° F., and the balloon should have been at a height of
47,573 ft. Here the diagram stopped by the freezing of the
ink. Why did the ink not congeal at the lower temperature
of —59.8° F.I The explanation is this : the registering pens
were in a metallic box, and they were in the shade, the solar

radiation not yet having had time to heat the box. The ink
of the pens was, therefore, at the temperature of the surround-
ing space, while the tube of the thermometer was influenced
by a radiation through the basket-work. The thermometric
diagram was resumed at 4.05 o'clock. The balloon was then
at a height of 49,313 ft., and the thermometer indicated —6° F.
The influence of the solar radiation is more manifest here. It

had not only heated the basket-work and the unrenewed air

which it contained, but also the box of the thermometer where
the ink was then thawed. It may be asked why the pen of

the barometer began its work later than that of the thermom-
eter. The reason is a very simple one. The pen of the barom-
eter being strongly pressed against the registering cylinder, it

would undoubtedly have made a mark if the ink had not been
congealed ; but the pen of the thermometer did not touch the
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paper at all. I thought proper to take this precaution in order
that no false thermometric indications might be made, since
the mechanism of the thermometer was not as strong as that
of the barometer. After the freezing of the ink of the ther-

mometer the pen was dried up. To start it afresh a shock
was necessary, and this shock occurred at exactly 4.05, at the
time when the pen had to pass over a little brass bar which
served to hold tlie paper upon the registering cylinders. An
apology is necessary for entering into these minute explana-
tions, but they are necessary for a complete comprehension of

the diagiams.
For an hour the temperature indicated on the diagram oscil-

lated between 4° and 5.8° F. Then at 5.05 the thermometer
descended progressively until it again reached the lowest tem-
perature of 53.6° F. below zero at the moment of sunset, which
was at 6.11 in the evening. This temperature corresponds to

a probable altitude of 31,169 ft., or 1° for 303,57 ft. Starting
from 13,139 ft., where the barometer diagram is resumed, we
have tlie following temperature : at 13,189 ft., 9° F., or 1° per
29163ft.; at 11,155 ft., 14° F., or 1° for 309.86 ft.; at8,858ft.,
26.6° F., or 1° for each 289.81 ft.; 6,736 ft., 31° F., or 1° per
386.16 ft.

The decrease in temperature was greater on the descent than
on the rise, since the temperature of the air diminishes with
the height of the sun above the horizon.

Finally, after the ascent and descent, the indications given
by the registering thermometer should be considered to be
Tcry nearly exact, since the two acted as a thermometric dia-

gram by the ventilation of air through the basket-work. But
during the period of stagnation in the high atmosphere, the

air in the basket-work was not renewed. We should then
conclude that its temperature should be very nearly that of

the aerostat, which was also under the influence of solar radi-

ation. This fact is of capital importance, for it permits us to

leara what the actual temperature of the air is at an altitude

of 53,494 ft. Then, if we undertake to determine what the
difference between the temperature of the gas of the aerostat

and that of the surroimding atmosphere was at the moment
of maximum altitude, we will have the temperature of the

surrounding air, and tlien we will already know that the actual

temperature of the gas was 4° F. below zero. Now, nothing
is easier than to determine this difference in temperature.
For example, let P be the total weight of the material and F

the total ascensional force of the aerostat ; Q, the pressure at

which the aerostat is in equilibrium, admitting that the tem-
F

perature of the gas is equal to that of the air, which is —
P

Now P = 84.76 lbs., and F, admitting that illuminating gas

has an ascens.ioual force of .05 lb. per cubic foot, is equal to

164.8

164.3 lbs.; then = 5.363. The aerostat would therefore

34.76
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have been in equilibrium at an altitude when a barometric

pressure was reached equal to of the atmosphere, and at

5.363

a height of 5.7 in. mercury, which corresponds to an altitude

of 43,391 ft. But the aerostat came to an equilibrium at a
lieight of 53,494 ft., or 8,302 ft. higher at an altitude where

the barometric pressure was 4.05 in. of mercury, or of the

7.38

atmosphere.
If we designate this number by §' and let i^' be the ascen-

sional force of this heated gas, we will ha^e F- = P X Q^-

Now, the value of P is not changed. We then have 34.76 X
7.38 = 356.53 lbs. It now remains to determine what tem-
perature is necessary to produce (his ascensional force ; it is

353° P.

The coefficient of the expansion of gas being .002034, an ex-

pansion of 352 X .003034 - .51357.

The weight of a cubic foot of illuminating gas is .0348 lb.

The diminution of weight of 1 cub. ft. of illuminating gas
will be .034 X .51257 = .017 lb., and its weight will be .034
— .017 = .017 lb. Tlie ascensional force will therefore be
.0583 lb. per cubic foot. Multiplying by 3,950, the total vol-

ume of the gas, we hare 330 lbs., which is within a very few
pounds equal to the value of FK Tlius the temperature of

the aerostat was 252° above that of the surrounding air ; and
as this temperature was 40°, or very nearly below zero, it fol-

lows that the temperature of the air at 52,490 ft. is —256° F.,

which makes a difference of temperature of 319° between that

of the earth, or a decrease of 1° F. for each 165 ft. This de-

crease in temperature would be still more rapid as the altitude

increases. If we use this coefficient of decrease as a base, we
will find that the temperature of absolute zero, or —459.4° F.,

will be reached at a height of 85,303 ft. —that is to say, at a
barometric pressure of .78 in. of mercury. This altitude may
perhaps be reached by these exploring balloons.

We reach the same conclusion in using the formula admitted
for the barometric corrections due to the temperature of the

3(2'+ T')
air : a If we perform this calculation by admit-

1000
ting a priori a difference of 388° F. for a pressure of 4.05 in.

of mercury, we find that the actual density of the air would
be at this pressure equal to that of the air at 44,393 ft. of alti-

tude taken at 33° F. or 0° C.

As to the true altitudes, they can only be actually deter-

mined with precision by astronomical observations. An in-

teresting fact to be stated is the intensity of the radiation in

this rarefied air or atmosphere. If we admit that at the earth
the temperature of the aerostat under the direct rays of the
sun should be 36° above that of the air in which it is immersed,
an experiment made in an ascension to a great height of the
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zenith, this difference of temperature is seven times greater at
53,500 ft. when the heat radiations are seven times as intense.
The density of the atmosphere being reduced at this altitude
to one-seventh, the radiation will be proportionally to the
density of the air, but that is perhaps merely a simple coinci-

dence of figures. Is this diathermanosity of the atmosphere
not due to the almost complete absence of the vapor of water?
This hypothesis, if it were verified, would explain the results
obtained by Tyndal in his experiments on the diathermanosity
of gases.

The experiment of March 31 can also furnish us with some
data regarding lunar meteorology. In fact, L'AeropMle rose
into a zone where the density of the air is less than that which
remains in the great planes of the moon. If we admit that
the density of the surface of a planet or a satellite is equal to

ihe proportion of the weight at its surface, we know that a
body will weigh only one-sixth as much on the surface of the
moon as it does on that of the earth ; hence the density of its

atmosphere ought to be six times less than at the level of the
sea on the earth. There is no astronomical observation which
will contradict this hypothesis. It should be remarked, how-
ever, that the mercury, if it were taken to the surface of the
moon, would stand at the same height as it does upon the earth,

sioce the weight of the mercury is reduced in the same pro-

portions as that of the air ; but an aneroid barometer which
is not subjected to the loss of weight would indicate the actual

pressure of the atmosphere. The pointer of this aneroid would
indicate a pressure of 5.1 in. of mercury, which corresponds
to an altitude of 45,933 ft. from the surface of the earth. The
balloon exceeded this altitude by 1.3 miles. The temperature
on the surface of the lunar plane need, therefore, be that of

the terrestrial atmosphere at a height of 45,933. Now, this

temperature is about —303° P. As for the soil on the moon
subjected to a radiation six times as intense as that upon the
eartti, it should have a temperature of about zero on our scale

—Centigrade scale. While we might admit the possibility of

the existence of certain plants, when, it comes to the question
of other animate beings besides plants, it would be necessary
to inquire how they are constructed if they do exist in order

to conform to climatic conditions, of which there is nothing
analogous on our earth, especially when we consider their

long night of 854 hours, which would bring the nocturnal
temperature by radiation down to about —890° F.

It is, nevertheless, well to remark that the altitudes fur-

nished by the barometer in this test do not tally with the cor-

2(r_|_ yi)

rections, — , admitted for the temperature of the air.

1000
This correction should not be neglected. Thus, if it is calcu-

lated for an altitude of 41,803 ft., where the indicated temper-
ature was —59.8° F., we would find a diminution of 3,890 ft.

in height. I think that the correction of the cold ought to be
introduced into these calculations, although the absolute cer-
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tainty of it is not fixed. An examination of tlie different con-
ditions of the cold of tlie upper regions of the atmosphere has
led me to certain considerations which I think will be interest-

ing and which I will attempt to unfold, and show what led

me to the opinions which still remain to be developed.

TEMPERATURE OF THE PLANETARY MEDIUM.

The intense cold of the temperature of the air has always
excited surprise, especially among men living in the torrid

zone.
How would it be possible not to be struck by the contrast

which the snow slopes of the Himalaya Mountains present to

the burning plain watered by the Ganges ? The spectacle of

the Alps and Pyrenees provoked the astonishment of our an-

cestors in a lesser degree even before the arrival of the Roman.
Physicists believed that the upper atmosphere was an eternal

vacuum until the invention of balloons peimitted them to

make an actual examination of it. Tliey even exaggerated
the dangers of the cold and the rarefaction of Ihe air, and took
the precaution of having the first aeroua\iiical a.-cention made
by animals before feeling jnstified in sending up men. Pilalus

and the Marquis of Arlandes sent up a cock, a duck, and a
sheep. It was ascertained after the attempt made in 1887 by
Messrs. Jovis and Mallet with the Hoiia, that the zone within
which life can be sustained does not really extend above 23.000
ft., and that it is impossible to go to greater heights without
Immediate danger of suffocation and death. But man knows
no limit for his 'investigations, hence there has always been a
desire to investigate the temperature of the upoer regions of

the air and even the space in which the earth describes its

orbit about the sun.

Tlie experiments, therefore, of Messrs. Hermite and BesanQon
are destined to find a solution of one of the problems which
has attracted the attention of scientific men, yielding a knowl-
edge more profound and more important than any it now
possesses.

The theory of the mechanical equivalent of heat led Hirn
and certain others to admit that an absolute zero of tempera-
ture does exist—that is to say, a thermometric degree below
which objects are entirely deprived of heat ; the internal move-
ment, according to these physicists, which constitutes heat
being completely paralyzed. This conception does not appear
to be very logical. In fact, since there seems to be no limit

to the increase above zero of the temperature of the thermom-
eter, it is not very clear why there should be any limit to the
lowering of the same. The considerations upon which the
authorities who advance this idea rest are not such as to dimin-
ish the instinctive doubt whicli the mind has for accepting any
such limitation. It is true that the coefficient of the expansion
of all gases is ^^ of their volume under normal pressure of
30 in. of mercury—that is to say, that if the temperature of
any gas whatsoever rises from 0° to 1° C, its volume will be
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increased by ^rs of its original volume, and will become

V = —• + V. But there is nothing to prove that by this
273

operation we would have increased by g}-^ the quantity of
heat contained in the gas. There is nothing to prove, further-
more, that we have diminished by -^ this quantity of heat If

we cause the temperature of the same gas to descend from zero
to 1° below C.
There is nothing to prove, furthermore, that in starting

from t° below zero, and dropping to (t° + 1) whatever may
be the value of t, that we always subtract j^y of this known
quantity, so that it would be completely exhausted by 273
similar operations. On the other hand, everything seems to

show that it is nothing of the sort, and that the quantity of
heat varies in other ways than in proportion to the increase of
volume.
In fact, there is probably no gas which would not reduce to

a liquid state before reaching 273° below zero C. The works
of M. Caillet seem to prove that this abstract theory cannot
be applied either to oxygen or nitrogen—that is to say, to the
constituent elements of air. The idea that the temperature of
the planetary medium would be precisely equal to this ther-

mometric degree, because there does not exist in the upper
regions of the atmosphere any matter which contained heat,

rests upon no certainly ascertained fact, even admitting that

the existence of a planetary vacuum has been demonstrated.
At the beginning of this century, Joseph Fourier, formerly

Secretary of the Egyptian Institute, presented to the first class

of the National Institute a series of papers on the mathemati-
cal theories of heat; which arrived at different conclusions, and
which certainly merit our attention as well as these. This
investigator, who was afterward a prominent secretary to the
Academy, started out with the idea that the earth is an old
burned-out sun, which contains in its interior, at a depth of a
few miles, a true furnace, in which the most refractory sub-
stances are transformed into incandescent lava raised to an
unknown temperature. From this he developed equations
which permitted him to determine the energy of the flow of
heat which each year passed through the solidified strata upon
which the basin of the seas rested. These equations rested

only on the knowledge of the increase of temperature which
has been observed down to a certain depth. They permitted
him to show, in developing his theory, that the value of the

Qo\7 is very far from the average which was attributed to it

in the preceding century. They showed that the heat, in

coming from this central furnace, only increased the average
temperature of the earth by ^° C.—that is to say, by an
amount so small that it escapes all notice of investigators.

The results of this theory are easily understood. All the

heat which we possess is derived from the sun. The old

burned-out nebula upon which we live gives us practically

nothing at all. It is the sun which heats the earth just as it
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lights it. But tliis ingenious physicist did not limit himself
to theoretical speculations. He tried to take a step further.

He called attention to the fact that the poles of the earth were
turned away from the sun for six months, and, consequently,
that these points were exposed to nocturnal radiation for a
very long time, from which he was led to believe that at these

inaccessible points the temperature of the planetary medium
would be reached. The determination of a coefficient so im-
portant to celestial physics will probably be the result of the
explorations which Lieutenant Peary, Mr. Johnson, and Dr.
Nansen will accomplish in the course of the coming year.

Joseph Fourier had so much confidence in the result of his

speculations that he applied his method to all of the planets

which revolve about the sun. He believed that the determi-
nation of the temperature of the poles of the earth would per-

mit him to measure that of the poles, as well as Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, Urania, and, in a word, all the planets which revolve
about the sun.
This conception, resting upon mathematical calculations of

the first order, led Arago to make strenuous efforts to calcu-

late the probable temperature of the North Pole, and he felt

himself warranted in placing the average temperature of that
point at from 13° F. below to 22° F. below zero. But it seems
that the illustrious successor of Fourier only recognized the
minimum, whicli did not coincide—at least in the northern
hemisphere—with the geographical situation of the pole of
rotation, and that he would find this to be the case in the
Arctic archipelago, where Black observed a temperature of
—72.4° F. It therefore seems that Fourier's theory was at
fault.

The observations of a temperature of —60° F. brought back
to the surface of the earth by L'AeropMle as a result of its

ascension in March shows that the temperature of celestial

space is far-less than that which Fourier's theory would sup-
pose. In fact, this temperature has been attained at high
noon in an atmosphere where the pressure was still 6.3 in. of
mercury, and which consequently would still receive a con-
siderable quantity of heat from the rays of the sun.

Further, at the time Fourier wrote, it was- not considered
that the thickness of the atmosphere could be considered as
being as great as from 112 to 124 miles. Arago took it at less

than 37.4 miles, which is only one-quarter of the depth which
is ordinarily attributed to it at present.

In the passage where he comments on the result of known
observations at his time, Arago adds a few words which might
be quoted to the partisans of the absolute zero :

" The heat of celestial space," he says, " whatever may be
its intensity, is probably due to the radiation of all the objects
of the universe whose light reaches us. Hence it need cause
no astonishment,

'

' he adds in a note,
'

' when I use the expres-
sion of heat in speaking of temperature of from —58° to —76°

F.—that is to sav, the temperatures which Captains Franklin
and Parry have found in their voyages to the polar regions are
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really a decrease of heat when we compare them to the hun-
dreds and thousands degrees of cold which would perhaps pre-

vail in the space were it not for the causes cited by Fourier."
Later on, Messrs. Pouillet tried to make a direct determina-

tion of the temperature of the celestial medium by employing
an actinometer—that is to say a thermometer exposed to

zenith radiation. The observation consisted in noting the
gradual decrease in temperature observed with a mercury
thermometer compared with the temperature of the air taken
in the ordinary way. It is unnecessary to repeat the equation
obtained by this physicist in this place, but it led him to cal-

culate that —283° F. was the lowest limit of the temperature
of the interplanetary space and —324° F. the upper limit. It

would be possible to submit these theoretical considerations

to a practical verification if we could send testing balloons to

make several comparative observations of altitudes ranging
from 33,000 to 66,000 ft. in height, and also test the tempera-
ture in the shade as well as that under the direct rays of the
sun. However this may result, if we admit that at an altitude

which does not exceed one-fifth of the depth of the atmosphere
we find, in full daylight and in spite of the solar radiations,

a temperature which is —58° F. , we certainly cannot accuse
the preceding figures of being too moderate. In spite of one's

self and in spite of the great authority of Biot, one is led to

adopt an idea which has been for too long a time held in con-

tempt by astronomers. We admit with this physicist that the

constituent elements of the atmosphere cannot retain their

form to the upper limits of the atmosphere, as has been taught
in all treatises on physics and astronomy.
The excessive cold of the interplanetary space, independent

of all conception drawn from the mechanical equivalent of

heat, now comes in to play an active r6le in the conservation

of the materials composing the atmosphere of every planet.

The upper regions constitute a reservoir of gaseous materials.

In fact, they are occupied by solid, pulverulent, and diapha-

nous materials, which are probably of very diminutive dimen-

sions, and which, having lost all their elasticity, are retained

there by attraction without really weighing anything in the

medium which living beings, dwelling upon the surface of

the earth, breathe. When, in consequence of circumstances

the nature of which is not at all improbable that we shall be

able to reach, these frozen particles approach the surface of

the planet, they take successively a liquid and then a gaseous

form, which is natural and suitable to the circumstances under

which we are living.

The transformations which are undergone by the aqueous

vapor, and which give birth at first to vapors, then to the

cirrus, permit us to gather some idea of those portions where

there is an atmosphere of nitrogen and then later an atmos-

phere of oxygen, as they exist at different heights. In fact,

the points of liquefaction of oxygen being much further below

zero than nitrogen, the changes of the first gas takes place at

greater distances from the surface of the earth. It is very
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probable, therefore, that the last modiflcations of nitrogen
occur in an atmosphere of oxygen whose gaseousness has
yielded to no attempts on our part, and which exists in a stale

of absolute purity—at least, no more volatile substance has
reached us from the confines of interplanetary space. It is

possible to believe, then, that all the hydrogen -which is pro-
duced by volcanic reaction is gathered here as well as that

which escapes from marshes, gases, and our balloons.

A ray of light, therefore, coming from the celestial space,
must not only encounter the air which we breathe under the

form with which we are familiar, but it is more than probable
that it must also pass through unknown substances or progres-
sive solidification of elements which compose the frozen atmos-
phere of the upper regions. However they may be produced,
it is easily understood that they necessarily assume the crystal-

lized form which belongs to them, and which, in spite of the

smallness of their absolute dimensions, gives them the power
of acting upon the rays of light which come in contact with
their facets. It will, therefore, be very imprudent and un-
scientific to assert that these crystallizations are without any
influence on the appearance of the vault of heaven and upon
the phenomena which the external surfaces of celestial bodies
present, especially in eclipses, where the sun is given credit
for many things which are merely the product of illusions.

Astronomy and Astrophysics, in its March number, lells us
that the astronomer Pickering has discovered on the surface
of the planet Jupiter not only fleecy clouds, which he has rec-

ognized and which seem produced by a vapor of a fluid similar

to water, but a kind of a gaseous veil formed by a brownish
matter the form of which is analogous to our cirrus. Is it

impossible for us not to suppose that these appearances are the
results of the congelation of one of the elements of the atmos-
phere of this gigantic world whose presence was seen for the
first time in 1892, because for the first time since the stars have
been subjected to observations they have taken the pains to
carry lenses of great power to the tops of high mountains, and
put them in the hands of observers of the greatest skill. Is it

not possible that it may be an illusion of the same kind which
gives rise to the appearance of the canals of Mars, apropos of
which large volumes have recently been written ? What ab-
surdities would have been wiped out if we could have dreamed
of tlie influence which the works of Messrs. DeWar and Caillet

would have upon this most magnificent of sciences, which
seems to be a resume of all the others ! In fact, as M. Jannsen
said, and with great reason, at the end of the conference of
1893, on the application of photography to astronomy :

" As-
tronomy seeks to give us the key at the same time to our past
and our future, and possesses the same elevated object as
philosophy and theology."
One of the first advantages of the researches made with

these exploring balloons would lie in the finding of an unex-
pected application of the experiments on the liquefaction of
gases, one of the marvels of contemporaneous physics, and of
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having for its object the establishment of a true theory, which
would lead to the study of planetary atmospheres and the
constitution of the comets.

In transcribing the results of the experiments of Messrs.
Caillet and Dewar, I see that I have committed material error,

and that is that nitrogen liquefies or congeals first before the
oxygen has lost its gaseous nature. I beg the reader to make
the corrections, which I have indicated myself in a later pub-
lication.

In considering the properties of the intense cold which exists

in the upper atmosphere, we can easily see that it should so

act upon the gas of the balloon as to set it free from all the

carburets of hydrogen which can in any way diminish its

ascensional force. Tlie composition of the mixture at ascen-

sion could not be homogeneous. The hydrogen gas which
the illuminating gas contained in a considerable proportion
should be contained in the top of the balloon, and drive out
the former. It is to an automatic action of this liind that

I attribute the reduction of the balloon, and the consequent
remarkable fall in the barometer to which it gives rise. It is

probable that, in consequence of a lack of homogeneity, and
in the decantation by the cold, that this balloon coQtained a
mixture which was very close to absolutely pure hydrogen.
I am confirmed in this idea by the attempts which have been
made to inflate with {)ure hydrogen taken from a badly con-

structed apparatus, We were stopped after having put a
very small quantity of it—I will estimate it at from 71 to 106
cub. ft.—in the balloon, which, although small, was always
sufficient to entirely fill it if it had not been mixed with illu-

minating gas.

Finally, the practical conclusions to which I am led, and
which I would recommend as precautionary for further experi-

ments, are :

1. To cause a current of illuminating gas to pass through a
coil which is cooled to a very low temperature, and see if the

density is not diminished in considerable proportion. This
process might perhaps be recommended to American aeronauts

as a practical method of improving their gas, which is very
bad.

2. To put some hydrogen gas into a balloon which is com-
paratively well filled, and into a balloon filled with illumi-

nating gas, the balloons to be of the same cubic capacity, the

same construction, and both perfectly impermeable, and see

if the registering barometer would not show considerable dif-

ferences in their densities at different distances from the center

of the earth.

3. To make experiments in calm weather, in order that

changes in their optical appearances might take place.

4. To try and register in their free ascensions in great alti-

tude with balloons so loaded, and see whether they would
give at the upper limit of their ascensions results which were
comparable with observations which were made upon them.

5. To place a register on the inside of the balloon and ascer-
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tain whether its indications coincide with those of a register

placed upon the outside. M. Hermite will try this experiment
at the next ascension of one of his exploring halloons ; but it

would be a very good idea to try it in ordinary ascensions.

It could not fail to be interesting for a number of reasons
which we cannot lay'down here.

6. To attach a large and stiff appendix to the balloon, so
that it will come back to the earth while completely inflated,

as happened to L'AeropMle in consequence of an effect which
is very easily explained.

In the ascensional phase the balloon was completely inflated,

and in coming down the interior gas gradually contracted, but
the exterior air was Insutilcient to take its place. The people
who caught this balloon found it inflated when they got hold
of it. If this appendix had been attached it would have been
possible to take off the gas gauges and analyze it and to have
a proof from a therraometric standpoint of what had taken
place. This test, which would be very interesting, can cer-

tainly be accomplished.
7. It may be remarked that it^is very important that the bal-

loon should preserve its temperature invariable at all times in

order to permit the determination of its rectilinear distance
from the station by means of a transit or any other means.
In this case it would be possible to determine the altitude by
means of a simple observation. With two stations there

would be a possibility of having means of verification. When
ascending, this condition is always fulfilled ; it is possible
that it might also be accomplished when coming down by
taking the precaution which we have already indicated by the
use of an appendix. These tests are susceptible of forming
other developments, but we limit ourselves to adding that
M. Hermite now proposes to get samples of the air of the
upper regions. The apparatus which he employs is very
original, and different from anything which has been em-
ployed up to the present time. Like all other instruments
which are intended for taking air automatically, it is some-
what complicated. The following is a note by M. Hermite,
wherein he gives some idea of the preparations with which he
is engaged :

" The first attempt at explorations of the upper atmosphere
was made on March 31 this year by the exploring balloon
L'AeropMle, which has thrown some light upon certain inter-

esting points. Thus the manipulation of inflation, the com-
plete filling of the aerostat, the doing away with the complica-
tion of an automatic unloader, and permitting the ascension
to occur regardless of weather ; the enormous rapidity of the
ascensional movement overcoming the wind, and, as a con-
sequence, the possitjility of following the balloon in fine

weather almost to the very highest point of its flight, as a kind
of sparkling star which is visible in full daylight, and whose
height it would be very easy to determine by astronomical
measurements ; the descent, slow and regular, the recovery
of the delicate instruments absolutely intact, are among the
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things which have thus far been accomplished, and by which
we are going to profit in a new exploration intended to illus-

trate the problems which were raised by the experiment of
March 21. I refer to the congelation of the ink, which inter-

rupted the diagrams ; suppression of the thermometer, which
ought to have been suspended in the interior of the balloon,

and which would have given the temperature of the gas, but
was necessary to determine the temperature of the air at a
height of 52,500 ft."

In a previous article I made an error in calculation on this

subject regarding the difference of temperature which existed

in the interior of the balloon, which raised it to an altitude of

8,300 ft. above its zone of equilibrium.
I ought to say that the increase of temperature of the gas

ought to have been 353° P. ; in reality it was more than double
that, or 515° P.

D
In fact, by using the true formula D' = , and let-

1+ <« r
ting D = 543, the weight in grammes of a cubic meter of gas
of the ordinary temperature, we will have for the density of

Z)' necessary to raise the balloon to a height of from 44,300 ft.

to 52,500 ft., the following figures :

543 543
D' = = = 365 grammes for the

1 + 386.5 X 0.003661 2.048
weight of a cubic meter of illuminating gas at a temperature
of 386.5° C. The ascensional force of a cubic meter of this

gas will then be 1,393 — 365 = 1,038 grammes, which, multi-

plied by 113, the volume of the aerostat, would give (116.6

kilogrammes) 257 lbs. as the total ascensional force necessary
to carry the balloon up to a height of 53,500 ft. (16,000 meters).

It we admit that the temperature of the gas of the balloon
was —4° P. (the same as the air contained in the registering

box), we would have for the temperature of the surrounding
air, at a height of 16,000 meters (53,500 ft.), the terrible figure

of —531.5° P., which is below the absolute zero, as admitted
by physicists. I would far rather admit that the temperature
of the gas was above that of the box. If a thermometer placed
in the balloon had shown —338° P., we would have for the
temperature of the surrounding air the —256° P. of which
I have spoken. But there is nothing to prove that the tem-
perature of the gas was not above or below this figure. We
are in a state of uncertainty in regard to it, and it is necessary
that fresh experiments should be made in order to determine
what these temperatures actually are.

Oh the next ascension L'Aerophile will be provided with an
extremely strong net which will permit the inflation to be per-

formed perfectly regardless of the weather, and the register-

ing apparatus to be suspended in the best possible manner.
The thermograph will be suspended in the center of the gas-

eous sphere, and the , barometric thermograph will be located

under the balloon in a meteorological screen especially con-
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structed to shield the apparatus against isolation. The in-

scription will be made upon polished and transparent sheets

covered with lamp-black.
Special arrangements will be made in order that the ther-

mometers may remain in the shade during the whole of the

ascension, and that they will be exposed to a current of air

instead of remaining in confined air. L'Aerophile, which will

be employed in its new test, will only rise to a comparatively
low altitude on account of the weight with which it will be
loaded, and which will amount this time to about 39.7 lbs.

TEN MILES ABOVE THE EARTH.

DISCtrSSION OP W. DB FONVIELLE S PAPER ON EXPLORATION
OP THE UPPEB ATMOSPHERE, BY H. A. HAZEN.

The preceding paper describes one of the most important
physical investigations ever undertaken, and, considering the

extreme difficulties of such a beginning, we must regard the re-

search as wonderfully successful. On page 379 there is a table of

the observations reduced from the traces of the barograph and
thermograph. This table is very suggestive and instructive, and
will bear any amount of study. We cannot fully accept all the
deductions made by M. Hermite, although it may be,impossi-
ble to explain all the anomalies. It is hardly probable that
solar radiation at the highest point has produced anything like

the results estimated by the author. We see from the table
that the temperature apparently began to rise between 12.45
and 13.50, and at 12.57 the temperature indicated was only
—52°, while it had been —60°, and the temperature required
to freeze the ink was —67°. Even allowing for a slightly
greater shading of the ink than of the thermograph bulb,
I still think the ink could hardly have frozen. Again, the
barograph trace did not begin till 14.30, when the indicated
temperature was —6° or thereabout, and the thermograph
trace did not begin for 95 minutes afterward. These facts
seem to show that it was hardly the freezing of the ink that
caused these anomalies. It may be that the pens did not
touch the paper uniformly. As to this enormous radiation,
it should be noted that, at very low temperatures, the ther-
mograph bulb is very liable to Yiave freaks, and when we add
to this the probable effect of the diminution of air pressure
upon the bulb, we see how uncertain these indications may
become. It is of the extremest importance that the hulb of
this instrument be immersed in a bath at —60° to —80° F.,
and a test be made of its behavior, also it should be placed
under the air pump to test the effect of a 4 to 6 in. vacuum.
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In like manner the effect of changes in temperature upon the
vacuum box of the barograph should be carefully determined,
especially at very low temperatures and verjr low pressures.
The most interesting computation of all is that relating to

the probable temperature of the highest point reached (10 miles)

at 14.30. It is suggested that the equilibrium point for the
balloon would be reached at about 43,000 ft.—that is, if the
gas and air temperature were the same. Now, since the bal-

loon reached a point 9,000 ft. higher, it must have done so
only from a beating of the gas from intense solar radiation to

a temperature 253° higher than the surrounding air. This
would give the air temperature as 256° below zero I There
are serious difficulties in this view, however. By examining
the table we see that the diminution of temperature with
height obeyed a very regular law, and, continuing this law
up to the highest point, it would make the lowest temperature
—104°. It is very doubtful, however, if the balloon ever
reached this height, as the barograph record was probably
vitiated by the temperature effect. The balloon would radiate

its heat to the sky from a hemisphere, and it would conduct
its heat to the air at an enormously lower temperature over
the whole sphere ; it is very doubtful if the temperature of
the gas was much more than 20° to 30° above that of the air.

More than this, theory indicates (I do not accept it, however)
that, in the enormous expansion of the gas to six times its

bulk, it would be cooled 225° F. If this be granted, it is

probable the temperature of the gas would be very much
lower than the outside air, and this computation of M. Her-
mite's would not hold. Glaisher found in his ascensions up
to 30,000 ft. that the temperature above 10,000 ft. diminished
at the rate of about 1° F. in 1,000 ft., instead of 1° in 300 ft.,

which was the law below that height. Of course England has
an insular climate, and this may account for a part of the
difference. It is probable, however, that under ordinary cir-

cumstances the diminution of temperature with height is noth-

ing like as great as even this 1° in 318 ft. determined from
these records. It is quite doubtful if the actual temperature
at the highest point reached by the balloon was lower than
—70° F.

There is still another consideration which should have a
good deal of weight. M. Hermite makes no allowance for

the temperature of the air column in computing the heights,

but it is well known that this is an extremely important point.

The temperature correction, if —104° be adopted for the high-

est point, would be —7,100 ft., and if —256°, as computed by
M. Hermite, be adopted, the temperature correction would be
—15,000 ft., so that the elevation of the highest point would
not be more than 40,000 ft. according to strict computation.
I do not make these remarks to throw discredit upon this

work, but to show the wonderful interest aroused by this

single ascension, and the extraordinarily comples nature of

the record brought back.

It should be noted that nearly the same sort of a record was
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obtained upon September 27 with this same L'Aeropldle, at

Paris—that is, the pens left the paper at the height where the

temperature and pressure were very low. The second ascen-

sion was near the center of a storm, and showed a diminution
of temperature of 1° F. in 376 ft. This enables a most inter-

esting comparison with the temperature observed in March in

the center of a high area of pressure. We see that in the high
area the relative diminution of temperature showed a rapid
increase of cold, while in the storm there was a much slower
increase. This was to be expected, though directly contrary

to the views of some meteorologists.

It is very much to be hoped that this research may be stimu-
lated, and that we may gain a knowledge of these conditions

in summer and winter and under varying meteorological fac-

tors. It will be useless to attempt to obtain a perfect knowl-
edge of average storms, hot waves, cold waves, etc., such as

we experience in this country, for they do not l)ave them
abroad. The cold experienced there is due to radiation, and
the storms and high areas are practically a stationary phenom-
enon. This should stimulate the investigation in this country,
where we have these conditions to perfection.

Not the least interesting part of this study in Paris was the
distance (77.7 miles) to which the balloon reached in 6 hours,
46 minutes. This was at the rate of about 13 miles per hour.
It is very doubtful whether at a similar height in this country
the distance would be less than 300 or 400 miles, except pos-
sibly in the center of a high aiea. Observations on high
mountains in Europe show a tendency to rather low wind
velocities, and to a motion either from southwest or back
again from northeast. In this country there is a remarkable
uniformity of the higher currents from the west. It would
be difficult to estimate the value of the results brought back
by a few such balloon trips in this country,

H. A. Hazbn.
December 23, 1893.
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Discussions op Paper on the Mechanics op Flight and
Aspiration,* by A. M. Wellington, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

BY J. BRKTONNIEHE.

I HAVE read with a great deal of interest tlie paper in which
Mr. Wellington makes a resume in [13 propositions of the the-

ory of iiight. The author holds our attention by his clear,

concise and accurate style. I agree with what he announces
regarding known facts. I am also disposed to agree to his

other propositions. I am thus in accordance with the author
on 11 propositions, but in regard to the twelfth, relative to

aspiration, which we ordinarily call soaring, we separate.

According to Mr. Wellington the bird, in order to reach a
height, has merely to glide along in the direction of the wind

;

then, when it shall have reached the speed of the aerial cur-
rent, increased by that obtained by its own gliding motion, it

makes a return and comes up against the wind. This opinion
is announced with the clearness which characterizes the whole
of Mr. Wellington's paper. According to him it is a matter
of indifference whether the turn back is made suddenly or
gradually, and if the bird has recourse to the circular mode
of soaring, it is merely that it is more graceful.

It can hardly be that it is in order to obtain greater grace
of form that the bird passes through circular trajectory during
the soaring portion of its flight, but because this portion of
its trajectory includes a transverse gliding motion. No ; the
gliding motion in the direction of the wind, followed by a sud-
den return back, cannot give a bird a gain in height ; and fur-

thermore) as L should say in discussing the article appearing
in Aeronautics for October, 1893, by Mr. Winston, the bird

which can support itself upon the air, while flying before it,

has no means of utilizing all of its vis viva. The bird cannot,

after having plunged through the air, return with a speed
greater than F— 3 «, relative to the earth, V being the total

speed of the bird and « that of the wind. Let us see by means
of this formula whether the bird can successively use a gliding

motion with the wind in order to gain in height when turning
suddenly against it. Let Vi be a speed acquired by gliding,

so that V= V -{- Vi. In order to obtain the speed Vi the bird

* See page 837.
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would lose a height equal to Ih — — If we suppose the mo-
25'

mentum acquired, the bird will turn hack with the speed

V — 2s, where, substituting 7 by its value in speed, (« + ^i)

— 2 « = Ci — ».

It will plunge through the air, the velocity of which is Vi,

with a speed (»i — «) + "» = ®i- The momentum will give it

a gain in height equal to — ; that is to say, equal to the loss

of height which it shall have dropped during its gliding

motion. By such a series of manoeuvres the bird would the-

oretically suffer neither a gain nor loss of height.

Let us apply the preceding to the case considered by Mr.
Wellington in his paper, of a bird having aciiuired a speed of

20 miles per hour in a wind blowing 30 miles per hour, and
having consequently an actual velocity relatively to the earth

of 40 miles per hour. The bird will have acquired its gliding

speed at the expense of a loss of height 13.38 ft.

After its blow against the wind it will have a backward
movement of a velocity 40 — (2 X 20) = miles. It will

come up against the wind with an actual velocity of + 20 =
20 miles, which w^ill give it a theoretical gain in height 13.38

ft.; whence there is absolutely no gain as the result of the

whole mancEuvre.
Suppose the gliding speed to be something else than 40

miles, for example, then the lieight acquired on the return

will theoretically be nothing else than that which was lost,

with no gain.

To the objection which we have just made we will add that

Mr. Wellington estimates the height which a bird could reach
on turning against the wind at 53.51 ft. This is, in fact, a

height corresponding to the momentum at a speed of 40 miles.

It is thus with a speed of v -\- v^, and not with that of ei,

which we admit that the bird, according to Mr. Wellington,
plunges into the air. Mr. Wellington does not seem to, and
doubtless does not, believe in the same conception of gliding

as Mr. Winston
; yet admitting the above formula of « + «i

will lead to the adoption of the theory of the latter. In fact,

if the gliding speed Vi decreases until it is reduced to 0, the
quantity i) + «i is reduced to the speed of the wind, and the

bird can then only glide at the speed of the wind, and can thus
turn up against it with the speed v and rise to a height equal

to— The latter results, I will not say are from the formula of

Mr. Winston, since he gives no formula, but from what ap-
pears to me to be his real idea.

In his conclusions Mr. Wellington turns his attention to a
flying machine that is still to be invented. My ideas are not
always in accord with his. There is one point in particular
upon which I do not look as he does, and that is the role of
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the motor. Mr. Wellington seems to wish to reduce it to a
very insigniflcant affair. I, on the contrary, consider it as a
very essential feature. Wliat would become of the machine
without the motor when floating in midst of space or in a very
heavy wind ? Wlien would it be possible to do the rising and
landing without its aid ?

The flying machine or aerodrome of the future will, we
think, have a fixed carrying surface provided with a motor
and a screw on a vertical shaft. Our imagination has not yet
conceived of the exact form of carrying surface. Will it be
flat or like the wing of the bird ? Will it be composed of a
single piece or several pieces ? My opinion is that it can be
made in one of several ways ; experience will show the best.

As for the screw, a double one would probably be best in

order to prevent the flying machine from turning around. It

remains to be determined whether the two screws should turn
together concentrically in opposite directions, or be placed at

two points on the machine. Our double screws should be
composed of flat planes of metal with vety slight inclinations

to their arms, and should turn with great speed. They should
only be driven at intervals, the inclined surface serving, as we
have said while at rest, as simple carrying surfaces.

The screws while at work ought to be able to raise the aero-

drome at a considerable speed. It will then serve to raise it

vertically at the commencement of flight, and to lower it

slowly on making the landing. Its assistance will be very
useful immediately before fligtit and at landing, in order to

give the flying machine a propur adjustment in spite of atmos-
pheric disturbances, and this can be done by a reversal of the
machine. While in full flight it could aid, if it was consid-
ered desirable, in the handling of the afiroplane by raising the
aerodrome in its motion against the wind. In times of calm
the aerodrome could lay out its course in a practically straight

line on a plan composed alternately of glidings and motion
against the air, in which the screw would serve to raise the ap-
paratus during the second part of the manoeuvre. While mak-
ing a run in a straight line witli the wind blowing the services

of the screw would be the same. Our flying machine, like the
soaring bird, will owe its speed to gravity, but at the expense
of a certain height lost. This height will be gained by a mo-
tion against the wind, like the soaring bird, and all by the

action of the screw. There is, therefore, a certain analogy
between the soaring of the bird and the operation which we
have pictured for our aerodrome ; but the resemblance is not
complete, for the wings of the bird ordinarily give it a hori-

zontal motion, while the propulsion of the screw is in a verti-

cal direction.

In the early attempts the relative uncertainties as to the best

form will show themselves and develop the best conditions of

equilibrium which will be most favorable to our screw. With
it the inexperienced aviator should only raise himself at first

a few feet above the ground and then descend ; raise himself

higher and then come down again ; attempt a little gliding if
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everything has worked well up to that point, and thea adjust

his apparatus as experience may indicate to be necessary, and
thus get on gradually until he has definitely obtained posses-

sion of the Empire of the Air.

BY H. A. HAZEN.

Mr. Wellington read a paper on this subject at the Aerial

Navigation Congress at Chicago, and this has been published

in Engineering News and on pages 327-340. This article has

caused a great deal of discussion, and, it seems to me, is of

great importance at this day when the air is so full of theories

regarding flight.

Is there not a serious error in some of the computations in the

original paper on page 334 ? For example, it is slated in the

hulls, inclined plane and ball problem, that, if the ball should
be dropped vertically, " it would strike the ground (or deck)

with the velocity due to its original energy plus 13.38 ft. more
of fall," giving a velocity 38.28 miles per hour. A little

earlier in the paper it is stated that if the ball should roll down
the inclined plane it would attain a velocity of 40 miles per

hour, as regards ihe earth, made up as follows : 30 miles per
hour initial velocity, and 20 miles per hour acquired in falling

the 13.38 ft. It seems as though there must be a fallacy here.

Certainly the rolling down the inclined plane would retard

the ball vastly more than falling through the air the same
vertical distance. If in falling vertically 13.38 ft. the ball

acquires an additional velocity of 8.38 miles per hour, it must
acquire less than that in rolling down the inclined plane. As
to an impulse being given to the ball from the motion of the

Inclined plane moving at a velocity equal to the velocity of the
ball at starting, it would seem that this additional impulse is

entirely imaginary, and, moreover, such additional impulse is

not allowed for in the computation, for, as we have just seen,

the 40 miles per hour at the foot of the plane is made up of

two quantities, the initial velocity and the fall, and into it

this impulse does not enter.

One important consideration in this discussion relates to the
resistance of the air upon the bird. It seems very evident
that, when the bird soars with the wind, the force of the cur-
rent in moving it must be exceedingly slight ; even if the bird

should come to a dead stop with its wings spread in soaring
the current would have very little effect upon it in starting it

up. If the bird were moving with the current and having its

velocity, it is evident this effect would be nothing. There
must be a very serious fallacy in a computation which will

carry a bird more than 36 ft. higher than its starling-point by
simply dropping 13 ft. This is beating perpetual motion and
a good deal to spare.

Suppose the bird with an initial velocity of 30 miles per
hour should suddenly strike a stationary current, are we to
suppose for a moment that it would be carried 13.38 ft.

upward, no matter at what angle it held its wings ? The re-
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sistance of the air, all the greater because the bird mounts it

at an angle, would retard it greatly. More than this, when
the bird reached the highest point to which it could climb, it

would be in still air and would at once begin falling, as agreed
to by all, unless it put forth an effort to sustain itself. Sup-
pose now, instead of mounting into still air, it wheels and
mounts inte a current which resists it at the velocity of 20
miles per hour, the resistance would be much greater than in

the previous case, and before it had mounted many feet it

would lose its own velocity and would fall again unless it ex-
erted itself. It seems to me it is of the extremest importance
to bear in mind that the impelling power of the air upon a
bird soaring in it and at its velocity is nothing, and also this

same impelling power is exceedingly slight in the case of a
bird having no velocity and trying to soar.

The argument that because we do not see a bird use its

wings in supporting itself, there must be some other source
of energy acting against gravity, and that source is one which
manifestly goes against mechanical principles, is certainly of

very doubtful utility. I have noticed in balloon voyages up
to heights of 16,000 ft. that the air in any stratum is continu-

ally changing its velocity just as at the earth's surface, where
it is not uncommon for the wind to drop off one-half in its

velocity in a few seconds. I do not refer to a change of veloc-

ity in different strata, but in the same stratum. Why may
not this have some influence upon the soaring bird ? As to the

effect of a sudden turn upon the bird, I witnessed the flight

of a buzzard under rather remarlcable circumstances once.

The buzzard was very nearly 500 ft. above my head, when it

suddenly turned at an angle and shot to the earth in an in-

clined path, striliing the ground at about 1,000 ft. from where
I stood. The bird did not seem to be injured. The time of

this descent seemed exceedingly short. I hardly think it

could have been more than one minute, and possibly it was
only a half-minute.
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Discussion of the Thbobt op the Aeboplane as Con-
tained IN THE Paper on the Ihteenal Work op the
Wind,* by Professor S. P. Lanolby, and read bbpoee
the Conference on Aerial Navigation, at Chicago,
August, 1893.

BY J. BRETONNIBRE.

In his paper on the "Internal Work of the Wind," Pro-
fessor Langley has described some observations which he has
made upon the velocity of the wind, and has deduced there-

from various considerations and theories, according to whicli
a flat light body, such as a bird or a flying machine of the
aeroplane type, as built by man, would be able to rise in the
air while going directly before the wind, without any otlier

manoeuvring than that of presenting itself at a proper inclina-

tion to the aerial current.

In what follows I propose to ascertain whether the facts as
stated, and the reasons as presented by Mr. Langley, prove
that such simple means can give results of such wide impor-
tance. This is really a matter of very great importance,
for the bird or aeroplane (for the sake of simplicity I shall

hereafter merely consider the bird) could, when he has at-

tained a certain heignt, glide in whatsoever direction he
pleases (at least in winds whicli are not too violent), and would
thus have the faculty, without resorting to spirals and other
complicated manceuvres, to tiavel at will through the air,

provided that the wind was sufficiently strong—a reservation
which is not without importance.

In his introduction Mr. Langley shows that the aeroplane,
in the form of a bird, which is 100 times heavier than the air,

maintains itself in space, without any flapping of wings, upon
an invisible medium, and has been the object as yet of no sat-

isfactory explanation. He would not offer any himself if he
confines himself to an ornithological problem ; but in his eyes
the question is of the mechanical order, and one of great util-

ity. After having said that Mr. Mouillard claims that under
certain circumstances the bird, without any flapping wings,
rises and actually advances against the wind, he describes the
performance of the aeroplane, which he has witnessed in the
suburbs of Washington. These performances are spirals ; the
observer remarks in passing that a bird rarely flies in a straight
line.

* See p. 66.
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Mr. Langley pays particular attention to the problem of the
aeroplane, since an accidental fact brought the desirability of
a solution to his attention. While making some experiments
with his turning table at the Alleghany Observatory, he re-

marked that the register, which showed the speed of the wind,
indicated great irregularities. This fact appeared very im-
portant to him. He thought that the internal working of the
wind might furnish an eJEort capable of raising a bird, and he
decided to carefully observe it. According to the author, the
common notion of the wind contains an element error. The
wind is not a homogeneous current, having approximately a
uniform velocity. It is, on the other hand, subjected to com-
plex phenomena that are little known.
Mr. Langley undertook the study hi the wind with light

anemometers, which inscribed their registration on a chrono-
graph by means of an electric wire. The results thus obtained
in winds of different velocities have given him the data for
constructing diagrams, some of which are reproduced with
the author's paper. These diagrams graphically show the
variations in the speed of the wind, in which the abscissae rep-
resent time, and the ordinates the velocity of the wind.

Mr. Langley has connected the successive points which
were obtained iu his observations by straight lines, but this
indicated speed had to be considered as being almost the same
a few seconds before and after the point noted. Before taking
up with Mr. Langley the applications which he has under-
taken in his paper, 1 wish to recapitulate the remarks which
have appealed to me in that portion of his work which I am
about to analyze.
Mr. Langley thinks that no satisfactory explanation of the

question which he has under consideration has yet been given.
It is the natural opinion of an author who approaches a prob-
lem of any kind with a new solution. I will return later to

the observations of Mr. Mouillard, who is cited by the author.
As to the hypothesis which Mr. Langely regards as erroneous,
according to which all writers up to the present lime have
considered the wind as a homogeneous current with a uni-

form velocity, it is in my eyes not a hypothesis of kind, but
a hypothesis of form—that is to say, the writers in question,

of whom I am one, know very well that ia the wind the speed
varies at every instant ; and that if in their calculations they
consider it as uniform, at least for a few moments, it is that
they have not found any better means of approaching the
problems which they study. We will soon see that Mr. Lang-
ley himself returns to the same hypothesis.

Let us now pass to the chapter of applications. I expected
to see that the diagrams which Mr. Langley has produced
would serve for these applications, but my expectations were
not fulfilled. Mr. Langley has not only failed to maintain
his point, but he has made one remark which seems to take
away all the signification of the work which he has evi-

dently executed with so much care. He declares that it

should be remarked in passing, while it seems to me that it
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should be an obiecl of investigation, that the velocities in-

dicated on the diagrams are the horizontal velocities of a
straight current passing over the anemometer. Then he says
that if the soaring bird was located where the anemometer was
placed, a point of its surface would have been sustained by
the velocity indicated by the instrument, while the other

points of his wings would have been under the action of en-

tirely different velocities. Yes, without doubt, if I thoroughly
understand the views of the author ; but if such a state of

affairs exists for the surface of a bird, what are we to expect
for that of a large flying machine which will some day carry
a man in space ? Such an avowal throws doubt into the mind
of the reader, who is Jed to ask wliether any valuable deduc-
tions can be drawn from Mr. Langley's diagrams. The author
himself considers tlie movements of the air to be so complex
that no diagram can accurately represent them. Whether
this last opinion of Mr. Langley be well founded or not, I

cannot accept the different hypotheses which he then puts
forth, and one of whicli shows the wind to be composed of an
average current and of counter currents.

As examples of application, Mr. Langley gives three cases
in which he shows the bird manoeuvring and rising to some
height. I cannot follow the author in the deductions which
he develops, since, in admitting a wind of a uniform velocity

during the period under consideration, I am led to believe that

Mr. Langley is himself placed at a standpoint which permits
him to see that he is thus brought back, as I announced above,
to the method which he had already declared erroneous. The
examples given do not correspond at all with the diagrams,
and Mr. Langley avows that he has intentionally exaggerated
the circumstances. I freely admit tliat in the case which the
author has cited—that is to say, under these exaggerated con-
ditions—that a bird will rise ; but where I cannot accept the
opinion of Mr. Langley, is wlien he says that the same general
effect will be obtained under conditions when the anemometer
observations were shown to be realized in nature, which is to
say that the conditions corresponding to his diagrams actually
exist. I certainly may be permitted to express my astonish-
ment at hearing the author now invoke the diagrams which
he has just declared to be incapable of representing the reali-

ties of the case. Nevertheless, these diagrams falsify those
facts which Professor Langley brings into his observations,
yet I do not believe one ought, in spite of the slight value
which their author has been able to attribute to them, for an
instant refuse to admit them into the discussion. But how
can we interpret them ? Doubtless, as Mr. Langley himself
has done, as he said above, by supposing that for each point
in the diagram the speed corresponding to this point was the
same for a few seconds before and a few seconds after the
passage of the said point. The last three examples offered by
Mr. Langley are particularly developed by him. Ele devotes
himself to a bird moving in a direction opposite to that of the
wiml, which wind is itself composed of gusts and calms.
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Let us examine in detail whether the results obtained, accord-
ing to Professor Langley and also according to myself, of the
problem -which he has laid down will be the same under the
conditions which correspond to the diagrams. I have bor-
rowed from Mr. Langley his premises and the figure •which
he has drawn for the trajectory of the bird.

S/DB VIEW

C
Direction ofbheWind
:^^ ^

The bird started at A, where he was at rest in a gust of
wind, with a velocity of v, by which he will be able to raise

himself to the height h — v'' -i- 2 g, the generatrix of the
velocity v. At the instant it reaches the point B, having
reached the height h, there comes the period of calm. He
then glides with a continually increasing velocity until O is

reached. He will thus descend by the height hi, which will

have given him the velocity «i = y 2 ghi. Then comes an-
other gust with a velocity of v. The bird will with this have

the power of rising to a height H = {v = V 2 g hif — 2 g.

When he reaches D he will then have exhausted this power,
and will have touched a new period of calm, during which he
again glides down the height /», until he reaches C. Then a
new gust comes during which he will again rise to a height

H =z {v-\- V -^g^hf -^ 2 g until he reaches B' , and then
through a succession of gusts and calms will rise with the

same regularity. In trajectory A B G B, C B' , the part

which it is especially necessary to notice is that the B C B',

which should reproduce the portions A B B, which is noth-

ing more than an introduction. In the run B C B' \h% bird lias

made a gain in height equal io E — 1h = (v = V ^g.^h) -4-

2 g — hhi = (v'^ + 3 l/T^, v) ~- 2 g_. This value is never

negative. It increases c decreases with v and with S, . For
A = 0, it becomes tr' — 2 g. representing the height which the

gust would give to the bird starting from a state of rest.

For » = 0, it becomes zero—that is to say. there is neither gain

nor loss, the height of the fall having been regained. Exr
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pressed theoretically, the bird in the trajectory D C D' will

always gain in height, or at least would never lose.

In order that such results may be obtained, it has been nec-
essary, first, that the succession of periods of calm and gusts
should be periodical ; second, that there should be no loss in

mechanical effect.

If the gust is not on time—that is to say, if any interval

should intervene after arrival of the bird at the point G' , be-
yond which the fall would continue at an increased velocity,

he would be compelled, until the wind reached him, to glide

on, losing from 10 to 20 per cent, in height of the distance
traversed. If the gust continues when the bird has passed
the point V , where all the height which he could have ac-

quired shall have been attained, he would again be compelled,
in order to sustain himself, to glide on at a pure loss. Now
these losses in height do not exist in the exaggerated case
given by Mr. Langley, since the wind and calm always arrive

at the proper time. On the other hand, according to the dia-

grams of Mr. Langley, the losses in height will be numerous.
There is, therefore, no standing point between the two situa-

tions, and this reason would be sufficient in itself to condemn
the application to the second situation of the results admitted
for the first.

As to the losses of efiiciency, they are inevitable, as well in

an aeroplane as in any other kind of mechanical work. Let
us try to ascertain their influence in the question which is at-

tracting our attention, by a comparison of an exaggerated
case with one which can be actually found in nature. In
order to study this subject exactly, it is necessary for us to
know the coefficient of efficiency for the work of an aeroplane,
or rather the coefficients, for, in my opinion, each form of
bird ought to correspond to a particular coefficient. In de-
fault of this data we must content ourselves with an approxi-
mate solution by adopting an approximate coefficient. Let us
take 0.80, which is doubtless very high for most machines,
but whicli under present circumstances the simplicity of the
aeroplane will warrant us in assuming.

If, now, we admit that the bird can only utilize 80 per cent.
of its active power, it will have, when it reaches C", a velocitj-

of only 4/ 0.80 yPighu instead of V 2 glh. When it shall

have reached D' instead of » + 4/ 2 g /n -^ ^g, gained as the
result of the gust and of the previously acquired velocity, it

will have 0.80 {v+ 4/ 0.80 X 3 g hif ^2g-?i. When i> = 0,
this last value is reduced to 0.80'^ Ai — hi, which is a negative
quantity.
The following table has been drawn up in order to permit

us to make a comparison for the trajectory D C D', of the
gains in height to be attributed to a bird in actual flight, with
a given coefficient of efficiency equal to 0.80, where the gain
in height is purely theoretical. This brings out in relief an im-
portant fact in the discussion. While in the upper part of the
figure the gains in height, in spite of the loss of efficiency, re-
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main considerable, in the lower portion, on the other hand,
where speeds are less than 5 meters per second, or from 10 to
13 miles an hour for the velocity of the wind, they become
negative, or are reduced to figures too insignificant to compen-
sate for the slight loss in height due to lack of opportunity.

Veloc-
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onstrations, he had recourse to cases which he himself declared
were exaggerated, and then claims that the general result thus
obtained in these exaggerated cases is applicable to the fixed

conditions in nature. I have shown that, on the one hand,
the lack of opportunity presents itself very often in nature,

and assuming the premises, which Mr. Langley calls exagger-
ated cases, on the other side, the losses due to lack of effi-

ciency would absorb all, or almost all, of the mechanical eflect

to be expected from the greater portion of the pulsations indi-

cated in the diagrams of the author, and will thus prevent
them from being accepted as conclusive. Mr. Laagley's the-

ory is thus reduced to a simple hypothesis of which he has no
proof.

By what possible actual performance of an aeroplane is

Mr. Langley authorized in considering it possible that a pro-
gressive ascending flight can take place against a horizontal
wind, along a trajectory represented in plan by a straight

line ? Mr. Langley has made some observations himself ; he
has especially seen that circles are traced, the bird moving, he
says, very rarely in a straight line. He appears to attach par-

ticular value to an observation of Mr. Mouillard, that under
certain circumstances the bird rises without flapping its wings,
and actually advances against the wind. This is hardly ac-

curate ; he has failed to point out the circumstances. I myself,
in one of the countries where Mr. Mouillard made his obser-
vations, have seen birds rise by advancing against the wind

;

but it was sometimes under the influence of an ascending cur-
rent, sometimes by natural gusts caused by an inequality in
the surface at the point ; but never have I seen it under the
circumstances cited by Mr. Langley—that is to say, full in
the face of a horizontal wind, and in straight lines taken on
the plan. Has Mr. Mouillard observed some things that have
escaped me ? Perhaps so ; but Mr. Langley cites nothing in
this regard which can teach me anything. However that
may be, the aeroplane flight, as made by a bird, is especially
composed of curves and broken lines, so that I am still right
in saying, if Mr. Langley's theory was well founded, tlie soaring
bird would dmply have to he alive ; but having at his disposal
simple and efficient means of arriving at Ms object, he almost
always employs complicated means.

CONSTANTINE, AiiGBBiA, June 25, 1894.
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Reply of Mr. Bretonniebe to Criticisms ttpon his Theory
OF Sailing Flight.

1. Answer to Mr. Ohanute's Discussion*

The general criticism of Mr. Chanute to my tlieory is tliat

it is incomplete. He says tliat I do not demonstrate by cal-

culations that the sailing bird must advance against the wind
as well as rise ; that I have not taken into account the vary-

ing shapes of birds, and that I do not explain why certain

species of birds can sail and certain otheis cannot.

These observations of Mr. Chanute are just ; but was if pos-

sible for me, is it possible for any one, in the present state of

knowledge, to comply with these desiderata ? We know,
through the labors of several authors, notably those of Pro-
fessor Langley, the action of air upon plane surfaces ; but we
know next to nothing concerning other surfaces. Mr. Lilien-

thal quite recently expressed the regret that Professor Langley
had not experimented upon wing-shaped surfaces, but these

vary so much that the learned professor would have had a
most complicated task if he had undertaken it. The authors
who have hitherto attempted to calculate the reactions under
the wings of birds have been compelled to consider them as

planes, with a coefficient introduced ; which method, they are

the first to acknowledge, is not accurate. The resistances of

the bird's body and wing edges likewise require the applica-

tion of approximate coefficients. It such calculations in a
general discussion partially satisfy the reader, would he ac-

cept them to determine so delicate a question as the exact
point where the shape of the bird designates whether or not

he can sail ? Moreover, this problem involves still other diffi-

culties, and long, arduous investigations remain for our suc-

cessors.

Content with the consideration of general results, applicable

to both geometrical aeroplanes and to bird shapes (which lat-

ter are approximate aeroplanes), I have included the resistance

of the bird's body and wings in the general loss of effect,

which also includes the transformations of energy, etc. The
loss of effect due to the wing edges and body may be such

that the bird will regain less altitude when facing the wind
than he has lost in gaining speed, and he can then glide only

intermittently, and thus will not be a true sailing bird. It is

* See p. 801.
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thus that T account in a general way for the fact that certain

birds can sail and certain others cannot, but it is not possible,

as above explained, to establish (he precise mechanical limit

between the sailing and the gliding bird. Moreover, it some-
times happens that ornithological rather than mechanical
reasons determine whether a bird shall soar more or less.

Birds, for instance, who are expert sailers frequently beat
their wings, because nature, having made them birds of prey,

has added to their sailing endowment that of alert wing flap-

ping in the hunt. In fine, I may add that many birds which
cannot be classed as sailers can soar upon occasion, as witness
the domestic pigeons which I have described in my memoir
as tracing orbits in the air.

If I have not demonstrated by calculation that the sailing

bird can, while rising, advance against the wind, I have estab-

lished by observation that he has the ability to do so, by means
of orbits and zigzags in a horizontal wind neither too feeble

nor too violent. In point of fact he does not always need to

practice this manaauvre, and when he does it may be far from
us, after having performed under our eyes the movements
merely designed lo gain height, for we cannot hope to see the

bird display all his talents at each instant. If, however, we
observe cases when the performance is necessary, and within
the range of vision ; such, for instance, as those in which the
bird returns to his nest against a head wind across an open
space, we shall see him either advancing against the wind by
a series of zigzags, gaining a little altitude at each zigzag, or
else confiding himself to the wind, as it were, perform a series

of orbits which will bring him back to straight gliding at a
great height above the point where the orbits began. There
is a minor point in which I do not agree with Mr. Chanute,
where that author says that I add the vertical velocity of the
bird with the horizontal speed of the wind. The bird's veloc-
ity, when I add it to that of the wind, may sometimes be ver-
tical, but it is oflener inclined and more nearly horizontal than
vertical. It is true, however, that there is a corresponding
loss of altitude, and that, as Mr. Chanute says, there is a lo.«s

of effect in transforming the direction of motion. Upon this

point, therefore, our disagreement is slight.

2. Answer to Mr. A. F. ZaJim's Discussion.*

As well apprehended by Mr. Zahm, it is my opinion that
the bird can sail on rigid wings in a horizontal wind of uni-
form speed and direction. According to Mr. Zahm, " this is

equivalent to saying that the bird could soar inside an in-
definitely large closed car moving with uniform speed on a
straight level tracli ; and this in turn is equivalent to saying
that a ball, starting from rest at a certain point inside such a
car, could roll down a properly formed groove and rise above
its initial level."

* Published in Aeronautics for June, 1894.
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I will first remark that, as a general thing, it is unsafe to
solve another problem instead of the original one, unless the
similitude be perfectly evident or can be proved to be exact.
The author resorting to this method may reach fallacies by
neglecting some important differences. I have noticed, in

discussing the theory of Professor Langley of soaring flight, a
mistake of this kind.

In this instance I do not admit that the problems stated are

identical. Why does Mr. Zahm complicate the question by
introducing this large car, upon whose mass and upon whose
sides reactions may occur which do not exist in the natural
problem ? Even were these reactions the only counterargu-
ments to present, they would invalidate the affirmation of Mr.
Zahm as to the identity of the situations.

Mr. Zahm states that sailing flight is impossible in a uniform
wind, but he gives no reason why. He might, it seems to

me, have briefly indicated the deficiency in my conception of

the results of the manoeuvre which I call the " relative squall,

"

which may be performed in a uniform horizontal wind, and
which is, so to speak, the foundation of my theory. Does
Mr. Zahm hold that it is impossible for the bird to acquire, in

a horizontal uniform wind, speed in a transverse direction,

either through initial velocity, or in the course of circling, or

by a zigzag ? Or does he hold that the bird in possession of

this transversal speed cannot then head against the wind so

as to breast the current, with an upward angle of incidence,

and a speed due to the sum of his initial velocity and that of
the wind less the loss of effect ? Let Mr. Zahm establish that

either of those two points is a fallacy, and my theory will be
disproved, but I object to the introduction of the large rail-

way car into the question.
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A THEORY OF BAILING FLIGHT AND AEROPLANES.

Reply of Mr. Krbss to Mb. Chantjtb's Discussion on
Brbtonniekb's Papbr on Sailing Flight.*

Mr. Chantjte, the esteemed author of one of the most ex-

cellent and complete aeronautical books of to-day, to wit,
" Progress in Flying Machines," has thought the modest
papers which I sent to the Conference on Aerial Navigation
in Chicago worthy of his discussion, and has courteously in-

dicated those points which seemed to him doubtful or obscure.

I will endeavor to resolve those doubts and obscurities as

brieSy as possible.

lu the discussion of Mr. Bretonniere's paper on Sailing

Flight, Mr. Chanute also mentions my article among others,

and says :

'

' Mr. Kress, who argues that the bird gathers energy
by passing from one stratum of air into another stratum blow-
ing at greater speed, but who furnishes no evidence that air is

usually stratified in that peculiar way ;" and further, " Even
if it were in regular strata, instead of the irregular pulsations
shown by the diagrams of Professor Langley."

It will perhaps be best to copy here the sentences of my
article which were called in question in the excellent English
translation :

" There are streaks and waves of air of different

speeds, generally increasing in velocity with the altitude ;"

and further, " It must be particula/rly noticed that the more
rapid currents of air need not necessarily be above each other."

WWin3-m> ) l^^^r^^^> "%/Tn

The assertion is nowhere to be found in my article that the
difEerent velocities of the air must be arranged the one above
the other in sharply defined layers ; on the contrary, I assume

* See p. 201.
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it as self-evident that the dl^erences in wind velocity are quite
irregular in their speeds and direction, so that my theory does
not conflict at all with Professor Langley's diagrams, and
these irregularities in the wind velocity cannot have any influ-

ence on the correctness of my theory. In the sentence. " Let
us represent in fig. 1 an ideal condition," . . . I have clearly
indicated that my diagram has only an ideal significance, in

order to explain my theory in the simplest and briefest manner.
In discussing my aeroplane (see p. 262), Mr. Chanute ques-

tions the formulse used by me. I have based my calculations

on the formulae of Lilienthal and Professor Wellner, as well as
on my own experience with flying models. My model of the
"AeToveloce,"on the occasion of my last experimental lecture

in 1893, was carefully measured and weighed by my fellow-

aviators. An account of these experiments will be found in
No. 708 of the Zeitsclirift iur Lvftsckiffahrt, Berlin, 1892, and
in the Neue Freie Pr«ss« of Vienna, No. 9,829, January 6, 1892.
Even wlien we succeed in actually compassing artificial

flight, there will probably be no agreement among aviators
concerning aerodynamic 'formulse. I have had some remark-
able experiences in this direction. According to formulse
used until quite recently, my model, in proportion to the size

of its wings, should not weigli more than 8 to 18 grams in

order to fly at all with a velocity of 4 meters. As a matter of

fact, it weighs 245 grams, and actually flies and rises. Isn't

that queer ? Still more droll is the fact that my models flew

as long ago as 1879 and 1880, and were shown publicly in

Vienna before the Chamber of Commerce, the Railway Club,
the Aeronautical Society and other large bodies, with perfect

success ; and that, notwithstanding this, almost to the present

day many theorists calculate the " lift" according to anti-

quated formulae, by which neither the birds nor any artificial

apparatus could ever be made to fly.

Mr. Chanute knows very well what contradictions prevail

on the subject. I will not argue any further whether, in cal-

culating the " drift," an angle of 3° or of 6° should be assumed
in my aeroplane machine, but I will pass at once to the more
important point—that is, to the resistance of the " spars, posts,

braces, etc." This I neglected to introduce in the calculation

of my machine, and thus drew upon myself a well-deserved

correction.

The " spars, posts, braces, etc.," which carry the car, shaft-

ing, journals, etc., and connect these with the wings, are so

arranged that a part of them are shielded from the direct

wind by the wings ; the parts which remain exposed to the

wind will aggregate about 50 meters in length ; these ties,

struts, etc., will consist of " Mannesman" steel tubes of about

1^ millimeters wall thickness, pressed nearly flat ; they are

hollow elliptic steel tubes placed with the sharp edge to the

wind, being 35 millimeters in breadth and 5 millimeters in

thickness in (he middle part ; they will sustain a tension of

3,000 kilograms, and weigh eight-tenths of a kilogram per
meter. The wind resistance of this cross-,section is reduced to
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one-fifth by the pointed elliptic form (see fig. 1). Thus the
resistance of these " spars, posts, braces, etc.," will be :

W" = 50 X 0.005 X 100 X i X i = 0.63 kilograms, and not
16.67 kilograms, as Mr. Chauute erroneously assumes.
This is for a velocity of 10 meters per second, which, for an

aeroplane, must be considered a minimum. For practical
work we must endeavor to reach a velocity of 30 meters per
second. At this last velocity the resistance of the car and the
framework alone would be 172.5 kilograms, according to
Mr. Chanute, and the necessary work 1,725 x 30 = 5,175 kilo-

grameters per second. Allowing 50 per cent, for the efliciency
of the screw, 2 X 5,175 = 10,850 kilograms - 138 H.P. would
be necessary to simply overcome the horizontal resistance of
the apparatus.

It will be clear to every aviator that structures producing so
great a resistance would be totally impracticable in artificial

flight. I am willing to admit, however, that my unintentional
omission in describing the details of my apparatus was the
main cause of this misunderstanding. William Kress.
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Blue Hill Observatory, 104, 105, 106, lOT, 110, 170, 317.
Boat-Biiilding, 275.

Boat, Paper, 132.

Bomb, 360 ; Balloon, 360.

Bombardment of the Sky, 364.
Bonney, C. C.,1.
Bonvallet, M. Louis, 352.
Boomerang, 181.
Borda, 336.
Bon-Merzoug, 174, 198.

Boundaries of Storms, 356.
Bow Form, 212.

Braided Linen, 131.

Breithaupt, W. H., 11.

Brenton Reef Lightship, 324.

Brenton's Point, 326.

Bretonniere, J., 172, 201, 203, 204, 365, 402, 409 ; Discussion by, 397, 402 ; of
Paper of, 412.

Bridle—Lines, 327 ; Strings, 324.

British Aeronautical Society, 5, 25, 128.

Bronzes, Aluminum, 141, 148.

Brown—Canvas-Backed Packing Paper, 150 ; D. S., 396.

Buoy, 324, 326.
" Buoyancy," 228, 230 ; Center of, 239, 274.

Bureau of Steam Engineering, 143.

Burners, 292.
Butterfly, 17.

Buzzards, 37, 68, 99, 101, 210, 311, 225, 276, 307, 400.

Cable, Hempen, 181.
Caillet, M., 387, 891.
" Calculus of Variations," 343.

Canary, 241.

Cannon, 19 ; Ball, 19.

Canvas, Willesden Patent Waterproof, 151.
Canvas-Backed Paper, 150.

Captive Balloon, 308.

Car, 241, 250, 260, 265, 330 ; Eesistance of, 338.

Cards, Question, 378.

Carlisle, Pa., 362, 363.

Carll, 343.

Carlotta, 380, 332.

Carrion Crow. 212, 231.
Castings of Steel, 145.

"Catgut," 132, 133.

Cathartes Aura, 68.

Cazin, M , 342.
Cellular Kites, 287 ; Flying Machine Motors and, 287.
Celluloid, 149 ; Sheet, 151.
Centerboard of a Yacht, 285.
Center—of Buoyancy, 274 ; of Mass, 276 ; of Pressure, 288 ; of Pressure of
Planes, 249 ; of Surface, 276.

Century Magazine, 56.

Chalais, 142.

Chanute, O., 5, 15, 24, 26, 235, 239, 320 ; Discussion by, 201, 262, 305 ; Reply
to M. Bretonniere, 412.

Chanveres, 380
Chart, 28, 30.

Cheshire, 153.

Chimney, 96.

Chinamen, 319.

Chlorate of Potash, 360.

Christj;, Professor, 148.

Chromium, 143.

Chronograph, 72, 75, 166.

Chronographic Record, 75.
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Church, Professor I. P., 93.

Cinemograph, 111.

Circling Flight, 207, 212.
. ^ . s

Civil Engineers—American Society of, 15 ; French Society of, 7.

Classes of Birds, 163.

Clayton, 316.
Clino-Anemometer, 110.

Clock-Worlc, 290.

Clock Movement, Eegistering, 374.

Coe, C. C, 354.

Coefficient of Tensile Eesistance, 134.

Coefficients of Resistance to Crushing, 135.

Columbian Exposition, 120. '

Commutator, 169.

Compounding the Engine, 63.

Compound—Aeroplane, 277, 287, 291 ; Turbine, 120.

Compressed Air, 290 ; Engine, 128.

Compression in Long Columns, l36.

Condensing Engine, 252.

Condors, 16, 81.

Conning Tower, 251.

Constantine, Algeria, 172, 174, 186, 190, 192, 193 ; Map of, 175.

Construction of Aerial Machines, Suggestions for, 297 ; of Sustainers, 250.

Copenhagen, Eoyal Dockyard in, 119.

Copper, 130, 139, 145.

Coral Bed, Hidden, 356.

Cornice Road, 186.

Cosmopolitan, 205.

Cottier, Joseph G. C, 343.

Cotton, 131.

Cowles, William, 143.

Crow, 214.

Crushing, Co efacient of Resistance to, 135.

Cumberland Mountains, 208.

Current—Ascending, 212 ; Vertical, 190.

Currents-Counter, in the Upper Air, 94 ; Descending, 191, 193.

Curtis, George.B , 74, 89, 105.

Cycle-Riding, .306.

• " Cyclopaedia of Applied Mechanics," 142, 143.

Dangers of the Parachute, 349.

Danjard, 296.
Dante, 310.
Darwin. 81.

Davis, J. Woodbridge, 320.

Dead Calm, 210 ; Soar in, 211.

Dead-Point, 269.

Dechevrens, 106, 110.

Delaware, 363.

De Fonvielle, 364 ; Discussion of Paper of, 394.

De Lome, Dupuy, 271, 345.

DeLouvrie, M. Ch., 24, 25, 26, 202, 220, 267, 272.

Der Vogelflug als Grundlage der Fliegekunst, 254.

Descending Currents, 191, 193.

Descent, 242, 300 ; and Safety, 245.

Design— of Flying Machines, 241 ; of Screw, 49 ; Wenham, 281.

D'Esterno, Count, 220, 310.

Dewar. Mr.. 390. 391.

Dines, W. H., 25, 105, 111.

Direction Instruments, 105.

Dirigible Parachutes, 301.

Discussion—by A. F. Zahm, 204 ; Answer to, 410 ; by O. Chanute, 201, 262,

305 ; of Paper on the Mechanics of Flight, 365 ; on the Various Papers on
Soaring Flight, 223 ; by A. M. Wellington, 397 ; by H. A. Hazen, 394, 400

;

by Professor Langley, 402 ; of Sailing Flight, 412.

Dockyard, Royal, in Copenhagen, 117.

Doll, 160.

Double-sized Balloon, 14.

Dow, J. H., 120 ; Turbine, 123.

Draft-Horse, 126.
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" Drift," 27, 85, 258, 260, 267.
Drop-Forging, 145.

Drum, 167.

Drzewiecki, M., 203.
Duchemin, Colonel, 25, 26, 267, 271 ; Formula, 89, 48, 49, 55, 342.
Duck, 8. 204.

Dufour, M., 358.
Dupuy de Lome, 374.

Duryea, C. E., 306.

Dust, Movement of, 223.

Dynamic Flight, 15, 18.

Dynamo, 65, 120.

Eagle. 16, 225, 235, 276.

East Tennessee, 208.
Ebonite Sheet, 150.

Eddies of Wind, 24, 187, 190.

Eddy, William A., 315, 350.

Efficiency, 47, 48, 50, 57.
" Effigies," 93.

Egyptian Vultures, 186, 193, 195.

Eiffel Tower at Paris, 172, 222, 270, 360.
Elastic—Air Screws, 253, 264 ; Fluid Turbine, 120.
Electricity, 65.

Electric Motors, 59, 65, 66.

Elephant, 17.

Elevation, Highest in America, 332.

"El Kantara," 173, 201.

Elsdale. Major, 117.

Engine—Compounding the, 63 ; Explosive, 58 ; Whirling, 55.

Engineer, The, 116.

Engineering, 247, 249.

Engineering News, 93, 102, 205, 368.

Engines, 251.
England, 362.

Equilibrating—Devices, 386 ; Power, 328.

Equilibrium, 242, 275, 283, 305, 327 ; and Motion, 242 ; Longitudinal, 244

;

Pendular, 279 ; Testing, 246.

Equipoise, 10.

Erie, Pa., 332.
Evolutions of Soaring Flight, 191.
" Expanding Pitch," 298.

Experimental Machine, 304.

Experimentation, Sug^stions as to the Methods of, 303.
Experimenting, Safe, Programme for, 310.
Experiments—and Observations, 152 ; and Suggestions for the Construction

of Aerial Machines, 297 ; Balloon, French, 245 ; Balloon, Novel, 346 ; for
the Construction of Aerial Machines, 293 ; Button's, 337 ; in Aerodynam-
ics, 24, 83, 86, 87, 247, 294 ; in Anemometry, 91 ; Langley's, 339, 341 ; of
Marvin, 105 ; on the Movements of Fluid Particles, 223 ; Rainfall, 359 ;

Rouse's, 249 ; with Birds' Wings, 159 ; with Hexagon and Tailless Kites,
315 ; with Kites, 22.S, .301, 320 ; with Exploring BalloonB, 368.

Exploration, Submarine, 355.

Explorations of the Upper Air, 349, 364.

Exploring Balloons, 384 ; Table of Experiments with, 368, 370 ; Routes of,

372 ; Ascent of, 375 ; Baro-Thermometric Registration of, 380.
Exploring—Line, 171, 172 ; the Upper Air, 350.
Explosion of Gas or Air, 65 ; of Gunpowder, 188.

Falconers, 179, 186.
Falconnet, E., 15.

Falcons, 173, 186.

Fan—Blower, 53 ; Wheel, 328.

Fans, 21, 245.

Feasibility of Soaring, 163.

Feathering—Motion, 44 ; Paddle, 42, 43.
Feather, Resistance of, 127.

Fergusson, S. P., 104, 170.

Ferrel Formula, 108.

Fiber, 131, ia3.
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Fibrous and Textile Materials, 146.

"Fin," 285; Flexible, 44; Oscillating, 44 ; Vibrating, 44.

Fishing Line, 131.

Pish Shape, 249.

Flappers, 273.

Flappinar, 210 ; Apparatus, 263 ; Flight, 213 ;
" Flying without," 310 ;

Flying Machines and Aeroplanes, 353 ; Stroke, 215, 218.

Flash of Lightning, 356.

Flax, 131.

Flexible—Aerosurface, 243 ; Bird's Wing, 244 ; Fin, 44.

Flight, 218, 22;j, 397 ; an Unsolved Problem, 181 ; Atmospheric Gusts and
their Relation to, 163 ; Beating, 268 ; Circling, 207. 212 ; Dynamic, 15, 16,

18 ; Flapping, 213 ; Gliding, 18, 21, 30, 204, 211, 214 ; Gliding Downward,
813 ;

HoriEontal, 238 ; Horizontal Soaring, 214 ; in the Absence of Winds,
309, 210 ; in Windy Weather, 209 ; "Journeying," 312 ; Mechanical, 303 ;

Mechanics of and " Aspiration," 227 ; of Birds, 153, 897 ; Orthogonal, 18,

31, 48 ; Rowing, 370 ; Sailing, 18,'320, 258, 270 ; Soaring, 318, 269 ; Spiral,

181 ; Undulatory Theory of, 91 ; "without Flapping," 810.

Florida, 100.

Flotation, 340, 345 ; versus Aviation, 333.
Fluctuation of the Wind's Velocity, 94.

Flying—Devices, 148 ; Line, 325 ; Machine Motors, 287 ; Machine Motors and
Cellular Kites, 287 ; Machine No. 18. Various Screw-Motors for, Hargrave,
389 ;

" Machines," 235 ; Machines, Artificial, 8 ; Machines, Design of, 241;
Machines, Stability of, 273, 282 ; Machine, Wing-Flapping, 257 ; Models,
Artificial. 83.

Fly, Learning How to, 306.
Fog, 336.
Force—of Gravity, 278 ; of Inertia, 278.

Form of Wings, 212.
Formula, 107.

Fourier, J., 387, 388, 389.
France, 361.
Frankfort, N. Y., 338, 359.
Franklin, 331, 332 ; Captain, 388 ; Institute, Journal, 189, 342
French—Academy of Sciences, 268 ; Aerial Navigation Society, 5, 172 ; Aero-

nauts, 249 ; Balloon Experiments, 243 ; Government, 1.3, 14, 15 ; Govern-
ment, War Department of, 13 ; Military Aeronautical Department, 7 ; Na-
tional Service, 3.30 ; Society of Civil Engineers, 7 ; War Balloon, 8, 14, 47.

Friction of the Air, 358, 341.

Frigate Bird, 204, 206.
Froude. E. E., 86, 271, 341.
Fuel, 63, 250, 304 ; Petroleum, 261.
Fullerton, J. D., 341.

Fulminate Cartridge, 360.
Function—of the Bail, 239 ; of the Screw, 53.

Fuse, 361.

Ganges, 886.
Gamerin, Eliza, 801, 302.

Garrigou-Lagi'ange, 110.

Gas—Bag, ,340 ; Balloons, Hydrogen, 328 ; Engines, 60, 61, 257 ; Hydrogen,
847 ; or Air, Explosion of. 65 ; or Gasoline Engine, 59.

Generalizations Regarding Screws, 36.

Generators, 251
Glaisher, James, 361, 395.
Gliding—Flight, 18, 21, 30, 304, 211, 214; Flight, Downward, 213 : Flight,
Theory of, 176 ; Long, 192 ; or Soaring Devices, 158.

Gorge, 222.

Gravity, 11, 13 ; Force of, 278
Crveat Eastern, 341.

Gulf of Mexico, 314.
Gulls, 163, 285, 307.

Gunpowder, Explosion of, 188.
Gustiness, 96.

Gust of Wind, 179.
" Gut," 132.

Guyot, Professor, 94.

Gyrating, 357.
Gyroscopic Balancers, 243.
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Hagen, 330, 341.
Han, 139, 141.
Hammon, Mr., 363.
Hargrave Steam Engine, 288 ; Various Screw Motors for Flying Machine
No. 18, Si9.

Hargraves, Lawrence, 9, 128, 152, 273, 284, 287 ; Models, 280.
Harrington, Mark W., 349.
HarvaiS College, Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of, 170 ; College
Observatory, Annals of, 110.

Hastings, C. W., 5, 11, 319.
Haswell, 131, 135.
Hawks, 154, 210, 212 ; Wings of, 225.
Hazen, H. A., 100, 353, 361, 368 ; Discussion by, 394, 400.
Head Resistance, 39.

Helicoid, 110 ; Air Meter, 111.
Helicopteres, 265.
Helix, 184
Helmholtz, 79.
Heloflte, 61.

Hemlock, 136.
Hemp, 131

.

Hempen Cable, 131.
Hen, 227.
Henderson, N. Y., 362.
Henson, 128.

Hermite, M.. o53, 364, 365, 367, 371, 374, 376, 386, 391, 394, 395.
Hexagon Kite, 318 ; Tail Kites, 316.
Hickory, 136.

Himalaya Mountains, 386.
Hodgkinson, 133.

Holston Mountain, 215.

Horizontal—Flight, 258 ; Resistance, 242, 338 ; Soaring Flight, 214 : Transla-
tion, 21 ; Wind, 222.

Horla, 386.

Horse-Power—Required, 28 ; Varies as the Area, 56, 57.

Hot-Air Balloons, 349.
Hotchkiss Ordnance Company, 120.
" Hovering," 237; Action, 193.

Howell Torpedo, 120.

Huffaker E C 208
Human—Artificial Flight, 257, 260 ; Hair, 132 ; Muscle, 127.

Humming-Birds, 16, 18, 227.

Hunt, 129, 141.

Button, 25, 267.

Button's Experiments, 337 ; Law, 338.

Hydrogen, 360 ; Balloons, 328 ; Gas, 347 ; Gas Balloons, 328.
" Hydromechanics," 94.

Imperial Aeronautical Society of Russia, 5.

Inclination, Angle of, 28.

Inclined Plane, 311.

Inertia, Force of, 278.
Ing^nieurs Civis, 343.

Insects, 16. 18, 227.
Instrument, Motive, 37, 42.

Instruments, Pressure and Velocity, 106.

Intermittent Wind, 93.
" Internal" Work, 69, 70, 81, 92 ; Work of the Wind, 66 ; Discussion of, 402 ;

"Work," Potentiality of, 90.

Inventors, 7.

Inversion, 275.

Iron^Age, 121 ; Cable, 131 ; Wire Gauzp Web, 150.

Janssen, Mr., 376, 390.

Jet Propulsion, 252.

Jobert, M. Claude, 865, 371.

Joessel, Mr., 35.

Joessel's Law, 278, 281.

Johns Hopkins University, 171.

Johnson, J. B., 95, 147, 388.
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Joigny, 380.
Journal FranUin Institute, 139, 342.

Jovis, M., 365, 386.

Kansas to Manitoba, 353.

Keel, 37, 277, 280, 285.

Kelvin, Lord, 80.

Kerosene, 257.

Kestrel Hawks, 220.
Kew—Pattern, 111 ; Weather Bureau, U2.
Kill von Kull, 316.

Kimball, A. L., Note by, 272.
" Kinetic Energy," 178.

King, Colonel W. E., 5.

Kingston, 357, 358.

Kite, Paper, 81.

Kites, 83, 91, 263, 350 ; Cellular, 287: Experiments with, 223, 301, 315, 320,

322 ; Hexagon, 318 ; Hexagon and Tailless, Experiments with, 315 ; Hex-
agon Tail, 316 ; Light-Wind, 318 ; Malay, 318, 819 ; Malay Tailless, 317 ;

Table of, 296 ; Tailless, 163, 319, 360 ; Tandem, 316.

Knowledge, Smithsonian Contributions to, 83.

Koster, 127. •

Krebs, 848, 343.
Kress, William, 203, 206.; Eeply of, 412.

Labillardiere, 131.

La Breche, 174.

Lachambre, M., 378.

L'Aeronaute, 172, 176.
L'Aerophile, 376, 378, 380, 382, 385, 388, 393, 393, 396 ; Ascension of, 379.

La France, War Balloon, 55, 65, 342, 343.

Lake—Ontario, 355 ; Trasimene, 310.

Lancaster, Mr., 93.

Landreth, Mr., 148.

Langley, S. P., Professor, 6, 8, 9, 20, 34, 26, 32, 66, 83, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 100,

101, 102, 104, 138, 129, 141, 163, 170, 202, 205, 330 ; Discussion by, 402.

Langley's Experiments, 389, 841 ; Theory, 101.

Lateral Stability, Automatic, 286.

Lead, 130.
" Learning How to Fly," 806.

Le Bris, Captain, 308, 310.
" L'Empire de I'Air," 311.

Le Journal, 371.

Le Verrier, 363, 876.
" Lift," 27, 256, 260 ; of Screw, 239.

Lifting Power of Wings, 168.

Lightness, 63.

Lightning, Flash of, 356.

Light-Wind Kites, 318.

Lilienthal, M., 10, 354, 808, 345, 413 ; Formulse, 262, 287.
Lima, 81.

Linen Line, 133.

Linseed Oil Gum, 328.

Live Oak. 134.

Locomotive, 136 ; Wheel, 52.

Long Columns, Compression in, 136.

Longitudinal—Equilibrium, 244 ; Stability, 37, 378 ; Stability, Automatic,
285

Louvres, 300, 303.

Lussae, Gay, 361.

Machine, Phillips', 281.

Machinery, 126 ; Breakage of, 248 ; of the Fastest Torpedo Boat, 146

;

Weighing 50 lbs. to the H. P., 136.

Magnesium, 143, 145.

Malay—Kites, 818, 819 ; Tailless Kite, 317.
Mallet, M., 365, 386.

Mammoth, 16.

Manganese, 148, 145.
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Manoeuvring of Balloons, 346.

Mannesman, 413.

Jlanometer, 371.

Jlansourati, 190 ; Plateau, 301.

Map of Routes of Exploring Balloons, 372.

Marey, 127.

Marine—Engine, 186 ; Propeller, 46 ; Screws, 45, SI.

Marny, M., !i40.

Marten, 8.

Martinets, 173.

Martinsburg, 355.

Marvin, C. F., 101, 105, 109.

Marvin's Experiments, 105.

Mastodon, 16.

Materials—Fibrous and Textile, 146 ; for Aeronautical Construction, 125, 148;
" of Engineering," 131.

Maxim, MJ., 9, 56, 63, 130, 345, 373, 384.

Maximum—Alloy, 145 ; Thrust, Angle of, 49.

Maxwell, 80, 81

Maxwell's " Sorting Demons," 92.

Mechanical Flight, 303.

Mechanics—of Flight, Discussion of, 365, 397 ;
" of the Earth's Atmosphere,"

341 ; of Flight and "Aspiration," 287.

Mediterranean, 314.

Men, Rate of Work, 126.

Mersey Estuary, 159.

Metal, Muntz, 143.

Meteorologists, 70, 354.

Meteorology, 361.

Methylated Spirits of Wine, 291.

Models, Hargrave's, 280.

Moduli of Crushing Strength, 133.
" Montagues Russes," 203.

Mont-Dauphin, 373.

Montgoliier, Stephen, 13.

Montgomery, J J., Discussion on the Various Papers on Soaring, 333.

Motion—and Equilibrium, 242 ; Uniformity of, 74.

Motive Instrument, 42.

Motors, 9, 18, 304 ; Electric, 59, 65, 66 ; Flying Machine, and Cellular Kites,

287 ; for Flying Machines, 287 ; Petroleum, 257, 261.

Mouillard, M., 67, 68, 85, 89, 203, 206, 308, 310. 402, 408.

Mount—Valerieu, 230 ; Washington, 102, ,363.

Movements of the Spherical Balloon and the Parachute, 348.

Moy, Mr.. 305.

MulleuhofE, 127.

Multiplicity of Blades, 53.

Multi-Wheel, Turbine, 121.

Mumify, 153.

Munich Aviation Society, 5.

Muntz Metal, 143.

Myers, Carl E., 148, 328, 346, 359.

Nansen, Dr., 388.

Naphtha, 123.

Narrow Blade, 300.

National Academy of Sciences, 66.

Natural Gas Balloon, 331.

Nature. 364.

Naval Review, 271.
Navigable—Balloons, 8, 13, 15 ; War Balloons, 7.
Navy Department, United States, 143.
" Negative Gravity,'; 227 ; Slip, 116.

Neophrons Percnopieres, 173.

Neu Freie Preene, 413.

Netting. 339. 3.30.

New South Wales, Royal Society of, 287.

Newton, 349.

Newton's Problem, 340,

New York, 362.
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Nickel, 143, 145 ; Pare, 66.

Nitro-Glycerine, 61.

Noisy-le-Sec, 36'!', 371.

Non Homogeneity of the Wind, 78.
" ISIorther on the Gulf," 94.

North Pole, Temperature of, 388.

Note by A. L. Kimball, 272.

Notre Dame University, Scientific Association of, 163.

Observations—and Experiments, 152 ; in Balloons, 354 ; of the Winds, 186.

Observatory of the Tower of St. Jacques, 371.

Gil, 63.

Oil-Oloth, 298.

Oiled Canvas, 151 ; Silks, 151.

Ontario, Province of, 357.

Opening Address, 5.

Orbicular Paths, 197.

Orbit, Form of, 196.

Orbits, 184, 185, 186, 191, 192, 193, 195, 196, 198.

Organization, 4.

Ornithological Problem, 67.

Orthogonal Flight, 18, 21, 43.

Oscillating Fin, 42, 48.

Oscillations, 104, 325.

Oswego, N. Y.,355,356.

Paddle—Feathering, 42 ; Wheel, 54.

Paper, 146 ; Kite, 81.

Parabolic Shape, 51.

Parachute, 233, 300 ; Dangers of the, 349 ; Dirigible, 301 ;
" Drop," 349 i

Movements of the, 348.

Parry, Captain, 388.

Passade, 186.

Pectoral Muscles, 214.

Pelicans, 285.

Penaud, 85, 127, 268.

Pendular Equilibrium, 279.

Pendulum, 328.

Periodic Unsteady Motion, 94,

Perry, Lieutenant, 388.

Petroleum, 122 • Engines, 128 ; Fuel, 261 ; Motors, 257, 261.

Pharaoh's Chicken, 201.

Philadelphia, 363.

Phillips, Mr., 10, 117, 349, 273, 291 Machine, 247, 281, 286.

Phosphor Bronze Wire-Woven Web, 150.

Pichancourt, 263.

Pier, 312.
Piezometer, 94.

Pigeons, 18, 1.53, 155, 193, 196.

Pike's Peak, 101.

Pilatus, 386.

Pilot Balloons, 350, 353.

Pines, 183, 136.

Place Aumale, 190; Peregaux, 186, 189.

Planes—Action of Air on, 225 , Center of Pressure of, 249 ; Inclined, Eesist-
arnce to, 249 ; or Wings, Weight of the, 152 ; Vertical, Resistance to, 247.

Planetary Medium, Temperature of, 386.

Plateau 127
" Possibility of Constructing Dynamic Flying Machines," 2S5.

Potentiality of " Internal Work," 90.

Pouillet, Messrs., 389.
Powell, B. Baden, 240.

Power—Actual, 38 ; Applied to the Screw, 52 ; Required, 243 ; Eequired to
Raise a Man Vertically, 19 ; Theory of. Increasing as the Square of the Di-
mensions, 18 ; Varies as the Cube of the Speed, 50 ; Varies Inversely as the
Square Root of the Surface, 21.

Powers, Carrying, of Birds, 154.

Preliminary Address, 1.
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Pressure—and Velocity Instruments, 106 : Center of, 282 ; of Planes, Center
of, 249.

Programme for Safe Experimenting, 310.
" Progress in Flying Macliines," 249, 287.
Propeller—Aerial Screw, 55 ; Marine, 46

;
Twin Screw, 252 ; Wave Motion,

44.

Propellers. 44, 261 ; Aerial, 46, 47, 48, .51 ; Screw, B3, 265.
Propelling—Machinery, 241, 250, 251 ; Power, 340.
Proportioning Ships, 341.
Proportion of Weight to Aerosurface, 246.
Piopalsion, 267, 272 ; Jet, 252 ; of an Aerial Car, 271 ; Resistance of, 340.
Propulsive Force, 373.
Publications, 4.

Pulaski, 355.
Pulsations, 86 : of the Wind, 87, 93, 163 ; Wind, Natural Law of, 202.

Pyrenees, 386.

Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, 105, 187.

Radiation, Solar, 381.

jRaiti'oad and Engineering Journal, 26, 249.

Hainfall Experiments, 359.

Hankine, professor, 24, 86, 342.

Bavens, 173.
Rawhide, 132.

Reaction—Engine, 53 ; Jet, 52 ; or Jet System, 42.

Readville, Mass., 170.

Receiver, 291.

Reef, 356.
Relative—Squall, 184, 185, 186, 191, 193 ;

" Wind," 258.
Renard, Commandant, 7, 9, 128, 339, 342, 343, 374.

Renault, 376.

Resistance—Horizontal, 242, 338 ; of Ships, 271 ; of the Air, 38 ; of the Car,
338 : to Motion of Bodies, 349 ; to Planes, 247, 249 ; to Propulsion, 340 ;

to Turning, 50.

Resisting Force, 273.

Resource, 179.

Revolving Screws, 265.

Revue deV Aeronautigue, 320.

Rlmmel, 174. 189, 198.

Richard, 110 ; Richard Brothers, 109, 170.
Richard's Anemo-cinemograph, 109.

Biker's Island, 334.

River Basin, Influence of, 189.

Robinson—Anemometer, 78, 77, 101, 102, 108, 109 ; Anemometer, Weather
Bureau, 74, 105 ; Cup Anemometer, 111.

Rockets, 252.
" Roller Coaster," 203, 221, 270.

Rook, 154.

Ropes, 131.

Rotary Engine, 64.

Rotating Wind, 189.

Rotch, A. Lawrence, 317.

Rouse's Experiments, 249.

Rowing—Flight, 270 ;
Quills, 212.

Royal—Dockyard in Copenhagen, 119 ; Meteorological Society, Quarterly
Journal of, 105, 107 ; Society, 291 ; Society of New South Wales, 287.

Rubber Bands, 290.

Rudder-Double, 278 ; Vertical, 239, 253.
Rudders, 10, 361, 880, 304.
Rnssell, J. Scott, 341.

Russia, Imperial Aeronautical Society of, 5.

Sailing—Birds, 173, 176, 320 : Flight, 18, 172, 176, 179, 191, 220, 258, 270:
Discussion of, 412 ; Flight and Wind, 208 ; Flight, Theory of, 186, 206.

Saint Jacques, Observatory of, 371.

San Antonio, Tex.
Sanderval, 308.

Sandy Creek, N. Y., 333.
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San Francisco, Cal., 355.

Scientific—American, 91 ; Association of Notre Dame University, 163 ; He-
suits Gained by Balloons, 361.

Screw—Blades, 50, 156, 302 ; Design of, 49; Efficiency of, 54 ; for Aerial
Propulsion, 49 ;
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